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Biography as Corrective 

Twenty-seven years ago the distinguished English biographer Robert 
Skidelsky (author of Keynes, in three volumes)1 rued the continuing lack of 
theorizing in the study of biography and, as a consequence, its poor status 
in the academy.2 As Skidelsky put it in a sort of status report on biography 
in 1988, The Troubled Face of Biography (a book of essays resulting from an 
international conference on the subject): “Scholars are far from convinced 
that biography has any important light to throw on art or,” he added, “his-
tory.”3 “Biography,” he summarized, “is still not taken entirely seriously as 
literature, as history, or as a cogent intellectual exercise.”4 
 This sorry situation, in the view of the novelist and professor of 
American literature Malcolm Bradbury in the same work, had not changed 
very much since Wellek and Warren had published, in 1949, their “famous 
and influential” book, Theory of Literature.5 In that seminal account, biog-

1 Robert Skidelsky, John Maynard Keynes: The Economist as Savior (New York: Viking, 
1983); Robert Skidelsky, John Maynard Keynes: Hopes Betrayed (New York: Viking, 1992), 
and Robert Skidelsky, John Maynard Keynes: Fighting for Britain (London: Macmillan, 
2000). 

2 Robert Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth,” in Eric Homberger and John 
Charmley, eds., The Troubled Face of Biography (St. Martin’s: 1998), 14. Paula 
Backscheider later lamented the same in Reflections on Biography (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1999), xiv. 

3 “Only Connect: Biography and Truth,” in Homberger and Charmley, The Troubled Face of 
Biography (New York: St. Martin’s, 1998), 1. 

4 Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth”, p. 1-2. 
5 René Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (New York: Harcourt, 1946). 
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raphy had been dismissed as of no “real critical importance. No 
biographical evidence can change or influence critical evaluation,” 
Wellek and Warren had asserted.6 
 Bradbury’s scorn for the ravages wreaked not only by post-war critical 
minds but then by deconstruction was even more pronounced – the 1980s 
having become “the age of the author denied and eliminated, airbrushed 
from the world of writing with a theoretical efficiency that would be the 
envy of any totalitarian regime trying to remove its discredited past lead-
ers from the record of history.”7 
 Skidelsky thought biographers, to some degree, had brought this up-
on themselves - not only by the lack of theorists, but by biographers’ hel-
ter-skelter retreat from their earlier, Victorian responsibility to produce 
exemplary lives, and their growing surrender to public voyeurism. In his 
view, exemplary lives were coming back again, following Lytton Strachey’s 
great “debunking” bonanza after World War I -– which had at least given 
biography a serious and central justification -- but with the exemplariness 
transferred to the subject’s private life – life that was not necessarily ex-
emplary, at least in the Victorian sense, but certainly so in the Roman Coli-
seum sense. By the late 1980s, he lamented, biography had sunk in intellec-
tual esteem, for “the example is the life itself, not what the life enabled a 
person to achieve. Or, more precisely, the life is the achievement.” As he 
added, in what is now a famous epigram, “what used to be called achieve-
ment is now only one accompaniment, possibly a minor one, of a style of 
living” – from lesbianism to sexual arrangements.8 

It would be no exaggeration to say that biography’s role and standing in 
society and in the academy has radically changed since The Troubled Face 
of Biography was published. The book’s editors, Eric Homberger and John 

6 Malcolm Bradbury, “The Telling Life,” in Homberger and Charmley, The Troubled Face, 
pp. 134-5. 

6 Ibid., 136. 
7 Ibid., 134-5. 
8 Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth”, 13. 
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Charmley – one a professor of literature, the other a professor of history – 
had claimed that “everywhere in academic life the subtle, the not-so-subtle 
denigration of biography grows apace,” and reported with profound con-
cern that “the procedures of biography” were “under direct attack in the 
humanities.”9 
 Twenty-seven years later the reverse could probably be averred: tra-
ditional history, rather than biography, having come under academic and 
public fire, while biography’s status both in academia and outside may be 
said to have skyrocketed. The snobbery, superficiality, and lack of credibil-
ity of historians, where their work touches on real individuals, caused his-
tory in that period to become suspect not only in the academy but outside, 
as the work of biographers served increasingly to place in question their 
accounts and interpretations of important historical events, personalities 
and developments. 

This is a change or turn that in time will repay deeper study, I be-
lieve. However, since it has gone more or less unobserved in current stud-
ies of biography,10 let me briefly explore what might be termed “the bio-
graphical corrective,” as I have observed and experienced it, both as an 
author and as a teacher of the craft since the 1970s. 

Robert Skidelsky, in his 1988 essay, did acknowledge the rise of more pro-
fessional (i.e. well-researched) approaches to modern biography, fueled by 

9 Eric Homberger and John Charmley, “Introduction”, in: Homberger and Charmley, The 
Troubled Face, ix, xii. 

10 In Mary Rhiel and David Suchoff’s edited work The Seductions of Biography (London: 
Routledge, 1996), based on a one-year program of “discussion and research on biog-
raphy,” there was an excellent first attempt to move beyond The Troubled Face of Biog-
raphy from both literary and historical-cultural perspectives. Three years later, in Reflec-
tions on Biography, Paula Backscheider did include a short chapter, “Pushing the Enve-
lope,” on biography’s “directions and challenges” - though only in relation to innovative 
form. Hans Renders and Binne de Haan’s edited volume Theoretical Discussions of Biog-
raphy (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2014) has, finally, challenged Wellek and Warren’s Struc-
turalist dismissal of biography – see Section 1, “Historiography of Biography Studies,” 11-
58, and Section 2, “Biography and History,” 61- 101. 
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American academics. He cast the products, though, as “works of scholar-
ship rather than imagination.” More detailed and painstaking than in the 
past, biographies were, he maintained, still turgid. “Nearly all biographies 
still start with ancestors, most move on to birth, and then through birth to 
leading events, and so on to death, in music the same way as of old, and” – 
pace Eminent Victorians – “at about as funereal a pace.”11 Current biog-
raphy was not notable, he observed, for being innovative or critical. It was 
not “experimental in style or arrangement,” and it could not be said that “it 
seriously challenges accepted judgments.”12 
 Skidelsky clearly never foresaw the explosion of new narrative liter-
ary techniques in biography that changed its supposedly troubled face in 
subsequent decades. For one thing, biographers abruptly ceased opening 
their lives with the birth of their subject – so much so that, by 2007, Her-
mione Lee, a biographer and professor of English literature at Oxford, 
could formally announce the demise of such starting points.13 Biographies 
also began to use flashback, foreshadowing, invented narrators, multiple 
points of view, and more.14 Where Edmund Morris, for example, had em-
barked on his new life of Theodore Roosevelt in traditional multi-volume, 
traditional style in 1979, he abandoned all semblance of such in Dutch, his 
authorized biography of President Ronald Reagan in 1999: inventing him-
self, the author, as a fictional participant-observer, and even inserting his 
own filmscript.15 (No film, unfortunately was forthcoming. Not only did 
this outrage Reagan’s widow, but it scandalized the reading public, who 
had come to expect, nay demand an old-fashioned formal, official biog-
raphy – an example, as in many of the arts, of the market being well be-
hind the creative curve.) 

11 Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth,” 8. 
12 Ibid., 8. 
13 Hermione Lee, Virginia Woolf (New York: Knopf, 1997), 3, and Biography: A Very 

Short  Introduction (Oxford University Press, 2009), 122.
14 Nigel Hamilton, Biography: A Brief History (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2009), 

222-241.
15 Edmund Morris, Dutch: A Memoir of Ronald Reagan (New York: Random House, 1999). 
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 Another example of radical reorientation of the biographer as author 
may be seen in the work of Stacy Schiff. Schiff had published a 
well-regarded biography of Saint-Exupéry in 1995, but in 2010 she 
subjected Queen Cleopatra to a scintillating, firework-style re-
examination in Cleopatra. This time there was no widow to object; in 
the New York Times Michiko Kakutani hailed the work as “a cinematic 
portrait of a historical figure far more complex and compelling than any 
fictional creation.”16 
 These were not aberrations; the sheer literary standard of biograph-
ical writing often eclipsing that of fiction authors in readability, control of 
structure, intelligence, humor and narrative skill. Narrative innovation, in 
other words, transformed the genre. It did not necessarily displace 
more journeyman, traditional biographies – any more than postmodern 
novels displaced traditional detective novels or spy thrillers – but it 
added to bi-ography’s arsenal a display of inventiveness in form and 
approach that professors Homberger and Charmley had only 
nervously (and far from eagerly) hoped for when in 1988 they wrote: 
“The suspicion of traditional biography is so intense in the social 
sciences, history and in the vexatious kingdom of high literary theory, 
that wild heresies, tremendous flights of the persecuted biographical 
imagination, loom on the horizon.”17 
 Together with this innovative turn, though, went a new, more chal-
lenging approach by the biographer to his or her purpose in writing the life 
of another, real human being: the question “why?” And “what am I trying 
to do in this book?” 
 In steering, shaping and above all, in editing out non-germane 
con-tent from their work, Biography as Corrective, as it might be called, 
saw biographers taking upon themselves a more challenging aspiration, 
name-ly to do what Lord Skidelsky had failed to find in biography in the 
1980s – a stronger critical, authorial mission, unafraid to contest the 
achievement or failure of the subject. Biographers began not only to 
contest the way in which the genre had previously been pursued in 
biography, but the way in 

16 Michiko Kakutani, “The Woman Who Had the World Enthralled,” New York Times, No-
vember 1, 2010. 

17 Homberger and Charmley, “Introduction”, xv. 
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which the biographee had hitherto been portrayed and evaluated by histo-
rians. 

Whether this burgeoning critical confidence was occasioned by the gradu-
al whittling away of libel and copyright laws in America and ultimately in 
Britain - a factor that had made many a biographer cringe before tackling 
reputations, as Ian Hamilton, author of In Search of J.D. Salinger (1988) and 
Keepers of the Flame (1992) had discovered, to his dismay - or to the grow-
ing professional confidence of biographers in their right to judge directly, 
given the strength of their research and biographical skills, or to other fac-
tors in social and cultural history, will doubtless be a fruitful aspect to con-
sider as we continue to study the business of biography and biographers’ 
motives. Here I wish just to briefly identify and offer some insight into this 
trend towards a more assertive, challenging, critical and contesting spirit 
in biography, at least with regard to history. 
 This corrective trend - and its consequences - will, I believe, be seen 
as culturally significant, indeed as a defining quality of biography in years 
to come. That it is new, however, we can state with certainty, for it was 
nowhere on the radar of David Novarr when writing The Lines of Life: Theo-
ries of Biography, 1880-1970 (1986), nor on that of Homberger and Charm-
ley’s essayists’ in 1988. At a time when many novelists, according to Tom 
Perotta, have “experienced a sudden and alarming loss of faith in their 
chosen literary form” – even to the point of claiming that “Fictional writing 
has no value”18 – it is interesting to note not only the increase in faith expe-
rienced by biographers as non-fiction writers, but to analyze why. Here I 
can only offer some preliminary ideas, based on exterior and interior ob-
servations, that point to a fresh theoretical justification for the genre or 
craft we call biography. 

Beginning with the outside, let us take, as a possible starting point, the 
study of World War II – and the question of the agency of Adolf Hitler in 

18 Tom Perrotta, “Fall From Grace,” New York Times Book Review, May 10, 2015. 
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the genesis and development of a conflict that may well turn out -- in 
deaths, destruction, global reach and consequences -- to be the most vio-
lent war in human history: in other words a hugely important historical 
subject. Not an easy subject for historians, it must be said, to address, 
though. However well theorized historians may be in their field, they are 
invariably compelled to address the agency of the leader, or Führer, who 
not only ordered and directed war on the West and on Russia, but on 
America – and upon the Jews. 
 One such historian, an English scholar named David Irving, had by 
the 1970s achieved a considerable reputation for his provocative histories 
of certain wartime events, such as the Allied Lend-Lease convoys to Mur-
mansk, and the bombing of Dresden. But his biggest claim to controversial 
fame as an historian was his major account of World War II, Hitler’s War, 
in 1977. In this he claimed that Hitler had no knowledge of the Holocaust. 
Because Irving was an indefatigable research (rather than teaching) histo-
rian, building up his own substantial archive of documents, he had gar-
nered notoriety, but also considerable respect from fellow military histori-
ans, such as A.J.P. Taylor and Hugh Trevor-Roper.19 Certainly the distin-
guished Oxford historian of World War II, Sir Richard Evans, later ex-
plained his initial view of Irving as being “influenced by the respect in 
which he was held by some colleagues in the field.”20 The military histori-
an, Sir John Keegan had openly claimed Hitler’s War was “head and shoul-
ders above the rest” of World War II histories.21 Irving continued to broad-
cast his historical account of Hitler’s innocence, upsetting many survivors 
and others, and was eventually accused of being a Holocaust denier in 
Professor Deborah Lipstadt’s Denying the Holocaust: the Growing Assault 
on Truth and Memory. 22 Not only had he absolved Hitler of responsibility 

19 See Deborah Lipstadt, History on Trial: My Day in Court with a Holocaust Denier (New 
York: Ecco, 2005), 22. 

20 Lipstadt, History on Trial, 199. 
21 Lipstadt, History on Trial, 187. 
22 Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the Holocaust: the Growing Assault on Truth and Memory 

(New York: Plume, 1993). 
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for the extermination of the Jews, but he was refusing to believe cyanide 
gas had been used to liquidate Jews at Auschwitz, and had opposed Feder-
al German reparations to Israel for a Holocaust that he denied had taken 
place. 
 In 1996 Irving struck back, however, as an historian, and in London 
sued Professor Lipstadt and the publisher of her book for committing libel. 
The stakes were high, in terms of history in the public eye – indeed The 
Guardian newspaper referred to the courtroom drama that ensued as “His-
tory on Trial.”23 
 Richard Evans was brought in to the case to produce a special inves-
tigative Report on David Irving’s career, with access to Irving’s research 
papers as an historian, under British legal rules of discovery. Evans was 
stunned by what he found. Working with a team of two Ph.D. students he 
told Professor Lipstadt, the courtroom defendant: “Deborah, you were far 
too kind to him [in your book]. The historical wrongdoings we have found 
are more extreme than anything I ever imagined.”24 
 Irving’s reputation as an historian was duly trashed in the trial pro-
ceedings; he was bankrupted by bringing such a wanton lawsuit and lost 
the case in 2000. But the trial became celebrated for more than the failure 
of a Holocaust-denying historian to use draconian British libel laws to his 
advantage as an historian. (He was subsequently tried in Austria in 2006 
on criminal charges for denying the Holocaust and Hitler’s knowledge of it, 
and sentenced to three years in prison.) One thing had stood out very 
clearly from Professor Evans’s Report and “history on trial” in London: 
namely that historians have agendas, and these agendas can trump facts, 
evidence, scholarship and reasonable reasoning. Moreover, that to truly be 
able to address history where its patterns and themes concern real indi-
viduals, historians would have to turn to professional biographers rather 
than each other. And in fact this was already happening, at least with re-
gard to Adolf Hitler. 

23 Jonathan Freedland, “Court 73 – Where History Is on Trial”, Guardian, February 5, 2000. 
24 Deborah Lipstadt, History on Trial (New York: Harper, 2005), 200. 
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 The vexed question of Hitler’s role in the extermination of the Jews 
had produced such mayhem of conflicting interpretations and assertions – 
the so-called Historikerstreit of 1986-89 - that the Liverpool historian Pro-
fessor Ian Kershaw had already decided, in the late 1980s, he must change 
profession and become a biographer. For the following two decades Ker-
shaw devoted himself to writing a monumental new biography of Hitler to 
correct the works of Ernst Nolte, Andreas Hillgruber, Michael Stürmer, 
Joachim Fest and Klaus Hildebrand - historians who had, in Kershaw’s 
view, whitewashed Hitler’s role and modus operandi as Führer. Kershaw’s 
massive, two-volume biography, Hitler, 1889-1936: Hubris and Hitler, 1936-
1945: Nemesis won him the Wolfson History Prize in 2000, and a British 
knighthood for “Services to History.” Biography had clearly won over histo-
ry. 
 Kershaw was not alone among historians turning to biography, 
moreover. Other historians felt the need to contest the public understand-
ing of historical events and themes through better, deeper and more inci-
sive biographical questioning and approach. Doris Kearns Goodwin, for 
example, had been a tenured professor teaching government at Harvard, 
for example: she deeply objected to the Vietnam War and attempted to 
address President Lyndon Johnson’s character as a contributing factor in a 
biography she published as Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream in 
1977. Soon after, she left Harvard to pursue the biographical enterprise, 
first seeking to explain the rise of the liberal Kennedys through a biog-
raphy, The Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys: An American Saga, and then the 
administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt through a marital biography, 
No Ordinary Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in World 
War II in 1995; then the cabinet administration of Abraham Lincoln in 
Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln in 2005, and finally 
the role of the media in the administration of President Theodore Roose-
velt, in The Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the 
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Golden Age of Journalism in 201325 - prompting New York magazine to call 
her “America’s historian-in-chief.”26 
  Whether or not readers agreed with Goodwin’s interpretation of 
events or their significance, my point here is this: a former professional 
historian had turned biographer and by the new century was widely 
acknowledged as having challenged and made major contributions to his-
tory in America – her books eclipsing the work of many practicing aca-
demic historians. This was something not seen since Eminent Victorians 
upset Edwardian historiography. But since Lytton Strachey had not been 
trained as an historian, indeed had scoffed at scholarship rather than wide 
reading, as Robert Skidelsky noted,27 Strachey’s contesting, debunking 
example had curveballed the practice of biography, but not historiog-
raphy. His literary style was much admired, even emulated – but his moti-
vating passion, namely to contest the Victorian complacencies that had 
led to World War I, did not prove fertile. His example was simply not im-
mediately followed by subsequent biographers in terms of serious bio-
graphical mission or purpose. 
 Half a century later, however, in the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, Stra-
chey’s missionary zeal did finally find fertile ground. This time biographers 
had better weaponry, too: depths of research and scholarship that had 
eluded the Edwardian litterateur. Almost overnight a more overtly critical, 
contesting, even revisionist-history movement could be seen emerging in 
biography – biographers researching and writing with a kind of scholarly 
vengeance: Clayton James and William Manchester on General MacAr-

25 Doris Kearns Goodwin, Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1977); Doris Kearns Goodwin, The Fitzgeralds and the Kennedys: An American 
Saga (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1987); Doris Kearns Goodwin, No Ordinary Time: 
Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in World War II (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1994), Doris Kearns Goodwin, Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham 
Lincoln (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2005); Doris Kearns Goodwin, The Bully Pulpit: 
Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of Journalism (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 2013). 

26 New York magazine, November, 2013, 5. 
27 Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth.” 
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thur, Richard Reeves on Presidents Kennedy and Nixon, Professor Robert 
Dallek on Nixon and Kissinger, David McCullough on Harry Truman and 
John Adams, Kai Bird and Martin Sherwin on Robert Oppenheimer, Scott 
Anderson on Lawrence of Arabia, and many more.  
 Nor, it should be noted, was the new and more deliberately challeng-
ing role of the biographer confined to historians-turned-biographers. Seri-
ous journalists, too, felt compelled to correct history and the work of histo-
rians. What was clear and impressive was that they were doing so in part 
by the use of biographical tools that historians had long eschewed as infra 
dignitatem: interviews. Thus Robert Caro, a trained reporter who had 
worked for years at Newsday, suddenly turned biographer with The Power 
Broker, a crusading biography of Robert Moses, the New York city planner, 
and his role in the history of that city.28 Feeling that the acquisition and 
use of power in American politics and government was misunderstood by 
superficial historians, Caro then applied his ground-breaking biographical 
skills of research and interview to the career of Lyndon Baines Johnson – 
producing four volumes of biography between 1982 and 2012, with a final 
fifth still to be written. Not only were Caro’s books – The Path to Power, 
Means of Ascent, Master of the Senate, and The Passage of Power – written 
with pace and style at complete variance with the funereal quality 
Skidelsky had thought irremediably tied to scholarly biography, but they 
changed the way historians saw the use of power in American history. 29 
Walter Isaacson – who studied history at Harvard and Philosophy, Politics 
and Economics at Oxford - was also a professional journalist who became 
a major biographer. After university he worked for the New Orleans Times-
Picayune and Time magazine. However he too switched to biography, be-
ginning with a challenging life study, Kissinger: A Biography in 1992, then 
following it with Benjamin Franklin: An American Life in 2003, Albert Ein-

28 Robert Caro, The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of New York (New York: Vin-
tage, 1974). 

29 Robert Caro, The Path to Power (Vintage: New York, 1982); Robert Caro, Means of Ascent 
(New York: Vintage, 1990); Robert Caro, Master of the Senate (New York: Vintage, 2002); 
Robert Caro, The Passage of Power (New York: Vintage, 2012). 
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stein: His Life and Universe in 2007, Steve Jobs in 2011, and The Innovators: 
How a Group of Inventers, Hackers, Geniuses and Geeks Created the Digital 
Revolution in 2014.30 Scott Anderson – a veteran war correspondent – 
turned major new biographer of Lawrence with Lawrence in Arabia – sub-
titling his work War, Deceit, Imperial Folly and the Making of the Modern 
Middle East.31 
 The work of such historians-turned-biographers and journalists-
turned-biographers thus went a great way towards transforming the way 
biographers were seen in the decades following the 1980s. In addition their 
work produced chain reactions within the biographical arena. By contest-
ing the shallow accounts and myths paraded by many historians, and by 
employing their forensic skills as modern, scholarly biographers, they en-
couraged other biographers to follow suit and, in a dialectical develop-
ment, to produce competing works of challenging biography. Thus Ker-
shaw’s two-volume biography of Hitler spurred more challenging lives of 
the dictator by biographers such as A.N. Wilson, while Isaacson’s Kissinger 
spurred the historian Niall Ferguson to abandon history and write a coun-
ter-biography, Kissinger, Volume I: The Idealist (forthcoming 2015), while 
Isaacson’s biography of Steve Jobs was quickly countered by Brent Schlen-
der and Rick Tetzeli’s Becoming Steve Jobs in 2015.32 

It will, I think be interesting in terms of biographical research to make a 
survey of this corrective movement, or turn in biography, not only by sta-
tistically analyzing data of biographers’ progressions from their profes-

30 Walter Isaacson, Kissinger: A Biography (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992); Walter 
Isaacson, Benjamin Franklin: An American Life (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2003): 
Walter Isaacson, Albert Einstein: His Life and Universe (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
2007); Walter Isaacson, Steve Jobs (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2011); Walter Isaacson, 
The Innovators: How a Group of Inventers, Hackers, Geniuses and Geeks Created the Digi-
tal Revolution (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2014). 

31 Scott Anderson, Lawrence in Arabia: War, Deceit, Imperial Folly and the Making of the 
Modern Middle East (New York: Doubleday, 2013). 

32 Brent Schlender and Rick Tetzeli, Becoming Steve Jobs: The Evolution of a Reckless Up-
start and a Visionary Leader (New York: Crown, 2015) 
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sional training in history and journalism into biography over the past three 
decades, but a qualitative study to examine the extent to which such biog-
raphers were aware of what they were doing: ie. to what extent the mission 
of deliberately contesting received opinion, history, myth, and public un-
derstanding (or misunderstanding) of real individuals became the con-
scious new intent or mission of such practitioners – something certainly 
suggested by the use made of explanatory subtitles, even titles themselves, 
chosen by biographers for their works. 
 In this context I would like to offer, from the inside, some self-
analysis as an author who began his career as a biographer prior to Profes-
sor Skidelsky’s judgment on the craft, and who has pursued it through the 
subsequent decades. In this way I’d like to attempt to seek to answer the 
question: what was my motive or intent behind biography over the period 
we are looking at – the 1980s to the present day? Did my purpose, or sense 
of purpose, change in that period? What led to the change? And to what 
extent was I aware of it, as a biographer? In other words, the interior, ra-
ther than exterior side of the biographical turn, is what interests me here. 

My first biography, The Brothers Mann, may be indicative. Begun in 1971 its 
outward originality lay in the fact that I was setting out to make a study of 
creative sibling rivalry. I had been trained as an historian, however – and 
wanted to engage with what I saw as a bigger question that was being ig-
nored by literary critics and historians: namely how Heinrich and Thomas 
Mann, two of the most prominent writers of their time, came to oppose 
Adolf Hitler and what had happened to them as a result. As the biography 
grew in manuscript it thus became a record of differing twentieth century 
German literary responses to nationalism, before World War I, during 
World War I, then in the interwar, Weimar years, and finally during World 
War II and its aftermath – using two of Germany’s most famous literary 
exiles. (Both men moved to America during World War II.) 
 In 1973 the book was considered, however, too early, too ambitious, 
and too long; the manuscript was rejected and it was only finally published 
transatlantically in 1978 and 1979, under protest, when I became the “offi-
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cial” or authorized biographer of Field Marshal Montgomery – which enti-
tled me to privileged access to his private papers, though without having 
to submit the finished manuscript to anyone.33 That work, too, was over-
long – it became a trilogy, each volume almost a thousand pages. However, 
by then – 1981, 1984 and 1986 – the book market and the field of biography 
were changing radically, in conformity with social and cultural trends, and 
the publisher did not reject it; in fact it became a bestseller in Britain, 
where it won not only the Whitbread Award for Biography but the Tem-
pler Medal for Best Contribution to Military History, and was brought out 
by a major publisher in the U.S. despite its huge length. Not all reviewers 
agreed with the views of the author, but they did appreciate it was stand-
ing history – that is to say, what historians write – on its head, by present-
ing a completely fresh portrait of the obnoxious but brilliant British Field 
Marshal and his time. 
 A large part of this appreciation, I think, was in response to the use of 
interviews, or “oral history” – a term that achieved a new status in that 
period. “Oral history” had been an aspect of historianship completely ne-
glected or dismissed by most university teachers for decades, long after the 
invention of the tape recorder. Fortunately, however, I had trained as a 
journalist in the U.S., and I saw the need to interview as many relevant 
surviving veterans of World War II as a sine qua non in undertaking the 
Montgomery project. This transformed my approach, for it added a depth 
of insight – or insights – into both the prickly Field Marshal, the hide-
bound British army, and the conduct of World War II that had never been 
possible before – just as would prove the case with, say, Robert Caro’s mul-
ti-volume life of LBJ, or Taylor Branch’s trilogy on Martin Luther King, Jr.34 

33 Nigel Hamilton, The Brothers Mann: The Lives of Heinrich and Thomas Mann, 1871-1950 
and 1875-1955 (London: Secker & Warburg, 1988 and New Haven; Yale University Press, 
1989). 

34 Taylor Branch, Parting the Waters: America in the King Years, 1954–63 (New York; Simon 
& Schuster, 1988); Taylor Branch, Pillar of Fire: America in the King Years, 1963–65 (New 
York; Simon & Schuster, 1998); Taylor Branch, At Canaan's Edge: America in the King 
Years, 1965–1968 (New York; Simon & Schuster, 2006). 
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 Oral depth-of-field, then, together with deeply-applied forensic ar-
chival research, characterized my undertaking. This did not in itself ex-
plain the immediate reception of my biography, looking back, however – 
for there was certainly no reason to assume a market for thousand-page 
biographies at the time, let alone three successive such works of biog-
raphy.35 There were other factors at work, which are only clear to me in 
retrospect. They are interesting to highlight, I believe, for they only slowly 
emerged from the undertaking after I began it, in the same way that had 
been true of my work on the Mann brothers. These factors – not the new, 
more “imaginative” style and heavily-oral-historied substance - became the 
biography’s profounder justification, rather than the other way around. In 
other words, the very justification shifted – organically, one might say. 
 Let me explain. Stacy Schiff has neatly described the double-life or 
existential mind of the biographer. “The biographer has two lives,” she 
wrote. “The one she leads, and the one she ultimately understands. The 
first is a muddle of misgivings and misapprehensions, hesitations and half-
chances, devoted to the baggage carousel or the Netflix queue or wherever 
the empty calories of existence are served. The second – the life the biog-
rapher pins to the page – has themes.”36 In that second existence, she stat-
ed, the biographer exists to extract substance, such as cause and effect, in 
charting a life and its context. 
 In my case, as I worked for ten years on my Montgomery opus, I 
found themes emerging that I had not expected – and which ran counter 
to the received historical view of my subject, both as a man and as a pro-
fessional military commander. First during what might be called (to bor-
row a legal term) the “discovery” process, when selecting the wheat of life 
from the chaff in terms of research work, but then in the iterative process, 
as the themes of the work began to emerge more strongly, I found myself 

35 Nigel Hamilton, Monty: The Making of a General, 1887-1942 (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1981); Nigel Hamilton, Monty: Master of the Battlefield, 1942-1944 (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1984); and Nigel Hamilton, Monty: Final Years of the Field-Marshal (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1986). 

36 Stacy Schiff, “The Dual Lives of the Biographer,” November 26, 2012, New York Times. 
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taking more and more issue (as did Stacy Schiff in her own work) with the 
way historians had hitherto recounted and assessed Montgomery’s role in 
the astonishing transformation of British military performance in World 
War II, especially in North Africa in 1942. Somehow Montgomery’s as-
sumption of command of the British Eighth Army had, over the years, be-
come questioned by a series of historians who had no idea of Montgom-
ery’s previous career, or his years in the wilderness of interwar military 
doldrums. Led by a Cambridge historian, Correlli Barnett,37 not only was 
Field Marshal Rommel’s Panzerarmee Afrika pictured to be on its last legs 
when Montgomery arrived to command the British Eighth Army at Ala-
mein, but it was claimed Montgomery’s battle plans had been stolen from 
his predecessor general, and that victory over German forces would in any 
case have been inevitable. 
 Barnett, in the Cambridge tradition, had avoided interviews for the 
most part, seeking to back his agenda with only selective documentary 
materials, or in Victorian-style correspondence with other historians. By 
contrast I made it my business to interview in person as many veterans as 
possible who had actually served under Montgomery’s predecessor, Gen-
eral Auchinleck, as well as subsequently under Montgomery, recording 
their comparative experiences, insights and judgments on both com-
manders. I was deeply disturbed by what I saw as a kind of historian’s de-
nial - motivated I concluded, by personal animosity and a strange military 
historian’s agenda: to rehabilitate at all costs the reputation of General Sir 
Claude Auchinleck, the predecessor-general fired by Churchill, and his 
chief of the staff, Brigadier Dorman-Smith, and to trash the achievement of 
their successor in the desert. A highly regarded historian, in short, seemed 
to me to be operating from decidedly questionable – certainly not objec-
tive – biographical motives, without being a biographer: and was not only 
producing bad history but, since Barnett was teaching history at Cam-
bridge, was influencing, in my view, a whole younger generation of histori-
ans with his blinkered approach to World War II in the desert – an infec-

37 Correlli Barnett, The Desert Generals (London: William Kimber, 1960). 
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tion, moreover that was crossing the Atlantic (where Montgomery’s repu-
tation had never been very high) and making its way into yet more works 
of military history.38 
 I therefore began quite consciously to see my research and my biog-
raphy as a chance not simply to retell one individual’s life and career, but 
to correct bad, highly influential historianship. In order to do so convinc-
ingly, however, I felt I needed – like Caro, later – to do more interviewing, 
and more forensic archival research than I had originally envisioned – and 
that I would require more space to present it. It was for that reason my 
biography thus grew to three volumes, in other words - not from the desire 
to include more fresh material, as Skidelsky felt was a main reason for bi-
ographies growing in size in the 1970s and 80s, namely “‘first use’ of origi-
nal material.”39 In short, the physical growth and depth of serious biog-
raphy – as well as in that of many other biographies written in that period 
– derived, I would argue, from a new polemical intent, not the need to
flaunt or flesh out fresh data, which Lytton Strachey (and Virginia Woolf,
in Orlando) had rightly scorned. Just as Kershaw required two huge vol-
umes of biography to refute misrepresentations of the key demonic figure
of WWII, so I devoted ten years to resolving a similar kind of His-
torikerstreit in Britain in the 1980s. I was working on the remains, so to
speak, of a dead individual, yet I would now argue I was participating in a
larger cultural pattern: the switch of “deep” scholarship from history to
biography – and with a mission.

38 Viz, inter alia: Roger Parkinson, The Auk: Victor at Alamein (London: HartDavis Mac-
Gibbon, 1977); Donald Brownlow, Checkmate at Ruweisat: Auchinleck’s Finest Hour 
(North Quincy (Mass.): Christopher Publishing House, 1977); Philip Warner, Auchinleck: 
The Lonely Soldier (London: Buchan & Enright, 1981). More were to follow, such as: John 
Ellis, Brute Force - Allied Strategy and Tactics in the Second World War (London: Andre 
Deutsch, 1990): Robert Clarkson-Leach, Massacre at Alamein? Were Generals Wavell and 
Auchinleck Treated Unjustly and Was Montgomery Over-rated During the Desert Wars? 
(Upton upon Severn: Square One, 1996) and Jonathan Dimbleby, Destiny in the Desert: 
The Road to Alamein and The Battle That Turned the Tide (London: Profile, 2012). 

39 Skidelsky, “Only Connect: Biography and Truth,” 8. 
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 Looking back at my subsequent biographies I recognize a familiar 
polemical substrate emerging from the task, once undertaken: a determi-
nation to rethink, re-explore, and, where warranted, correct the way we, in 
current times, see certain historical figures. Not only the person as person-
ality, in other words, but the historical context and – equally open to de-
bate – the subject’s historical importance in our understanding of the past, 
and even the present. 
 Thus, for example, the biography I next embarked on, a fresh life of 
President John F. Kennedy, began with curiosity, but soon became a story 
encased within another story: challenging the misrepresentation, as I saw 
it, of the early years of JFK and the genesis of his Democratic political tra-
jectory 
 American historians had rested content with the myth or notion that 
JFK was never expected by his vastly ambitious father, Joseph P. Kennedy, 
Sr., to amount to anything, politically; that the role of politician among the 
Kennedys had been reserved for JFK’s older brother Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., 
and that only the “accident” of the older brother’s heroic death in World 
War II had enabled his playboy younger brother to take up his brother’s 
mantle and step into his shoes. 
 This myth, I found through many hundreds of interviews and archival 
research, simply covered up the truth: namely that JFK’s brother was a 
mere mouthpiece of his conservative, isolationist, anti-Semitic and right-
wing father, the U.S. Ambassador to Britain in World War II. In other 
words, it did not explain how JFK single-handedly managed to change 
what was promising to become a right-wing isolationist dynasty into a 
political family with an inspiring liberal political agenda – a development 
that took JFK to the presidency at the age of only 43. Given that the family 
became so equated in American political history with liberal political poli-
cies from the 1960s to the 1990s when I was writing (and later to Senator 
Ted Kennedy’s death in 2010), the matter of JFK’s actual political origins in 
the history of American politics acquired considerable historical signifi-
cance as my research took me deeper into his story. After 900 pages the 
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biography had not reached JFK’s 29th birthday as a first volume40 – but it 
had explored a most fascinating father-son dynamic: one that established 
exactly how a second son actually turned his family into modern Demo-
crats. In a country where politics and political history are so central to 
national discourse and identity, this was a revolutionary text – and though 
it deeply offended family members loyal to the memory of Joseph P. Ken-
nedy, Sr., it became not only a New York Times bestseller but was drama-
tized for television and translated into languages from French to Chinese. 
 Again, my point here is that when I began JFK: Reckless Youth I had 
no a priori agenda, only a biographer’s intense curiosity. What propelled 
the book, in terms of the depth of research and its size, was a growing de-
sire to challenge received historical wisdom, spread by historians and 
“Keepers of the Flame,” as the poet Ian Hamilton classified them.41 The 
Keepers, in my case, became so outraged, and were so powerful in cutting 
off my access to interviewees and to archival documents that it became 
impossible to write a second volume. I realized for the first time just how 
contentious the business of modern biography can be, and how personally 
it can affect the biographer – as Janet Malcolm would show in the case of 
Sylvia Plath biographers.42 
 My JFK opus was followed by a multi-volume biography of President 
Clinton, which was equally polemical – and with such hostile reactions in 
certain quarters43 that I simply dared not complete the trilogy, but instead 
moved on to what I thought, innocently, would be an easier task, namely 
an examination, for the very first time, of the role of President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt as commander in chief in World War II. 
 This too began as a single-volume undertaking – namely to fill in a 
gap in the biographical record, since despite the many hundreds of works 

40 Nigel Hamilton, JFK: Reckless Youth (New York: Random House, 1992). 
41 Ian Hamilton, Keepers of the Flame: Literary Estates and the Rise of Biography (New York: 

Random House, 1992). 
42 Janet Malcolm, The Silent Woman: Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes (New York: Knopf, 1994). 
43 See for the hostile reactions e.g. Michiko Kakutani, “Portrait of a President, Warts and … 

More Warts,” New York Times, September 23, 2003. 
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on FDR there had never been a study of the president in his constitutional 
role as commander in chief of the armed forces of the United States in 
World War II.44 Hitherto historians had considered FDR to have been a 
chief executive who left the military running of the war to his Joint Chiefs 
of Staff – and the strategy of the war to Winston Churchill, the British 
Prime Minister. 
 The more I researched the subject, however, the more I found this to 
be a complete myth, resulting from FDR’s death a few weeks before the 
war ended. This had allowed his Chiefs of Staff to cover up their mistakes 
and to downplay the President’s role in their memoirs - and for Winston 
Churchill to do the same in his immensely influential six-volume account 
The Second World War, which helped Churchill win the Nobel Prize for 
Literature. 
 As I pursued my interviews with surviving witnesses and conducted 
research on the President’s actual direction of his subordinates and allies 
in the war I recognized my task as biographer would be to change the way 
historians and the public think about FDR as war leader – and that this 
could not be done in single volume if it was to be credible. One volume is 
becoming, in the end, three. 
 In other words my biography, as my project has developed, has noth-
ing to do with presenting “fresh material” as a mere biographical ingredi-
ent, pace Skidelsky, let alone with presenting more of his “life” rather than 
his achievement. Rather it is a direct challenge to the way the general pub-
lic has hitherto come to conceive and understand the most important in-
dividual leading the democracies in the most violent war in human histo-
ry. Moreover, such an ambitious mission has consequences. The first vol-
ume was nominated for the National Book Award as one of the ten best 
non-fiction works in 2014 – but the British publisher rejected the work, 
given its revised portrait of Churchill, and the trilogy will most probably 
not be published in the U.K. or former British territories. 

44 Nigel Hamilton, The Mantle of Command: FDR at War, 1941-1942 (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt, 2014) 
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 Such a response is what, in my experience, a modern biographer has 
to learn to expect. Not only has the biographer to accept he or she has no 
monopoly on truth, but that contesting other people’s views, especially in 
the area of reputations, will likely have repercussions that are often un-
comfortable. The quality of research and presentation skills must therefore 
be deeper and more convincing than that of most historians if the work is 
to achieve its polemical intent – and the biographer must see the negative 
fall-out as, to some extent, a measure of the work’s significance in chal-
lenging and correcting society’s myths. 

Extrapolating from my personal experience, then, I see in retrospect a con-
tinuing line of authorial intent since the 1970s. - one that goes way beyond 
fresh styles or innovations of narrative. Moreover it is not to be confused 
with invasion of privacy – an aspect of biography that Janet Malcolm fa-
mously likened to literary “burglary.” In her view the biographer was 
“breaking into a house, rifling through certain drawers that he has good 
reason to think contain jewelry and money, and triumphantly bearing his 
loot away. The voyeurism and busybodyism that impel writers and readers 
of biography alike are obscured,” she memorably remarked, “by an appa-
ratus of scholarship designed to give the enterprise an appearance of bank-
like blandness and solidity,” whereas in truth she claimed, biography was 
nothing other than “simply listening to backstairs gossip and reading other 
people’s mail. The transgressive nature of biography is rarely acknowl-
edged,” she declared in 1994, “but it is the only explanation for biography’s 
status as a popular genre.”45 
 Similarly attacked by the Kennedy family (and Malcolm-like review-
ers46) for my transgressive portrayal of the young John F. Kennedy back in 

45 Janet Malcolm, The Silent Woman, 9. 
46 E.g. Michiko Kakutani, “Books of the Times: A Daunting Father, A Brother’s Shadow,” 

New York Times, November 27, 1992. 
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1992,47 I could only shake my biographer’s head when in 1998 Malcolm 
found she had been hoodwinked by Plath’s husband, Ted Hughes – who 
was able to use intermediaries as well as copyright and libel law to keep 
Malcolm and other biographers at personal, legal and printed bay for dec-
ades. Hughes had thus avoided any challenge to the myth of his deceased 
wife and his own part in her work and suicide – reserving until the very 
eve of his own death his right to exclusive authentic biographical truth, 
which he published as Birthday Letters.48 
 What Malcolm – a talented essayist, but poor biographer – never 
understood as Hughes’s defender (though she was never allowed to meet 
him) was that biography was becoming, in her own time, a profounder and 
more serious challenge to popular and to historians’ simplified myths and 
axioms than she, as a well-known literary critic and essayist, could appre-
ciate. 

My tentative conclusion, then, both from outside observation and from the 
inside, is this: that in the three decades since publication of The Troubled 
Face of Biography there have been major, demonstrable changes in the 
way biographers have approached the literary challenges of their genre, in 
innovation, intimacy of depiction and readable scholarship. Yet one of the 
biggest – and least studied - changes of all has been in the biographer’s 
intent: his or her sense of purpose. 
 As I see it, this sense is not an a priori justification or agenda but 
grows organically, as a modern biographer surveys the historiography of 
the subject and field of achievement. It emerges only gradually as the biog-
rapher, after due process, goes through serial iteration to refine the out-
come, and finally “pins to the page” an account of the chosen life, or partial 
life - often after many years of research and reflection. And at heart what 

47 Jean Kennedy Smith, Eunice Kennedy Shriver, Patricia Kennedy Lawford and Edward 
M. Kennedy, “Reckless Biography: A Grotesque Portrait of Our Parents,” New York Times,
December 3, 1992.

48 Ted Hughes, Birthday Letters (London: Faber & Faber, 1998). See Nigel Hamilton, How 
To Do Biography: A Primer (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2008), 324-330. 
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serves to sustain and propel the biographer forward through those years, 
on the basis of research, “due process” and reflection, is a growing willing-
ness to challenge current myth, even at the cost of hostility and possible 
legal maneuver protecting it. 
 I believe this willingness has become one of the “central justifica-
tions” of biography – a justification that was true of the great Roman biog-
raphers Suetonius and Plutarch, who came to see their mission as contest-
ing the popular myths and received opinions of their time, and subjecting 
them to diligent biographical examination. It is a purpose which Lytton 
Strachey exemplified in his Eminent Victorians in 1918, and which has re-
turned to the business of biography over recent decades. Mining the latest 
developments in research skills and sources, as well as being unafraid to 
confront intimate aspects of the subject’s private life, the professional bi-
ographer moves from open-minded curiosity to become more familiar and 
more expert in the chosen subject under the biographical lens - and more 
determined, ultimately, to challenge and correct popular current views 
and misunderstandings. That switch deserves to be studied, for it is upon 
this recent turn that biography has in large part achieved the higher status 
– especially in comparison with history and areas such as the history of
science49 - which Professor Skidelsky and others so despaired of, twenty-
seven years ago.

49 See for example Steven Shapin, “The Life of the Mind: Can biographies really help us 
understand the scientific ideas that shape our world?,” Wall Street Journal, May 9-10, 
2015. 





Prologue 

Commander in Chief: FDR at War, 1943 addresses a crucial chapter of 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s war service as U.S. Commander in 
Chief: a year in which, after launching the U.S. invasion of Northwest 
Africa –“Torch”– the Western Allies moved onto the offensive, on the 
periphery of Europe. Roosevelt’s continuing struggle was to keep his U.S. 
military advisers and commanders on track toward victory, without 
incurring the terrible casualties that would have greeted the military 
plans and timetable they pressed for: a cross-Channel attack in 1943. 
Mercifully Roosevelt proved successful, and in close harmony with his 
British ally, Prime Minister Winston Churchill, but his assumption 
Churchill would  abide by the strategic agreements they made at 
the Casablanca Conference or summit in January 1943 proved illusory. 
Thus, although Roosevelt’s patient, step-by-step direction of the war led 
to historic victories of the Western Allies in Tunisia in the spring of 1943, 
and again in Sicily in August of that year—results that assured the 
President a cross-Channel assault would be decisive when launched in 
the spring of 1944—the British prime minister did everything to 
sabotage this strategy. The President’s resultant “battle royal” with 
Churchill—who was in essence commander in chief of all British Empire 
forces—became one of the most contentious strategic debates in the 
history of warfare.  
 This dramatic, repeated struggle forms the centerpiece or core of 
this volume, for it is not too bold to say that upon its outcome rested the 
outcome of World War II, and thus the future of humanity. The struggle 
took most of the year—das verlorene Jahr, as German military historians 
would 
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call it. Had Churchill prevailed in his preferred strategy, the war might well 
have been lost for the Allies, at least in terms of the defeat of Hitler. Even 
though the President won out over the impetuous, ever-evasive British 
prime minister, the fallout from Churchill’s obstinacy and military mis-
takes would be profound. Not only was American trust in British sincerity 
severely damaged, but the need to keep the Prime Minister sweet, and 
loyal to the agreements he had only reluctantly made for Operation Over-
lord, led to dangerously naive plans for the Allied invasion of mainland 
Italy in September 1943—plans involving an airborne landing on Rome, 
and a gravely compromised amphibious landing in the Gulf of Salerno, 
south of Naples: Avalanche. 
 To a large extent the facts of this dark saga are well known to military 
historians. However, because President Roosevelt began to assemble1 but 
did not live to write his own account of the war’s military direction, and 
since others did go on to recount their own parts—sometimes with great 
literary skill—the President’s true role and performance as U.S. com-
mander in chief has often gone unappreciated by general readers. Church-
ill, who was nothing if not magnanimous in victory, certainly attempted in 
his memoirs to pay tribute to Roosevelt’s leadership, but in his concern to 
regain the prime ministership he had lost in 1945 he could not always bring 
himself to tell the truth. Nor was he ashamed of this. As he had boasted 
after the Casablanca Conference, he fully intended to tell the story of the 
war from his point of view—and where necessary to suborn history to his 
own agenda: “to wait until the war is over and then to write his impres-
sions so that, if necessary, he could correct or bury his mistakes.”2 During 
the war itself he had openly and publicly expressed his loyalty to President 
Roosevelt as the mastermind directing Allied strategy—a surprise even to 
Joseph Goebbels—but in private he nevertheless let it be known that he 
himself was the real directing genius. As King George VI’s private secretary, 
Sir Alan Lascelles, noted in his diary on November 10, 1942, though in his 

1 Lieutenant Commander George Elsey, interview with author, September 12, 2011. 
2 See this volume, chapter 32, XXX. 
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Mansion House speech extolling the successful U.S. invasion of Morocco 
and Algeria the Prime Minister “gave the credit for its original conception 
to Roosevelt,” Sir Alan believed “it belongs more truly to himself.”3 By the 
time General Eisenhower took the surrender of all Axis forces in North 
Africa six months later, this notion of the Prime Minister as sole military 
architect of Allied strategy and performance had grown to ridiculous lev-
els. Not only was Churchill given credit for having “built up the 8th Army 
into the wonderful fighting machine that it has become”—despite Church-
ill’s original refusal to appoint General Montgomery to command the ar-
my, and his opposition to the new military tactics Montgomery was em-
ploying—but Lascelles was convinced, like King George, that “Winston is 
so essentially the father of the North African baby that he deserves any 
recognition, royal or otherwise, that can be given to him . . . He has himself 
publicly given the credit for ‘Torch’ to Roosevelt, but I have little doubt 
that W. was really its only begetter.”4 
 Aided by his “syndicate” of researchers, civil servants, and historian-
aides, Churchill was able to have his day in literary court, in his six-volume 
opus, The Second World War, which helped win him the Nobel Prize for 
Literature in 1953—a work that, as Professor David Reynolds has shown,5 
was often economical with the truth. For the memory of President Roose-
velt—whose funeral Churchill had not even attended—it was, however, 
near-devastating, since its magisterial narrative placed Churchill at the 
center of the war’s direction and President Roosevelt very much at the 
periphery.  
 In many ways, then, this book and its predecessor are a counternarra-
tive, or corrective: my attempt to tell the story of Roosevelt’s exercise of 
high command from his—not Churchill’s—perspective. 

3 Entry of Tuesday, November 10, 1943, in Alan Lascelles, King’s Counsellor: Abdication and 
War: The Diaries of Sir Alan Lascelles, ed. Duff Hart-Davis (London: Weidenfeld & Nicol-
son, 2006), 75. 
4 Ibid., entry of Thursday, May 13, 1943, 129. 
5 David Reynolds, In Command of History: Churchill Fighting and Writing the Second World 
War (New York: Random House, 2005). 
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 No book can be all-encompassing, let alone definitive. I therefore 
have selected twelve episodes from 1943, beginning with the Casablanca 
Conference in January and ending with the invasion of Salerno in Septem-
ber, 1943, which to me best illuminate the strategic saga of that year, at the 
highest level. While this has entailed omitting many important events and 
aspects of Roosevelt’s presidency as U.S. commander in chief—some of 
which, like the development of the atom bomb, progress in the Pacific, and 
questions of saving the Jews in Europe, will be addressed in another vol-
ume—they continue to give us a clearer picture of how President Roose-
velt operated when wearing, so to speak, his military mantle in World War 
II. By following him closely in his study, in the Oval Office and the Map
Room at the White House, at his “camp” at Shangri-la and his family home
at Hyde Park; on his historic trip abroad to Africa (the first president ever
to fly in office, and the first to inspect troops on the battlefield overseas);
and on his long inspection tour of military installations and training camps
in the United States (during which he authorized the secret air ambush of
Admiral Yamamoto), we are able to see him at last as we have previously
been able to see so many of his subordinate military officers and officials
of World War II—that is to say, from his perspective.

It will be noted that, as hostilities approach their climax in the fall of 
1943, the political ramifications take on a more urgent role. Churchill may 
have been completely wrong in his understanding of the Wehrmacht, and 
a menace to Allied unity in his Mediterranean mania—one that drove 
even his own chiefs of staff to the brink of resignation. But Churchill’s un-
derstanding of the deepening rift and rivalry with the Soviets bespoke his 
greatness as a leader. Many thousands of miles removed from the conti-
nent of Europe, President Roosevelt needed the Prime Minister by his side 
not as military adviser—given that Churchill’s judgment and obstinacy 
were more millstone than help, as Churchill’s doctor himself recognized—
but as the President’s political partner in leading the Western democra-
cies. 

As the final pages of this volume demonstrate, Winston Churchill was 
thus invited to spend long weeks with the President in Washington and at 
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Hyde Park, in a deeply symbolic act of unity—as much in confronting Sta-
lin as Hitler. 
 The degree to which President Roosevelt began to rely on Churchill’s 
loyal political support and his political acumen in the summer and fall of 
1943—before the Tehran and Yalta Conferences—are thus a testament to 
the importance of their relationship in world history. Churchill had rattled 
the unity of the Allies that year to the very brink of collapse by pressing for 
a military strategy that would arguably have lost the war for the Allies had 
not President Roosevelt overruled him. In political terms, however, it was 
to be his steadfast, statesmanlike partnership with the President of the 
United States that would ensure the democracies, under their combined 
leadership, had at least a chance of ending World War II with western Eu-
rope under safe guardianship in relation to Soviet “Bolshevization.” 

To better understand FDR’s direction of the military is thus to me im-
portant not only in terms of a greater appreciation of President Roosevelt’s 
actions, but in understanding the foundations of the world we live in to-
day. From boasting only the world’s seventeenth-most-powerful military 
in 1939, the United States gradually took upon itself the successful leader-
ship of the democratic world under Roosevelt’s command—and became 
the most powerful nation on earth, bar none. How exactly President Roo-
sevelt directed this transformation and the operations of his armed forces 
across the globe—with what aims, with what challenges, with what les-
sons—is to me of abiding interest in the world we’ve inherited. For good 
or ill, America’s military power under a freely elected president remains in 
large part the basis of the continuing role of the United States in attempt-
ing to provide leadership and world security, however imperfect. 
 This, then, is the record of FDR as U.S. commander in chief in the 
crucial year 1943—a year in which the United States went on the offensive 
both in the West and in the East—as seen from the President’s point of 
view. Upon his leadership depended the outcome of the world war: suc-
cess or failure. 





Part One 
A Secret Journey 





1 
A Crazy Idea 

It was late in the evening of Saturday, January 9, 1943, when a locomotive 
pulling the Ferdinand Magellan and four further carriages6 departed from 
a special siding beneath the Bureau of Engraving in Washington, D.C.—
the federal government’s massive printing house for paper money, and 
thus a sort of Fort Knox of the capital. 
 Aboard was the President of the United States, his secretary, his 
White House chief of staff, his naval aide, his White House counselor, and 
his doctor, all traveling to Hyde Park for the weekend, as usual. Or so it 
seemed. 
 The Secret Service had insisted the President use for the first time the 
massive new railway carriage reconstructed for him—the first such railcar 
to be made for the nation’s chief executive since Lincoln’s presidency. 
Boasting fifteen-millimeter armored steel plate on the sides, roof and un-
derside, the carriage had three-inch-thick bulletproof glass in all its win-
dows. Best of all, it had a special elevator to raise the President, in his 
wheelchair, onto the platform of the car—which weighed 142 tons, the 
heaviest passenger carriage ever used on U.S. rail track. 

6 “Exclusive of the President’s own car, the train comprised one compartment car, one 
Pullman sleeper, one combination club-baggage car, and the special Army radio car”: “Log 
of the Trip of the President to the Casablanca Conference, 9–31 January, 1943,” Papers of 
George M. Elsey, Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library, Hyde Park, NY. 
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 The car was “arranged with a sitting room, a dining room for ten or 
twelve persons, a small but well arranged kitchen, and five state rooms,” 
Admiral William Leahy, the President’s military chief of staff, recorded in 
his diary. “Dr. McIntire, Harry Hopkins, Miss Tully, and I occupied the state 
rooms, and Captain McCrea joined us in the dining room. Other cars ac-
commodated the Secret Service men, the apothecary, the communications 
personnel, and the President’s valet,” Chief Petty Officer Arthur Pretty-
man.7 
 Their luggage had been taken to the baggage car separately, an hour 
earlier. But was the President really going to Hyde Park? If so, why the 
thousand pounds of bottled water? Why clothes for two weeks away? Why 
the four Filipino members of the crew of the USS Potomac, the presidential 
yacht, replacing the normal Pullman staff? Why Eleanor, the First Lady, 
and Louise Macy, the new wife of Harry Hopkins, bidding them goodbye at 
the underground siding? 

Something was up—something unique. Even historic. 

Among the few who did know of the President’s real destination, most had 
counseled against it. Even the President’s naval aide, Captain John 
McCrea, opposed the idea when the President tricked McCrea into supply-
ing information on the geography, history, and significant towns of the 
region of North Africa. Following the successful Torch landings in Algeria 
and Morocco on November 8, 1942, the President had explained to 
McCrea—whose knowledge of the sea exceeded his knowledge of land—
U.S. troops would be fighting in battle, and he’d found himself, as U.S. 
commander in chief, sadly ignorant of the terrain. “See if you can help me 
correct that deficiency,” he’d instructed McCrea, “by means of travel fold-
ers, etcetera, put out by travel agencies.” 
 Travel agencies? As the President had quickly assured McCrea, “in the 
planning and preparatory stages” of Operation Torch, he hadn’t wanted to 

7 Entry of January 9, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
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draw attention to “that area.” “But now that the troops are there,” he’d 
added, “that restraint is removed.” 
 Innocent of any ulterior motive, McCrea had assembled a raft of in-
formative material. “The President was pleased with it and confided: ‘Just 
the sort of information I want.’” 
 Some weeks later, though, “late one afternoon, early in December the 
President sent for me, sat me down at the corner of his desk and this is 
about the way it went. 
 “The Pres: ‘John, I want to talk to you in great confidence and the 
matter about which I am talking is to be known to no one except those 
who need to know.’ Since this was the first time the Pres. had ever spoken 
to me thus, naturally I was greatly curious,” McCrea later narrated in his 
somewhat stilted literary style. The President had then confided, “‘Since 
the landing of our troops in No[rth] Africa, I have been in touch with Win-
ston by letter. I feel we should meet soon and resolve some things and that 
that meeting should take place in Africa. Winston has suggested Khar-
toum—I’m not keen on that suggestion. Marrakech and Rabat have been 
suggested. I’m inclined to rule out those areas, and settle for Casablanca.’ 
And then to my amazement the President said: ‘What do you think of the 
whole idea?’” 

McCrea had been stunned. 
 “As quickly as I could,” McCrea recalled, “I gathered my wits and pro-
ceeded about as follows. ‘Right off the top of my head Mr. Pres. I do not 
think well of the idea. I think there is too much risk involved for you.’” 

The President had been unmoved. “Our men in that area are taking 
risks, why shouldn’t their Commander in Chief share that risk?” 
 McCrea was a seasoned sailor—an aspect he thought might be a 
more effective counter. “‘The Atlantic can be greatly boisterous in the win-
ter months,’” he had pointed out, “‘and a most uncomfortable passage is a 
good possibility—’ 

“‘Oh—we wouldn’t go by ship. We would fly,’ said he.” 

Fly? 
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 McCrea was shocked. No U.S. president had flown while in office—
ever. “This was a great surprise to me because I knew he did not regard 
flying with any degree of enthusiasm,” McCrea recounted. Mr. Roosevelt 
had not flown in a decade, in fact, since traveling to Chicago from New 
York before the 1932 election. In terms of the President’s safety, waging a 
world war, it seemed a grave and unnecessary risk—especially in terms of 
distance, and flight into an active war zone. But the President was the 
president. 
 McCrea had therefore softened his objection. “I quickly saw that I 
was being stymied and I tried to withdraw a bit. 
 “‘Mr. Pres.,’ said I, ‘you have taken me quite by surprise with this pro-
posal. I would like to give it further thought. Right off the top of my head I 
wouldn’t recommend it.’” 

When, the next morning, Captain McCrea went upstairs to the President’s 
Oval Study, carrying with him some of the latest reports, secret signals, 
decoded enemy signals, and top-secret cables from the Map Room—of 
which he was the director—he’d recognized the futility of opposing the 
idea. It was a colossal risk, he still thought, but he knew the President well 
enough to know that, if Mr. Roosevelt had raised the matter, it was be-
cause his mind was probably already made up, and he was simply looking 
for the sort of reaction he would be likely to meet from others. 
 “He laughed lightly,” McCrea recalled—informing him that Prime 
Minister Churchill had already responded positively to the suggestion, in 
fact was gung ho for such a meeting—“‘Winston is all for it.’” 
 McCrea had remained concerned, though. Security would present a 
problem not only during the broad Atlantic crossing, he warned, but in 
North Africa itself. “I still think the risk is great and if you are determined 
to go I will do all possible to manage that risk,” he’d assured the President. 
But the risks were real. “From what I have read in the despatches and the 
press,” he’d said, for example, “affairs in No[rth] Africa are in a state of 
much confusion.” Casablanca itself was a notorious gathering place for 

36 
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spies and expatriates. And worse. “I would suppose that No[rth] Africa is 
full of people who would take you on for $10—” 

Assassination? 
 “Why I said that I’ll never know,” McCrea later reflected. It was al-
most rude, “—but I did and at the moment, of course, I felt it. He laughed 
heartily.” 

McCrea was not being timorous. Several weeks later his concern was vali-
dated—Admiral François Darlan, the new French high commissioner un-
der the Allied commander in chief in the Mediterranean, General Eisen-
hower, was murdered in broad daylight in Algiers. 
 By then, however, the trip had been prepared in great detail, and the 
President would hear no more attempts to dissuade him. 

Maintaining secrecy for the trip had not been easy, however. There was, 
for instance, the problem of idle gossip. The British had been making their 
own travel arrangements for Prime Minister Churchill. By secret cable 
from his “bunker” beneath Westminster, in London, Mr. Churchill’s office 
had duly informed the British ambassador in Washington, D.C., Viscount 
Halifax. Halifax had told his wife. 
 It had been McCrea who had then taken the telephone call from a 
distraught, elderly Colonel Edmund Starling, who—going back to the days 
of President Wilson—was chief of the Secret Service detail responsible for 
the President’s safety at the White House. “The Colonel said it was urgent 
he see me at once,” McCrea recalled. “He came to the Map Room and we 
went out into the corridor, out of earshot of the Map Room personnel. This 
is about the way it [went]: 
 “Col—Is anything going on here about the movements of the Presi-
dent of which I should be apprised?” 
 McCrea had been noncommittal. “I don’t understand what you are 
driving at, Colonel. Could you be more specific?” he’d responded. 
 “Col—Well, it is this. A taxi cab driver here in Washington called the 
W.[hite] H.[ouse] today and told the telephone operator that he wanted to 
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talk to someone in authority who had to do with the movements of the 
President.” On being put through to Colonel Starling, he was asked to 
come straight to the White House. He’d left “just a few minutes ago. His 
story was that he had answered a call to the British Embassy this forenoon 
and there he had picked up a couple of ladies and had driven them in town 
to a Woodward & Lothrop Dept. store. On the way in they had talked at 
some length and that one lady had said to the other that the President was 
going soon to North Africa where he would meet with Mr. Churchill. He, 
the driver, had no way of knowing whether or not it was so, but neverthe-
less if it was, he thought it was something that shouldn’t be talked about.” 

This was a serious understatement. 

Oh, the British. Often so pompous about rank and privilege—and so casu-
al with regard to high-level gossip shared in the presence of the “servant 
class.”  
 It hadn’t boded well, but there was little McCrea had been able to do; 
an important summit of wartime leaders could hardly be canceled or re-
convened because of an ambassador’s wife’s shopping trip.  
 The President was more amused by the incident than concerned. 
What he worried about was his longtime White House military aide, Major 
General Edwin “Pa” Watson. The general wouldn’t be going, the President 
had told McCrea. “Pa has suffered a heart attack last spring,” the President 
had explained, “and while he is now back on active duty Ron [McIntire, 
the President’s doctor] thinks he is in no condition to stand the stress and 
strain of a long air trip across the Atlantic and on to Casablanca. I dread 
telling Pa that I have decided he should not go with us.” 
 McCrea could only marvel at a president more concerned not to up-
set his loyal military aide than for his own safety. The President had reason 
to be concerned, however. “I intentionally put off telling Pa as long as pos-
sible and when he brought the appointment list to me this morning,” Roo-
sevelt told McCrea on January 7, 1943, “I broke the news to him and told 
him that on Ron’s advice because of the considerable flying involved and 
his recent heart attack that I was not taking him on this trip. Pa was 
38 
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shocked—slumped in his chair and broke into tears—and remarked per-
haps his usefulness around the W.H. was about at an end. I comforted him 
as best I could but to little avail. After a bit he recovered his composure 
and withdrew.  
Now John, I told you last evening I would enter the House Chamber [of 
Congress, for the upcoming State of the Union address] this noon on your 
arm. If I do that I think it would be a further shock to Pa. Will you please 
run Pa down at once and tell him that I neglected to tell him this a.m. that 
as usual I would enter the House Chamber this noon on his arm. That 
might soften the blow a bit of his not going to No. Africa with us.”8 

Once again Captain McCrea had been amazed at the President’s concern 
for the feelings of others, while directing the administration of his country 
in a global war. Also the President’s innocence, too: for it would be the 
President’s naval aide who would suffer the full force of General Watson’s 
disappointment at being excluded from the North Africa trip, however 
much the President wished to sugar the pill. 
 It had not taken long. In General Watson’s room next to the Oval 
Office, where Pa Watson acted as the President’s appointments secretary, 
guarding all access to the Chief Executive, McCrea had endured a tirade 
from the general. If he himself was forbidden to travel, Watson said, why 
should the President—who’d had his own heart problems—go? Watson 
“thought the Pres. was badly advised about making the trip—the risk was 
too great for him to take. Why hadn’t I informed him about the trip? ‘I’ve 
always taken you in my confidence,’ said he, ‘and in this important in-
stance you have not taken me into your confidence.’ 
 “I calmed Pa down as best I could,” McCrea related. “I told him of the 
charge given me by the President that no one, absolutely no one, should 

8 “Because of his infirmity he [the President] could walk only briefly on two canes. It was 
much easier for him to use one cane and the right arm of an escort” for balance and sup-
port while swinging the fourteen-pound steel irons encasing his legs, from his thighs to 
his shoes, McCrea explained: John McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections,” 
McCrea Papers, FDR Library. 
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know about this trip except those who needed to know—and he [the Pres-
ident] laid great emphasis on that point. That he would tell you himself in 
due course that you could not make the trip and that he would tell me 
when he had done so.” 
 This did little to solace the Army general—who was, after all, still the 
President’s military aide. The Navy had trumped him. “There was just no 
comforting Pa,” McCrea recalled. “He was deeply disturbed and repeated 
over and over again that the Pres. was badly advised in the decision to 
make this hazardous trip. ‘I hope you didn’t encourage him in that,’” he’d 
demanded accusingly. “I told Pa that I had done everything I possibly 
could to dissuade the President—but to no avail. That insofar as I knew 
the deal had been made with Mr. Churchill and that was it. And then Pa 
exclaimed with much emphasis: ‘There is only one so and so around here 
who is crazy enough to promote such a thing, and his name is Hopkins’”—
the President’s White House counselor.9 

9 Ibid. 



2 
Aboard the Magic Carpet 

General Watson was wrong about Harry Hopkins. Recently married, Hop-
kins had no great wish to go to Casablanca. His wife said goodbye to him 
“at the rear door” of the Ferdinand Magellan, Hopkins jotted in his diary 
that night. Eleanor had shown no emotion, but Louise had been a bag of 
nerves—as was Hopkins, who worried about the weeks he’d be away from 
Washington. A survivor of stomach cancer and major intestinal surgery 
before the war began, Hopkins required constant medication. Above all, 
though, he had no wish to leave his new bride. Over Thanksgiving, at a cast 
party for S. N. Behrman’s new play on Broadway, The Pirate, he’d been 
heard to say to a friend, as he introduced his young consort: “Look, 
Dyke,—I ought to be dead—and here I am married!”10 
 A charming and pretty gadabout, Louise was a socialite who, to her 
discomfort, had swiftly found herself accused of impropriety after the 
wedding, thanks to people envious of Hopkins’s proximity to the Presi-
dent—people such as the financier Bernard Baruch, who’d failed to obtain 
a job in the Roosevelt war administration. “I must say that I didn’t like the 
idea of leaving a little bit,” Hopkins confided to his diary before going to 

10 “Marriage of Hopkins to Louise Macy,” miscellaneous files for “Roosevelt & Hopkins,” 
Robert E. Sherwood Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard University. 
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sleep, for “Louise had been very unhappy all evening because of the politi-
cal attacks on us.”11 

For his part, Admiral Bill Leahy—the President’s chief of staff at the White 
House, but also now the chairman of the Combined Chiefs of Staff—was 
equally reluctant to go. The sailor had suffered a bad bout of flu in recent 
days, and did not relish the long journey by train and then air. Nor did he 
savor what was awaiting him at the secret destination: a continuing inter-
national political imbroglio that in his view had been pretty much screwed 
up by people who didn’t understand the military difficulties of the situa-
tion. 
 There were others, too, who were anxious. Daisy Suckley, the Presi-
dent’s cousin and longtime confidante, had already said her goodbye the 
day before, and wasn’t therefore at the Bureau of Engraving platform. 
She’d argued strenuously against such “a long trip,” she noted in her own 
diary, one “with definite risks” that included enemy interception, acci-
dents, even assassination. “But one can’t and mustn’t think of that.”12 On 
the plus side there were, she acknowledged, exotic places the President 
would get to see. And people, too. “W. Churchill first and foremost, of 
course,” she’d added. Others, however, he would not. He’d asked to meet 
Stalin, “but Stalin answered that he could not possibly leave Russia now—
One can understand that,” she allowed, given the great winter battle still 
being fought to the death at Stalingrad.13 
 Fala, the President’s beloved Scottish terrier, was not going, either, 
Daisy noted. The President had asked his wife if she would look after him. 
Like Stalin, the First Lady had said she was too busy. The President had 

11 Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History (New York: Harper, 1948), 
669. 
12 Entry of January 8, 1943, in Geoffrey C. Ward, ed., Closest Companion: The Unknown 
Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 194. 
13 Ibid. 
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therefore asked Daisy, who’d originally given him the terrier, as a gift, and 
she’d agreed to do so. 
 “I wished him all the best luck on this secret trip,” Daisy recorded the 
next night, after saying goodbye—more devoted to him than ever. “He is 
leaving as if to go north to Hyde Park,” which was near her own baronial 
home, Wilderstein. “At a certain siding,” though, “the train will be picked 
up by the regular engine & start south for Miami—He goes with all one’s 
prayers.”14 
 At Baltimore the locomotive was, indeed, decoupled. Instead of con-
tinuing north, a new locomotive bore it south, toward its destination a 
thousand miles away: through Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Florida, to the former Pan American Clipper terminus. 

For his own part, President Roosevelt was glad to get away. Despite the 
winter cold, the capital was a cauldron of rumor, gossip, political rivalry, 
and competitive ambitions. Looked after by his valet, Petty Officer Pretty-
man, and his Filipino crew from the presidential yacht, the USS Potomac, 
he ate and slept well. Rising late on Sunday, January 10, 1943, he lifted the 
shades of his compartment. The passengers had been instructed that, in 
order to maintain absolute secrecy, they were to “keep the shades down all 
day,” as he wrote Daisy that night—confiding that he “found myself wav-
ing to an engineer & fear he recognized me.”15 

Minor mishaps always amused FDR. 
 All day, as the heavy, shaded train bore on, the President went 
through his White House papers, dictating final letters and memoranda to 
Grace Tully, his secretary, who would be leaving the train in Florida before 
they reached Miami. He then said goodnight and retired early, knowing 
they would all have to rise before first light the following morning. 

14 Entry of January 9, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 194. 
15 Ibid., entry of January 10, 1943, 196. 
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Woken early on January 11, Hopkins donned a robe and made his way to 
the President’s stateroom, where he “found the President alone.” Together 
they “laughed over the fact that this unbelievable trip was about to begin. I 
shall always feel that the reason the President wanted to meet Churchill,” 
Hopkins surmised, “was because he wanted to make a trip.”16 
 Roosevelt had become “tired of having other people, particularly my-
self, speak for him around the world. For political reasons he could not go 
to England,” Hopkins noted—despite Eleanor having found her husband a 
nice potential apartment in London, complete with elevator, where he 
could stay if he chose to meet Churchill there. But the President had 
balked at the political ramifications. The new, potentially more hostile, 
isolationist Congress, elected the previous November, would have a field 
day, he feared. Certain members of Congress and rich, right-wing newspa-
per owners would accuse the President either of kowtowing to the British 
or colluding with foreign allies without first telling members of his visit, let 
alone getting their consent. 
 London, then, had been out—and the North African battlefield in. 
Roosevelt would travel as U.S. commander in chief, not as president—thus 
permitting him to insist upon absolute secrecy, with no press correspond-
ents following him. He “wanted to go to see our troops,” Hopkins noted, 
and “he was sick of people telling him that it was dangerous to ride in air-
planes. He liked the drama of it. But above all, he wanted to make a trip.”17 

Whether Hopkins was right was debatable, but the sheer drama of the 
President’s secret getaway from Washington was—like his “escape” from 
the press to Newfoundland for the Atlantic Charter meeting in 1941—
undeniable. 
 Grace Tully duly disembarked to stay with relatives. Then, at Miami, 
the party detrained and was driven by car to the former Pan American 

16 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, 669. 
17 Ibid. 
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Airways terminal by the harbor. Two huge flying boats were waiting, bob-
bing on the water. 
 “My God! Why, that’s the Pres[ident]. Why didn’t they let me know 
he was to be one of my passengers?” the captain of the first boat, the Dixie 
Clipper, exclaimed. “It’s somewhat of a shock to know you are flying the 
Pres. of the U.S.”18 
 With its giant 152-feet cantilevered wingspan, four fifteen-hundred-
horsepower Wright Twin Cyclone engines, plus sponsons attached to both 
sides of its hull to provide extra lift and ease of embarkation, the Clipper—
leased by the U.S. Navy, and its crew given Navy rank—duly took off from 
the predawn waters of the harbor and made first for Trinidad, in the Car-
ibbean, fourteen hundred miles away. “The sun came up at about 7:30,” 
Roosevelt wrote to Daisy, “& I have never seen a more lovely sunrise—just 
your kind. We were up about a mile—above a level of small pure white 
clouds so we couldn’t even see the Bahamas on our left—but soon we saw 
Cuba on the right & then Haiti.”19 
 The President had known she’d continue to worry on his account, 
and wanted to reassure her—not only the first president to fly abroad 
while in office, but the first since Lincoln to visit a battlefield in war. Tak-
ing a celestial fix of sun and moon, the captain turned the forty-four-ton 
behemoth, like a flying carpet, southeastward. “Then out over the Caribbe-
an—high up—I felt the altitude at 8 or 9,000 feet—and so did Harry and 
Ad. Leahy—The cumulus white clouds were amazingly beautiful but every 
once in a while we could not go over them & had to go through one— 
 “At last—5 p.m.—we saw the N.E. Coast of Venezuela & then the 
islands of the Dragon’s Mouth with Trinidad on the left—The skipper 
made a beautiful soft landing & Ad. Oldendorf came out & took us ashore 
to the U.S. Naval Base—one of ‘my’ eight which we got for the 50 destroy-
ers in 1940. It is not yet finished but operating smoothly.”20 

18 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.”  
19 Letter of January 11, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 196. 
20 Ibid. 
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 The U.S. naval base at Trinidad had come with a hotel, situated at 
Macqueripe on the north coast, “& thither we went for the night,” the Pres-
ident related. However, there had then occurred a serious hiccup, unrelat-
ed to the dinner he was served. “Ad. Leahy felt quite ill—he had flu ten 
days ago—Ross McI[ntire] is worried as he is 68 & his temp. is over 100—
we will decide in the a.m.”21 

In the morning, on January 12, the doctor found Admiral Leahy still fever-
ish. “Up at 4 a.m. This is not civilized,” the President joked in his letter to 
Daisy. However, “Leahy seemed no better & we had to leave him behind—
He hated to stay but was a good soldier & will go to the Naval Hospital & 
get good care—I hope he won’t get pneumonia—I shall miss him as he is 
such an old friend & a wise counselor.”22 

If the President was concerned, though, he did not show it, for he never 
mentioned Leahy again in his letters to Daisy, despite the fact that Leahy 
was to have chaired daily meetings not only of the U.S. chiefs of staff but 
the British chiefs of staff, in their role as the Combined Chiefs of Staff, in 
Casablanca. The President was on top form: confident he could manage 
the summit quite successfully on his own, even without Leahy’s wisdom. 
 Thus the Dixie Clipper flew on a further thousand miles to Brazil, 
filled its tanks with fuel at Belém, and set off for its great “hop” across the 
Atlantic, carrying its august passenger and small, slightly diminished en-
tourage—followed closely by the backup Clipper, lest the Dixie Clipper 
experience engine trouble and have need to ditch. 
 Reflecting their earlier days as transoceanic first-class passenger 
planes, each Clipper boasted a lounge, a fourteen-seat dining room, chang-
ing rooms, and beds normally for thirty-six passengers—with a honey-
moon suite at the rear. They required considerable piloting skills, howev-
er—takeoffs and landings in choppy, windswept water always an especial 

21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., letter of January 12, 1943, 197. 
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concern. The Dixie Clipper’s sister plane, Yankee Clipper, for example, 
would snag its wing several weeks later in Lisbon Harbor, with the loss of 
twenty-four lives. 
 Meantime, landing smoothly at the old British trading post of Bath-
urst (later renamed Banjul) on the Gambia River on January 13, after a 
twenty-eight-hour flight, the Dixie Clipper moored offshore. Arrangements 
had been made for the President to transfer to the light cruiser USS Mem-
phis, ordered up from Natal by FDR’s chief of naval operations, Admiral 
King—there to provide the President with a secure overnight stay where 
he would not be exposed to tsetse fly. As it was still light, however, he took 
the opportunity to tour the waterfront—the President seated in a whale-
boat as the local British naval commander acted as his guide during a for-
ty-minute cruise amid dozens of tenders and oil tankers. Loading and un-
loading beneath the evening sun, their crews seemed oblivious to the fact 
that the upright figure seated in the midst of the whaleboat party, in his 
civilian clothes and hat, together with Hopkins, McIntire, and McCrea, was 
the President of the United States.  
 Finally, hoisted aboard the USS Memphis, the President was given the 
flagship admiral’s stateroom, “where I’ve had a good supper & am about to 
go to bed,” he described, delighted to be in African waters.23 

Given Roosevelt’s childhood dream of going to naval college instead of 
Harvard (a hope dashed by his mother),24 his long love of naval history, 
and his nearly eight years as assistant secretary of the Navy, being piped 
aboard an American warship as commander in chief for the first time in 
World War II was inspiring for the President. Yet the sentiment paled be-
side thoughts of what was to come. The next morning would see him em-
bark for a further “1,200 mile hop in an Army plane,” this time overland, as 
he wrote to Daisy—bound for “that well known spot ‘Somewhere in North 

23 Ibid., letter of January 13, 1943. 
24 Related to John McCrea by the President: McCrea, “Handwritten Mem-
oirs/Recollections.”  
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Africa.’ I don’t know just where,” he added, in self-censoring mode. “But 
don’t worry—All is well & I’m getting a wonderful rest.” He felt positively 
refreshed. “It’s funny about geography—Washington seems the other side 
of the world but not Another Place—That is way off,” he wrote of Hyde 
Park, “& also very close to—”25 
 There Roosevelt left the sentence, however—unwilling to give hos-
tage to fortune, lest prying eyes open, or see, his letter to the distant cousin 
whose romantic adoration he’d encouraged, especially after his mother’s 
death two years earlier. “Lots of love—Bless you,” he ended.26 
 To his wife, Eleanor, he meanwhile wrote in similarly informative, if 
less tender, vein—telling her he’d be seeing their son Elliott when he ar-
rived, and signing off: “Ever so much love and don’t do too much—and I’ll 
see you soon. Devotedly, F.”27 
 He was almost there: not only the journey of a lifetime, but bringing 
the agenda of a lifetime. At Casablanca the President wished not only to 
map the defeat of the Axis powers in World War II, but commence discus-
sions of the world to follow. 

25 Letter of January 13, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 197. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Letter to Eleanor Roosevelt, January 13, 1943, in Elliott Roosevelt, ed., F.D.R.: His Person-
al Letters, 1928–1945 (New York: Duell, Sloane, and Pearce, 1950), vol. 2, 1393.  
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The United Nations 

Even before the war began for the United States, the President had been 
thinking of the postwar world. 
 Enlisting the help of his protégé, Assistant Secretary of State Sumner 
Welles, the President had begun drafting ideas immediately after drawing 
up the Atlantic Charter, in August 1941. What he wanted to create, he’d 
told Welles, was a postwar organization that the Americans, British, and 
Russians would embrace as military guardians, and that all sovereign 
democratic nations could subscribe to. The Japanese attack on Pearl Har-
bor several months later had made the need for a viable postwar system all 
the more urgent: a new world order that would make such wars of imperial 
conquest difficult if not impossible. He’d therefore charged Welles with 
modeling the project on the twenty-six countries whose representatives 
he’d assembled over Christmas 1941 in Washington—a group the President 
had decided, in a moment of inspiration, to announce to the world as “the 
United Nations.”28 
 Properly constituted, the United Nations authority would, the Presi-
dent determined, avoid the disaster of the League of Nations—which nei-
ther the United States nor the Soviet Union had joined when it was 
formed. Building on the “Declaration of the United Nations,” which had 
been signed in Washington on January 1, 1942, the United Nations would, 

28 Nigel Hamilton, The Mantle of Command: FDR at War, 1941–1942 (Boston: Houghton 

Mifflin Harcourt, 2014), 138 et seq. 
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this time, have teeth: the world’s “Four Policemen,” as the President called 
them.29 
 First, the Germans and Japanese would have to be defeated—but the 
military might of the three foremost antifascist fighting nations could then 
be turned into a global peacekeeping coalition: the United States, the Sovi-
et Union, and Britain. He had then added China, a nation that had been 
fighting the Japanese since 1937—thereby forcing the Japanese to keep an 
army of more than a million men on the Chinese mainland. Once the war 
was won, the President proposed, this same group of the world’s major 
military powers could be employed not only to disarm the Axis nations for 
all time, but to police the world thereafter on behalf of the United Nations 
authority, ensuring that no Hitler or Mussolini or Hirohito would ever 
again upset global security by force of arms or conquest. 

With laudable dedication, Welles—running the U.S. State Department 
under the sickly secretary of state, Cordell Hull—had thereupon set about 
the business, leaving the President to focus, meantime, on the best military 
strategy to defeat the Axis powers. 
 Under the aegis of the State Department, Welles had quietly set up a 
host of secret committees and subcommittees, asking members to think 
ahead on the President’s behalf and produce for Mr. Roosevelt at the 
White House their specific recommendations and alternatives, on a regu-
lar basis.30 “What I expect you to do,” Roosevelt had instructed Welles, “is 
to have prepared for me the necessary number of baskets so that when the 
time comes all I have to do is to reach into a basket and fish out a number 
of solutions that I am sure are sound and from which I can make my own 
choice.”31 

29 Ibid. 
30 Christopher D. O’Sullivan, Sumner Welles, Postwar Planning, and the Quest for a New 
World Order, 1937–1943 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 65 and 72. 
31 Sumner Welles, Seven Decisions That Shaped History (New York: Harper, 1951), 182–83. 
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 Welles had done as ordered—magnificently, in retrospect. As histo-
rians would later note, neither Britain nor the Soviet Union, the other two 
primary nations conducting the war against Hitler, did anything in 1942 to 
address the needs or opportunities of the postwar world on an interna-
tional scale—a “disastrous blockage at the top” in the case of the British.32 
By contrast, bringing together an extraordinary cross section of the na-
tion’s foremost minds and political figures in once-weekly meetings in 
Washington, Welles had single-handedly, in the midst of a global war be-
ing fought from Archangel to Australia, gotten his various teams working 
on the political, military, economic, labor, and even social (health, drug 
trafficking, refugees, nutrition, etc.) blueprints the President wanted for 
his vision of the democratic postwar world. 
 An extraordinary bipartisan group of Democratic and Republican 
senators and congressmen from the Capitol—including the chairman of 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee, the ranking minority member of the 
House Foreign Affairs Committee, a former chairman of the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee, the current chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, and a senior current Republican member of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee—had joined with Welles’s hand-
picked, representative minds from the State Department, the Agriculture 
Department, and the Board of Economic Warfare, as well as members out-
side government, including individuals from the press, the Council on 
Foreign Relations, and the academy, to provide the President with the 
necessary guideposts and alternatives he wanted at hand. 
 Though at first Welles had assumed the issues would be handled by 
the President in a peace conference after the conclusion of the war, as had 

32 Christopher Thorne, Allies of a Kind: The United States, Britain, and the War Against 
Japan, 1941–1945 (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1978), 221. Christopher O’Sullivan argued 
that such foot-dragging was deliberate. “The imperial powers faced growing demands for 
independence” among colonial and mandated countries—exposing “a paradox at the 
heart of empires: progress in the political and economic sphere would encourage self-
rule, whereas a lack of progress justified continued European rule”: FDR and the End of 
Empire (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 4. 
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been the case in the aftermath of World War I, the President had soon 
changed his mind—reckoning that if the postwar system could be settled 
before the war’s end, it could avoid the unfortunate fate of the Versailles 
conference of 1919. Instead, the President had asked the committees to 
report their interim findings, via Welles, as swiftly as possible: concerned 
that America’s allies, too, should help him address the challenge before, 
rather than after, the end of hostilities. By October 1942, therefore, as 
American troops readied for the Torch invasion of Northwest Africa—a 
draft outline of the postwar UN organization had begun to take shape. 
 Welles’s teams, the President found, had done a grand job—indeed, 
Welles suggested that the putative “United Nations authoritative body” 
could already start functioning during the war itself. It would comprise a 
General Assembly of United Nations, seating representatives of all eligible 
countries of the world. It would also have a small Executive Council, in-
corporating the four major powers to arm and lead the organization with 
strength and simplicity. By April 1942, in fact, after discussing the matter 
with Mr. Roosevelt, Welles (who had made himself chairman of the Sub-
committee on Political Problems, or international organization) had sug-
gested the way the Executive Council should be set up: the President’s 
Four Policemen—the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union, and Chi-
na—being given permanent seats on an Executive Council together with a 
small number of further, rotating seats reserved for members elected by 
the full United Nations authority, in order to give the council more balance 
and connection with the main Assembly.33 
 As Welles’s committees had advanced their confidential proposals in 
Washington, British Foreign Office officials in London had become anx-
ious lest Churchill’s lack of interest in postwar planning leave Great Britain 
out on a limb. “His Majesty’s Government have not yet defined their views 
on questions or made any response to Mr. Welles’s expression of opinion,” 

33 O’Sullivan, Sumner Welles, 67. 
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the head of the British Economic and Reconstruction Department had 
complained as late as September 3, 1942, only weeks before Torch.34  
 Little was done to rectify this failure, however, in view of the Prime 
Minister’s full-time preoccupation with Britain’s military operations, and 
his aversion to postwar planning—which would inevitably involve the 
continuing transformation of the British Empire into a Commonwealth of 
Nations rather than a colonial enterprise directed by Parliament in Lon-
don.35 “I hope these speculative studies will be entrusted mainly to those 
on whose hands time hangs heavy,” Churchill had mocked his foreign min-
ister’s attempt to produce a British version of Welles’s work, “and that we 
shall not overlook Mrs. Glass’s Cookery Book recipe for Jugged Hare—
‘First catch your hare.’”36 
 In Moscow, too, there had been a complete lack of interest in plan-
ning for a democratic future—Stalin’s Soviet government simply refusing 
to comment on or respond to cables from its Russian ambassador in Wash-
ington, imploring the USSR to get involved in international postwar pro-
posals. 

For FDR, the failure of Joseph Stalin to participate in discussions about the 
postwar world was galling if perhaps inevitable, given the history of the 
Soviet Union since the Russian Revolution: its protracted civil war, Stalin’s 
Great Terror and purge trials, and its ever-darkening development as a 
communist police state based on intimidation, arrest, torture, imprison-
ment, deportation, and execution. Nevertheless, as president of the world’s 
biggest and most advanced economy, Roosevelt wanted to give the Rus-
sians—who were bearing in blood the brunt of Hitler’s war of conquest—

34 Ibid., 74, quoting Gladwyn Jebb. 
35 It was not only the British Empire that was having to face the prospect of dismantle-
ment; Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands gave a broadcast on the first anniversary of 
Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1942, promising that the Dutch colonies in Southeast Asia 
would be given home rule—see Thorne, Allies of a Kind, 218. 
36 David Reynolds, In Command of History: Churchill Fighting and Writing the Second 
World War (New York: Random House, 2005), 334. 
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at least the chance to be a party to his proposals. And if Stalin, the absolute 
dictator of the Soviet Union, would not sit down to discuss them, then the 
President would begin the discussions without him—in Casablanca. 
 Hitler had declared that democracy was a relic of the past. The Presi-
dent, working with Winston Churchill, would now show him he was 
wrong: that democracy was, in fact, on the move. 

Casablanca, then, was to be much more than a military powwow. Weeks 
before he left the White House on his secret journey, the President had 
begun to rehearse his developing vision with other world leaders such as 
Jan Christiaan Smuts, the prime minister of South Africa, whom he’d 
known since the summer of 1918. 
 Then, too, the end of the world war had seemed at hand. Twenty-four 
years later, Roosevelt was “drawing up plans now for the victorious peace 
which will surely come” and hoped to discuss them with the former gueril-
la leader of the anti-British Boers, if Smuts could see his way to come to 
Washington. A more durable and effective outcome was necessary than 
the ill-fated Versailles Treaty. “As you know,” the President explained, “I 
dream dreams but am, at the same time, an intensely practical person, and 
I am convinced that disarmament of the aggressor nations is an essential 
first step, followed up for a good many years to come by a day and night 
inspection of that disarmament and a police power to stop at its source 
any attempted evasion of the rules.”37 
 This time, then, postwar peace would not be guaranteed by treaties 
that could be broken with impunity, but by irresistible force—on behalf of 
the community of nations. There were “many other things to be worked 
out,” Roosevelt had added in his letter to Smuts, such as decolonization, 
effected over time, but with no backsliding by the old European powers, as 
after World War I—whether by the British, the Dutch, the French, the 
Belgians, the Spanish, or the Portuguese. “Perhaps Winston has told you of 

37 Letter of November 24, 1942, in Elliott Roosevelt, ed., F.D.R.: His Personal Letters, 1928–
1945 (New York: Duell, Sloane, and Pearce, 1950), vol. 2, 1371–72. 
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my thought of certain trusteeships to be exercised by the United Nations 
where stability of government for one reason or another cannot at once be 
assured. I am inclined to think that the [colonial] mandate system”—
instituted in the wake of the Versailles Treaty and the League of Nations—
“is no longer the right approach, for the nation which is given the mandate 
soon comes to believe that it carries sovereignty with it.”38 
 Colonialism, in other words, was to be gradually but responsibly 
phased out in the aftermath of World War II, and a new postcolonial world 
ushered in. 
 As prime minister of a former British colony now enjoying self-
government and Dominion status within the British Commonwealth, 
Smuts’s reaction was important as Roosevelt sought to picture a viable 
postwar world and the problems he might encounter in getting interna-
tional agreement. 

Smuts—whose Boer countrymen had, like the Americans, risen up against 
British colonial rule—understood the President’s strong feelings on that 
score, but was facing a new election and could not travel. The prime minis-
ter of Canada, Mackenzie King, could, however—and once more the Pres-
ident had asked if King could come spend a few days with him at the 
White House, after the Torch invasion, so that he could rehearse his no-
tions of what would, effectively, be the endgame. 
 Arriving from Ottawa by train, King had thus made his way to 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue on the morning of December 4, 1942, three weeks 
after Torch. Alert to the dangers of premature leaks, rumor, and outright 
hostility among Republican politicians and newspaper owners who still 
hated him for his New Deal program, the President was chary of commit-
ting thoughts to paper lest they be used against him. Thankfully, the Cana-
dian prime minister dictated each night a careful record of his day—and it 
is to this diary we owe our most authentic account of the President’s mili-

38 Ibid. 
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tary and political strategy for ending the war, and the peace he hoped to 
mold thereafter, before leaving for Africa. 

The President, King had found on arrival, was “sitting up in his bed” on the 
second floor of the White House mansion, “wearing a gray sweater,” smok-
ing. He’d been “reading newspapers. Gave me a very hearty welcome. Be-
gan at once by saying he was having a [hard] time with the new Congress,” 
given the loss of so many Democratic seats in the November midterm elec-
tions, “but hoped that would go by.”39  
 Beneath African palms, in complete privacy and in secret, the Presi-
dent would, he told Mackenzie King, be able to discuss his vision for the 
world that would follow war: especially his idea of a United Nations Secu-
rity Council led by the four powers. 
 First, however, the war had to be won by the United Nations. Roose-
velt had already explained his current strategy to the supreme commander 
of the Soviet Armies, Joseph Stalin, in a cable he’d dispatched from the 
White House on November 19, 1942. “American and British Staffs are now 
studying further moves in the event that we secure the whole south shore 
of the Mediterranean from Gibraltar to Syria,” the President had informed 
Stalin. “Before any further step is taken, both Churchill and I want to con-
sult with you and your Staff because whatever we do next in the Mediter-
ranean will have a definite bearing on your magnificent campaign and 
your proposed moves this coming Winter.” U.S. and British armies were 
not only forcing Hitler to keep substantial numbers of troops, artillery, 
tanks, and planes in Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium, and northern 
France to defend against the threat of Allied invasion in the West, but 
were forcing Hitler to do so in the Mediterranean now, in order to keep 

39 Entry of December 4, 1942, Diaries of William Lyon Mackenzie King, Library and Ar-
chives Canada, Ottawa, ON (hereinafter Mackenzie King Diary). The Democrats lost the 
election in the House of Representatives by over a million ballots in the popular vote. To 
Roosevelt’s relief they nevertheless retained a majority of 222 seats to 209. In the Senate, 
Democrats lost 8 seats and 1 independent—as well as the popular vote, in ballot numbers 
cast. Again, however, they held on to their majority, 58 seats to 37. 
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Italy fighting as a primary Axis partner; this would make it difficult, if not 
impossible, for Hitler to achieve unilateral military victory against the Rus-
sians.40 
 Stalin had not immediately responded to the request, however, as the 
President confided to King—the Russian dictator’s focus having been on 
the Russian counteroffensive that began that day at Stalingrad. A week 
later, on November 25, Roosevelt cabled again. The President had congrat-
ulated Stalin on the Russian breakthrough west of Stalingrad, which 
threatened to cut off the German salient stretching as far east as the Volga. 
In order to remind his Russian counterpart that the United States was 
fighting a global, not simply regional, war, however, he’d informed Stalin of 
a similar U.S. game changer in the Pacific, where the U.S. Navy had deci-
mated the Japanese fleet attempting to reinforce the Japanese army on 
Guadalcanal. The Japanese had been compelled to evacuate the island, 
and U.S. forces were now “sinking far more Jap ships and destroying more 
planes than they can build.”41 
 This time Stalin had responded. “As regards operations in the Medi-
terranean, which are developing so favorably, and may influence the 
whole military situation in Europe, I share your view that appropriate con-
sultations between the Staffs of the United States, Great Britain and the 
USSR have become desirable,” the Russian premier wired back to the 
White House on November 27, 1942. But beyond this—and his congratula-
tions on the U.S. Navy’s success in the Pacific as well as American-British 
operations in North Africa—he declined to be specific. In particular he 
had ignored the idea of a meeting of national leaders, not even according it 
a mention.42 
 Finally, on December 2, the President had decided to get to the point. 
In yet another cable sent from the Map Room at the White House, he’d 

40 Susan Butler, ed., My Dear Mr. Stalin: The Complete Correspondence Between Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and Joseph V. Stalin (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 98. 
41 Ibid., 99. 
42 Ibid., 99–100. 
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urged Stalin to address “the necessity for reaching early strategic decisions” 
through “an early meeting.” This was not simply because military staffs, 
conferring on their own, would be unable to reach decisions “without our 
approval,” but because Roosevelt felt “we should come to some tentative 
understanding about the procedures which should be adopted in the event 
of a German collapse”—i.e., the postwar. 
 For this, it would be vital to meet in person, the President had em-
phasized. “My most compelling reason is that I am very anxious to have a 
talk with you,” he’d written. “My suggestion would be that we meet secret-
ly in some secure place in Africa that is convenient to all three of us. The 
time, about January fifteenth to twentieth [1943]. We would each of us 
bring a very small staff of our top Army, Air and Naval commanders.” He 
thought a rendezvous in “southern Algeria or at or near Khartoum,” in 
Egypt, would fit the bill.43 
 Mackenzie King had been awed and delighted by the President’s ini-
tiative—touched that Roosevelt would share with him both the back-
ground and his confidential intentions: his game plan. 
 Still waiting for Stalin’s response, the President had the next day dis-
cussed with King the problem of Churchill and Great Britain—to which 
Canada, as a Dominion of the British Empire, was constitutionally teth-
ered. The President still deplored Churchill’s stand over India and unwill-
ingness to abide by the terms of the Atlantic Charter he’d signed up to; also 
Churchill’s dislike of the Beveridge Plan for postwar social security in Brit-
ain. Churchill’s obstinacy in pursuing the postwar revival of the “British 
Empire,” rather than inspiring and leading a new, postcolonial “British 
Commonwealth of Nations,” came under the President’s caustic fire—as 
well as Churchill’s aversion to the notion of postwar United Nations trus-
teeships. “When I asked him about Churchill’s attitude, he said the reply 
which he [Churchill] had made in discussing these things was a rather sad 
one,” King recorded their talk that night. “It was to the effect that he 
[Churchill] would not have anything to do with any of these questions. 

43 Ibid., 101. 
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That when the war was over he [Churchill] would be through with public 
life,” and would turn to “writing.”44 

That evening, December 5, 1942, there had been cocktails at 7:30 p.m., 
mixed by the President himself. (“The President said: we will not ask Mac-
kenzie to take any cocktails tonight. I appreciated,” the wartime teetotaler 
noted, “his anticipating my refusal”).45 There was then dinner with Harry 
Hopkins and his wife, Louise. And several short documentary and news-
reel films, in black and white and in color. 
 Looking at the documentary footage that had been spliced togeth-
er—some of it “going back to the days of his governorship in the N.Y. 
state,” as well as events like Roosevelt’s “flight to Chicago at the time of the 
[1932] Convention”—“reviews of troops, etcetera”—King had found him-
self amazed. “It made me marvel how a man had ever stood what he did in 
dealing with crowds over so many years,” the quiet Canadian had noted, 
given the President’s physical disability and the demands of America’s 
almost continuous electoral process, compared to the Canadian parlia-
mentary system. “What was the most interesting was the way in which he, 
from the outset, had stood for the new deal and the rights of the common 
man in all his addresses,” King dictated. “It was a real recreation and most 
pleasant,” he’d added. “As it was getting on toward 10, I asked the President 
if he did not think he should retire and let him rest. He said no, we want to 
have a talk about another matter. He had said earlier in the day: ‘I want to 
speak particularly about Stalin tonight.’”46 

In the President’s Oval Study (or “chart room,” as King called it in the 
nightly diary he dictated), “the President sat on the sofa and told me to 
come and sit beside him there, to get his good ear, the right ear. 

44 Entry of December 5, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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 “He then ordered a horse’s neck for each of us: ginger ale and the rind 
of an orange. Harry Hopkins came in and sat down for a few minutes and 
then retired. The President then started in at once on what he has in mind 
as a post-war programme. I looked up at the clock at that moment. The 
hands were exactly at 10 to 10.”47 
 A fervent believer in spiritualism as well as Christianity, King was 
forever watching the hands of the clock for signs of significance. Given the 
magnitude of the President’s global problems—war in the Pacific, war in 
China and Asia, war in the Soviet Union, war in the Mediterranean, war in 
the Atlantic, war in the Aleutians, preparations for eventual cross-Channel 
landings—it had seemed extraordinary to Mackenzie King that the Presi-
dent of the United States could set these concerns aside, in his mind, and 
share his thinking on the world that would come after the war was won. 
 Before addressing the matter of Stalin, the President had given his 
own views on the objectives or principles that should guide the victorious 
nations. “We talked of the 4 freedoms. Two of which,” the President re-
marked, “we cannot do much about.” Freedom of religion, Roosevelt had 
explained, was “something that the people have to work out for them-
selves. The State cannot impose anything. The freedom of speech: that too 
is something that will take care of itself”—though the President wished 
something could be done “to prevent exaggerated and untrue statements” 
from being broadcast or printed, especially the near-treasonable articles 
constantly being published by “sensational papers,” such as Colonel 
McCormick’s right-wing, isolationist Chicago Tribune. 
 This left “the other two” freedoms, which were perhaps more crucial, 
at least in planning a postwar universe: “freedom from fear and freedom 
from want.”48 
 Of the two, the President told King, “the first is necessarily the most 
important, as the second depends on it. As respects freedom from fear,” 
the President had continued, “that can only be brought about when we put 

47 Ibid. 
48 Ibid. 
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an end to arming nations against each other.” In the case of Germany and 
Japan, the arms treaties signed after World War I had proven useless. The 
German and Japanese capacity for making war must therefore be com-
pletely and irrevocably destroyed, once and for all time, he felt. This was 
something that could not be secured by negotiation, à la Versailles Treaty, 
but only achieved by a policy of “unconditional surrender” to the Allies, 
the President explained. 
 It was the first time King had heard President Roosevelt use the term, 
and he listened most carefully as the President explained.49 
 “My great hero in all of this today,” Roosevelt remarked, “is General 
Grant. In bringing the civil war to an end, Grant demanded to Lee uncon-
ditional surrender. He would make no agreements, no negotiated peace.”50 
Repeating the point, the President said: “I think there should be no negoti-
ated peace” at all with the Germans and Japanese. “It should be an uncon-
ditional surrender. After Grant had gathered in all the guns, ammunition, 
etc., there were quantities of horses remaining. Grant turned to Lee and 
said to let the horses go back to the field. For the people to use them in the 
cultivation of the soil, get back to the art of peace. That I think at present is 
what we should do with Germany. Deprive her of all right to make planes, 
tanks, guns, etc., but not take away any of her territories nor prevent her 
development in any way.”51 
 King had asked if the President was confident of dictating uncondi-
tional surrender to the forces of the Third Reich on that basis. “He replied: 
‘yes’”—with Japan to follow: “that he thought what should be done was to 
defeat Germany first; demand unconditional surrender and then for the 3 
powers: Britain, U.S. and Russia to turn to Japan and say: now we demand 
the same of you. If you want to save human life, you must surrender un-

49 Ibid. 
50 Roosevelt’s speechwriter and later editor of his presidential papers, Sam Rosenman, 
later pointed out that “it was not at Appomattox but at Fort Donelson that Grant de-
manded unconditional surrender; it was not of Robert E. Lee but of S. B. Buckner—in 
1862”: Samuel I. Rosenman, Working with Roosevelt (New York: Harper, 1952), 372. 
51 Entry of December 5, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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conditionally at once. If not, the 3 of us will bring all our forces to bear, and 
will fight till we destroy you. Russia would then be persuaded to attack 
Japan. It would not take a year to bring about her defeat. He was not sure 
the Japanese would accept any unconditional surrender, and would prob-
ably seek to fight on. However that plan of campaign would bring its re-
sults”—the world finally and definitively spared the possibility of a renas-
cence of German or Japanese militarism—ever. “If the Japanese did not 
accept unconditional surrender,” he added in a remark that would have 
immense significance later, “then they should be bombed till they were 
brought to their knees.” 
 Thinking of the ever-burgeoning size of America’s air forces as well as 
the terrifying new bomb—using vital Canadian minerals such as radium 
and uranium52—that he’d ordered to be developed, the President confid-
ed to King how the United States would have to push its forces to within 
bombing distance of Japan, while the war in Europe went on. “At present, 
Russia is too busy to attack Japan, and Japan is too busy to attack Russia.”53 

52 In June 1941, prior to the war, Roosevelt had set up an Office of Scientific Research and 
Development to direct science for military purposes. The OSRD was soon tasked with 
atomic research. The notion that an atomic weapon would have to be launched by ship, 
given the necessary volume, quickly gave way to the idea of a small, bomb-size weapon 
that could be flown and dropped on a target. A so-called S-1 Committee was therefore set 
up to report directly to the President at the White House, chaired by the president of 
Harvard University, James Conant. Robert Oppenheimer was made director of fast-
neutron research, and by the summer of 1942 the need for substantially more fissionable 
material was reported to FDR. To accelerate development, General Brehon Somervell, the 
U.S. Army’s senior officer for logistics, appointed Lieutenant Colonel Leslie Groves to take 
charge of the Manhattan Project—which was moved to Los Alamos, in New Mexico. The 
60 tons of Canadian uranium ore, already ordered in March 1942, was judged insufficient. 
After consultation with the U.S. government, Mackenzie King’s Canadian government 
nationalized the Eldorado Mining and Refining company in June 1942, and another 350 
tons of uranium was immediately ordered by the U.S. government—followed by another 
500 tons later that year, and 1,200 tons of stored Congolese ore to be refined by the Cana-
dians. 
53 Entry of December 5, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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Unconditional surrender it was, then, as the President’s war aim—not to 
placate or encourage the Russians, as some subsequently assumed, nor in 
punitive revenge against the Germans or the Japanese, as others did. And 
especially not to mollify liberals in America, who were complaining that 
the United States was installing former fascists, like Admiral Darlan, to 
administer liberated territories, instead of getting rid of them, as still oth-
ers later speculated. Rather, the President saw unconditional surrender 
quite clearly at that moment as the basis for lasting postwar security—
leading to a postwar peace to be overseen by the United Nations, using the 
four most powerful antifascist nations: the United States, Russia, and Brit-
ain, together with China (which the United States was supporting as the 
most populous and potentially important nation in the Pacific)—acting as 
the world’s “international police” on the UN’s behalf: the basis of the UN 
Security Council. 
 Each of the policing powers would have its “own air force” to enforce 
the disarmament of Germany and Japan, the President explained to 
King—able thereby to cauterize any attempt by such nations to step out of 
line and make war on others. Colonialist imperialism would, over time, 
become a thing of the past, with nations reverting to their original bound-
aries after Hitler’s war. “Keep everything as it was” was how the President 
explained his vision—territorial changes agreed only by democratic plebi-
scite, not war. “Russia to develop Russia but to make an agreement not to 
take any territory. Not to try to change system of government of other 
countries by propaganda.”54 

Was all this a pipe dream? 
 “The President then said: ‘to effect all this, of course, [we] would have 
to get Stalin to agree,’” King recorded, careful to note Roosevelt’s actual 
words. 
 Stalin was a dictator—but a dictator more concerned with absolute 
rule over his own vast territory, stretching from Archangel to Vladivostok, 
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than elsewhere: especially in a world revolution that he would find less 
easy to control. “He said that he believed he [Stalin] would. That he 
thought Molotov was an Imperialist but he believed Stalin was less and 
less on those lines.” 
 However abhorrent Russian communism was, one had to be realistic. 
Since “it was clear that the U.S., Britain, China could not defeat Russia” by 
force of arms—something even Hitler was failing to do, with more than 
two hundred Wehrmacht divisions and his Luftwaffe—it would be futile 
to try. Better, he thought, to see if the Soviets could be drawn into an in-
ternational system that guaranteed Russia would never be attacked by the 
Germans or another Hitler. Quoting a former Republican Senate leader, 
Jim Watson, the President said to King: “If you cannot beat him, join him. 
The thing to do was to get them all working on the same lines,” under the 
aegis of a supranational United Nations. 
 Communist or not, the President had continued, Russia was going to 
be, after the war, “very powerful. The thing to do now was to get plans def-
initely made for disarmament” of Germany and Japan, with Russia 
onboard55—hence his attempt to set up a secret summit with Stalin and 
Churchill. 

The Canadian prime minister, in his diary, had acknowledged being 
thrilled. It was clear that, in sharing his notion of unconditional surrender 
both of the Third Reich and the Empire of Japan, the President was speak-
ing without vengeance or rancor, but almost as a surgeon might, prior to 
taking out a tumor. 
 Postoperatively, in the case of the Third Reich after the war’s end, 
“there should be put into Germany immediately a committee or commis-
sion of inspectors,” Roosevelt said to him, “say 3—one to be chosen from 
Canada; one from South America, and one from China,” on behalf of the 
United Nations. “They should have their staffs, and their business would be 
to inspect day after day, year in and year out, all the factories of Germany 

55 Ibid. 
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to see that no war material should be manufactured. If any such were dis-
covered, the Germans were to be told that unless that stopped within a 
week’s time, that certain of their cities would be bombed. The cities would 
be named: Frankfurt, Cologne, and probably the cities where the manufac-
turing is taking place. If they went ahead, despite this threat, they might 
then be told that from now on, all imports and exports in and out of Ger-
many would be stopped. That no trains passed out of their countries. Per-
sons would be stopped at the borders.”56 Blockaded, in other words, or 
“ostracized,” as King had reflected. 
 Yet if Mackenzie King had been impressed by the President’s vision-
ary thinking early in December, 1942—less than twelve months after Pearl 
Harbor—he’d been equally moved by the depth of Roosevelt’s moral and 
social purpose. In Britain, Winston Churchill had dismissed the Beveridge 
Report, which outlined possible future British social and health policies—
as pie in the sky:57 a dismissive view that was echoed by the British ambas-
sador on Mackenzie King’s visit to Washington, when King met with him. 
Americans were “all much excited about the Beveridge Report,” Lord Hali-
fax had confided in his own diary. “I told them all that, just as with the 
Malvern Conference Report, so with this, they [Americans] always know 
much more about it than I do!”58 
 The President of the United States certainly knew more than the Brit-
ish ambassador about the postwar social blueprint for Britain. “The Presi-
dent said the Beveridge report has made a real impression in this country,” 

56 Ibid. 
57 Churchill referred to the plan as “airy visions of Utopia and El Dorado” (Martin Gilbert, 
Winston S. Churchill, vol. 7, Road to Victory: 1941–1945 [London: Heinemann, 1986], 292), 
while Harold Laski, professor of political science at the London School of Economics, 
wrote to President Roosevelt, hoping he would “teach our Prime Minister that it is the 
hope of the future and not the achievement of the past from which he must draw his 
inspiration” (Thorne, Allies of a Kind, 144). 
58 Entry of Saturday, January 9, 1943, “Secret Diary” of Lord Halifax, Papers of Lord Hali-
fax, Hickleton Papers, Borthwick Institute of Historical Research, University of York, 
Yorkshire, England. 
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King recorded.59 “The thought of [medical and employment] insurance 
from the cradle to the grave. ‘That seems to be a line that will appeal,’” 
Roosevelt had said to King at dinner. “You and I should take that up 
strongly. It will help us politically as well as being on the right lines in the 
way of reform”—a remark King correctly interpreted as meaning “the Pres-
ident has in mind a fourth term and that he feels it will come as a result of 
winning the war, and the social programme to be launched.”60 
 As president of the United States, Mr. Roosevelt “did not think the 
country will stand for socialism,” King recorded the President’s caution, 
but he did make clear that improving the condition of America’s working 
people was as much a part of his vision of the postwar world as would be 
international security achieved through unconditional surrender of the 
Axis warrior nations, and disarmament closely monitored by the United 
Nations. “I felt in listening to the President that he was naturally anxious to 
be responsible for planning the new order,” King reflected61—a new order 
that would snatch the wind from the sails of those idly or idealistically 
espousing communism, since it would guarantee the well-being and secu-
rity of the majority of ordinary people, without communist barbarity or 
oppression. 

As a deeply devout Christian who read the New Testament first thing in 
the morning and last thing at night, Mackenzie King had thus listened to 
the President’s tour d’horizon with growing “relief,” he admitted—the op-
portunity to discuss with the President of the United States “social ques-
tions and reform, instead of these problems of war and destruction. I felt 
tremendously pleased. It may be that when the war is over, new force and 
energy will come forward toward the furtherance of these larger social 

59 Entry of December 5, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid. 
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aims. It was midnight when I got to bed … From the moment I turned out 
the light until waking I slept very soundly.”62 
 The world, after this war, was clearly going to be very different from 
the one bequeathed by the victors of World War I. 

62 Ibid. 





4 
What Next? 

What had most moved Mackenzie King on his stay at the White House 
early in December, 1942, were the little details that went hand in hand 
with his discussions with the President. 
 After lunch in the small dining room upstairs in the White House 
mansion one day, King noticed “on the President’s desk” among the bric-a-
brac, “a little bronze of his mother,” which touched him deeply.63 Fresh 
from her trip to England, the President’s wife, the First Lady, had been 
present—the President proud, King had happily noted, of what Eleanor 
had accomplished there as a spokesperson, so to speak, of American ideal-
ism. 
 The President’s health, though, was another matter. On the afternoon 
of December 4, 1942, for example, King had been somewhat alarmed by 
Roosevelt’s physical condition. “Had tea alone with the President at 5:20 in 
his circular chart room [the Oval Study]. The President poured tea him-
self.”64 The two leaders had spoken of manpower and mobilization—
problems common to both countries. However, “I noticed that his hand 
was very, very shaky,” King had dictated—the tea in danger of spilling. The 
President looked “rather tired,” but as they talked he’d “brightened up.” 
 Here again Prime Minister Mackenzie King’s testimony, in the de-
tailed diary he was keeping, would offer the most intimate clues to the 

63 Ibid., entry of December 6, 1942. 
64 Ibid., entry of December 4, 1942. 
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President’s mind in late 1942. No other war leader was exploring a postwar 
vision such as the President was doing; Churchill could only dream of the 
past; Hitler, only of the German Volk and of ruthless conquest. And who 
knew what Stalin dreamed of? Would the President be well enough, how-
ever, to get his allies to cooperate and carry out his grand vision of the 
postwar world? Would Congress and the American public embrace it, or 
go back to isolationism? And what of the war itself? 
 Turning to confront the President on the sofa, King had therefore 
asked him, face to face: “What are the immediate plans, supposing you get 
complete possession of North Africa, what next?”65 

From the point of view of military strategy in order to achieve political 
ends, it was a most interesting question. 
 The President seemed glad that King had raised it. “That of course is 
the next problem,” Roosevelt replied. “I wanted to speak of it.”66 To his 
great disappointment, despite the success of the President’s Torch opera-
tion, which they’d opposed almost to the point of mutiny, his U.S. generals 
and admirals were still out of sync with their commander in chief. In fact 
his generals and admirals were now out of sync with each other, and the 
British. 
 “For some time past,” Roosevelt confided to the Canadian prime min-
ister—whose country was supplying a vast amount of war material to the 
Allied effort, as well as significant numbers of troops, and the crucial mate-
rials for development of an atomic bomb in the United States—“we have 
had the Chiefs of Staff both here and in England working on the strategic 
side of things.” There were “at least 10 different places” where the Allies 
could advance, from northern Norway to the Balkans. “No decision was 
reached as yet,” though, Mackenzie King recorded the President’s lament, 

65 Ibid., entry of December 5, 1942. 
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since “it was very hard,” the President said, “to get the different Chiefs of 
Staff to agree on a plan.”67 
 Harry Hopkins had been little help in this respect. Hopkins was by 
nature and ability a “fixer”—a highly intelligent man, brilliant at absorbing 
reports, and able to see beyond hurdles. Never having fired a gun or seen 
war at close quarters, however, Hopkins had erratic military judgment, to 
say the least. He had urged the President to declare war early in 1941, be-
fore the nation was ready to fight a one-ocean war, let alone two.68 
Then—having become convinced the Russians were not going to be de-
feated by the Germans in 1941—he had urged throughout 1942 a cross-
Channel invasion of France rather than the President’s “great pet scheme” 
of Torch, believing the North African operation might actually fail. Even if 
successful, it would be a diversion of decisive American effort, he felt. 
 Hopkins, as a civilian, could at least be forgiven for his ignorance of 
military realities—especially the lack of American experience in fighting 
an enemy as battle-hardened, ideologically driven, and professional as 
German troops marching to Hitler’s triumphant tune. However, Hopkins’s 
military innocence had been mirrored by most senior, professional desk 
generals and admirals in the U.S. War and Navy Departments in Washing-
ton. Despite the success of Torch, the U.S. chiefs were once again urging, 
early in December, that a cross-Channel Allied invasion be mounted in the 
spring of 1943, or latest by the summer of ’43—without American soldiers 
or their field commanders having seen more than a few days of battle, and 
that only against conflicted Vichy French forces. 
 Mackenzie King was as skeptical of the chances of a cross-Channel 
attack succeeding in 1943 as the President—indeed, more so, given the 
“fiasco” of the ill-fated Canadian raid on Dieppe three month earlier. Still 
mourning the loss of so many thousands of Canadian soldiers killed, 
wounded and captured on the beaches of the French seaport on August 19, 
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68 David Kaiser, No End Save Victory: How FDR Led the Nation into War (New York: Basic 
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1942—almost all of them brave volunteers, sacrificed to no real purpose 
other than to demonstrate the futility of a premature cross-Channel as-
sault—the Canadian prime minister had been alarmed by Hopkins’s views 
the day he arrived at the White House. The President’s counselor had 
shared with him “the need of a decision being fairly quickly made as to 
what the campaign for next year [1943] was to be. He said the military 
heads could not yet make up their mind but he thought that decision 
would have to be made at once if supplies were to be gotten in to the right 
place. It would seem to him it would probably have to be from England on 
Europe”—i.e., for a cross-Channel assault in 1943—“and that great quanti-
ty of supplies would have to be gotten across immediately.”69 
 The notion that Allied forces could defeat the Wehrmacht simply by 
supplies had seemed to the Canadian premier unbelievably optimistic. To 
King’s profound relief the President, however, declared he didn’t agree 
with Hopkins—or with his U.S. War Department staff. He reminded King 
how it was only through his own and Churchill’s combined efforts that the 
Allied war against Hitler had been saved from disaster that year, 1942, by 
insisting on Operation Gymnast (which was then renamed Torch). “It is a 
good thing Winston and I kept it out [on the table] as we did,” the Presi-
dent had remarked of the invasion of Northwest Africa—for “during early 
1941, army and navy were all for direct attack across the Channel in the 
spring of 1942.” The plans for a Second Front invasion “kept taking longer 
and longer, after spring of 1942. Then it was to be on in the summer.” 
Again, this had proved impossible, at least in sufficient force to assure suc-
cess. “Could not get ships, etc. Then the next plan was that they would try 
in the spring of 1943.” At that prospect, the President had, in the summer of 
1942, finally drawn the line as U.S. commander in chief, convinced that U.S. 
forces would have to gain actual combat experience fighting the Wehr-
macht if a difficult cross-Channel invasion were to have any chance of 
success. “The President then said that he and Winston [had decided they] 
would get together in June” of 1942, to work out a new strategy. Tobruk’s 

69 Entry of December 5, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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fall, and the failure of the British to halt Rommel’s advance in Libya, had 
put the kibosh on any hopes of British-American success across the Eng-
lish Channel, where twenty-five German divisions were awaiting their 
arrival. “The President then said he had told Churchill: ‘I go back to my 
first love, which is to attack via North Africa.’” Such a strategic blow would 
secure the Atlantic port of Dakar and, in terms of lines of communication 
and resupply, enable the Allies to use “the short route from Britain to Afri-
ca, and short route from U.S. to Africa.” Torch would coincide with the 
British, reinforced with U.S. tanks and air groups, getting “control of North 
Egypt and with good luck” lead to “control of the Mediterranean.”70 
 “I felt the soft place was Southern Europe,” Roosevelt had reminded 
King—who’d been staying with him at the White House the previous 
spring, when the strategic debate had burned fiercely. Side by side with 
that southern European/North African strategy, the President had mean-
while wanted “a strong hitting force pointed at Germany from the North” 
as a permanent threat71—forcing Hitler to keep his twenty-five or thirty 
German divisions stationed along the North Sea and Atlantic coasts of 
Europe, well away from Russia. 
 It was in the Mediterranean, however, that U.S. forces could best ac-
tually fight and gain crucial command and battle experience, the President 
had explained to King—at the very extremity of German lines of commu-
nication and resupply. The campaign in Northwest Africa was already 
drawing huge Axis military forces to the Southern Front, across the Medi-
terranean, forcing Germany and Italy to meet the Allies in combat there—
the Germans using vital, battle-hardened and battleworthy troops, planes, 
and military resources that could not, as a result, be sent to reinforce their 
war on the Eastern Front. 
 The Mediterranean thus offered the U.S. Army, Air Forces, and Navy a 
priceless opportunity: namely to rehearse and perfect the command and 
combat skills they would need in fighting ruthless, highly disciplined, 

70 Ibid., entry of December 4, 1942. 
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strongly motivated German forces in Europe, before being expected to 
undertake anything as daunting as a contested cross-Channel invasion—
an operation of war that had not been successfully attempted, after all, in 
almost a thousand years, since the time of William the Conqueror. 
 Battle experience, then, was the crux of the matter: the reason why 
the President so profoundly disagreed with Hopkins, with Secretary of War 
Henry Stimson, with General George Marshall, U.S. Army chief of staff, and 
with all the voices in Washington baying again for an immediate cross-
Channel Second Front. As U.S. commander in chief he, President Roose-
velt, had a responsibility to ensure the nation did not embark on a course 
of military action that would fail—especially when there was no need to 
do so, as he confided to Mackenzie King in another talk on December 6, 
1942, as King prepared to return to Canada. He had, “this afternoon, sent 
word to the Chiefs of Staff in Washington and also to the joint staffs in 
England to ask exactly what they had thus far decided about the next 
moves, and what were the points they were still debating. He said when 
you think it took from January till June before we settled on Africa and 
definite plans for the campaign, you see it is time we get the next step set-
tled or next move determined.” As president and commander in chief, 
however, he had his own view—which he now shared with King. 
 “In many ways,” the President confided, “he wished for nothing more 
than let the fighting continue in Africa indefinitely. We are able to get 
supplies across, so much easier to Africa than to any other place. We can 
wear down the Germans there by a process of attrition”—just as U.S. forc-
es were doing in the Pacific, in the Solomon Islands, while learning the art 
of modern combat. “He said: I feel the same about the Japs. As long as we 
can go on the wearing down in the one place, we are coming nearer to 
certain victory in the end.”72 
 Mackenzie King, as prime minister of Canada, had breathed a sigh of 
relief. When asked by the President if his Canadian generals were also 
pressing for an immediate Second Front, King responded that, unlike the 
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generals in Washington, the Canadian generals “felt it was better to keep a 
strong hitting force pointed at Germany from the North,” but not to launch 
such an actual invasion before there was a reasonable chance it would 
succeed. The President “said he felt that very strongly” too, King recorded. 
 “It would be a great mistake,” Roosevelt had remarked, “to do any-
thing which would take away the German armies that are now concentrat-
ed in occupied France and in the North—anything which would make 
them less fearful of an enemy invasion,” in terms of threat. Beyond that 
potent menace, however, the President had explained to King, he had no 
actual wish to launch a D-day landing any time soon across the English 
Channel, with forces and commanders still inexperienced in combat. “He 
thought that what the Canadians had done at Dieppe”—where almost a 
thousand men were slaughtered in a matter of a few hours, and two-thirds 
of their forces were killed, wounded, or captured by the Germans, without 
even getting off the beaches—“was a very necessary part of the campaign,” 
for it had “made clear how terribly dangerous the whole business of inva-
sion across the Channel was.”73 

These had been the President’s own words. They explained why the Presi-
dent was so determined to stop his top military staff from insisting upon a 
suicidal assault in the wrong place, at the wrong time. The Second Front 
should be kept as a threat—but no actual cross-Channel invasion be 
launched until 1944, when U.S. mass production could ensure superiority 
in arms; more important still, it would be a time by which Allied forces in 
Africa and the Mediterranean would have learned the lessons of modern 
combat: how to defeat the Germans in battle. Only then would it be fair to 
ask huge numbers of American sons—perhaps two million—to land 
across the defended beaches of northern France and fight their way to 
Berlin. 
 Mackenzie King thus set off to return to Ottawa that evening, De-
cember 6, 1942, deeply relieved: knowing the President would do nothing 
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rash before the military forces of the Western Allies—Canada, the United 
States, and Britain—had proven themselves in combat and were ready: 
preferably in 1944, unless by some miracle the Germans collapsed. In the 
meantime, the President hoped, he confided to King, that Stalin would 
cease parrying his appeals for a summit, and would help start an interna-
tional dialogue on the postwar world—with history at stake. 



5 
Stalin’s Nyet 

Finally, on December 6, 1942, shortly after Mackenzie King left Washing-
ton, the President heard back from Stalin. Although the Russian dictator 
“welcomed the idea of a meeting of the leaders of the Governments of the 
three countries to determine a common line of military strategy,” he him-
self would “not be able to leave the Soviet Union. I must say that we are 
having now such a strenuous time that I cannot go away even for a day.” 
Around Stalingrad, he explained, “we are keeping encircled a group of 
German troops and hope to finish them off.”74 

The question of postwar agreements was not even mentioned. 
 Given the amount of aid—more than 10 percent of Russia’s war 
needs—that the United States was supplying the Russians, the President 
cabled back that he was “deeply disappointed that you feel you cannot get 
away for a conference with me in January.” Stalin was known never to have 
gone near the Russian front. 

The President urged Stalin to reconsider. The date proposed was still 
five weeks in the future. “There are many matters of vital importance to be 
discussed between us. These relate not only to vital strategic decisions but 
also to things we should talk over in a tentative way in regard to emergen-
cy policies we should be ready with if and when conditions in Germany 
permit. These would include also other matters relating to future policies 
about North Africa and the Far East which cannot be discussed by our 
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military people alone.” If Stalin could not see a way to leave Moscow in 
January, what about “meeting in North Africa about March first”?75 
 To this plea, however, there was no response from Moscow for a 
week. When the reply came, it was only to say Stalin regretted “it is impos-
sible for me to leave the Soviet Union either in the near future or even at 
the beginning of March. Front business absolutely prevents it, demanding 
my constant presence near our troops.”76 
 About this patent untruth the President could only shake his head, 
knowing Stalin never went anywhere near his brave Russian troops. The 
rest of Stalin’s message—asking what exactly were the “problems which 
you, Mr. President, and Mr. Churchill intended to discuss at our joint con-
ference,” and wondering if these could not be dealt with “by correspond-
ence”—had been similarly disappointing, despite the Russian dictator’s 
assurance “there will be no disagreement between us.”77 
 The chances of that, Roosevelt knew, were slim—especially given 
Stalin’s hope that “the promises about the opening of a second front in 
Europe given by you, Mr. President, and by Mr. Churchill in regard of 1942 
and in any case in regard of the spring of 1943, will be fulfilled, and that a 
second front in Europe will be actually opened by the joint forces of Great 
Britain and the United States of America in the spring of next year.”78 
 That hope—as the President had confided to Prime Minister Mac-
kenzie King—was pie in the sky. Unless the Germans showed signs of col-
lapse in 1943, he was simply not going to approve such a strategy until U.S. 
forces and commanders were battle-hardened in the Mediterranean that 
year—just as was taking place in New Guinea and the Solomon Islands in 
the South Pacific, at the extremity of Japanese lines of communication. 

75 Ibid., cable of December 8, 1942, 103. 
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It was Stalin who would inevitably be disappointed, then, once he learned 
of Roosevelt’s implacable decision. Though the President’s own generals 
and admirals, his war secretary, his counselor Hopkins, and even his am-
bassador to London, John Winant, might echo Stalin’s appeals for an im-
mediate cross-Channel assault, the President was simply not going to au-
thorize mass American—and Canadian—suicide. Each day, by contrast, 
the President was more confident of “certain victory in the end”—if the 
Allies made no more mistakes. 
 With Stalin still saying nyet to a summit meeting, however—whether 
in January or in March, 1943—the President had cabled Churchill on De-
cember 14, 1942, to say they should go ahead without him. In Casablanca, 
as he confided to Captain McCrea. 
 Before he left, however, the President decided he must do two im-
portant things. First, get the nation behind him. And second, his generals. 





6 
Addressing Congress 

As the Seventy-Eighth Congress prepared to reassemble with a much-
diminished Democratic majority, the President decided to use his annual 
State of the Union address, on January 7, 1943, not only to review the past 
year but to share something of his vision of the future. 
 The speech went through no fewer than nine full iterations over 
“many days,” starting before Christmas and extending beyond the New 
Year, Judge Rosenman (the President’s primary speechwriter, together 
with the playwright Robert Sherwood and Harry Hopkins) later recalled.79 
 In this speech the President waded into national security on an in-
ternational scale—national security that would require the end of Ameri-
can isolationism. “We cannot make America an island in either a military 
or an economic sense,” he pointed out. “Hitlerism, like any other form of 
crime or disease, can grow from the evil seeds of economic as well as mili-
tary feudalism. Victory in this war is the first and greatest goal before us. 
Victory in the peace is the next. That means striving toward the enlarge-
ment of the security of man here and throughout the world—and, finally, 
striving for the fourth freedom—freedom from fear.” However, to attain 
freedom from fear meant taking a new role as peacekeeper in a “shrinking” 
globe, thanks to the “conquest of the air.” It was fruitless to imagine the 
clock could be turned back, once the war was won. 

79 Rosenman, Working with Roosevelt, 366–68. 
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Undoubtedly a few Americans, even now, think that this nation 
can end this war comfortably and then climb back into an Amer-
ican hole and pull the hole in after them. 
 But we have learned that we can never dig a hole so deep that 
it would be safe against predatory animals. We have also learned 
that if we do not pull the fangs of the predatory animals of this 
world, they will multiply and grow in strength—and they will be 
at our throats again once more in a short generation. 
 Most Americans realize more clearly than ever before that 
modern war equipment in the hands of aggressor nations can 
bring danger overnight to our own national existence or to that of 
any other nation—or island—or continent. 

It is clear to us that if Germany and Italy and Japan—or any 
one of them—remain armed at the end of this war, or are permit-
ted to rearm, they will again, and inevitably, embark upon an 
ambitious career of world conquest. They must be disarmed and 
kept disarmed, and they must abandon the philosophy, and the 
teaching of that philosophy, which has brought so much suffering 
to the world. 

Step by step the President was leading his audience, and radio listeners, 
toward his notion of unconditional surrender of the Axis Powers, and the 
establishment of a United Nations authority. 

After the first World War we tried to achieve a formula for per-
manent peace, based on a magnificent idealism. We failed. But, 
by our failure, we have learned that we cannot maintain peace at 
this stage of human development by good intentions alone. 
 Today the United Nations are the mightiest military coalition 
in all history. They represent an overwhelming majority of the 
population of the world. Bound together in solemn agreement 
that they themselves will not commit acts of aggression or con-
quest against any of their neighbors, the United Nations can and 
must remain united for the maintenance of peace by preventing 
any attempt to rearm in Germany, in Japan, in Italy, or in any 
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other nation which seeks to violate the Tenth Commandment—
“Thou shalt not covet.”80 

The President’s words, clearly, were not only directed against isolationists 
in America, but were a preview of what he would announce international-
ly in the next few weeks. An announcement, to be given from the podium 
of a global stage, that would make public the fact that the United States 
was stepping up to the plate; would not this time back off, following victo-
ry, but was going to embrace a new, world-historical role as a leader of the 
democratic nations—if he could get those nations to support his vision. 

80 “The Spirit of This Nation Is Strong”—Address to the Congress on the State of the Un-
ion, January 7, 1943, in Franklin D. Roosevelt, The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, comp. Samuel I. Rosenman, 1943 vol., The Tide Turns (New York: Russell and
Russell, 1969), 21–34.
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A Fool’s Paradise 

Reaction to Roosevelt’s ambitious State of the Union address was, some-
what to the President’s surprise, decidedly positive. 
 The British ambassador, certainly, was impressed. Viscount Halifax 
had spent almost an hour at the dentist before going to the Capitol, where 
he was “herded on to the floor” with other diplomats “where we had good 
places. The President’s speech was forceful and well-delivered and well-
received,” he recorded that night in his diary, remarking on the “very warm 
personal reception both at the beginning and end. The warmth of ap-
plause for China as compared with Russia and ourselves was very noticea-
ble,” he’d added—with understandable concern. The President, however, 
had spoken “with great confidence. I thought what he said on the domestic 
side was pretty strong and likely to be provoking to his domestic critics, as 
it seemed to be ‘Let us have as much unity as we can, but I am going to go 
ahead with my social policy, and if you don’t like it, let the country judge, 
and I know what their verdict will be,’ but the general impression of it 
seems to have been that it was conciliatory. The informality of all Congress 
proceedings on these occasions is striking,” he’d reflected, “by contrast 
with our affairs at home”—the ambassador amazed when, in reelecting its 
Speaker, Sam Rayburn, the day before, “the House [of Representatives] 
sang ‘Happy birthday to you’!”81 
 If the President was delighted by the reception, however, he had little 
time to bask in it. Following a quick lunch at the Capitol, he returned to 
the White House—there to face in the Oval Office a smaller but equally 

81 Entry of January 7, 1943, Halifax Diary. 
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critical audience he’d summoned: the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, who would 
be flying to Casablanca that very evening, ahead of the President, aboard 
C-54 transport planes.

Admiral Leahy had warned the President that there had been no break-
through in the Joint Chiefs’ continuing dissension over U.S. global strategy. 
They were at loggerheads not only about whether to launch a cross-
Channel invasion that year, but what to do in the Pacific. 
 The ringleaders of the continuing argument against a Mediterranean 
strategy in 1943 were—as had been the case throughout the previous 
year—the President’s Republican secretary of war, Henry Stimson, and 
General Marshall. Colonel Stimson had openly bet the President that his 
“great pet scheme”—the Torch invasion—would fail. When it didn’t—in 
fact proved a triumphant success—Stimson had found himself embar-
rassed. On November 20, 1942, for example, former ambassador William 
Bullitt, who had been U.S. envoy to Russia and France and who was cur-
rently working for Secretary Frank Knox at the Navy Department on Con-
stitution Avenue, had rubbed salt in Stimson’s wounded pride. He’d asked 
Stimson “how I liked to be a mere housekeeper of the War Department 
now that the President had taken over all relations with the military men.” 
 Stimson had been infuriated by the remark. “I told him that so long as 
I was constitutional adviser to the President, he would not do it,” Stimson 
had countered. “But Bullitt’s remark,” he confessed in the privacy of his 
diary, “irritated and annoyed me.”82 
 Fortunately the President was nothing if not sensitive to people’s 
feelings. Some days later he’d spoken with Stimson on the phone. They’d 
had “a talk on the situation and on my duties as Secretary of War. I told 
him then of Bill Bullitt’s recent fresh visit to me and his remark asking me 
how I liked being merely a housekeeper for the Army. The President said 
‘What!’ and made it very clear that he was going to use me for a great deal 

82 Entry of November 20, 1942, Stimson Diary, Henry L. Stimson Papers, Yale University 
Library, New Haven, CT. 
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more than that. He said Bullitt was always a problem child.” This was “very 
reassuring and satisfactory and balm to my soul after the troubles and sus-
picions,” Stimson had confessed, “that I had been through for the last two 
or three days.”83 
 The President’s solace, however, hadn’t stopped the elderly war sec-
retary from working behind the scenes to question the President’s military 
strategy in the Mediterranean—which he still thought utterly misguided. 
 On December 12, 1942, for example, Stimson had recorded he’d had a 
“long talk” with General Marshall and also Jack McCloy, the assistant sec-
retary of war, as to “what we are going to do after the North African cam-
paign and what it is going to lead to; and from this talk and other talks that 
I have had with Marshall and particularly the talk which I had with the 
President last evening, I am very much more relieved because the trend is 
now to get back onto the sound line of an attack up in the originally 
planned route”—namely the possibility of a cross-Channel attack “next 
summer.”84 

Summer ’43? 
 As the President had confided to Mackenzie King, as president and 
commander in chief he did not favor a cross-Channel attack until U.S. 
forces had had ample time, in the Mediterranean, to first learn the arduous 
business of how to defeat the Wehrmacht in combat—which might well 
take all of 1943, given that the English Channel became too rough to cross 
by September.  

Clearly the secretary was not listening. Inviting General Stanley Em-
bick, the former deputy U.S. Army chief of staff, to his office at the Penta-
gon two days later, on December 14, 1942, Stimson had been determined 
not to be seen as a mere War Department housekeeper. Embick had been 
requested to report not to General Marshall but directly to Stimson on “the 
question of what we shall do after the African adventure.” 

83 Ibid, entry of December 11, 1942. 
84 Ibid., entry of December 12, 1942. 
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 The relationship between the two men went back decades—Embick 
having attended the Command and General Staff College with Stimson in 
World War I. At age sixty-four, he was now “head of our elder statesmen in 
military matters and has been made the head of a board of strategy to-
gether with Admiral Wilson of the Navy,” Stimson noted. “I knew that he 
had always been very skeptical about the North African adventure,” the 
war secretary added—anxious to know if the general had changed his 
mind. 
 Embick hadn’t. “His position was very much the same as mine,” Stim-
son had recorded with satisfaction in his diary, “and I found it was con-
firmed today. We both feel that the North African adventure has done a 
great deal of good,” he allowed—though only because of luck, he main-
tained. As a result, “we have thus far gotten through without being 
knocked out by a great many of the perils that we might very well have had 
fall upon us and spoil the whole expedition.” Among these “perils” was 
German forces being ordered to invade or granted passage through Spain 
and shipped across the Mediterranean into Spanish Morocco—there to 
strike American forces in the flank. “Embick laid great stress on keeping 
the gate open [to Tunisia] and not impairing the forces that were under 
George Patton in Casablanca for that [defensive] purpose”85—i.e., denying 
Patton the chance to fight in Tunisia rather than guarding U.S. lines of 
communication running back from Tunisia to Casablanca. Morocco, both 
Stimson and Embick felt, should be kept well supplied and protected by 
large numbers of U.S. troops, to guard against a mythical German riposte 
through Spain, across the Mediterranean, and then across Spanish Moroc-
co. “We regard that as the sine qua non of the whole adventure,” Stimson 
dictated in his diary.86 
 “Embick was strongly of the opinion that it would be impossible to go 
any further in adventures in Sardinia or Sicily after we are successful in 
Tunis,” Stimson noted frankly—though making sure to exclude such pas-

85 Ibid. 
86 Ibid. 
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sages from his later memoirs.87 “Our shipping absolutely forbids that,” he 
asserted, “and the line of supplies has become so long that it would be in-
tolerable. So his thought is that after Tunis is cleaned out, if it is, if there is 
any surplus of American troops left over, we should send them up to Great 
Britain to be ready for the next attack there,” Stimson recorded, together 
with his own approval. In fact the secretary had called in the head of the 
War Department’s Operations Division, General John Hull, to join the dis-
cussion; “I found that he was in complete accord with both Embick and 
myself.”88 
 Interrupted by visitors—a senator and governor from Idaho there to 
discuss the equipping of the National Guard in Idaho—Stimson had then 
returned to his office, where talk of the “next attack” across the English 
Channel in the summer of 1943 moved yet deeper into fantasy—in fact, 
seemed even more reckless than what Stimson had promoted in 1942. 
“Both Embick and Hull feel that the next step after we get back on the rails 
again up in Great Britain,” he’d confided in his diary, “and are prepared to 
go forward, is not an attack on one of the peninsulas”—i.e., Brittany or 
Normandy—“but an attack on the flat coast near Havre and the port of 
Calais, landing in a large number of places.”89 
 The problem of first gaining experience in battle and amphibious 
operations against the German Wehrmacht—the President’s main objec-
tion to launching a cross-Channel attack prematurely—was thus simply 
ignored by Stimson and the senior officers of the War Department. The 
name Dieppe was simply never mentioned in Stimson’s diary. Or the sav-
age lessons of the 1942 disaster, only four months earlier. 

Stimson was seventy-five years old; Embick, sixty-five. 

87 Henry Stimson and McGeorge Bundy, On Active Service In Peace and War (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1947). 
88 Entry of December 14, 1942, Stimson Diary. 
89 Ibid. 
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 In younger men, such ill-considered ardor could perhaps have been 
forgiven. But for two individuals who had enjoyed distinguished military 
careers and had themselves served in war, albeit in a different age, to task 
tens of thousands of inexperienced U.S. servicemen and their field com-
manders with a perilous invasion across the English Channel, at the most 
heavily defended area—the Pas-de-Calais—was willful fixation. The tragic 
slaughter of so many Canadian troops at Dieppe was well known in Wash-
ington professional military circles, despite attempts by the British to cov-
er up the appalling number of Canadian casualties.90 To imagine U.S. forc-
es would, without more experience in amphibious operations, do better 
than brave Canadians in invading the fortified Pas-de-Calais area of north-
ern France was pure hubris—the secretary and his colleagues at the Pen-
tagon steadfastly refusing to see the Mediterranean as a necessary proving 
ground for the armed forces of the United States.  
 The first serious encounter-battles after Torch had, after all, begun to 
take place already in the last days of November and early in December, 
1942, in the Medjerda Valley, outside Tunis. There, Eisenhower’s U.S. and 
British forces, including amphibious units and paratroopers, had gotten a 
rude shock. The sheer professionalism of German armored and infantry 
units, backed by Mark IV panzers with long-barreled 75mm guns as well as 
deadly 88mm antiaircraft artillery used in an antitank role, had stunned 
the inexperienced Allied forces. Aware it could take months before he 
could break through to Tunis—especially since General Marshall insisted 
that a whole U.S. army be kept back, guarding against the improbable 
threat of a German attack out of Spanish Morocco—General Eisenhower 
had therefore begun plotting an alternative end-run further south, which 
in theory could strike through the thinly held German flank in Tunisia. If 
successful this would, the young commander in chief of Allied forces in the 
western Mediterranean hoped, reach the Mediterranean coast, east of Tu-
nis, before the Germans could be reinforced by Rommel’s Panzerarmee 

90 Nigel Hamilton, The Full Monty, vol. 1, Montgomery of Alamein, 1887–1942 (London: 
Allen Lane, 2001), 467–68. 
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Afrika, retreating from Libya. Eisenhower had wanted to use George Pat-
ton for the job. He was overruled by General Marshall, who, with Secretary 
Stimson, remained obsessed with Patton being kept in the rear, defending 
the Allied flank. 
 Quite how, if Stimson, Marshall, and Embick, together with a whole 
cohort of planners and operations officers at the Pentagon, so feared a 
German counteroffensive via Spain, they could seriously imagine a cross-
Channel invasion by virgin U.S. troops against twenty-five or thirty Ger-
man divisions in northern France would magically succeed was something 
the President found hard to comprehend. 
 For the moment, however, the President had not interfered: trusting 
that, as American troops met German forces in Tunisia and the penny 
dropped, they would see sense. The British, after all, had taken three years 
of war to find a combat commander and the troops who could, at Alamein, 
defeat the Wehrmacht in battle. How on earth did Marshall, Stimson, Hull, 
and Embick imagine American forces would do so overnight? 
 Not even reports of mounting casualties and the need for reinforce-
ments in Tunisia—not Morocco—seemed to dent Stimson’s obsession, 
however. Indeed, by early January, 1943, Stimson seemed to be living in a 
fool’s paradise in his huge new office suite inside the vast 2.3-million-
square-foot Pentagon building, on the south side of the Potomac River, 
completed only a week after the Torch landings.91 

91 Because of its five fortress-like side walls, President Roosevelt referred to the Pentagon 
as the “Pentateuchal Building,” after the first five books of the Bible: Steve Vogel, The 
Pentagon: A History (New York: Random House, 2007), 297. The U.S. Navy was offered 
space to ensure a combined-services headquarters; “He was very much pleased,” Stimson 
had noted the President’s satisfaction with the offer in his diary, “and told us to go ahead”: 
Ibid., 281. The Navy bureaus declined to integrate their activities, however—as they did 
racial integration in the seagoing Navy, other than small numbers of black sailors as 
messmen or glorified bellhops. Even onshore, the Navy insisted their installations be 
strictly segregated, with no black officers—causing the National Urban League’s journal 
Opportunity to declare Japan was not wrong in claiming “the so-called Four Freedoms in 
the great ‘Atlantic Charter’ were for white men only”: Morris J. MacGregor, Integration of 
the Armed Forces, 1940–1965 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1985). The 
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 Stimson had not been invited to the Casablanca meeting, but learn-
ing that the President wanted the Joint Chiefs of Staff to assemble for a 
briefing at the White House after his State of the Union address on January 
7, 1943, before they left for Africa by plane, Stimson had decided he must 
have a “long talk with General Marshall this morning on the subject of the 
future strategy of the war. There are some conferences impending be-
tween the war leaders of America and Britain,” he anxiously noted in his 
diary—wisely withholding the location. 
 Stimson was relieved to hear that Marshall and the senior officers of 
the War Department opposed further operations in the Mediterranean 
that year, once Tunis was reached. “Our people are adhering to their old 
[cross-Channel] line—the one I have approved throughout—and Mar-
shall said that thus far they had the backing of the President,” he noted—
erroneously. “In a word, it is that just as soon as the Germans are turned 
out of Tunisia and the north coast of Africa is safely in the hands of the 
Allies we shall accumulate our forces in the north and prepare for an at-
tack this year upon the north coast of France—preferably one of the two 
northwest peninsulas”—Cherbourg and Brittany. 
 At least the notion of landings in the Pas-de-Calais had been 
dropped—even the War Department’s most gung ho planners conceding 
that the Pas-de-Calais might be tough. “The one is selected,” Stimson noted 
of Brittany, “but I do not care to mention it yet. We think that we can 
probably hold such a lodgment but even if we don’t, even if our forces 
should be finally dislodged, it would be at such a terrible cost to Germany 
as to cripple her resistance for the following year.”92 

An amphibious cross-Channel invasion of France—the Brittany peninsu-
la—in the summer of 1943, on the open acceptance it might fail and re-

Pentagon saga would epitomize the President’s difficulties as commander in chief in a 
democracy—the U.S. Navy refusing, in fact, to move in with the Army and U.S. Air Force 
until 1948, under protest, while the Marine Corps held out another four decades, until 
1996. 
92 Entry of January 7, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
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quire its survivors to be evacuated, like the British at Dunkirk in 1940? An 
invasion that would nevertheless “cripple” the Germans, in order to facili-
tate a United States relaunch of the invasion the following year, 1944? 
 It was small wonder Admiral Leahy had noted that “no agreement 
could be reached by the opposing elements”93 on December 28, 1942—
Stimson and Marshall’s discussions at the Pentagon epitomizing, sadly, the 
complete lack of realism exhibited in the higher echelons of the U.S. War 
Department, only hours before the U.S. chiefs were due to leave to meet 
their British opposite numbers in Casablanca. 
 The President, however, was not of like mind. And was about to cor-
rect them, in the nicest way he knew how. 

93 Entry of December 28, 1942, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
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At 3:00 p.m. on January 7, 1943, Admiral Leahy and the U.S. Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, as well as the secretary of the Joint Chiefs, General John Deane, sat 
down beside the President in the Oval Office to discuss the strategic im-
passe. 
 Mr. Roosevelt proceeded to run the two-hour meeting in his inimita-
ble manner: refusing to follow an agenda but rather, with the greatest 
friendliness, asking each of the chiefs to present the case as they saw it: 
once Tunis was secured, where next? “At the conference the British will 
have a plan, and stick to it,”94 the President warned. Were they all, he 
asked innocently, “agreed that we should meet the British united in advo-
cating a cross-Channel operation?”95 

They were, they said. But when? And where? 
 To his credit, General Marshall, on behalf of the chiefs, was too hon-
est to lie. All were not agreed about the timing, he confessed. Somewhat 
sheepishly, he explained to the Commander in Chief “that there was not a 
united front on that subject, particularly among our planners”—especially 
his own chief Army planning officer, Brigadier General Albert Wedemeyer. 

94 “Joint Chiefs of Staff Minutes of a Meeting at the White House,” Washington, January 7, 
1943, Foreign Relations of the United States: The Conferences at Washington, 1941–1942, and 
Casablanca, 1943 (hereinafter FRUS I) (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1968), 511. 
95 Ibid., 509. 
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“The Chiefs of Staff themselves regarded an operation in the north”—
i.e., across the English Channel—“more favorably than one in the Mediter-
ranean” once Tunis was secured, “but the question was still an open one,”
he admitted. “He said that to him the issue was purely one of logistics; that
he was perfectly willing to take some tactical hazards or risks but that he
felt we had no right to take logistical hazards. He said that the British were
determined to start operations,” after Tunisia, “in the Mediterranean”—
leaving “Bolero [an early code name for a cross-Channel invasion] for a
later date. He said the British pressed the point that we must keep the
Germans moving. They lay great stress on accomplishing the collapse of
Italy which would result in Germany having to commit divisions not only
to Italy but also to replace Italian divisions now in other occupied coun-
tries,” regions such as southern France, Corsica, the Balkans, and the East-
ern Front.

The advantage for the British, Marshall continued, would be a secure 
Allied sea route to Suez and India, and a base for major operations in 
southern Europe—not only knocking Italy out of the war but holding out 
the possibility that Turkey might abandon its neutrality and join the Unit-
ed Nations. In this scenario, were it to be selected, the island of Sicily, Mar-
shall said, was considered by him to be the best target of assault, once the 
campaign in Tunisia was completed: “a more desirable objective” than 
Sardinia, he explained, but one that, in terms of amphibious assault, 
“would be similar to an operation across the Channel,” since the “Germans 
have been in Sicily longer,” and “there were many more and much better 
airfields for them than in Sardinia.”96 

Sicily, then, was the British preference. An amphibious assault on the is-
land dominating the Mediterranean would offer a kind of rehearsal for a 
future cross-Channel invasion—certainly a better one than Sardinia. But 
should the United States consent to further operations in the Mediterra-
nean at all? By continuing offensive operations in the northern Mediterra-

96 Ibid. 
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nean, whether in assaulting Sardinia or Sicily, Allied forces would be sub-
ject to “air attack from Italy, southern France, Corsica, possibly Greece, as 
well as a concentrated submarine attack,” Marshall argued, which could 
lead to a loss of 20 percent of Allied ships. To this logistical nightmare the 
general “also pointed out the danger of [neutral] Spain becoming hostile, 
in which case we would have an enemy in possession of a defile [across 
the Mediterranean] on our line of communications.”97 
 Fear of superior German forces in the Mediterranean and scarcity of 
Allied shipping thus led General Marshall to “personally favor,” instead of 
further difficult operations in the Mediterranean, “an operation against the 
Brest peninsula”—i.e., the Brittany coast of northwest France, across the 
widest part of the English Channel. “The losses there will be in troops,” 
Marshall acknowledged, according to the minutes of the meeting, taken by 
General Deane, the secretary of the committee, “but he said that, to state it 
cruelly, we could replace troops whereas a heavy loss in shipping” incurred 
in further operations in the Mediterranean against Sardinia or Sicily, 
“might completely destroy any opportunity for successful operations 
against the enemy [across the English Channel] in the near future.”98 

The President was shocked—as historians would be, years later, when the 
minutes of the meeting were published. Taking vast U.S. casualties in order 
to hit the ports or beaches of northern France that year, rather than wait-
ing until commanders and men had successful battle experience in the 
Mediterranean? 
 What was the hurry? Landing as yet completely inexperienced U.S. 
forces—commanders and infantry—across the widest part of the English 
Channel, to be set upon by upwards of twenty-five German divisions? Why 
invite such a potential disaster when they did not have to? Very politely, 

97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid., 509–10. 
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the President “then asked General Marshall what he thought the losses 
would be in an operation against the Brest Peninsula.”99 
 Marshall, placed on the spot, had “replied that there would of course 
be losses but that there were no narrow straits on our lines of communica-
tion” like Gibraltar—both in terms of reinforcement or evacuation—“and 
we could operate with fighter protection from the United Kingdom.”100 

The President could only rub his eyes. No mention of the two hundred 
miles that Allied fighters would have to fly before they, like the assault 
ships, even reached the heavily defended invasion points, nor the proximi-
ty of twenty-five all-German infantry and armored divisions already sta-
tioned in western France, waiting and in constant training to repel an as-
sault on its Atlantic coast, as they had done at Dieppe. No mention of the 
ease with which Germans could reinforce their Wehrmacht troops there, 
using short lines of communication from the Reich—and further armored 
forces they could quickly commit to battle. No mention, either, of the 
Luftwaffe’s ability to use French airfields to attack the invading forces. 
Above all, no mention of the Canadian catastrophe at Dieppe the previous 
August, only four months ago. Merely a heartless disdain for the U.S. casu-
alties that would be suffered, in comparison with landing craft—and a 
deeply, deeply questionable assumption that the invasion would, as Mar-
shall had assured Stimson that morning, be at such “terrible cost to Ger-
many as to cripple her resistance for the following year.” 

Marshall’s presentation of the strategy he recommended the United States 
should best adopt, as chief of staff of the U.S. Army, was thus lamentable—
as even Marshall himself seemed aware, once forced to defend his posi-
tion. 
 The President, however, was a model of tact—unwilling to humble 
Marshall before his fellow chiefs. How, exactly, he then questioned Mar-

99 Ibid., 510. 
100 Ibid. 
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shall, was such a landing at Brest to be actually mounted by U.S. forces—
and how did Marshall expect the Germans to respond? 
 Marshall twisted in the wind. “The President had questioned the 
practicability of a landing on the Brest Peninsula,” General Deane noted in 
the minutes of the meeting; “General Marshall replied that he thought the 
landing could be effected but the difficulties would come later in fighting 
off attacks from German armored units”—though “U.S. airplanes, flown 
from the United States, could give the troops help.”101 
 Again, the President was amazed. U.S. air power such as U.S. Army 
Air Forces were giving U.S. and British ground forces in Tunisia, in the 
battles of Medjez-el-Bab and Longstop Hill—where American casualties 
were reported as heavy, and the Allies were just beginning to learn how 
tough it was to defeat the Germans in battle? Tellingly, the President 
therefore “asked why,” if Marshall thought a cross-Channel invasion was 
the best course, “the British opposed the Brest Peninsula operation?”102 
 Embarrassed, Marshall had to concede “he thought they feared that 
the German strength would make such an operation impracticable.”103 
 To Admiral Leahy’s equally direct question as to when Marshall 
thought such a U.S. invasion of the Brest Peninsula could be “undertaken,” 
Marshall had responded: “some time in August.”104 

August 1943. 

It was clear to both President Roosevelt and Admiral Leahy that General 
Marshall had not done his homework. Above all, the Army chief of staff 
had no practical idea how a U.S. cross-Channel assault could possibly suc-
ceed that very year—in six months’ time. 
 American armed forces currently had only eight weeks’ battlefield 
experience—and most of this fighting ill-armed Vichy French forces, not 

101 Ibid. 
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German troops. How, then, were they to miraculously produce by August 
of that year the commanders and warriors capable of mounting a success-
ful contested Allied landing in German-occupied Brittany, so close to the 
German Reich, and then hold out against—let alone defeat—Hitler’s con-
centration of dozens of German infantry and panzer divisions stationed in 
northern France? And was Marshall really contemplating—as he’d said to 
Stimson that morning—the possible, even likely, defeat of U.S. armies on 
the field of battle, and a Dunkirk-like evacuation from Brest? How would 
the public at home in America—who in any case favored winning the war 
against Japan over the difficulties of war in Europe—react to that? 
 The President had not been impressed. Choosing, by contrast, to back 
further operations in the Mediterranean, where the Allies had “800,000 or 
900,000 men” and were currently in the ascendant, would furnish U.S. 
forces with a good opportunity to gain tough, amphibious battle experi-
ence against retreating German troops, far from the Reich, and in a rela-
tively safe theater of war. U.S. operations in the South Pacific were, after 
all, providing such experience at the very extremity of Japanese lines of 
communication and resupply, on the other side of the world. With half a 
million troops that “might be built up in the United Kingdom for an attack 
on either Brest or Cherbourg,” in Normandy, there was certainly every rea-
son to consider a plan for their commitment to battle, if the Germans 
showed signs of collapse—but the President saw no reason to rush such a 
decision. He therefore asked whether “it wouldn’t be possible for us to 
build a large force in England and leave the actual decision” as to its use “in 
abeyance for a month or two.” 
 General Marshall took the point—saying he “would have a study 
prepared as to the limiting dates before which a decision must be 
made.”105 
 General Henry “Hap” Arnold, the Army Air Forces commanding of-
ficer, did not dare say a word—and Admiral King, embarrassed, very few. 

105 Ibid. 
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 There would, then, be no immediate decision on a U.S. Second Front 
in France that year—leaving the chiefs ample opportunity to discuss, with 
the British at Casablanca, the question of whether to assault Sardinia or 
Sicily if they crossed the Mediterranean after securing Tunis. 
 This left only the overall politico-military strategy of the war to be 
addressed. Which, without further ado, the President now rehearsed. “The 
President said he was going to speak to Mr. Churchill about the advisabil-
ity of informing Mr. Stalin that the United Nations were to continue on 
until they reach Berlin,” the minutes of the meeting recorded, “and that 
their only terms would be unconditional surrender.”106 

In the months and years that followed, wild claims would be made that, at 
Casablanca, the President had thoughtlessly and unilaterally announced a 
misguided war policy that “naturally increased the enemy’s will to resist 
and forced even Hitler’s worst enemies to continue fighting to save their 
country,” as the chief planner on Marshall’s team at Casablanca put it.107 
Moreover, that it was a policy his own staff vainly disagreed with,108 and 
that neither Churchill, his staff, nor his government had had any idea of, 
prior to the President’s announcement of it.109 

106 Ibid. 
107 E.g., Albert Wedemeyer, Wedemeyer Reports! (New York: Henry Holt, 1958), 95, and 
John McLaughlin, General Albert C. Wedemeyer: America’s Unsung Strategist in World War 
II (Philadelphia: Casemate, 2012), 31, referring to “the utter failure of ‘Unconditional Sur-
render.’” For the view that it was a sop to the Soviets, see Frank Costigliola, Roosevelt’s 
Lost Alliances: How Personal Politics Helped Start the Cold War (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2012), 179–81. The classic condemnatory statement on unconditional 
surrender was, however, by Hanson Baldwin: “Unconditional surrender was an open 
invitation to unconditional resistance: it discouraged opposition to Hitler, probably 
lengthened the war, cost us lives, and helped to lead to the present abortive peace”: Han-
son Baldwin, Great Mistakes of the War (New York: Harper, 1950), 13. 
108 Wedemeyer, Wedemeyer Reports!, 186–87. 
109 In the House of Commons on July 21, 1949, Labor Minister Ernest Bevin claimed the 
British War Cabinet had not been consulted over “unconditional surrender,” prompting 
Churchill to claim he “had never heard the phrase until the President suddenly uttered it 
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 Like so much popular history, this allegation lacked substance. Not 
only had the President discussed the matter with Prime Minister Macken-
zie King a month prior to the White House meeting with the U.S. Chiefs of 
Staff, but the President’s determination to pursue unconditional surrender 
of the Axis powers had been widely discussed by Sumner Welles’s commit-
tees when conceptualizing the United Nations authority and end-of-war 
requirements—which were in turn shared with senior British government 
officers. In speaking of it to his generals on January 7, 1943, the President 
made clear his wish that the chiefs factor this objective into their discus-
sions on military strategy with the British at Casablanca. Thanks to Torch, 
the war against Germany and Japan was no longer one of defense against 
Axis attack, but of Allied offense—offense that would not stop until Berlin 
was reached, and then Tokyo. 
 No negotiations. No ifs and buts. No concessions, or anything that 
could later be revoked. Nothing but complete and unconditional surrender 
of the Germans and Japanese, and their “disarmament after the war,” as 
the President put it to his Joint Chiefs of Staff, sharing with them as well 
his notion of a four-nation postwar policing force on behalf of the United 
Nations, which they, as the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, would have to lead.110 
 As for the cross-Channel invasion, he would, the President said, fol-
low the Combined Chiefs’ advice on the timing “as they thought best.” For 
himself, he was anxious to hammer out with America’s allies not only the 
matter of German and Japanese postwar disarmament but other “political 
questions” that he would discuss with Mr. Churchill at Casablanca—and 
hopefully then at another “meeting between Mr. Churchill, the Generalis-
simo [Chiang Kai-shek], Mr. Stalin and himself some time next summer,” 
perhaps at the port of Nome, in Alaska, which was also the final stop for 
planes flying Lend-Lease supplies to the Soviet Union. 

at the Casablanca press conference”: David Reynolds, In Command of History: Churchill 
Fighting and Writing the Second World War (New York: Random House, 2005), 323. 
110 Ibid., 506. 
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 The Joint Chiefs did not demur. With that—save for a brief discus-
sion of planes for Russia, and French sovereignty versus U.S. military gov-
ernment in North Africa—the meeting ended. The Commander in Chief 
had spoken, and the chiefs had been given their orders. They would depart 
that very evening for North Africa, where the President was to join them 
on January 14, if all went well. 





Part Three 
Casablanca 





9 
The House of Happiness 

Early on the morning of January 14, 1943, the President and his party 
boarded a four-engine Douglas C-54 Skymaster of U.S. Air Transport 
Command about twenty miles outside Bathurst. “Normally, the air 
route from Bathurst to Casablanca would be entirely over land,” Captain 
McCrea later recalled. “On this occasion,” however, “a swing to seaward 
was made in order to afford the President an aerial view of Dakar and St. 
Louis, Senegal, French West Africa.”111 
 The route would allow the President to see the coastline he’d 
studied for over a year, when thinking about a possible U.S. invasion of 
Northwest Africa—especially Dakar. First occupied by tribal Africans, 
then Portuguese, Dutch, British, and finally French slave traders, Dakar 
was a fabled port. Following the French surrender at Compiègne in 
1940, it had posed the danger that, if occupied by the Germans, it could 
become an impregnable African base for German naval and U-boat 
operations in the southern Atlantic. Thanks to Torch, however, it was 
now under American control—the port and fortress having been 
ceded by its governor-general to General Eisenhower and his French 
commissioner, Admiral Darlan, on December 7, 1942. 

Passing over Dakar, “the French Battleship Richelieu was clearly 
observed alongside a seawall as were several other ships at anchor in the 
harbor,” McCrea noted. There was a special reason, also, that, Roosevelt 

111 John McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections,” McCrea Papers, FDR Library. 
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wished to see the battleship, for it symbolized both the challenge and the 
success of Torch. With its eight fifteen-inch guns, eighty-five-hundred-mile 
cruising range, and fifteen-hundred-man crew, the Richelieu had been the 
first modern battleship built by the French since the 1922 Naval Treaty. 
Completed in 1940, too late to defend France against the Nazis, it had nev-
ertheless helped defeat France’s former allies and anti-Nazis—Major Gen-
eral Charles de Gaulle’s ill-fated attempt to seize the seaport on behalf of 
the Free French having been ignominiously repelled that year. For two 
years the Richelieu had then stood sentinel against the Allies, on behalf of 
the Vichy government and in accordance with the terms of Maréchal 
Philippe Pétain’s capitulation to the Third Reich. 
 An hour later, two hundred miles further north, at the mouth of the 
Senegal River, the C-54 flew over “the very old French port” of Saint-Louis 
as well: giving the Allies two American-controlled ports which, thanks to 
their strategic importance on the Atlantic seaboard, were to be of inesti-
mable significance to the Allies for the remainder of the war. “Then inland 
over the desert,” the President described his route in a letter he penned 
that night to Daisy. 
 On the early-morning drive to the Bathurst airfield, Roosevelt had 
been upset by the extreme poverty of the people—which said very little 
for the British and their colonial rule over Gambia, despite having sup-
pressed the slave trade in 1833. Now, over the West African desert, there 
were no people at all. “Never saw it before—worse than our Western De-
sert—Not flat at all & not as light as I had thought,” he described to Daisy, 
“—more a brown yellow, with lots of rocks and wind erosion.”112 
 The Skymaster, with its wingspan of 117 feet and space for forty-nine 
troops, was not nearly as luxurious as the Pan American Clipper. For five 
hours they flew at six thousand feet, until at last they caught sight, inland, 
of “a great chain of mountains—snowy top,” Roosevelt recorded—

112 Letter of January 14, 1943, in Geoffrey C. Ward, ed., Closest Companion: The Unknown 
Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 198. 
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explaining that the “Atlas run from the Coast in Southern Morocco East 
and North, then East again till they lose themselves in Tunis”: the goal of 
General Eisenhower’s current campaign. 

“In approaching the Atlas mountains the cruising altitude was gradually 
increased from 8,000 feet to 12,000 feet,” Captain McCrea remembered the 
flight—adding his own vivid recollection of how he’d persuaded the Presi-
dent to take oxygen for the first time. “The President was seated amid-
ships, on the starboard side of the plane,” he recalled—ever the naval of-
ficer. “I was seated directly across the aisle from him, & Ron McIntire was 
seated immediately in front of me. Harry Hopkins was seated well forward 
in the plane. Both Ron and I were quickly aware that the pilot was increas-
ing altitude gradually. Ron suggested that I enquire from our pilot as to 
how much altitude he was going to level off at. This I did.” Told that the 
pilot expected to cruise at about twelve thousand feet, “I squared away in 
my seat,” and the President’s doctor, “turning outboard, addressed me in a 
low tone of voice over his shoulder. ‘John,’ said he, ‘how about putting on 
your oxygen mask? I want the President to put his on but if I suggest it to 
him he will no doubt make a fuss. If he sees you put on your mask he no 
doubt will follow.’ In a few seconds I reached for my mask and proceeded 
to adjust it. Sure enough when the Pres. saw me putting on my mask he 
started to fumble with his. I promptly moved across the aisle, straightened 
out his mask harness and adjusted it for him.” The doctor then put his own 
mask on, as did Hopkins—“And thus we were all set when shortly thereaf-
ter we reached 12,000 feet—an altitude which [was] maintained while 
crossing the Atlas Mountains.”113 
 “We flew over a pass at 10,000 ft. & I tried a few whiffs of oxygen,” the 
President wrote that night to Daisy. In truth he was more interested in the 
terrain than the air. “North of the Mts. we suddenly descended over the 

113 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.” 
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first oasis of Marrakesh—a great city going back to the Berbers even before 
the Arabs came—We may go there if Casablanca is bombed.”114 

They were approaching the battlefield. 

In Washington the President had done his homework on the Berbers—
Lieutenant George Elsey, in the Map Room, managing to get Lieutenant 
Commander S. E. Morison, a distinguished naval scholar from Harvard, a 
fifteen-minute interview with the President, “who asked questions I was 
unable to answer,” as Morison subsequently wrote Elsey. Morison had 
therefore researched a “brief memorandum” on the subject of the Berbers 
for the President.115 In this, the historian had pointed out that the Berbers, 
according to Egyptian inscriptions, dated as far back as 1700 B.C., and were 
“an entirely distinct race from the Phoenecian [sic] Carthaginians, who are 
comparative newcomers in Africa.” The Berbers, by contrast, were “the 
aborigines of North Africa, with a distinct language and writing,” and pos-
sibly the original inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula. “They are a ‘white’ 
or ‘Nordic’ race, brown or hazel eyed, and no darker than the North Ameri-
can Indians in complexion.”116 
 Morison’s report had only whetted the President’s curiosity aboard 
the C-54 Skymaster as they approached Casablanca—which, despite air 
raid sirens going off at various times, was not in fact targeted by long-range 
German bombers from Tunisia. For all their vaunted efficiency, it seemed 
the Germans had no idea the President was planning to meet Churchill 
there, let alone intending to stay almost two weeks—Goebbels recording, 
afterward, his near-disbelief that the Sicherheitsdienst of the great Third 
Reich had actually intercepted enemy phone calls, yet had taken the name 
Casablanca to be Casa Blanca, or White House, Washington, D.C.117 

114 Letter of January 14, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 198. 
115 Letter of December 17, 1942, Elsey Papers, FDR Library. 
116 S. E. Morison, “Memorandum For the President,” December 18, 1942, Elsey Papers, FDR 
Library. 
117 David Stafford, Roosevelt and Churchill: Men of Secrets (Woodstock, NY: Overlook, 
1999), 197–98. 
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Those “in the know” at the real White House, however, had remained on 
tenterhooks lest the President, whose leadership of the Allies seemed so 
crucial to winning the war, fall victim to accident or assassination. 
 In particular, Mike Reilly, head of the White House Secret Service 
detail, had furiously objected to the idea of such a well-known venue—
fears that had only increased when he arrived in Casablanca in advance of 
the President. Concerned the city was full of agents, assassins, and former 
Vichy officials of dubious reliability, Reilly had instantly tried to have the 
summit moved to Marrakesh, several hours’ drive further south. Told that 
only the President could order this, he’d nevertheless persuaded the U.S. 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, who’d arrived on January 12, not to go meet the U.S. 
Commander in Chief in person on his arrival at Medouina airport on the 
afternoon of January 14, lest they attract unwarranted attention. 
 Landing at the airfield, the President was not in the least put out. 
Filming of a new Hollywood movie called Casablanca had, by complete 
coincidence, recently been completed in Los Angeles, and had been flown 
to Washington and shown to the President at the White House on Christ-
mas Eve. The film—starring Humphrey Bogart, Paul Henreid, and Ingrid 
Bergman—had charmed him, and the climax at the faux-Medouina air-
port (“Round up the usual suspects!”) had made him much more interest-
ed in the fabled city, its kasbah, its émigrés and spies, than in presidential 
protocol. “At last at 4 p.m. Casablanca & the ocean came in sight—I was 
landed at a field 22 miles from the town,” he recorded in his letter to Daisy. 
“Who do you suppose was at the airport?” he wrote rhetorically. Not the 
U.S. chiefs but Lieutenant Colonel Elliott Roosevelt, his second son, stand-
ing beside Mike Reilly! And “looking very fit & mighty proud of his D.F.C. 
[Distinguished Flying Cross]”118—awarded for dangerous low-level recon-
naissance missions, flown both before and during the Torch invasion. 
 As Roosevelt proudly told his son when they got into the camou-
flaged car, this trip marked the first time he’d flown in a decade. And with 

118 Letter of January 14, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 198. 
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that the President shared with Elliott his amazement at the progress in air 
travel in only a few decades. There had been some flights in his early ca-
reer that had been positively hair-raising, he recounted, when he was assis-
tant secretary from 1913 to 1920. “In naval airplanes. Inspection trips. The 
kind of flying,” he chuckled, thinking of the open biplane cockpits, “you’ll 
never know.” By contrast, this, his first transatlantic trip, had given him a 
dramatic idea of “what so many of our flyers are doing, the sort of thing 
aviation’s going through these days, and developments of flying. Gives 
me,” he’d told Elliott—who knew this far better than his father—“a per-
spective.”119 
 Father and son were then “driven under heavy guard & in a car with 
soaped windows” not to Rick’s Café, the President wrote Daisy, but to “this 
delightful villa belonging to a Mme. Bessan whose army husband is a pris-
oner in France—She & her child were ejected as were the other cottage 
owners & sent to the hotel in town.”120 

He had, in short, arrived. 

Selection of the villa, indeed of the city, had only been made a few weeks 
earlier by Eisenhower’s chief of staff, Walter Bedell Smith, and Churchill’s 
military assistant, Brigadier Ian Jacob.  
 Jacob had judged Casablanca a far better location than Fedala, fur-
ther north and also on the ocean. The Villa Dar es Saada, in particular, had 
“the most magnificent drawing room leading out on to a large verandah,” 
plus a dining room at one end, and a “principal bedroom complete with 
private bathroom” at the other, on the same floor. There were two further 
rooms upstairs. Along with thirteen other villas it was situated in a “garden 
suburb” of Casablanca known as Anfa: an area a mile wide, built “on a 
knoll about a mile inland and 5 miles south-west of the center of town.” 
There was a large forty-room hotel nearby for the Combined Chiefs of Staff 
and their staffs, with a “view out over the Atlantic, or overland to Casa-

119 Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1946), 65. 
120 Letter of January 14, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 198. 
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blanca” that was “truly magnificent,” as Jacob noted in an account he 
wrote at the time. “The dazzling blue of the water, the white of the build-
ings in Casablanca, and the red soil dotted with green palms and bougain-
villea and begonia,” he recorded, “made a beautiful picture in the sun-
light”121—bounded, by the time the President arrived, with hastily erected 
barbed wire, antiaircraft guns, and an entire U.S. infantry battalion re-
stricting all access to a single checkpoint.  
 Although elaborate steps, Elliott Roosevelt later recalled, had been 
taken to keep news of the President’s impending arrival quiet, the heavily 
guarded compound could have fooled no one—least of all the “French 
fascists” left behind by the hastily departing French-German 1940 armi-
stice team. Such individuals were armed, as Elliott caustically put it, “with 
German money in their pockets.”122 After several air raid alarms—though 
no German planes—Mike Reilly had certainly had enough, however. Hav-
ing persuaded the U.S. Chiefs of Staff not to greet the President at the air-
port, or even at his villa, he now begged them to use their collective mili-
tary influence, once they did see the President, to get him to change his 
plans and move south to safer quarters in Marrakesh. 
 Warned of this, Roosevelt dismissed the very idea. As president he 
was U.S. commander in chief. He felt on top form—even without his chief 
of staff, who he’d counted on to keep his Joint Chiefs of Staff in line. Casa-
blanca was the scene of recent battle, and one of the largest artificial ports 
in the world. Having spent four days and nights getting to the city in a suc-
cession of trains, floatplanes, tenders, transport aircraft, and limousines, 
he was “‘agin’ it,” and “said so, often enough and forcefully enough,” Elliott 
remembered, “to carry the day.”123 

In the meantime he wanted to see where he’d sleep. 

121 Ian Jacob, unpublished Casablanca account, Churchill College Archives, Cambridge, 
UK. 
122 Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It, 62. 
123 Ibid., 67. 
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“When Father got his first look,” Elliott remembered, “he whistled.”124 
 The bedroom’s décor reminded the President of a French brothel. 
“Now all we need is the madam of the house,” he laughed, throwing back 
his head. “Plenty of drapes, plenty of frills,” Elliott recalled. “And a bed that 
was—well, perhaps not all wool, but at least three yards wide. And his 
bathroom featured one of those sunken bathtubs, in black marble.”125 
 The plumbing, too, worked fine. Wheeling his father around the 
house, Elliott found him more at home than he could have imagined pos-
sible. Guarded by a battalion of U.S. troops, in an area of Morocco under 
American rather than French or British military command, the Villa Dar es 
Saada—meaning “House of Happiness”—was the finest private residence 
in the suburb. It boasted almost twenty-eight-foot-high ceilings, steel-
shuttered windows, and looked out over a beautifully terraced garden with 
vine-covered trellis. The two rooms upstairs could be used as bedrooms—
one for Hopkins, and one for Elliott. 
 Another of the President’s sons, Lieutenant Franklin Roosevelt Jr., 
would also be coming—unannounced. His destroyer, the USS Mayrant, 
had covered the Torch invasion and was still stationed offshore. Learning 
of this and having once served as a midshipman with the regional naval 
commander (the brilliant Rear Admiral John L. Hall), Captain McCrea 
immediately arranged for FDR Jr. to be brought the next day to Anfa, with-
out being told the reason. “He sighted me and burst out ‘My God, Captain, 
is Pa here?” McCrea recalled humorously. “I told him his suspicion was 
correct and I took him across the street”—telling him to be “prepared for a 
surprised parent. The Pres. indeed was surprised, and father and son in-
dulged in fond embrace”—followed by “an invitation to stay for lunch 
which, of course, Franklin did.”126 
 All in all the Villa Dar es Saada was a house of happiness, thanks to 
Brigadier Jacob: the President’s pro tempore White House and his family 

124 Ibid., 66. 
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residence, established in an American realm, guarded by American sol-
diers—not a British colony or quasi-colony, such as Khartoum or Cairo, 
the two cities Churchill had recommended. 

Once installed, the President asked Harry Hopkins to go fetch Churchill, 
whose villa, the Mirador, was only “fifty yards away,” as Hopkins record-
ed.127 It would be the first time they’d seen each other since Churchill’s 
fateful visit to Washington at the time of the British surrender of Tobruk, 
seven months before. The President could only marvel at how times had 
changed. 
 Churchill, for his part, was equally excited—in fact had arrived two 
days early to prepare for the arrival of the “Boss.” In his speech at the Man-
sion House in London on November 10, 1942, announcing the success of 
Torch, Churchill had openly revealed that the “President of the United 
States, who is Commander in Chief of the armed forces of America, is the 
author of this mighty undertaking and in all of it I have been his active and 
ardent lieutenant.”128 
 Reading the text of the speech, Hitler’s Reichsminister für Propagan-
da had been fascinated. Churchill, Goebbels had noted in his diary, was 
not only openly ascribing the Allied victories to the huge superiority now 
enjoyed by American arms, but “he also admits that the whole invasion 
plan came from Roosevelt’s brain, and that he is only a loyal servant to 
Roosevelt’s plans.”129 

127 Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History (New York: Harper, 
1948), 673. 
128 “A Gleam of Victory: A Speech at the Lord Mayor’s Luncheon at the Mansion House, 
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Eade (London: Cassell, 1952), vol. 2, 342–45. 
129 Entry of 10.11.1942, Joseph Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The diaries 
of Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1995), Teil II, Band 6, 273 
(hereinafter Die Tagebücher 6). Quotes from this source have been translated by the au-
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 Hitherto, Goebbels had assumed from British newspaper articles that 
Churchill was the brains behind Allied operations in the European thea-
ter—something he’d found “comforting,” as he’d noted cynically, “since all 
previous military operations he’s been behind have ended up as disas-
ters.”130 Churchill’s public acknowledgment that the U.S. president was 
now in charge heralded something different—indeed, alarming. 
 “The Americans are now out of the starter’s block. Their next target is 
Tripoli,” Goebbels had recorded; in fact, idle armchair strategists in Ameri-
ca and England were assuming the Allies would soon clear Axis forces 
from North Africa entirely. “They already imagine themselves invading 
Italy and foresee themselves invading Germany via the Brenner Pass. All 
this, of course, a very simple and plausible calculation,” Goebbels had add-
ed sarcastically, “—if it weren’t for us being there!”131 
 This was the crux of the matter—for the quality of armed German 
resistance was something the prognosticators of whom Goebbels spoke, 
whether in the United States or Britain, seemed incapable of appreciating. 
Tunisia was to be the key to thwarting Allied strategic ambitions, Goebbels 
had been told by the Führer—who saw the battle for Tunis becoming a 
new Verdun. “If we hang on to Tunis, then nothing is lost in North Africa,” 
he’d recorded. And already, as General Eisenhower and his invasion forces 
attempted to come to terms with the business of real combat with real 
Germans—as opposed to ill-armed Vichy defenders—Hitler was being 
proven right, on the field of battle rather than in the print of newspaper 
columnists.132 

Winston Churchill had been educated as a soldier at Sandhurst and boast-
ed a lifetime’s military experience, from the North-West Frontier to the 
Sudan and South Africa. Like so many commentators in the press, he had 
visualized a swift Allied advance—by Montgomery’s Eighth Army march-

130 Ibid., entry of 10.11.1942, 265. 
131 Ibid., entry of 11.11.1942, 273. 
132 Ibid., entry of 15.11.1942, 294. 
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ing from the east and by Eisenhower’s First Army from the west. “I never 
meant the Anglo-American Army to be stuck in North Africa,” the Prime 
Minister had chided his British chiefs of staff on November 15, 1942, only a 
week after the Torch invasion—irritated by the celerity with which Hitler 
had reinforced his meager forces in Tunisia by air, and the slowness of 
British and American ground troops spearheading Eisenhower’s thrust 
from Algeria. In one of his instantly memorable turns of phrase, the Prime 
Minister had berated them, saying the Torch invasion was “a springboard, 
and not a sofa.”133 
 It became a classic Churchillian metaphor, oft repeated. In truth, 
though, it masked a huge difference between Allied and German soldiery. 
For the simple fact was, whether volunteers or conscripts, Allied soldiers 
were not like the Germans or the Japanese. As Roosevelt had confided in 
1942 to Field Marshal John Dill, the British liaison to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, Allied troops did not have, for the most part, the kind of ruthless, 
even fanatical obedience to orders and discipline that characterized Ger-
man and Japanese forces. Only by adopting a careful, step-by-step ap-
proach to war, evading ventures that posed unnecessary risks; only by un-
dertaking offensive operations within the capabilities of Allied troops; only 
by applying the advantages of U.S. mass production; and only by pursuing 
global military strategies that built upon Allied strengths—fusing air, na-
val, and ground forces—could the Allies actually defeat the Wehrmacht 
and the Japanese. Not by prime ministerial exhortation, however inspiring. 
 Churchill’s bon mot reflected an aging yet still wonderfully indefati-
gable English leader. At heart he remained a dashing young cavalryman, as 
on the North-West Frontier in his early days of service, or in the Sudan 
fighting the self-proclaimed Mahdi at the turn of the century, in 1898. Half 
a century later, his “Action this day” tags—the red stickers he would attach 
to his brilliantly written memos demanding immediate response by his 
staff—were a tribute to his abiding energy as he approached seventy: 

133 Quoted in Winston S. Churchill, The Second World War, vol. 4, The Hinge of Fate, (Lon-
don: Cassell & Company, 1951), 583. 
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spearing lethargy and electrifying traditional British bureaucratic pen-
pushers, sclerotic after centuries of imperial paperwork. However, they 
masked a profound flaw in the Prime Minister’s makeup as his country’s 
quasi-commander in chief in 1943: the irreconcilable difference between 
his grand strategic ideas and his too-often ill-considered opportunism—a 
difference affecting tens of thousands of soldiers’ lives. 

After the war the former prime minister would go to great lengths to cast 
himself, in his six-volume epic The Second World War, not only as a lonely 
oracle but architect of war. Inasmuch as he saw better than any of his con-
temporaries the ebb and flow of military history, necessitating that Britain 
withstand the predations of Hitler’s Third Reich until it could be rescued, 
he was by 1943 being proven right. He had, after all, lost every battle 
against the Germans since 1940, yet with his U.S. partner in war was help-
ing to force Hitler, thanks to Torch, onto the defensive. Once Tunis fell, the 
Allies would possess a springboard for eventual victory in Europe, he 
felt—provided the Russians continued to face the brunt of Hitler’s Wehr-
macht in the East. But beyond that his military strategy did not go, since 
he did not believe a cross-Channel attack could possibly succeed. In reality 
he had no idea how, in fact, the Third Reich could be defeated, beyond 
constant peripheral pressure and air attack. 
 As the two Allied leaders met at 6:00 p.m. at the President’s villa on 
January 14, 1943, there was thus, behind the bonhomie and goodwill, a dis-
tinct divergence of opinion. The Prime Minister’s agenda was how to pla-
cate the United States, defer operations against Japan, and by “closing the 
ring” around the Third Reich—sheering off its allies, such as Italy, as they 
went, and hoping to get the peoples of occupied Europe to rise up against 
the Germans—engender Hitler’s fall, followed by that of Hirohito. Thence 
to return the world, as he saw it, to its former European imperialist setup, 
before the Führer, the Duce, and Tojo’s gang of admirals and generals had 
upset the balance of power. 
 The President, for his part, had a quite different vision. Not only a 
vision of the future, but how to achieve that future: the endgame. Their 
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clash of objectives in Casablanca, behind the scenes, thus promised to be 
historic. 





10 
Hot Water 

Knowing via Field Marshal Dill, in Washington, that the U.S. chiefs of staff 
did not favor a delay in launching a Second Front that year, Churchill had 
told his British chiefs they would have to do again what they had done the 
previous spring: show willing, while stringing the Americans along, in or-
der to pursue a more opportunistic course in the Mediterranean. The 
chiefs of staff were thus merely to pretend to be agreeable to closing down 
“the Mediterranean activities by the end of June with a view to ‘Round-
up’”—an Allied 1943 cross-Channel invasion—“in August.” The final deci-
sion on a Second Front, however, would be made, he instructed them, “on 
the highest levels”—i.e., by himself and the President.134 For Mr. Roose-
velt, he was sure, would agree with him it was impossible: that the Ger-
mans, in northern France, were just too strong in the number of divisions 
they had there. 
 With this in mind Churchill had made haste to set off for Casablanca 
on January 11, together with a huge retinue of staff officers and clerks. Bad 
weather threatened to vitiate his plan—but had not stopped it. 
 Serving as Churchill’s military assistant, Brigadier Ian Jacob had been 
wary of the contingent the Prime Minister was taking, instead of the small 
staff the President had requested. “I was rather horrified at the size of the 
party which had been gotten together,” Jacob wrote in his contemporary 

134 Martin Gilbert, Winston S. Churchill, vol. 7, Road to Victory: 1941–1945 (London: Heine-
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10 HOT WATER 

account. “The whole added up to a pretty formidable total.”135 Some mem-
bers of the party could, of course, be concealed and housed onboard the 
communications ship that was being sent out, HMS Bulolo, he recognized. 
“But knowing as I did from conversations with Beetle [Bedell] Smith that 
the Americans would bring a very modest team, I was rather afraid that 
the President or the Chiefs of Staff might take offense at the size of our 
party, & that the success of the conference might be endangered. I put this 
point to the P.M. on Sunday morning before I left Chequers [the prime 
ministerial retreat], & he said the party was to be cut down. However, 
when we went into the question on Monday with the Chiefs of Staff we 
found that there were few if any people who could be discarded, & it was 
decided that the best policy would be to take a full bag of clubs, leaving 
some of them concealed as it were in the locker—i.e. the ship.”136 
 Despite bad weather delaying the takeoff of the main Boeing Clipper, 
Churchill had insisted the primary team fly still on January 13 using land-
based aircraft. The staff were thus farmed out among four RAF American-
built Liberator (B-24) planes, each of which could normally take only sev-
en “passengers.” As a result the Prime Minister had found himself cramped 
in a bomb bay bunk, flying without heat, which had not left him in the best 
of moods. This had not improved when, after asking his manservant, Saw-
yers, to run him a bath on arrival at the Villa Mirador, he had found it nei-
ther hot nor deep enough. “You might have thought the end of the world 
had come,” Jacob described. “Everyone was sent for in turn, all were fools, 

135 Ian Jacob, unpublished Casablanca account, Churchill College Archives, Cambridge, 
UK. 
136 Ibid. The ship, which had been the headquarters ship for the landing at Algiers, had “a 
complete set of wireless instruments.” It could be “placed in Casablanca harbor, & our 
cipher staff could live aboard and all our telegram traffic with London could thus be han-
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and finally the P.M. said he wouldn’t stay a moment longer, & would move 
into the hotel [Anfa] or to Marrakesh”—where he’d spent a pleasant 
month in 1932.137  
 In the event, food and drink—drink especially—had “had its mellow-
ing influence,” as the Prime Minister lunched with General Marshall and 
the Fifth U.S. Army commander, Lieutenant General Mark Clark, and “the 
excitement died down. Plumbers were assembled from all directions, and 
somehow or other the water was kept hot in the future.”138 

Bath or no bath, Churchill did, however, take great pains to be amenable 
to Marshall and Clark—reporting to the British chiefs of staff on the even-
ing of their first day’s work in Casablanca, on January 13, that “some kind” 
of cross-Channel “Sledgehammer” operation in Brittany would have to be 
undertaken that very year, if only to support U.S. efforts. “Only in this way 
should we be taking our fair share of the burden of the war,” he’d told 
them at their first meeting with him, at 4.30 p.m.139 
 Brigadier Jacob also noted, however, the Prime Minister’s openness 
to undertaking different operations. The son of a field marshal, Jacob was a 
first-class administrator, with a crystal-clear mind, fair judgment, loyalty to 
his superiors, and a talent for lucid exposition, which the Prime Minister 
particularly valued. A U.S. agenda had been lined up and sent from Wash-
ington, which “contained a list of every topic under the sun, but the most 
important thing,” the military assistant noted, “was to get settled in broad 
outline our combined strategy for 1943, and then to get down to brass tacks 
and decide how exactly to carry it out. One couldn’t decide in detail what 
to do unless one knew what one’s strategic aim was to be. At the same 
time one could hardly fix one’s strategic aims unless one examined in de-

137 Ibid. See also Brian Lavery, Churchill Goes to War: Winston’s Wartime Journeys (Lon-
don: Conway, 2007), 160–64. 
138 Jacob, unpublished Casablanca account. 
139 Gilbert, Road to Victory: 1941–1945, 294. 
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tail what operations we were capable of carrying out and what we were 
not.”140 

“Not” meant a cross-Channel invasion that year. 
 Jacob did try to see the problem from a U.S. perspective, however, 
asking Sir John Dill’s view as the British representative on the Combined 
Chiefs of Staff in Washington—and was not surprised when Dill warned 
that there was a “general fear of commitments in the Mediterranean, and 
secondly, a suspicion that we did not understand the Pacific problem and 
would not put our backs into the work there once Germany had been de-
feated. Thus although the Americans were honestly of the opinion that 
Germany was the primary enemy, they did not see how quite to deal with 
her, especially as they felt there were urgent and great tasks to be done in 
Burma and the Pacific.” These tasks involved logistical and operational 
struggles between General MacArthur and Admiral Nimitz—the Army 
versus the Navy in terms of distribution of resources—and the right com-
bination of those forces and campaign strategy. They had already led to 
much infighting, as well as uneven effort, such as at Guadalcanal, “where 
the U.S. Marines were thrown ashore, and then it was found that there was 
no follow-up, no maintenance organization, and no transport.”141 

Along with the British chiefs of staff, the Prime Minister also interro-
gated Dill, who repeated his assessment of U.S. positions and problems. 
Delighted that he’d come early to the conference, Churchill was sure he 
could handle the President. The Prime Minister’s “view was clear,” Jacob 
recorded Churchill’s approach, expressed now in front of Dill and the Brit-
ish chiefs of staff. “He wanted to take plenty of time. Full discussion, no 
impatience—the dripping of water on a stone.” The big British contingent 
was to methodically wean the small American team away from its fixation 
on a major cross-Channel assault that year to more gradual, peripheral 
operations in the Mediterranean, with a smaller operation in Brittany, 
perhaps, to get a toehold at least on the continent. “In the meantime,” 
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while the chiefs met their opposite numbers in the daily Combined Chiefs 
of Staff meetings at the Anfa Hotel, “he would be working on the President, 
and in ten days or a fortnight,” Churchill was confident, “everything would 
fall into place. He also made no secret of the fact that he was out to get 
agreement on a programme of operations for 1943 which the Military peo-
ple might well think beyond our powers, but which he felt was the least 
that could be thought worthy of two great powers.”142 
 To the alarm of the British chiefs, then, the Prime Minister was all for 
action, on multiple fronts. To start with, he “wanted the cleansing of the 
North African shore to be followed by the capture of Sicily. He wanted the 
reconquest of Burma, and he wanted the invasion of Northern France, on a 
moderate scale perhaps. Operations in the Pacific should not be such as to 
prevent fulfilment of his programme. The Chiefs of Staff were dismissed on 
this note, and the rest of the evening,” before the President’s arrival the 
next day, “was given up to ice-breaking dinner parties.”143 

142 Ibid. 
143 Ibid. 





11 
A Wonderful Picture 

President Roosevelt, for his part, was all for icebreaking. “I marveled at the 
way the Army just moved in and took charge and ran the whole opera-
tion,” even Captain McCrea later noted—speaking as a sailor.144 
 Brigadier Jacob, who had reconnoitered and recommended the ven-
ue, was equally delighted by the U.S. Army’s efforts, especially the catering: 
“certainly excellent, mostly U.S. Army rations, too. Of course it was sup-
plemented with local produce,” including oranges, which—“large and 
juicy, with the best flavor of any oranges in the world”—formed “a part of 
every meal.” The “cooking too was good, and as again the whole thing was 
free, a genial warmth spread over our souls,” he recorded.145 
 McCrea agreed. “So well was this done that on the first evening of our 
arrival the President was able to entertain at dinner Prime Minister 
Churchill and the Combined Chiefs of Staff (both the U.S. Joint Chiefs and 
British Chiefs of Staff), plus Col. Roosevelt and Averell Harriman—some 
twelve persons in all.”146 
 Churchill had hurried over with Hopkins at around 7:00 p.m. No for-
mal notes were made of what was said between the President and Prime 
Minister, but the “three of us had a long talk over the military situation,” 

144 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections,” McCrea Papers, FDR Library. 
145 Jacob, unpublished Casablanca account. 
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Hopkins wrote in his notes that night.147 The winter weather in the moun-
tains had slowed the campaign in Tunisia, and Montgomery had yet to 
take Tripoli and advance toward Tunisia, but the plan of campaign was 
that the two Allied pincers would eventually trap the German and Italian 
forces in the Cape Bon Peninsula: forcing them either to attempt a Dun-
kirk-style evacuation or surrender. It was what would happen thereafter—
locally, regionally, and internationally—that was the biggest problem to 
be resolved in the coming days. 
 The Combined Chiefs of Staff had been having cocktails at the Anfa 
Hotel when Hopkins arrived with the presidential summons. Dutifully, the 
bevy of generals and admirals—Generals Marshall and Arnold, Admiral 
King, General Alan Brooke, Admiral Dudley Pound, Air Marshal Charles 
Portal, Admiral Louis Mountbatten, as well as the Lend-Lease administra-
tor, Averell Harriman—trooped over. 
 The dinner, in the President’s villa, went rather well. “People were 
tired, that first night,” Elliott recalled, “but it didn’t stop anybody from en-
joying himself”—particularly as there was no attempt to limit the con-
sumption of wine or liquor.148 General Hap Arnold recounted how he had 
just been down to the harbor to see the damage inflicted on the brand-
new French battleship Jean Bart during the Torch invasion—the airman 
delighted to see that American thousand-pound bombs had smashed 
“holes in bow and stern large enough to take a small bungalow.”149 Others 
gave their own impressions of the city and its kasbah. 
 Admiral King “became nicely lit up towards the end of the evening,” 
Brooke scrawled in his diary that night. “As a result” the admiral became 
“more and more pompous, and with a thick voice and many gesticulations 
explained to the President the best way to organize the Political French 
organization for control of North Africa!”—something King would never 

147 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, 673. 
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have dared do when sober. “This led to arguments with PM who failed to 
appreciate fully the condition King was in. Most amusing to watch.”150 

The dinner was certainly a far cry from life at Hitler’s headquarters in East 
Prussia, where the Führer had ceased to dine with his senior military staff. 
He’d stopped listening even to music at night, refused to go near the battle 
front or to make any public pronouncements—and was still demanding 
that no mention be made in the Nazi media of the increasingly cata-
strophic situation around Stalingrad. 
 “I busied myself filling glasses,” Elliott Roosevelt later recalled. “After 
dinner, Father and Churchill sat down on a big, comfortable couch that 
had been set back to the big windows. The steel shutters were closed. The 
rest of us pulled up chairs in a semicircle in front of the two on the 
couch.”151 “Many things discussed,” Arnold noted in his diary—including 
their leaders’ safety. “Everyone tried to keep President and Prime Minister 
from making plans to get too near front,” given that both men “seemed 
determined” to go, and “could see no real danger.”152 
 “We have come many miles and must stay long enough to solve very 
important problems,” Arnold finished his nightly jotting—aware how 
much responsibility the President carried, for good or ill. And he quoted 
the British prime minister, whose words had the sober ring of history, de-
spite the immense quantity of alcohol the Prime Minister had imbibed. 
“Churchill: ‘This is the most important meeting so far. We must not relin-
quish initiative now that we have it. You men are the ones who have the 
facts and who will make plans for the future.’”153 
 An air raid siren then wailed, bringing the postprandial get-together 
almost to a close. “At about 1:30 a.m. an alarm was received,” General 
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Brooke noted in green ink in his own leather-bound diary, “lights were put 
out, and we sat around the table with faces lit by 6 candles. The PM and 
President in that light and surroundings would have made,” he scribbled, 
“a wonderful picture.”154 

Rembrandt might have painted it, but sadly, no photographs were taken 
that evening—though other, iconic photos would be, at the climax of the 
conference, ten days later. None could fail to be aware, however, just how 
symbolic was the meeting: the leaders of the two main Western democra-
cies, gathering together with their chiefs of staff on the still-scarred battle-
field of a foreign land, there to plan the further strategy and military opera-
tions against Hitler’s Germany, Mussolini’s Italy, and Hirohito’s Japan. 
There would clearly be problems, especially political; but the new, domi-
nating role of the United States was unmistakable—visible not only in the 
planes, tanks, artillery, and equipment factories were churning out at an 
ever-increasing rate across North America but their presence now in 
Northwest Africa, thousands of miles from American shores, barely eight 
weeks since the huge and successful amphibious U.S. invasion. 

Not all was positive in the House of Happiness, however. 
 “Well after midnight, the P.M. took his leave,” Elliott later recalled. 
The President “was tired but still in a talkative mood”—and talk he did to 
his son. To Elliott the President confided his continuing distrust not only 
of the French, in regard to their tottering colonial empire, but of Churchill, 
too, in that respect. This might well complicate his dream of a United Na-
tions authority committed to the principles of the Atlantic Charter, after 
the war. “The English mean to maintain their hold on their colonies. They 
mean to help the French maintain their hold on their colonies. Winnie is a 
great man for the status quo,” the President said sadly to Elliott. “He even 
looks like the status quo, doesn’t he?”155 
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 Elliott’s version of events was considered suspect by some, but Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King’s contemporary record of his stay at the White 
House the previous month, as well as the diary kept by Daisy Suckley, the 
President’s cousin, would lend credence to the overall veracity of Elliott’s 
account, published immediately after the war’s end. The President had 
disliked Admiral Darlan—but that did not mean he approved of de Gaulle, 
who harbored dictatorial ambitions. “Elliott,” the President said to his son, 
“de Gaulle is out to achieve one-man government in France”—and was 
committed to the revival of its colonial empire. “I can’t imagine a man I 
would distrust more. His whole Free French movement is honeycombed 
with police spies—he has agents spying on his own people. To him, free-
dom of speech means freedom from criticism … of him.”156 
 Which led the President to turn to “the problem of the colonies and 
the colonial markets, the problem of which he felt was at the core of all 
chances for future peace” across the globe. “‘The thing is,’ he remarked 
thoughtfully, replacing a smoked cigarette in his holder with a fresh one, 
‘the colonial system means war. Exploit the resources of an India, a Burma, 
a Java; take all the wealth out of those countries, but never put anything 
back into them, things like education, decent standards of living, mini-
mum health requirements—all you’re doing is storing up the kind of trou-
ble that leads to war. All you’re doing is negating the value of any kind of 
organizational structure for peace before it begins.” And with that he’d 
chortled: “The look that Churchill gets on his face when you mention In-
dia!”157 
 To Elliott the President then explained his notion of trusteeships: 
that “France should be restored as a world power, then to be entrusted 
with her former colonies as a trustee. As trustee, she was to report each 
year on the progress of her stewardship, how the literacy rate was improv-

156 Ibid., 73. 
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ing, how the death rate declining, how disease being stamped out, how 
…”158 
 Phased decolonization, under the aegis of the United Nations, in oth-
er words. 
 “Wait a minute,” Elliott had countered, “Who’s she going to report all 
this to?” 
 And with that his father had set out—to Elliott’s amazement—his 
vision of the “United Nations” postwar “organization.” Also his notion of 
policemen: the “big Four—ourselves, Britain, China, the Soviet Union—
we’ll be responsible for the peace of the world”—once the war was won. 
“It’s already high time for us to be thinking of the future, building for it,” 
Roosevelt remarked.159 

“Three-thirty, Pop,” his son pointed out. 
 “Yes. Now I am tired,” the President acknowledged. “Get some sleep 
yourself, Elliott.”160 

And with that the eve of the defining conference of World War II 
came to a close. 

158 Ibid., 76. 
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12 
In the President’s Boudoir 

Elliott overslept. When he staggered downstairs for breakfast on January 
15, it was to find the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff already assembled in his fa-
ther’s boudoir. 
 It was 10:00 a.m.—and the President was listening to what had tran-
spired at the preliminary Combined Chiefs of Staff meeting the previous 
day, at the Anfa Hotel. 
 In insisting the conference take place in American-held Morocco, the 
President had chosen wisely—for it was vital the U.S. chiefs be exposed to 
the actual Torch battlefield in Northwest Africa. Instead of concocting 
strategy and operations thousands of miles away, in the safety and comfort 
of the Pentagon and the Mall, they would have a chance to meet the men 
and commanders on the ground who were fighting Germans now, not 
Vichy French troops. It was also crucial that the U.S. chiefs be separated for 
a time from their dangerously irresponsible planners, who had very little 
idea of modern hostilities in facing the Wehrmacht—or the fanatical Jap-
anese. In the many documents accumulating in his Map Room at the 
White House—U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff minutes, Combined Chiefs of Staff 
minutes, Joint Strategic Survey minutes, Joint Intelligence Committee 
minutes, Joint Staff Planners Reports, recommendations and analyses of 
the differences between British and U.S. strategic views since November 
1942—he had never seen a single mention of the need for American com-
bat experience. 
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 The plethora of paper evinced dutiful, unstinting research and statis-
tical evidence gathered in Washington—but no common sense. That the 
Western Allies were holding half of the Luftwaffe’s entire operational 
strength on the Western and Mediterranean Fronts was calculated down 
to the nearest plane; the number of Wehrmacht divisions capable of offen-
sive and defensive operations was tallied and enumerated; the amount of 
German naval vessels and U-boats estimated. Yet the need for American 
battle experience—and lessons—in matching up to professional German 
foes had seemed a closed book to such bureaucrats and staffers. 
 At the time of Casablanca—as well as after the war—there would 
thus be righteous indignation over the President’s decision to allow only a 
handful of staff officers to accompany the U.S. chiefs on the trip to North 
Africa. Led by the War Office’s chief planning officer, Brigadier General 
Albert Wedemeyer—who was one of the few permitted to travel with 
General Marshall to Casablanca—these men would complain they had 
been thrown to English wolves: a British prime minister taking with him a 
vast retinue of planners and operations officers and clerks committed to a 
vague British, rather than an Allied, military strategy for 1943. 
 Wedemeyer, in particular, would complain they’d been duped; that 
the President had made a terrible mistake; had through naiveté brought a 
military team simply too small to confront the host of staff officers accom-
panying the wily Churchill. Moreover, that the British had tricked the 
American contingent into abandoning their preferred Second Front inva-
sion that summer, 1943. The British staff officers, Wedemeyer would com-
plain, had been backed by yet more staffers aboard HMS Bulolo, anchored 
for their special use in Casablanca Harbor. Using this communications 
ship, the British planners were able to cable London and put their hands 
on any fact or figure they needed to support their alternative British plans, 
and thus defeat American counterproposals; whereas the U.S. contingent, 
despite being in a U.S. compound in a U.S. military area guarded by U.S. 
artillery and antiaircraft guns, was virtually captive in terms of British bu-
reaucratic firepower. 
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 “They swarmed upon us all like locusts,” Wedemeyer lamented in a 
letter from North Africa to General Thomas Handy, the assistant chief of 
staff in the War Department’s Operations Division (OPD) in Washington, 
and “had us on the defensive practically all the time”—backed by “a plenti-
ful supply of planners and various other assistants, with prepared plans to 
insure that they not only accomplished their purpose but did so in stride 
and with fair promise of continuing in the role of directing strategy the 
whole course of the war.”161 

General Wedemeyer was certainly not alone in perceiving a British con-
spiracy to subvert the swifter course of World War II. General Handy, who 
received Wedemeyer’s letter in Washington and passed it on to other gen-
erals at the Pentagon, was of like mind, bewailing afterward that “the Brit-
ish on the planning level just snowed them under.”162 
 Yet another U.S. planner later recalled how “we were overwhelmed 
by the large British staff.” 
 Brigadier General J. E. Hull, heading up the OPD at the Pentagon, was 
even more embarrassed than Wedemeyer and Handy by the U.S. unpre-
paredness for paper battle. “The British had come down there in droves,” 
he later recalled, “and every one of them had written a paper about some-
thing that was submitted by the British Chiefs of Staff to the American 
chiefs of Staff for agreement.”163 
 In sum, “We came, we listened,” Wedemeyer recoined Caesar’s fa-
mous epigram, “and we were conquered.”164 

All this was true—bearing out Brigadier Jacob’s nervousness at the size of 
the British team Churchill insisted should be flown to Casablanca. Yet in 
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terms of the Allied strategy that President Roosevelt was now to lay down 
at Casablanca, it completely missed the point. For the reality was: 
Wedemeyer and his colleagues were still living in a fool’s paradise. And the 
moment of truth—not only the President’s truth, but truth on the 
ground—had arrived. 
 Inexperienced U.S. planning officers like Brigadier General 
Wedemeyer were the real problem—not the British. 
 The U.S. War Department’s final planning document, produced by 
the Joint Strategic Survey Committee and sent over to the White House 
Map Room for the President to review before he departed from Washing-
ton, had said it all: stating baldly that once Tunisia and Libya were secured, 
the Allies’ Mediterranean Front should be closed down. Mussolini’s Italy, 
in the planning committee’s view, could be forced to surrender by air 
bombing alone. All U.S. Army forces should be switched to Britain “for a 
land offensive against Germany in 1943”—without gaining any further 
amphibious experience, or campaign lessons in facing and fighting Ger-
man forces.165 
 Thankfully the President had confided to Mackenzie King, in early 
December, his unwillingness to tackle a cross-Channel invasion before 
American commanders and troops were blooded and had the measure of 
their opponents—which could best be done in the Mediterranean, where 
this could be achieved, as he said, without risking a major setback. His 
interrogation of General Marshall at the White House before the chiefs left 
for Casablanca on January 7 had only convinced him more deeply that a 
premature invasion of northern France would be a disaster—and he had 
insisted no decision should therefore be made for several months. It was 
thus with decided relief that President Roosevelt found, at midmorning in 
his bedroom on his first full day in Casablanca, January 15, 1943, that the 
penny had finally dropped, at least among his chiefs of staff. 
 Making his chiefs fly to Casablanca had, he found, already worked—
without British intervention. Once in Morocco, Marshall had finally talked 
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to Allied commanders on the battlefield. As Marshall now confessed in the 
villa’s bordello-like bedroom, he had spoken not only to Admiral Mount-
batten—the British chief of Combined Operations, who’d been responsi-
ble for the disastrous Dieppe landings—but at great length with General 
Mark Clark. Clark had been Eisenhower’s deputy in the Torch invasion, 
and had just been promoted to command the U.S. Fifth Army in Morocco, 
both to defend against mythical German invasion across the Mediterrane-
an and prepare for future offensive operations. General Clark had in-
formed the chief of staff of the U.S. Army that there was no chance of a 
cross-Channel operation succeeding in the summer of 1943. 

No chance whatever. 

This was music to the President’s ears—for he had half-expected to have 
to do battle once again against his own team, lest in the interval since their 
meeting in the Oval Office on January 7 they revert to their insistence on a 
cross-Channel invasion in 1943. 
 General Clark’s battlefield testimony, however, had applied the nec-
essary dose of cold reality. Clark—a man who certainly did not lack cour-
age, having fetched General Henri Giraud from Vichy-held southern 
France in person by submarine to assist in the Torch invasion—had been 
emphatic. To Marshall he’d explained that “there must be a long period of 
training before any attempt is made to land against determined re-
sistance”—especially Wehrmacht resistance of the kind that would meet a 
cross-Channel invasion. In particular he’d “pointed out many of the mis-
haps that occurred in the landing in North Africa which would have been 
fatal had the resistance been more determined,” as Marshall now relayed 
to the President.166 In fact, General Clark had himself undergone a Pauline 
conversion. In London, the previous summer, he’d deplored the idea of 

166 “Meeting of Roosevelt with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, January 15, 1943, 10 a.m., Presi-
dent’s Villa,” Foreign Relations of the United States: The Conferences at Washington, 1941–
1942, and Casablanca, 1943 (hereinafter FRUS I) (Washington D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1968), 559. 
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landings in Northwest Africa as an unnecessary “sideshow.” Now, however, 
he felt American amphibious operations in 1943 “could be mounted more 
efficiently from North Africa”—and certainly with less loss of life—than 
from the British Isles and the United States, across the English Channel.167 
 Hitler’s Atlantic Wall, the fighting general had made clear to Mar-
shall, was no joke. The American military was not up to such a gargantuan 
task, he’d realized—and was backed by the latest British planning reports. 
The British, it seemed, had done the numbers that Marshall’s team had 
failed to appreciate in Washington. They looked formidable. As General 
Brooke had pointed out in his first presentation on January 14, the day 
before, at the Anfa Hotel, “the rail net in Europe would permit the move-
ment of seven [German] divisions a day from east to west which would 
enable them to reinforce their defenses of the northern coast of France 
rapidly.” 

A day? 
 By contrast, Marshall now acknowledged to the President, in the 
Mediterranean theater the Germans “can only move one division from 
north to south each day, in order to reinforce their defense of southern 
Europe.”168 

If the U.S. armies were to acquire the combat experience necessary to 
assault Hitler’s Atlantic Wall, then it would best be gained in the Mediter-
ranean, at the extremity of German lines of communication. Northern 
France was, by contrast, the very closest to the German border. General 
Clark thus favored a continuation of the war in the Mediterranean, Mar-
shall admitted to the President, where “the lines of communication” for 
the Allies would be “shorter,” and where the “troops in North Africa have 
had experience in landing operations.” Not only did the Allies already pos-
sess sufficient American and British forces in the Mediterranean—naval, 
air, and ground—to knock Italy out of the war that year by invading Sar-
dinia or Sicily “once the Axis had been forced out of Tunisia,” but, as Clark 

167 Ibid. 
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had pointed out, the Mediterranean offered the opportunity for U.S. units 
to gain the battle exposure they needed, in a relatively secure environment 
where even local setbacks would not be disastrous to Allied strategy. This 
was something that could not be said for a premature cross-Channel as-
sault. 
 Lest there be any misunderstanding, the necessary “training” for 
eventual combat against tough German defenders of the West Wall, Clark 
had repeated to Marshall, would be infinitely “more effective if undertaken 
in close contact with the enemy,” in current combat. Not in the United 
States or Britain, Clark had insisted, but in real time, in the Mediterrane-
an.169 

In the strangest of venues, then, reality had finally set in. The Mediterrane-
an, not northern France, should be the proving ground for as-yet-untested 
U.S. troops, Marshall now agreed—not only in terms of combat but in de-
veloping effective coalition command in 1943—operations involving Brit-
ish, Canadian, French, and other forces, on a front where the Allies could 
steadily improve their fighting skills, however much the Russians would, 
doubtless, complain. Not to mention Marshall’s Pentagon team. 
 Headed by Brigadier General Wedemeyer, Marshall’s operations 
planners would be devastated, the President was aware—as would the 
secretary of war, Mr. Stimson. But Wedemeyer and Stimson were suffering 
from delusion—dangerous delusion. However doggedly they urged a 
cross-Channel attack that year, it was not their lives that would be on the 
line, but the lives of tens of thousands of Americans—facing a Wehrmacht 
whose true fighting ability they had not even begun to measure. 

It was, as Captain McCrea recalled, a “long conference in the President’s 
bed room” and one that only “broke up well past noon.”170 

169 Ibid. 
170 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.” 
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 This was, in retrospect, the turning point of the war, in terms of the 
Allied military struggle against the Axis powers—clinching not only the 
strategy but the timing of America’s game plan in conducting World War 
II. Mass American suicide in a premature Second Front would once again 
be avoided that year, thanks to the President’s military realism. Instead, 
mercifully, the United States military would back only those operations 
that promised success: success that would boost morale at home and vali-
date the President’s step-by-step strategy for prosecuting the war.

Victory rather than disaster: this would now be the order of the day. 
 As General Clark had now recommended, U.S. forces would be in-
structed to learn their deadly trade on the periphery of Europe that year, 
before meeting the deadliest challenge in 1944: one that even Hitler had 
balked at attempting in 1940, when Britain was on its knees: a massive 
cross-Channel invasion. Finally, after thirteen months of war, the Com-
mander in Chief and his chiefs of staff were on the same page. 

General Marshall’s belated recognition, on January 15, that the Presi-
dent’s strategy was probably right would now cement the methodical, 
stone-by-stone U.S. progress in World War II. The question of “What next?” 
after Tunisia was, effectively, over—before the first plenary session of the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff meetings began at the Anfa Hotel that afternoon. 
 American grand strategy for 1943 was clear: attritional warfare at the 
extremity of the enemy’s lines of communication, enabling U.S. forces to 
learn how to defeat the Wehrmacht in battle. 
 And to make sure this policy had a good chance of succeeding, the 
President said he wanted to see the general commanding the Allies in the 
Mediterranean from his headquarters in Algiers: young General Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. 

Eisenhower seemed to the President to be a bit “jittery” as, shortly before 
4:00 p.m. on January 15, the two men sat down by the picture window in 
the President’s villa, Dar es Saada. 
 It was for a good reason. General Dwight Eisenhower, or Ike, as he 
was familiarly known, had undergone a hair-raising flight from Algiers to 
142 
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see the President and the chiefs of staff. Two of his Flying Fortress’s en-
gines had conked out, and he’d been told he must get ready to parachute 
from the aircraft. This he’d begun to do—chiding, as he did so, his naval 
aide for the time it was taking him to refasten one of his general’s shoulder 
pins, which had been accidentally knocked out. “Haven’t you ever fastened 
a star before?” Ike had barked at the hapless officer, whose hands were 
shaking uncontrollably. “Yes, sir, but never with a parachute on,” the aide 
had squeaked.171 
 Fortunately the pilot had nursed the surviving two engines long 
enough to land at Medouina airport, and Eisenhower had immediately 
been driven to the Anfa Hotel to appear before the Combined Chiefs of 
Staff. 

Dissatisfied by Allied progress—or lack of progress—in Tunisia, the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff had treated the young general roughly, expressing 
frank disappointment at his failure to seize Tunis at the very start of the 
campaign, and also at the German rebuff given to his second attempt, ear-
lier that month. 
 Eisenhower’s logistical excuses had seemed somewhat lame to the 
chiefs, more than two months since the Torch landings. On paper, after all, 
he possessed more than three hundred thousand soldiers under his com-
mand in Northwest Africa, ranged against “only” sixty-five thousand Ger-
man troops in Tunisia. His latest plan for an end run—an armored right-
hook thrusting out of the Tunisian mountains toward the sea at Sfax, de-
signed to carve a wedge between von Arnim’s army in Tunisia and Rom-
mel’s retreating army in Libya—sounded ill-conceived to General Brooke, 
who’d had actual battle experience against German forces in the spring 
and summer of 1940. Ultra decrypts that very day had shown Rommel to 
be dispatching the veteran Twenty-First Panzer Division from Libya to 

171 Harry C. Butcher, My Three Years with Eisenhower: The Personal Diary of Captain Harry 
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deal with just such an Allied threat. Instead of dividing and conquering the 
German forces in North Africa, the Anglo-American forces might them-
selves be split apart. Where was the doctrine of concentration of force 
rather than dispersion of effort—dispersion that could only encourage the 
Germans to see their chance to counterattack and defeat the Allies in de-
tail?172 
 “Eisenhower is hopeless!” Brooke had noted in frustration in his diary, 
in late December, reflecting that the American general “submerges himself 
in politics and neglects his military duties, partly, I’m afraid, because he 
knows little if anything about military matters.”173 
 Brooke was not alone in his criticism of Eisenhower. While “spying 
out the land” for the President and Prime Minister’s visit, Brigadier Jacob, 
too, had been appalled by Eisenhower’s Allied headquarters. “The chief 
impression I got was of a general air of restless confusion, with everyone 
trying their best in unnatural conditions. I was assured on all sides that 
there was no Anglo-American friction at all. But the simple fact of having a 
mixed staff is quite enough to reduce the overall efficiency by at least a 
half … The British members of the staff, who occupy many of the key posi-
tions, have to work with U.S. officers who are entirely ignorant and inexpe-
rienced, and have to operate on a system which is quite different from the 
one to which they are accustomed. They find their task harassing and irri-
tating in the extreme. Many are inclined to doubt whether a combined 
Allied Staff is a practical arrangement, and think the experiment should 
not be repeated, and should be brought to an end as soon as possible.”174 
 Emerging from his interrogation by the chiefs at the Anfa Hotel, Ei-
senhower suspected his number might be up as coalition commander in 
chief in the theater. “His neck is on the noose, and he knows it,” even his 
naval aide, Lieutenant Commander Harry Butcher, noted in his diary.175 At 

172 Entry of January 15, 1943, Brooke, War Diaries, 351. Also “Meeting of the Combined 
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his headquarters in town General Patton recorded the same. “He thinks his 
thread is about to be cut,” Patton would scribble, after talking with Ike—
urging Eisenhower to “go to the front” instead of returning to the huge 
Allied headquarters in Algeria, many hundreds of miles behind the 
fighting.176 
 Roosevelt, however, saw things differently—very differently. From 
the President’s point of view, Eisenhower had done extremely well—
indeed, given the friction that would arise between de Gaulle and General 
Giraud over control of French anti-Vichy forces, Ike had achieved miracles 
in planting the American flag across Vichy-held Algeria and Morocco in 
only a few weeks, leaving no real chance the Germans could strike the 
Allies in the flank, as Secretary Stimson and General Marshall feared. 
 The fact remained: whether General Brooke liked it or not, only an 
American supreme commander was going to be able to direct the cam-
paign. For good or ill, a system of workable coalition command, in combat, 
had still to be developed—and it was a blessing that the President had 
journeyed, as U.S. commander in chief, to see Eisenhower in person, in the 
active theater of war, whatever might be the disappointments of the Brit-
ish and American chiefs of staff. 
 Having first put the young general at ease, the President thus listened 
with interest as Dwight Eisenhower explained what the Allies were up 
against in advancing across the same mountain range the President had 
overflown in Morocco, as well as the atrocious mud and winter weather 
conditions in Tunisia. Hitler had managed to get sixty-five thousand Ger-
man troops across the Mediterranean from Italy, together with high-
quality equipment, including new Panther and Tiger tanks—the latter 
armed with 88mm guns—but he had been aided, too, by French pusilla-
nimity, the French forces in Tunisia failing to fire a single shot to delay, let 
alone stop, the Germans. 

176 Entry of January 14, 1943, Martin Blumenson, ed, The Patton Papers, 1940–1945 (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1974),154. 
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 Even that French timidity had been outweighed by the political and 
military leadership problems with which the French had confronted Ei-
senhower as Allied commander in chief in Northwest Africa. General Gi-
raud had succeeded Admiral Darlan as French commissioner, but was 
proving a disappointment—a “good Division Commander,” possibly, but 
wholly lacking in “political sense” and with “no idea of administration. He 
was dictatorial by nature and seemed to suffer from megalomania,” Eisen-
hower had already explained to the chiefs—a view he now repeated to the 
President. “In addition,” Giraud “was very sensitive and always ready to 
take offense. He did not seem to be a big enough man to carry the burden 
of civil government in any way. It had been far easier,” Eisenhower re-
marked candidly, “to deal with Admiral Darlan,” despite Darlan’s record as 
a Pétainite Nazi appeaser.177 
 The President laughed. If only his many critics in America knew! 
Feckless French troops were deserting by the hundreds, in the field, rather 
than risk their lives against the ruthless Wehrmacht. So much for coalition 
fighting. Getting the French to stop squabbling amongst themselves over 
currency, supplies, pensions, and administrative aspects of the U.S. occu-
pation had also proven a minefield—permitting Eisenhower, as the gen-
eral himself acknowledged, too little time to focus properly on the battle-
front, where progress had been painfully slow. The Wehrmacht forces fac-
ing U.S. troops in the Gafsa and Tébessa sectors were, Eisenhower made 
clear, first class. The “opposition was tough,” Elliott Roosevelt—who was 
acting as his father’s aide-de-camp—recorded, “while we were just begin-
ning to learn about war first hand.”178 

This was exactly the kind of honest appraisal the President wanted to hear, 
from the lips of the top U.S. commander in the theater—confirming what 
General Clark had told General Marshall. 
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“No excuses, I take it,” the President commented. 
“No, sir. Just hard work.” Or fighting. 
In which case, the President raised the next question, what was the 

general’s estimate of how long it would take to clear North Africa of Axis 
forces? 
 At the White House in late November, 1942, General Bedell Smith, 
Eisenhower’s chief of staff, had personally assured the President that 
fighting would be over by mid-January 1943. It was now mid-January. 
 “What about it? What’s your guess?” the President pressed Ike. “How 
long’ll it take to finish the job?” 

“Can I have one ‘if,’ sir?” 
 The President chuckled, Elliott remembered, and bade him give his 
best estimate. 

“With any kind of break in the weather, sir, we’ll have ’em all either in 
the bag or in the sea by late spring.” 

“What’s late spring mean? June?” 
“Maybe as early as the middle of May. June at the latest.”179 

Elliott recalled being surprised by the young general’s cautious estimate, as 
this—five months of further campaigning—would make a switch of naval, 
air, and army forces to England, in order to mount a massive amphibious 
invasion of France across the English Channel that summer, almost impos-
sible. The notorious fall weather would preclude a late-summer amphibi-
ous assault—as Hitler, too, had similarly decided in the summer of 1940, 
after the Luftwaffe had been rebuffed in the Battle of Britain. 
 “Father looked satisfied,” Elliott clearly remembered180—and sum-
moned the Combined Chiefs of Staff, once again, to his villa, at 5:30 p.m. 
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The President asked Winston Churchill to attend the meeting at the Villa 
Dar es Saada, too—for the session would be, in effect, a presidential brief-
ing, backed by the President’s “active and ardent lieutenant.” 
 One by one the generals and admirals—Marshall, King, Arnold, 
Brooke, Pound, Dill—entered, together with Air Marshal Arthur Tedder, 
Admiral Mountbatten, General Hastings Ismay, and Harry Hopkins. Once 
seated, the President asked General Eisenhower to give yet another 
presentation of “the situation on his front”181—an indication that, as Pres-
ident, he was fully behind his protégé. 
 The President then briefly reviewed the outlook with the assembled 
chieftains—and made clear to them his own preference. As Brooke noted 
in his diary, “we did little except that President expressed views favouring 
operations in the Mediterranean.”182 
 Aware that General Marshall might feel he’d lost face among the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff after arguing so hard for an end to Mediterrane-
an operations and a switch to the U.K. for a cross-Channel attack that year, 
the President asked Marshall to stay behind and have dinner with him. He 
also invited Eisenhower. 

Elliott made old-fashioneds (sugar, bitters, and whiskey) for the gener-
als—and, joined by Franklin Jr., the five men sat down in the President’s 
dining room for a first-class Moroccan meal. 
 Typically, Roosevelt wanted Marshall to feel he was respected, even if 
his advice had been wrong. He therefore deliberately raised again his wish 
to inspect troops not only in Morocco but closer to the frontline, near the 
Tunisian border. 
 “Out of the question, sir,” Marshall stated unequivocally.183 Even with 
a fighter escort, the President’s slow C-54 could be attacked by Luftwaffe 
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planes—“it would just draw attackers,” Eisenhower added frankly, “like 
flies to honey.”184 
 The President reluctantly backed off the idea—allowing Marshall to 
feel he had won at least a tactical victory. 
 Satisfied, Marshall and Eisenhower departed the villa after dinner 
and the President then spent quality time with his sons, talking about the 
family. “Father got to bed early that night: before midnight,” Elliott re-
called.185 
 The President had cause to feel the conference was off to a good start. 
The flight to North Africa had been historic. But so, too, had been the Pres-
ident’s first full day in Casablanca. By its end he’d ensured that the great 
Allied military conference would result in compromise and cooperation, 
not contention—thus injecting not only unity of Allied military purpose 
but a transfusion of realism into the veins of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
who were, in all truth, more green regarding modern warfare than Eisen-
hower. 
 Instead of insisting upon mass American slaughter on the beaches of 
northern France that August, the U.S. chiefs could now set about mapping 
a detailed course of operations that year that would, above all, be within 
the capabilities of the Western Allies—whatever Stalin might plead, when 
eventually informed. 
 Besides: if the Russian dictator had wanted to argue for a Second 
Front in Europe that year, he should have taken the trouble to show up. 
 With that, having bidden his guests goodnight, the President retired 
and went to sleep, confident that, though the Allies had much to learn in 
combat, they would do so in the coming months, and that all would be 
well—with 1944 the year when the coup de grâce could be given and the 
Third Reich brought to an ignominious end. 
 How difficult it would be to steer his coalition partners, however, 
remained to be seen. If the British were difficult, how much more so were 
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the French. Moreover, how to keep the Russians happy with such a time-
table, when they were facing two-thirds of the Wehrmacht on the Eastern 
Front, would be tougher still. 



Part Four Unconditional 
Surrender 





13 
Stimson Is Aghast 

At the Pentagon, Secretary Stimson was aghast on hearing the “bad news” 
from General McNarney. 
 Joseph McNarney was the U.S. Army deputy chief of staff, standing in 
for General Marshall. His news related to “how the British were forcing us 
to do some more in the Mediterranean” after Tunis, rather than switching 
U.S. forces to a cross-Channel invasion, to be launched from England that 
year.186 In Washington, D.C., however, the secretary of war could do noth-
ing. 
 Two days later Stimson’s heart sank still further with the “somber 
news that I had been getting yesterday from the conference in Africa 
where it seems to be clear that the British are getting away with their own 
theories,” he recorded, “and that the President must be yielding to their 
views as against those of our own General Staff and the Chief of Staff. So it 
looks as if we were in for further entanglements in the Mediterranean, and 
this seems to me a pretty serious situation unless the Germans are very 
much less strong than I think we should assume.”187 
 Stimson’s continuing lack of realism was deplorable, given the lack of 
U.S. experience in mounting an operation as vast and serious as a cross-
Channel invasion would be, if undertaken that year. At the same time, the 
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war secretary’s fear of “perfidious Albion” was well warranted. Could Brit-
ish assurances they would eventually participate in a Second Front honest-
ly be believed? The answer was clearly no. 
 For all their criticisms of Eisenhower’s tardiness in Tunisia, the Brit-
ish were not actually willing or able to say how the Third Reich could be 
defeated, rather than surrounded. As Admiral King reported to the Presi-
dent when the U.S. chiefs of staff came to the Villa Dar es Saada the follow-
ing evening, January 16, for a two-hour session with Mr. Roosevelt, “the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff have been attempting to obtain the British Chiefs of 
Staff concept of how the war should be won”188—and had had little luck. It 
seemed the British had no idea. 

In his diary General Sir Alan Brooke, after his own experience in battle 
against German forces in 1940, remained implacably opposed to a cross-
Channel attack unless the Wehrmacht was first weakened and brought to 
its knees elsewhere. He complained, in his diary, at the “slow tedious pro-
cess” it was to get the U.S. team to accept his “proposed policy.” In a post-
war annotation to the diary, he would even pen a diatribe against General 
Marshall. Among “Marshall’s very high qualities he did not possess those of 
a strategist,” Brooke (by then Lord Alanbrooke of Brookeborough) would 
claim. “It was almost impossible to make him grasp the true concepts of a 
strategic situation. He was unable to argue out a strategic situation and 
preferred to hedge and defer decisions until such time as he had to consult 
his assistants”—assistants who were “not of the required calibre.”189 
 Brooke was being disingenuous—for Marshall, like Admiral King, 
was an excellent strategist; what he lacked was the ability to see how im-
portant it was to match U.S. strategy to reality. Neither general properly 
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understood the need to create armies and army commanders who could 
defeat the Wehrmacht in battle—irrespective of wearing down German 
forces on other fronts. 
 Hour after hour Marshall thus pressed Brooke and the British to ex-
plain how exactly a further campaign in the Mediterranean would, in it-
self, defeat the Third Reich—something neither Brooke nor his colleagues 
Admiral Pound (who was suffering from an undiagnosed brain tumor) and 
Air Marshal Portal could answer. Brooke’s assertions that the Germans 
would thereby be “worn down” to a point where they could not send rein-
forcements to northern France seemed particularly lame, given the likeli-
hood that, if the Allies fought on in Italy, as Brooke envisioned, it would be 
the Allies who would be worn down rather than the Germans. 
 Marshall and Brooke thus went at each other hammer and tongs. 
Almost five hours of discussion at the Anfa Hotel—however irritating to 
Brooke—did at least permit the American team to challenge and rehearse 
the different possible military alternatives for 1943 with relentless honesty 
within the framework of overall war strategy. 
 The result was a consensus: there were no alternatives. If forced to 
fight on that year in the relative safety of the Mediterranean theater, the 
U.S. chiefs accepted, then it would be best to tackle Sicily, once North Afri-
ca was cleared—giving the Allies the amphibious-assault-landing experi-
ence necessary for a 1944 cross-Channel invasion. 
 The President had been right, they reluctantly agreed as they went 
over the requirements for a successful Second Front with their British op-
posite numbers. General Brooke had pointed to forty German divisions 
available in or close to France—and a Luftwaffe that was still a potent 
weapon of war. By contrast, after the expected capture of Tunis in the 
spring of 1943, the Allies would have but twenty-one to twenty-four divi-
sions ready to assault northern France even by the fall—and as Admiral 
Pound, the British navy chief, pointed out, “this was too late since the 
weather was liable to break in the third week of September and it was es-
sential to have a port by then.” August 15, 1943, would be the cutoff date, 
weatherwise, were a cross-Channel invasion to be undertaken that year—
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moreover, according to the commander of the British amphibious forces, 
Vice Admiral Mountbatten, it would take all of three months to get the 
necessary landing craft from the Mediterranean to the United Kingdom. 
Any hope that the RAF or USAAF could interdict German air forces over 
Brest were scotched by Air Marshal Portal, the RAF chief, “since it was out 
of range.” Even if the Cherbourg-Normandy area was chosen, “with limited 
air facilities in the [Cherbourg] Peninsula we should possibly find our-
selves pinned down at the neck of the Peninsula by ground forces whose 
superiority we should be unable to offset by the use of air,” Portal pointed 
out. And once the Germans realized the Allies were not actually going to 
attack Italy and southern Europe from North Africa, they would “quickly 
bring up their air forces from the Mediterranean, realizing that we could 
not undertake amphibious operations on a considerable scale both across 
the Channel and in the Mediterranean.” 
 The simple fact, then, was: “no Continental operations on any scale 
were in prospect before the spring of 1944,” General Arnold concluded.190 

If the Combined Chiefs were agreed on 1944 for a major cross-Channel 
assault, at what point should “further operations” in the Mediterranean be 
halted, though? How exploit Allied strength in the Mediterranean, once 
achieved, without risking stalemate requiring more and more reinforce-
ments—thus vitiating the success of the cross-Channel campaign planned 
for 1944? As General Marshall memorably put it, the Mediterranean could 
become a dangerous “suction pump” on American manpower and arms. 
What Marshall therefore wanted from Brooke, Pound, and Portal, as a 
strategist, was an acknowledgment of that danger: an agreement that, if 
operations in the Mediterranean became stalled or an expensive dead-end, 
the very combat experience the Allies were seeking would thereby be 
wasted, and a successful cross-Channel invasion in 1944 be rendered im-
possible. 
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 This danger General Brooke refused to validate, as only an owl-eyed, 
intelligent, but obstinate Ulsterman could—while paying lip service to the 
notion of an eventual cross-Channel attack in 1944.191 

Would Brooke keep his word, though, the U.S. team wondered? Would the 
British even undertake an offensive to reopen the Burma Road they had 
lost to the Japanese in 1942, which was vital in order to supply United Na-
tions forces in China? 
 Marshall had to hope they would. The British, after all, were Ameri-
ca’s primary allies in the global war. At the Villa Dar es Saada Marshall 
therefore reported to the President on January 16 his understanding that, 
after the amphibious invasion of Sicily that summer, “the British were not 
interested in occupying Italy, inasmuch as this would add to our burdens 
without commensurate returns.”192 

These were famous last words—or hopes. 
 The President was as concerned as Marshall over getting bogged 
down in Italy, and “expressed his agreement with this view.”193 Between 
them, however, they would have to make the British back off such a poten-
tial dead end—the President working on Churchill, Marshall on Brooke. 
Neither of them had any idea of the nightmares ahead, though, in this re-
gard. 
 In the meantime, crediting British good faith, the chiefs moved on to 
other strategic concerns. By Monday, January 18, in fact, Roosevelt had 
been able to get outline agreement on pretty much all he had wanted at 
Casablanca. The Combined Chiefs had agreed to his strategy for 1943: fur-
ther operations in the Mediterranean, after the capture of Tunis, targeted 
on Sicily, with simultaneous preparations for a cross-Channel assault to be 
made earliest in late 1943, if there were signs of sudden German collapse; 

191 Brooke: “We should definitely count on reentering the Continent on a large scale”—
“Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, January 16, 1943,” FRUS I, 591. 
192 “Meeting of Roosevelt with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, January 16, 1943,” FRUS I, 597. 
192 Ibid. 
193 Ibid. 
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otherwise a full-scale assault early in 1944 on the Cherbourg Peninsula, 
targeted on Berlin. In Asia there was to be a 1943 British offensive in Burma 
to open the overland supply route to China. And in the Pacific, further 
advances that would take the Allies closer to the Japanese mainland—
which would be ultimately bombed into submission, or subjected to land 
assault if required, after the defeat of Nazi Germany. 
 In this respect the President had invited Churchill to lunch with him 
privately at the Villa Dar es Saada on the eighteenth, before the afternoon 
meeting he’d convened with the chiefs of staff—for he wanted something 
of major importance from Churchill: formal agreement to his “uncondi-
tional surrender” policy. 
 Churchill raised no objection whatever—in fact the Prime Minister 
found himself positively inspired by the President’s proposals for prosecut-
ing the war to the bitter end, gaily promising not only that the British 
would launch their offensive into Burma (Operation Anakim) under Gen-
eral Wavell that year but would “enter into a treaty,” if necessary, to assure 
him that Britain would fight alongside the United States to ensure the ul-
timate “defeat of Japan.” In reporting the day’s deliberations to his cabinet 
that night, Churchill informed his colleagues in London that the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff in Casablanca were “now I think unanimous in essen-
tials about the conduct of the war in 1943,” and that in respect of the strat-
egy decided upon at the meeting held in the President’s villa with the 
Combined Chiefs, “Admiral Q [FDR] and I were in complete agreement.” 
Moreover, Churchill cabled, he and the President were in agreement that, 
at the conclusion of the conference, there would be a public “declaration 
of firm intention of the United States and the British Empire to continue 
the war relentlessly until we have brought about the ‘unconditional sur-
render’ of Germany and Japan.”194 

194 Martin Gilbert, Road to Victory: Winston S. Churchill, 1941–1945 (London: Heinemann, 
1986), 299–300. 
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Historians would later argue over the merits and demerits of such a war 
policy,195 but the fact that neither the U.S. chiefs of staff nor the British 
prime minister and his War Cabinet in London opposed the President’s 
“unconditional surrender” policy gives some idea of how much in control 
of such war strategies was the President. Time would tell how it would go 
down once announced to the world, but in the meantime Mr. Roosevelt 
had come too far to remain closeted in the Anfa camp. He had chosen as 
his nom de plume Admiral Q, in prior secret communications with Church-
ill—a humorous reference to his Spanish literary hero, Don Quixote. 
(Hopkins was “Mr. P.” for Sancho Panza.) Whether he was tilting at wind-
mills in seeking unconditional surrender of the Axis nations would only 
become clear in the fullness of time—and war. In the meanwhile he want-
ed to get out and visit with his commanders and the troops in the field, like 
Lincoln. 

On the evening of January 19, the President went to dine with General Pat-
ton at his palatial headquarters in Casablanca—listening with fascination 
and amusement to the cavalryman as, in his distinctive high-pitched voice, 
he described his recent landings under French fire, and expounded upon 
the primacy of the tank in modern warfare. 
 Two days later, at 9:20 a.m., the President left Casablanca by car with 
Patton “for an inspection of the United States Army forces stationed in the 
vicinity of Rabat, some 85 miles to the northeast,” as Captain McCrea rec-
orded.196 U.S. troops lined the entire route as the fifteen cars in the caval-
cade made their way north, covered by a U.S. Air Force umbrella. 
 Recalled General Clark, the President “started asking questions, and I 
don’t think he stopped all day. He transferred to a jeep at Rabat, where 
Major-General E. N. Harmon, commanding the 2nd Armored Division, was 

195 See, for example, Mark Stoler and Melanie Gustafson, “Creating a Global Allied Strate-
gy,” in their Major Problems in the History of World War II: Documents and Essays (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 2003), 74–108. 
196 John McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections,” McCrea Papers, FDR Library. 
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introduced and joined us for that part of the trip. The President was driven 
within a few feet of the front rank of the troops, which were lined with 
their vehicles.” Then on to review the men of the Third Infantry Division. 
“A stiff wind made the flags and banners stand out smartly, and the outfits 
were polished and alert, so that the President had a fine time, seemed 
pleased with what he saw, and showed his pride for what they had accom-
plished.”197 And in the afternoon, the Ninth U.S. Infantry Division, com-
manded by Major-General Manton Eddy. 
 “I went ‘up the line’ this a.m. beyond Rabat,” the President wrote Dai-
sy that night, and “reviewed about 30,000 Am[erican]. Troops,” followed 
by a visit to Fort Mehdia—“a very stirring day for me & a complete sur-
prise to the Troops.”198 

Given his paralysis, driving in an army jeep caused the President intense 
pain, but he bore it with equanimity: pleased as punch to review combat-
readying soldiers on the battlefield—the brim of his soft Panama hat 
turned up as he held onto the jeep’s guardrail. 
 One British staffer, witnessing the inspection, later recalled how “for-
tunate” he was “in being invited by an American colonel to watch Presi-
dent Roosevelt inspecting an American battalion. I was the only British 
officer present and I was told it was an historic occasion—the first time a 
President of the United States had ever inspected an American unit on 
foreign soil. Instead of the parade receiving the visiting officer with a gen-
eral salute, being inspected and then marching past, the President arrived 
first and took up his seat (in his jeep because of course he was paralyzed) 
at the saluting base. Then the photographers got busy, taking him from all 
angles, from above and below”—the brigadier disgusted by the photogra-
phers “who buzzed round the commanding officer and the leading ranks 

197 Mark Clark, Calculated Risk (London: Harrap, 1951), 148–49. 
198 Letter of Thursday, January 21, 1943, to Daisy Suckley, in Ward, ed., Closest Companion: 
The Unknown Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret 
Suckley (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 199. 
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like flies round a horse’s ears. They put down wooden boxes to stand on 
and photographed the leading ranks from above; they lay on the ground 
and photographed them from the snake’s eye view, rolling out of the way 
to avoid being kicked. Even I, on the touch line, wanted to kick them. The 
proceedings were most undignified. Then the battalion formed up in line 
and the President, with two fierce and heavily armed detectives on his jeep 
and four others, one looking to each point of the compass, in a following 
jeep, drove down the line. Finally he decorated a soldier and then drove 
off.”199 
 Brigadier Davy had been a highly decorated commander and then 
staff officer in Egypt, but like so many British colleagues he had simply no 
understanding of America: of its immigrant history, or the miracle by 
which ethnically and socially disparate citizens were being molded into a 
world power based on democratic principles and the President’s four free-
doms. No picture was ever taken indicating the President’s paralysis, but 
press photographers were aware the whole nation would respond to imag-
es of the U.S. commander in chief out in Africa, inspecting his troops. 
Moreover, from the point of view of public opinion in America, where the 
majority of people favored dealing with Japan before Germany, such patri-
otic images were of inestimable importance. 
 Telling his son Elliott about the trip that evening, the President cer-
tainly brimmed with pride and excitement. “I wish you could have seen 
the expression on the faces of some of those men in the infantry division. 
You could hear ’em say, ‘Gosh—it’s the old man himself!’ And Father 
roared with laughter,” Elliott recalled. He’d eaten field rations there with 
Generals Clark and Patton. And Harry Hopkins. “Harry!” he now called 
upstairs. “How’d you like that lunch in the field, hunh?”200 

199 Unpublished autobiography, chapters 12 through 22, Private Papers of Brigadier 
G.M.O. Davy, PP/MCR/143, courtesy of Documents Department, Imperial War Museum,
London.
200 Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1946), 106.
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 Hopkins, running a bath, thought for a moment. Then called back 
down that, although the food had been somewhat Spartan, he’d loved the 
music. “‘Oh yes,’ said Father. ‘Chattanooga Choo-Choo, Alexander’s Rag-
Time Band, and that one about Texas, where they clap their hands, you 
know …’ 

“‘Deep in the Heart of Texas?’ 
 “‘That’s right. And some waltzes.’” The President paused. “‘Elliott, tell 
me,’” he continued: “‘Would any army in the world but the American army 
have a regimental band playing songs like that while the Commander-in-
Chief ate ham and sweet potatoes and green beans right near by? 
Hmmm?” He even showed Elliott the mess kit he’d eaten lunch out of, 
which he’d brought back with him. When Elliott said he would surely have 
been able to obtain one in America, if he wanted, the President was ap-
palled. “But I ate out of this one, at Rabat,” he told his son with childlike 
pride, “the day I saw three divisions of American soldiers, who are fighting 
a tough war. It’s a good souvenir. I’ll take it home with me.”201 

The President had also visited Port Lyautey, he told Elliott, and seen 
the sunken warships. He’d laid a wreath at the American section of the 
local cemetery—and had looked at the graves of the French who’d op-
posed them. 
 In a world at war, the Commander in Chief wanted to do right by 
those men—and if it was hubris to imagine he could in person get Ameri-
ca’s allies to combine in effecting his two-part vision of the world war and 
the postwar, then that was a designation the “Emperor of the West”—as 
Eisenhower’s British political adviser, Harold Macmillan, described 
him202—accepted. Inspecting three entire U.S. divisions in the theater of 

201 Ibid., 106–7. General Mark Clark, later recalling the episode, confessed that by the 
time the President had asked for the mess kit, it had already been washed and mixed with 
others. Clark had demanded “any mess kit” from the kitchen staff, “And make it fast.” The 
President had been delighted, and had said, “I’ll have them put it in the Smithsonian 
Institution”: Mark Clark, Calculated Risk, 149. 
202 Harold Macmillan, War Diaries: Politics and War in the Mediterranean, January 1943–
May 1945 (London: Macmillan, 1984), 8. 
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combat, he felt his vision was at least grounded in America’s burgeoning 
emergence as a world power: a power that would soon become capable, 
with its allies, of slaying the Nazi monster, unconditionally—and the Japa-
nese demon thereafter. For this he would need, however, not only the 
Prime Minister, but the Emperor of the East: Joseph Stalin. Also, probably, 
the two rivals for leadership of the French empire: Generals Henri Giraud 
and Charles de Gaulle—the latter due to arrive the next day. 





14 
De Gaulle 

Getting Major General de Gaulle to appear in Casablanca had been a trial 
from the start. “On our arrival at Casablanca at the first military meeting 
with the Pres.,” Captain McCrea later recalled, “the Prime Minister in-
formed the Pres. that General De Gaulle, despite his invitation to the Cas-
ablanca conference by the P.M., had decided not to attend.”203 
 Since Major General de Gaulle was the leader of the Free French 
movement in London, it was considered vital to get him and General Gi-
raud, the French high commissioner under Eisenhower, to meld the forces 
under one authority, if they were to contribute to the liberation not only of 
North Africa and France but of Europe. 
 De Gaulle’s refusal to come to Casablanca had thus been a nasty shot 
across the President’s bows. Roosevelt was “greatly” annoyed, McCrea re-
called. “The Pres. told the P.M. rather sternly, I thought, that it was up to 
the P.M. to get De Gaulle there. At this the P.M. took off on De Gaulle 
about as follows: ‘I tell you Mr. President, Gen. De Gaulle is most difficult 
to handle. We house him. We feed him. We pay him and he refuses to raise 
a finger in support of our war effort. He states vigorously every time he gets 
a chance to do it that he is entitled to military command. I ask you Mr. 
President what sort of a military command could either of us give him?’ 
 “The Pres. acknowledged that no doubt De Gaulle was hard to handle 
and there continued about as follows: ‘Winston, this is a shotgun mar-

203 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections,” McCrea Papers, FDR Library. 
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riage’—referring of course to the hoped-for collaboration between De 
Gaulle and Giraud—and continued, ‘We have our party here, referring to 
Giraud, and I feel it is up to you to get your party here.’ I inwardly 
squirmed a bit,” McCrea confessed, “at the bluntness of the Pres. remarks, 
but he, of course, put a light touch on the proceedings with a hearty laugh. 
I felt easier.”204 
 This was typical FDR. Whether it was wise was another matter. It 
bespoke, however, Roosevelt’s urgency—for it was vital, in his mind, for 
the Western Allies to retain the cohesion of their military coalition if they 
were to persuade the Soviets to go on fighting the Wehrmacht on the East-
ern Front. Especially once the time came to inform Stalin that the Allies 
were not going to launch a Second Front in 1943 unless the Germans col-
lapsed that summer—which seemed unlikely. 
 Day after day Churchill had duly attempted to get de Gaulle to fly out 
to Casablanca. “De Gaulle refused Churchill’s invitation to come from 
London,” the President himself wrote Daisy with a mixture of amusement 
and irritation. “He has declined a second invitation—says he will not be 
‘duressed’ by W.S.C. & especially by the American President—Today I 
asked W.S.C. who paid De Gaulle’s salary—W.S.C. beamed—good idea—
no come—no pay!”205 
 The next day Roosevelt heard that de Gaulle had finally consented. 
“De Gaulle will come! Tomorrow!” the President wrote Daisy in excitement 
on January 21.206 But if the President thought that by bringing de Gaulle 
and Giraud together, he could achieve a genuine marriage, he was to be 
profoundly mistaken. By contrast Winston Churchill, who had been deal-
ing with the quirky, proud, and imperious Major General de Gaulle for two 
and a half years, knew exactly what was to be expected. 

204 Ibid. 
205 Letter to Daisy Suckley, January 20, 1943, in. Ward, Closest Companion, 199. 
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Quite why the President would take personal charge of negotiations with 
the senior French leaders and officials was a mystery to the British prime 
minister—who possessed a far deeper understanding of political realities 
on the European side of the Atlantic than the President. 
 American political policy in Northwest Africa seemed disastrously 
amateur, even the U.S. vice consul at Marrakesh acknowledged. From pub-
lic relations to economics and intelligence, the various Washington agen-
cies “who came to North Africa were at loggerheads with State Department 
policy,” Kenneth Pendar afterward recorded. “The heads of all the agencies 
cooperated, but their subordinates left the French feeling that we, as 
Americans, had no clear policy or ideology of any kind.”207 
 This was all too true. It was also inevitable, perhaps, as the United 
States emerged from its long isolationist slumber and felt its way as the 
world’s foremost military power. Early in the twentieth century the United 
States had considered, then balked at, becoming an empire; now, however, 
it had little alternative, whether that empire was to be territorial or post-
territorial. And this exposed a major weakness in the American system of 
government—for though the President might make military decisions as 
U.S. commander in chief, political decisions were another matter. Not only 
Congress but the free media of the country were entitled to “weigh in”—
making unity of approach virtually impossible. Secretary Hull was even 
more skeptical of de Gaulle than the President. He was equally opposed to 
the restoration of France’s colonial empire in the postwar world save as 
trusteeships—for how could American sons be expected to give their lives 
merely to reestablish a colonial yoke they themselves had thrown off in 
1783? 
 The President—like General Eisenhower—was thus faced with an 
awkward military task: harnessing British and French forces to the yoke of 
the Western Allies, without committing the United States to restitution of 
their colonial empires. 

207 Kenneth Pendar, Adventure in Diplomacy (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co, 1945), 161. 
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 Not even Roosevelt’s personal representative at Eisenhower’s head-
quarters, Robert Murphy, had had any idea of the President’s long-range 
political plans when preparing the Torch invasion: namely, that “Roosevelt 
was planning to encourage extensive reductions in the French empire,” as 
the diplomat delicately put it in his memoirs. Once he met with the Presi-
dent at the Villa Dar es Saada, however, Murphy had been quickly brought 
up to speed—and recognized the postwar agenda the President was seek-
ing. Having congratulated Murphy on the “Darlan deal” that had brought 
such quick Vichy surrender, the President had then looked reproachfully 
at his emissary. “But you overdid things a bit in one of the letters you wrote 
to Giraud before the landings, pledging the United States Government to 
guarantee the return to France of every part of her empire. Your letter may 
make trouble for me after the war.”208 Without further ado, the President 
had gone on to discuss “with several people, including Eisenhower and me, 
the transfer of control of Dakar, Indochina, and other French possessions, 
and he did not seem fully aware how abhorrent his attitude would be to all 
empire-minded French including De Gaulle and also those with whom I 
had negotiated agreements.”209 
 It was the President’s long-term political agenda that set the cat 
among the pigeons, rather than his modest military expectations. And late 
on the evening of Friday, January 22, 1943, after a delightful meal with the 
Sultan of Morocco at the Villa Dar es Saada, the President realized he was 
playing with fire. 

Captain McCrea remembered the fateful night in Casablanca vividly. He 
had hand-delivered the President’s invitation to the Sultan at his palace 
near Rabat the day before. “No Hollywood director could have put on a 
more colorful spectacle,” McCrea recalled. “The Court Yard ankle deep in 
white sand,” the cavalry “dressed in colorful costumes, the white horses 

208 Robert Murphy, Diplomat Among Warriors (New York: Doubleday, 1964), 168. 
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draped in red blankets”210—and the Sultan asking if he might bring with 
him his young teenage son, the Crown Prince, to meet the President. 
 At 7:40 p.m. on the twenty-second, the Sultan had duly arrived with 
his “entourage”—“magnificently attired in white silk robes” and “bearing 
several presents—a gold-mounted dagger for the President in a beautiful 
inlaid teakwood case, and two golden bracelets and high golden tiara for 
Mrs. Roosevelt.”211 In return, the Sultan was given a signed photograph of 
the President in a heavy silver frame, engraved with the presidential seal. 
 It was hardly a fair exchange—yet the Sultan of Morocco and his son 
were delighted, for the evening was historic: it was the first time the Sultan 
had ever been allowed to meet the head of any foreign state other than 
France. 
 Seating the Sultan on his right, the President had proceeded to lay 
out, verbally over dinner, a magic table of postcolonial dreams for the 
country. Morocco, after all, had only been colonized by the French early in 
the twentieth century, becoming a “protectorate” in 1912; it could become a 
sovereign country once again, in the war’s aftermath.  
 Churchill, seated on the President’s left, had grown “more and more 
disgruntled,” Elliott Roosevelt recalled, as the President discussed living 
standards for the nation’s Muslims, better education, and “possible oil de-
posits” in the country. “The Sultan eagerly pounced on this; declared him-
self decidedly in favor of developing any such potentialities, retaining the 
income therefrom; then sadly shook his head as he deplored the lack of 
trained scientists and engineers among his countrymen, technicians who 
would be able to develop such fields unaided,” Elliott wrote. “Father sug-
gested mildly that Moroccan engineers and scientists could of course be 
educated and trained under some sort of reciprocal educational program 
with, for instance, some of our leading universities in the United States.”212 

210 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.”  
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 General Charles Noguès, who as the French resident general had also 
been invited to the dinner but had been placed further down the table, 
“had devoted his career to fortifying the French position in Morocco,” ac-
cording to Robert Murphy’s account, and “could not conceal his outraged 
feelings” at Roosevelt’s talk of postcolonial development and American 
investment.213 At the end of dinner “the Sultan assured Father,” Elliott 
recalled, “he would petition the United States for aid in the development 
of his country. His face glowed. ‘A new future for my country!’”214 
 It was also a new approach to decolonization: discussion, both at 
table and beyond. As word spread, in the days and weeks afterward, the 
story of the dinner would become legendary among Moroccans as a “proof 
of our sincerity in the Atlantic Charter,” another American official remem-
bered—almost every Arab in Morocco feeling “he knew the whole story of 
this diffa and everything that was said, just as if he had been there.”215 
 “It was a delightful dinner, everybody—with one exception—
enjoying himself immensely,” Elliott later recalled. 
 The exception was not General Noguès, however; Elliott meant Mr. 
Churchill. For his part, Robert Murphy remembered the Prime Minister, 
thanks to his “rare abstinence,” being “unnaturally glum throughout the 
evening”—as well as uncomfortable at the mention of the end of colonial 
empires. Captain McCrea, however, recalled Churchill’s clever solution to 
the alcohol problem.  
 “As to no alcoholic beverage being served [in deference to the Sul-
tan],” the President’s naval aide recalled, “the P.M. I think was taken by 
surprise. At any rate he started to glower, the glower being more pro-
nounced during the small talk which preceded the dinner. The Pres. noted 
this and I think was rather amused.” In the meantime, “directly dinner was 
announced seats were taken,” and shortly after dinner started, an “amusing 
incident took place. One of our Secret Service men entered the dining area 
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and whispered to me that a Royal Marine, the P.M.’s orderly, wanted to 
speak to me … He informed me that a most important message had been 
received at the P.M.’s nearby villa which required immediate attention. I 
indicated where the P.M. was seated and told the Marine to so inform the 
P.M.” This he did. “The P.M. after a word with the Pres, withdrew. In about
twenty minutes or thereabouts the P.M. returned. No doubt the message
referred to was urgent,” McCrea allowed, “but on his return it was evident
that the P.M. had taken time out to have a quickie or so while handling the
urgent dispatch. After dinner and when the guests had departed the Pres.
had a good laugh about it all, remarking ‘Winston did not tell me what the
message was about. Do you suppose he can have arranged it?’”216

It was already 10:00 p.m. “The Sultan obviously wanted to stay and 
discuss more specifically and with loving emphasis some of the points 
Father had raised during the dinner,” Elliott recounted, “but Father’s work 
for the evening was cut out for him. A signal to Captain McCrea then, to 
stay and take notes; one to Robert Murphy and Harry Hopkins; one to me 
to hold myself in readiness to act as Ganymede—and all the others left. 
The stage was set for Charles de Gaulle.”217 

It had been Theodore Roosevelt’s dictum—using a supposed West African 
proverb—that a successful leader should “speak softly and carry a big 
stick.” Franklin Roosevelt preferred, however, to keep his stick well con-
cealed, relying on the force of his personality, his high intelligence, his self-
confidence, and his passionate interest in the future to steer people in 
what he considered the right direction. Even the generally dismissive Gen-
eral Patton, who despised politicians, had been won over by him. 

General Marshall had disappointed Patton when dining with him at 
Casablanca on arrival—“Never asked a question,” Patton had noted in his 
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diary.218 The President, by contrast, never stopped asking questions. Pat-
ton had spent one and a half hours with him on January 16—the President 
(whom Patton referred to as A-1) “most affable and interested. We got on 
fine.” The next day Patton had seen the President again, and “we all talked 
over one and one-quarter hours, then went to see B-1”—Churchill. 
 Churchill, the general had sniffed in his diary, “speaks the worst 
French I have ever heard, his eyes run, and he is not at all impressive.”219 
On January 18 Patton had again ridden in the President’s car for an inspec-
tion of the battalion guarding the Anfa enclave. Then on January 19 he’d 
invited the President to dinner at his headquarters—the President after-
ward asking Patton to sit and talk with him, alone, “in car while P.M wait-
ed, for about 30 minutes. He really appeared as a great statesman,” Patton 
jotted in his diary220—and on January 21 the President asked Patton once 
again to ride with him in his car, together with General Clark, following 
lunch and his inspection of the three U.S. divisions at Rabat. “Coming back 
we talked history and armor about which he knows a lot,” Patton recorded. 
“F.D.R. says that in Georgia,” in the Soviet Union, “there are Crusaders’ 
Castles intact and that hundreds of suits of armor exist. Then he got on to 
politics”221—with somewhat withering remarks about Vice President Hen-
ry Wallace as his potential heir, or even Harry Hopkins; “neither of them 
had any personality,” he claimed, which would rule out any hope of their 
winning election. Even Churchill drew the President’s less-than-
complimentary appraisal in terms of empire and future global security. 
“He also discussed the P.M. to his disadvantage. Says India is lost and that 
Germany and Japan must be destroyed.”222 Above all, however, the Presi-
dent listened—especially to Patton’s military judgment. The general 
pointed out how green American forces still were, in terms of fighting. 

218 Entry of January 14, 1943, The Patton Diaries II, ed. Martin Blumenson (Boston: Hough-
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“People speak of Germany and Japan as defeated,” the general warned 
sagely, but “we have never even attacked them with more than a divi-
sion.”223 
 Churchill’s ill grace at dinner with the Sultan particularly irritated 
Patton—who claimed the Sultan had “especially asked” to see the Presi-
dent in private, “before Churchill arrived,” as he did not seem to like the 
Prime Minister. Already on arrival the Prime Minister appeared, it had 
seemed to Patton, “in a very bad temper … No wine, only orange juice and 
water. Churchill was very rude, the President was great, talking volubly in 
bad French and really doing his stuff,” Patton recorded that night. The 
tanker had personally driven the Sultan home. “On way Sultan said, ‘Truly 
your President is a very great man and a true friend of myself and my peo-
ple. He shines by comparison with the other one”—the “boor” Church-
ill.224 

Patton was being unfair, however—for neither he nor Captain McCrea had 
any idea of the real cause of Churchill’s distemper. 
 The President did. After the Sultan’s departure, the Prime Minister 
quickly explained. De Gaulle had just visited him, before dinner, at the 
Villa Mirador—and had scotched any prospect that his arrival would lead 
to the unification of the Free French movement in London and the French 
Imperial Council in Algiers, under Giraud. 
 De Gaulle had been not only intransigent, but rude to the point of 
insult—“a very stony interview,” as Churchill described it to the President. 
The Prime Minister thus begged the President not to see de Gaulle that 
night, but to put off the meeting to the next day, when de Gaulle would 
have had more time to simmer down. 
 The President, however, insisted de Gaulle be brought straight to 
him. Thus did the Free French major general arrive at the Villa Dar es 
Saada, along with two aides, at 10:20 p.m., “with black clouds swirling 
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around his high head and with very poor grace” according to the Presi-
dent’s son:225 there to meet the U.S. commander in chief whose troops had 
“liberated” Algeria and Morocco. 

225 Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It, 112. 
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In a cable to his secretary of state, the President had explained just why he 
was attempting to accomplish a “shotgun” wedding of the Free French 
leader from London, where anti-Vichy feeling was high, and the French 
high commissioner under General Eisenhower from Algiers, where former 
Vichy administrators and officers still predominated. Though Roosevelt 
claimed it to be for unity of the French cause, the truth was, the President 
felt he must give critics of his use of former Vichy personnel in North Afri-
ca a sign—a symbol not just of reconciliation but proof that though the 
United States had acted out of expedience, it was fully resolved to defeat 
fascism in all its forms.  
 De Gaulle, unhappily, was loath to oblige—raising serious questions 
about what kind of “liberation” the Americans were intending to bring to 
Europe. “It had been my hope that we could avoid political discussions at 
this time,” the President cabled to Hull, in part to explain why he hadn’t 
thought to bring the secretary of state to Casablanca, “but I found on arri-
val that American and British newspapers had made such a mountain out 
of a rather small hill that I should not return to Washington without hav-
ing achieved settlement of this matter.”226 
 Knocking de Gaulle’s and Giraud’s heads together, he imagined with 
presidential hubris, he would show the free world there was a good, just, 
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fair, and effective alternative to Nazi rule, illustrated by men of goodwill 
coming together to make democracy work once again, as the Nazis were 
forced to retreat. 
 Sitting on the large sofa in the villa’s drawing room, the President 
thus bade de Gaulle sit beside him, and attempted, in his best conversa-
tional French, to apply salve to the major general’s wounded pride as a 
Frenchman summoned to appear before an American on what de Gaulle 
had always thought of as French soil: the President beginning by explain-
ing how he’d come to Casablanca, as U.S. commander in chief, to discuss 
military operations against the Axis powers in the Mediterranean for the 
coming year. Mr. Stalin had been invited, but had been unable to leave the 
Stalingrad front. The purpose of the Casablanca meeting was, therefore, to 
“get on with the war,” and answer the question “Where do we go from 
here?” 
 In this context, the President elaborated, he appreciated there were 
different political views on how North Africa, once liberated from the Nazi 
yoke, should fare, but the war was not yet won; the “problem of North Afri-
ca should be regarded,” therefore, “as a military one and that the political 
situation should be entirely incident to the military situation.” How to 
bring “as much pressure as possible to bear on the enemy at the earliest 
possible moment” in Tunisia was the order of the day, he claimed;227 Ad-
miral Darlan, for all his faults, had done his best to make this happen, and 
General Giraud, his successor, was doing the same. Surely, by moving his 
London Free French committee to Algiers and fusing it with Giraud’s or-
ganization, the war could be won more swiftly than if the French war ef-
fort were to be hobbled, right at the beginning, by political dissension? 
 De Gaulle, however, seemed to be a man from a different planet. That 
American forces had come thousands of miles, and suffered a thousand 
deaths at the hands of French troops while attempting to roll back the Axis 
tide and evict the Germans in North Africa as the first step toward the de-
feat of Hitler was—at least at that moment—a matter of complete indif-

227 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.” 
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ference to the French general. He’d hoped, rather, for an invitation to 
come to Washington to meet with the President as the leader of the Free 
French movement, and for security reasons (Free French headquarters 
was reputed to leak like a proverbial sieve) had not been told of the Casa-
blanca Conference—just as he had not been told beforehand of the Torch 
invasion. Feeling insulted, he’d therefore resisted Churchill’s invitation to 
fly out to Casablanca, not only out of pique, but because he foresaw mat-
ters of political importance being decided and would have no time to pre-
pare for such discussions, he claimed. Forced nevertheless to present him-
self, on pain of the Free French movement being stripped of all funds and 
support in London, he’d reluctantly agreed to travel—promising nothing, 
however. His arrival at Medouina airport had then given him an indication 
how low he was on the American totem pole: no band playing “La Marseil-
laise”; the windows of the car taking him to Anfa soaped lest he be recog-
nized; American troops and sentries everywhere—and in a country he 
considered a part of France, not a protectorate. 
 Interrupting Roosevelt, de Gaulle “made some remark to the Presi-
dent with reference to the sovereignty of French Morocco,” Captain 
McCrea wrote in his notes of the meeting that night—having been asked 
to stand outside while the President and the general talked. It was, he add-
ed, “a relatively poor point of vantage—a crack in a door slightly ajar,” and 
with the Frenchman’s voice so low “as to be inaudible to me.”228 
 Moroccan sovereignty was not what the President was prepared to 
discuss with the somewhat mad major general from London, however—
especially after spending the evening with Morocco’s rightful ruler. Mo-
rocco had become a French protectorate only in 1912, barely thirty years 
ago; it could not by any stretch of the imagination be considered “French” 
soil, in the President’s eyes, and de Gaulle’s assumption that the country 
was to be reestablished as part of the “French Empire,” thanks to American 
blood and courage, aroused Roosevelt’s deepest anticolonial feelings. 

228 “Roosevelt De-Gaulle Conversation, January 22, 1943,” FRUS I, 694. 
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 Reestablishing imperial French sovereignty over colonized peoples 
promised a hiding to nothing, whereas the opportunity to get “advanced” 
Western nations to embrace the notion of responsible development in 
former colonies, encouraging global trade and education, would offer, he 
felt, mutual benefits. Above all, it would give moral purpose to the postwar 
democracies, especially if the struggle between capitalism and com-
munism worsened. The President therefore dismissed de Gaulle’s remarks 
over French sovereignty over Morocco, “stating that the sovereignty of the 
occupied territories”—territories occupied now by U.S. forces of libera-
tion—“was not under consideration.” Moreover, he stated, it would be up 
to the occupied countries—like mainland France, once liberated—to elect 
their own postwar governments to help decide such matters, not jump the 
gun and be saddled with decisions made by warring factions in exile; in 
fact, “none of the contenders for power in North Africa had the right to say 
that he, and only he, represented the sovereignty of France,” Roosevelt 
claimed—neither Giraud nor de Gaulle. “The President pointed out,” 
McCrea recorded, “that the sovereignty of France, as in our country, rested 
with the people, but that unfortunately the people of France were not now 
in a position to exercise that sovereignty. It was, therefore, necessary for 
the military commander in the area [General Eisenhower] to accept the 
political situation as he found it and to collaborate with those in authority 
in the country at the time that the occupation took place so long as those 
in authority chose to be of assistance to the military commander. The Pres-
ident stated that any other course of action would have been indefensi-
ble.”229 
 Nor did Roosevelt stop there. It was not, he said, simply a matter of 
temporary accommodation and practicality. With the whole of mainland 
France now under German occupation230 and no legitimate or elected 
French government in exile, it was the task of the Allies—the United Na-

229 Ibid., 695. 
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tions—“to resort to the legal analogy of ‘trusteeship,’” not committees of 
self-appointed exiles. It was the President’s view “that the Allied Nations 
fighting in French territory at the moment were fighting for the liberation 
of France and that they should hold the political situation in ‘trusteeship’ 
for the French people. In other words, the President stated that France is 
in the position of a little child unable to look out and fend for itself and 
that in such a case, a court would appoint a trustee to do the necessary.” 
He pointed out that General Giraud understood this very well, and wanted 
only “to get on with the war”—namely, the “urgent task of freeing French 
territory of the enemy.” Only then could questions of sovereignty, empire, 
and the like be addressed. “The President stated that following the Civil 
War in our home country, there was conflict of political thought and that 
while many mistakes were made, nevertheless, the people realized that 
personal pride and personal prejudices must often be subordinated for the 
good of the country as a whole, and the contending French leaders could 
well follow such a program. The only course of action that could save 
France, said the President, was for all her loyal sons to unite to defeat the 
enemy, and that when the war was ended, victorious France could once 
again assert the political sovereignty which was hers over her homeland 
and her empire. At such time all political considerations would be laid 
before the sovereign people themselves and that by the use of the demo-
cratic processes inherent throughout France and its empire. Political dif-
ferences would be resolved.”231 
 De Gaulle looked stunned by such paternalistic American arrogance. 
He’d endured, he felt, one insult after another that day. “No troops pre-
sented honors,” he later recalled of his arrival at Medouina, “although 
American sentries maintained a wide periphery around us.” Instead, some 
American cars had driven up to the plane. “I stepped into the first one,” he 
recorded—as well as his shame when Brigadier General William Wilbur, 
“before getting in with me, dipped a rag in the mud and smeared all the 
windows. These precautions were taken in order to conceal the presence 

231 “Roosevelt De-Gaulle Conversation, January 22, 1943,” FRUS I, 696. 
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of General de Gaulle and his colleagues in Morocco,” de Gaulle lamented, 
using the third person. Once inside the barbed-wire compound, moreover, 
he’d felt even more insulted. “In short, it was captivity,” he remembered 
feeling—a giraffe incarcerated in an American zoo. “I had no objection to 
the Anglo-American leaders’ imposing it on themselves, but the fact that 
they were applying it to me, and furthermore on territory under French 
sovereignty, seemed to me a flagrant insult.” Meeting five-star General 
Giraud, his former commander from 1940, that afternoon, de Gaulle—
though a mere major general—blamed Giraud for not feeling similarly 
aggrieved. “What’s this? I ask you for an interview four times over and we 
have to meet in a barbed-wire encampment among foreign powers? Don’t 
you realize,” de Gaulle sneered, “how odious this is from a purely national 
point of view?”232 
 Giraud didn’t. In fact, given that U.S. troops had now liberated Mo-
rocco from Nazi control, as laid down under the 1940 armistice agreement, 
he considered de Gaulle the one who was odious and insulting, especially 
when de Gaulle had pulled from his pocket a copy of Giraud’s letter of 
loyalty to Marshal Pétain, written the previous spring after his escape from 
a German prison in Germany and seeking safety from the Nazis in Vichy 
France.233 Once Hitler had ordered the occupation of the whole of metro-
politan France, Giraud had immediately revoked his letter, and had con-
sented to be brought by Allied submarine to Algeria to take military com-
mand of the anti-Axis forces. He’d found it typical of de Gaulle to com-
mence discussions of French unity by producing a copy of such a past 
document from his pocket; with de Gaulle, you were either subordinate to 
him or against him. Worst of all, de Gaulle’s main opponent seemed nei-
ther Hitler nor even Giraud, but the U.S. president. 
 “Franklin Roosevelt was governed by the loftiest ambitions,” de 
Gaulle allowed later—but not the sort of ambitions of which de Gaulle 
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approved. “His intelligence, his knowledge and his audacity gave him the 
ability, the powerful state of which he was the leader afforded him the 
means, and the war offered him the occasion to realize them. If the great 
nation he directed had long been inclined to isolate itself from distant 
enterprises and to mistrust a Europe ceaselessly lacerated by wars and 
revolutions, a kind of messianic impulse now swelled the American spirit 
and oriented it toward vast undertakings,” the major general described in 
his haughty prose—undertakings, at any rate, that were antithetical to de 
Gaulle and to the reconstitution of the French Empire under him. Once 
America had “yielded” to “that taste for intervention in which the instinct 
for domination cloaked itself,” he recorded—ignoring France’s capitula-
tion to Hitler, Japan’s attack at Pearl Harbor, and Hitler’s declaration of 
war on the United States—“from the moment America entered the war, 
Roosevelt meant the peace to be an American peace, convinced that he 
must be the one to dictate its structure, that the states that had been over-
run should be subject to his judgment, and that France in particular 
should recognize him as its savior and arbiter.”234 
 This was not far from the truth. The fact that Americans, not 
Frenchmen, were being asked by their president and commander in chief 
to die, if necessary, to liberate de Gaulle’s country—a country that had put 
up the most feeble fight against the Germans in 1940, and had submitted 
to an abject armistice with almost no protest ever since, indeed had at-
tempted to prevent U.S. forces from landing in Morocco and Algeria while 
not lifting a finger to stop the Germans from occupying Tunisia—was of 
zero interest to de Gaulle, who deprecated Roosevelt as “a star actor” un-
willing to share the limelight de Gaulle craved. “In short, beneath his patri-
cian mask of courtesy,” de Gaulle wrote, “Roosevelt regarded me without 
benevolence.”235 
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 At 10:55 p.m. the interview came to an end. The “Frenchman unfold-
ed his complete height,” Elliott recalled, “and marched with formality and 
no backward glance to the door.”236 

The President was as put out as was de Gaulle. A seminal political encoun-
ter of the war had taken place, pitting American progressive political ideas 
against recalcitrant French imperialist ideology. There had certainly been 
no meeting of minds. What it showed was that the President’s views on 
postwar world democracy, as enshrined in the Atlantic Charter, were going 
to be very, very difficult to apply. 
 Churchill then came back to the Villa Dar es Saada and, together with 
Harry Hopkins, Robert Murphy, and Harold Macmillan, they rehashed the 
evening’s discussions and their implications. 
 Outwardly, the President seemed unconcerned. “Father seemed un-
perturbed by the mighty sulk to which de Gaulle treated him,” Elliott re-
called, as well as his father’s philosophical attitude. “The past is past, and 
it’s done,” the President pronounced, attempting to be positive. “We’ve 
nearly solved this thing now. These two:”—meaning Generals Giraud and 
de Gaulle—“equal rank, equal responsibility in setting up the Provisional 
Assembly. When that’s done, French democracy is reborn. When that Pro-
visional Assembly starts to act, French democracy takes its first steps. 
Presently French democracy will be in a position to decide for itself what is 
to become of Giraud, or of de Gaulle. It will no longer be our affair.”237 A 
democratically elected French government would decide. 
 In his own mind, however, Roosevelt was far from happy. He was 
already worried whether his notion of global postwar democracy, based on 
the Atlantic Charter, would be honored in Europe, once the Russians be-
gan pushing back the Germans on the Eastern Front. 
 The Soviets were a major concern. His brief interview with de Gaulle 
had indicated all too clearly, though, just how obstinately the old imperial 
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powers would seek to reestablish and then hang on to their colonial pos-
sessions—the “unity of her vast Empire,” as de Gaulle proudly called 
it238—rather than pursue the ideal of postwar, postimperial common-
wealths of sovereign countries bound by history and culture, not the gun-
boat. And in this respect, Churchill was little different from de Gaulle. 
 How, though, persuade those dying empires to embrace the future 
rather than the past? How encourage them to join in creating a new world 
order, not reestablish the tottering colonial empires that had doomed Eu-
rope and the Far East after World War I? 
 When Churchill finally left the House of Happiness at half past mid-
night, the President went to bed but asked Elliott to sit with him, and in 
the quiet of his Casablanca villa, he unburdened his soul. 

Though he’d said to Churchill they must move on with the prosecution of 
the war and not permit themselves to be sidetracked by French factional-
ism, the President was in truth deeply affected by his contretemps with de 
Gaulle. 
 “We’ve talked, the last few days,” the President told his son, “about 
gradually turning the civil control of France over to a joint Giraud–de 
Gaulle government, to administer as it is liberated. An interim control, to 
last only until free elections can again be held … but how de Gaulle will 
fight it!” he snorted. Not only did de Gaulle speak of himself as a sort of 
Joan of Arc, but his dream was the restoration of France on the back of its 
colonies. “He made it quite clear that he expects the Allies to return all 
French colonies to French control immediately upon their liberation. You 
know,” Roosevelt confided to his son, “quite apart from the fact that the 
Allies will have to maintain military control of French colonies here in 
North Africa for months, maybe years, I’m by no means sure in my own 
mind that we’d be right to return France to her colonies at all, ever, with-
out first obtaining in the case of each individual colony some sort of 
pledge, some sort of statement of just exactly what was planned, in terms 
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of each colony’s administration”239—much as Congress had done with 
regard to the Philippines in 1932. 
 Elliott was amazed. “Hey, listen, Pop. I don’t quite see this. I know the 
colonies are important—but after all, they do belong to France … how 
come we can talk about not returning them?”240 
 Roosevelt’s retort was instant. “How do they belong to France?” he 
countered. “Why does Morocco, inhabited by Moroccans, belong to 
France? Or take Indo-China. The Japanese control that colony now. Why 
was it a cinch for the Japanese to conquer that land? The native Indo-
Chinese have been so flagrantly downtrodden that they thought to them-
selves: Anything must be better, than to live under French colonial rule! 
Should a land belong to France?” he demanded. “By what logic and by 
what custom and by what historical rule?”241 
 “I’m talking about another war, Elliott,” the President told his son, 
“his voice suddenly sharp,” Elliott recalled. “I’m talking about what will 
happen to our world, if after this war we allow millions of people to slide 
back into the same semi-slavery.” 
 He looked deadly serious. “Don’t think for a moment, Elliott, that 
Americans would be dying in the Pacific tonight, if it hadn’t been for the 
shortsighted greed of the French and the British and the Dutch. Shall we 
allow them to do it all, all over again?”242 
 It would be hard enough to revive the battered economies of the 
world and guard against the insidious, antidemocratic ideology of com-
munism, but how much harder it promised to be if Britain, France, and the 
Netherlands committed themselves to huge military and financial outlays 
to perpetuate imperialism. They would then be, he predicted, sucked into 
vain efforts to stop calls for self-government and self-determination in 
their former colonies—a recipe for postwar disaffection, revolt, and wars. 
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 “One sentence, Elliott. Then I’m going to kick you out of here. I’m 
tired. This is the sentence: When we’ve won the war, I will work with all 
my might and main to see to it that the United States is not wheedled into 
the position of accepting any plan that will further France’s 
imperialist ambitions, or that will aid or abet the British Empire in its 
imperial ambitions.”243 
 And with that the President pointed to the door—and the light 
switch. 

Before he returned to his photoreconnaissance unit in Algiers, Elliott Roo-
sevelt had one more talk with his father. It was clear de Gaulle’s determi-
nation to reassert French imperialism still enervated the President. De 
Gaulle had at least been open about his aims, however—to the point of 
outright rudeness. Churchill was, by contrast, keeping his own counsel for 
later. The President therefore interrogated Elliott as to opinion among U.S. 
troops and airmen—what did they, who were risking their lives, think? 
 Before Elliott could respond, his father launched into another deeply 
felt articulation of his views. “You see, what the British have done, down 
the centuries, historically, is the same thing. They’ve chosen their allies 
wisely and well. They’ve always been able to come out on top, with the 
same reactionary grip on the peoples of the world and the markets of the 
world, through every war they’ve ever been in. 

 “This time,” his father continued, “we’re Britain’s ally. And it’s right 
we should be. But … first at Argentia, later in Washington, now here at 
Casablanca,” the President reminded Elliott, “I’ve tried to make it clear to 
Winston—and the others—that while we’re their allies, and in it to victory 
by their side, they must never get the idea that we’re in it just to help them 
hang on to the archaic, medieval Empire ideas.”244 
 Elliott agreed, but his father wasn’t done. “I hope they realize they’re 
not senior partner.” America was—and would be more and more so, as the 
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war progressed and the postwar world took shape. The United States was 
“not going to sit by, after we’ve won, and watch their system stultify the 
growth of every country in Asia and half the countries in Europe to boot,” 
he warned. Britain had “signed the Atlantic Charter” at Argentia, and “I 
hope they realize the United States government means to make them live 
up to it.”245 
 These were perhaps the most impassioned words Elliott had ever 
heard his father say—spoken after inspecting thirty thousand young 
Americans preparing for imminent combat, and having visited the ceme-
tery of those who had already fallen. They also helped explain his father’s 
determination to insist upon unconditional surrender of the Axis powers, 
precluding any possibility of negotiated armistice with nations simply too 
dangerous to be allowed ever to rearm. 
 Operation Symbol had been the code name given to the Casablanca 
Conference. The biggest symbol of Roosevelt’s intent to end German, Ital-
ian, and Japanese military empires and establish a completely new, post-
imperialist global order would be, the President had planned, his forth-
coming announcement to the world, on the field of battle, of his implaca-
ble condition for ending the war.  

Hour after hour the President had hoped that de Gaulle would make at 
least a tentative agreement to work with General Giraud—one that could 
be announced at the President’s looming press conference. 
 De Gaulle refused, however, to make any accommodation with his 
French rival. In particular he turned down a draft communiqué drawn up 
by Robert Murphy and Harold Macmillan, Eisenhower’s British political 
adviser—declaring he would not be party to any solution to French politi-
cal matters “brought about by the intervention of a foreign power, no mat-
ter how high and how friendly.”246 
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 The President, with a kind of bemused amazement, breathed another 
sigh of vexation. “Finished the staff conferences—all agreed—De Gaulle a 
headache—said yesterday he was Jeanne d’Arc & today that he is Georges 
Clemenceau,” he scribbled to Daisy—for de Gaulle now insisted on a 
compact with Giraud in which he, Major General de Gaulle, would be the 
French political leader in exile, while Giraud would be merely the French 
military commander in chief—whom de Gaulle could dismiss. Giraud, 
who had come to hate de Gaulle with Gallic venom over the past few days, 
refused. There would thus be no unification of the Free French and Algiers 
committees—and with that, de Gaulle prepared to leave Casablanca. 
 The President was disappointed, but tried not to be unduly con-
cerned. 
 De Gaulle, for his part, believed he’d made his point: proving to the 
President of the United States and the world that he, on behalf of La 
France, was not going to toady to American wishes, or dollars. He certainly 
seemed to have no idea how rude he’d been, or how small he appeared, in 
the President’s eyes, despite his six-foot-six-inch height. History had given 
him the chance to lead a great reconciliation of neutral, Vichy, and Free 
French nationals in the struggle to defeat the Axis powers and to usher in a 
new world. Instead, he’d pursued the politics of personal ambition and an 
implacable view of French honor. However laudable the latter, it was sheer 
obstructionism in terms of the war against the Third Reich—something de 
Gaulle seemed unable to comprehend. To his aide, Hettier de Boislambert, 
he confided, the night he’d met the President at the Villa Dar es Saada: 
“You see, I have met a great statesman today, I think we got along and un-
derstood each other well”—but the truth was the very opposite. 
 For his part, Churchill was dumbfounded. Learning that de Gaulle 
was refusing to sign the proposed communiqué, prior to the President’s 
press conference, “he was beside himself with rage,” the historian of the 
Churchill–de Gaulle relationship later chronicled. “General de Gaulle’s 
farewell visit to the Prime Minister was therefore uncommonly animated, 
even by Churchillian standards; the latter chose to omit any reference to it 
in his memoirs. Not so General de Gaulle,” François Kersaudy chronicled. 
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 Kersaudy was not exaggerating. De Gaulle’s account, recording how 
Churchill had threatened to “denounce” him “in the Commons and on the 
radio” unless he signed the communiqué, pulled no punches. The Prime 
Minister was “free to dishonor himself,” de Gaulle had retorted. “In order 
to satisfy America at any cost, he was espousing a cause unacceptable to 
France, disquieting to Europe, and regrettable to England.”247 
 Churchill was apoplectic, but in one sense de Gaulle was right. The 
President was a true statesman, and even if he disliked de Gaulle for mak-
ing difficulties, he understood him, for all his foibles, as a statesman in the 
making. Thus at the Villa Dar es Saada shortly before noon on January 24, 
Roosevelt accepted that de Gaulle would simply not sign an interim com-
muniqué or agreement of a three-man Committee for the Liberation of 
France—and did not turn away from Charles d’Arc, so to speak. Instead, in 
his inimitable fashion, the President asked for at least a symbol of French 
purpose in fighting the Nazis. “In human affairs the public must be offered 
some drama,” Roosevelt said to the general. “The news of your meeting 
with General Giraud in the midst of a conference in which both Churchill 
and I are taking part, if it were to be accompanied by a joint declaration of 
the French leaders—even only a theoretical agreement—would produce 
the dramatic effect required.”248 
 The President’s almost Olympian approach and charm moved de 
Gaulle, as Churchill’s did not. “‘Let me handle it,’” de Gaulle later recalled 
his response. “‘There will be a communiqué, even though it cannot be 
yours.’ Thereupon I presented my [French] colleagues to the President and 
he introduced me to his.”249 
 The press conference was due to take place at midday, but Harry 
Hopkins, mistaking de Gaulle’s sudden graciousness, rushed out and 
grabbed General Giraud, asking him and Churchill to enter, in the hope 
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that, if he could get “the four of them into a room together,” then “we could 
get an agreement.”250 
 This was silly, in view of de Gaulle’s stalwart refusal to allow a “for-
eign power” to dictate French agreements. Moreover, Churchill’s renewed 
“diatribe and his threats against me, with the obvious intention of flatter-
ing Roosevelt’s disappointed vanity,” as de Gaulle put it in his memoirs, 
only made matters worse. But Roosevelt would not have been Roosevelt, 
the leader of the United Nations and a man of almost heartbreaking hu-
manity, if he had not attempted a different approach. He therefore made 
one last request of de Gaulle, “on which he had set his heart,” as de Gaulle 
recalled. 
 “Would you agree to [at least] being photographed beside me and the 
British Prime Minister, along with General Giraud?” he asked, in “the kind-
est manner.” 
 “By all means,” de Gaulle responded, “for I have the highest regard for 
this great soldier.” 
 “Would you go so far as to shake General Giraud’s hand in our pres-
ence and in front of the camera?” 
 “My answer, in English, was, ‘I shall do that for you.’ Whereupon Mr. 
Roosevelt, delighted, had himself carried into the garden where four chairs 
had been prepared beforehand, with innumerable cameras trained on 
them and several rows of reporters lined up with their pens poised.”251 

250 Sherwood, Roosevelt & Hopkins, 693. 
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The Unconditional Surrender Meeting 

“Casablanca, French Morocco,” the AP reporter (once his report 
was cleared for release) described, was “probably the most important 
gathering of leaders of two great nations in history.” It was also, the 
reporter maintained, even more extraordinary for the setting—the 
results “disclosed in the most informal press conference ever held.”252 
 The picture, in the midst of a global war, was certainly unique—the 
scene a “garden of a villa on the outskirts of Casablanca,” where “the 
entire area for blocks around was full of troops, anti-aircraft 
equipment and barbed wire. The correspondents were told they would 
have a conference at noon. They assembled in the rear garden of the 
villa, which is a luxurious gleaming white home with many windows 
overlooking the Atlantic. In the garden were two white leather chairs. A 
microphone was in front of them for newsreel camera men. Red 
flowers were in profusion. Inside, reporters could see Harry A. Hopkins 
and his son, who is now a corporal, rushing around making 
arrangements. Then Lieut. Colonel Elliott Roosevelt appeared at the 
rear door carrying two more chairs. The President appeared. He wore a 
gray business suit and a black tie, and, as usual was smoking a cigarette 
in a long holder. A minute later Prime Minister Churchill walked out 
with a cigar in his mouth.”253 
252 “Historic Meeting Informal in Tone: Reporters Sit on Garden Grass at Leaders’ Feet to 
Hear of Momentous Talks,” New York Times, January 27, 1943. 
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 The two giant, giraffe-like French generals in their kepis were also 
brought out. “Some photographers called out, ‘Generals shake hands!’” 
Captain McCrea recounted—and, as agreed with de Gaulle, when the 
President said, “Why not? You two Frenchmen are loyal to your country 
and that warrants a handshake anytime,” they did so—not only once but 
twice, since cameramen complained they’d failed, in their surprise, to get a 
good photo the first time. 
 “The four actors put on their smiles,” de Gaulle later recorded—in a 
chapter of his memoirs that he titled “Comedy.” “The agreed-upon gestures 
were made. Everything went off perfectly! America would be satisfied, on 
such evidence, that the French question had found its deus ex machina in 
the person of the President.”254 
 Giraud was as sniffy of the proceedings as de Gaulle, but for the op-
posite reason: to wit, his profound hostility to de Gaulle, a mere major 
general who had only minimal support from Frenchmen in Northwest 
Africa, appearing on the same stage—especially after having been so rude 
to him ever since he’d arrived. The very suggestion the two Frenchmen 
might work amicably together seemed to him dishonest, however noble its 
intention. “Excellent photos that will be transmitted across the world, and 
be seen as documentary evidence of irrefutable veracity,” he recalled sar-
castically several years later. “That,” he added, “is how public opinion is 
fashioned.”255 
 It was—unabashedly, since Allied unity was as important a weapon 
in the war as military arms. Even the President’s naval aide was amazed. 
“The pictures went all over the world and I would suppose contributed to 
French unity in all parts of the globe,” McCrea reflected, for even he had 
not foreseen the power of such simple imagery. “The President literally 
cajoled the two proud and greatly different persons into making a gesture 
of friendship—and did it well, indeed. The generals bade farewell to the 
President and the Prime Minister and then withdrew—forthwith,” leaving 

254 De Gaulle, The Complete War Memoirs, vol. 2, 399. 
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the President to explain to reporters from across the world the purpose of 
the summit that had just concluded. 
 In his business suit and tie, sitting with his long legs crossed, the Pres-
ident “invited the assembled newsmen to seat themselves on the lawn and 
make themselves comfortable for the discussion which was to follow,” the 
AP reporter described. “It was a beautiful day—brilliant sunshine and with 
these two heads of state the correspondents heard a complete description 
of the purpose and the reasons of bringing the British and our own Chiefs 
of Staff together in North Africa for discussions necessary for further pros-
ecution of the war.”256 
 The President certainly looked the picture of confidence and good 
health. Referring to Torch, he began by reminding his audience how the 
current campaign in North Africa had begun. “This meeting,” he explained, 
“goes back to the successful landing operations last November, which as 
you all know were initiated as far back as a year ago, and put into definite 
shape shortly after the Prime Minister’s visit to Washington in June. 
 “After the operations of last November,” the President went on, “it 
became perfectly clear, with the successes, that the time had come for 
another review of the situation, and a planning for the next steps, especial-
ly steps to be taken in 1943.” It was for this reason he’d arranged for 
Churchill to come to Casablanca, “and our respective staffs came with us, 
to discuss the practical steps to be taken by the United Nations for prose-
cution of the war. We have been here about a week.”257 
 For the journalists who had been kept in the dark since the Presi-
dent’s State of the Union address on January 7 in Washington, D.C., two 
weeks before, this was something of a bombshell. The very fact that the 
two leaders of the Western democratic alliance could have spent an entire 
week on the recent field of battle without anyone knowing was a shock—
the more so as no American president had ever previously traveled abroad 
in wartime, or even flown in an airplane while in office. Yet here he was, in 

256 “Historic Meeting Informal in Tone,” New York Times. 
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bright Moroccan sunlight, addressing them—largely extempore and in 
person. 

I might add, too, that we began talking about this after the first of 
December [1942], and at that time we invited Mr. Stalin to join us 
at a convenient meeting place. Mr. Stalin very greatly desired to 
come, but he was precluded from leaving Russia because he was 
conducting the new Russian offensive against the Germans along 
the whole line. We must remember that he is Commander in 
Chief [of the Soviet armies], and that he is responsible for the 
very wonderful detailed plan which has been brought to such a 
successful conclusion since the beginning of the offensive. 
Knowing the Russians had cornered the German Sixth Army at Sta-

lingrad, the President had felt certain the surviving Germans would now 
be killed or forced to surrender—whatever Hitler might order to the con-
trary. It was a tremendous Soviet victory in the making, after months of the 
most lethal, often hand-to-hand, combat of the war, involving vast casual-
ties. Soon the Western Allies would be achieving a similar, momentous 
victory, however, the President implied. “In spite of the fact that Mr. Stalin 
was unable to come, the results of the staff meeting have been communi-
cated to him, so that we will continue to keep in very close touch,” Roose-
velt assured the reporters. Meantime, with regard to the many meetings 
and discussions between the U.S., British, and French generals, the Presi-
dent expressed his great satisfaction as U.S. commander in chief. What had 
taken place was different, he said, from, say, Lincoln’s visits to his generals 
in the field, or those of Allied leaders in World War I. This was now coali-
tion warfare, on a global scale, but with the leaders and their military staffs 
working in the closest cooperation and harmony: 

I think it can be said that the studies during the past week or ten 
days are unprecedented in history. Both the Prime Minister and I 
think back to the days of the first World War when conferences 
between the French and British and ourselves very rarely lasted 
more than a few hours or a couple of days. The [U.S. and British] 
Chiefs of Staffs have been in intimate touch; they have lived in 
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the same hotel. Each man has become a definite personal friend 
of his opposite number on the other side. 

Furthermore, these conferences have discussed, I think for the 
first time in history, the whole global picture. It isn’t just one 
front, just one ocean, or one continent—it is literally the whole 
world; and that is why the Prime Minister and I feel that the con-
ference is unique in the fact that it has this global aspect. 
 The Combined Staffs, in these conferences and studies during 
the past week or ten days, have proceeded on the principle of 
pooling all of the resources of the United Nations. And I think the 
second point is that they have reaffirmed the determination to 
maintain the initiative against the Axis powers in every part of 
the world. 
Over the past ten days, the President explained, the talks had exam-

ined how the Western Allies were to keep “the initiative during 1943,” 
moreover to keep sending “all possible material aid to the Russian offen-
sive, with the double object of cutting down the manpower of Germany 
and her satellites, and continuing the very great attrition of German muni-
tions and materials of all kinds which are being destroyed every day in 
such large quantities by the Russian armies. And, at the same time, the 
Staffs have agreed on giving all possible aid to the heroic struggle of Chi-
na—remembering that China is in her sixth year of the war—with the 
objective, not only in China but in the whole of the Pacific area, of ending 
any Japanese attempt in the future to dominate the Far East.” 
 It was at this point that the President, looking down at his notes, 
came to the crux of his outdoor statement—its historic import belied by 
the lush surroundings. “Another point,” he began: 

I think we have all had it in our hearts and our heads before, but I 
don’t think that it has ever been put down on paper by the Prime 
Minister and myself, and that is the determination that peace can 
come to the world only by the total elimination of German and 
Japanese war power. 
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 Some of you Britishers know the old story—we had a General 
called U.S. Grant. His name was Ulysses Simpson Grant, but in 
my, and the Prime Minister’s, early days he was called “Uncondi-
tional Surrender” Grant. 

The elimination of German, Japanese, and Italian war power 
means the unconditional surrender by Germany, Italy, and Japan. 
That means a reasonable assurance of future world peace. It does 
not mean the destruction of the population of Germany, Italy, or 
Japan, but it does mean the destruction of the philosophies in 
those countries which are based on conquest and the subjugation 
of other people. 
In order to give extra emphasis to the announcement, the President 

now declared: “This meeting is called the ‘unconditional surrender meet-
ing.’” 
 Unconditional surrender. No negotiation or acceptance of a com-
promise peace or armistice. And an implacable aim that would be pursued 
West and East. 

While we have not had a meeting of all of the United Nations, I 
think that there is no question—in fact we both have great confi-
dence that the same purposes and objectives are in the minds of 
all of the other United Nations—Russia, China, and all the others. 
 And so the actual meeting—the main work of the Confer-
ence—has been ended. Except for a certain amount of resultant 
paper work, it has come to a successful conclusion. I call it a 
meeting of the minds in regard to all military operations, and, 
thereafter, that the war is going to proceed against the Axis pow-
ers according to schedule, with every indication that 1943 is going 
to be an even better year for the United Nations than 1942.258 

258 “875th Press Conference. Joint Conference by the President and Prime Minister 
Churchill at Casablanca, January 24, 1943,” in Franklin D. Roosevelt, The Public Papers of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, comp. Samuel Rosenman, 1943 vol., The Tide Turns (New York: Rus-
sell and Russell, 1969), 37–44. 
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The fifty journalists in the garden of the Villa Dar es Saada were stunned. 
So, too, was Churchill. 
 True, the Prime Minister had agreed to the unconditional-surrender 
policy and even recommended it be part of the President’s final pronunci-
amento, at the conclusion of the conference. Yet he seemed visibly sur-
prised at the emphasis the President had placed upon it, as Captain 
McCrea vividly recalled. “I was standing nearby and when the President 
made that remark the P.M. snapped his head toward the Pres., giving the 
impression, to me at least, that the phrase came as a surprise to him.”259 
 Pondering this in later years, McCrea could not quite explain the 
Prime Minister’s body language—“I shall never forget,” he wrote, “the 
quick turn of the head by the P.M. when the Unconditional Surrender of 
the Axis Forces was announced as to how the war would end.”260 
 The fifty journalists, for their part, sat mesmerized. If they found 
themselves disappointed that the President was not willing to be more 
specific in terms of actual, forthcoming military operations, the Prime 
Minister followed up the President’s statement by asking them to under-
stand why the enemy should not be told in advance what the Allies would 
undertake that year—and why the Allies could be grateful for what had 
already happened, now that the United States was in command. “Tremen-
dous events have happened. This enterprise which the President has orga-
nized—and he knows I have been his active Lieutenant since the start—
has altered the whole strategic aspect of the war … We are in full battle, 
and heavy action will impend.” He asked reporters therefore to convey to 
the world at home “the picture of unity, of thoroughness, and integrity of 
the political chiefs.” The Allies were going to win the war. “Even when 
there is some delay there is design and purposes,” he insisted, “and as the 
President has said, the unconquerable will to pursue this quality,” he 
sought to find a quotable phrase, “until we have procured the uncondi-

259 McCrea, “Handwritten Memoirs/Recollections.” 
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tional surrender of the criminal forces who plunged the world into storm 
and ruin.”261 
 Unconditional surrender, then, it was—the news soon flashing across 
the world, once the two leaders were out of harm’s way. 

Reports and images of the “unconditional surrender meeting” and the 
President’s trip sent shockwaves across the Third Reich. 
 The President and Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces of the 
United States: Inspecting his troops on the battlefield. Ten days of U.S.-
British military discussions—and with the French, too. Every battlefront of 
the globe examined, and its needs factored into the Allies’ strategy for the 
prosecution of a global, offensive war—a war not only to win against the 
Axis powers, but to permit no compromise, no negotiated armistice, no 
agreement save unconditional surrender. And the President seated in the 
sun on a Moroccan lawn, speaking with such naturalness and confidence 
regarding the inevitable defeat of the Third Reich that those who’d experi-
enced the German victories of the previous summer—the fall of Tobruk, 
the second massive German offensive toward the Volga and the Cauca-
sus—could only rub their eyes in wonder. “F.D.R.’s ‘unconditional surren-
der’ pronouncement” had swept “practically all other news from today’s 
newspapers … It will, no doubt, prove to be,” predicted King George VI’s 
private secretary, “one of the most momentous of all such conference since 
that of Lucca”—when in 56 B.C. Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus had re-
newed their triumvirate.262 
 In the wake of Torch the tide had truly turned. In Berlin, Reichsminis-
ter Goebbels—who had been busy preparing the final touches for a forth-
coming address of his own—was literally speechless. 

261 Roosevelt Presidential Press Conferences, No. 875, 90–91. 
262 Entry of Wednesday, January 27, 1943, in Alan Lascelles, King’s Counsellor: Abdication 
and War: The Diaries of Sir Alan Lascelles, ed. Duff Hart-Davis (London: Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson, 2006), 93. 
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 At first Goebbels could scarcely believe what he read and saw in 
newsreel film being distributed throughout the neutral countries. In his 
diary Goebbels expressed utter consternation—especially at the failure of 
the German intelligence services to learn the whereabouts of a ten-day, 
top-level enemy conference involving the political leaders of the Western 
world, together with the chiefs of staff of their air, ground, and naval forc-
es. Even on January 26, 1943, two days after the conclusion of the actual 
press conference and departure of the principals, Goebbels had been idly 
noting—alongside secret reports that the terrible battle of attrition at Sta-
lingrad was “reaching its end”263—that it seemed “pretty certain that 
Churchill is in Washington.”264 
 The next day Goebbels noted that the rumors of a parley between 
Roosevelt and Churchill were gaining strength, “only we still don’t know 
where these gangster bosses are meeting.”265 
 Goebbels, ever skeptical, had made nothing of the speculation. His 
own attention was locked on the approaching tenth anniversary of the 
Nazis’ assumption of power, when he would make his own grand an-
nouncement at a huge, mass rally of Nazi Party stalwarts in the 
Sportpalast—urging them with all the declamatory zeal he could summon 
to devote themselves to their fresh task: to make available to the Führer 
the men, materiel, and conviction necessary for Germany to embark on a 
third, this time successful, great offensive on the Eastern Front … totaler 
Krieg: total war. 
 Goebbels was thus floored by the seemingly authentic reports that 
finally reached Berlin on January 28, 1943. “The sensational event of the 
day, is the news that Churchill and Roosevelt have met in Casablanca,” the 
Reichsminister dictated in his diary. He made no effort to conceal his 
amazement. “So the discussions have not, as we assumed, been taking 

263 Entry of 27.1.1943, Joseph Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The diaries of 
Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 7 (hereinaf-
ter Die Tagebücher 7), 203. Quotes from this source have been translated by the author. 
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place in Washington but on the hot coals of Africa. Once again our intelli-
gence services have completely failed—unable even to identify the place 
where the talks were taking place,” he fulminated. “They’ve been held now 
for almost a fortnight, and they’re being heralded by the enemy press as 
the gateway to victory.”266 
 Ever anxious to see signs of Allied dissension, Goebbels had assumed 
Churchill and Roosevelt, if they were meeting in Washington, might well 
be sparring over which man should take the reins of the Allied offensive 
war effort.267 Reading the transcript of the Roosevelt-Churchill press con-
ference in Casablanca, the Reichsminister became aware, however, that 
the earth had shifted. “It’s worth noting,” he reflected in his diary, “that 
Churchill officially designates himself now as Roosevelt’s adjutant; no such 
humiliation has probably been seen in British history.”268 
 Humiliation or not, the threat was becoming daily more real. Not 
only were the anti-Axis armies targeting Nazi Germany, Goebbels was 
aware, but so were their political leaders, Roosevelt, Churchill, and Sta-
lin—leaders who, like Hitler, had taken command of their country’s armed 
forces, and were now coordinating those forces against the Third Reich—
in complete contrast to the motley democratic forces of the late 1930s. 
 Barely a year since Pearl Harbor and the Führer’s ill-considered dec-
laration of war on the United States, the President’s appearance in Casa-
blanca was a startling turnaround—his “unconditional surrender meeting” 
all the more disturbing to Goebbels, since it made clear there would be no 
peace feelers or possibility of a negotiated settlement with the leaders of 
the Third Reich. Along with the imminent extinction of von Paulus’s Sixth 
Army at Stalingrad, Goebbels knew, Hitler’s dreams of conquest and decla-
ration of war on the United States now looked not only an unwise gamble, 
but raised the specter of the Thousand Year Reich—so gloriously pro-
claimed in the 1930s—being crushed in the nearest future, unless the Nazi 

266 Ibid., entry of 28.1.1943, 208. 
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Party, under their once victorious Führer, found some way to turn the ta-
bles. 

Since the Führer still refused to appear in public at such a fateful time—he 
had not been seen in Berlin since the previous September269—his propa-
ganda minister recognized that he, Joseph Goebbels, would have to work 
the harder to rally the German nation at home. 
 Accepting that the battle of Stalingrad would now end in utter de-
feat—the Führer confiding to Goebbels he’d had to sacrifice General Pau-
lus’s army lest the whole extended German frontline in Russia be bro-
ken—the Reich minister had intended to use the approaching German 
catastrophe in Russia to new advantage: namely as a wake-up call to the 
German Volk, once the battle of Stalingrad ended. The fate of so many 
hundreds of thousands of German soldiers would illustrate, as nothing else 
could, the mortal threat of Bolshevism—and the need for supreme, self-
sacrificing heroism on the part of the loyal German soldier if they were to 
survive the struggle against Soviet communism. 
 The news from the Western (in fact, Southern) Front, however, 
eclipsed even Stalingrad. Coming after what the President had revealed in 
his State of the Union address on January 7, that the United States was on 
course to outmanufacture the collective output of the Axis powers several 
times over, the Casablanca declaration by the leaders of the world’s fore-
most capitalist democracies—democracies working with the Soviet Un-
ion—now deprived Goebbels of his “anti-Bolshevist” German master card. 
 Every day there was more news in neutral countries about Casablan-
ca. Film, photographs, newspaper stories—and discussion of what the 
conference would now presage for Nazi Germany. It completely turned the 
world’s attention to the Western, not Eastern, Front, Goebbels lamented—
removing the primary fear of Bolshevism. Overnight, in short, the com-

269 Max Domarus, ed., Hitler, Speeches and Proclamations 1932–1945: The Chronicle of a 
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munist threat had been replaced, thanks to Casablanca, by a dramatically 
announced determination of the Western democratic powers to destroy all 
vestige of Nazism as a danger to, and scourge of, mankind—far worse, in 
effect, than the dangers of communism. 
 The very words unconditional surrender—following the President’s 
use of total war in his State of the Union address to Congress—infuriated 
Goebbels as a master of propaganda. Curt and harsh, they gave no hint of 
dissension or disunity among the United Nations now lined up against the 
Third Reich—unsettling Goebbels’s ever-maneuvering assumptions, since 
it showed just “how confident the enemy now feels, or claims to feel, and 
how much we’ll have to do,” he noted, “to counter their machinations.”270 

For the second time that month, then, the President of the United States 
had beaten Goebbels to the punch. Instead of the Reich minister’s still-
undelivered declaration of total war surprising the world and striking fear 
in the hearts of Germany’s enemies, his totaler Krieg speech, if Hitler au-
thorized it, would now be viewed outside Nazi circles as a desperate effort, 
at best, of an unashamedly totalitarian regime to meet the prospect of 
defeat; at worst a sort of glorified willingness to countenance the complete 
destruction of the German nation rather than sparing it by surrender. 
 To make matters worse for Dr. Goebbels, however, the Führer had 
declined to make him the sole director of the totaler Krieg initiative, lest 
the Reich minister (and gauleiter of Berlin) become too powerful in Ger-
many. Instead, Hitler had agreed only to a triumvirate of mediocrities to 
steer the extended mobilization program, enjoying circumscribed pow-
ers—with Goebbels granted a “watching brief.” Isolated, ill, frustrated, 
depressed, and blaming others rather than himself for the Wehrmacht’s 
failure on the Eastern Front, the Führer even rejected Goebbels’s renewed 
appeals that Hitler return to the capital and rally the nation at such a time 
of crisis both on the Eastern and Southern Fronts. 

270 Entry of 28.1.1943, Goebbels, Die Tagebücher 7, 209. 
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 For Goebbels as Reichsminister für Propaganda, this made Roose-
velt’s dramatic appearance in Morocco especially galling: the U.S. presi-
dent seen by photographers, cameramen, and reporters so relaxed in the 
garden of a sunlit villa in Casablanca, while the Führer remained unseen 
by anybody: hiding out of sight at his freezing headquarters in East Prussia, 
moaning helplessly as he surveyed on his tabletop maps the sharp arrows 
of Russian advances, lancing into his besieged remaining forces at Stalin-
grad … 
 It was in this context that Goebbels had been heard to say—by Al-
bert Speer, the Reich armaments minister, no less—that Germany did not 
have a leadership crisis, but a “Leader crisis.”271 

Goebbels was not alone in thinking this—though few if any dared say so 
aloud. Goebbels was especially disturbed by reports from the Sicher-
heitsdienst concerning new anti-Nazi graffiti appearing on the walls of 
German cities. Some of these openly accused the Führer of mass murder—
not of Jews, but of German soldiers, in forcing the Sixth Army to fight to 
the death at Stalingrad rather than allowing the men to retreat.272 There 
were even rumors circulating that Hitler was either dead or suffering mor-
tal sickness in Prussia. 
 However hard Dr. Goebbels tried, then, it seemed impossible to 
“counter” the sensational international effect of the Casablanca Confer-
ence. In his diary the minister thus cursed the way he and the Führer had 
been outmaneuvered. 
 The very lack of military specifics in the President’s Casablanca press 
conference—or even in the final official conference communiqué issued 
after weeks of military discussions held by the most senior Allied generals 
and admirals—aroused still further concern in Goebbels’s suspicious, ev-
er-calculating, yet in many ways brilliant mind. “They’re trying to conceal 
the real decisions they’ve made at the conference,” he dictated in his diary, 
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“clearly to lull us into complacency. But there’s no possible doubt in my 
mind the Anglo-Saxons are planning to invade the mainland of Europe 
when it suits them. We’ll have to prepare for surprises,” he noted on Janu-
ary 28. “From week to week,” he added, “the war is moving into a bitter, 
ruthless stage.”273 And two days later, at the stated request of the absent 
Führer, Goebbels delivered before an audience of invited Nazis in the Ber-
lin Sportpalast—and on German radio—Hitler’s tenth-anniversary proc-
lamation, celebrating the Nazis’ seizure of power in 1933. 

Compared with the President’s Casablanca announcement, the proclama-
tion was a dud. 
 Without new victories to boast of, indeed with the Russians erasing 
the last pockets of resistance in Stalingrad, Hitler had been reduced in the 
proclamation to a vague catalog of Nazi “achievements” over the past dec-
ade, as well as an assertion that National Socialism would “inspire every-
body to fulfill his duty.” If not, the Führer warned, woe betide the slacker. 
The Nazi Party “will destroy whoever attempts to shirk his duty,” he’d writ-
ten—having agreed with Goebbels on the phone that the most savage 
measures, including execution, were to be taken against any who dared 
contest the increased mobilization measures that would now be enact-
ed.274 
 Thanks to the Führer and his accomplices, the war—Hitler’s war—
would indeed move now “into a bitter, ruthless stage.” 

Three weeks thereafter Dr. Goebbels would, finally, be permitted by the 
Führer to deliver, in person, his long-awaited totaler Krieg speech at the 
Berlin Sportpalast. 
 Goebbels was careful, in the days before, to pass word around that 
he’d be issuing more than a proclamation. One Goebbels biographer later 
described it as “the most important mass meeting” of Goebbels’s egregious 
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life.275 Ignoring the President’s recent reference to Germany’s war of con-
quest and its subjugation of other peoples, Goebbels intended instead to 
portray Germany’s struggle as a noble European battle, waged by the Third 
Reich and its allies against “international Jewry,” and a fight to vanquish 
the forces of Jewish-sponsored chaos and aggression. 
 “Behind the Soviet divisions storming toward us we see the Jewish 
liquidation commandos, and behind them the specter of terror, mass hun-
ger, and complete anarchy,” Goebbels described. The goal of Bolshevism, 
he declared, “is Jewish world revolution. The Jews want to spread chaos 
across the Reich and Europe, so that in the resultant despair and hope-
lessness they can establish their international, Bolshevist, concealed-
capitalist tyranny.” International Jewry, he sneered, was an “evil fermenta-
tion of decomposition”—a threat that “finds its cynical pleasure in plung-
ing the world into chaos, and thereby bringing about the fall of thousand-
year-old cultures to which it has contributed nothing.”276 
 Considering Jews had made German culture and science world fa-
mous, and that the Jewish percentage of Germany’s population in 1933 had 
been less than 1 percent, Goebbels’s claims were not only preposterous, 
but malevolent beyond belief—masking, sadly, the real truth: the SS liqui-
dation teams that Hitler and Heinrich Himmler had unleashed when at-
tacking the Soviet Union, as well as the deliberate extermination of inno-
cent Jewish civilians across Europe. Yet before an audience of fifteen thou-
sand Nazi stalwarts, Goebbels’s newsreel cameramen “captured extraordi-
nary scenes of emotion,” his biographer would describe. “Within minutes 
the audience was leaping to its feet, saluting, screaming, and chanting”—
their cries of “Führer command! We obey!” foreshadowing the shrill mad-
ness of Orwell’s Animal Farm. 
 “The orgiastic climax was reached by the question: ‘Do you want total 
war? Do you want war more total, if need be, and more radical than we 
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can even begin to conceive of today?’ And then, almost casually, ‘Do you 
agree that anybody who injures our war effort should be put to death?’” 
 “The bellow of assent each time was deafening,” Goebbels’s biog-
rapher would record277—the Reich minister’s speech interrupted more 
than two hundred times by literally hysterical applause. Not least would be 
the climax, when Goebbels reached his frenzied, rhetorical “masterpiece,” 
modeled on Hitler’s earlier “masterpieces.” 
 “Nun, Volk, steh auf, und Sturm, brich los!”—“Now, people of Germa-
ny, rise up—and storm: break loose!”278 
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Kasserine 

Shortly after the President’s return to Washington, the last pocket of forty 
thousand starving soldiers of the German Sixth Army at Stalingrad raised 
the white flag—knowing their chances of survival as prisoners of war were 
dim. 
 The SS and Wehrmacht had ruthlessly conquered, murdered, execut-
ed, pillaged, and despoiled too much, too mercilessly, since the launch of 
Operation Barbarossa to expect much mercy. Of the 113,000 German sol-
diers taken prisoner in the battle for the Russian city of Stalingrad, few 
would ever return to their Vaterland.279 “I’m not cowardly, just sad that I 
can give no greater proof of my bravery,” one soldier had written in his last, 
despairing letter home, “than to die for such pointlessness, not to say 
crime.”280 
 For the Soviet armies, Stalingrad, not Torch, was the turning point of 
the war. Russian forces had been fighting the Wehrmacht and its Romani-
an, Hungarian, Finnish, Italian, Dutch, and other Axis assault forces relent-
lessly since June 1941. In those seventeen months, the Soviets had taken 
phenomenal casualties before finally learning how to halt and defeat Ger-
mans in battle. Americans had been in battle barely a few weeks. 

279 Ian Kershaw, Hitler, 1936–1945: Nemesis (London: Allen Lane, 2000), 550. 
280 Ibid., 548. 
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The campaign in Tunisia against predominantly German forces would 
now evidence the same learning process, if on a considerably smaller scale. 
 As Allied units began to meet German rather than Vichy French forc-
es in combat, the situation suddenly resembled chaos in Russia at the start 
of Barbarossa. Even as Roosevelt presided over the conference at Casa-
blanca, in fact, armored German forces struck at the Allied line in the 
Eastern Dorsal region of the Atlas Mountains, manned by poorly armed 
French troops. Some thirty-five hundred troops immediately surrendered; 
the rest ran for their lives. “The French began showing signs of complete 
collapse along the front as early as the seventeenth,” Eisenhower jotted in 
his diary on January 19, 1943. “Each day the tactical situation has gotten 
worse.”281 
 The President, who seldom if ever interfered in tactical dispositions, 
had urged while at Casablanca that another well-armed U.S. division be 
sent up the line from northern Morocco, but Marshall and Stimson’s ob-
session with a possible German counterinvasion via Spain and Spanish 
Morocco had tied Eisenhower’s hands. Transportation was a further fetter. 
“We’ve had our railroad temporarily interrupted twice,” Ike lamented. “I’m 
getting weary of it, but can’t move the troops (even if I had enough) to 
protect the lines.”282 Wisely waiting for better weather and more troops, 
he wanted to hold fast until Montgomery’s British Eighth Army drew clos-
er from Libya, and a proper, integrated Allied offensive could be readied 
within the capabilities of largely green troops. 
 The Germans, however, would not oblige. On January 30, 1943, five 
days after the President’s departure from Morocco, the Twenty-First Pan-
zer Division “struck Faid Pass in a three-pronged attack as precise as a 
pitchfork,” campaign historian Rick Atkinson aptly described—killing 
almost a thousand French defenders in a day.283 Then, luring counterat-

281 Entry of January 19, 1943, Robert Ferrell, ed., The Eisenhower Diaries (New York: Nor-
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tacking U.S. armored forces into a trap, the Germans decimated both U.S. 
infantry and tanks—leaving Wehrmacht forces, backed by Stuka dive-
bombers, in control of Faïd Pass and the Eastern Dorsal. 
 This, however, was just the beginning. On February 14 the Germans 
launched a Valentine’s Day massacre. Warned that German armor was on 
the move, Eisenhower wanted to withdraw fifty-nine-year-old Lloyd Fre-
dendall’s II Corps to safer positions in the Grand Dorsal, but General Fre-
dendall resisted, and Eisenhower felt too much of a tenderfoot to insist, 
especially since Fredendall was a protégé of General Marshall’s. The result 
would soon be a bloodbath—this time American. 
 A German officer “could not help wondering whether the officers 
directing the American effort knew what they were doing.”284 They didn’t. 
Their forces were dispersed and were mutually unsupporting, as well as 
lacking effective air cover. They were, in short, completely unprepared for 
the two German armored contingents about to hit them: General von Ar-
nim’s Frühlingswind assault through the Faïd Pass to Sidi Bou Zid, and 
Field Marshal Rommel’s attack further south: Morgenluft. “We are going to 
go all out for the total destruction of the Americans,” Field Marshal Kessel-
ring, the German commander in chief South, declared.285 

“You’re taking too many trips to the front,” General Marshall had criticized 
Eisenhower at Algiers, after flying there from Casablanca. “You ought to 
depend more on reports,” he’d advised—obtusely. Patton had counseled 
the opposite. 
 Eisenhower’s deference to Marshall’s authority pretty much con-
demned the Allies to defeat—Eisenhower still too young to defy the U.S. 
Army chief of staff. “Absolute priority” alerts had been sent out, once Ultra 
intelligence decrypts of German signals recognized something big was up, 
but it was too late. As German forces smashed their way forward with the 
latest Tiger tanks, new Nebelwerfer multiple-nozzled mortars, and Stuka 
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ground-attack dive-bombers dovetailing with the Wehrmacht advance, 
American officers began openly yelling at their men to flee for their lives. 
In less than twelve hours von Arnim and Rommel’s pincers had closed, 
having seized the high spine of the central Dorsal and threatening to end 
run the entire Allied line in Tunisia. 
 Absolute pandemonium characterized the initial U.S. response—
followed once again by brave American tankers, ordered to counterattack, 
being lured into German 88mm mobile-artillery traps: almost a hundred 
American tanks destroyed with their crews, twenty-nine artillery guns, 
seven half-tracks, and sixteen hundred casualties suffered at Sidi Bou Zid 
alone. And this was just the start. Open Allied radio communications al-
lowed the Germans to know American whereabouts and moves without 
difficulty. Huge Allied gasoline and ammunition dumps were blown up or 
surrendered, as were three U.S. airfields. The German 88s and Tiger tanks 
had a field day. The battle became a rout as American troops retreated, 
pell-mell. Fredendall abandoned his laboriously carved subterranean 
hideout, far behind the frontlines. By February 17 his corps had been 
thrown back fifty miles—in three days. On February 19 Rommel then at-
tacked at Kasserine. Panic ensued, with the British First Army commander 
of the overall Tunisian front ordering “no further withdrawal,” and to “fight 
to the last man.” Or last American, wags sneered. 
 Fredendall even began moving his headquarters back to Constan-
tine—more or less where Torch had begun, in November. 
 Concerned that he had not sufficient supplies or reserves to fight 
much beyond Kasserine, Rommel was satisfied with what he’d achieved; 
he obtained grudging consent to withdraw, sowing forty-three thousand 
mines as he did, and blowing up all bridges. He had given the Allies a 
“bloody nose”—inflicting six thousand casualties, destroying almost 220 
tanks and over 200 artillery guns, for less than a thousand German casual-
ties, and had set back the Allied timetable for advance by months. 

Joseph Goebbels, ecstatic at the reception given to his totaler Krieg speech, 
was further delighted by the news of German victory in Tunisia, which 
212 
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went some way to overcome public despondency when word of the sur-
render of Stalingrad was finally released. 
 Once again German troops had proven they were the best soldiers in 
the world and could not be beaten, even by numerically larger forces. “The 
Americans have made a really terrible showing,” Goebbels noted in his 
diary—“absolutely awful. Which is reassuring, in the event the Americans 
try to mount an invasion of continental Europe against German troops. 
They will probably be so smashed up,” he commented, “they won’t know 
what hit them.”286 
 The next day, still savoring the news from Tunisia, he reflected: “This 
U.S. defeat gives us an excellent insight into American fighting ability in 
case of an American invasion of Europe. I think our soldiers would sooner 
rip their throats out than let them into Germany. At any rate, the spirit 
here among the German people is hard to beat.”287 
 Hitler was außerordentlich zufrieden with Rommel—extraordinarily 
pleased, Goebbels added, after speaking with the Führer.288 
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Arch-Admirals and Arch-Generals 

In Washington news of the American defeat at Kasserine was met with 
disbelief. 
 The secretary of war and senior officers in the War Department who 
had urged the President to mount a cross-Channel invasion in the summer 
of 1943, as soon as Tunisia was cleared of enemy forces—even in tandem 
with an invasion of Sicily, should the President insist on Operation Husky, 
as it was code-named, to placate British anxiety to clear the Mediterranean 
sea route to Suez and India—were chastened. The prospects for a success-
ful cross-Channel assault now looked pretty dire, even to Pentagon fanta-
sists. For a moment, in fact, it looked as if Tunisia might be cleared not of 
Axis forces, but of American. 
 Stimson, sadly, took this as a sign the Allies should not have landed in 
Northwest Africa at all. The President demurred. The lesson, in his view, 
was the opposite: namely the need for more battle experience against 
German troops. 
 Combat, command, and campaign experience: these were crucial—
not only at unit level, but in senior command and international-coalition 
cooperation. It was not only Fredendall who failed in battle. Colonel—
later Brigadier General—Paul Robinett would afterward write, “One would 
have to search all history to find a more jumbled command structure than 
that of the Allies in this operation.”289 Until the onset of battlefield defeat, 
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however, no one had seemed interested in command structures or battle 
techniques against a German enemy. In Tripoli, General Montgomery had 
organized a special “study week” or teach-in to “check up on our battle 
technique,” launching it with a two-hour address that one British general 
thought “one of the best addresses I have ever heard and that is saying a 
lot.” Thanks to Rommel’s attack only a handful of U.S. officers were sent to 
attend, however, and among those who did go, General Patton was heard 
boasting, “I may be old, I may be slow, I may be stoopid, and I know I’m 
deaf, but it just don’t mean a thing to me.”290 
 On his return to Morocco, once the true extent of American debacle 
became clear, even Patton began to rethink his supercilious judgment. 
“The show was very bad—very bad indeed,” he confided in a letter to his 
wife.291 The matter of how to fight the Germans in battle had come to 
mean life or death to ninety thousand American soldiers in Tunisia. Even 
Stimson, in Washington, was shocked. “Heavy fighting is going on,” he’d 
noted in his diary on February 15, “and we have yet to see whether the 
Americans can recover themselves and stand up to it.”292 That they hadn’t, 
in the days thereafter, was galling. 
 Two days later Stimson was acknowledging that Rommel had 
mounted a veritable “coup” in southern Tunisia. “He has attacked our thin 
line of American troops in that region with a comparatively overwhelming 
force of tanks and has driven them back some thirty miles. Eisenhower has 
been expecting it and two or three days ago sent a full appraisal of the sit-
uation and of his expectation,” Stimson recorded, “and he has withdrawn 
his force to a new line I hope without suffering irretrievable losses.” The 
secretary worried, nevertheless, that the very distance that reinforcements 
would have to travel would count against the Allies. “We had such good 
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luck in the beginning but these things were lost sight of”—thanks largely 
to his and Marshall’s obsession with a German flank attack across Spain 
and the Mediterranean. “Now they will begin to count against us,” he la-
mented. “Nevertheless we must not forget the tremendous and permanent 
gains which our adventure has brought us—the thus far safe occupation of 
northwest Africa; the acquisition of Dakar and west Africa; the diversion of 
Hitler’s troops from the eastern front, and the irretrievable losses which he 
has suffered aided by that fact. All of these gains to us are, I hope, perma-
nent and well worth any local setbacks.”293 

Elderly and obstinate to a fault when it came to the stark, bloody business 
of fighting real Germans in real battle, Stimson was still thinking of “gains” 
in strategic terms, however—not in combat and command experience: the 
blooding of those who had to do America’s fighting, and who deserved 
better of their senior officers. Yet as the hours went by and reports came in 
of panic, desertions in the field, mass flight, surrenders, and demolitions, 
Stimson felt it was time to be honest. On February 18 he finally gave a press 
conference that even Joseph Goebbels found “extraordinary in its frank-
ness.”294 
 “Today I had a sharp reverse to report to the press at the press con-
ference,” Stimson admitted frankly in his diary, having “decided to make 
no effort to whitewash it but to present it in its sharp outlines and simply 
in my own language to admit that it was a sharp setback and it would be 
folly to try to minimize it and it would be still greater folly to exaggerate it 
… I talked it over with Marshall afterwards. The only thing Marshall was 
worried about is that there are two extra divisions that apparently Rommel 
hasn’t used of armored forces and is wondering where those are. Inci-
dentally he told me that when they were in Casablanca the President 
wanted to divert another one of the divisions from George Patton’s force at 
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the gates of Gibraltar and ship them up into the attack in Tunisia. The 
Staff, however, had refused to agree to this.”295 
 The true lesson—that Tunisia was America’s military training 
ground—still eluded Stimson, though. Despite his own trip to Casablanca 
and then Algiers, General Marshall seemed similarly blinkered. At the Pen-
tagon, Stimson shared with Marshall, on Marshall’s return, his feeling 
they’d had extraordinary “luck so far and all the excitement of the success 
of the first attack, but now the length of communications is going to tell 
and we are going to be under constant pressure from the President, among 
others, to strip our force at the Gate [in Morocco] and send them out to 
Tunisia to meet the pressure that is going on there. He agreed with me that 
this would be disastrous.”296 

Disastrous? 
 That Marshall and Stimson should have continued to take counsel of 
such fears of a German invasion of Morocco through Spain and across the 
Straits of Gibraltar, even in mid-February 1943, was almost risible; certainly 
it made their continuing urging of a cross-Channel attack that coming 
summer, in tandem with the plan to invade Sicily, jejune beyond belief. 

Fortunately, saner minds saw the situation differently. In the press, at 
least, the U.S. debacle in Tunisia did at least serve to dampen public ardor 
for a cross-Channel assault that year. 
 In Berlin, Dr. Goebbels was derisive. Reading British reports of the 
battle, expressing ill-concealed contempt for American fighting skills, 
Goebbels likened the situation to that of German forces having to fight 
with disappointing allies. “So the English now have their own Italians,” he 
mocked. “We can grant them that. The British have always known how to 
get others to fight their battles; now they have to acknowledge Americans 
are even better at it,”297 he sneered. As if this were not enough, he went on: 
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“The Americans prefer to fight their battles in Hollywood rather than on 
the rough ground of Tunisia, where instead of facing paper tanks they’re 
up against German panzers.”298 And given the awe of Rommel once again 
being expressed in London newspapers, his endlessly suspicious mind 
made him wonder if the British, in the aftermath of the battle, were using 
the American defeat to quieten calls for a Second Front, which the British 
wisely knew would fail—or at any rate “delay” the cross-Channel assault 
Stalin was calling for. “They’re seriously doubting if they can really put 
together a successful Second Front.”299 

Kasserine, then, provided a wake-up call for the Allies. Obtaining authori-
zation from Marshall to dismiss Fredendall and replace him with General 
George Patton, Eisenhower told Patton to fire the incompetent and “to be 
perfectly cold-blooded about it.”300 
 Dimly—despite the lurid stories that General Wedemeyer and others 
had spread about how the British had “put one over” the American team at 
Casablanca, resulting in the outrageous delay of a Second Front—even the 
senior officers of the War Department began to come to their senses: ac-
cepting the President was right. A Second Front would never work until 
U.S. forces were battle-hardened and had had a chance to rehearse large-
scale amphibious landings in Sicily. 
 Kasserine, moreover, put a temporary damper on the U.S. War and 
Navy Departments’ ridiculous obsession with rank rather than experience. 

No sooner had the Torch landings taken place than Admiral King had be-
gun pressing his colleagues to back his bid to be promoted above four-star 
rank. “It seems to me that the time has come to take up the matter of more 
‘full’ Admirals and more ‘full’ generals,” he had written in a special memo-
randum to Admiral Leahy and General Marshall (though not to Lieutenant 
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General Arnold) soon after the Torch invasion. Theater commanders in 
chief now needed to have four-star rank, to keep up with the British; this 
then meant that the Joint Chiefs, though not Arnold, should have even 
higher rank, he felt. “I therefore suggest that we consider the matter and 
make appropriate recommendations to the President,” he’d urged. 
 Not satisfied with the idea of merely a fifth star for the chiefs, King 
wanted wholly new ranking nomenclature in the U.S. Armed Forces—
indeed, he had his own pet proposal. “We need also to recognize that there 
is need to prepare for ranks higher than that of Admiral and General. As to 
such ranks, I suggest Arch-Admiral and Arch-General,” he gave his consid-
ered view, “rather than Admiral of the Fleet and Field Marshal.”301 

Arch-Admiral King? Arch-General Marshall? 
 No one was impressed. King had continued to push, however. In the 
days leading up to Kasserine, Secretary Stimson had learned from Secre-
tary Knox that Marshall was now slated to become a field marshal. He was 
appalled.  
 True, before Kasserine, on February 12, General Eisenhower had been 
promoted to temporary four-star rank in order to give him further authori-
ty as Allied commander in chief in Algiers. But for General Marshall to 
become an American “field marshal” when he had never actually held a 
field command as a general? 
 Stimson had asked Marshall what he thought of the idea. “Marshall 
was dead against any such promotion,” Stimson noted with relief in his 
diary. “He said it would destroy all his influence both with the Congress 
and with the people, and he said that it really all came from the lower Ad-
mirals of the Navy Department forcing this upon King and Knox and upon 
the President.” Stimson thus immediately wrote to the President, on Feb-
ruary 16, in the midst of the battle in Tunisia, to try and scotch the idea—
which the President did. Fiddling with more stars and “field marshal” ti-
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tles—which would require Stimson and Knox putting the proposal in per-
son before the Senate and House Armed Services Committees—seemed to 
Roosevelt a very poor way of defeating Field Marshal Rommel. 
 For his part, Dwight Eisenhower had not wanted a fourth star, even. 
He’d immediately cabled to thank the President for his temporary promo-
tion to full general, in the field—but seven days later he wrote privately to 
his son John, at college. “It is possible that a necessity might arise for my 
relief and consequent demotion,”302 he warned—glad to be able to say 
that his colonel’s silver oak leaf in the regular army couldn’t be taken away, 
whatever happened. 
 Eisenhower’s untrumpeted humility did him proud. True, Ike had 
placed too much trust in Marshall’s protégé, Fredendall. Only the cordite 
of Blitzkrieg combat could have exposed the dire weaknesses in American 
command and battlefield skills in the end, however. Along with many 
thousands of platoon, company, battalion, brigade, division, and corps 
commanding officers, Eisenhower himself would have to learn the “hard” 
way. As he wrote to his son, “You are quite mistaken in thinking that the 
work you are now doing is useless in the training of yourself for war.” He 
was there, at college, to train his “mind to think. That is essential. No situa-
tion whether general or special, is ever the same in war as it was foreseen 
or anticipated. You must be able to think as the problem comes up.”303 
And he instanced having to use Admiral Darlan to obtain swift surrender 
of Vichy forces in Morocco and Algeria to save American lives. 
 It was this very quality that President Roosevelt liked in Eisenhower. 
The President was certain Ike would mature in theater command. Far from 
demoting Eisenhower, the President was proud of the way he had handled 
himself and his relations with the British—authorizing General Alexander, 
his new field deputy, to take over day-to-day handling of the battlefront on 
February 19; his treatment of the press (Eisenhower accepting “full respon-
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sibility” for the debacle, off the record, with reporters); his quiet removal of 
General Fredendall; and his patient refusal to advance the launch date for 
Husky, the invasion of Sicily, by a month, as Winston Churchill pressed 
him to do, lest it prejudice the conditions for Husky’s success. 
 No: in the President’s view young General Eisenhower, at age fifty-
two, was doing just fine—and U.S. troops, too. The President had seen 
them, in person, at Rabat, and was confident they’d learn the crucial les-
sons soon enough. Rommel was withdrawing from Kasserine, and would 
shortly be given his own drubbing by Montgomery at Medenine, on the 
Gulf of Gabès—probably the most perfect defensive one-day battle of the 
twentieth century. 
 It would all turn out for the best. It was Stalin who worried the Presi-
dent—for the ramification of the President’s patient war strategy was this: 
that the United States would, by its step-by-step approach, win the global 
war, yet in delaying a Second Front, might well risk Russian domination of 
Europe in the war’s aftermath. 
 Military prosecution of the war, in other words, was becoming every 
day more freighted with political consequences. 
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Between Two Forces of Evil 

The enigma that was Russia—its communist purges in the late 1930s; its 
appeasement of Hitler in its infamous Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact in the 
summer of 1939; its subsequent occupation of eastern Poland, in the wake 
of Hitler’s Blitzkrieg attack on western Poland; its similarly egregious inva-
sion of Finland and the Winter War that had resulted in Russian annexa-
tion of 10 percent of Finnish territory, in Karelia; its fearsome NKVD po-
lice-state methods to maintain absolute communist control of the entire 
Soviet Union; its displacement and enforced migration of vast populations 
to Siberia; its veritable paranoia in terms of capitalistic, foreign influence 
or sway over its citizens—had not given most Americans much reason to 
support the Soviets, save as opponents of the even more egregious Ger-
mans. 
 The sheer refusal of Russian soldiers and citizens—often ill armed 
and ill trained—to cede their country to the German troops who had over-
run all of Europe had aroused belated popular admiration in America, and 
growing confidence that Hitler—despite his control of Europe from Nor-
way to Greece, and the whole of central Europe to the Crimea and 
Ukraine—could, in truth, be beaten. What would happen then, though? 
Would the Soviets, obedient on pain of death to absolute communist rule 
from the Kremlin, permit those countries of Europe liberated by the Sovi-
ets to become genuine, capitalist, functioning democracies? Or would they 
be “Sovietized” by Russia? 
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 The President had been thinking of such matters with increasing 
concern in the fall of 1942, as he’d confided to the Canadian prime minis-
ter, Mackenzie King. The prospect, however, had become all the stronger 
once it became clear that Hitler had overplayed his hand at Stalingrad, and 
his Sixth Army was going to get a hammering on the Volga—indeed, that 
he might lose not only his Sixth Army at Stalingrad but his armies in 
the Caucasus, by the Black Sea, too. From being on the desperate 
defensive, the Russians would then begin to pose a mortal threat to 
the Third Reich—with or without a Second Front. 
 Certainly this was an eventuality that, in the privacy of his diary, Jo-
seph Goebbels pondered. Far from causing him to question the Nazi ideol-
ogy that he and Hitler had pursued over the past two decades, it only 
caused him to dedicate himself the more determinedly to the Ausrottung 
of the people he blamed for Europe’s travails: the Jews, as he’d declared in 
his totaler Krieg speech. He now gave orders for the last Jews left in Berlin 
to be rounded up and sent to be liquidated in SS concentration camps—
noting how much more psychologically free this made him feel. He also 
recorded his determination to stamp out any protest in Germany to his 
total-war policy in the most ruthless manner—in other words, via execu-
tion—as well as ruthless reprisals to be taken against any acts of disrespect 
or attempted assassination of Nazi officials in the occupied countries of 
Europe. 
 Between these two forces of pure evil, it was difficult to say which 
was the worst. The President had therefore, on November 19, 1942, asked 
his former ambassador to the Soviet Union, William C. Bullitt, to furnish 
him with a private report on how he saw the future of Europe, following 
the successful Torch landings. In particular, Roosevelt wanted to have the 
former ambassador’s reading of Russian intentions. 

Bill Bullitt had taken his time. He’d recently been used by the President as 
an ambassador at large, conducting a presidential mission to West Africa, 
Egypt, Libya, Palestine, Syria, Iraq, and Iran in the spring of 1942. Inde-
pendently wealthy thanks to his second marriage, he had then become 
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director of public relations to the secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox. It had 
taken him two months to comply with the President’s new request—too 
late, unfortunately, for the Casablanca Conference—but when it was 
ready, it was dynamite. 
 “Dear Mr. President,” Bullitt’s covering letter ran, written on January 
29, 1943, the day before the President’s return to Washington. “The ap-
pended will take thirty minutes of your time. It is as serious a document as 
any I have ever sent you.” He warned that “its conclusion is that you should 
talk with Stalin as soon as possible”—and wished Roosevelt good luck in 
the attempt.304 
 The President did read it—and swiftly invited Bullitt to lunch at the 
White House to discuss its implications for Allied political and military 
strategy. 

Bullitt’s report pulled no punches. Having served as America’s very first 
envoy to Moscow, he had, after all, an almost unrivaled perspective both 
on Stalin and the Russians. In addition, for an American he had a keen 
perspective on Europe, having been U.S. ambassador to France for four 
years, right up to the German conquest of France in 1940. 
 Bullitt’s portrait of Stalin and his Soviet aims was uncompromising. 
His memorandum began by trashing former Republican president Herbert 
Hoover’s notion that Stalin had changed his philosophy, wanted no an-
nexations, and was only interested in Russian security. The dictator was 
reported, in the view of such innocents as Hoover, “to be determined to 
have the Soviet Union evolve in the direction of liberty and democracy, 
freedom of speech and freedom of religion. We ought to pray that this is 
so,” Bullitt allowed; “for if it is so, the road to a world of liberty, democracy 
and peace will be relatively easy.” If this was not so, however, “the road will 
be up-hill all the way.” The free world would be tilting in one direction, the 
oppressive Soviet Union or empire in another. 

304 Report to the President, January 10, 1943, Bullitt File, Safe and Confidential Files, FDR 
Library. 
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 In these circumstances, Bullitt felt, America must do everything to 
halt the Russian tilt before it was too late. It was, he wrote, “in our national 
interest to attempt to draw Stalin into cooperation with the United States 
and Great Britain, for the establishment of an Atlantic Charter peace,” 
such as the President’s teams in Washington were mapping out. “We ought 
to try to accomplish this feat, however improbable success may seem,” for 
America would then be on the side of right, not merely might. But in deal-
ing with Stalin, Bullitt was adamant, it was imperative to strip away any 
illusion. 
 “The reality is that the Soviet Union, up to the present time, has been 
a totalitarian dictatorship in which there has been no freedom of speech, 
no freedom of the press, and a travesty of freedom of religion; in which 
there has been universal fear of the OGPU [secret police] and Freedom 
from Want has been subordinated always to the policy of guns instead of 
butter.” Stalin might well be persuaded to close down the nefarious Com-
intern, fomenting world communist revolution—but only because, in the 
end, Stalin actually had no real interest in world revolution by com-
munists; his interest was only in communist-controlled nations serving as 
“5th column for the Soviet State” or empire. World communist revolution 
was but “a secondary objective.” 
 As Bullitt pointed out from his intimate, personal knowledge of the 
dictator, Joseph Stalin had no illusions—or even belief in communism as a 
motivating faith. He “lets no ideological motives influence his actions,” 
Bullitt warned. Whether the global future lay with the ideal of communism 
or the president’s four freedoms, Stalin was indifferent. His only goal was 
to maintain and extend the power of the Soviet Union: greater Russia, in 
effect, as a police state ruled by fear. “He is highly intelligent. He weighs 
with suspicious realism all factors involved in advancing the interests or 
boundaries of the Soviet Union. He moves where opposition is weak. He 
stops where opposition is strong. He puts out pseudopodia”—amoeba-like 
tentacles—“rather than leaping like a tiger. If the pseudopodia meet no 
obstacle, the Soviet Union flows on.” 
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 The moral, then, was that the United States must do everything in its 
power to show genuine desire for cooperation, as well as to “prove to Stalin 
that, while we have intense admiration for the Russian people and will 
collaborate fully with a pacific Soviet State, we will resist a predatory Sovi-
et State just as fiercely as we are now resisting a predatory Nazi State.” If 
not, “we shall have fought a great war not for liberty but for Soviet dicta-
torship.” 

This was a sobering eventuality. 
 “How can we make sure that this will not happen,” Bullitt asked rhe-
torically, “and achieve our own aim in a world of freedom and democra-
cy?” 

It would be a case of America Inc. versus Russia Red. 

President Roosevelt nodded his head in agreement—for whatever was 
published in liberal-minded newspapers and journals in the United States, 
he himself had no illusions about Stalin, or the nature of the Soviet terror 
state, maintained entirely by patriotism and fear. Moreover, he was 
pleased to see Bullitt supporting his presidential policy of unconditional 
surrender of the Nazis and Japanese—whereas there were many, including 
Third Secretary George Kennan in Moscow, who favored making a deal 
with the German generals, or non-Nazis, to help fight the Soviet regime. To 
the President this would be tantamount to condoning German militarism, 
wars of conquest, and use of terror against its own citizens—whether Jews 
or gypsies, political prisoners or priests—just as it would be were Japan’s 
example of inhumanity—its savage, genocidal war in China and its atroci-
ty-ridden rampage across the Southwest Pacific—to be condoned. Uncon-
ditional surrender and disarmament of the Axis powers was a sine qua non 
of a permanent postwar peace in the world, beginning on a new page, the 
President felt strongly—and Bullitt, in his report, did not contest this. 
 One by one the President ticked Bullitt’s points: that unless Russia 
was pressured into declaring war on Japan, for example, following German 
capitulation, the United States would be tied down, having to fight its way 
unaided, island by island, until it could finally bomb and invade the Japa-
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nese heartland, which might take years—while in the meantime Russia’s 
amoeba would be left free to spread across Europe, infecting defenseless 
nations and hitching them to Stalin’s Sovietizing wagon. 
 The answer to that, in Bullitt’s view, was to press Stalin, while U.S. 
Lend-Lease assistance was still critical to Soviet military victory against the 
Wehrmacht, into agreeing not only to enter the war against Japan in due 
course, but to sign up to a formal agreement committing the Allies to es-
tablish a postwar democratic Europe—not, as was the alternative, a group 
of communist puppet states subservient to the Soviet Union. 
 This, as Bullitt articulately put it, could only be done by securing an 
early meeting with Stalin, since “our bargaining position will be hopeless 
after the defeat of Germany,” when Russian troops would in all likelihood 
be in occupation of all central Europe up to the Elbe—perhaps even up to 
the Rhine. Churchill, too, must be harnessed to a European, rather than 
imperial British, cause, alongside the United States—with everything 
done, from this moment forth, to prepare the governments in exile and 
future European leaders to establish strong democratic structures that 
Stalin’s fifth columnists could not successfully subvert. 
 World disarmament was, in Bullitt’s realistic view, impossible—yet 
he doubted whether U.S. public opinion would willingly support yet an-
other war in Europe to defend defenseless individual states. Ergo, rather 
than disarm those states, or press such states to disarm, they should be 
encouraged to arm themselves against Russian interference—forming a 
U.S.-and-British-supported coalition or alliance. They should be urged to
become a European bloc of “Integrated Europe,” which Stalin would not
dare challenge. “Soviet invasion finds barriers in armed strength,” Bullitt
emphasized, “not in Soviet promises.”

This prediction—an early 1943 version of what became, in 1948, the 
Western European Union and NATO—was very much the President’s 
thinking. Using Lend-Lease as a lever, it would involve a carrot-and-stick 
approach to get Stalin, as soon as possible, to dissolve the Comintern as 
the instigator of world communist revolution; to agree to eventual entry 
into the war against Japan, once Germany was defeated; and to agree, in a 
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formal document, to sign up to a United Nations world authority guaran-
teeing the independence and self-government of sovereign states—with 
the United States and Britain, as two of the world’s Four Policemen, ready 
and willing to use air, naval, and, if necessary, ground forces to counter any 
attempt, by anyone, to invade such sovereign states. 

Would Joseph Stalin, dictator of a police state supposedly wedded to Marx-
ist-Leninist communist ideology, willingly sign up to a democratic concept 
like this, however—a charter that would be a permanent indictment of the 
Russian police state? 
 As Bullitt acknowledged, the Russians would have the “whip hand” at 
the end of the war. In all frankness, moreover, there seemed little evidence 
the Soviets, led and ruled by Stalin, were going to undergo a Pauline con-
version and become guardians of democracy and freedom, together with 
the United States, Britain, and China, across the globe—at least not any-
time soon. It was therefore imperative that the United States and Britain—
since China, for all its millions of people, was in no position to police any-
one, indeed would probably have to cede Manchuria to the Soviets—
ensure that their own troops reached, as soon as possible, a demarcation 
line in Europe beyond which Stalin’s troops could not march without go-
ing to war with the United States, the Soviet Union’s great provider. 
 Where, exactly, as Bullitt surveyed the world in January 1943, would 
this line be, however—and how could the Western allies hope to reach it 
before the Russians? 

This, indeed, was an interesting question. 
 A colleague of Bullitt’s—Bullitt did not name him in his report—had 
recently posited the end-of-war Sovietization of Europe would include “at 
least Finland, the Baltic States, Poland, Rumania, Hungary, Czechoslovakia 
and the entire Balkan peninsula including probably European Turkey”—
unless, Bullitt argued, the President beat Stalin to the punch. The United 
States should therefore “define as Europe the Europe of 1938,” he suggest-
ed—“minus Bessarabia, which should go to the Soviet Union”—and seek 
to save that version of Europe from the predatory clutches of the Russian 
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bear. In this respect there was, Bullitt reemphasized, “only one sure guar-
antee that the Red Army will not cross into Europe—the prior arrival of 
American and British Armies in the eastern frontiers of Europe.” 
 The eastern frontiers of Europe—when U.S. forces still did not have a 
single soldier on the European continent? 
 Anticipating the President’s frown, Bullitt had admitted in his report: 
“To state this is to state what appears to be an absurdity, if the assumption 
is made that we can reach the eastern frontiers of Europe only by march-
ing through France, Italy and Germany” before the Russians. However Bul-
litt had a better alternative. “It may . . . be possible to reach this frontier 
before the Red Army,” the former ambassador and now assistant to the 
U.S. Navy secretary wrote, “if we make our attack on the Axis not by way of 
France and Italy but by way of Salonika and Constantinople.”305 

Oh dear! the President sighed. Bullitt clearly had less idea of geography as 
it pertained to military matters than a schoolchild. Had he never heard of 
the disastrous “Salonika Front” in World War I, or Churchill’s fatal Allied 
assault in the Dardanelles in 1915—not to speak of the First and Second 
Balkan Wars of 1912 and 1913? 
 The President had recently heard similar Balkan proposals being trot-
ted out by Prime Minister Churchill and the French high commissioner, 
General Giraud, at Casablanca. Given the disaster in the Dardanelles in 
1915, it had been utterly amazing to hear Winston recommending such a 
military strategy. Yet General Giraud was just as unrealistic, the President 
had found. Both were men of great courage—but in the search for alterna-
tives to “war by attrition,” they were given to fantasies that were almost 
criminal in terms of the loss of human life to which their ill-considered 
ventures would lead—Churchill’s Gallipoli fiasco having cost the Western 
Allies no fewer than a quarter million casualties. 

305 Report to the President, January 10, 1943, Bullitt File, Safe and Confidential Files, FDR 
Library. 
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 Ignoring this, Churchill had at Casablanca favored pressing Turkey’s 
president to declare war on Hitler, and revival of the idea of a Dardanelles 
campaign. He’d asked Giraud whether he agreed—at which the five-star 
French general had countered with his own equally amazing notion of 
Allied military strategy. 
 “Tout simple,” Giraud had opined. “First, liberate Africa. Which is be-
ing done. This should be finished by spring this year. Then, without wast-
ing a minute, occupy the three big Mediterranean islands: Sicily, Sardinia, 
and Corsica. Establish a base there, primarily air forces, to assault the 
mainland of Europe. As soon as the forces are ready, invade the coast of 
Italy, between Livorno and Genoa. Seize the Po valley. Clean up the rest of 
the Italian peninsula, and prepare to strike into the heart of Europe on the 
axis: Udine [northwest of Venice, between the Alps and the Adriatic] and 
Vienna, backed by air power serviced from bases across the whole of Italy. 
In one blow Germany can thus be invaded through the Danube valley: we 
will isolate the Balkans on the right, and have France on the left, and we 
will beat the Russians to Vienna, which is not to be sniffed at,” he’d an-
nounced. “After that, following the fall of Germany, the business of Japan 
will be a piece of cake. QED.”306  
 Clearly Giraud—who still pressed to be made Allied commander in 
chief in the Mediterranean instead of General Eisenhower, rather than 
have to deal with political matters he abhorred—saw himself as a modern 
Napoleon, though about a foot taller. 
 At Casablanca, Churchill had not discouraged this idea—though the 
President had refused to countenance such craziness. It was therefore 
nothing short of galling, at lunch at the White House, to have to listen to 
former ambassador Bullitt, the director of public relations in the Navy De-
partment, now recommending, as an American, such military bêtises. 
 Bullitt claimed, to the President’s concern, he was not alone in Wash-
ington in advancing such a war strategy. His discussions at the Navy De-
partment and elsewhere had convinced him, Bullitt maintained, that 

306 Henri Giraud, Un seul but la Victoire: Alger 1942–1944 (Paris: R. Julliard, 1949), 93–94. 
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“there is a large body of military opinion in Washington that favors—on 
purely military grounds—striking at the Axis by way of Greece, Turkey, 
Bulgaria and Rumania rather than by way of France and Italy.”307 

Dump the whole idea of a cross-Channel attack? 
 On paper the notion appeared bold and imaginative—if wars were 
conducted on paper. Like Giraud, Bullitt seemed convinced the Western 
Allies could make straight for central Europe, and secure its boundaries 
before the Russians got there, without problem—irrespective of the ter-
rain. Or the Germans. “This is a question for you and Churchill, and your 
military advisors to decide,” Bullitt allowed308—convinced that Churchill, 
who was nothing if not imaginative, would be of like mind. 
 The conclusion to Bullitt’s twenty-four-page report to the President 
had climaxed with a three-point politico-military recommendation. Roo-
sevelt should persuade Churchill to subscribe to a “policy of an integrated, 
democratic Europe.” “Conversations between you and Stalin” should then 
be arranged. But behind the scenes, while negotiating on paper with Sta-
lin, an “immediate study of an attack on the Axis by way of Greece, Turkey, 
Bulgaria and Rumania” should be ordered by the President.309 
 There was even a fourth recommendation: namely that Bullitt’s 
archrival at the State Department, Sumner Welles, be fired—thus empow-
ering the deeply anti-Soviet secretary, Cordell Hull, to take Bill Bullitt as 
his deputy, as the Allies raced through the Balkans into central Europe. 

QED. 

307 Report to the President, January 10, 1943, Bullitt File, Safe and Confidential Files, FDR 
Library. See also Michael Cassella-Blackburn, The Donkey, The Carrot, and the Club: Wil-
liam C. Bullitt and Soviet-American Relations, 1917–1948 (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2004), 213–
14. 
308 Report to the President, January 10, 1943, Bullitt File, Safe and Confidential Files, FDR 
Library. 
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Bullitt’s report—which would later be quoted as a kind of Lost Ark that 
could have changed the course of history, had it been followed—was, in its 
military naiveté, as senseless as it was callous in respect to the lives that 
would have been lost in pursuing such a course. Lunching with Bullitt, the 
President could only shake his head at a man so right about the Soviets 
and so wrong about military matters. 
 Winston Churchill, for his part, did not feel the same way. While the 
President had returned straightaway from North Africa to Washington via 
Liberia, Bathurst, Natal, and Jamaica (where a recuperated Admiral Leahy 
was picked up), the Prime Minister had nevertheless flown, against the 
advice even of his own cabinet, to Turkey, in a vain attempt to get Presi-
dent Ismet Inonu to join the Western Allies—and thus open the way to an 
invasion of southern Europe via the Balkans and Constantinople: the 
dream that had consumed him in 1915 and had led to his resignation as 
First Lord of the Admiralty when it failed. 
 Roosevelt had been skeptical whether President Inonu would comply 
with Churchill’s request, any more than Portugal or Spain or Sweden could 
be expected to give up their neutrality in the war. He had, however, au-
thorized Churchill to share with Inonu the President’s notions of uncondi-
tional surrender and a postwar United Nations authority—not only as a 
bulwark against future wars of aggression, but as a counter to future Rus-
sian expansionism. 
 The President had cautioned Churchill, however, neither to promise 
too much military aid, if Inonu did decide to join the war, nor to suggest 
that the Allies were planning a new invasion of Salonika, as in 1915. The 
Germans, he warned, would be tougher even than Atatürk’s army at Gal-
lipoli—and the mountains beyond Salonika would make an Allied cam-
paign a dead end. His remit, in terms of the U.S.-British coalition, was 
merely to explore the possibility of airfields and military staging bases be-
ing established in Turkey, and if not, to encourage Turkey in its neutrality: 
dissuading it from any thought of alliance or cooperation with the Third 
Reich, and encouraging it as a bulwark against communism. This, to his 
great credit, Churchill had attempted to do as part emissary, part negotia-
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tor, flying to Adana and meeting with Inonu onboard their two trains. To 
the relief of Sir Alexander Cadogan and General Brooke, the Prime Minis-
ter had been surprisingly circumspect—relying on his gifts of ratiocination 
and literary composition. No sooner had he arrived, therefore, than he 
handed President Inonu a paper he’d written en route to Turkey called 
“Morning Thoughts: Note on Postwar Security”—a copy of which he was 
careful to cable to the President in Washington. 

Like Bullitt’s report, Churchill’s Turkish memorandum was to become an 
important historical document. 
 In Churchillian prose (Cadogan noting in his diary, “He was awfully 
proud of it”), the Prime Minister’s paper summarized the outcome of the 
Casablanca Conference and the outlook for the world at the end of the 
war. As soon as the “unconditional surrender of Germany and Italy” was 
achieved, the “unconditional surrender” of Japan, too, would be pro-
cured—with subsequent “disarmament of the guilty nations” enforced by 
the victors. (“On the other hand no attempt will be made to destroy their 
peoples or to prevent them gaining a living and leading a decent life in 
spite of all the crimes they have committed,” Churchill added the rider.) 
Reparations would not be demanded by the Western countries “as was 
tried last time,” though Russia would have to be helped “in every possible 
way in her work of restoring the economic life of her people” after suffer-
ing “such a horrible devastation” as Hitler had inflicted. This, then, led to 
the President’s plans for a United Nations authority. 
 The authority was to be “a world organization for the preservation of 
peace based upon the conceptions of freedom of justice and the revival of 
prosperity”—one that would not be “subject to the weakness of former 
League of Nations.” It would be held together under the military protec-
tion of the victors, who would “continue fully armed, especially in the air.” 
“None can predict with certainty that the victors will never quarrel 
amongst themselves, or that the United States may not once again retire 
from Europe, but after the experiences which all have gone through, and 
their sufferings and the certainty that a third struggle will destroy all that is 
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left of culture, wealth and civilization of mankind and reduce us to the 
level almost of wild beasts, the most intense effort will be made by the 
leading Powers,” Churchill summarized, “to prolong their honorable asso-
ciation and by sacrifice and self-restraint to win for themselves a glorious 
name in human annals.” Great Britain would “do her utmost to organize a 
coalition of resistance to any act of aggression committed by any power;” 
moreover, “it is believed that the United States will cooperate with her and 
even possibly take the lead of the world, on account of her numbers and 
strength, in the good work of preventing such tendencies to aggression 
before they break into open war.”310 

Though it might not be as magically phrased as some of his prose master-
pieces and speeches, Churchill’s memorandum reflected the extent to 
which he now understood and agreed with the President’s vision of the 
United Nations and postwar world security at this moment in the war. 
Given such a future, then, would not Turkey wish to guarantee its own 
security “by taking her place as a victorious belligerent and ally at the side 
of Great Britain, the United States and Russia,” Churchill had asked Presi-
dent Inonu? 
 It was a beguiling prospect, but President Inonu, understandably, had 
declined. The Prime Minister’s paper certainly exuded confidence in the 
inevitable eventual victory of the Allies—but it seemed oblivious to Hit-
ler’s likely actions in the meantime. The document made no mention of 
this, or of the military problems inherent in mounting an invasion of 
southern and central Europe through northern Italy and/or the Balkans. 
Or even of Stalin’s possible reaction to such a change in Allied military 
strategy—a change that, if it stalled in the Mediterranean without a Sec-
ond Front, would give Stalin every reason to scorn the President’s plans for 

310 C-259-A/1, From the Prime Minister to the President, February 2, 1943, in Warren Kim-
ball, ed., Churchill & Roosevelt: The Complete Correspondence, vol. 2, Alliance Forged 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984), 129–30. 
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unconditional surrender and the establishment of a postwar United Na-
tions authority as idle nonsense. 

Both Bullitt’s report and Churchill’s memorandum were, to be sure, writ-
ten before the reality of war against the Wehrmacht finally set in. In this 
respect the American defeat at Kasserine, two weeks after Bullitt’s report, 
had quickly poured cold water on any idea in Washington or London that 
the Allies could race anywhere, let alone through the Balkans. At his pri-
vate luncheon at the White House with the President, Bullitt had thus 
backed off his Balkan idea—for the moment. It was too early to be con-
templating ambitious American campaigns in the Mediterranean when for 
a moment it looked as if U.S. forces would be driven out of Tunisia. Be-
sides, the public would have to be encouraged to support a more interven-
tionist role in American foreign policy if the President was to have any 
genuine credence in exploiting its current creditor-status with Stalin. 
 In this respect, at least, the President’s vision of the postwar peace 
seemed to be gaining traction, unaffected by the reverse at Kasserine—in 
fact it began to become clear, as the weeks went by, that the President’s 
State of the Union address was bearing amazing, anti-isolationist fruit. 

Roosevelt had assumed his State of the Union address, with its description 
of “total war,” its call for the disarmament of America’s enemies, and his 
outline of postwar social programs and international security, would be 
strongly contested in Congress and outside. Far from it. His speech—and 
press coverage of the Casablanca “unconditional surrender meeting”—
seemed to trigger, the President found, a sort of national American awak-
ening to world responsibility that had never really existed before. 
 Burgeoning pride at the success of the Torch invasion and MacAr-
thur’s advances in the Pacific—where, in the battle of the Bismarck Sea, 
American B-25s carrying five-second five-hundred-pound bombs, carried 
out “the most devastating air attack on ships in the entire war,” in the 
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words of naval historian S. E. Morison311 (sinking seven of the eight Japa-
nese transports seeking to reinforce Lae following the evacuation of Gua-
dalcanal)—left the noninterventionist voices of Charles Lindbergh, Joseph 
P. Kennedy, and Senators William Borah, Robert LaFollette, Hiram John-
son, Arthur Vandenberg, and Burton K. Wheeler looking like defeatists.
The Casablanca summit—trumpeted in newspaper reports and pictures,
as well as in movie-house newsreels shown across the country—lent a
moral grandeur to the turnaround in the fortunes of war: photographs of
brave, cigar-wielding Winston Churchill sitting beside the President, de-
claring himself to be his “active lieutenant,” French generals shaking
hands, the President inspecting and eating with U.S. forces in the field …
Even Lord Halifax, the British ambassador, was full of congratulations
when writing to the Prime Minister, extolling the results of the Casablanca
Conference and noting in his diary how, in America, Republicans and
Democrats were beginning to talk of the future in a new and wholly differ-
ent way.

Lord Halifax was learning, himself, to see the world in a different way. 
Since his appointment to the embassy and America’s entry into the war, he 
had had to meet with people of every stripe and to learn the complexities 
and nuances of the American political system, with its checks and balanc-
es—and vituperative press. As a result Halifax had become a more astute 
observer of trends in the United States than in his home country, where his 
aristocratic airs and way of life (hunting, shooting) had inured him, as a 
notorious appeaser, to the fact that the younger, post–World War I genera-
tion would, in fact, fight Hitler—but not for a colonialist, class-riven Brit-
ish Empire they no longer believed in. The President’s latest postwar vi-
sion, which Roosevelt had shared with him in private talks at the White 
House, struck Ambassador Halifax not only as positive, but one that even 
former isolationist Americans seemed more and more willing to embrace. 
Even the former U.S. president, Herbert Hoover, who lunched with Lord 
Halifax on January 8, 1943, after the President’s address to Congress, had 

311 S. E. Morison, The Two-Ocean War (Boston: Little Brown, 1963), 272. 
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expressed a more “friendly” view of America’s association with Britain than 
before, the ambassador had found. “We discussed a great many post war 
things,” Halifax recorded in his diary—relieved to hear the former presi-
dent was “absolutely convinced of the necessity of our working together” 
as nations. “On the whole I was cheered by my talk with him and by his 
estimate of what American public opinion will accept in the way of inter-
national cooperation.” Hitherto, public opinion had opposed any Ameri-
can treaty or involvement with other countries that could be “represented 
as infringement of [American] national sovereignty. This was the rock on 
which [President] Wilson broke—the idea that some League or confer-
ence should dictate United States action.” But now—at least in Hoover’s 
opinion—public opinion was changing, as were former president Hoover’s 
own attitudes. “These difficulties would not in his view arise if you had 
some international organisation that would content itself with expressing 
moral opinions and leave it to the joint policemen, whom he sees as the 
United States, ourselves, and, if she will play, Russia, to take action on their 
own,” Halifax noted. The United Nations—or “whatever the international 
body was” that would be set up at the war’s end—would “make a report 
and recommendation to the policemen,” which the policemen could ei-
ther carry out or not.312 
 This exploratory notion of a United Nations Security Council was a 
momentous reversal—and when in Washington Lord Halifax addressed 
assembled British consuls from main U.S. cities, several days later, the am-
bassador advised them to push the notion of the “British Commonwealth,” 
rather than “Empire,” as having “a biggish part to play” in the coming 
times—yet to exercise “self-restraint, when Americans threw their weight 
around.” 
 America, henceforth, would be top dog, Halifax made clear. From 
that meeting the ambassador had then gone to the State Department “to 

312 Entry of January 8, 1943, in “Secret Diary” of Lord Halifax, Papers of Lord Halifax, Hick-
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discuss the draft of a scheme for what the Americans call the rehabilitation 
of the world.”313 

Rehabilitation it certainly would be. The Russian ambassador, Maxim 
Litvinov, was present at the State Department meeting, too. “We got along 
fairly well and all did our best to be accommodating to one another. Some 
difference of opinion as to whether the inner management committee of 
the thing should be composed of the four Powers,” as a security council, 
“or, as we [British] had suggested, seven”—which would “permit Canada 
as a great supplier to be on [it], probably a South American, and one of the 
smaller European allies. Litvinoff made a strong argument about this thing 
being used as a pattern for the future, and consequently the importance of 
keeping the four big powers undiluted. I thought there was a good deal in 
his argument,” Halifax noted, approving the Russian’s view.314 
 Ten days later, on January 18, 1943, barely a week after the President’s 
State of the Union address, Halifax was noting that Dr. Alan Valentine, 
president of the University of Rochester—a Democrat who had cam-
paigned for the Republican Wendell Willkie in the 1940 presidential elec-
tion, organizing “Democrats for Willkie” in opposition to a third term for 
FDR—“did not think there was much danger of isolation.” In fact, Valen-
tine now found Willkie “too emotional and immature.”315 A new “Ameri-
can State [Department] book about American policy in the last ten years” 
had shown “how paralyzed their Executive was,” after World War I, “owing 
to the prevalence of isolationist thought.”316 Even Willkie himself, when 
Halifax dined with him on January 27, emphasized the change of Republi-
can mind—now claiming “that historically the Republican party had not 
been isolationist and had only accidentally been thrown into isolationism 
after the last war by Wilson’s attempt to monopolise the international 
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ticket. He was apprehensive lest something of the kind should happen 
again, and spoke very earnestly about the necessity of nothing being said 
in British quarters” of Republicans backing away from an internationalist 
stance, lest this actually revive isolationist sentiment. “He spoke with great 
certainty, as did Claire Luce”—a Republican congresswoman from Con-
necticut and wife of the publisher of Life magazine—“about the Republi-
can party in 1944 being victorious.”317 
 By the time the President returned from North Africa, therefore, it 
had been to find his utopian hen had laid its eggs—indeed, the next day 
Halifax noted a long talk with Henry Luce “about the prospects of the Re-
publican Party being isolationist after the war.” Luce dismissed the very 
idea, just as Willkie had—in fact claimed, like Willkie, that isolationism 
had been an aberration—the United States having “only accidentally got 
into that line in 1920,” according to Luce. Halifax was then stunned as Luce 
proceeded to advance Roosevelt’s internationalist agenda. “On the post-
war business Luce said that he wanted to make a careful examination of 
just what an international police force might mean,” but was not averse to 
it. “He said that there had been a curious revolution in American feeling in 
the last few years”—in fact, in the last few weeks. “A short time ago, if you 
had listened to any argument between the isolationists and international-
ists, the isolationists would at once have clinched the argument by saying: 
‘You want to police the world, do you?’ which was generally held to be 
conclusive against it. Now, he said, American public opinion was com-
pletely convinced that an international police force was desirable.”318 
 When Halifax went to see the President in person at the White House 
on February 15, he was told that columnist Walter Lippmann, no less, was 
talking of “the United States being established in some European base af-
ter the war,” so that “any infraction of European peace” should at once be 
addressed: the forerunner of NATO.319 

317 Ibid., entry of January 28, 1943. 
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20 
Health Issues 

Though it was too early to crow, the President thus seemed decidedly 
proud, Halifax found. His step-by-step military strategy for prosecuting the 
war had been set in stone at the Casablanca Conference—with the target, 
in writing, of almost a million U.S. troops and their weapons to be con-
veyed to Britain by December 31, 1943, ready to launch a full-scale invasion 
across the English Channel in April or May 1944. As Averell Harriman not-
ed, based on his conference notes, a “new joint command (COSSAC, acro-
nym for Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied Commander) was created to 
begin immediate planning for this climactic operation known later as 
Overlord.”320 
 The postwar world, too, with luck, might well turn out the way the 
President envisioned, with the growing support of the American public, 
the Republican Party, and America’s British partners—though the latter 
would have a difficult row to hoe if they chose to reestablish their colonial 
empire as Churchill wished. 
 It was in this context that FDR’s health raised some concern, howev-
er. Although in the immediate aftermath of his trip to Africa Roosevelt had 
seemed energized and rejuvenated, in the weeks following the Casablanca 
Conference it was evident that the journey had taken a physical toll on the 
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President. At least to those in close contact with him. His cousin Daisy, 
especially. 
 After she met with the President, on his return from Casablanca, she 
confided her concern to her diary—noting at Hyde Park disorienting 
symptoms of transcontinental air travel that would later be called jet lag. 
“All his party have been feeling miserable since they got back,” she record-
ed on February 7. “He just hasn’t let himself give in until he got here—
Then he ‘let go’ & feels exhausted—the President finding it hard, he said, 
to rise in the mornings, and sleeping late.”321 

Was it merely desynchronosis—disruption of circadian sleep rhythms—
though, Daisy wondered? After Pearl Harbor the President had stopped 
swimming daily in the White House pool. He was still smoking several 
packs of cigarettes a day, but his doctor seemed to pay little or no atten-
tion to the President’s elevated blood pressure, or to his cardiac condi-
tion—despite the fact that there had been worries on that account even 
before the 1940 election, when he’d been beset by heart problems he 
couldn’t keep from those around him. 
 “His color was bad; his face was lined and he appeared to be worn 
out. His jaw was swollen as a result of a tooth infection … And I learned 
there was worry over strain on Roosevelt’s heart,” the chairman of the 
Democratic National Committee, James Farley, recalled later.322 Bill Bullitt 
was more specific; he would claim that he’d been present at a White House 
dinner in early 1940 when the President had suffered “a very slight heart 
attack” and had collapsed.323 
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 A heart attack? It was little wonder the president’s physician, Dr. 
McIntire, had been concerned at the height the airplane would have to fly 
on its journey to Casablanca and then home. On the positive side, howev-
er, the President had shown the world he was on the top of his form at 
Casablanca. Even the dark areas beneath his eyes had vanished, people 
noticed. “He looks well,” Daisy acknowledged in her diary—her anxiety 
being more over the risk of a flying accident than his health at this stage. 
The plane carrying Averell Harriman and Brigadier Vivian Dykes—senior 
British aide to Field Marshal Dill in Washington—back to England had in 
fact crashed on landing in Wales. Though Harriman survived, Dykes had 
perished. As Daisy implored the President: “I told him we all thought he 
should not take the risks of such a trip.”324 
 “Well—not for some time anyway,” the President had responded at 
Hyde Park, where he reclaimed Fala, his Scottie—hugging the woolly 
black dog to his breast. When Daisy left to go back to her job at the presi-
dent’s library, which had been created in 1939 and for which she had been 
working since 1941, “Fala looked at me,” she wrote, “but trotted after the 
P.”325 
 Daisy was not convinced, however—and became less so when the 
President then fell ill again and again in February. The President’s physi-
cian showed little concern. “Allied successes lessened the nervous strain,” 
was all Dr. McIntire would later comment in a memoir he wrote, “and the 
President not only picked up weight but lost some of his care lines.”326 

Was the President really all right, though? Or were underlying, potentially 
serious health issues not being sufficiently addressed?  
 To Daisy, his confidante, the President had once remarked that “he 
caught everything in sight,” as he put it. There was nothing new in this, 
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he’d added—“all his life had been that way.”327 His near-fatal bout with 
virulent flu in 1918; his contracting of poliomyelitis in 1921; his repeated 
sinusitis; his collapses from possible heart or vascular failure—these were 
but the more dramatic examples of his proneness to infection and other 
ailments, he accepted. 

Illness was not something Roosevelt dwelt upon or paid much attention 
to—an attitude Eleanor, his wife, did not discourage, since it absolved her 
of marital anxieties at a moment when she herself was undertaking such a 
demanding schedule as First Lady at the White House, spokesperson for 
the underprivileged, and mother to six children, not to speak of grandchil-
dren. 
 This left Cousin Daisy, though, to worry all the more on behalf of the 
President. “The P. looked very tired, but did his usual part of ‘Exhibit A,’ as 
he calls it”—entertaining, for example, a party he was hosting at the White 
House on Valentine’s Day, February 14, without Eleanor, who’d flown to 
Indiana. “At nine, he said he had to go to work & left the guests, calling to 
me to go with him. He got on the sofa in his study and said he was ex-
hausted—He looked it. He said: ‘I’m either Exhibit A, or left completely 
alone.”328 
 Daisy was flabbergasted. “It made me feel terrible—I’ve never heard a 
word of complaint from him, but it seemed to slip out, unintentionally, & 
spoke volumes,” she had penned in her diary that night. The wife of the 
President’s military aide and appointments secretary, Mrs. Watson, had 
“said at lunch, on Friday, that ‘he is the loneliest man in the world.’ I know 
what she means. He has no real ‘home life’ in which to relax, & ‘recoup’ his 
strength & his peace of mind. If he wasn’t such a wonderful character, he 
would sink under it.”329 
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 Toward the end of February, 1943, he did, in fact, sink, laid low yet 
again, this time by what he afterward called “sleeping sickness or Gambia 
fever or some kindred bug in that hell-hole of yours,” as the President 
complained in a letter to the Prime Minister in London, that “left me feel-
ing like a wet rag. I was no good after 2 p.m. and, after standing it for a 
week or so, I went to Hyde Park for five days.”330 Daisy looked after him 
there, recording in her diary on February 27 that it was “the P.’s. 4th day in 
bed, & he still feels somewhat miserable though his fever has gone. Last 
Tuesday, without any warning, he felt ill about noon. He lay on his study 
sofa & slept ’til 4.30, when he found he had a temp. of 102. The Dr. found it 
was toxic poisoning, but they can’t ascribe it to anything they know of … 
The P. doesn’t look well but is improving.” After having supper with him, 
eating from trays, she gave him the aspirin Dr. McIntire had prescribed—
and almost wept when he said: “Do you know that I have never had any-
one just sit around and take care of me like this before.” Apart from nurses 
when he was very unwell, “he is just given his medicine or takes it himself. 
Everyone else has been too busy to sit with him, doing nothing.”331 

If the President’s condition—his tiredness, his fevers, and his everlasting 
sinus infections—caused him now to draw back a little from the more 
commanding role he’d taken in directing the U.S. military, this was under-
standable—in fact, to many in the War Department it was a relief, as 
planning for the Husky invasion, slated for July that year, went ahead. Even 
the U.S. setback at Kasserine had not worried him unduly or diminished 
his confidence in young General Eisenhower; it was, after all, proof of his 
wisdom in insisting American forces learn the skills of modern combat in a 
“safe” region of the Mediterranean, where they could swiftly recover. 
 When Eisenhower’s naval aide, Lieutenant Commander Butcher, was 
brought to the Oval Office to report to the Commander in Chief on March 
26, 1943, one of the first questions the President asked him was to give an 
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account of the Kasserine debacle—from Eisenhower’s perspective. “He 
wanted to know how things were going” in North Africa, Butcher recorded. 
Naturally, he knew them from “official reports,” but he wanted to have the 
story from the horse’s mouth. He was “inquisitive about Fredendall and 
other commanders at the front, the retreat of the Americans naturally be-
ing in his mind. I explained to him the reluctance Ike had in relieving Fre-
dendall, and his hope that the change to Patton could be handled in such a 
way that Fredendall’s fine qualities, particularly for training, would not be 
lost to the army.” 
 To Butcher’s surprise the President—who himself hated to have to 
fire people—seemed more interested in U.S. intelligence. He “wanted to 
know the circumstances that caused our G-2 [head of military intelli-
gence] to predict that the main thrust of the Germans would come 
through the Ousseltia Pass rather than at Sidi Bou Zid. I explained to him 
[British Brigadier] Mockler-Ferryman’s reliance on one source of infor-
mation, namely the interception of radio communications [Ultra] and that 
since this source theretofore had proven reliable, not only Mockler-
Ferryman but [British General] Anderson, had relied on the ‘Mock’s’ ad-
vice in this instance. This reliance had caused General Anderson to hold 
his reserve in the North when it may have been used to extra advantage to 
help Americans farther South.”332 It was unfortunate, but a lesson learned 
in the use and misuse of—or overreliance upon—Ultra.  
 Certainly the President’s faith in Eisenhower was rewarded in March 
when Rommel, in ill health, was withdrawn to Germany to recuperate. The 
day of the Desert Fox was over; that of the President’s protégé, Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, had come. He might not have the battlefield prowess of 
Rommel, Patton, or Montgomery, but he had something far more valuable 
to the Allies: the ability to get the soldiers, airmen, and sailors of an inter-
national coalition to fight together under his leadership. The result was 
often messy, sometimes contentious, and media-sensitive. As the Presi-
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dent told Eisenhower’s naval aide, however, such was the price of democ-
racy. The virtue of the Casablanca Conference had been that it enabled the 
President, as de facto commander in chief of the Western Allies, to make 
his historic decisions on a 1944 Second Front as well as on unconditional 
surrender, without the press (let alone the enemy) even knowing he was in 
Casablanca. “He said for the first time all participants were enabled to ex-
plore each others’ minds, get all the cards on the table, and reach decisions 
without distractions. These distractions, he said, are caused by newspaper 
men gaining small segments of the complete story and printing them un-
der headlines that frequently mislead the public and failed to portray the 
complete story. ‘In most conference[s], particularly where newspaper men 
have access to the conferees,’ the President said, ‘almost every participant 
has a pet newspaper man. By button-holing such friends, newspaper men 
can get a part of the story and the whole issue becomes tried in the press 
on the basis of only a small part of all the facts. The result is distortion to 
the public and disruption to the conferences.’” 
 No truer words were spoken by an American president—yet this had 
been the reality of American democracy since George Washington, and 
would never change. All one could do was, at certain times, employ a cer-
tain guile in order that the job got done. At this, the President, by his third 
term in office, was a past master—in war as well as in peace. “At Casablan-
ca,” he told Eisenhower’s aide, “we had a secluded spot, well guarded and 
free from the press. Thus we were able to talk freely without feeling some-
one would start promoting his point of view in the press by means of con-
tact with his favorite reporter.”333 So pleased was he with the “result of 
Casablanca” that he had arranged for the administration’s looming “food 
conference,” addressing the needs of allies and liberated countries, to take 
place in Virginia, “guarded by military police,” and with “no press permit-
ted … I think the press will cry out against this arrangement,” but the “pub-
lic good” was sometimes more important than “public discussion.” Moreo-
ver, once the decisions were announced, there was freedom enough to 
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debate the matters. “I am planning to make another swing around the 
country,” he told Butcher, taking a group of White House correspondents 
who would only be allowed to file reports once the tour was over. “The 
press will yowl again I imagine, but the public seemed to appreciate that 
trip. In any event,” he made clear, “I am going to do it again,” yowls or no 
yowls. 
 Subtly, the President had been passing on to Eisenhower his advice 
on how best to deal with “distortions” and “distractions” of a free press—
something Butcher was able to convey to Eisenhower as soon as he re-
turned. Along with the President’s parting words. “The principal message 
the President asked me to convey—and he spoke repeatedly of the Gen-
eral as ‘Ike’—was: “Tell Ike that not only I but the whole country is proud 
of the job he has done. We have every confidence in his success.”334 
 As the President prepared for his second “swing around the country” 
aboard the Ferdinand Magellan, Eisenhower duly readied his two Allied 
armies in Tunisia—gathering his twenty divisions like bloodhounds for 
the final act of the President’s North African invasion: a battle the Ger-
mans themselves began to call “Tunisgrad.”335 More than a quarter million 
Axis troops were now hemmed in on the Cape Bon Peninsula, fighting for 
their lives. Two thousand German troops were being flown into the arena 
each day from southern Europe; Mussolini was begging the Führer to 
make peace with Stalin in order to save the Italian Empire; and three hun-
dred thousand Allied troops were massing for the kill. 
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21 
Inspection Tour Two 

Beginning on April 13, 1943, the President set off by train for his latest two-
week, seventy-six-hundred-mile inspection tour of U.S. military training 
bases: from South Carolina to Alabama, Georgia to Arkansas, Oklahoma to 
Colorado, Missouri to Kentucky. Following his repeated bouts of ill health 
in February, these inspections would allow the Commander in Chief to 
see—and be seen by—tens of thousands of young aviators, Marines, tank 
crews, infantrymen, Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps trainees, and Navy 
crewmen. 
 Once again the President took Daisy Suckley with him—since Elea-
nor had her own agenda to fulfill—as well as his other cousin, Polly Dela-
no, who was considered a “law unto herself,” but who amused the Presi-
dent: the two women giving him the sense of being looked after. (Eleanor 
did agree to join the train, in Texas, for a brief three-day detour to Monter-
rey, to meet the Mexican president, Ávila Camacho.) 
 The President wanted to judge for himself whether young American 
servicemen, currently training at home, would fight abroad. Hundreds of 
young pilots taking off and landing, parades of ten to fifteen thousand 
men, tanks firing live shells in mock battle, soldiers in hand-to-hand 
fighting (“the sort of thing they have in the Pacific jungles, with the Japs—
It’s all horrible when you stop to analyze it, but it’s a fight for survival,” 
Daisy noted, amazed336). 
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 The tour, the President was pleased to find, belied any German and 
Japanese assumptions that U.S. troops were too “soft” for the ruthlessness 
of modern warfare. Above all, however, it was the sheer magnitude of 
American mobilization for war—in manpower, munitions, organization—
that awed the President’s party aboard the Ferdinand Magellan. 
 “The impression I have is of vastness, and a miracle of quick construc-
tion,” Daisy noted in Denver, where they inspected the Remington Rand 
Ordnance Plant. Propelled by Japan’s sneak attack, America had become a 
new “melting pot,” with “50% men and women at Remington, cheerful, 
well-fed human beings, who, with all their lack of culture, are the back-
bone of the country, & probably the finest ‘mass’ of population in the 
world,” she noted proudly. “The women were dressed in pale blue 1-piece 
overalls (much like Mr. Churchill’s air raid zipper suit) and red bandannas 
tied tightly about their heads … People were collected all along the route 
full of spontaneous enthusiasm. Women & girls jumping, waving, laughing 
& cheering. The men grinning broadly & waving.”337 
 At the President’s polio-rehabilitation center at Warm Springs in 
Georgia, Roosevelt stood tall, kept upright by his heavy steel leg braces, 
“holding on to his chair,” and “made a serious, soft voiced little speech” to 
the hundred patients assembled in Georgia Hall, then was “wheeled to the 
door of the dining room where he stayed to shake hands with each patient 
that filed through.”338 Using “the little car he has had for years down 
here”—a 1938 Ford Roadster with brakes and accelerator he could operate 
by hand, as well as a license plate reading “F.D.R.-1—The President”—
Roosevelt himself drove his guests around the area.339 

Daisy—visiting the Warm Springs center for the first time—was deeply 
moved. “It is certainly a monument to him, his imagination and his faith & 
his love for his fellow sufferers, and it is very lovely. Peaceful and beautiful. 
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The houses homelike and attractive, mainly white, among trees.” For the 
first time in months the President swam—and insisted Daisy and Polly 
swim too. He had seemed desperately tired when they left Washington. 
Now he was “visibly expanding and blossoming.” 
 One night—after a simple, homely dinner which he loved, in contrast 
to the “pallid” White House food that Eleanor’s cook, Mrs. Nesbitt, made 
and which Roosevelt “detested”340—Roosevelt took out “his stamps; the 
rest of us read. F. complained of a headache” and the women took his 
temperature—which was fortunately normal.341 He’d seemed actually 
happy, though. 
 With the physical support of his new naval aide, Rear Admiral Wilson 
Brown—Captain McCrea having been assigned to command of the new 
U.S. cruiser, Iowa—the President was still able to stand and, by swinging 
his muscular torso, even walk. Visiting Fort Riley, in Kansas, he actually 
proceeded on foot to the exit of the amphitheater, where fifteen thousand 
troops had gathered for an Easter service. At the railway station, as the 
Ferdinand Magellan slowly pulled out, officers and men saluted the Com-
mander in Chief. “It was a beautiful sight and the kind of thing that brings 
a lump in your throat, specially when the commander in chief is a man like 
F. & crippled besides—Our driver told us he had not the slightest idea that
F. couldn’t walk, that his brother officers also had never thought of it,” Dai-
sy noted. “F. is all the more an inspiration to them—.”342

At dinner on the train on April 19, they were joined by Sumner 
Welles, and the Mexican ambassador, Francisco Castilia Nájero. “We 
stayed up until 10 listening to them talk about the future peace—Very 
interesting,” Daisy recorded in her diary. There was, she recognized, a 
steeliness in her champion that was never going to allow him to let up 
until he’d achieved his dream—with little trace of magnanimity toward 
those responsible for the global holocaust the Nazis and Japanese were so 
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adamantly pursuing. The “perpetrators of the war, like Hitler, Himmler, 
etc. shall be court-martialed in their own country” and hanged or “liqui-
dated,” as Daisy noted, quoting Hitler’s sickening word—“not sent to some 
distant island to turn into heroes and martyrs, with the danger of their 
trying to come back.”343 
 The President might show deep and natural empathy for his fellow 
polio sufferers, she recognized, and great charm toward visitors of every 
stripe—but his forgiveness did not extend to the Nazi “Aryans” who were 
exterminating not only the handicapped but, it was becoming increasingly 
evident, millions of Jews, homosexuals, gypsies, and political prisoners; 
sickening atrocities, moreover, that the Japanese were also reportedly 
committing, not only in the treatment of the populations of the countries 
Japanese troops had overrun, from China to the Philippines, but American 
POWs. 
 In his diary, Secretary Stimson made note of what the Operations 
Division of the War Department had learned. Colonel Ritchie “gave me a 
dreadful picture of what is happening to our prisoners of war at the hands 
of the Japanese in the Philippines. I have been thoroughly churned up over 
it ever since. They are being killed off and are dying off under mistreat-
ment. The situation is frightful. Yet it is very dangerous for us to make it 
public because of the reprisals which would be undoubtedly visited upon 
these,” he wrote—aware American prisoners would be tortured and exe-
cuted for smuggling out news of their mistreatment. Nor could the United 
States threaten retaliation, “because we have only a few hundred prison-
ers” thanks to the Japanese code of Bushido, “while they have a good many 
thousands of our men … MacArthur is vowing vengeance and is keeping 
the score of injuries to our men which he has heard of which some day he 
hopes to live to avenge.”344 
 News of the execution of captured crewmembers from Doolittle’s air 
raid on Tokyo the previous year had aroused similar outrage—Stimson 
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wanting Secretary Hull to issue a warning there would be American “re-
prisals” for such “an act of barbarism” if it went on.345 
 For such barbarians the President possessed, Daisy recognized, no 
sympathy. He would not permit MacArthur to carry out reprisals in the 
Pacific. But when, during his tour of U.S. training camps and manufactur-
ing plants, a decrypt arrived via the communications car of the President’s 
train of a Japanese signal giving the forthcoming flying itinerary of the 
Japanese commander in chief—the man who had launched the sneak 
attack on Pearl Harbor in peacetime, killing twenty-four hundred Ameri-
cans in a single morning—the President, aboard the Ferdinand Magellan, 
had had no hesitation whatever. 

345 Ibid., entry of March 30, 1943. 
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Several weeks before leaving on his inspection tour the President had in-
vited MacArthur’s air commander, General George Kenney, to give him a 
literal bird’s-eye view of the campaign in the Southwest Pacific, when 
Kenney accompanied MacArthur’s chief of staff to Washington to ask for 
more reinforcements. 
 In Kenney—a World War I pilot almost as highly decorated (Silver 
Star and Distinguished Flying Cross) as MacArthur himself—MacArthur 
had recognized the right man to revolutionize the U.S. Army Air Forces in 
war: not only in combatting Japanese fliers and in bombing ground instal-
lations, but in decimating Japanese supply vessels. The result had proved 
transformative—and the President wanted to know how Kenney had done 
it. 
 Whereas carrier-plane pilots of the U.S. Navy had become expert at 
low-level attacks on Japanese shipping, the U.S. Army Air Forces’ pilots 
had not, Kenney explained. He had therefore hurled himself into the chal-
lenge—developing new skip-bombing techniques and modified B-25 
mast-height gunship tactics, which he’d ordered to be rehearsed against a 
partially sunken vessel off Port Moresby. Under his leadership the vessel-
attack planes had adopted a new technique: to fly in at 150 feet—with P-
38s and 40s providing higher air cover, and B-17s higher still. 
 At the White House the President had thus been enthralled as Ken-
ney described his new approach. “I talked for some time with President 
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Roosevelt, who wanted to hear the whole story of the war in our theater in 
detail,” Kenney later recalled his first visit to the Oval Office, “as well as a 
blow-by-blow description of the Bismarck Sea Battle.”346 
 Kenney’s description of the battle had been especially telling, for the 
flier had explained how the Ultra secret decrypts of Japanese communica-
tions that the President was seeing in his Map Room in Washington had 
enabled Kenney to put into effect his deadly new aerial war tactics in the 
field. 
 “In the nose of a light fast bomber,” as Kenney also explained to Ei-
senhower’s naval aide—for transmission to Ike in Algiers—the general 
had installed “eight 50-caliber machine guns. Two planes thus equipped 
would approach a merchant vessel at low level, one from stern to bow, the 
other from the side. The one approaching lengthwise the ship would open 
fire with the eight guns at 1500 yards. No pilot was permitted to go on a 
mission until he could shoot so accurately that with the first burst at 1500 
yards, he could sweep the ship from bow to stern or vice versa. The pur-
pose was to keep the anti-aircraft fire from the ship so the accompanying 
member of the team could approach the side of the vessel just above the 
wave tops and drop a bomb that would skip on the water and hit the ship 
on the side just above or below the water line.”347 
 The President had been intrigued to learn not only of such American 
air force ingenuity and specialized training, but the integration of air and 
naval tactics.  
 Code breaking had been the key, though. In the battle of the Bis-
marck Sea, between March 2 and 4, Admiral Yamamoto’s order for Japan’s 
vital troopship-reinforcement convoy, bringing fresh troops up to Rabaul 
and from there to New Guinea, had been deciphered.348 

346 George Kenney, George C. Kenney Reports (New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1949), 
52–53. 
347 Entry of April 8, 1943 (relating March 26 visit to War office), Butcher Diary, A-287, 
Eisenhower Library. 
348 Samuel Morison, The Two Ocean War: A Short History of the United States Navy in the 
Second World War (Boston: Little, Brown, 1963), 272–73. 
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 The first Japanese division to arrive in Rabaul, the Fifty-First Division, 
had hugged the coast of New Britain and then set off by convoy across the 
Solomon Sea—unaware the Americans knew its route and composition. 
Flying at high altitude, Kenney’s B-17 bombers had sunk two of its 
transport ships, but the remaining six, escorted by eight destroyers and a 
hundred planes, had ploughed on. Expecting B-17s at high altitude again 
over the Dampier Strait, the Japanese fighters giving air cover to the con-
voy had failed to spot Kenney’s one hundred retrained American and Aus-
tralian B-25s, A-20s, and Beaufighter pilots skimming low across the wa-
ter—the aircraft so low the Japanese sailors thought they were torpedo 
planes. In short order all surviving Japanese transports had been sunk, the 
infantry drowned, and four of the eight destroyers destroyed—the core of 
the Japanese Fifty-First Division extinguished in a single day. 
 The President was clearly delighted. His grasp of the intricate mosaic 
of islands in the Southwest Pacific amazed Kenney, given the President’s 
other responsibilities. “I found the President surprisingly familiar with the 
geography of the Pacific, which made it quite easy to talk with him about 
the war out there,” the general recalled with admiration and affection after 
the war. “He wanted to know how I was making out on getting airplanes. I 
told him that so far my chances didn’t look very good. When he asked why, 
I said that among reasons given me was that he had made so many com-
mitments elsewhere that there were no planes left to give me.” 
 The President had taken this in good spirit; he had “laughed and said 
he guessed he’d have to look into the matter and see if a few couldn’t be 
found somewhere that might be sent me. He said that if anybody was a 
winner, he should be given a chance to keep on winning.”349 

Backing winners was important in war, the President recognized—and 
was a key to Roosevelt’s growing style of military command: assessing, 
encouraging, and supporting those whom he saw as inspirational and ef-
fective. 

349 Kenney, George C. Kenney Reports, 215. 
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 The President did manage to find Kenney more planes, to Kenney’s 
relief. However, if the President was keen to back a winner in Kenney’s air 
force leadership in the Pacific, he was similarly open to depriving the Jap-
anese of their outstanding military leadership, if he could. 
 General Kenney’s visit to the White House—a visit repeated on 
March 25, 1943, when Kenney had attended a Congressional Medal of 
Honor ceremony—had convinced the President that American fliers were 
finally proving better than their opponents in the Pacific. Especially when 
given the advantage of Ultra intelligence. 
 As the Ferdinand Magellan made its way across the American Mid-
west and South, stopping at military training camp after training camp, the 
President found himself, as Daisy noted, more and more confident in 
American professionalism. And though the matter was too secret to share 
with Daisy or her companion, Polly Delano—moreover, too secret ever to 
be revealed in his lifetime—he now had an opportunity to show his faith 
in his American airmen. 

Over several days, starting on April 14, an extraordinary series of further 
decrypts had been brought to the President aboard the Magellan by Ship’s 
Clerk William Rigdon, an assistant working for Admiral Brown, the Presi-
dent’s naval aide, whose job it was to bring the latest fruits of Ultra to the 
President’s attention twice a day.350 
 “The communications car housed a diesel-powered radio transmit-
ting and receiving station,” Rigdon recounted later, “that kept the Presi-
dent in constant touch with the Map Room at the White House. Special 
codes, held only by the Map Room and the car, were used. This car was just 
behind the engine. The Magellan was at the rear. Between the two I 

350 See Christopher Andrew, For the President’s Eyes Only: Secret Intelligence and the 
American Presidency from Washington to Bush (New York: HarperCollins, 1995), 123–24. 
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walked many miles taking messages to the President and picking up those 
he wished to send.”351 
 Some were trivial. Others were more serious. One of them, in particu-
lar, related not to security for the President’s train schedule—the twenty-
six members of the Secret Service traveling with him, as well as military 
details protecting him at every stage of his 7,668-mile trip—but to the 
travel plans of another dominant figure in the war, with perhaps even 
more control over the struggle in the Pacific than the President: Admiral 
Isoroku Yamamoto. 
 “From Solomons Defense Force to Air Group #204, Air Flotilla #26,” it 
began. “On 18 April C in C Combined Fleet will visit RXZ [Ballale Island, off 
Bougainville], R_ [Shortland] and RXP [Buin] in accordance following 
schedule: 1. Depart RR [Rabaul] at 0600 in a medium attack plane escorted 
by 6 fighters. Arrive RXZ at 0800. Proceed by minesweeper … At each of 
the above places the Commander-in-Chief will make a short tour of in-
spection and at _ he will visit the sick and wounded, but current opera-
tions should continue.” 
 In case of “bad weather” the preliminary message had ended, “the trip 
will be postponed.”352 
 A trip by the commander in chief of Japan’s Combined Fleet, Admiral 
Yamamoto, to Ballale, Bougainville? An inspection tour by air and sea to a 
forward area of the Solomon Islands within reach of U.S. Air Force planes? 
Times and details of his itinerary? 

351 William Rigdon, White House Sailor (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1962), 19. For an 
account of how Ultra/Magic messages were relayed to the President, see David Stafford, 
Roosevelt and Churchill (Woodstock, NY: Overlook, 1999), 118–19; Christopher Andrew, For 
the President’s Eyes Only (New York: HarperCollins, 1995), 103–11; and David Kahn, “Roose-
velt, Magic, and Ultra,” Cryptologia 16, no. 4 (October 1992). 
352 Signal NTF131755, in Japanese Naval Cipher JN-25D, decoded by the U.S. Fleet Radio 
Unit Pacific in Hawaii: Ronald Lewin, The American Magic: Codes, Ciphers and the Defeat 
of Japan (New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1982), 182–83. 
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The decrypted signal seemed almost impossible to believe. Admiral 
Yamamoto usually stayed on his grand battleship, the Musashi, at Truk, in 
the Caroline Islands, eight hundred miles to the north of Rabaul. Moving 
to a temporary forward command post at Rabaul, however, his strategy 
after the loss of Guadalcanal had been to pummel the Americans with 
massive air attacks before they could bring up enough forces to exploit 
their victory: Operation I-Go. By assigning not only Japanese ground-force 
pilots operating from airfields in the Solomons but hundreds of well-
trained carrier pilots to assist them, Yamamoto had been able to apply 
massive Japanese air power to the initiative, involving more than 350 
planes—the largest Japanese air assault since Pearl Harbor. 
 Mercifully, the Japanese air armada had been thwarted by Ultra intel-
ligence—allowing Allied naval ships to disperse in good time, and U.S. 
Army and Naval Air Force units to be ready, off the ground, to meet the 
approaching aerial fleet each time it flew. A single Allied destroyer, a cor-
vette, several Dutch merchant vessels and an oiler had been sunk, and 
twelve Allied aircraft lost, but these were small pickings for such a concen-
trated and expensive air offensive—a fact that Japanese pilots, despite 
acknowledging the loss of forty-nine Japanese planes, had misconstrued in 
their after-action reports. Admiral Yamamoto had, instead, been told the 
fliers of his Third Fleet and Eleventh Fleet had sunk one American cruiser, 
two destroyers, and twenty-five transport ships, moreover had shot down 
134 U.S. planes, as well as destroying 20 on the ground.353 
 The admiral had been well satisfied—in fact had sent Emperor Hiro-
hito in Tokyo his own version of the triumph, which could be seen as 
avenging, in part, the recent losses of Guadalcanal and Buna. The Emperor 
had immediately responded with a congratulatory signal: “Please convey 

353 John Prados, Combined Fleet Decoded: The Secret History of American Intelligence and 
the Japanese Navy in World War II (New York: Random House, 1995), 453–58; Edward J. 
Drea, MacArthur’s ULTRA: Codebreaking and the War Against Japan, 1942–1945 (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1992), 73. 
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my satisfaction to the Commander in Chief, Combined Fleet, and tell him 
to enlarge the war result more than ever.”354 

The radio messages giving the itinerary of Admiral Yamamoto’s inspection 
tour raised a number of questions. Was Yamamoto planning an extension 
of I-Go attacks? Was it a morale booster by the Japanese commander in 
chief, in person? 
 The message did not say—but its import was clear to all, from the 
South Pacific to the Ferdinand Magellan. Just as Yamamoto’s planes had 
been able to hit Guadalcanal as part of I-Go, so could U.S. fliers hit Bou-
gainville, on the admiral’s itinerary—either attacking the admiral on the 
minesweeper to which he was slated to transfer, or in the air. 

Why, though, had Yamamoto chosen to send such a message by ra-
dio? 

As it later transpired, the admiral’s administrative staff officer had wanted 
the warning order to be couriered by air, and then hand-delivered to its 
recipients. He’d been told by the communications officer at Rabaul not to 
worry, however; the Japanese naval code JN25 had recently been changed 
and was unbreakable.355 The signal that first went out was dated April 13, 
1943. 
 “We’ve hit the jackpot,” the U.S. watch officer of Station Hypo, the 
two-thousand-man decoding unit in Hawaii, declared when the decrypt 
was handed to him. “This is our chance to get Yamamoto.”356 
 If, that was, Admiral Nimitz, the commander in chief in the Central 
Pacific, agreed. And if the U.S. commander in chief in Washington signed 
off on the attempt. 

354 Donald A. Davis, Lightning Strike (New York: St. Martin’s, 2005), 220. 
355 Ibid., 222. 
356 Ibid., 227. 
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There were important repercussions to be considered. An aerial intercep-
tion of Japan’s most famous—or infamous—admiral might well squander, 
whether successful or not, America’s prize weapon in the struggle against 
Japan: Ultra. Was it worth such a gamble? And what if it did not, in fact, 
succeed? Not only would Yamamoto be left in command of all Japanese 
forces in the Pacific, but the war-winning contribution of Ultra would have 
been given away, for nothing. 

Ironically, Admiral Nimitz worried about something else when first shown 
the decrypt. Would a successor to Admiral Yamamoto prove a better Japa-
nese commander in chief? 
 In view of the fact that Yamamoto enjoyed almost godlike status,357 
not only among Japanese forces in the Pacific but at home in Japan, killing 
him would, without doubt, make a huge dent in Japanese war morale, just 
as Japanese forces dug in for a do-or-die struggle in the countries they had 
conquered. 
 There were other questions, too. In the time-honored ethics of Amer-
ican warmaking, was it even acceptable to assassinate an enemy com-
mander—since assassination was what such an interception, if successful, 
would be? As at Midway, Nimitz felt it would be a mistake not to use such 
a priceless intelligence breakthrough—but deferred, as before Midway, to 
Washington’s decision. 
 The matter was thus passed for authorization to Admiral King—who 
passed it to Navy Secretary Frank Knox. 
 Knox—who had himself recently carried out an inspection tour of 
U.S. naval forces in the Pacific—passed the information via the White 
House Map Room to the Ferdinand Magellan. 
 The President’s response was immediate and uncompromising: “Get 
Yamamoto.”358 

357 Rear Admiral Matome Ugaki, chief of staff to Admiral Yamamoto, in Burke Davis, Get 
Yamamoto (New York: Random House, 1969), 207. 
358 Lewin, The American Magic, 185. 
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Secretary Knox, at the Navy Department, needed no further prompting. He 
instructed Admiral Nimitz to go ahead. In turn Nimitz gave the final green 
light on April 17, 1943, to Admiral Halsey—commanding Allied forces in 
the Solomons area. 
 There was now only one day to go. F4F Wildcats and F4U Corsairs 
had insufficient range for such a mission, but new U.S. Army Air Forces P-
38s, flown by both Army Air Forces, Marine, and Navy pilots, could do it. 
Vice Admiral Pete Mitscher, commander air, Solomon Islands, had already 
begun to explore different proposals with his subordinates. His U.S. Navy 
fliers recommended they attack the Japanese vessel that Yamamoto was to 
board at Ballale, but the U.S. Army Air Forces ace, Major John Mitchell, 
commanding the 339th Fighter Squadron, assigned to carry out the attack, 
felt it would be easier to spot the admiral’s plane—a heavily armed but 
slow (265 mph) Mitsubishi G4M “Betty” bomber—than it would be to 
identify an indeterminate Japanese minesweeper. Such a ship would un-
doubtedly be escorted by other vessels, as well as shielded by extensive 
Japanese air cover, to judge by the U.S. planes sent up to protect Secretary 
Knox on his recent visit. 
 Mitscher wisely yielded the decision on April 17 to the man who 
would have to carry out the mission. Assembling a fighter group of eight-
een Lockheed P-38G Lightnings, Mitchell—who planned a five-leg, low-
level end run way out to sea before reaching Bougainville, so as to have the 
advantage of surprise—asked for special auxiliary-fuel drop tanks flown 
up from MacArthur’s men on New Guinea. He also decided that the best 
point to intercept Yamamoto’s flight would be just as the admiral’s Betty 
bomber—similar to the Betty bombers that had sunk HMS Prince of Wales, 
the battleship on which the President had attended divine service with 
Churchill off Argentia, in August 1941—reduced speed to land. 

Tension was high. Mitchell was certainly aware just how much hinged on 
his mission, for Secretary Knox had sent a further signal to Nimitz on April 
17, which Admiral Nimitz immediately forwarded to Admiral Halsey. Hal-
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sey sent it with a covering note to Admiral Mitscher—who placed it before 
Mitchell. It read, as the fliers later recalled: “SQUADRON 339. P-38 MUST 
AT ALL COSTS REACH AND DESTROY. PRESIDENT ATTACHES 
EXTREME IMPORTANCE TO MISSION.”359 

Almost seventy years later a similar targeted killing of an enemy com-
mander in war—Osama bin Laden—would be revealed to an astonished 
world within hours. Because of the need to preserve the secret of Ultra in 
1943, however, the President had accepted that the mission to assassinate 
Admiral Yamamoto, code-named Operation Vengeance, would not—
perhaps ever—be made public. Other than acknowledging Japanese me-
dia reports, if the operation was successful, nothing would be said. 
 Early on the first anniversary of the Doolittle Raid the U.S. Squadron 
339 fighter group—reduced to sixteen planes owing to two aborts—thus 
set off from Fighter Strip Number Two, Henderson Field, Guadalcanal, on 
its thousand-mile mission for the President. 
 Resembling huge flying catamarans—their single-pilot cockpits 
strung between two pontoon-like fuselages, each mounting a massive 
1,325-horse-power engine and capable of speeds up to 400 miles per 
hour—the Lightnings wave-hopped in complete radio-silence for some six 
hundred miles to the west of the Solomon island chain and across the 
open Solomon Sea, in order to avoid radar and visual detection. Using a 
special naval compass, Mitchell then swung to the east, aiming to circle in 
from the ocean—four of his best pilots designated as killer sharks, while 
the remainder dealt with the six Japanese Zeros protecting their com-
mander in chief. 
 The attack—the longest-distance fighter-intercept mission of World 
War II—went like clockwork. A stickler for punctuality, Admiral Yamamo-
to had rejected his staff’s protests that his inspection tour would be too 

359 Burke Davis, Get Yamamoto, 128; Carroll V. Glines, Attack on Yamamoto (London: 
Orion Books, 1990), 9; Thomas Lanphier, “I Shot Down Yamamoto,” Reader’s Digest, De-
cember, 1966, 48. 
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risky. Precisely on time, his bomber slowed to land at Ballale, Bougainville, 
at 9:35 a.m. on April 18, 1943.360 
 Mitchell’s men were already there, sixty seconds early: surprised only 
that there were two Bettys, not one. Both would have to be shot down. 
 The ensuing melee took but a few minutes—the “killer” fighters at-
tacking from below the Japanese bombers and their escort, the rest climb-
ing above the encounter to fend off Zeros that would inevitably begin to 
take off from Buin airfield. As the lumbering Betty bombers dived to es-
cape, the two lead P-38 pilots closed up on them, using the 20mm cannons 
and machine guns mounted in the planes’ noses. Inside his bomber, 
Yamamoto, dressed in his green field-combat uniform but wearing white 
gloves, was killed instantly in his seat—the plane soon plummeting to 
earth in the jungle, amid smoke and flames. The other bomber was also 
shot down, crashing into the ocean. One American P-38 was lost, but the 
rest then turned for home, taking the direct route and encountering no 
opposition. 
 Ignoring all prohibition against radio transmissions that might give 
away the specific target of the operation, one of the P-38 pilots, with one 
engine already feathering for lack of fuel after a thousand miles of flying, 
radioed to fighter control at Henderson Field as he came in to land: “That 
son of a bitch will not be dictating any peace terms in the White House.”361 

360 According to subsequent Japanese accounts, U.S. code breakers may have misinter-
preted Admiral Yamamoto’s flight schedule, which had the airfield of Buin, not Ballale, as 
its destination. “In the end it didn’t matter,” given the proximity of the two: John Prados, 
Combined Fleet Decoded: The Secret History of American Intelligence and the Japanese Navy 
in World War II (New York: Random House, 1995), 462. 
361 Donald Davis, Lightning Strike, 273. Admiral Yamamoto was widely thought to have 
said, before Pearl Harbor, that he would take the surrender of America riding down Penn-
sylvania Avenue on a white charger; in truth he had pointed out that the United States 
would never surrender to Japan unless Japanese forces reached Washington, D.C., and the 
White House—which, having earlier studied at Harvard and having twice served as naval 
attaché in Washington, Yamamoto thought unlikely to eventuate. 





23 
“He’s Dead?” 

So secret was the Yamamoto operation—and so worried did Admiral King 
become, when leaks of the mission to journalists were only censored at the 
last minute—that the men of 339 Squadron, unlike Doolittle’s Tokyo team, 
could not be decorated for their extraordinary bravery and professional-
ism. So shocking, however, was the death of Admiral Yamamoto to the 
Japanese government, that news of his passing was kept from the Japanese 
public for more than a month1—and only confirmed to American code 
breakers, in the meantime, by the absence of Yamamoto’s name or rank in 
Japanese naval signals decoded in Hawaii and Washington. 
 Aboard the Ferdinand Magellan on April 18, after visiting Camp 
Gruber, Oklahoma, and messing with the troops training there, the Presi-
dent was informed that the mission had been successful. Pearl Harbor had 
finally been avenged—the author of the sneak attack dead in the jungle 
his men had so ruthlessly conquered, and where so many Japanese atroci-
ties had been committed.2 

1 Donald Davis, Lightning Strike, 304–8. 
2 The airfield at Ballale was constructed in November 1942 by the Japanese, using forced 
labor of British artillery officers and men who had surrendered at Singapore. All 517 men 
were murdered by the Japanese on completion of the air base, in March 1943. See Don 
Wall, Kill the Prisoners! (Cambridge, UK: Peter Moore, 1996). Also Australian War Memo-
rial Archives.  
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 Keeping the success of Operation Vengeance a secret among Ameri-
can forces, ironically, proved harder than keeping the Ultra secret from the 
Japanese. In the days after the mission, more sorties were flown up the 
Solomons “Slot” to Bougainville, in full view of Japanese radar and spotters, 
to make the fatal interception seem less extraordinary; reporters, mean-
while, were forbidden to file stories directly linking Guadalcanal’s U.S. air 
aces to the great admiral’s death. 
 In the context of a titanic battle of wills, courage, and morale in the 
Pacific, it was almost impossible to maintain the fiction of an accidental 
death of an enemy commander as iconic as Yamamoto, however, either in 
American signals or media reports. Admiral Mitscher had immediately 
reported to Admiral Halsey by telegram, for example, informing him 
Mitchell’s P-38s had “shot down two bombers escorted by 6 Zeros flying 
close formation … April 18 seems to be our day”—a reference to Colonel 
Doolittle’s raid the year before.3 This had not necessarily given the game 
away, but Bull Halsey—known for his ebullient, take-no-prisoners person-
ality—had signaled straight back, “Congratulations to you and Major 
Mitchell and his hunters. Sounds as if one of the ducks in their bag was a 
peacock.”4 
 Inevitably, as the weeks went by, an AP reporter dutifully tracking a 
story that was common knowledge on Guadalcanal, blew it in Australia in 
May 1943—despite being warned it should not be used. Admiral King was 
incensed—just as he had been the year before, when a similar report had 
been published ascribing the great victory at Midway to naval code-
breaking. Nimitz ordered a full-scale investigation and disciplinary action, 
with orders that every pilot on Guadalcanal, as well as staff officers and 
flight mechanics, be questioned. Four citations for Medal of Honor awards 
were withdrawn, and Halsey, blaming the pilots, declared they should be 
court-martialed, stripped of their rank, and jailed.5 

3 Burke Davis, Get Yamamoto, 196. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Donald Davis, Lightning Strike, 306–8. 
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 By a miracle, the Japanese, however, proved unable or unwilling to 
investigate too closely their suspicions. The sheer shock and shame of the 
admiral’s death—the six Zero pilots wishing to commit ritual suicide for 
their utter failure to protect him—caused a wave of gloom to spread from 
Bougainville to the Emperor’s palace in Japan. Yamamoto’s ashes were 
taken back to Japan aboard his battleship, the Musashi, and after lying in 
state in Tokyo, were interred in a state funeral.6 

In later years there would be claims that Admiral Yamamoto’s death had 
been a dangerous gamble and counterproductive, given that his earlier 
objections to war with the United States would have made him, if brought 
back into the Japanese government, more willing than his successor (who 
was killed in 1944) or other Japanese admirals to negotiate an armistice.7 
 President Roosevelt certainly had no truck with such hypotheticals. 
He had laid down a policy of unconditional surrender on the basis that 
neither the Germans nor the Japanese could ever again be trusted to keep 
the peace unless forced into complete surrender—and the way Japanese 
troops were fighting, from the Aleutians to the Solomon islands they had 
conquered, and the atrocities they were committing, bore out his conten-
tion. In Yamamoto’s cabin aboard the Musashi the admiral had left a poem 
he’d recently written, lamenting his “dead comrades” in the war—but de-
claring “with an iron will I will drive deep / Into the camp of the enemy / 
And will show the true blood of a Japanese man.”8 
 Japan’s retreat into medievalism, like Germany’s, was something 
America could only end by force of arms—not negotiation. In depriving 
the Japanese of their greatest admiral in the war, Roosevelt had struck an 
incalculable blow to the Japanese military machine and national morale at 
a critical moment in the war. 

6 Donald Davis, Lightning Strike, 309. 
7 Ibid., 289–90. See also Andrew, For the President’s Eyes Only, 138, and Walter Borneman, 
The Admirals: Nimitz, Halsey, Leahy, and King—the Five-Star Admirals Who Won the War 
at Sea (New York: Little, Brown, 2012), 315. 
8 Burke Davis, Get Yamamoto, 210. 
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 Certainly, as the President continued his national inspection tour, he 
was seen to be in great form. The training establishments he’d visited had 
given him a potent sense of American willingness to fight—and to win. At 
a press conference he convened onboard the Ferdinand Magellan on April 
19, he spoke of the “great improvement I have seen since last September in 
the training of troops of all kinds,” and referred to the “cutting down of the 
age of the higher officers than in the last war.” There was, too, higher “mo-
rale” to be seen among the troops as they learned the deadlier skills of 
modern combat—“there is a great eagerness on their part to get into the 
‘show’ and get it over with.”9 Moreover, the strategy he’d settled at Casa-
blanca seemed to be working out. In North Africa, putting Kasserine be-
hind them, American troops were moving in for the kill in Tunisia, close to 
the time frame Eisenhower had given him at the Villa Dar es Saada. And in 
the Atlantic—following the President’s order to Admiral King to resolve 
the interservice argument regarding air coverage of the mid-Atlantic and 
the alarming success of U-boat wolfpacks or face dismissal10—King had 
buckled.  

Finally setting aside his childlike struggle with the U.S. Army Air Forces 
over which service should be responsible for antisubmarine air patrolling, 
King—in fear of losing his job—had convened a conference of all parties 
in Washington at the beginning of March. Chastened, he’d belatedly estab-
lished a special headquarters in the Navy Department, the so-called U.S. 
Tenth Fleet, to direct the anti-U-boat campaign: a campaign that would 
use new ASDIC 271M centimetric radar capable of detecting a submerged 
submarine four miles away; high-frequency radio direction finding 

9 Presidential Press Conference No. 891, April 19, 1943, FDR Library. 
10 In the first three weeks of March, 1943, more than three-quarters of a million tons of 
Allied shipping were still being sunk in the North Atlantic gap “not yet covered by air 
search,” War Secretary Stimson complained to the President: Henry Stimson and 
McGeorge Bundy, On Active Service in Peace and War (New York: Harper and Brothers, 
1948). For the best summary of the interservice controversy see Samuel Eliot Morison, The 
Battle of the Atlantic: September 1939–May 1943 (Boston: Little, Brown, 1947), 237–47. 
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(HFRDF) to pinpoint where U-boats were signaling from; “baby flattops” 
the President had earlier ordered to be constructed from merchant ship 
hulls as convoy escort carriers; incoming new Bogue-class aircraft carriers; 
and most important of all: American Liberator long-distance bomber 
planes. 
 Based on the Boeing B-24 USAAF bomber, but equipped with torpe-
do-like depth charges, radar, and Leigh lights to illuminate U-boats surfac-
ing for night attacks on shipping, the Liberators would now almost instant-
ly turn the tide of war in the Atlantic—completely disproving King’s as-
sumption that convoying was the only answer. Within weeks the new 
combination had worked—the results beginning to show already in April 
1943. Sinkings of German U-boats increased—dramatically. 
 The President was relieved—and Admiral King relieved not to be 
relieved of his command. By May the demise of the wolfpack menace 
would become a rout, forcing the commander of the German navy, Admi-
ral Dönitz, to admit defeat that month and recall his entire submarine fleet 
to safety in Europe, pending the construction of more modern submarines 
with “snorkels” that could hopefully evade air detection. 
 And with regard to the death of Admiral Yamamoto? The President 
was careful to say nothing to anyone until May 21, 1943, when giving his 
898th press conference. 

“Mr. President,” one reporter asked innocently, “would you care to com-
ment on the death of the Japanese admiral (Isoroku Yamamoto), who 
forecast he would write the peace in the White House?” 

“He’s dead?” the President asked, as if stunned. 
 “Q[uestioner]: The Japanese radio announced it. Yamamoto. Killed in 
action while directing operations in an airplane.” 

“The President: Gosh! (loud laughter)” 
“Q: Can we quote that, sir?” 
“The President: Yes. (more laughter).”11 

11 Presidential Press Conference No. 898, May 21, 1943, FDR Library. 
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To his own staff the President was less deceptive. In truth he could never 
forgive Yamamoto for his role in attacking Pearl Harbor, causing the 
deaths of so many thousands of Americans there and in the aftermath, 
after the many years of hospitality and education Yamamoto had enjoyed 
in the United States. Two days after the press conference, the President 
thus had his secretary, Grace Tully, type a letter, headed The White House, 
dated May 23, 1943, and which he signed. 
 “Dear Bill,” the President scrawled across the top of the letter in his 
own hand as a memo to Admiral Leahy, “Please see that the Old Girl gets 
the following: 

‘Dear Widow Yamamoto, 
Time is a great leveler and somehow I never expected to see 

the old boy at the White House anyway. Sorry I can’t attend the 
funeral because I approve it. Hoping he is where we know he 
ain’t. 

Very sincerely yours, 
 Franklin D. Roosevelt’ 

“And ask her to visit you at the Wilson House this summer,” Roosevelt 
added in a postscript to Leahy. 
 It wasn’t kind, or gracious; indeed the President never sent the let-
ter.12 But it reflected something of what, in his heart of hearts, he really felt 
over Japanese perfidy. And his profound satisfaction that he’d been able to 
see Admiral Yamamoto get his just deserts. 

Ending his long inspection tour at Washington’s Union Station on April 29, 
the President certainly had good reason to be in high spirits. 
 April had been a bountiful month for the Allies. Admiral Mineichi 
Koga would be a very poor replacement for Yamamoto—indeed, I-Go was 
called off, and on Guadalcanal the 339th Squadron’s seventy-six pilots did 

12 Grace Tully Archive, Franklin D. Roosevelt Papers, Box 11, Yamamoto (joke letter to), 
May 23, 1943, FDR Library. 
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not encounter a single Japanese plane in combat for the rest of April and 
the whole of May.13 Staging out of the Ellice Islands—which Marines had 
captured the previous October—Admiral Nimitz’s long-range bombers 
had been able on April 20 to hit Tarawa, the atoll that was impeding future 
invasion of the Marshall Islands—some twenty-four hundred miles from 
Hawaii.14 General MacArthur had begun to revise his strategy in order to 
do more with less—persuaded by Washington, in fact, to drop his costly 
notion of step-by-step advance and merely bypass Japanese “fortresses” in 
the Pacific, such as Rabaul, if possible. Such strongpoints would thus be 
allowed to wither on the vine as MacArthur’s air forces, ground forces, and 
naval vessels pursued a leapfrogging, or island-hopping, campaign instead. 
 All in all, then, the Allies stood fair to succeed in a two-ocean war—if 
they made no more mistakes, and capitalized on their growing productive 
and fighting strengths. By the end of the current year, the President had 
been told by Secretary Stimson, the U.S. Army would have some 8.2 mil-
lion well-trained men and women in uniform—including more than 2.5 
million U.S. Air Forces personnel. With a target of a million U.S. combat 
troops to be ferried in the coming months to bases in Britain, the President 
felt the Allies had every prospect of mounting a successful 1944 Second 
Front, and be on course to win the war that year, or early in 1945—after 
which the unconditional surrender of the Japanese could be obtained, he 
was confident, within months. 
 Such heady confidence, though, rested on a fundamental assump-
tion: that Winston Churchill and the British would stand by the agree-
ments made at Casablanca. 
 That, however, as Admiral Leahy and General Marshall informed the 
President at the White House on April 30, was probably misguided. In-
stead, the Prime Minister, they’d learned, was intent upon coming to 

13 Donald Davis, Lightning Strike, 315. 
14 John C. Fredriksen, The United States Air Force: A Chronology (Santa Barbara CA: ABC-
CLIO, 2011), 104. 
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Washington with a huge new posse of military advisers and clerks—
determined to convince the President his whole strategy was wrong. 



Part Seven 
Beware Greeks Bearing Gifts 





24 
Saga of the Nibelungs 

With every new day, the news from North Africa had been getting better, 
the President had felt—under American leadership and arms. 
 By the end of April, American forces in North Africa outnumbered 
British, French, and other national contingents 60 percent to 40. From a 
frontline west of Bizerte that ran first south, then east to Enfidaville on the 
Tunisian coast, more than three hundred thousand Allied troops were 
preparing to launch Operation Strike: the final Allied offensive in North 
Africa to drive the Axis forces into the sea. Italian troops were beginning to 
desert in increasing numbers, but German troops were paradoxically sell-
ing their lives ever more dearly in battles to hold onto djebels and hilltops 
many thousands of miles from their homes—infused with a blind, arro-
gant loyalty to their comrades, scorn for their opponents, and a suicidal 
unwillingness to question either what they were doing in North Africa or 
why they maintained such slavish faith in their führer. 
 Certainly the Führer was indifferent to their fate. At his meeting with 
Mussolini near Salzburg on April 8, he’d dismissed out of hand the notion 
of a negotiated armistice with Stalin, or revival of the Ribbentrop Pact. As 
at Stalingrad, he was banking upon his understanding of the unique Ger-
man psyche: that the members of his chosen Volk would stay loyal to each 
other, whatever happened; and that, in the manner of the Nibelungen 
myths, they would only gain greater nourishment for their national pride 
from stories of heroic valor and self-sacrifice, even death in distant fields. 
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Nibelungentreue—whether on the Volga or in the mountains of Tunisia. 
Not dishonorable retreat or evacuation. 
 The tenacity and blind courage shown by soldiers of the Wehrmacht 
to their comrades in battle in North Africa certainly suggested Hitler was 
right. German casualties had escalated as the end approached, yet in con-
trast to Italian troops, far from dispiriting the German survivors, the likely 
outcome appeared to make no discernible dent on their morale in the 
field. Nor would the Führer countenance plans for Axis flight. Just as he 
had ordered von Paulus to die rather than surrender his last remaining 
forces at Stalingrad, so now Allied code breakers read with amazement the 
decrypted signals in which, from his East Prussian headquarters at the 
Wolfschanze, or Wolf’s Lair, the Führer not only ordered more infantry 
reinforcements to be flown into the last Axis redoubt—which was now 
down to only sixty-seven panzers—but declined to permit the word evac-
uation to be spoken. 
 The Saga of the Nibelungs was thus being enacted—in real life. Allied 
planners had assumed in early April that Hitler could, if he chose, save as 
many as thirty-seven thousand men of the Wehrmacht per day by evacua-
tion—the better to defend the shores of mainland Europe. There came, 
however, no such order. Instead, on April 13, the Führer had dispatched his 
historic cable to General von Arnim, in command of the quarter million 
Axis troops in Tunisia. Except for a few “useless mouths” to be airlifted or 
shipped out of Tunisia, the Axis forces were ordered to fight to the 
death15—killing as many of the Allies as possible before they were them-
selves felled. 
 It was a bloody, tragic prospect. Yet thanks to his insistence on Torch 
as the means by which American forces could first learn how to defeat the 
vaunted Wehrmacht in battle before embarking on a Second Front, it was 
also a tribute to the President’s patience and determination not to under-
take military operations beyond the capabilities of his forces. General Pat-

15 Rick Atkinson, An Army at Dawn (New York: Henry Holt, 2002), 489–90. 
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ton—“our greatest fighting general,” he called him16—had restored mo-
rale in II Corps after Kasserine, and was now slated to command all Amer-
ican troops in Husky, the invasion of Sicily, in July—which would allow 
the Allies to rehearse a major assault landing, this time against Axis de-
fenders, not Vichy French. Meantime, U.S. air forces were beginning to 
take a huge toll of Axis shipping as well as of the Luftwaffe. Above all, de-
spite the mischief being sewn by the American and English press—
delighting in the rivalry between U.S. and British exploits in the field—
General Eisenhower was doing a magnificent job in holding together the 
Allied military coalition in North Africa. 
 This, more than anything, was what reinforced the President’s faith in 
the outcome of his grand strategy. Hitler and Hirohito might well wish to 
see their populations obliterated rather than save them, but as long as the 
Allies held together and continued to build upon their combined strength, 
they would prevail, he was certain. The timetable General Eisenhower had 
given him at Casablanca for clearing North Africa of Axis forces, as the 
final Allied offensive kicked off on May 6, 1943, looked remarkably presci-
ent—indeed, in a brilliant armored coup, British tanks from Montgomery’s 
Eighth Army, stalled beneath the high ground at Enfidaville, performed a 
magnificent end run, or left hook, which took them into the city of Tunis 
itself within twenty-four hours, on May 7—where they took the uncondi-
tional surrender of all Axis troops there. Infantry and tanks of General 
Bradley’s U.S. II Corps force simultaneously smashed their way down from 
the mountains in the northwest—including famously bloody combat 
around Hill 232—into the port city of Bizerte. 
 General von Arnim’s days, perhaps hours, seemed numbered—U.S. 
and RAF planes swooping on any German or Italian vessel attempting to 
leave North African shores, while Luftwaffe attempts to fly in final supplies 
were shot down. 
 By contrast, the Queen Mary—the vessel bearing the British prime 
minister—was making a mercifully safe passage across the Atlantic—

16 Ibid., 484. 
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indeed was approaching the East Coast of the United States surrounded by 
U.S. destroyers and escort vessels, the sky above thick with U.S. planes 
watching for U-boats as it made its way toward the Statue of Liberty with-
out mishap. Ensconced in the grand staterooms he’d ordered to be recon-
structed for his voyage (the transatlantic liner having earlier been convert-
ed into an Allied troopship), Mr. Churchill was toasting every new report 
from London and Algiers: drunk not so much from champagne as sheer 
excitement over the imminent Allied victory in Tunisia—one that would 
soon exceed the German Sixth Army surrender at Stalingrad. 
 After his long years of military failure, the Prime Minister felt won-
derfully, arrogantly alive, his staff later recalled: seemingly certain he 
could, by the force of his ebullient personality and the scores of staff offic-
ers and advisers he was bringing with him, reverse the agreements he’d 
made on behalf of his country at Casablanca. 



25 
A Battle Royal 

When hearing the sheer size and composition of the approaching British 
contingent—160 officers, with their assistants and chief clerks—the Ca-
nadian prime minister thought it a crazy gamble. “I was astonished when I 
saw the list of names,” Mackenzie King noted in his diary, the day of their 
scheduled arrival in New York. “It is a tremendous risk to have so complete 
a representation of the military heads, chiefs and their experts and advis-
ers cross the ocean at one and the same time”17 
 Why, though, had they come at all? Had not the overall strategy and 
timetable for the war in 1943 and 1944 been agreed at Casablanca? 
 The President had summoned all his chiefs of staff once again to the 
White House on May 9. There, in the Oval Office at 2:30 p.m., he’d re-
hearsed with Leahy, Marshall, King, and Arnold “the attitude that should 
be taken by the U.S. Chiefs of Staff at the conference with the British war 
officials who will arrive in Washington Tuesday,” as the President’s chief of 
staff noted dryly in his diary.18 
 All had been agreed. “The principal contention of the American gov-
ernment will be a cross Channel invasion of Europe at the earliest practi-
cable date and full preparation for such an invasion by the Spring of 1944,” 
Leahy had recorded that night—adding sniffily: “It is expected that the 

17 Entry of May 11, 1943, Diaries of William Lyon Mackenzie King, Library and Archives 
Canada, Ottawa, ON. 
18 Entry of May 9, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
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British Chiefs of Staff will not agree to a cross channel invasion until Ger-
many has collapsed under pressure from Russia and from allied air at-
tack.”19 

No cross-Channel Second Front before the Germans collapsed? 
 The likely British proposal seemed to Leahy a pretty awful way to run 
a war—one that would either leave Hitler in control of mainland Europe, 
or if not, give the Russians a head start in the overrunning of western Eu-
rope. Though thanks to his fever he had not attended the Casablanca Con-
ference, Leahy had read all the minutes and final agreements, as well as 
hearing firsthand from the President, Marshall, Arnold, and King the ac-
cords the British had made. What on earth were the British up to now, he 
wondered? 

Early on the evening of Tuesday, May 11, the U.S. chiefs of staff congregated 
for the third time in a week at the White House. The arrival of the Queen 
Mary in New York Harbor had been reported, and the Prime Minister’s 
huge retinue had apparently entrained for the capital. Then at “six forty-
five p.m. the American Chiefs of Staff accompanied the President,” Leahy 
recorded in his diary, “to meet a special train bringing to Washington the 
British Prime Minister and his War Staff.”20 

“Reached Washington at 6:30 pm where we were met by Roosevelt, Mar-
shall, Dill, etc,” a tired General Alan Brooke recorded in his own diary that 
night. 
 Ambassador Halifax was there to greet them, too. Churchill and his 
secretaries were immediately whisked off by the President to the White 
House; Brooke was invited to stay with Field Marshal Dill, his former boss. 

19 Ibid., entry of May 9, 1943. 
20 Ibid., entry of May 11, 1943. 
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 It was a “hot and sticky night,” Brooke noted before he went to bed at 
Dill’s rented house in Virginia.21 
 He was nervous—embarrassed at the friendliness being shown by his 
American hosts, given that he was carrying a veritable bombshell. He’d 
been required first to go to the recently opened Statler, where the rest of 
the British party would be accommodated, to attend “a cocktail party giv-
en in our honour” by his hosts, the American chiefs. “From there,” he rec-
orded in his diary, “we did not escape till 8.15 pm.” “I must now prepare my 
opening remarks for tomorrow’s Combined Chiefs of Staff conference and 
muster up all our arguments,” he added to his entry. “We have a very heavy 
week’s work in front of us!”22 

At the White House, the Prime Minister and his closest personal staff were 
meantime shown to the rooms where they would stay. The First Lady, 
however, was nowhere to be found. Irritated that the President had seen 
fit to receive Churchill for an unspecified length of time in the White 
House, and knowing her husband was having to steel himself for the con-
frontation he was rather dreading, she had simply decamped—going in 
the opposite direction, to their house in New York. 
 For his part, Churchill had begun to show signs of anxiety over his 
mission—in fact he’d suggested he might stay at the British Embassy on 
Massachusetts Avenue. Roosevelt had refused to hear of it—figuring it 
might be better to suborn the recalcitrant prime minister under lock and 
key, so to speak, in the White House mansion, where he’d have a better 
chance of countering whatever it was that Winston was harboring or plot-
ting in his brilliant but sometimes dangerously inventive mind. 
 Instead of cocktails, then, the President quietly wined and dined 
Churchill on Pennsylvania Avenue, with just his daughter, Anna Boettiger, 

21 Entry of May 11, 1943 in Alan Brooke, Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, War Diaries, 1939–
1945, ed. Alex Danchev and Daniel Todman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2001), 402. 
22 Ibid. 
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and Harry and Louise Hopkins, present. Though the Prime Minister’s 
office assistant, Leslie Rowan, and Churchill’s ADC, Commander 
“Tommy” Thompson, were asked to eat with them, no invitation was 
extended to Churchill’s military advisers. The dinner ended shortly 
after 9:00 p.m., after which the President invited Churchill to his Oval 
Study on the second floor. There the two men talked until after midnight. 

Secretary Stimson, at his own house across the Potomac, remained on 
tenterhooks. As he noted anxiously in his diary the following day: 
“Churchill arrived last night with a huge military party, evidently 
equipped for war on us.”23 
 “I fear it will be the same story over again,” the secretary lamented
—furious that Churchill had come with such a huge contingent. He was 
all the more concerned since General Arnold had suffered “a severe 
heart attack” immediately after the May 9 Joint Chiefs meeting at the 
White House. The U.S. chiefs would thus be fielding a man short at the 
top, and might, Stimson feared, now be overwhelmed by their British 
colleagues in the talks—talks he had not been asked to attend. 

Though the air in Washington remained warm and sticky on the morning 
of May 12, the atmosphere in the White House seemed somewhat frosty—
a far cry from the happy spirit that had invested the Casablanca 
Conference. The President only went to his office at 11:10 a.m., where 
he had a succession of appointments—the American Legion, the mayor 
of Chicago, American labor leaders (regarding the national coal strike
—the largest single strike ever called in the United States, involving 
more than half a million miners demanding more pay). And then lunch 
in his Oval Study with Hopkins, Churchill, and Lord Beaverbrook—
former British minister of munitions, who had come without portfolio, as 
he was no longer in the British cabinet or government. 

23 Entry of May 12, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
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If there was open debate at the White House lunch, none recorded it. In-
deed, no one recorded the luncheon—reflecting, perhaps, the awkward-
ness. Given that Beaverbrook was an outspoken advocate of a Second 
Front to be mounted as soon as possible—at the very latest, he pleaded, in 
the spring of 1944—and since Harry Hopkins remained an unrepentant 
advocate of priority being given to such a direct, cross-Channel strategy, 
even by inexperienced troops, the Prime Minister was on his own at table. 
At all events, Churchill’s narrative of the trip, written seven years later, 
jumped straight from joyful arrival in Washington, the night before, to a 
fictitious account of the discussion that took place that afternoon with the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff—pretending in his memoirs that he, too, was in 
favor of a spring 1944 Second Front. 
 This was, in truth, mendacious—for minutes of the meeting, held in 
the Oval Office immediately after lunch, were kept by General Deane, sec-
retary of the Combined Chiefs of Staff: minutes that documented, in writ-
ing, the rift between the President’s and the Prime Minister’s views on 
global strategy. 

Anxious to maintain at least a semblance of Allied unity, the President 
opened the meeting at 2:30 p.m. with a look back across the past year—
reminding the generals how far the United Nations had come since their 
last get-together in Washington. It was, he said, “less than a year ago when 
they had all met in the White House, and had set on foot the moves lead-
ing up to TORCH. It was very appropriate that they should meet again just 
as that operation was coming to a satisfactory conclusion”—for Allied 
troops had already “seized Bizerte and British troops had fought their way 
into Tunis,” General Deane noted the President’s words. Given complete 
Allied air and naval control of the southern Mediterranean now exercised 
by the Allies under General Eisenhower, no Dunkirk-like evacuation of 
German or Italian forces was possible. It had taken time, but Torch had 
led, methodically, to a great Allied victory. 
 What a turnaround the campaign in Tunisia had brought, he re-
marked. The final surrender of German and Italian troops was expected 
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momentarily, and might possibly number over 150,000 men—perhaps 
even a quarter million.24 The invasion and subsequent combat had thus 
provided the Allies with the safe learning experience they needed. Its se-
quel had been decided upon at the recent Casablanca Conference, the 
President recapitulated: namely “operation HUSKY,” the invasion of Sicily, 
which he hoped “would meet with similar good fortune,” as the Allies 
made ready to throw “every resource of men and munitions against the 
enemy” under July’s full moon.25 The chiefs were assembled now, however, 
in Washington, to review what should happen after the fall of Sicily: “What 
next?” 
 With that, the President asked Mr. Churchill to give his own intro-
ductory remarks. 

It was a delicate moment. 
 Churchill’s lengthy tour d’horizon in the President’s study, delivered 
with his characteristic rhetorical flair, bons mots, cadences, and flattering 
flourishes, certainly impressed his listeners for its brilliance (“very good 
opening address,” General Brooke noted in his diary).26 However, it com-
pletely failed to dispel the U.S. chiefs’ fears of what the British were plot-
ting. With every word, in fact, it became clearer that, whereas the Presi-
dent had seen Torch operations in the Mediterranean in 1943 as a means 
to gain the vital battle and command experience necessary for a cross-
Channel Second Front in 1944, the British were not so confident—indeed, 
were not seriously interested in crossing the Channel anytime soon, unless 
the Germans collapsed. Thus the U.S. chiefs were compelled to listen as 
the Prime Minister lyrically described the triumph of Torch and the immi-

24 The figure of 150,000 Axis troops who had already surrendered by May 12 was an-
nounced to the press the next morning, May 13, 1943, by the secretary of war: see entry for 
May 13, 1943, Stimson Diary.  
25 “Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, May 13, 1943, 10:30 A.M.,” in Foreign Relations 
of the United States: The Conferences at Washington and Quebec, 1943 (hereinafter FRUS II) 
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970), 24–25. 
26 Entry of May 12, 1943, Brooke, War Diaries, 402. 
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nent conquest of Sicily as the means to a much richer, more byzantine, 
strategic end: not the defeat of Germany but merely the further clearing of 
Britain’s vital seaway to India, and a staging post for expeditions into the 
“soft underbelly of Europe,” beginning with the knocking of Italy out of the 
Axis coalition. 
 Before the assembled generals and admirals, Winston Churchill pro-
ceeded to outline how, surely, it ought to be the objective of the Allies, 
after securing Sicily, to invade Italy, obtain its surrender, then exploit the 
huge gap this would leave in the Adriatic and the Balkans, where twenty-
five Italian divisions were currently helping the Germans in Yugoslavia. 
Once Italy fell out of the Axis alliance, those Italian forces would be hors 
de combat—offering an even softer European “underbelly.” If, in turn, the 
Turks saw such a door into southern, mainland Europe opening, they 
might be persuaded to join the Allies or at least be encouraged to permit 
the Allies to use Turkish positions and airfields in order to attack the Third 
Reich from the south and southeast—thus disposing of the need for a 
cross-Channel operation at all, unless it were to be conducted as a pro 
forma operation, following the “collapse” of the Germans, similar to 1918, 
after the “defection” of Bulgaria. 

1918? 
Bulgaria? 

 There was a deathly hush in the Oval Office. Admiral Leahy, as 
chairman of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, was caustic in the entry he 
made in his office diary that evening. “The prime Minister spoke at length 
on the advantages that would accrue to the allied cause by a collapse or a 
surrender of Italy through its effect on the invaded countries of the near 
East and Turkey. In regard to a cross channel [Second Front] invasion in 
the near future,” the admiral added with ill-concealed disgust, “it is appar-
ently his opinion that adequate preparations cannot be made for such an 
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effort in the Spring of 1944.” Such an invasion, Churchill had allowed, 
“must be made at sometime in the future.”27 Sometime—but not 1944. 
 Even though Admiral Leahy, Admiral King, General Marshall, and 
General McNarney (deputizing for the literally heart-stricken General Ar-
nold) had all been told by Field Marshal Dill to expect something on these 
lines, they still found themselves speechless. That Churchill would openly 
contradict and defy the strategy laid down by the President of the United 
States and agreed to at Casablanca, in front of the President and to his 
face, before his top military advisers, seemed incredible. “There was no 
indication in his talk of a British intention to undertake a cross channel 
invasion of Europe either in 1943 or 1944,” Leahy repeated in frustration. In 
order to be quite clear as to the Prime Minister’s precise argument, he 
added that the Prime Minister was recommending that no such invasion 
take place “unless Germany should collapse as a result of the Russian cam-
paign and our intensified bombing attack.”28 
 No cross-Channel invasion, then, even in 1944, unless there was a 
German collapse.  

All eyes thus turned to the President. 

To General Brooke’s irritation, the President contradicted the Prime Minis-
ter. In the nicest yet firmest way possible the President made abundantly 
clear he did not agree with Churchill’s new alternative strategy. “The Presi-
dent in a brief following talk,” Leahy noted, “advocated a cross channel 
invasion at the earliest practicable date and not later than 1944.” 
 To the relief of the U.S. chiefs of staff, the President explained that, in 
order to make certain of success in mounting a spring 1944 cross-Channel 
assault, U.S. operations in the Mediterranean must be curtailed as soon as 
possible after the fall of Sicily. The Allies would by then have all the com-
mand and battle experience they needed from the Mediterranean—in the 
air, on land, and at sea—for a Second Front invasion from Britain. In com-

27 Entry of May 13, 1943, Leahy Diary. 
28 Ibid. 
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bat skills, in field command, in coalition planning and fighting, and in lo-
gistics. Mr. Roosevelt therefore categorically “expressed disagreement with 
any Italian adventure beyond the seizure of Sicily and Sardinia.” 
 The President’s tone had now turned from warm politeness to firm-
ness. With regard to the Far East, he made clear he was disappointed by 
the latest British refusal to carry out the Anakim offensive that had been 
agreed upon at Casablanca, and stated “that the air transport line to Chi-
na”—which Chiang Kai-shek was pleading be intensified—must “be 
placed in full operating condition without any delay, and that China must 
be kept in the war.”29 
 With that, the strange meeting in the President’s study came to a 
close. 
 Brooke, in his diary, was alarmed, noting the President “showed less 
grasp of strategy” than the Prime Minister. 
 The two top military teams then filed out. As the chief of staff to the 
Prime Minister, General Ismay, later recounted, “there was an unmistaka-
ble atmosphere of tension” and “it was clear there was going to be a battle 
royal.”30 

29 Ibid. 
30 Lord Ismay, The Memoirs of General Lord Ismay (London: Heinemann, 1960), 296. 
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Even Churchill’s own wife, Clementine, worried lest the United States 
abandon its “Germany First” policy. In fact, Clemmie sent Winston cable 
after cable, while he was staying at the White House, expressing her abid-
ing fear that, in the aftermath of the massive German surrender in Tuni-
sia—with the numbers of German and Italian prisoners reportedly mount-
ing by the hour—the United States might consider the campaign at an 
end, and choose to redirect its primary efforts to the Pacific. “I’m so afraid 
the Americans will think that a Pacific slant is to be given to the next 
phase of the war,” she wrote him on May 13. “Surely the liberation of Eu-
rope must come first,” she confided. And in a PS she added that she’d just 
heard of the “terrific” RAF bomber raid on Duisburg, in the Ruhr. “Do re-
assure me that the European front will take 1st place all the time,” she 
begged.31 
 Winston, however, was Winston: endowed with inspirational intel-
lectual energy and romantic imagination yet burdened, too, by an often 
fatal penchant for peripheral rather than direct, frontal attack. It was a 
tendency that went back to his justifiable indignation as an infantry battal-

31 Letter of May 13, 1943, in Mary Soames, Speaking For Themselves: The Personal Letters of 
Winston and Clementine Churchill, Edited by Their Daughter (New York: Doubleday, 1998), 
479–80. 
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ion commander in the trenches of the Western Front in World War I be-
fore the Battle of the Somme, and the bloodbath he witnessed on the 
plains of France. 
 Churchill’s alternative—his Dardanelles landings—had proven just 
as futile as Allied offensives on the Western Front in World War I, howev-
er. There had simply been no easy military alternative to frontal attacks in 
World War I in the West—attacks that did, when no diplomatic solution 
could be found, ultimately decide the outcome once U.S. troops were 
committed to battle in France in 1918. Certainly the Prime Minister was 
fully entitled to ask his own chiefs of staff and then the Combined Chiefs 
to explore other scenarios before confirming the Casablanca decision to 
pursue a cross-Channel invasion—but that was not how Churchill pre-
sented his case at the White House. 
 Nor was it the case the next morning, when the first so-called Trident 
meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff opened in the Board of Governors 
Room of the Federal Reserve Building on Constitution Avenue. There, to 
Admiral Leahy’s disgust, it became clear that an extension of the war in 
the Mediterranean and the Balkans rather than the agreed assault of 
northern Europe was no mere Churchillian fantasy. General Brooke, the 
bespectacled, owlish-looking “strongman” on the British team, announced 
he was even more opposed to a cross-Channel Second Front in 1944 than 
Prime Minister Churchill. 

Brooke’s apostasy in seeking to overturn the Casablanca agreement on a 
1944 Second Front was potentially crippling to the Allied military alliance. 
 A solitary, self-contained man of incisive mind, Brooke had done his 
best since succeeding Sir John Dill as British Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff in 1941 to curb the Prime Minister’s penchant for madcap schemes—
especially red herrings that detracted from the Allies’ primary strategic 
effort. Now, however, as CIGS Brooke was supporting Churchill’s alterna-
tive strategy. 

296 
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 How, though, the U.S. chiefs countered, would an as-yet-unplanned 
invasion of the mainland of Italy, the Balkans, and Greek islands miracu-
lously lead to the collapse or defeat of the Third Reich? 
 In hindsight—given German determination to pursue the war to the 
bitter end—it couldn’t. But in truth that was not Brooke’s real reason, in 
May 1943, for backing rather than dissuading the Prime Minister. The fact 
was, despite the success of the Western Allies in North Africa, he too had 
lost faith in the essential feasibility of a Second Front in 1944. 

Brooke had commanded heavy British artillery in World War I and large 
numbers of troops in France early in World War II—command that had 
ended in tearful defeat. The humiliation of British evacuation first at Dun-
kirk and then Brest, Cherbourg, and Saint-Nazaire in 1940, on top of the 
complete collapse of the French armies, had cut to his heart. Half-French 
himself, he simply lacked belief that an Allied cross-Channel invasion 
could ever succeed. The Wehrmacht drubbing given to Operation Jubilee, 
Mountbatten’s August 1942 mini-rehearsal at Dieppe for an eventual cross-
Channel assault landing, had in Brooke’s view proved the point. The Ger-
man massacre of an entire Canadian brigade on the beaches of the little 
French seaport was clearly a beach too far, given the literally dozens of 
tough Wehrmacht divisions stationed across northern Europe to repel 
such an attempted invasion—including panzer divisions. 
 The result was that in Washington, General Brooke exuded not ener-
gy—which at least his Prime Minister did—but a kind of dour, Northern 
Irish Protestant skepticism amounting to obstructionism. Not only about 
plans, moreover, but about people. 
 At Casablanca he had gotten a very poor impression of General Ei-
senhower as a fighting commander—blind to the way the young Allied 
commander in chief was not only learning on the job, but inventing a new 
kind of coalition command that might be messy and might result in many 
an upset or failure, but which brought together the collective power of 
Western arms—naval, air, and army—in a way that even the most disci-
plined of German troops could not stand up to, in the end. Even news of 
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the surrender of General von Arnim together with many hundreds of thou-
sands of Axis troops at Cape Bon, when he received it immediately after 
the meeting in the President’s study, failed to change Brooke’s mind, or 
convince him the Allies would ever be ready to fight whole German armies 
in northern France, unless the German government collapsed, as in 1918. 
 Wearing his trademark round black spectacles, Brooke sat in his chair 
at the Combined Chiefs of Staff meeting the next day, May 13, 1943—his 
thick black mustache and slightly hooked nose giving him a fierce, intimi-
dating countenance. He listened silently as Admiral Leahy was first 
acknowledged as the chairman of the proceedings and then read aloud to 
the meeting the U.S. chiefs’ opening paper. This was titled “A Global Strat-
egy, A Memorandum by the United States Chiefs of Staff.” Copies of the 
document, moreover, had been handed to all the chiefs around the table. 
Looking through the document as Leahy spoke, Brooke hated it. 
 Word for word the document set down in typed script the strategy 
the President had outlined the day before at the White House. The “con-
cept of defeating Germany first involves making a determined attack 
against Germany on the Continent at the earliest practicable date,” the 
U.S. chiefs’ document stated, “and we consider that all proposed opera-
tions in Europe should be based primarily on the basis of contributions to 
that end.” 
 Lest there be any misunderstanding on this score, Admiral Leahy 
spelled it out in the simplest of sentences: “It is the opinion of the United 
States Chiefs of Staff that a cross-Channel invasion of Europe is necessary 
to an early conclusion of the war with Germany.”32 

Not to be outdone, General Brooke responded by handing across the table 
copies of the British chiefs of staff counterpaper—a paper that Brooke 
then read aloud to the meeting. 

32 “A Global Strategy: Memorandum by the United States Chiefs of Staff,” in FRUS II, 222–
23.
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 Entitled “Conduct of the War in 1943–44,” the document was three 
times as long as Leahy’s. In it the British chiefs argued that Italy might not 
surrender after the fall of Sicily, or by the threat of Allied bombing. 
 In order to achieve Italy’s capitulation, the British paper contended, 
there would probably be need for “amphibious operations against either 
the Italian islands or the mainland.” This “continuance of Mediterranean 
operations” would, “of course have repercussions elsewhere and will affect 
BOLERO,” the cross-Channel assault, as well as operations in the Pacific, 
the document allowed. However, the fruits of Italian collapse would, the 
British chiefs argued, be worth the cost of delaying the cross-Channel inva-
sion for several years, for it would make possible “increasing supplies to 
the Balkan resistance groups, and by speeding up our aid to Turkey.”33 

Silence again ensued—the two Allies at a strategic stalemate. 

After a pause, General Marshall, the chief of staff of the U.S. Army, pointed 
out that, as the President had said the day before, there was no reason to 
venture into southern Europe at all. The Ploesti refineries, in Romania, 
which provided Germany’s all-important oil supplies, should certainly be 
bombed by long-distance B-25 and B-17 bombers, operating from the Med-
iterranean. In fact, Marshall continued, the use of vastly superior and con-
stantly increasing Allied air power “might enable us to economize in the 
use of ground forces in the Mediterranean Area,” since footling amphibi-
ous and ground operations would not achieve more than local ad-
vantage—while merely delaying the Allies’ main offensive capability. The 
Allies would then “deeply regret not being ready to make the final blow 
against Germany, if the opportunity presented itself, by reason of having 
dissipated ground forces in the Mediterranean Area.”34  

Again, there was silence. 

33 “Conduct of the War in 1943–44, Memorandum by the British Chiefs of Staff,” in FRUS 
II, 223–27. 
34 “Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, May 13, 1943, 10:30 A.M.”, FRUS II, 39–40. 
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 Brooke countered that Allied air power was all very well, as in bomb-
ing the Ploesti oil refineries, “but this must be examined in relation to the 
whole picture of knocking Italy out of the war.” 
 To this Marshall delivered the stunning rejoinder: namely that the 
aim of the “Europe First” strategy had never been to focus on Italy—
Germany’s junior partner in crime. The objective was to defeat Nazi Ger-
many, their real adversary. Thus, rather than dispersing their forces in sub-
sidiary ventures, he rebuked Brooke, “we should direct our attention to 
knocking Germany out of the war.”35 

The first formal Combined Chiefs of Staff (COS) meeting of the Trident 
Conference now turned into a free-for-all, as General Brooke, under attack, 
revealed more and more of his hand—this time claiming that by dumping 
the Casablanca agreement they would help Stalin—for if Italy fell, the 
Germans would be compelled to deny reinforcements to their Eastern 
Front and instead occupy and defend the Italian mainland, as well as de-
fending the Balkans and Aegean Islands, just as they had done when com-
pelled to send German reinforcements to Tunisia. Hitler would thus be 
able to provide “20 [percent] less on the Russian front,” aiding the Soviets. 
 This aspect might well be so, Leahy, Marshall, and King accepted. But 
would not the mere threat of Allied invasion compel Hitler to station that 
number of divisions in Italy and the Balkans—much as he had stationed 
four hundred thousand German troops in Norway, and twenty-five divi-
sions in France? Brooke’s other claim, namely that successful Allied am-
phibious operations to seize yet more Mediterranean islands and occupy 
the Italian mainland would then provide a springboard from which to 
mount an attack on southern France, sounded equally irrelevant. Since 
when had southern France been deemed a way of “knocking Germany out 
of the war”? 

35 Ibid., 41. 
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Pushed against the ropes, General Brooke was thus driven to confess his 
deeper fear: that, unless fighting continued in the Mediterranean, “no pos-
sibility of an attack into [northern] France would arise”36—for it would 
surely fail. Even if Allied troops succeeded in achieving a beachhead across 
the English Channel, the subsequent battle or campaign in northern 
France, he believed, would be a disaster—for the Allies. Even after a 
bridgehead had been established, “we could get no further,” he predicted. 
“The troops employed would be for the most part inexperienced.” With 
only fifteen to twenty U.S. and British divisions, the Bolero operation 
would be “too small and could not be regarded in the same category as the 
vast Continental armies which were counted in 50’s and 100’s of divisions” 
in the previous war.37 
 At this defeatist assertion, however, General Marshall really bridled. 
The discussion was “now getting to the heart of the matter,” he acknowl-
edged. The big lesson of Torch—and in planning for the forthcoming inva-
sion of Sicily—was the way such a campaign, inevitably, “sucked in more 
and more troops.” If “further Mediterranean operations were undertaken,” 
Marshall pointed out, “then in 1943 and virtually all of 1944 we should be 
committed, except to a Mediterranean policy.” Not only would this subsid-
iary campaign detract from the war in the Pacific, in terms of supplies, but 
it would mean “a prolongation of the war in Europe, and thus a delay in 
the ultimate defeat of Japan, which the people of the U.S. would not toler-
ate. We were now at the crossroads—if we were committed to the Medi-
terranean” rather than northern France in 1944, then “it meant a prolonged 
struggle and one which was not acceptable to the United States.”38 
 Pinned against the ropes, poor Brooke now blamed a paucity of men. 
He explained that the “British manpower position was weak,” and its forc-
es were, in all candor, not up to the challenge of a cross-Channel inva-
sion—neither that year, 1943, when a lodgment area in Brittany might 

36 Ibid., 43. 
37 Ibid., 44. 
38 Ibid. 
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possibly be attained (though one that would be easily cauterized by the 
Germans, he claimed), nor in 1944, either. 

The U.S. chiefs were stunned by Brooke’s open confession. 
 “No major operations,” Brooke affirmed, adding insult to injury, 
“would be possible until 1945 or 1946.”39 

Again, the U.S. chiefs could hardly believe their ears, especially when 
Brooke explained “that in the previous war there had always been some 80 
French Divisions available to our side.” Now there would only be a hand-
ful, if that. Any advance from the Channel “towards the Ruhr would neces-
sitate clearing up behind the advancing Army and would leave us with 
long lines of communication,” subject to German air and land counterat-
tack. Not only was British manpower “weak,” but the RAF lacked mobility, 
having concentrated on bombing German cities, not supporting land ar-
mies; its planes and crews were therefore ill-equipped to support an inva-
sion or subsequent campaign.40 
 Despite the current Allied victory in Tunisia, the picture that Brooke 
presented was, then, bleak in terms of the defeat of Hitler’s Third Reich. 

The two Western Allies were at loggerheads. 
 Without the British as allies, an American invasion of Europe was a 
nonstarter, and the President’s “Germany First” strategy—as well as un-
conditional surrender of the Axis powers—would be in tatters. 

No major cross-Channel operations until 1945, perhaps 1946? 
 When the President, at the White House, heard what Brooke had, at 
the Federal Reserve Building, openly declared—an assertion going further 
even than the Prime Minister had revealed at the meeting at the White 
House the previous day—he was amazed. So this was the “vast amount of 

39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid., 44. 
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work” the British chiefs had been doing—as Churchill had boasted in a 
telegram to the President from the Queen Mary as it neared New York!41 
 The President was disappointed; in fact he was shocked. The British 
position seemed not only disingenuous but deceitful, in retrospect. Where 
the President had seen Torch and its Sicilian sequel as a crucial learning 
curve and rehearsal for a Second Front to be launched across the English 
Channel in 1944, the British had clearly backed Torch and the impending 
invasion of Sicily only to secure the Mediterranean as a shorter sea-lane to 
their occupation troops in India—while doing their best to avoid frontal 
combat with the Nazis in northern Europe. 
 The President shook his head. That very morning he had been dis-
cussing with the president of the Czechoslovak government in exile, Dr. 
Edvard Benes, the unconditional surrender of Germany, and what might 
be done to partition or police the country to ensure the Germans could 
never threaten world peace for a third time. Now, at lunchtime, he was 
hearing from Air Marshal Charles Portal that the British chiefs had no in-
tention of launching a cross-Channel attack before 1945 or, possibly, 1946, 
three years away. How could this new stance be explained to the majority 
of Americans who saw Japan, not Germany, as the nation’s primary enemy, 
yet had loyally backed the President’s “Germany First” strategy? 
 The President had been told, in December 1942, that almost two mil-
lion Jews had in all probability already been “liquidated” by Hitler’s SS 
troops.42 How many more Jews and others would Hitler exterminate by 
1946? And all this so that Britain could sit out the war in Europe, at its pe-
riphery—not even willing to open the road to China, but hanging on to 
India and merely waiting for the United States to win back for Great Brit-
ain its lost colonial Empire in the Far East? It seemed a pretty poor per-
formance. 

41 C-294, Churchill cable to Roosevelt, May 10, 1943, in Kimball, Churchill & Roosevelt, vol. 
2, 212. 
42 Richard Breitman and Allan J. Lichtman, FDR and the Jews (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2013), 206–10. 
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Old Story 

Although disappointed, the President was not defeated. Great leadership 
demanded positive, not negative, thinking, and Portal, as an airman, did 
not sound quite as obstinate or defeatist as Brooke. 
 The British were visitors in a foreign land, and the best way to coax 
them out of their funk was, the President felt, to encourage them to over-
come their understandable fears, not berate them; to help, not shame, 
their generals into recovering the confidence they would need to partner 
the U.S. military in mounting a cross-Channel invasion next spring. 
 The home team must therefore, the President decided, be firm in 
class, but as nice as possible outside. He’d already planned with Marshall 
that the Combined Chiefs were all to be taken to Williamsburg, in Virginia, 
at the weekend—any talk concerning conference matters strictly forbid-
den. For his own part, while the U.S. chiefs of staff hosted their opposite 
numbers at the site of the first British settlement in America (a source of 
cultural pride for the British visitors, but also a reminder of the successful 
American revolution to wrest independence from the British), the Presi-
dent now decided he wouldn’t in fact take Churchill to Hyde Park, as he’d 
originally planned. Instead he would take him to his little mountaintop 
camp at Shangri-la. There he would work on him—insisting that Lord 
Beaverbrook, as an ardent supporter of an immediate Second Front, come 
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too.43 And Eleanor, who’d returned from New York, would be asked to at 
least drive with them to the cottage—thus prohibiting Churchill from any 
attempt to talk alternative Allied military strategy. 
 Extreme hospitality would thus be the order of the day. By burying 
the British with kindness, after working hours, the American hosts, in Wil-
liamsburg and at Shangri-la, would hopefully encourage their visitors to 
overcome their fears and confirm the Casablanca commitment to a fully 
fledged trial-by-combat cross-Channel invasion of northern France next 
spring: April or May 1944. 

Such was the plan. Whether it would work was another matter. 

At Shangri-la, once they settled in, the President took Churchill fishing. 
They settled by a local stream—the wheelchair-bound president “placed 
with great care by the side of a pool,” Churchill recollected, where he 
“sought to entice the nimble and wily fish. I tried for some time myself at 
other spots.” 
 It was in vain. “No fish were caught,”44 Churchill recalled. Nor was 
Winston’s mind changed about a doomed Second Front. 
 The three days in the Maryland mountains thus became something of 
a test of wills. 

Shangri-la and the President’s handling of Churchill on May 14, 15, and 16, 
1943, mirrored Casablanca and the president’s handling of de Gaulle—
prisonnier, as de Gaulle had complained, in the President’s Anfa camp. 
Now it was the Prime Minister’s turn to feel that way. 
 Shangri-la was neither the White House nor Hyde Park. Instead it 
was, as Churchill later put it, “a log cabin, with all modern improvements.” 
He watched “with interest and in silence” as General Pa Watson brought 
the President not war documents but colorful stamps: “several large al-

43 Robert E. Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History (New York: Harper, 
1948), 728. 
44 Churchill, The Second World War, vol. 4, The Hinge of Fate, 713. 
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bums and a number of envelopes full of specimens he had long desired,” 
after which Roosevelt “stuck them in, each in its proper place, and so for-
got the cares of State.”45 
 For all the pretty mountain setting, the proximity to nature, and the 
restful quiet, the Prime Minister would not yield. The more the President 
and his supporting cast worked on him—both Hopkins and Beaverbrook 
attacking Churchill’s obsessive argument for the invasion of Italy and the 
Balkans rather than northern France—the more determined Churchill 
became. So testy, in fact, that he even declined the President’s request that 
he accept an invitation from Madame Chiang Kai-shek to go to New York, 
where she was staying while receiving medical treatment—risking, as 
Churchill candidly described his refusal, the “unity of the Grand Alliance,” 
given the importance of the Generalissimo’s struggle against the Japanese 
in China.46 
 Refusing to commit Britain to the 1944 cross-Channel invasion 
threatened, however, a far greater schism in the unity of the Grand Alli-
ance than Madame Chiang Kai-shek’s wrath. As obstinate as de Gaulle, the 
Prime Minister relentlessly clung to his Mediterranean preference, fearful 
of a cross-Channel debacle. 

Pondering Churchill’s behavior at the time, Sir Charles Wilson, the Prime 
Minister’s doctor, wondered if the Prime Minister was suffering some sort 
of physiological problem. Churchill had, after all, hitherto pursued the 
“special relationship” with the United States with extraordinary patience, 
deference, and understanding. Now he was neither patient nor deferential, 
and certainly unwilling to conceive the strategic problem from an Ameri-
can perspective. His failure to grasp the import of what he was demand-
ing—an extra year, perhaps two, of war in Europe without a Second Front, 
and a further year after that to defeat Japan—raised serious questions 
about the Prime Minister’s state of mind. He’d come down with pneumo-

45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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nia in February (at the same time the President had fallen ill, after return-
ing from Casablanca), which had been more serious than could be made 
public at the time—and in its aftermath, Dr. Wilson wondered whether it 
might have affected Churchill’s judgment. Wilson himself had been strick-
en by fever on the voyage to America aboard the Queen Mary, and had had 
to be hospitalized in New York. When finally he caught up with his patient 
in Washington on May 17, he was frankly shocked. The Prime Minister had 
just returned from Shangri-la with the President—and what Wilson heard 
was amusing, but not encouraging. 
 The Prime Minister had, according to members of the President’s 
entourage and Lord Beaverbrook, lost nothing of his extraordinary 
memory. On the return trip to Washington the presidential party had 
passed several Civil War battlefields, and Harry Hopkins regaled Dr. Wil-
son with an account of how Winston, hearing Hopkins could only recite 
two lines of Greenleaf Whittier’s famous poem about the Civil War, had 
recited the entire poem. “While we were still asking ourselves how he 
could do this when he hadn’t read the darned thing for thirty years, his eye 
caught a sign pointing to Gettysburg. That really started him off,” Hopkins 
recounted in awe—Churchill’s summary of the battle, with character por-
traits of the rebel generals Jackson and Lee, being equally amazing. About 
the current war, however, “Hopkins was a good deal less flattering about 
the P.M.’s contribution to the discussions which had begun on May 12 in 
the oval study of the White House,” Dr. Wilson recalled. “Indeed, he looked 
pretty glum as he assured me that I had not missed anything.”47 
 The impasse appeared to be the same as the one the year before, 
when the Prime Minister had journeyed to the White House for the same 
reason: namely to explain why the British could not agree to a cross-
Channel invasion that year. The British surrender at Tobruk, moreover, 
had made his point: the British were simply not ready for such a challenge 
in 1942, at a moment when they might even lose control of the Middle East 
to Rommel’s advancing Panzerarmee Afrika. 

47 Moran, Winston Churchill, 95. 
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 Now, eleven months later, “damn it all,” Churchill was back, with “the 
old story once more, shamelessly trotted out and brought up to date,” Dr. 
Wilson recalled with concern, recording in his diary the sense of frustra-
tion felt by Hopkins: Churchill simply refusing to countenance the Casa-
blanca strategy, unless Italy was swiftly defeated and the Third Reich mi-
raculously fell apart.48 Hopkins had even imitated Churchill, saying: “Bul-
garia’s defeatism in 1918 brought about the collapse of Germany; might not 
Italy’s surrender now have similar consequences? It will surely cause a 
chill of loneliness to settle on the German people and might very well be 
the beginning of the end.”49 

Loneliness as the beginning of the end—without the Wehrmacht actually 
being defeated in battle, or even forced back onto German soil? To those 
who remembered the consequences of the “collapse of Germany” at the 
end of World War I, this was understandably alarming. 

Dr. Wilson had asked Hopkins “what the President made of all this.”50 
 “‘Not much,’” Hopkins had answered. “‘This [idea of] fighting in Italy 
does not make sense to him,’” he’d explained the President’s view. United 
States naval, air, and ground forces had been sent to the Mediterranean—
against the advice of Hopkins, Stimson, Marshall, and the U.S. chiefs of 
staff, it was true—to learn how to defeat German troops in close combat, 
the President had insisted. As soon as the Sicily invasion and campaign 
were won, those forces—commanders and troops—were to be switched 
to England for the invasion of northern France in the spring of 1944, in 
accordance with the President’s strategy. “He wants the twenty divisions, 
which will be set free when Sicily has been won, to be used in building up 
the force that is to invade France in 1944,” Hopkins made clear.51 

48 Ibid., 95–96. 
49 Ibid., 96. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Ibid. 
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At the Pentagon and Navy Department, the U.S. chiefs of staff were simi-
larly frustrated. 
 Brooke’s stonewalling, once the chiefs returned from Williamsburg, 
was especially irritating. “A very decided deadlock has come up,” Secretary 
Stimson noted in his diary on May 17, after speaking with General Mar-
shall. “The British are holding back dead from going on with Bolero. They 
have done the same thing in regard to Anakim [the campaign to retake 
Burma] and are trying to divert us off into some more Mediterranean ad-
venture. Fortunately,” he added, “the President seems to be holding out.”52 
Stimson decided he must call the White House and make sure, though. “I 
called up the President, told him that I had prepared myself fully by read-
ing all the minutes and was ready to talk with him at any time that he 
wanted to, although I did not want to intrude myself on him. He told me 
he was coming to the conclusion that he would have to read the Riot Act 
to the other side and would have to be stiff.”53 

Whatever Stimson, Hopkins, the U.S. chiefs of staff, and later critics might 
say about Churchill’s sudden intransigence in May 1943, however, it is im-
portant to note that Churchill and his British contingent were not the only 
ones arguing in Washington against a Second Front. The prospect of heavy 
casualties in head-on combat with the Wehrmacht in northern France was 
sobering. Outside the War Department more and more people were ob-
jecting—especially people in the Navy Department who foresaw a long 
war with Japan if the “flower of our army and air force” was first expended 
“in combat with Germany,” as Bill Bullitt, assistant to the secretary of the 
Navy, warned in a renewed memorandum he wrote for the President on 
May 12. 
 It was vital the President should, Bullitt argued, put more pressure on 
Stalin to declare war on Japan at the conclusion of the war against Hitler, 
lest the United States should have wasted its manpower and resources in a 

52 Entry of May 17, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
53 Ibid. 
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cross-Channel campaign that could get bogged down, as in World War I—
thus leaving itself, even after assumed victory, having to fight against Japan 
“while the Soviet Union is at peace,” and Britain contributing only insignif-
icantly to the defeat of the Japanese. In that situation, “we shall have no 
decisive voice in the settlement in Europe,” Bullitt warned. “Europe will be 
divided into Soviet and British spheres of influence—according to present 
Soviet and British plans—and further wars in the near future will be ren-
dered inevitable.”54 
 Bullitt’s recommendation, once again, was the same as Churchill’s—
to drive swiftly into central Europe through the Dardanelles. 

After Roosevelt’s death, Bill Bullitt would spend the rest of his own life 
lancing the memory of the President for having failed to take his recom-
mendation. Only American “boots on the ground” in central Europe would 
stop Stalin’s “Sovietization,” Bullitt pointed out again in his memoran-
dum—and the Balkans was the place to plant those boots. 
 The President could only groan at this extra pressure from his own 
American side, given the latest British intransigence. Bullitt might have an 
excellent understanding of Russian communism; his Balkans strategy, 
however, remained militarily illiterate. Moreover, his latest political rec-
ommendation, namely that the President should threaten Stalin with a 
switch of American forces to the Pacific unless he agreed in writing not to 
Sovietize central Europe, was, at a time when the Western Allies did not 
have a single boot on the ground in Europe, less than realistic. 
 No, the fact was, the President had little option but to stick to his own 
program: refusing to countenance a quagmire in the Balkans or the north-
ern Italian mountains, and instead holding to the timetable for a U.S.-
British Second Front that had been agreed at Casablanca: spring 1944. This 
strategy, if followed, would at least take U.S. and British forces to Berlin, 
ending the Third Reich and saving the western part of Europe from Soviet-

54 Letter of May 12 (on “Office of the Secretary, Department of the Navy” notepaper), 
Bullitt Files, FDR Library. 
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ization. He would meantime continue to press Stalin, in order to see if he 
could get the Soviets to sign up to his postwar plan and to declare war on 
Japan as soon as Germany was defeated. Without a genuine plan to launch 
a Second Front by 1944, however, it was unlikely to get very far, as Secre-
tary Stimson had commented. 
 To produce such a genuine plan, he would have somehow to bring 
the British back into the fold, or the Second World War might well end in 
failure. 



Part Eight 
The Riot Act 
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The Davies Mission

On the surface, the great victories at Stalingrad and then Tunisgrad boded 
well for Allied cooperation in eventually defeating the Third Reich. 
 In truth, however, relations with the Soviet Union were not good—
indeed were getting worse. Stalin’s rejection of the President’s invitation to 
the summit at Casablanca (or alternative venues the President had of-
fered) had resulted in the sheer scale of the Russian war effort being un-
derappreciated in the West. Even Stalin’s own ambassador to Washington, 
Maxim Litvinov, had warned the Russian Foreign Ministry that such 
standoffish behavior was counterproductive, indeed would make it harder, 
not easier, to get the Western Allies to commit to a timely Second Front. 
 Stalin had paid no heed. This was hard for even the most sympathetic 
of American observers and reporters to understand. In terms of Allied mil-
itary cooperation, Russia was, sadly, a write-off—Stalin constantly de-
manding more U.S.-British convoyed deliveries of war materials to Mur-
mansk, yet refusing to order Russian aircrews to fly out of northern Russia 
to protect them, lest they leave the borders of the Soviet Union and not 
come back. This had led to, and continued to result in, terrible British and 
American shipping losses, not only in Lend-Lease war materials and food 
but Allied lives as well. Nor would the paranoid dictator allow Allied offic-
ers, or representatives, to monitor whether the contents of the convoys 
were being efficiently unloaded at Murmansk, or were appropriate to ac-
tual Russian war needs. The Russians had also refused for months to re-
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spond to whether U.S. bomber crews could land in the Soviet Union if they 
bombed the Ploesti oil fields in Romania—and when they finally did re-
spond, they refused to allow Ploesti raids to be launched from Russian 
airfields, despite being at war with the Third Reich and its eastern Europe-
an partners, Romania and Hungary. Whether it was paranoid fear that 
Russians might become infected by rich capitalist partners, or that Russia’s 
capitalist allies might obtain genuine, accurate, and detailed infor-
mation—military, political, economic, social—about the Soviet Union, no 
one really knew. Nor had this changed as the tide of war against Hitler 
turned. As Western diplomats and journalists—who were forbidden to 
venture outside Moscow without close supervision—complained, there 
was virtually not a single Russian who dared question, counter, or ignore 
Stalin’s oppressive policies for fear of arrest, imprisonment, or even execu-
tion. 
 More troubling still had been the sickening revelation, in April 1943, 
that more than twenty thousand Polish officers, police officers, and mem-
bers of the intelligentsia had, on Stalin’s orders, been murdered in cold 
blood by Soviet occupation forces in 1940, during the time of the German-
Soviet Nonaggression Pact. 
 That disclosure—the decomposing Polish bodies unearthed by the 
Germans in the Katyn forest near the Russian city of Smolensk, but the 
Soviets denying culpability—had given cause for grave trepidation in the 
West, especially among Polish forces in exile. 
 Nothing, but nothing, could excuse such mass murder. News of the 
massacre, at a moment when the tide of war had turned and the forces of 
the Third Reich seemed to be everywhere on the defensive, had offered the 
embattled Dr. Goebbels a heaven-sent opportunity to demonstrate to the 
German Volk,55 as well as people abroad, just how merciless a Russian 
victory in the war, and a subsequent Russian-imposed “peace,” would be. 

55 “This is a situation full of ugly possibilities, and engendering it is a triumph for Goeb-
bels”: entry of Monday, April 26, 1943, in Alan Lascelles, King’s Counsellor: Abdication and 
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 Stalin naturally protested it was a Nazi ruse. He denounced the leader 
of the Polish government in exile for suggesting Russian complicity, loudly 
claiming the Nazis, not the Soviets, had been responsible for the massacre. 
Both Roosevelt and Churchill had on good authority been told the bitter 
truth, however: that it was Stalin himself who had given the orders for the 
mass execution in 1940. 
 With Stalin’s Soviet Union such an uncooperative, undemocratic, 
often downright evil partner of the Western democracies—though one 
that was still taking the brunt of casualties in the war against Hitler—both 
Roosevelt and Churchill were put in the iniquitous position of publicly 
accepting, or declining to comment on, Russian lies over the Katyn massa-
cre. Besides, in the balance of atrocities, the Germans were still way ahead 
of the Soviets, both in SS mass-murder concentration camps and in the 
treatment of Russian POWs.56 Continued do-or-die Russian resistance to 
Hitler on the Eastern Front was crucial—no matter how ungrateful, para-
noid, deceitful, and barbarous the Russians, and however chilling the pro-
spect of postwar Sovietization. 
 How maintain that morally dubious anti-Nazi coalition, though—let 
alone seek to move the Russian communists from their reign of terror into 
a more positive postwar world? 
 It was in this respect that the relationship, or partnership, between 
the President and the Prime Minister was of the highest importance for 
the history of humanity. And in Washington, in May 1943, Prime Minister 
Churchill was coming very close to breaking it. 

Hitherto, Churchill had taken the same view as the President—that the 
enemy of my enemy is my friend, however odious in certain respects. But 
with Churchill threatening to pull out of the Casablanca accords and refus-

War: The Diaries of Sir Alan Lascelles, ed. Duff Hart-Davis (London: Weidenfeld & Nicol-
son, 2006), 126. 
56 Walter Reich, former director of the Holocaust Museum in Washington, “Remember 
the Women,” New York Times Book Review, April 12, 2015, 23. 
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ing to mount a Second Front in 1944, the question arose: would Stalin re-
main a friend? As Secretary Stimson warned, without a cross-Channel in-
vasion—one that would force Hitler to fight on two fronts—would not the 
Russians lose military respect or faith in the Western Allies, and be mind-
ed to seek an armistice with the Third Reich, even a new Ribbentrop Pact 
that would leave Hitler master still of all western and central Europe? 
 Roosevelt didn’t think Stalin would stoop to that, after the millions of 
casualties the German onslaught had already cost the Russians. But it 
could certainly undermine the President’s attempts to get Russian agree-
ment to make air bases available and declare war on Japan, if and when 
the war with Hitler was successfully concluded, as well as getting Soviet 
participation in the postwar security system the President had in mind. 
The Second Front, in other words, was a sine qua non: a test that the West-
ern, democratic Allies must meet if they were serious not only about the 
war but the postwar. Not footling around in the Mediterranean, but a will-
ingness to face up to the war’s greatest challenge: D-day, as it would be-
come known. 
 The President thus changed his mind about a summit with Stalin—
feeling it would be better to keep Churchill out of any meeting for the mo-
ment, if one could be obtained, lest the Prime Minister’s opposition to a 
cross-Channel operation give away their weak hand: namely the funda-
mental unwillingness of the British to countenance the heavy casualties 
involved in a Second Front. Somehow, Roosevelt was aware, to defeat the 
Nazis he must keep the Russians fighting in the East—and get the British 
to fight in the West, not footle about in the South! 
 This was easier said than done. His cables to Stalin after Casablanca 
had deliberately, perhaps disingenuously, held out the possibility of a Sec-
ond Front being mounted in the summer of 1943, after Husky; how then 
was he to explain to Stalin the Western Allies were not only abandoning 
any plans to launch a Second Front in 1943, but that the purpose of 
Churchill’s current visit to Washington, together with a military staff of 160 
advisers, was to argue against a Second Front even in 1944? In fact, accord-
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ing to Churchill’s Chief of the Imperial General Staff, that no Second Front 
should be planned before 1945 or even 1946? 
 “The Soviet troops have fought strenuously all winter and are contin-
uing to do so,” Stalin had assured the President in March. The Führer had 
lost more than a whole army at Stalingrad, but he had many more at 
hand—perhaps as many as two hundred divisions, including whole panzer 
armies. The Germans were preparing for “spring and summer operations 
against the USSR,” Stalin wrote; “it is therefore particularly essential for us 
that the blow from the West be no longer delayed, that it be delivered this 
spring or in early summer”—i.e., 1943.57 
 It was in this context that the President had summoned another for-
mer ambassador to Moscow, Joseph Davies, to the White House the day 
after Churchill set sail for Washington. As the President explained to Da-
vies, he’d decided to send Stalin a new letter by hand, to be delivered in 
such a way that Stalin would be forced to respond to the President’s re-
newed request for a private meeting. 

Davies was elderly and had been particularly naive in his acceptance of 
Russian propaganda regarding their communist show trials, arrests, and 
deportations in the 1930s. He was sincere in his judgment of Hitler and the 
barbarity of Nazism, however, and his evaluation of the Soviet will to de-
fend Russia had proven more sophisticated than that of the U.S. military 
attaché in Moscow—in fact, he’d been the man who correctly reported to 
the President that Operation Barbarossa, Hitler’s invasion of the USSR in 
June 1941, was going to fail. As an emissary to show goodwill and firmness 
of American purpose in prosecuting the war against Hitler, the President 
could not have chosen better. The new, private letter Davies would hand 
carry would be a direct, personal invitation from the President to meet 
somewhere that summer and resolve their differences over strategy and 

57 Roosevelt to Stalin, Document 88, March 16, 1943, in Susan Butler, ed., My Dear Mr. 
Stalin: The Complete Correspondence of Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph V. Stalin (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005), 121. 
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timing—one the Russian dictator could not now refuse without giving 
offense to the President of the one country in the world supplying the So-
viet Union with a significant amount of its war needs. 
 The Prime Minister was not now to be invited to the proposed sum-
mit, the President made clear in the letter—though he could not give the 
true reason, even to Davies, who would doubtless be asked by the dictator, 
once he reached the Kremlin. Since the President could not reveal Church-
ill’s impending visit to Washington and his reported unwillingness, sup-
ported by his chiefs of staff, to launch a timely Second Front, he had mere-
ly told Davies he wished to meet Stalin, informally, to discuss the long-
term future with him. Not, in other words, to address the matter of im-
pending operations, but rather the conclusion of the war: unconditional 
Axis surrender, winning the war against Japan, and the establishment of a 
postwar United Nations authority. It would be, the President explained to 
Davies, a preliminary discussion, man to man, without risking, Roosevelt 
told his emissary, any international arguments over British—or French—
postwar colonial empires. “Churchill will understand,” the President had 
assured Davies when giving him his instructions in the Oval Office on May 
5. “I will take care of that.”58

 As Davies set off for Moscow via the Middle East, Churchill had ar-
rived in Washington—and the Prime Minister’s refusal to countenance a 
Second Front had only reinforced the President’s determination to meet 
Stalin alone. Davies would hopefully convince the Russian dictator that 
the Western Allies were united and sincere in their commitment to launch 
a Second Front—the President’s willingness to travel halfway across the 
world to meet in person with the Russian leader surely a gauge of that sin-
cerity. 
 In the meantime, however, the President was determined to bring 
Winston Churchill to heel, lest he and his huge military team cause the 
Grand Alliance, rather than the Third Reich, to collapse. 

58 Elizabeth MacLean, Joseph E. Davies: Envoy to the Soviets (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1992), 
100.
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This, in essence, was the challenge of Trident: suborning Neptune. 

Adding to the behind-the-scenes war drama was the fact that the British 
chiefs of staff now parted company—physically and metaphorically—
with their own Prime Minister. 
 The chiefs’ weekend in Williamsburg, Virginia, went well—the offic-
ers glad to be out of Washington not only to be able to relax but to get to 
know their Allied counterparts as human beings. Talks had then resumed 
at the Federal Reserve Board building at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, May 18, 
1943. 
 Admiral Leahy, General Marshall, and Admiral King had feared the 
worst in terms of British intransigence, once back in uniform, so to speak. 
So worried, in fact, were the U.S. Joint Chiefs that they came to the table 
with a compromise whereby they would ask only for a minimum “lodg-
ment area” across the English Channel in 1944, if the British were still so 
afraid of failure, and would only seek to expand it the following year, 1945. 
 Once seated in the room, however, it was to find the “battle royal” 
was already won. To their astonishment, the President’s tactic of extreme 
hospitality appeared to have worked—the weekend away in Williamsburg, 
with wholesome food and wine and civil conversation having seemingly 
done the trick. Aided also by Field Marshal Dill—who’d reasoned with his 
successor as CIGS, General Brooke, that he must give in or risk a break-
down in what was a historic military coalition between the United States 
and Great Britain. The American people, the field marshal had made clear 
to his British compatriot, would not stand for the war in the Pacific being 
deliberately starved of men and resources for years, simply so the British 
could fiddle around in the Mediterranean—leaving Hitler’s legions in al-
most complete control of continental Europe. A firm date for a cross-
Channel invasion must be tied down, and the necessary forces assembled 
to make it work. 
 A new paper on “The Defeat of Germany”—not Italy—had therefore 
been ordered from both planning staffs over the weekend, while the Prime 
Minister was away at Shangri-la, to define exactly how Hitler was to be 
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brought to unconditional surrender—namely by defeating Germany, not 
simply Mussolini’s Italy. By Monday night, May 17, the British version, ap-
proved by General Brooke, had been ready. When General Marshall read it 
through at the meeting on Tuesday, May 18, he was delighted. Though it 
talked a lot about further interim operations in the Mediterranean, it “ap-
peared that [even] if Mediterranean operations were undertaken in the 
interval, a target date for April 1944 should be agreed on for cross-Channel 
operations.” In writing. 
 General Marshall breathed a sigh of relief. Brooke then confirmed 
this was the case, the date formally recorded in the minutes of the meet-
ing.59 

April 1944. 
 Mirabile dictu, Marshall reflected. General Brooke had seemingly 
dropped his call for a postponement of a Second Front until 1945 or 1946, 
and was now definitely onboard—if, in the meantime, operations in the 
Mediterranean were allowed to continue that summer. “The rate of build-
up of German forces in western Europe would greatly exceed our own on 
the Continent unless Mediterranean operations were first undertaken to 
divert or occupy German reinforcements,” Brooke maintained. “If these 
operations were first undertaken,” Brooke conceded, “April 1944 might 
well be right for a target date, though the actual operation would be more 
likely to be possible of achievement in May or June.”60 

Genuine, serious military preparations for a massive spring 1944 
cross-Channel invasion by the Western Allies could now commence, the 
generals agreed—with only the thorny question left as to how far to limit 
interim 1943–44 operations in the Mediterranean so that they did not 
prejudice preparations for D-day. 

59 “Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, May 18, 1943, 10:30 A.M.,” Foreign Relations of 
the United States: The Conferences at Washington and Quebec, 1943 (hereinafter FRUS II) 
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970), 101. 
60 Sir Alan Brooke, Proceedings of the Conference, “Defeat of the Axis Powers in Europe: 
discussion, Combined Chiefs of Staff, FRUS II, 101. 
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 Leahy, Marshall, and King were still skeptical. The matter of “interim” 
operations in the Mediterranean would, they predicted, prove tortuous—
but at Marshall’s insistence a formal commitment to D-day had been given 
by the British, in writing. Some seven battle-hardened U.S. and British di-
visions would be withdrawn that very fall from the Mediterranean theater 
to the United Kingdom. There they would begin training and rehearsals for 
the spring 1944 D-day assault. It seemed a reasonable compromise. 
 For Secretary Stimson, at the Pentagon, the British climbdown was 
as much a relief as it was to General Marshall – both men aware  that, “if 
the British succeed in getting us pulled out any further onto the limb 
in the Mediterranean,” Stimson noted, “we shall face a widespread loss 
of support for the war among our people.” This was serious. “Polls 
show that the public would be very much more interested in beating 
Japan than in beating the European Axis [powers],” he acknowledged, 
thanks to Pearl Harbor—something that could easily translate into “all 
kinds of personal and party politics” that could damage the bipartisan, 
“Germany First” war effort.61 This danger extended, he knew, to his 
fellow Republicans across the country, who were once again demanding 
that General MacArthur be recalled from Australia to stand in the 1944 
presidential election—a campaign in which MacArthur would doubtless 
call for a switch of U.S. priority to the Pacific to face not Hitler, but 
America’s “true” enemy, Japan. 
 What Stimson and Marshall failed to realize, however, was that 
General Brooke had now parted company with his prime minister—and 
that Winston Churchill would be the problem, not the British chiefs of 
staff. 

61 Ibid. 





29 
A Dozen Dieppes in a Day 

Seated at the Federal Reserve Board in the Combined Chiefs of Staff meet-
ings, General Brooke had failed to noticed the Prime Minister’s increasing-
ly divergent trajectory. Even the President, living with the Prime Minister 
each day at the White House, had been unaware of what Churchill was 
saying behind his back. 
 Hearing from Admiral Leahy on May 18 that the British chiefs had 
backed off their opposition to a 1944 or 1945 invasion of France, the Presi-
dent had been delighted by news of his team’s success. This would be of 
inestimable help when and if he met with Stalin, since he would now be 
able to reveal to the Russian leader, in person and in all honesty, a firm 
date for the Second Front. It would be a formal U.S.-British military com-
mitment that, even though Stalin had fervently hoped it would take place 
in 1943, would nevertheless encourage the Soviets to hold out against Hit-
ler’s impending summer offensive on the Eastern Front. 

The President was crowing too early, however. 

The first intimation the Prime Minister was charting his own course in 
opposition even to his own British team had come on the evening of May 
18, 1943—reported to the President by none other than the Canadian 
prime minister, Mackenzie King, who had accepted the President’s invita-
tion to attend the latest meeting of the Pacific War Council and to stay at 
the White House. 
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 From his train, Mackenzie King had gone to Pennsylvania Avenue to 
settle in and have a word with his fellow prime minister. It had been 6:00 
p.m., but Churchill was in bed, in the Queen Elizabeth Room on the sec-
ond floor. He had looked “very frail,” and was wearing “a white night-gown
of black and white silk,” King described in his diary. “He has lost the florid
coloring and his face was quite white. Looked soft and flabby. He had a
glass of Scotch beside him near his bed,” and “looked to be very tired”—as
well he might. On a special writing tray Churchill was still, after some sev-
en hours, working on the draft of the address the President had asked him
to give to Congress the following day.

King found himself entranced by the British prime minister’s mind 
and his colorful use of language. “Churchill began to tell me about the con-
ferences here,” King noted in his diary that night. “Said that they were dis-
cussing the plans. That he and the Americans were very good in accepting 
Roosevelt’s decisions in the end”—as they had at Casablanca. “He thought 
that he and Roosevelt were very much of the same view,” even if there 
were “differences of emphasis.”62 

Prime Minister King was baffled. This was not what he’d been told that 
very afternoon on his visit to the Canadian legation in Washington. There 
he’d been informed that “the Americans were pressing for a cross-Channel 
Second Front”—“invasion from the North”—whereas “the British plan was 
for invasion [of Europe] from the South, either through the Balkans or 
[southern] France. Views had not yet been reconciled.”63 

How, then, could Roosevelt and Churchill be on the same page? Was 
Churchill now accepting the President’s Second Front strategy? Or was the 
President accepting Churchill’s new strategy—and what was it, in fact? A 
second Dardanelles? Had he misunderstood? What was Churchill really 
saying—or not saying? 

62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid., “Conversation with Hon. L. McCarthy, at Canadian Legation after luncheon, 
Washington.”  
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 It was at this point that Churchill made clear “that as far as he was 
concerned, the plan was to follow on the decisions of the Casablanca con-
ference,” which had authorized landings in Sicily in July that year, in Oper-
ation Husky—but had not explicitly gone further than that, he now claimed. 
“The thing to do was to get Italy out of the war,” Churchill explained. “Al-
together he believed this could be done, and said he would not treat them 
[Italians] too badly if they were to give up and particularly if they were to 
yield up their fleet. If he could get the fleet, he would be prepared to use it 
to attack the Japanese.” Meantime, however, there was the matter of Eu-
rope—and the defeat of Hitler. “The plan was to start the invasion of Eu-
rope through Sicily and Sardinia,” Churchill now told Mackenzie King, 
confidentially, “either on through the Balkans or possibly through [south-
ern] France depending on how matters developed.” It would be easier than 
a cross-Channel attack. 
 “They would be getting footholds all along the way, and Russia might 
put on a very strong offensive and they [the Allies] would be working to-
ward Russia”—via “southern Europe,” the Prime Minister explained. 
“There was a chance, too, that Turkey might come in,” King noted Church-
ill’s words, “though not until she got plenty of equipment. He was not 
pressing her at present.” 

King—aware that the Pacific Council would have to wrestle with the im-
plications of Churchill’s alternative new strategy, so similar to his notori-
ous failure in World War I—pressed Winston to explain in more detail. 
 Lest there be any misunderstanding, Churchill privately confided 
that he remained as implacably opposed to the notion of a cross-Channel 
Second Front as he had been the year before—indeed more so, now, after 
the catastrophe of Dieppe. “Speaking of invasion [of France] from the 
North,” across the English Channel, “he said that he did not want to see the 
beaches of Europe covered with slain bodies of Canadians and Americans. 
That there might be many Dieppes [suffered] in a few days,” were such an 
operation to be launched. “That he, himself, could provide 16 divisions 
which would include ours [i.e., Canadians] but there was only one Ameri-
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can division in England. This was all they had against the numerous divi-
sions Germany could muster; unless Americans were prepared to send a 
large number of divisions to cross at the same time, he did not see how 
they could attempt anything of the kind.”64 It would be, King again re-
called Winston’s actual words, “slaughter”—“a dozen Dieppes in a day.” “I 
thought,” King noted, “this was pretty strong language.”65 
 Mackenzie King was now doubly dubious as to Churchill’s claim that 
he and the President—let alone the U.S. chiefs of staff—were of the same 
mind. “I asked if the Americans were likely to make much difficulty over 
these particular plans,” King noted. “He replied that the President and he 
were very close together; that they could not settle all these things at once. 
They had to run along for a time”—in order to dupe the U.S. Joint Chiefs. 
“The President was inclined more his way and he thought that his [U.S] 
chiefs of staff would accept loyally his decisions in the end.”66 

Mackenzie King said nothing. In truth he was gobsmacked, however. 
 Yes, the President had indeed insisted, at their last meeting, in De-
cember 1942, that further operations should first be carried out in the Med-
iterranean in 1943, in order to learn the hard, attritional lessons of modern 
war before attempting anything as hazardous as a cross-Channel invasion. 
But the President had never said anything to suggest he believed the Allies 
should attempt to defeat the Third Reich by attacking from the south. Was 
Churchill, with his “glass of Scotch” on the table beside his bed, making 
this all up? Was he living—as he tended to do, in the eyes of the abstemi-
ous Canadian who had vowed not to drink liquor for the duration of the 
war—in an alcohol-laced cocoon? Alcohol seemed certainly to fuel 
Churchill’s fertile imagination and brilliant rhetorical skills—but did it 

64 Ibid., “Conversation Mr. Mackenzie King had with Mr. Winston Churchill, Tuesday, 
May 18, 1943—White House, Washington, 6.00 p.m.”  
65 Ibid., “Meeting of the joint Chiefs of Staffs, May 20, 1943.”  
66 Ibid., “Conversation Mr. Mackenzie King had with Mr. Winston Churchill, Tuesday, 
May 18, 1943—White House, Washington, 6.00 p.m.”  
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equip him to listen to what President Roosevelt and the Combined Chiefs 
were telling him rather than to his own voice? 
 Dimly, though, Churchill seemed aware the President had been keep-
ing him away from the Combined Chiefs of Staff over the weekend—
indeed from anyone who might become alarmed over his Mediterranean 
ambitions. “He said that the President and he had been off together at Blue 
Ridge over the week-end,” at Shangri-la. The following weekend, however, 
Churchill “wanted to see a few friends,” and was going to insist he be al-
lowed to stay at the British Embassy on Massachusetts Avenue, where he 
could meet with and telephone anyone he wanted. “Thus far, he had not 
seen hardly any.”67 
 King was somewhat alarmed, but held his tongue, unwilling to dis-
concert Churchill on the eve of his important appearance before Con-
gress—which, as prime minister of Canada, King had been invited to at-
tend. 

Mackenzie King’s worst fears indeed materialized the next day when, at 
the Capitol at midday on May 19—the very day Ambassador Davies ar-
rived in Moscow bearing the President’s private letter to Stalin—Churchill 
followed up his congressional address by talking frankly to senior mem-
bers of Congress. 
 “After the luncheon, members of the Senate and representatives of 
the foreign committee came into the room, and Mr. Churchill was subject-
ed to a quiz,” Mackenzie King—who attended this meeting, too—
recorded that night in his diary. “He faced squarely the question as to 
strategy. Told those present that he felt the great objective now was to 
knock Italy out of the war.” This would, he said, “clear the Mediterranean 
which would mean a through route to India, China; make all the contacts 
with the Orient much easier. He believed the great offensive was coming 
against Germany on the part of Russia,” and “in the Southern part by allied 
forces pressing up through the Balkans, and there would be a relief of the 

67 Ibid. 
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pressure on Russia. They might, too, get some of the satellite states of 
Germany to change their attitude. They would also get additional help 
from Yugoslavia where some 10 [Italian] divisions were tied up there 
which could be added to the allied numbers. Thought that all this would 
be helpful to Stalin. He thought the Germans could be driven entirely out 
of Italy and would probably leave Italy to look after herself.” 
 King was puzzled. Driven entirely out of Italy? Churchill’s forecast of 
Hitler’s likely reaction to an Allied invasion of Italy and the Balkans—
especially after the example of German tenacity in reinforcing Tunisia over 
the past six months—sounded disturbingly naive, even schoolboyish. His 
prediction, moreover, seemed at odds—very poor odds—with his defeat-
ism concerning the prospects for a Second Front. To the postprandial 
group of senators and congressmen, Churchill “made it pretty plain,” King 
noted, “he did not favor any immature attack on Europe from the North,” 
across the English Channel. “He spoke of the few divisions they have in 
Britain—I think 18 altogether including our own, only 1 American division, 
and that Hitler was able to move many divisions from one part of the con-
tinent to the other in a very short time. Referred to the scarcity of ships, 
etc”—going “pretty far in making clear the plan is to attack across the 
Mediterranean into Europe either via [southern] France, Sicily or further 
East [in the Balkans], without designating what locality would be first.”68 
 Even more astonishing to the Canadian prime minister was Church-
ill’s complete lack of shame or caution in opposing the President’s strategy 
in front of U.S. lawmakers, behind the President’s back—having “instruct-
ed them,” Mackenzie King noted, that with regard to questions they were 
welcome “to try and knock him off his [strategic] perch.”69 He even out-
lined the idea of a “peace conference,” similar to Versailles in 1919, that 
would take place, perhaps in England, at the end of hostilities—with both 

68 Ibid., “Memorandum re questions asked Mr. Churchill by members of the Senate of the 
U.S. and representatives of the Foreign Committee and answers given by Mr Churchill, 
Washington, May 19, 1943.” 
69 Ibid., entry of May 19, 1943, “Quotations and answers, members of Senate of the U.S.—
19.v.43.”
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Republican as well as Democratic members of Congress “invited” to partic-
ipate.70 

Versailles, then, moved to Westminster … 

That Churchill was playing a dangerous double game became clear later 
that afternoon when the President invited the Combined Chiefs of Staff to 
the White House, following their afternoon meeting at the Federal Reserve 
Building. The President had heard via Admiral Leahy that the chiefs had 
confirmed their agreement to an April or May 1944 cross-Channel Second 
Front—but that tempers in the morning’s meeting, when addressing re-
maining “interim” operations in 1943, had become so frayed the secretaries 
had been asked to leave the room while the chiefs dueled it out. 
 General Marshall’s contention that further operations in the Mediter-
ranean that fall would inevitably suck in the forces needed for a successful 
cross-Channel attack had hit home—Brooke defending his own strategy 
by claiming a cross-Channel attack would never succeed unless the 
Wehrmacht was first forced to fight hard not only on the Russian front but 
in Italy. Heavy fighting in Italy was thus the prerequisite of a successful 
invasion in the spring of 1944. “After the capture of a bridgehead” in north-
ern France, “a Cherbourg might be seized, but the provision of the neces-
sary forces to cover this would be difficult unless the Germans were greatly 
weakened or unable to find reserves,” Brooke had warned.71 A serious mili-
tary campaign in Italy, in other words, would be the weakening blow: es-
sential in order to make the April or May 1944 operation work. 
 Marshall had countered that such a strategy might very well achieve 
the opposite. The British, he’d summarized, were exaggerating the ease of 
a campaign in Italy, while perilously underestimating the need to throw 
maximum logistical effort into the real priority: the cross-Channel inva-
sion. It should, Marshall reminded Brooke and the other committee mem-
bers, “be remembered that in North Africa a relatively small German force 

70 Ibid. 
71 Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, May 19, 1943, 10:30 A.M., in FRUS II, 113. 
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had produced a serious factor of delay to our operations,” given the moun-
tainous terrain. “A German decision to support [defend] Italy might make 
intended operations extremely difficult and time consuming.”72 

No truer warning to the British was ever given in World War II—though 
Brooke would never admit, either then or in retrospect, that Marshall was 
right. Marshall had, Brooke merely confided to his diary that night, “sug-
gested that the meeting should be cleared for an ‘off the record’ meeting 
between Chiefs of Staff alone. We then had a heart to heart and as a result 
of it at last found a bridge across which we could meet! Not altogether a 
satisfactory one, but far better than a break up of the conference.”73 
 The compromise was certainly vague and open-ended. Rather than 
halting major offensive operations in the Mediterranean after the success-
ful seizure of Sicily, as the President and Marshall wished, Eisenhower 
would be authorized to capitalize on any signs of an Italian collapse to 
seize airfields in southern Italy—but only assigning experienced Allied 
forces for the remainder of the summer. Then—at the very latest on No-
vember 1, 1943—the best battle-hardened U.S. and British divisions were to 
be withdrawn from combat and transferred to Britain to prepare for D-day. 
This, they all agreed, should be mounted either in April or in early May, 
1944. 

This compromise, confirmed by all, had duly been reported by the Com-
bined Chiefs when summoned to meet with the President in the Oval Of-
fice at 6:00 p.m. 
 They were then joined by the Prime Minister, on his return from the 
Capitol. 

72 Ibid., 114. 
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 Nine Allied divisions were to be ferried in the assault across the Eng-
lish Channel on D-day itself, with twenty more in the days that followed—
a massive rolling offensive backed by Allied air power and naval support. 
Whatever was left in the Mediterranean could be used by Eisenhower to 
“eliminate Italy from the war and contain the maximum number of Ger-
man divisions.” 
 According to the minutes of the Oval Office meeting, “the PRIME 
MINISTER indicated his pleasure that the Conference was progressing as 
well as it was and also that a cross-Channel operation had finally been 
agreed upon. He had always been in favor of such an operation and had to 
submit to its delay in the past for reasons beyond control of the United 
Nations.”74 
 Given what Churchill had told U.S. congressional representatives that 
very afternoon—namely, that he did not favor what he saw as a “dozen 
Dieppes in a day” on the beaches of northern France—and given that he 
favored, instead, an Allied offensive through Italy and the Balkans, this was 
tantamount to perjury, unless the Prime Minister had truly had a Pauline 
conversion. 

Only time would tell. 

74 Meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff with Roosevelt and Churchill, May 19, 1943, 6 
P.M.,” in FRUS II, 1943,122–23.





30 
The Future of the World at Stake 

Half an hour after the Combined Chiefs departed the White House, the 
President dined upstairs with Mackenzie King, Churchill, and Crown Prin-
cess Martha of Norway. 
 In deference to Princess Martha, the three leaders put aside any dis-
cussion of military strategy, and after the meal the President arranged for a 
Sherlock Holmes film to be shown as light relief. Churchill then “begged 
off” and went to bed, as did Princess Martha, leaving the President to talk 
quietly with his Canadian guest. 
 Gingerly, Mackenzie King sought to find out the President’s inten-
tions, in terms of Allied military strategy. “Tonight when I was talking 
alone with the President and asking how he and Churchill had got on, he 
said he thought an agreement was practically in final shape by now; that 
he, himself, would probably want to recast it a little more in the way of 
bringing up to the beginning some matters that were near the end.” 
 The British had said they couldn’t carry out the Anakim offensive to 
which they’d committed themselves at Casablanca, and there had been 
initial, heated discussion of this; the primary decision, however, was the 
Second Front in 1944. The President wanted to ensure the British com-
mitment was not only firm but set down in ink, on paper, and in official 
accords—which Admiral Leahy, the Combined Chiefs chairman, had as-
sured him would be drawn up formally by the weekend. As the President 
explained to Mackenzie King, it was vital to tie down and chain the wily 
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British to a solid commitment, not simply rely on the understanding he 
thought they had come to at Casablanca. “He wanted to emphasize the 
building up of the forces in Britain so as to be certain of an attack from the 
North in the spring of 1944. He said he felt that this was the top feature of it 
all. He did not use that expression but that was the inference. It meant the 
determining blow in the spring of next year.” 
 Listening to this, King was somewhat perplexed. Given what Church-
ill had said openly at the Capitol, in King’s hearing, it seemed the President 
and the British prime minister, though sleeping under the same roof, were 
poles apart. Mackenzie King therefore relayed to the President what 
Churchill had said at the Capitol—including the Prime Minister’s remarks 
about a Versailles-type conference in London. 
 President Roosevelt “put his hands to his face and shook his head, a 
bit as much as to say he wished that part had been left well alone,” King 
recorded the President’s pained reaction. “He then said to me that he did 
not know that there would be any peace conference,” given its connota-
tion with Versailles 1919. “As far as he was concerned, there would be total 
surrender” of Germany and Japan. And certainly nothing “in the nature of 
a Versailles conference,” which Congress would have to ratify.75 

Hearing of Churchill’s behavior at the Capitol, the President had reason to 
be anxious, however. He liked Winston, in fact he felt enormous affection, 
bordering on love, for him at times. But he had cause never to quite trust 
him—and for that reason he preferred to see Stalin alone, without the 
Prime Minister. Who knew if Churchill would start hedging over the Sec-
ond Front, if they met à trois? 
 It was going to be difficult enough to explain to Stalin that the West-
ern Allies were not going to launch a Second Front before spring 1944. If 
Churchill, in a tripartite meeting, were to begin talking in front of Stalin of 
dumping the invasion of France and concentrating Allied efforts instead in 
the Mediterranean and the Balkans, the Soviets—preparing at that very 

75 Entry of May 19, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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moment for the onslaught of fifty-nine concentrated German divisions 
aimed toward Kursk—would rightfully be incensed: vitiating any hope of 
the Third Reich being defeated any time soon, or of Russian assistance in 
the war against Japan, or of arriving at a common postwar security agree-
ment. The notion of a United Nations assembly, with a security council of 
the Four Policemen acting in concert, would thus be out the window. 

The President’s postwar vision still filled King with awe—as did King’s 
possible role in it. According to the President, the United Nations organi-
zation would have a “supreme council representing all the United Na-
tions,” and would need at its head “someone who would fill the position of 
moderator—someone who would keep his eye on the different countries 
to see that they were complying with the agreements made in connection 
with the peace, for example, limitation of armaments, not rebuilding, mu-
nitions, etc—not be allowed to build airplanes or any of the paraphernalia 
of war. It would be the Moderator’s duty possibly to warn in advance and, 
if necessary, to have the council meet to take such action as necessary”—a 
person who would “have the confidence of all the nations.”76 And, having 
abjured any idea he himself might take that role, after the presidency, Roo-
sevelt intimated he thought Mackenzie King, at the end of the war, would 
make an excellent such secretary general. 
 King was understandably flattered—but in the meantime, like Roo-
sevelt, he remained perplexed by the contradictions in Churchill’s charac-
ter. At the Pacific War Council, Winston had flatly denied in front of the 
Chinese representative that he’d ever made a formal undertaking to 
mount Operation Anakim, a British offensive from Indian territory to help 
China—even though Dr. T. V. Soong had documentary evidence of the 
commitment. 
 Like Mackenzie King, the President had shaken his head over such 
unnecessary falsehoods—“The President said that the trouble with Win-
ston is that he cannot get over thinking of the Chinese as so many pig-

76 Ibid. 
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tails.”77 Similarly, over India, Churchill was as stubborn and indifferent to 
world opinion as he could get away with—having instructed the viceroy of 
India to make sure the American minister in Delhi not be permitted to 
interfere in any way with Mahatma Gandhi’s 1943 hunger strike—and ca-
bling Lord Halifax to tell all Americans in Washington that the British gov-
ernment “will not in any circumstances alter the course it is pursuing 
about Gandhi,” even if this resulted in Gandhi’s death.78 He’d insisted, 
moreover, on speaking in public of “British forces” rather than “British 
Commonwealth forces”79—which was much resented in Canada, and 
would be even more resented once Canadian forces went into combat in 
Sicily. Churchill was, in short, a law unto himself—and yet the repository 
of such underlying humanity, understanding of history, and noble senti-
ment that it was impossible not to admire him. 
 The question, then, remained: Would Churchill stand by what he’d 
told the President and Combined Chiefs of Staff earlier that evening in the 
Oval Office—or by what he’d told members of Congress that afternoon at 
the Capitol? 
 The matter was not academic; the future of the world was literally 
at stake—and Prime Minister Mackenzie King now watched 
Churchill’s double game with growing concern. 
 When addressing the Pacific War Council the next day, May 20, at 
noon, Churchill refrained from discussing strategy in Europe in front of the 
President. Late in the afternoon, however, the Prime Minister addressed 
a special meeting of the chiefs of staff of Britain and Canada and 
representatives of other parts of the British Empire, held in the White 
House dining room, which the President had kindly made available to him. 

77 Ibid., “Meeting of the Joint Staffs—May 20, 1943.”  
78 Prime Minister’s Personal Telegram, 21 February 1943, in Martin Gilbert, Road to Victo-
ry: Winston S. Churchill, 1941–1945 (London: Heinemann, 1986), 343. 
79 E.g., entry of Wednesday, May 26, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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 Whatever the U.S. and British chiefs might agree upon, then, Church-
ill made clear, he was not going to commit British and Canadian troops to 
a Second Front unless the German armies had been weakened first.80 In 
fact he “spoke emphatically about not being in too great a hurry to invade 
Europe even from the South,” Mackenzie King noted. “He said opinion was 
divided as to the best way to win against Germany. Some thought bombing 
would be sufficient. There was no harm, however, in trying other methods, 
as well, while trying to do the best they could with bombing.”81 

If bombing was Churchill’s only plan to defeat Germany, it did not sound 
very convincing to King. Moreover, it was certainly not how the President 
and the Combined Chiefs of Staff, in their long and trying meetings, were 
approaching the question of how to vanquish the Third Reich and move 
on to defeat Japan. Churchill seemed unabashed, though. He was not, as 
King recognized, a strategist in the true sense of the word, but an oppor-
tunist—opposed down to his entrails to “giving commitments versus tac-
tics,” as King noted.82 And with that the Commonwealth meeting had 
ended. 

Mackenzie King was to spend the night aboard his train, since he would be 
returning to Canada, via New York, on May 21. Harry Hopkins had asked 
King to see the President before leaving the White House, however, and 
this the Canadian did after midday, on the twenty-first, in the Oval Office. 
Despite the heat the President “looked very fresh and cool. Was seated on 
his swing chair. I sat to his left looking out of the window toward the gar-
den. A lovely feeling. An ideal office with a little court opening out of the 

80 Under the Canadian constitution, command of Canada’s all-volunteer forces to serve 
overseas (conscription was confined to service in Canada only) was vested in the British 
monarch, and exercised by the Canadian federal Cabinet, who deferred largely to the 
authority of Winston Churchill in his role as minister of defense and prime minister of 
Great Britain. 
81 “Meeting of the Joint Staffs, May 20, 1943,” Mackenzie King Diary. 
82 Ibid. 
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room.” The President seemed confident the Allies now had an agreed plan 
for winning the war—and one he could put to Stalin, confiding again to 
King his invitation to meet the Russian dictator in the Bering Straits. 
 What might be Churchill’s reaction at being deliberately excluded, 
the President then asked King, given Churchill’s erratic position over a 
Second Front? To encourage the President, King assured him that Win-
ston—who had, after all, had his own private meeting with Stalin the pre-
vious summer—would get over it. Besides, the main thing was not the 
Prime Minister’s pride or dependability, but the President’s hugely im-
portant global goal—moral, military, and political—that promised to 
shape the postwar world. 
 On that note the two leaders parted company—though King wanted 
also to say goodbye to Churchill. He therefore walked from the Oval Office 
through to the White House mansion and up to Churchill’s guestroom, just 
after 1:00 p.m. There he found the Prime Minister still in his underwear, 
dressed “in his white linen under-garments; little shirt without sleeves and 
little shorts to his knees, otherwise feet quite bare excepting for a pair of 
slippers. He really was quite a picture but looked like a boy—cheeks quite 
pink and very fresh.”83 
 King said he wanted “to be perfectly clear in my own mind what is to 
be done,” in terms of military strategy—strategy that involved tens of 
thousands of Canadian lives—lest there be any misunderstanding. 
 To this, Churchill responded by saying “there will be no invasion of 
Europe this year from Britain. I tell you that”—but the Mediterranean was 
another matter. There, Canadian troops would shortly take part in the 
invasion of Sicily in July, to gain battle experience. Canadians would, in 
fact, “be in the forefront of the battle.”84 Moreover, instead of returning 
direct to London, Churchill himself was going “to Africa from here”—a 
“dead secret.”85 

83 Ibid., entry of Friday, May 21, 1943. 
84 Ibid., “Conversation with Mr. Churchill, White House—May 21, 1943.” 
85 Ibid. 
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What of Allied war strategy beyond Sicily, though? 
 Delicately, King “did say that I thought there was a certain possibility 
of divergence of view” between the senior Canadian forces’ commander 
and “some of the plans he, Churchill, had in mind; also between some of 
the plans that our own chiefs of staff or the British chiefs might have.” The 
Canadian War Cabinet was prepared to go along with what would “best 
serve” the need to win the war—but only a strategy that was feasible “in 
the opinion of the military advisers who had charge of the strategy of the 
war.”86 In other words, the Combined Chiefs of Staff. 

Churchill, somewhat surprised, reassured King there was no diver-
gence—indeed that King was at liberty to speak with General Brooke, the 
CIGS, before returning to Canada, if he was in any way unsure or confused. 
 Still the Canadian prime minister remained skeptical, however. He 
had another talk with the Canadian minister of national defense that af-
ternoon—who said he had it direct from Brigadier Jacob, Churchill’s mili-
tary assistant, that the strategy agreed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff 
would now stand. “In the light of this,” King noted, “I thought it was just 
as well not to attempt to see Sir Allen [sic] Brooke. It might have looked 
to the Defense Ministers that I was distrustful of them”—and of 
Churchill.87 
 That he had every right to be, however, would only become clear 
after Mackenzie King’s departure. 

86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 





31 
The President Loses Patience 

Even General Brooke was disbelieving. 
 The President had spent the weekend at Shangri-la, while Winston 
Churchill moved for a few days to more comfortable quarters at the British 
Embassy on Massachusetts Avenue. Once the two leaders returned to the 
White House, however, the Combined Chiefs of Staff were asked to come 
to the Oval Office—and on the afternoon of Monday, May 24, they did: 
there to present the final terms of the Trident agreement. When they sat 
down before the President and Prime Minister, however, it was to find 
Neptune flatly refusing to accept the agreement they had reached. 

Brooke had known his prime minister to be an occasionally maddening 
individual—obstinate, brilliant, sometimes tender, sometimes rude, and 
with a predilection for chasing red herrings. But to behave like a spoiled 
adolescent in front of the President of the United States of America—a 
president who was not only directing a global war but was furnishing the 
materials and fighting men to win it—seemed to Brooke the height of fol-
ly. 
 As Brooke understood it, the Combined Chiefs had been summoned 
to be thanked. Instead, Brooke found, “the PM entirely repudiated the pa-
per we had passed, agreed to, and been congratulated on at our last meet-
ing!!” as he recorded with exasperation that night. “He wished to alter all 
the Mediterranean decisions! He had no idea of the difficulties we had 
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been through,” the Ulsterman exploded in the privacy of his diary, “and 
just crashed in ‘where angels fear to tread.’ As a result he created situation 
of suspicion in the American Chiefs that we had been [going] behind their 
backs, and had made matters far more difficult for us in the future!”88 
 Brooke was riven by shame and embarrassment. “There are times 
when he drives me to desperation! Now we are threatened by a redraft by 
him and more difficulties tomorrow!”89 
 General Marshall was equally furious. Admiral King boiled. Admiral 
Leahy, as chairman of the Combined Chiefs, was simply outraged. “From 
four-thirty to seven p.m. the British and American Chiefs of Staff presented 
to the President and the Prime Minister their report of agreements 
reached during the present conference,” he noted in his own diary that 
night. “The Prime Minister refused to accept the Mediterranean agree-
ment.” 
 The Combined Chiefs’ report had made no commitment by the Allies 
to invade mainland Italy, but instead only to “plan such operations in ex-
ploitation of Husky as are best calculated to eliminate Italy from the war, 
and to contain”—either by threat or by operations—“the maximum num-
ber of German divisions” while the cross-Channel invasion of northern 
France was readied for launching on May 1, 1944. 
 Mr. Churchill, Leahy noted in exasperation, had other ideas. He 
“spent an hour advocating an invasion of Italy with a possible extension to 
Yugoslavia and Greece.”90 

Leahy was as incredulous as Brooke. An “extension” of operations to Yugo-
slavia, Greece, and the Aegean that risked making a May 1944 cross-
Channel Second Front impossible? Churchill was undeterred, however—
and adamant. 

88 Entry of May 24, 1943, in Bryant, The Turn of the Tide, 513. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Entry of May 24, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
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 Since Churchill was not only British prime minister but quasi-com-
mander in chief of all British Commonwealth forces, this was a major 
stumbling block. “Final decision was by his request postponed until to-
morrow,” Leahy recorded. 
 As Brooke feared, this made the U.S. team almost apoplectic. Oh, 
perfidious Albion! “The Prime Minister’s attitude is an exact agreement 
with the permanent British policy of controlling the Mediterranean Sea, 
regardless of what may be the result of the war,” Leahy noted in disgust in 
his diary. “It has been consistently opposed by the American Chiefs of 
Staff,” he added, “because of the probability that American troops will be 
used in the Mediterranean Area”—“at the expense of direct action against 
Germany.” It was a Churchillian demand “which in our opinion [will] pro-
long the war.”91 If, that was, it did not lose it. 

In shock and no little confusion, the British and American chiefs were 
ushered out of the White House and into their cars. 
 Churchill went straight to his room. After dinner and a movie there 
was a meeting in the President’s Map Room, with Harry Hopkins and the 
Prime Minister’s chief of staff, General Ismay. 
 In the narrow, windowless room, its walls hung with giant maps and 
thousands of the most secret reports, cables, and memoranda locked in 
filing cabinets in the center, the President pulled no punches. The date for 
the cross-Channel invasion was now set, he told Churchill, and the forces 
for it must be withdrawn from the Mediterranean by November 1, 1943—
period. 
 Churchill was furious. Returning finally to his room at 2:00 a.m., the 
Prime Minister summoned his doctor. 
 Sir Charles Wilson found “the P.M. pacing his room”—and blaming 
the President. “There was no welcoming smile. When I asked him how he 
had been he did not answer. He had other things to think about besides his 
health. He stopped and said abruptly, ‘Have you noticed that the President 

91 Ibid. 
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is a very tired man? His mind seems closed; he seems to have lost his won-
derful elasticity.’”92 
 Dr. Wilson—ignorant of the cause—watched as Churchill “went up 
and down his room, scowling at the floor.” “The President is not willing to 
put pressure on Marshall,” he explained. “He is not in favour of landing in 
Italy. It is most discouraging. I only crossed the Atlantic for this purpose. I 
cannot let the matter rest where it is.”93 
 Dr. Wilson could prescribe sleeping medication, but he could do 
nothing to change the situation. Nor could Churchill. The President had 
said no—and there was little that could be done without seriously under-
mining, even wrecking, the Western alliance. The Prime Minister would 
have to accept defeat. The die, after all, was now cast. Even the Canadians 
were getting ready for a cross-Channel assault in 1944, with no interest in 
fighting in Italy—let alone Yugoslavia. Once back in Ottawa, Prime Minis-
ter Mackenzie King was preparing to tell his War Cabinet that it had been 
agreed in Washington that “the big battle will come early next year.” 
Moreover, that “the Canadian army will be used along with the American 
army and the British army to make the final assault on Europe from the 
North”—not Italy or the Balkans. And “that we may expect the end of the 
war not before the end of this winter but before the end of another winter 
(1945).”94 
 Churchill continued to pace. He had not become prime minister of 
Great Britain and the one leader able to stand up to Hitler, however, by 
caving in to force majeure—particularly pressure from his own country-
men. Dr. Wilson’s medication would permit him to sleep, briefly—but not 
to alter his convictions. 

92 Entry of May 25, 1943 in Lord Moran, Winston Churchill: The Struggle for Survival, 1940–
1965 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), 97. 
93 Entry of May 24, 1943 Moran, Winston Churchill, 97–98. 
94 Entry of May 25, 1943 (400c), Mackenzie King Diary. 
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 Before the Combined Chiefs of Staff could reappear before their polit-
ical and military masters at the White House on the morning of May 25, 
therefore, Churchill began a new attack on the Trident agreement. 

That the Prime Minister meant well was not at issue. Long-term geopoliti-
cal British considerations had to be taken into account. But singlehanded-
ly to attempt to bend the president of the United States to follow a British 
agenda was foolhardy—especially in opposition to his own military team. 
 Dr. Wilson had already been worried lest the Prime Minister, by un-
dertaking so many responsibilities, by refusing to delegate, by drinking so 
much, and by making so many wild trips abroad, might be approaching a 
mental breakdown, or “a gradual waning of his powers, brought on by his 
own improvidence, by his contempt for common sense and by the way he 
has been doing the work of three men. There is no hour of the night when I 
can be certain that he is in his bed and asleep. Of course, this cannot go on 
forever.”95 
 It couldn’t—and explained in part the Prime Minister’s amazing be-
havior, to the embarrassment of all, especially the President. 

The Combined Chiefs assembled again in Roosevelt’s office at 11:35 
a.m. Once again they were treated to Churchill at his most petulant. “We
were therefore exactly as we had started so far as the paper we had sub-
mitted to the President and PM was concerned,” Brooke recounted in des-
pair in his diary, adding, in his slashing hand, “the PM had done untold
harm by rousing suspicions as regards ventures in the Balkans which we
had been endeavouring to suppress.”96

Churchill, Secretary Stimson afterward learned from the President, 
“acted like a spoiled boy the last morning when he refused to give up on 
one of the points—Sardinia—that was in issue. He persisted and persisted 

95 Entry of May 28, 1943, Moran, Winston Churchill, 99. 
96 Entry of 25 May, 1943, Bryant, The Turn of the Tide, 514. 
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until Roosevelt told him that he, Roosevelt, wasn’t interested in the matter 
and that he had better shut up.”97 

For that, at least, General Brooke was grateful to the President. 
 With the President’s final loss of patience and his stern word to 
Churchill, the meeting had mercifully come to an end. 

Debate was over—and with that dramatic finale, the Trident Confer-
ence done. D-day, to be called Operation Overlord, would take place, come 
hell or high water, in the spring of 1944. 

Word had also come from Moscow, meantime, that Stalin had finally 
agreed to a personal meeting. This would probably now take place in Au-
gust. The President would pretend to be going to Canada to see Prime 
Minister King—and secretly fly north across Alaska to the projected ren-
dezvous with the Russian dictator.98 It was a relief, in these circumstances, 
that he, the President, would be able to convince Stalin that the Western 
Allies were united in their resolve to mount the Second Front in the spring 
of 1944—and important that Marshall hold the Prime Minister tightly to 
this agreement. No more reneging, or alternative ventures, or pessimistic 
doomsaying behind his back! 
 The cross-Channel invasion would not take place in 1943, to Stalin’s 
likely disappointment, but it would definitely be mounted in overpower-
ing, U.S.-dominated force in May 1944—and would, the President was con-
fident, lead to the end of the war, either at the end of 1944, or early 1945. 
Only Churchill, in his unpredictable way, could possibly mess this plan up. 
 Admiral Leahy remained suspicious. As he noted with scarcely con-
cealed distrust, the “agreements finally reached” were excellent, and would 

97 Entry of May 27, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
98 “He thought the time might be in August ... He then said: if, by any chance, some-
thing should prevent Stalin making the trip, what I would like to do is to come to Ottawa 
just the same though perhaps this might be in July”—“Conversation with Pres. Roosevelt, 
White House—May 21, 1943,” Mackenzie King Diary. 
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advance the American cause: to defeat Hitler. “This is, of course, based on 
an assumption that the agreements will be carried out by our allies.”99 

To his credit, Churchill was not unaware of or even embarrassed by his 
own impetuous, pepper-spray, relentlessly demanding/urging nature—“I 
am arrogant, but not conceited,” he told a companion in 1943100—but had 
no idea Brooke was keeping such a candid journal, especially one that 
might be used to indict him, later, as a volatile commander in chief of lam-
entably poor and inconsistent judgment. After all he, Winston Spencer 
Churchill, would ensure his own skills as a writer and historian would 
make certain he came out smelling roses—as he openly confided in North 
Africa some days later. Veracity would not be his objective as an eventual 
memoirist/historian, he would tell General Eisenhower and a dozen top 
American and British generals invited to dinner at Eisenhower’s headquar-
ters in Algiers. Having imbibed several whiskeys, he announced that “it 
was foolish to keep a day-by-day diary because it would simply reflect the 
change of opinion or decision of the writer”—a diary “which, when and if 
published, makes one appear indecisive and foolish.”101 
 To illustrate his dictum Churchill instanced the daily journal of Brit-
ish Field Marshal Sir Henry Wilson. Sir Henry had left copious diaries de-
tailing his role before and during World War I. In one entry he had unwise-
ly forecast: “There will be no war.” This was unfortunate because “on the 
next day war was declared,” Churchill told his enthralled listeners. 
 Since Eisenhower’s naval aide was himself keeping a daily diary this 
was unwise, but Churchill had by then imbibed too much alcohol to care. 
 The English field marshal, Churchill went on happily, had subse-
quently been assassinated on his doorstep by Irish republicans, in 1922—
leaving the question of what to do with his precious war diaries. “The wife 

99 Entry of May 25, 1943, Leahy Diary. 
100 Entry of Tuesday, January 26, 1943, in Lascelles, King’s Counsellor, 93. 
101 Entry of May 31, 1943, Diary of Harry C. Butcher, Eisenhower Presidential Library, Abi-
lene. 
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had insisted the diary be published post-humously,” Eisenhower’s aide 
recorded, “and, consequently, General Wilson was made to appear foolish. 
For his part, the Prime Minister said, he would much prefer to wait until 
the war is over and then to write his impressions so that, if necessary, he 
could correct or bury his mistakes.”102 

Bury his mistakes. It was a telling phrase. 
 Wary of Churchill attempting to sabotage Allied plans for a Second 
Front, Roosevelt had asked General Marshall to accompany the Prime 
Minister. There he could exert adult supervision, for Marshall could be 
counted upon not to permit the Prime Minister to veer off into any wild 
ventures now that the cardinal issue of the Second Front and its timing 
had been formally resolved. 

This still left open, however, the question of command. 
 Who should be the cross-Channel assault supreme commander—an 
appointment that, in order to help bolster the somewhat tentative British 
commitment, the President had at Casablanca suggested should go to a 
British officer? 

In the wake of Trident, however, the President was not so sure. Gen-
eral Marshall’s faith in Bolero, now renamed Operation Overlord, had been 
constant and unremitting. Might not General Marshall, an American, be a 
surer bet as supreme commander—not only in making certain the assault 
was actually carried out on time, but in dealing at close quarters with a 
British prime minister whose penchant for meddling in battles was now 
notorious? 
 By spending time not only with General Eisenhower but with English 
field and staff generals at Ike’s headquarters in Algiers, Marshall would get 
to know potential British colleagues, generals, and subordinates better, the 
President felt. As well as the British prime minister. 

102 Ibid. 
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By contrast, Churchill was concerned that, if the Second Front was indeed 
to be launched at American insistence, his candidate for supreme com-
mand, General Alan Brooke, should be on the best of terms with the Presi-
dent. There thus arose, on May 26, an added irony, as the two army chiefs 
of staff of their respective nations boarded the former British Overseas 
Airways Boeing 314A seaplane, registration number G-AGBZ, bobbing on 
the Potomac early that morning. Churchill had duly boarded the Clipper, 
having made his farewells. Aware that he’d promised Brooke command of 
Overlord, however, he had told the CIGS to go and sit for a few minutes 
with the President in his car, in case the President decided to raise the 
matter. 
 The President gave nothing away. “He was as usual most charming,” 
Brooke noted in his diary that night, “and said that next time I came over I 
must come to Hyde Park to see where my father and Douglas [Brooke’s 
brother] had looked for birds.”103 
 Roosevelt’s invitation was typical of the President—wanting the con-
ference to end on a happy, personal note. Brooke was certainly touched, 
and the two men shook hands. 
 The ornithologist and his thorny opposite number, General Marshall, 
then took their seats inside the body of the huge Boeing seaplane as its 
engines roared to life, ready for takeoff—the President waiting to watch. 
Both Marshall and Brooke were now contenders to command the greatest 
amphibious invasion in human history—one that would undoubtedly, as 
Hitler himself remarked, “decide the war.”104 

103 Entry of 26 May, 1943, Bryant, The Turn of the Tide, 517. 
104 Kershaw, Hitler 1936–1945, 606. 
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32 
Sicily—and Kursk 

At the White House on the evening of July 9, President Roosevelt was giv-
ing a state dinner for General Giraud. He was also waiting patiently for 
word from General Eisenhower as to how the invasion of Sicily, timed to 
start soon after midnight in the Mediterranean, was going. Had Allied de-
ception measures worked? Were the Germans waiting for the Allied ar-
mies to come ashore in the south? How would Italian forces fight on their 
home soil? 

Finally Admiral Brown, his naval aide, brought him the news. 
 Taking General Giraud upstairs to his study, Roosevelt met Daisy 
Suckley, who was staying in the Blue Room, on the landing. The President 
had told her the dinner would go on until a quarter to eleven, so Daisy was 
happily sewing a seam on her new nightgown when “the elevator door 
suddenly opened—I heard the P’s voice—I grabbed my diary, my pen, my 
workbox, & my nightgown—started to flee! The President stopped me, 
laughing, halfway down the hall already, & followed by the General. My 
thimble flew to the right, my spool to the left. The General laughed & we 
shook hands—the P. spoke over his shoulder as he was wheeled into his 
study: ‘The General & I are going to have a heart to heart talk—We have 
landed in Sicily! The word has just come!”105 

105 Entry of July 9, 1943, in Geoffrey C. Ward, ed., Closest Companion, The Unknown Story 
of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 225. 
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 For his part, Admiral Leahy noted in his own diary: “During the din-
ner the president announced that British-American-Canadian troops were 
in process of invading Sicily. Our best information indicates that the ene-
my force now on the island consists of 4 or 5 Italian divisions and two 
German divisions, which we should be able to defeat in time if the landing 
is successful.”106 
 The President was pleased, but like Leahy, he was determined not to 
give way to overexpectations. Failure would delay but by no means wreck 
the agreed timetable for a cross-Channel assault the next year; victory, 
however, would give the Allied forces—including French troops fighting 
under Eisenhower’s command—further confidence that they could mount 
a major amphibious invasion and defeat the Wehrmacht in combat: the 
prerequisite for a successful Overlord. 
 And with that quiet confidence the President set off the next day to 
spend the weekend in Shangri-la with his de facto domestic deputy presi-
dent, former Justice James Byrnes—his head of the Office of War Mobiliza-
tion—and Byrnes’s wife, as well as Harry Hopkins and his wife, and Daisy 
Suckley. After watching a movie in the mess hall, “We sat around,” Daisy 
Suckley, “to get news about the invasion of Sicily—During dinner, we had 
tried also, but static is very bad and reception not good up on this hill, 
even when the weather is clear …”107 

The President had every reason to be hopeful. 
 Operation Husky was the largest amphibious invasion ever attempt-
ed in war: three thousand Allied vessels, troop planes, and hundreds of 
gliders setting 160,000 soldiers ashore in Sicily in a single day from across 
the Mediterranean, departing from ports and airfields in Algeria, Tunisia, 
Malta, Libya, and Egypt in appalling weather (which caused almost half 
the gliders from Tunisia to land in the sea) to their rendezvous at dawn on 
July 10. 

106 Entry of July 9, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
107 Entry of July 9, in Ward, Closest Companion, 226. 
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 General Eisenhower had overruled his own planners and had accept-
ed General Montgomery’s preference for a concentrated invasion of the 
southeastern corner of Sicily, stretching from Gela to the Gulf of Noto and 
Cassibile. This was just as well, since the German commander in chief, 
General Kesselring, sent the first of his two panzer divisions (with 160 
tanks and 140 field guns) to the west of Sicily—leaving only a single panzer 
division in the east. However hard they fought, the men of the remaining 
Hermann Göring Panzer Division were unable to prevail against Allied 
troops debauching across twenty-six beaches there. Italian defenders, ill 
armed and ill motivated, for the most part crumpled under the weight and 
power of the Allied bombardment. 
 Despite the poor weather—with gale force 7 winds—the invasion 
thus proved brilliantly successful. 

At the Pentagon in Washington there was an air of near jubilation, espe-
cially when the casualty rolls turned out to be less than a seventh of what 
had been estimated. Once again it was the President, in his capacity as U.S. 
commander in chief, who had made victory happen. Over the objections of 
his top generals and secretary of war in January, he’d insisted upon success 
in the Mediterranean in 1943, rather than sure defeat in France. How wise 
he’d been proven, all now agreed; only two German divisions in Sicily, 
instead of more than two dozen in France. 
 Many things went wrong in the landings, not simply owing to the 
high wind but also because of friendly fire: trigger-happy naval gunners 
shooting down dozens of Allied aircraft. Patton’s Seventh Army landing at 
Gela was initially touch-and-go, requiring naval artillery to beat off deter-
mined Axis counterattacks—Kesselring having instructed the Hermann 
Göring tanks and troops to move “at once and with all forces attack and 
destroy whatever opposes the division. The Führer has ordered all forces 
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to be brought into operation immediately in order to prevent the enemy 
from establishing itself.”108 
 For the Germans, it proved a losing battle, as it had for Vichy defend-
ers in Torch. For the Allies, however, the military lessons provided by 
Husky would not only be legion but gold—not least in terms of intelli-
gence, deception measures, command experience, army air and naval co-
operation, and cohesion. Launched in such overwhelming, concentrated 
Allied force, there was little the Germans could do to halt it. A U.S. general, 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, was the Allied supremo, with one American and 
one British army field commander serving under him. George Patton, who 
had commanded the invasion forces at Casablanca, now led the U.S. Sev-
enth Army, with excellent U.S. corps and divisional commanders such as 
Omar Bradley, Geoffrey Keyes, Manton Eddy, and Terry Allen coming to 
the fore. Montgomery again commanded the British Eighth Army—this 
time with both veteran and untried troops, including a full Canadian corps 
determined to obliterate the “fiasco” of Dieppe. Inter-Allied coalition 
command was rehearsed in real time, as well as interservice coopera-
tion—improving exponentially as the battle for Sicily progressed. 
 With the Allies achieving complete naval and air superiority over 
Axis forces in the Mediterranean, moreover, and Patton and Montgomery’s 
ground forces threatening to strike out from the beaches of Sicily, there 
arose a real prospect that the Italians—who for the most part were refus-
ing to fight to defend their homeland—might overthrow Mussolini and 
submit to unconditional surrender without the Allies needing to invade 
Italy. 
 Hitler’s hand was forced, therefore. He would have to call off his lat-
est offensive on the Eastern Front and deal with the Western Allies before 
they dealt with him. 

108 Ben Macintyre, Operation Mincemeat: the True Story That Changed the Course of World 
War II (New York: Random House, 2010), 294. 
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On July 13, three days after the Western Allies landed in Sicily, the Führer 
summoned his army commanders to his headquarters in East Prussia. 
 He had changed his mind. Operation Citadel, his massive, long-
awaited offensive on the Eastern Front, was doomed. Nervous lest the 
Western Allies stab him in the back just as the Wehrmacht attacked in 
Russia, he had already scaled back his objectives for the battle. Instead of 
seeking to push deeper into the Soviet Union, he had decided to destroy 
the Russian armies in situ, near the city of Kursk, where their forces 
formed a salient that could be pinched off by German armies thrusting 
north and south. In this way, the Soviet armies would be decimated—
destroying any chance of a Russian offensive that year, and allowing Hitler 
to deal decisively with any Allied operation in the west or south. 
 To their consternation, Hitler now told his generals he was going to 
call off the Kursk offensive—the biggest tank onslaught yet of the war—in 
mid-battle. It had been raging for eight days and the Wehrmacht, accord-
ing to Field Marshal Erich von Manstein, was now on the cusp of 
victory: ready to close its pincers and destroy Russian forces left in the 
salient. But as Hitler explained, “the Western Allies had landed in 
Sicily,” and “the situation there had taken an extremely serious turn,” 
Manstein recalled. “The Italians were not even attempting to fight, and 
the island was likely to be lost. Since the next step might well be a 
landing in the Balkans or Lower Italy [the heel], it was necessary to 
form new armies in Italy and the western 
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Balkans. These forces must be found from the Eastern Front, so ‘Citadel’ 
would have to be discontinued.”109 
 Manstein felt as if the wind had been knocked out of him. The Allied 
invasion of Sicily, in other words, would now save the Russians from the 
drubbing the Wehrmacht was poised to administer in the East—Manstein 
later cursing that “Hitler ruled that ‘Citadel’ was to be called off on account 
of the situation in the Mediterranean. And so,” the field marshal went on, 
“the last offensive in the east ended in fiasco.”110 
 Even more symbolic for the course of World War II, however, it 
caused Hitler to fly south, to Berchtesgaden, hopefully to meet with Mus-
solini in person there. 

In the event, Mussolini refused to fly to Berchtesgaden. Ignoring the poor 
performance of the 230,000 Italian troops he’d stationed in Sicily to defend 
the island against Allied assault, the Duce blamed the Führer for the suc-
cess of the U.S., Canadian, and British invasion. The Luftwaffe, he com-
plained, had withheld the necessary planes and equipment with which to 

109 Erich von Manstein, Lost Victories (London: Methuen, 1958), 448. 
110 Ibid., 449. Manstein’s view has been much contested, especially by Russian military 
historians anxious to honor the Soviet defense of Kursk and the start of a major counter-
offensive by Russian forces at Orel: see, inter alia, Chris Bellamy, Absolute War: Soviet 
Russia in the Second World War (New York: Palgrave, 2007), 586–87. However, it is clear 
from Joseph Goebbels’s private conversations with Hitler at Berchtesgaden before the 
battle that Hitler was far more worried by the next moves of the Western Allies in the 
Mediterranean than by what would happen at Kursk—essentially a “show” offensive to 
write down Soviet armies using the latest German firepower. “The Führer has decided to 
stay where we are,” on the Eastern Front, Goebbels recorded. “We have to keep our re-
serves up our sleeves. His old plan of seizing the Caucasus and fighting in the Middle East 
is redundant, thanks to last winter’s crisis . . . Under no circumstances is he prepared to 
give up the Italian mainland—he has no intention of pulling back to the Po, even if the 
Italians abandon the front. We will simply take over the running of the war in Italy. That 
is the overriding principle of German strategy: to keep the war as far from the German 
homeland as possible”: entry of 25.6.43, in Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels, 
ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 8, 531–34.  
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defend such a big island, and the responsibility, he claimed, was therefore 
Hitler’s. 

Returning to the White House from Shangri-la, by contrast, the President 
was intensely proud of the Allied performance in Operation Husky. “The 
news from Sicily is pretty good. Thank Heaven,” the President’s cousin 
Daisy noted in her diary on July 14111—the President confident Stalin 
would now see the merit of Allied strategy, which had clearly taken Hitler 
completely by surprise, and was threatening, overnight, to sever the Ger-
man-Italian partnership in the Axis Pact. 
 From all he’d heard, Stalin was nothing if not astute. With Hitler now 
compelled to send major forces to southern Europe, rather than to the 
Eastern Front, indeed to move forces away from battle on the Russian 
front, Stalin would eventually recognize both the political and military 
ramifications, he was sure. On July 15 the President therefore cabled to 
congratulate Stalin on the stalwart Russian defense of Kursk—urging him, 
however, to respond “about that other matter which I still feel to be of 
great importance to you and me”: namely their meeting together to discuss 
the end of the war—and the postwar. 
 “The P. is awaiting word from Stalin as to when they can meet—I 
hate to have the P. take the risk, but he feels it essential for the future,” 
Daisy recorded in the privacy of her diary. “If it occurs now it will be in 
Alaska; if it occurs late in the Fall, it will be North Africa.” Stalin might “not 
feel able to leave Russia now,” she allowed; in fact she actually hoped so, as 
she considered “the risk of the trip” for the President, “is very great.”112 

There was no response from Stalin, however. 
 At Hyde Park the following Monday, July 19, Daisy noted the Presi-
dent “looked preoccupied & a little worried.” He had “on his mind his pos-
sible meeting with Stalin in Alaska—Stalin has set no date & has [still] not 
committed himself.” The President had, however, finally informed Church-

111 Entry of July 14, 1943, Ward, Closest Companion, 226. 
112 Ibid., entry of July 13, 1943, 226. 
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ill of his invitation to Stalin—but had not extended the invite to include 
the Prime Minister. “The P. said W.S.C. wanted to go to the meeting, but 
F.D.R. won’t let him,” Daisy noted, surprised, but accepting the President’s 
logic. The stakes, in terms of postwar peace and international security, 
were too high to take the risk of Churchill embarrassing him by his opposi-
tion to a cross-Channel assault. “He wants to talk, man to man, with Stalin, 
& try to establish a constructive relationship. He says that the meeting 
may result in a complete stalemate, or that Stalin may refuse to work along 
with the United Nations, or, as he hopes, that Stalin will be willing to work 
with the U.N.,” but it was, surely, worth trying. “How much F.D.R. has on 
his shoulders! It is always more & more, with the passing months, instead 
of less & less, as he deserves,” she mused—and, she added sagely, as “he 
gets older.”113

Hitler rushed two more German divisions to Sicily to stiffen the Axis line, 
as well as warning his panzer reserve group on the Eastern Front to pre-
pare to head south to Italy. He knew, however, it was hopeless to imagine 
he could hold on to Sicily itself, given the weight of the Allied assault and 
the flight of his supposed Italian partners. With Patton racing forces 
northeast to Palermo, and Bradley and Montgomery pushing the German 
panzer, paratroop, and infantry defenders back toward Mount Etna, the 
war seemed to many observers, on all sides, to be, if not won, then winna-
ble in the near future: Sicily the keystone to a possible collapse of the Axis 
Pact, and even German solicitations for peace … 

For his part, Hitler agonized over what to do about Mussolini—
knowing he would have to breathe fire into the Duce’s soul if he was to 
stop an Italian surrender that would expose his entire southern European 
flank to Allied invasion. Yet to his chagrin, waiting at the Berghof—the 
holiday home in the Bavarian Alps he’d bought with the royalties earned 
from Mein Kampf—he simply could not persuade Mussolini to come meet 
him in Germany. 

113 Ibid., entry of July 19, 1943, 227. 
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 Every day the situation had become more menacing—for both men. 
Even Hitler’s most loyal supporter, Dr. Goebbels, was forced to 
acknowledge that, thanks to the Western Allies, Operation Citadel in the 
East had failed. The Allied forces invading Sicily were simply too massive. 
“The English and the Americans are expanding their bridgehead on a scale 
that’s really stunning,” the Reich minister had already noted in his diary on 
July 17.114 “The question keeps coming up, how on earth we will be able to 
deal with war on two fronts, which we’re slipping into. It has always been 
Germany’s misfortune, past and present,” he mused.115 In the circumstanc-
es, it would be “almost a miracle were we able to hang on to Sicily.”116 
 All Goebbels could think of now was to drive a wedge between the 
Russians—who were still demanding a Second Front that very year—and 
the Western Allies. “We haven’t really any other alternative than to try to 
ease the situation through political means,” he reflected.117 Ignoring the 
millions of Jews and others the Nazi SS had “liquidated”—with more being 
“exterminated” every day—he wondered how, in view of the evidence of 
the massacre of Poles at Katyn, the Western Allies could imagine they 
could seriously do business with Russian barbarians. Could Katyn be the 
wedge issue?118 
 Political possibilities aside, the Führer had meantime to hold togeth-
er his military alliance, Goebbels recognized: the Third Reich, the Empire 

114 Entry of 17.7.43, in Joseph Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The diaries of 
Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 9 (hereinaf-
ter Die Tagebücher 9), 116. 
115 Ibid., 114. 
116 Ibid., 116. 
117 Ibid., 114. 
118 Despite being made aware of Soviet rather than Nazi responsibility for the massacre 
back in April 1943, both Roosevelt and Churchill had been unwilling to raise the issue in 
public—or even encourage others to do so, when continued Soviet resistance on the 
Eastern Front was crucial. General Sikorski, the commander in chief of all Polish forces in 
the West, on April 15, 1943, was thus begged not to make Katyn, however awful, a matter 
of contention, just before Hitler opened his expected summer offensive: Martin Gilbert, 
Road to Victory: Winston Churchill, 1941–1945 (London: Heinemann, 1986), 385. 
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of Italy, and their satellites and puppet regimes, from Norway, Hungary, 
and Romania to Bulgaria. It was an Axis military coalition that suddenly 
appeared in grave jeopardy—the once-triumphant Axis forces rocked on 
their heels both in Russia and the Mediterranean. “What’s undeniable is 
that we find ourselves in a really critical situation,” Goebbels admitted in 
his diary. “In previous summers,” he reflected—thinking of 1940, 1941, and 
1942—“that was never the case.” Now, however, it was different. “For the 
first time since the beginning of the war we’ve not only nothing to show 
for our summer offensive but we’re forced to fight tooth and nail to defend 
ourselves—something that is casting a dark shadow over world opinion in 
the neutral countries.”119 
 If the mountain would not come to Mohammed, then Mohammed 
must to the mountain go, Hitler was forced to accept. “The Führer has 
flown to Italy,” Goebbels thus noted on July 19, on hearing the news from 
his liaison officer. “It’s good the Führer is going to have it out with the Du-
ce,” the Reich minister added, having learned the meeting would take 
place north of Venice, “for Mussolini is the heart and soul of Italian re-
sistance, and it’s always been noticeable that after he’s only been a couple 
of hours with the Führer, Italian politics and its war effort get a whole new 
infusion of blood.”120 

Flown to Treviso airport, the Führer was then taken by train to Feltre, and 
from there by limousine to the chosen meeting spot: Villa Gaggia. There 
the two fascist leaders finally conferred.  
 Despite a two-hour monologue by the Führer there was no infusion 
of blood or confidence, however; midway through the meeting the Duce 
was told the Allies were bombing Rome. 
 The summit proved so disappointing the two dictators decided nei-
ther to issue a communiqué nor make the meeting public. Confiding to his 

119 Entry of 19.7.43, Goebbels, Die Tagebücher 9, 126. 
120 Ibid. 
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diary the inevitable, bitter conclusion behind the false bonhomie, Goeb-
bels recognized that “we will have to move into Italy.”121 
 “We” meant the Wehrmacht. And with this decision the war took a 
new, yet more ruthless and destructive turn. 

Mussolini’s protestations of loyalty to the Axis Pact, Hitler knew, were sin-
cere, but they were not backed by the Italian people—especially the aris-
tocracy, royal family, and upper middle class. Flying back to his Wolf’s Lair 
headquarters, the Führer ordered Field Marshal Rommel to prepare some-
thing akin to Operation Anton, the previous November, when German and 
Italian troops had secretly readied themselves to occupy the remaining 
Vichy-administered area of metropolitan France. German troops would 
now be ordered to occupy the country of their own war partner, Italy, by 
force; it would, cynically, be called Operation Axis. 
 It was not a moment too soon, from Hitler’s perspective. Days later, 
on July 25, the Italian Grand Council of Fascism convened its first meeting 
to take place since the early days of the war, in the Palazzo Venezia, in 
Rome. By a vote of 19 to 7, the members affirmed asking the king to save 
Italy from destruction, in view of the critical situation in Sicily and the 
bombing of the Rome rail yards, which President Roosevelt had personally 
authorized on the very day Hitler met with Mussolini. 
 Goebbels had assumed the American bombing might stiffen Italian 
resolve to defend their mother country, as it had in Germany. Instead, 
however, it caused the Rome police to arrest Mussolini as he left the pal-
ace—bundling him into an ambulance and taking him to a destination 
unknown. Marshal Pietro Badoglio, former chief of the Italian General 
Staff who had resigned in 1940 after disagreeing with Mussolini’s war strat-
egy, was tasked with heading a new government—“our grimmest enemy,” 
as Hitler referred to Badoglio122: knowing Badoglio would, inevitably, ter-
minate the Axis Pact. 

121 Ibid., entry of 20.7.43, 132. 
122 Ian Kershaw, Hitler 1936–1945: Nemesis (New York: Norton, 2000), 594. 
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It was war in the Mediterranean, then, not in Russia, that had seized the 
world’s headlines and seemed suddenly to bring the global struggle against 
predatory fascism to a climax. Hitler fired off instructions for the arrest, if 
possible, of the new Italian government and the members of the royal fam-
ily, before they could pursue surrender to the United Nations. They were 
too wily, however, and German forces in Italy still too thin on the ground 
to effect such a move. 
 So anxious did the Führer become that he now decided the Mediter-
ranean must take priority over the Eastern Front. He therefore gave final 
orders to transfer to Italy his top SS armored divisions from Russia—
telling Field Marshal von Kluge, who protested at the removal of the 
Wehrmacht’s vital striking reserve, “We are not master here of our own 
decisions.”123 

The Western Allies were—or seemed to be. 

123 Ibid., 597. 



34 
Countercrisis 

As Hitler confronted the crisis caused by the overwhelming Allied invasion 
of Sicily and the imminent defection of Italy from the Axis Pact, there 
arose a countercrisis or dilemma for the Allies—their biggest, in many 
ways, since Pearl Harbor. 
 This would be one of the great ironies of history: that at a moment 
when victory seemed to many to be within reach that year, the prosecu-
tion of the war by the Allies lurched and wobbled—with recriminations, 
accusations, and blame that have continued among war historians and 
writers to this day.124 

The President had pressed Stalin again and again for a one-on-one meet-
ing—determined to assure him, in person, that the United States, as the 
dominant partner in the Western Alliance, was committed to opening a 
Second Front at the earliest possible time. 
 “Referring to the Second Front,” former ambassador Davies had told 
Stalin as the President’s personal emissary on May 20, “no-one, I told him, 

124 See inter alia Trumbull Higgins, Soft Underbelly: The Anglo-American Controversy over 
the Italian Campaign, 1939–1945 (New York: Macmillan, 1968), 91–124; Douglas Porch, The 
Path to Victory in World War II: The Mediterranean Theater in World War II (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2004), 459–76; Mark Stoler, The Politics of the Second Front: 
American Military Planning and Diplomacy in Coalition Warfare, 1941–1943 (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1977), 97–129; and Mark Stoler, Allies in War: Britain and America 
Against the Axis Powers, 1940–1945 (New York: Hodder Arnold, 2005), 123–28. 
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had been more disappointed when, after consideration of all the risks and 
logistics involved in a cross-channel operation, and also the hazards as 
affecting the world battleground—the Pacific as well as the Atlantic and 
the Mediterranean—that for the sake of an assured victory, he [the Presi-
dent] had to agree to postponement of the Second Front cross-channel 
operation. No one, I said, was more firm in the belief that the quickest and 
most direct way to defeat Hitler was by a cross-channel invasion, when it 
could be done after every available means had been exhausted to prevent 
disaster and assure success.”125 
 Overcoming Stalin’s leeriness of Churchill with regard to a Second 
Front had been a tough assignment, Davies had told the President on his 
return to Washington on June 3. “Stalin said to me expressly that he could 
accept neither the African invasion [Torch] nor the Air Attack on Germa-
ny as the Second Front . . . He was suspicious, not only of the British, but of 
us, as well,” Davies had reported. “They are convinced that Churchill, if he 
can help it, will consent to a cross-channel crossing only when there is no 
risk to them”—the British. “They believed that Britain is stalling on a cross-
channel operation,” both to “save her manpower” and to “divert the attack 
through the Balkans and Italy” in order to “protect the classic British For-
eign policy of walling Russia in, closing the Dardanelles, and building a 
countervailing balance of power against Russia.”  
 This was a pretty astute reading of British policy—but one that com-
pletely ignored the problem of defeating Hitler and the Nazis. As Stalin 
had pointed out to Davies, Allied operations in the Mediterranean were 
simply not on the scale of war as on the Eastern Front—where the “Ger-
mans had not less than three million” troops “attacking another three mil-
lion of the Red Army—a total of at least six million—ten times as many as 
engaged in the African campaign.”126 

125 Davies Papers, mss for May 20, 1943, 9, Library of Congress. 
126 Entry of June 3, 1943, “Arrival in Washington and Report to the President,” Davies 
Papers, Library of Congress. 
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 Stalin had seemed to Davies to be disappointed in the Western Allies, 
yet mollified by Davies’s sincerity—and the President’s firm commitment 
to mounting a Second Front as soon as feasible. 
 For his part, the President nevertheless continued to worry lest his 
“active and ardent lieutenant” become too ardent in terms of Mediterrane-
an operations in the wake of success in Sicily. He’d heard from General 
Marshall that the Prime Minister was once again seized by excitement, 
and was plotting a new course in London—one he’d coyly revealed to Sec-
retary Stimson, who was visiting American forces in Britain. 
 The Prime Minister was still only paying lip service to the Trident 
agreement, Stimson reported to Washington, after meeting with Church-
ill—and might well go off on a Mediterranean tangent unless leashed by 
the President. So worried had Stimson become, in fact, that he’d made a 
transatlantic telephone call to the Pentagon on July 17, a week after the 
invasion of Sicily. “The scrambling noise over the wires produced a peculi-
ar effect on Marshall’s voice,” Stimson noted in his diary that night, “ren-
dering the tones quite unrecognizable,” but the secretary found he could 
“recognize the peculiarities” of Marshall’s speech. “I began telling him of 
my conferences with the P.M., particularly last Monday the 12th. I summed 
up what I thought was his position, namely, that he was honestly ready to 
keep the pledge as to ‘Roundhammer’ [Overlord] but was impulsively like-
ly to branch out into commitments which would make it impossible”—
tying up in the Mediterranean the very battle-hardened U.S. and British 
forces and landing craft needed for a successful cross-Channel invasion 
early in 1944. Churchill seemed to Stimson to be fixated on seizing the 
Italian capital—that “he was very set on a march to Rome.” More worrying 
still in terms of the suction-pump effect of the Mediterranean, Anthony 
Eden, the British foreign secretary, “was dead set on the Balkans and 
Greece.” 
 The President had winced at the news. Churchill had even claimed 
that General Eisenhower’s “heart,” too, was invested in a bold new stroke 
in the Mediterranean—such as an airborne drop near the Italian capital: 
Operation Giant. Stimson was concerned that a dangerous overconfidence 
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seemed to be infecting not only Churchill’s bunker in London, but possibly 
Algiers. 
 The acting commander of American forces in Britain, General Jacob 
Devers, had assured Stimson, however, that Eisenhower’s three service 
commanders in the Mediterranean—all of whom were British—had 
poured as much cold water on Eisenhower’s idea as did Devers. Not only 
was this because of “the danger of executing an operation beyond the 
reach of air cover,” but because of the “drain on landing craft”—craft that 
would be needed for Overlord. Others, too, were putting an oar into the 
debate—Stimson even told Marshall of a telegram to Churchill from Field 
Marshal Smuts, supporting Anthony Eden’s Balkan aspirations. Marshall 
responded that he had not seen this—and was worried by the news. “Mar-
shall said that in the light of these circumstances he thought I ought to go 
as promptly as possible to see Eisenhower where I would be able to round 
out what I had gotten here in London with the views of the people in Afri-
ca.”127 

The U.S. secretary of war having to fly to North Africa to try and head off 
an abrogation of the Trident agreements? 
 The situation, from the point of view of clear Allied purpose, was 
alarming, but it only became worse in the days that followed. On July 19, 
the day Hitler flew to Italy, the Prime Minister had warned his chiefs of 
staff, Stimson learned, to prepare plans to dump the Second Front if opera-
tions in the Mediterranean prospered and the seven battle-hardened divi-
sions were not sent back to the U.K. In which case, the Prime Minister had 
said, he favored Allied assault landings in Norway, mounted from England 
with whatever forces remained in Britain or could be scraped together. 

Norway? 
 Occupied by some four hundred thousand German troops, Norway 
was the mountainous country where Churchill’s ill-fated Franco-British 

127 Davies Papers, mss for May 20, 1943, 9. 
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Expeditionary Force had been completely worsted by a German counter-
invasion and its survivors evacuated in the spring of 1940. 
 It was a disturbing scenario. On Thursday, July 22, Stimson had had it 
out with Churchill—who was soliciting Stimson’s help in getting U.S. re-
strictions on the sharing of atom-bomb research lifted between the two 
nations. 
 The latest reports of heavy fighting around Catania had only rein-
forced Churchill’s continuing skepticism regarding Overlord. He “said that 
if he had 50,000 men ashore on the French channel coast, he would not 
have an easy moment because he felt that the Germans could rush up in 
sufficient force to drive them back. On my direct questioning he admitted 
that if he was C-in-C, he would not figure the Roundhammer [Overlord] 
operation [as feasible]; but being as it was, he having made his pledge, 
then he would go with it loyally. I said to him that was like hitting us in the 
eye and he said ‘Oh, no, if we start anything we will go through with it with 
utmost effort.’”128 
 In the meantime, Churchill pointed out, there was Italy—a country 
begging to be invaded by the Allies. The Prime Minister was, as he told 
Stimson, surely “justified in supporting his faith in the Italian expedition,” 
given the potential rewards. “He spoke of two possibilities; one, going to 
Rome with the advantages that would come from this, even without capit-
ulation; and second, with an Italian capitulation, it would throw open the 
whole of Italy as far as the north boundary and would give us opportuni-
ties to go and attack southern France. He asserted that he was not in favor 
of attacking the Balkans with troops, but merely wished to supply them 
with munitions and supplies.”129 
 This was, at least, a mercy. For an hour and a half the two men—one 
approaching sixty-nine, the other, seventy-six—battled over strategy and 
tactical operations: Stimson attempting to point out the inevitable suction 

128 Entry of July 22, 1943, Stimson Diary, Henry L. Stimson Papers, Yale University Library, 
New Haven, CT. 
129 Ibid., entry of July 22, 1943. 
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effect of major operations in the Mediterranean that would “hinder” Over-
lord, Churchill denying this; Stimson claiming he had the support of the 
“entire General Staff” in the “Roundhammer [Overlord] proposition,” 
Churchill claiming Eisenhower to be “strongly in favor of going as far as he 
could in Italy.”130 
 Stimson had been understandably perturbed—unaware, even as he 
spoke and exchanged cables with Marshall, that it was not only Churchill 
who now favored immediate exploitation of seeming Allied success in the 
Mediterranean. For Churchill’s excitement was being replicated among 
senior U.S. generals in the Pentagon, in Marshall’s own War Department. 

On July 17, as tanks of Patton’s Seventh U.S. Army raced to Palermo in the 
west of Sicily, the War Department’s chief of Operations Division, Lieuten-
ant General John Hull, declared he’d had a change of heart. 
 Hull’s defection from the Trident strategy aroused fierce debate in 
the Pentagon. From “the very beginning of this war,” Hull—who had hith-
erto been General Marshall’s most loyal subordinate—wrote, “I have felt 
that the logical plan for the defeat of Germany was to strike at her across 
the channel by the most direct route.” He’d now changed his mind, he de-
clared. In a document he drew up for his deputy, General Handy, and his 
War Department team, Hull pointed out the strategic harvest to be gar-
nered in the Mediterranean. As he put it, “it is a case where you cannot 
have your cake and eat it.”131 With half a million U.S., British, and Canadian 
troops in the Mediterranean, and barely 180,000 U.S. troops in England, 
he’d come to “the belief that we should now reverse our decision and pour 
our resources into the exploitation of our Mediterranean operations.” 
Summarizing his extraordinary change of mind, he concluded: “As to 

130 Ibid. 
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Germany, in my opinion, the decision should be an all-out effort in the 
Mediterranean.”132 
 Not only did General Hull’s renunciation set off furious disputation at 
the Pentagon, it played straight into the hands of senior admirals in the 
Navy Department: sailors who had refused to move their offices into the 
Pentagon and were now in favor of backing out of a cross-Channel “Ger-
many First” strategy, too—a change of objectives that would permit Japan 
to become America’s Enemy Number One. Reexamining the Trident 
agreement to send seven battle-hardened divisions from the Mediterrane-
an to the United Kingdom by November 1, 1943, the Joint War Plans Com-
mittee, representing the three U.S. armed services, now declared it “un-
sound.” 
 The chief of staff to Admiral King, Admiral “Savvy” Cooke, agreed 
with the JWP Committee. He’d never been convinced a cross-Channel 
assault could succeed, and thought that, if the Western Allies simply 
limited their future operations to the Mediterranean, more U.S. vessels 
and resources would be available to send to the Pacific.133 
 General Marshall was understandably aghast. Other planners like 
Brigadier General Wedemeyer, who was actually visiting American head-
quarters in the Mediterranean, vociferously protested, feeling it folly to 
divide and disperse impending Allied effort in Europe, when all logistical 
and fighting focus should be concentrated on an agreed Schwerpunkt, or 
focal point. Analyzing combat reports from Sicily—where German troops 
were fighting to the death to defend an Italian island that not even Italians 
were willing to defend—Wedemeyer recognized how tough it was going to 
be to defeat the German enemy; he felt “our [English] cousins” must 
somehow be made aware “that this European theater struggle will never 
be won by dispersing our forces around the Axis citadel,” as he responded 
to General Handy, referring to Churchill’s “closing the ring” policy. “Even 
though HUSKY is successful after a bitter struggle,” he’d warned from Al-

132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid., 167. 
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giers the week before the invasion of Sicily, “we could never drive rampant 
up the boot, as the P.M. so dramatically depicts in his concept of our con-
tinued effort over here.” Not only would an Italian campaign require 
“greatly increased resources than those now envisaged or available in the 
area,” but to ensure success—or even security against German counterof-
fensive measures—the cross-Channel invasion “would be even more re-
mote, in fact, maybe crossed off the books for 1944.”134 
 But if not Rome, where next? Even Wedemeyer had to concede the 
Allies must continue to do something in the next nine months, before 
Overlord was mounted. 
 This, then, was the strategic conundrum facing the President as U.S. 
commander in chief in the summer of 1943, even as the war seemed, for 
the Allies, to be so nearly won. 

134 Ibid., Letter to Handy, July 4, 1943, 164. 



35 
A Fishing Expedition in Ontario 

It had been agreed at the Trident Conference in Washington in May that 
another high-level military parley would probably have to be convened, 
once the invasion of Sicily was completed. Though Churchill had suggest-
ed Washington as the venue, once again the President had demurred. As 
one of the President’s White House Map Room officers, Lieutenant El-
sey—who encrypted and decoded almost daily signals between the White 
House and 10 Downing Street—recorded, “the President recommended to 
the Prime Minister that this Anglo-American conference be held in Que-
bec, a happier place in summer than Washington. Quebec offered the ad-
vantages of a delightful climate and appropriate and comfortable quarters 
at the historic Citadel and the Chateau Frontenac.”135 
 Before meeting with Churchill and his chiefs of staff, however, Roo-
sevelt still hoped to meet with Stalin. “By mid-July when it seemed unlikely 
that Marshal Stalin would be able to leave his armies, even briefly, during 
their first summer offensive, the President suggested to Mr. Churchill that 
time would be ripe for their conference around the first of September.”136 
 The triumph of the Allied landings on July 10 had, however, made 
even this date seem too distant to Churchill, who now had the bit between 
his teeth—his wonderfully pugnacious head spinning with romantic ex-

135 George M. Elsey, Introduction to “The Log of the President’s Visit to Canada, 16 August 
1943 to 26 August 1943,” p. 3, FDR Library. 
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citement as he saw himself entering Rome like a victorious Caesar in the 
next few weeks. “The very rapid changes on the several fronts and, in par-
ticular, the overwhelming success of the Sicilian campaign made it imper-
ative to hold the meeting earlier,” Lieutenant Elsey recounted. “The degen-
eration of Italian resistance and the possibility of complete Italian col-
lapse, greatly increased by the unexpected fall of Mussolini on July 25th, 
gave birth to new problems only faintly foreseen in the spring. As Mr. 
Churchill said, ‘We shall need to meet together to settle the larger issues 
which the brilliant victories of our forces have thrust upon us about Italy 
as a whole.’ The Prime Minister pressed for a very early date in August but 
the President replied that he would be unable to arrive in Quebec earlier 
than August 17.”137 
 The tragedy of late 1943 was now to unfold, almost inexorably—
Churchill seemingly blind to Hitler’s likely response to the Allied invasion 
of Italy. As Hitler’s war aims crystallized into a ruthless German defend-or-
die strategy, without having to rely on weak allies, the Allies’ conduct of 
the war fractured—with grave political as well as military ramifications. If 
Churchill was right, the Third Reich might, if the Allies put every man into 
the field in Italy, collapse—with vast political ramifications on top of mili-
tary, since the Wehrmacht still held a solid front deep inside Russia. But 
what if Churchill and the generals like Hull in the Pentagon were wrong? 
What if Hitler meant to fight to the bitter end on all fronts—and was 
backed wholeheartedly by his Volk? 
 Holding the reins of global political as well as military unity on behalf 
of the Western Allies, at least, the President decided he must present to 
the people of America and the world a clear picture of the war’s positive 
progress—and ultimate aims. Calling in Robert Sherwood, Judge Rosen-
man, and Harry Hopkins, he therefore spent many days at Shangri-la and 
in the White House working on a major new Fireside Chat. 

137 Ibid. 
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Broadcast from the White House on the evening of July 28, 1943, the Presi-
dent’s radio address certainly seemed a success: the President sounding 
confident, inspiring, and clear-minded: conveying to listeners a sense of 
wise direction in prosecuting the war to its appointed end—and beyond. 
 ROOSEVELT HAILS “FIRST CRACK” IN THE AXIS; OUTLINES POST-
WAR AID FOR ALL U.S. FORCES, ran the New York Times front-page head-
line on July 29, the newspaper giving extended coverage to every aspect of 
his speech—the President’s first since February that year, “when he pre-
dicted invasion of the Continent of Europe.” It was, the Times described, “a 
radio address as varied in its subject matter as the vast pattern of total 
war,” one in which the President had “counseled against complacency, 
urged much greater efforts if Hitler and Tojo are to be defeated, as he 
promised, ‘on their home grounds,’”—and one which, the Times added, 
“announced the end of coffee rationing due to the improved shipping situ-
ation.”138 
 Was the war’s direction really so clear, though? Was the speech not in 
truth window-dressing? Was not the “first crack” a split less in the Axis 
ability to wage war—given that German troops were reported moving 
ruthlessly into new, former Italian positions across the Mediterranean, and 
Field Marshal Rommel was reported to be preparing for the German de-
fense of Greece—than in the Allies’ own situation? Were not the Allies the 
ones with a problem? 
 At the State Department there were problems, as well. Former am-
bassador Bill Bullitt had been circulating throughout top circles in Wash-
ington a new paper urging an American invasion of the Balkans, before 
Soviet forces could reach central Europe, regardless of the military inanity 
of such a scheme. And to cap this, there were stories that Secretary of State 
Cordell Hull—at the insistence of his wife—was demanding the head of 
the President’s right-hand man in postwar planning, Sumner Welles, on 

138 “Will Punish Duce; President in His War Report Demands Total Surrender,” New York 
Times, July 29, 1943. 
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the grounds he was a homosexual—a story Bill Bullitt, who coveted 
Welles’s job as assistant secretary of state, had been leaking to the press.139 
 And as if all this was not enough, there were indications that the Rus-
sians were exploring possible peace-feelers with the Germans—
suggestions bruited in “official circles” that Stalin “may have forsaken Pres-
ident Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill on unconditional surrender” 
and was planning “to establish a European order on his own [communist] 
concepts and under the aegis of Moscow,” as the New York Times report-
ed.140 
 So much happening, so fast—and so many conflicting voices and 
calls in the great democracies of America and Britain! 
 It was small wonder the President felt, once again, exhausted. He 
longed to get away from Washington, and in cooler climes think things 
through, so that he could hopefully keep the Allied coalition together and 
pointing in the same direction. 
 On July 30, he thus went ahead with his latest plan. It would be an-
other secret trip: this time “to Canada on a fishing and vacation expedi-
tion,” as Admiral Leahy, his White House chief of staff, noted in his diary. 
On the beautiful lakes of Ontario, the weather would be less hot—and 
devoid of journalists, or anyone else. Away from the madding crowd the 
President could fish in peace, and think for a whole week.141 

The Ferdinand Magellan duly pulled out from the Bureau of Engraving’s 
special siding in Washington at 9:45 p.m. 
 The President was far from alone. In addition to Admiral Leahy he 
was taking his doctor, Vice Admiral McIntire; his naval aide, Rear Admiral 
Brown; his military aide, Major General Pa Watson; his two secretaries, 

139 FDR finally told Daisy Suckley “the whole story, which is unsavory,” later that summer, 
including Bullitt’s part. “The P. never wants to speak to Bullitt again”: entry of September 
22 and 29, 1943, in Ward, ed., Closest Companion, 244. 
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Grace Tully and Dorothy Brady; twenty Secret Service men; his secret 
communications personnel; and Filipino crewmembers from the USS Po-
tomac and Shangri-la. 
 The President had still heard nothing from Stalin, and thus knew as 
much or as little as the New York Times correspondent in Moscow concern-
ing the dictator’s intentions or thoughts. “The Stalin meeting is ‘on,’” his 
cousin Daisy had noted in her diary on July 28 after speaking to the Presi-
dent on the phone142—which was to say the meeting wasn’t off, and might 
still take place at Fairbanks, Alaska, to which he could fly from Ontario, 
using the nearest air base to his fishing expedition. 
 Daisy hated the idea. “It is much too dangerous,” she recorded her 
anxiety about such “trips by air.” “But he feels he has to, so he has to—His 
feelings are mixed about them, he told me—He doesn’t want to go, but he 
has to put every possible effort into going because he thinks it will help in 
planning the future of the world—so—all we can do is wish him God-
speed and pray that all will go well.”143 

The fishing part of the plan, at least, went well—the bulk of it spent in 
McGregor and Georgian Bays, Ontario. “The days were interesting in 
providing fresh air and sunburn for all of us, and for me the nights were 
reasonably busy with messages to and from our British Allies in regard to 
the Italian campaign, the proposal to make Rome an open city which mili-
tary authorities do not look with favor upon, and the general war situa-
tion,” Leahy recorded.144 
 Harry Hopkins joined the party on August 4, in case they were to fly 
from there to meet Stalin, and though Leahy felt the vacation was a “suc-
cess in giving all of us a change and exposure to the air and the sun,” he did 

142 Entry of July 28, 1943, Ward, Closest Companion, 227. 
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acknowledge “that on a vacation for relaxation we should have gone to bed 
earlier than midnight which was the usual hour.”145 
 “For a week we lived in the train which remained a few yards from a 
landing from which we embarked each day on our daily fishing expedi-
tions—each member of the party contributing a dollar a day for prizes,” 
Leahy added. “The fish caught were small-mouth bass, wall-eyed pike, and 
what was either a pickerel or pike that the guides called snakes. In the final 
settlement of our pool at the weekend only the President and I were the 
winners.”146 
 Air, sun, and pool winners, however, were not enough to solve the 
growing strategic crisis: one the President knew would be waiting for him 
once he got back to the White House. 

145 Ibid. 
146 Ibid. 



36 
The President’s Judgment 

To a considerable extent, the brewing Allied crisis was inevitable in a coa-
lition, the President accepted, for each ally had its own concerns and war 
aims. 
 The President certainly did not take amiss Churchill’s excitement 
over Mediterranean operations, or even the Prime Minister’s loyalty to a 
decaying British empire. Churchill was, he felt, merely misguided—the 
product of high Victorian imperialism. As the President had discussed with 
former ambassador Davies, in a conversation that Davies had then related 
to Stalin, “British imperialism had contributed much to civilization, as well 
as to their people but, under modern conditions, there were now some 
aspects of it which did not conform to the American viewpoint. These var-
iances in points of view were not such, however, as would or should be 
permitted to jeopardize a common effort for victory, and for the preserva-
tion of post-war peace. The Statute of Westminster [the Adoption Act of 
1942, legally recognizing the independence of the Dominions] had given 
proof that modern England was conscious of the need for change, and with 
great courage and nobility had given independence of action in foreign 
affairs to the colonies and dominions.”147 
 Stalin, looking up from his doodling pad, had queried the reason for 
excluding Churchill from the proposed meeting with the President, de-
manding to know “Why?” 

147 Davies Papers, mss for May 20, 1943, 9, Library of Congress. 
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 “I replied,” Davies recounted, “that Roosevelt and Churchill respected 
and admired each other, and although they did not always see eye to eye, 
they were always loyal. They were ‘big’ men, and on matters of difference, 
each could be relied upon. In fact, each would insist on finding common 
ground to win the war.”148 
 This was, however, to tiptoe around the matter of the Second Front—
and the more the Italians caved in, the more brazen had become Church-
ill’s call for exploitation in the Mediterranean—leaving the notion of Over-
lord as an Allied cross-Channel invasion to wither, the Prime Minister 
hoped, on the vine. 

For the President this was not a surprise. He had gotten to know Churchill, 
on the Prime Minister’s repeated visits to the White House, probably bet-
ter than any American during the course of the war. The Prime Minister’s 
moods, swinging from gravity to elation, were part and parcel of his color-
ful character as a leader. Churchill’s approach to modern war was, the 
President accepted, wonderfully exuberant if often flawed. Certainly, with 
respect to what would now happen in Europe, the Prime Minister seemed 
to be giving way to a dangerous assumption: namely that Hitler might be 
toppled in the same way that Mussolini had been brought down. 
 Unhappily, despite a lifetime spent as a military officer and warrior-
politician, Churchill seemed not to understand the nature of the problem 
confronting the Allies. This was not so much the Führer as the Germans 
themselves. The Prime Minister’s abiding belief was that, once shorn of its 
allies, the men of the Third Reich would be unable to defend the vast terri-
tories they had so rapidly overrun when the Allies had been weak and dis-
jointed. The Allies had now only to “close the ring,” as the Prime Minister 
saw it, and sooner or later Germany would collapse, as it had in 1918—
without the Western Allies having to take the great gamble of a cross-
Channel assault and campaign in northern France. Churchill thus failed, in 
the President’s view, to fully credit what had happened in Germany under 
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Hitler—and how German forces, like the Japanese, would fight to the bit-
ter end to defend the territory they had seized, even without the Führer’s 
orders; that they would make the Allies pay for every meter of advance in 
blood, whether in the Balkans, Greece, Italy, or France. 
 Roosevelt’s insistence on unconditional surrender had therefore been 
no aberration, or momentary thoughtlessness, as certain writers—even 
Churchill himself in a forgetful moment149—would later aver. Rather, it 
went back to the President’s childhood sojourns in Germany, and spoke to 
the President’s deep-seated cognizance of the collective German mentali-
ty. Roosevelt’s unwavering judgment was that, whatever happened with 
the Italians, the Germans—like the Japanese—would go on fighting until 
beaten in battle; moreover, that their nations must be completely dis-
armed after the war’s end and the world kept safe from any prospect of 
their military renascence. “The President believed also,” Davies had told 
Stalin on May 20, “that, despite differences in ideology and methods of 
government” between capitalism and communism, “it was entirely possi-
ble that our countries could live together in peace, in a decent world, with 
mutual respect, reciprocal consideration and joint safety, against a possi-
ble militant Japan, Germany or any other would-be disturbers of the Peace 
… Together, they could maintain and enforce law and order to preserve a 
just Peace, or there would be renewed disastrous wars.” 
 Stalin had affirmed his complete agreement. “You can tell your Presi-
dent that so far as Germany is concerned, I will support him to any length 
he thinks necessary, no matter how soever, to destroy Germany’s war po-
tential for the future. Our people and our country have suffered immeas-
urably because of it. It is vital to us that Germany’s war potential be de-
stroyed. As to Japan, he said, the President already knew what their posi-
tion was and needed no assurance.”150 
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 Goebbels’s April announcement of totaler Krieg, in Roosevelt’s view, 
had merely confirmed his judgment of Germany as the world’s most dan-
gerous nation, given the size and ruthlessness of its Wehrmacht and the 
abiding belief that Macht ist Recht: might is right. Any notion that the 
Germans would be easily pried from their conquests across Europe was 
therefore wishful thinking. The struggle to defeat the Germans and the 
Japanese would be hard and bloody, as he’d stated in his White House 
broadcast on July 18—for there was no alternative to battle. And blood-
shed. 
 What was important was for the Allies therefore to make no mis-
takes. To proceed methodically, building up command and combat expe-
rience, and trained, well-armed forces in order to defeat the Wehrmacht 
completely and relentlessly in combat, as Grant and his generals had done 
in the Civil War. Fantasies of victory merely by peripheral operations were 
seductive in terms of saving lives, but in the end they were idle. Only by 
relentless concentration of force, in focused application of America’s grow-
ing output as the arsenal of modern democracy, would the Allies be ena-
bled to win within a reasonable time frame. 

The President’s judgment of Wehrmacht intentions and abilities, moreo-
ver, was reinforced by reports he was receiving from his intelligence ser-
vices. Access to the extraordinary riches of Ultra posed the danger that one 
sought in the decrypts for what one wanted to see. Churchill, who read 
Ultra decrypts every day and often “raw” ones—i.e., uninterpreted by his 
military staff—had fastened tightly on those indicating that Hitler only 
intended his troops to stand in northern Italy, at the foot of the Alps. By 
contrast, the President was less beholden to that one source, and remained 
skeptical. On July 10, as the troops of the Western Allies had stormed 
ashore in Sicily, the latest OSS intelligence bulletin from Brigadier General 
Bill Donovan, who directed U.S. espionage services abroad, had been cou-
riered to the White House Map Room. Rear Admiral Brown, the Presi-
dent’s naval assistant, had himself brought it to the President—a report 
predicting the Italians would soon betray their Axis partner and sue for 
384 
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surrender. With stark realism, however, Donovan’s report had also warned 
that the Germans “are quite prepared to treat the Italians as they would an 
enemy.”151 They would thus squash their former partners like cockroach-
es—and fight the harder once free of coalition allies they largely despised. 
 The President had agreed with Donovan—who had won the Medal of 
Honor and the Distinguished Service Medal fighting the Germans in 
France in World War I. The Allies, the President was sure, must not be 
complacent, or be swayed by armchair strategists. Italy’s collapse would 
certainly be a political triumph for the Allies, and was certainly worth pur-
suing. It could also be dangerous, however, if it encouraged Churchill and 
like-minded peripheralists to jump to conclusions about Italian assistance, 
or German unwillingness to fight in southern Italy. 
 As the days of high summer unfolded, Donovan’s prediction did in-
deed become reality. The Germans, it would become clear to even the 
most starry-eyed, were very, very, different from their southern neigh-
bors—neighbors the Germans had always held in suspicion but now be-
gan to treat with merciless, murderous contempt. 
 The profound cultural difference between the two Axis enemies 
would, in fact, climax in the summer and fall of 1943—exposing the fault 
lines of what Churchill called the Grand Alliance, and threatening to sun-
der what had, in July, appeared to be the approach of Hitler’s end. 
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37 
Stalin Lies 

As the Ferdinand Magellan made its way back from Ontario to Washing-
ton, the President finally heard from Stalin. Once decoded, the cable—
dated August 8, 1943—was handed to him. It was a long message agreeing 
to a meeting. Not, however, the meeting Roosevelt was hoping for. 
 In surprisingly friendly English, the Russian marshal—who had got-
ten himself promoted as the first civilian to hold that rank by the Presidi-
um of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR on March 6, 1943, in recognition of 
his role as supreme commander in chief of the armed forces of the Soviet 
Union—began by apologizing. His focus as a Russian marshal had had to 
be on his “primary duty—the direction of action at the front. I have fre-
quently to go to the different parts of the front and to submit all the rest to 
the interests of the front,” he kept repeating—blatantly lying, since he had 
only once ever gone near the front, and that only for a few hours. “I hope 
that under such circumstances you will fully understand that at the pre-
sent time I cannot go on a long journey and shall not be able, unfortunate-
ly, during this summer and autumn to keep my promise given to you 
through Mr. Davi[e]s. I regret it very much, but, as you know, circum-
stances are sometimes more powerful than people who are compelled to 
submit to them.” He was, however, willing to agree meantime to a later 
“meeting of the responsible representatives” of the United States and the 
Soviet Union at Archangel, on the north coast of Russia, or Astrakhan, on 
the south, Caspian, coast—i.e., on Russian territory, and terms. 
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 If the President was unable to go to such a summit, so distant from 
Washington, Stalin continued, Mr. Roosevelt could send a “responsible 
and fully trusted person”; moreover, he was quite happy for Churchill to 
attend the get-together—thus making it a “meeting of the representatives 
of the three countries.” In the meantime they should raise, in advance, the 
“questions which are to be discussed,” and the “drafts of proposals which 
are to be accepted at the meeting.” He added his belated congratulations 
to “you and the Anglo-American troops on the occasion of the outstanding 
successes in Sicily which are resulted [sic] in collapse of Mussolini and his 
gang.”152 

The dictator’s excuses for not meeting the President might be specious, 
but what was clear, now that the battle of Kursk was over and Mussolini 
toppled, was that Stalin saw no need to travel to America or to Alaska, cap 
in hand. He could afford to play hard to get—or please. 
 The President was understandably disappointed, given the phenom-
enal amount of Lend-Lease equipment, food, chemicals, and metals being 
shipped to the USSR. Even Marshal Zhukov, Russia’s greatest general, 
would admit after the war that “the Americans shipped over to us materièl 
without which we could not have equipped our armies held in reserve or 
been able to continue the war.” As Zhukov explained, “We did not have 
enough munitions [and] how would we have been able to turn out all 
those tanks without the rolled steel sent to us by the Americans?”153—let 
alone the four hundred thousand trucks dispatched.154 

152 From Premier J. V. Stalin to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, August 8, 1943, in Susan 
Butler, ed., My Dear Mr. Stalin: The Complete Correspondence of Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
Joseph V. Stalin (New Haven: Yale, 2005), 151. 
153 Albert Weeks, Russia’s Life-Saver: Lend Lease Aid to the United States (Lanham, MD: 
Lexington Books, 204), 1. 
154 Ibid, 146–47. By the end of the war, over 30 percent of Russian wheeled vehicles had 
come from the United States, as also aircraft; almost 60 percent of aviation fuel, and more 
than 50 percent of Russian ordnance (ammunition): ibid., 8–9. 
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 “Drafts of proposals,” meantime, made the President frown. Not only 
might it be more difficult to get agreement on the President’s United Na-
tions authority plan if preconference proposals had to go through the end-
less (and appropriately colored) red tape of Russian communist bureau-
cracy, but Churchill’s presence might let the cat out of the bag—namely, 
that Churchill and his generals were once again tilting away from a cross-
Channel Second Front in favor of exploitation in the Mediterranean. And 
dangerous overoptimism in London. 
 One American chaplain in London, Colonel Maurice Reynolds, had 
openly forecast that the war might be over in five months—that he would 
not be “surprised if we all went home for Christmas. The rats are beginning 
to leave the sinking ship—one [Mussolini] has left already,” he’d been 
quoted in Stars and Stripes, the U.S. Army newspaper. 
 This was an almost tragic assumption, given the tough fighting that 
lay ahead with the Germans. Not only was Allied strategy in danger of be-
ing compromised by naive opportunism, but if the Western Allies pulled 
out of their commitment to a Second Front, the President recognized, 
there would be tough problems with America’s Russian partner—with 
grave consequences for the peoples of central and even western Europe. 

The disagreement between the U.S. generals at the Pentagon, and the 
growing continental divide between the Allies, was thus the unhappy sce-
nario that faced the President when he finally entered the White House on 
the morning of August 9 for a whirlwind round of meetings. He’d agreed to 
meet Churchill and the British chiefs of staff in Quebec around August 15. 
This gave him only a few days to get his ducks back in a row. 
 He saw Secretary Hull for lunch, General Marshall at 2:00 p.m., Lord 
Halifax, the British ambassador, at 2:30, and dined with Hopkins that even-
ing. He called his cousin Daisy to tell her what a great fishing trip he’d 
had—“a real success—the place much like the Maine Coast—rocky, 
wooded, 100s of islands, cool on the whole, very nice—He says he’ll take 
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me there, perhaps, next year!”155 But he also confided to her his latest plan: 
that he was determined to do his best to head off another Trident-like bat-
tle royal in the Canadian capital. He would therefore see Churchill in pri-
vate at Hyde Park before the Quebec meeting of the Combined Chiefs of 
Staff even began—and twist Churchill’s arm there until the Prime Minister 
backed off. 

155 Entry of August 9, 1943, in Geoffrey C. Ward, ed., Closest Companion, The Unknown 
Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 228. 
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In his Fireside Chat radio broadcast, the President had denied there was 
any disunity between the Allies. “You have heard some people say that the 
British and the Americans can never get along well together—you have 
heard some people say that the Army and the Navy and the Air Forces can 
never get along well together—that real cooperation between them is 
impossible.” He’d denied the assertions, as U.S. president and commander 
in chief. “Tunisia and Sicily have given the lie, once and for all, to these 
narrow-minded prejudices. Ahead of us are much bigger fights. We and 
our Allies will go into them as we went into Sicily—together. And we shall 
carry on together,” he’d claimed—lauding the achievements of the Soviet 
Union as America’s ally, too. 
 Behind the façade of unity, however, the conduct of the coalition war 
was in grave peril. Moreover, with Stalin calling for a meeting of foreign 
ministers in the fall, before the Allied leaders or their representatives got 
together, it would become impossible to conceal British pressure to defer 
or abandon the Second Front in favor of further operations on the South-
ern, or Mediterranean, Front. 
 Even the President’s postwar vision was in danger of unraveling—
from within. Two New York Times journalists, John Crider and Arthur 
Krock, had now openly reported, while the President was fishing in Cana-
da, on the growing rift between the secretary of state, Cordell Hull, and 
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Undersecretary Welles—reports that had been carried in other newspa-
pers, too.156  
 The President had therefore summoned both Welles and Hull to the 
Oval Office on August 10, the day after his return—a meeting at which 
Hull declared he could not work with Welles, and that one of them must 
resign. 

As if this was not enough, the President had read carefully his war secre-
tary’s “Brief Report on Certain Features of Overseas Trip,” which Henry 
Stimson had sent over to the White House, following his return from Lon-
don and North Africa—a report so alarming in terms of Allied strategy 
that the President had asked Stimson to lunch with him on August 10, im-
mediately after his meeting with Hull and Welles. The lunch would pre-
cede the meeting he had convened with the Joint Chiefs of Staff at 2:30 in 
the Oval Office, to discuss “the attitude to be taken by the U.S. Chiefs of 
Staff at the coming conference [in Quebec] with our opposite members 
from London,” as Admiral Leahy put it in his diary.157 
 An unfortunate breakdown in Allied war strategy was approaching—
at the very moment when, in the Southwest Pacific, American destroyers 
had sunk all four Japanese destroyers of the “Tokyo Express” seeking to 
reinforce their troops on Kolombangara in the Solomons; a moment when, 
in the North Pacific, U.S. and Canadian troops were preparing to land on 
Kiska Island in the Aleutians; a moment when, in Sicily, the retreating 
German troops were beginning to evacuate their forces across the Strait of 
Messina to the Italian mainland; and when, in Russia, the Wehrmacht was 
being forced to retreat on a three-hundred-mile front, giving up Orel and 
Belgorod—cities occupied by German troops since October 1941. 
 Of one thing the President was absolutely certain at this strategic 
crossroads for the Allies, however: that whatever anyone said or posited, 
the war might very well not be over by Christmas—even by Christmas 

156 Ibid., diary entry of September 29, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 244.  
157 Entry of August 10, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
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1944. He must therefore redouble his efforts to keep the Allied coalition 
together, marching to the same tune. 

And place. Berlin. Then Tokyo. 

Reading over the materials the Joint Chiefs of Staff had sent him, prior to 
their meeting at the White House, the President appreciated their clear 
strategic reasoning, especially their August 9 memorandum, with its vari-
ous enclosures. 
 The President was not, however, amused by the wording of one en-
closure: a paper prepared by the Operations Division of the War Office, 
dated August 8, which stuck in his craw. In it the authors, headed by Gen-
eral Handy, painted the Torch invasion and year of victories since 1942 as 
wasteful and unnecessary—in fact as having set back the defeat of Ger-
many by a year. A cross-Channel invasion in 1943 “was the one chance to 
end the war in Europe this year. If this had happened,” General Handy 
claimed, “all that has been gained would be insignificant by compari-
son.”158 
 Clearly the authors had never reflected on Dieppe. Or Kasserine. Or 
Sicily, for that matter, where the fighting had become remorseless. They 
had certainly never faced a German soldier in battle. It was, arguably, one 
of the most egregious underestimations of the enemy ever produced by a 
senior general of the U.S. military—neither combat nor battle experience 
ever appearing in the document. All arguments had merely been laid out 
in terms of numbers of men furnishable to the front.159 

158 “Memorandum: Subject: Conduct of the War in Europe, 8 August, 1943,” in Foreign 
Relations of the United States: The Conferences at Washington and Quebec, 1943 (hereinafter 
FRUS II), (Washington DC: Government Printing Office, 1970), 1943, 467–72; also Maurice 
Matloff, Strategic Planning for Coalition Warfare (Washington, DC: Center of Military 
History, 1959), 176. 
159 Even in the President’s meeting with the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the White House, 
General Marshall was more concerned with logistical waste than vital combat experience, 
chiding the President that it was “impossible to calculate the wastage that has accrued to 
the United Nations war effort from changes made to basic decisions”—i.e., the cross-
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 The President had shaken his head over that. Would these armchair 
planners never learn? 
 Fortunately, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had themselves prepared two far 
more mature papers, on August 7 and 9, attempting to “develop a strategic 
concept for the defeat of the Axis in Europe.”160 These papers concluded 
that, thanks to the Allied invasion of Sicily, the German offensive at Kursk 
had had to be curtailed; that the Wehrmacht would no longer be able to go 
on the attack or seek victory on the Eastern Front; and that therefore Ger-
man strategy would now likely be one of fierce fighting to attain “a satis-
factory negotiated peace.”161 As they warned, however, the Axis “still re-
tains strong defensive power. A defensive strategy on the part of the Axis 
might develop into a protracted struggle and result in a stalemate on the 
Continent.” Therefore, “the rapidly improving position of the United Na-
tions in relation to the Axis in Europe demands an abrogation of oppor-
tunistic strategy and requires the adoption and adherence to sound strate-
gic plans which envisage decisive military operations conducted at times 
and places of our choosing—not the enemy’s.” 
 This, at least, was sensible. “We must not jeopardize our sound over-
all strategy,” the memorandum argued, “simply to exploit local successes 
in a generally accepted secondary theater, the Mediterranean, where logis-
tical and terrain difficulties preclude decisive and final operations de-
signed to reach the heart of Germany.”162 
 This new memorandum, Roosevelt felt, was far better argued than 
Handy’s counterdocument. What it did not do was explain how the West-
ern Allies could simply put major offensive operations against Germany on 

Channel invasion, planned in 1942. “The first instance was carrying out TORCH which 
involved moving troops set up from the United States to England and thence to Africa”—
“Minutes of Meeting Held at the White House Between the President and the Chiefs of 
Staff on 10 August at 1415,” in FRUS II, 503. 
160 “Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff: Strategic Concept for the Defeat of the Axis 
in Europe, 9 August, 1943,” FRUS II, 472–81. 
161 Ibid., 473. 
162 Ibid. 
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hold for nine months while they prepared Overlord. Not only would a 
nine-month hiatus be difficult to excuse to people at home, but it would 
be harder still to excuse to the Russians, currently facing three-quarters of 
the German Wehrmacht in combat on the Eastern Front. As the President 
chided Marshall, who had brought the memorandum to the White House 
for him to read on August 9, at 2:00 p.m., “the planners were always con-
servative and saw all the difficulties”; he was sure “more could usually be 
done than they were willing to admit,” as Marshall noted on his return to 
the Pentagon.  
 The President was determined the Allies should keep the initiative, 
now that they had the Germans on the run. General Brooke, the British 
CIGS, was right to see Italy as a major theater of war, where major German 
forces could be forced to fight, rather than switch divisions back to the 
Eastern Front. Once in Italy, moreover, the Allies could maintain the of-
fensive initiative: possessing the airfields from which to bomb southern 
Germany, and bases for the troops from which to mount an invasion of 
southern France if it were deemed opportune, thus helping Overlord—
indeed offering an alternative lodgment if Overlord did not succeed. The 
President, Marshall penned in the note he made at the Pentagon, therefore 
wanted to see him “at noon tomorrow” with the logistical implications of a 
two-front campaign on the European mainland.  
 The President had spoken. He was U.S. commander in chief, and it 
was for Marshall, as U.S. Army chief of staff, to ensure the President’s con-
ception be carried out, not keep harping on “critical” insufficiencies, or 
jeopardy. Period. 

Once the Joint Chiefs of Staff were seated in the Oval Office at 2:15 on the 
afternoon of August 10—and with the secretary of war, Mr. Stimson, hav-
ing been invited to witness the meeting, following his lunch with the Pres-
ident—Mr. Roosevelt held forth: explaining the political context behind 
the next decisions that must be made at Quebec, where they would be 
conferring with their British opposite numbers. 
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 The “British Foreign Office does not want the Balkans to come under 
the Russian influence,” he told them. Therefore, “Britain wants to get to the 
Balkans first”—understandably. However, he himself rather doubted the 
Russians wanted or were in a position to “take over the Balkan states” such 
as Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Albania, and Greece. They would, he predicted, 
prefer rather to “establish kinship,” or associative relationship, “with the 
other Slavic people” in southern Europe.163 “In any event,” he went on, he 
“thought it unwise to plan military strategy on a gamble as to political re-
sults,” rather than what was possible or desirable militarily.164 A major U.S. 
campaign in the Balkans would have no guarantee of succeeding, indeed 
might well fail. It would certainly distract from the cross-Channel invasion 
scheduled for May 1944—a gamble the United States couldn’t take. 
 General Marshall agreed wholeheartedly. If the shift of the seven 
battle-hardened Allied divisions designated for Overlord from the Medi-
terranean did not take place, it would, he pointed out, “simply invite hav-
ing these extra divisions used for invasion in the Balkans. This would meet 
the Prime Minister’s and Mr. Eden’s desires, but would make the Mediter-
ranean operation so extensive as to have a disastrous effect on the main 
effort from England”165—a warning that prompted Admiral King to sug-
gest “to the President that if the British insist upon abandoning Overlord 
or postponing the operation indefinitely, we should abandon the project 
as in carrying it on we would simply waste our substance.”166 
 Admiral King’s disgust with the British prompted the President to 
reassert the crucial necessity of mounting Overlord as the number one 
priority. Indeed, to the amazement of his own advisers, the President then 
“said we can, if necessary, carry out the project ourselves. He was certain 

163 “Minutes of Meeting Held at the White House Between the President and the Chiefs of 
Staff on 10 August 1943 at 1415,” FRUS II, 499. 
164 Ibid. 
165 Ibid., 500. 
166 Ibid., 500–501. 
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that the British would be glad to make the necessary bases in England 
available to us.”167 

The United States mounting the cross-Channel invasion without British 
participation? 
 In the long months since Pearl Harbor, there had been threats to 
switch military priority to the Pacific, but never such a gesture of scorn for 
British timidity and avoidance of decisive battle—certainly never before 
by the President. 
 “He was for going no further into Italy than Rome,” Stimson noted 
with satisfaction that night, “and that for the purpose of establishing bases. 
He was for setting up as rapidly as possible a larger force in Great Britain 
for the purpose of Roundhammer [Overlord] so that as soon as possible 
and before the actual time of landing we should have more soldiers in 
Britain dedicated to that purpose than the British. He said he wanted to 
have an American commander and he thought that would make it easier if 
we had more men in the expedition at the beginning. I could see that the 
military and naval conferees were astonished and delighted at his defi-
niteness.”168 
 They were. “The President stated that, frankly, his reason for desiring 
American preponderance in force,” General Deane wrote in his minutes of 
the meeting, following discussion of the American divisions that could be 
shipped to England before D-day (fifteen in number), was “to have the 
basis for insisting on an American commander. He wished that prepon-
derance of force to be sufficient to make it impossible for the British to 
disagree with the suggestion.”169 

167 Ibid., 501. 
168 Entry of August 10, 1943, Stimson Diary, Henry L. Stimson Papers, Yale University 
Library, New Haven, CT. 
169 “Minutes of Meeting Held at the White House Between the President and the Chiefs of 
Staff on 10 August 1943 at 1415,” FRUS II, 501. 
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The new strategy was thus clear. War on two western fronts—but the Ital-
ian front limited to a line just north of Rome. And an American supreme 
commander for Overlord, lest the British try to renege on their commit-
ment to a cross-Channel invasion. 
 “The President then summed up the discussion by stating that our 
available means seem to fit in pretty well with our plans. He outlined these 
as insistence upon the continuation of the present Overlord buildup and 
carrying out that operation as our main effort,” Deane recorded. Moreover, 
the President wanted to have enough Americans in Britain “in order to 
justify an American commander” for Overlord, he restated. Together with 
this, he was in favor of leaving Eisenhower with sufficient forces in the 
Mediterranean to establish U.S. air power in southern Italy (where weather 
conditions permitted takeoff and landing almost every day, compared to 
often prohibitive flying conditions over England). Such forces on the 
southern European front would give the Allies strategic flexibility if for any 
reason the Overlord operation was repelled, but the President was em-
phatically “opposed to operations in the Balkans.”170 Yes, it would be good 
to have an army able to stop the Russians from overrunning countries in 
south-central Europe as they advanced—but the Western Allies still did 
not have a single boot on the mainland of Europe, and the Balkans were in 
any case a nightmare in terms of terrain. Knowing the Germans, the 
Wehrmacht would contest every yard. It was, therefore, “unwise to plan 
military strategy based on a gamble as to political results.”171 
 “I came away with a very much lighter heart on the subject of our 
military policy than I have had in a long time,” Stimson dictated at home 
in his diary, delighted with his commander in chief’s stance. “He was more 
clear and definite than I have ever seen him since we have been in this 
war.”172 

170 Ibid., 502 
171 “Minutes of meeting held at the White House at 1415 between the President and the 
JCS, 10 Aug 43, with JCS Memo 97 in ABC 337 (25 May 43),” in Matloff, Strategic Planning 
for Coalition Warfare, 215. 
172 Entry of August 10, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
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What pleased Stimson even more was that the President now wanted an 
American in charge of Overlord—something Stimson, in a letter he’d 
brought with him to the White House for the President, had also recom-
mended. He’d shown his draft letter to Marshall before leaving the Penta-
gon that morning, pleading for Marshall to be the man, and Marshall had 
not demurred (though anxious that Stimson not tell the President he had 
seen the recommendation, lest he be seen to be pursuing personal ambi-
tion). 
 The loss of Marshall from Washington—were he to be Overlord’s 
supreme commander—would be dire, but it was necessary, Stimson felt, 
to show the British that America meant business: Overlord the only way 
that “Germany can be really defeated and the war brought to an end.”173 
 Whether the President would select Marshall as supreme command-
er, however, was quite another matter. As would be the British chiefs’ reac-
tion to the President’s strategy, once they all reached Quebec. 
 And with that the President prepared to meet his counterpart, the 
Right Honorable Winston Churchill and his wife at Hyde Park on August 
12, 1943. 
 The planning for the endgame in World War II in Europe was now 
coming to a climax. 

173 “Dear Mr. President” letter, August 10, 1943, attached to Stimson Diary. 
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The President’s insistence that Churchill meet him at Hyde Park before the 
Quebec Conference was not motivated by politeness or hospitality. For 
good or ill, the President was aware the meeting with the British prime 
minister might well determine the course of World War II—and its after-
math. 
 Strategic flexibility or inflexibility—that was the question in Church-
ill’s eyes. Opportunism or strategic determination—this was the question 
in Roosevelt’s. 
 The question of who was right and who was wrong would vex politi-
cal and military historians for the next seventy years. Time was certainly of 
the essence—the President having received reports of ever-increasing 
German atrocities in the occupied countries of Europe. The latest of these 
had come on August 10, the day he met with the Joint Chiefs at the White 
House. From London, the U.S. ambassador to the Polish government in 
exile, Tony Biddle, had reported German mass murder—genocidal pog-
roms—on a scale never seen before in human history. 
 The President, in his broadcast on July 31, had already warned neutral 
countries not to give asylum to war criminals, but Biddle felt this would 
not be enough. As he put it, “apart from the punishment of war criminals 
for the crimes they have committed, it has become more imperative than 
ever to restrain the Germans from committing further the mass murder of 
the Polish population in Poland. This becomes all the more urgent since it 
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may be anticipated that the policy of exterminating the population of en-
tire provinces, as is practiced in Poland, may also be applied by the Ger-
mans in the present final stages of the war to the people in other German-
occupied territories, like the Czechs, Yugoslavs, French and those in the 
occupied parts of the U.S.S.R.,” his report warned—noting the Germans 
had already “exterminated” the majority of the Jewish population, and 
were deporting to concentration camps hundreds of thousands of Poles, 
while men between the ages of fourteen and fifty were being taken to 
Germany as slave labor. “Women, children and old people are sent to 
camps to be killed in gas chambers which previously served to exterminate 
the Jewish population of Poland,” he reported. As if this was not enough, it 
“may be presumed that the Germans are reckoning in the possibility of a 
defeat, and have consequently decided to exterminate the largest possible 
proportion of the Polish population” in a kind of apocalyptic conflagra-
tion—quoting Fritz Sauckel, the Reich minister of slave labor, saying as 
recently as June 19, 1943, in Kraków: “If the Germans lose the war, we shall 
see that nothing remains either here or elsewhere in Europe.”174 The Ger-
mans would, in other words, not only resort to a scorched-earth policy, but 
torched peoples. 

It was thus imperative, Roosevelt considered, to end the 
Nazi nightmare in Europe as soon as could be achieved—something 
that would never be accomplished by opportunistic operations in 
the eastern Mediterranean and Aegean, however much Churchill and 
the British Foreign Office feared an eventual Sovietization in central 
Europe. 

Churchill, too, was all for finishing the war as swiftly as possible; he merely 
saw the challenge differently. Imaginative, impetuous, and excitable, he 
was pulled in all directions, as General Brooke noted in his diary—but 
least of all in the direction of a cross-Channel landing and campaign. 
When writing his epic, six-volume memoirs of the conflict, Churchill    

174 “The Polish Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy Near the Polish  
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would title his fifth volume Closing the Ring. The “Theme of the Volume” (a 
mantra he liked to insert in the frontispiece to each work) was the story of 
“How Nazi Germany was Isolated and Assailed on All Sides.” 
 Could Hitler and his regime be swiftly toppled by being “isolated,” 
however? In the excitement of the summer of 1943, Churchill was minded 
to think so. The Germans would surely cave in once they saw—like the 
Italians—the game was up, and only destruction faced their nation if they 
sought to fight on. His July 19 minute to his chiefs of staff maintained the 
“right strategy for 1944” would be to pursue the Germans “certainly to the 
Po,” after Husky, with the option of attacking westward to the south of 
France or northeastward toward Vienna, “and meanwhile to procure the 
expulsion of the enemy from the Balkans and Greece.” Moreover, rather 
than launch a costly cross-Channel assault, to prepare an Allied invasion of 
Norway, to be mounted “under the cover of ‘Overlord.’” Encirclement 
around the fringes of mainland Europe, he’d considered, would lead to 
“Hitler and Mussolini” being “disposed of in 1944.”175 
 It was this vision—tantamount to fantasy, unfortunately—that had 
come to obsess the Prime Minister, and which underlay his latest, enlarged 
mission to North America: some 230 men embarked on the Queen Mary to 
take Churchill’s latest strategy to Quebec, which they reached on August 
10. 
 It was a mission, however, that the President was determined to 
preempt by insisting on meeting Churchill first—in private. The British 
must be held to the only policy that would actually defeat Nazi Germany, 
rather than merely ringing it. This meant a spring 1944 cross-Channel inva-
sion, with no holds barred—and no more backtracking by the British. 
Once the two men got together at Hyde Park, the President had decided, 
moreover, he would have to use his trump card. 

175 “Prime Minister’s Personal Minute,” July 19, 1943, in Gilbert, Road to Victory, 445. 
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As Roosevelt prepared to meet his recalcitrant ally, Hitler had meantime 
asked Dr. Goebbels to fly from Berlin to the Wolf’s Lair to “discuss the 
whole situation from every point of view.”176 
 The Führer, Goebbels found when he arrived on August 10, had de-
cided to abandon his main Axis ally. The new Badoglio government would 
“betray” Germany, he was certain, despite its assurances of loyalty to the 
Axis Pact. A telephone conversation between Churchill and Roosevelt had 
been intercepted, and both Goebbels and Hitler were scornful. “These plu-
tocrat leaders imagine things in Italy as being much more positive for 
them than they really are. The Führer knows every trick in the book, 
though,” Goebbels noted with evil satisfaction in his diary. “German troops 
are now streaming into Italy”—in fact, German flags were already flying 
over Mantua and Genoa. “There’s no danger of anything too terrible hap-
pening. The Führer is absolutely determined he’s not going to surrender 
Italy as a battlefield. He has no intention of letting the Americans and the 
British get to northern Italy. The worthwhile part of the country, at least, 
will remain in our possession.”177 
 Having overcome his initial panic and fury over Mussolini’s arrest, 
Hitler now actually welcomed, he said, the impending capitulation of Italy: 
a nation that had no national will, he felt, beyond the popular fascist 
speeches of the Duce. Mussolini no longer impressed him, in retrospect. 
The Duce had failed to declare war in September 1939, when his interces-
sion might have gotten England to back away from world war; moreover, 
at home in Italy, Mussolini had failed to crush the monarchical, aristocrat-
ic conservative elements who considered him a fly-by-nighter. 
 To maintain his power, a dictator must be perceived by his own peo-
ple to be ruthless, Hitler understood—and by preparing to crush the forces 
of Italy and move Wehrmacht troops immediately to occupy the entire 

176 Entry of 10.8.1943 in Joseph Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The diaries 
of Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 9 (herein-
after Die Tagebücher 9), 250. 
177 Ibid. 
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Italian peninsula, the Führer would be seen to be asserting his absolute 
will—Aryan, egalitarian, merciless. Actions that would speak louder than 
any words. 

Was Hitler assuming too much of his Volksgenossen—his fellow citizens? 
 In 1943 Hitler would only appear in public twice—an isolation at his 
headquarters that filled Dr. Goebbels, as a master of public relations, with 
disappointment, even anxiety. Yet the Führer seemed to know better than 
his chief propagandist that he had no need to show himself in public, or 
even inspect his troops. With drums, banners, swastikas, and film and 
press fanfare, he had as Führer given the German Volk what they yearned 
for: order, authority, a new place—a supreme place—in the European sun; 
a sense of belonging to a dynamic, productive community with rational if 
draconian goals—and sufficient pride in their country’s history and ex-
traordinary military achievements to defend it and its conquests now to 
the death, literally. He was therefore confident he had the willing, even 
enthusiastic, obedience of his troops—troops who would fight all the 
harder and more effectively without the hindrance of an always-unreliable 
Axis ally. Italy’s military missteps in Greece and North Africa in 1941 had 
dragged German forces into a southern theater of war that had distracted 
from the Führer’s main priority, the defeat of Russia—in fact were now 
affording the Western Allies a possible stepping-stone into Europe. With-
out the millstone of Italian allies, however, that stepping-stone could be 
transformed into a Sumpf: a bog, where the Western Allies could become 
enmeshed, ensnared, mired. If, that was, the Allies could be tempted into 
further fighting in the Mediterranean and Aegean. 
 While always keeping the Atlantic Wall as strong as possible, ensur-
ing there were enough divisions stationed in France to defeat any attempt 
at a Second Front, he would now lure the British and Americans to the 
south of Festung Europa, Hitler told Goebbels. He would thereby buy time 
without taking great losses, or facing a real threat to the Reich itself: the 
Vaterland. True, in the probable event of Italian surrender to the Allies, 
vital German divisions and air force groups would have to take over the 
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positions hitherto held by Italian units in the Mediterranean and Aegean, 
stretching from Sardinia to Samos—forces that could not then be used on 
the Eastern Front. But with no-nonsense German military control not only 
of Italy and of the eastern Adriatic—from Slovenia to Albania, Greece and 
Crete, with all their airfields—the Western Allies would be at a disad-
vantage. Given the mountainous terrain and the fighting efficiency of 
Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe units, the Americans and British would be hard 
put to form a Mediterranean front that had any hope anywhere of reach-
ing Germany. 
 With every week and every month the Western Allies would be held 
in the Mediterranean Sumpf. Germany would thus have time, Hitler calcu-
lated, to finish the development of the Third Reich’s secret weapons—
long-range rockets and ballistic missiles—and to deploy them, from Janu-
ary 1944 onwards. 
 Roosevelt had boasted that America was the arsenal of democracy. 
But as Führer of the Third Reich he would show how, using not only slave 
labor in Germany but products manufactured in France and the occupied 
countries, the Third Reich was the arsenal of Europe. Not even mass RAF 
night raids and U.S. Air Force daylight bombing could turn the tables. Al-
lied air force losses in conducting mass raids of German cities were unsus-
tainable in the long run. Under the leadership of Albert Speer, the produc-
tion of German armaments was being dispersed away from big cities, 
while evacuation of families would deny the Allies the collapse of German 
civilian morale. 
 Hitler’s fascination, in fact obsession, with the minutiae of weaponry 
might be mocked by some of his generals, but in a war of numbers, it was 
the quality of weapons that counted, along with the sheer discipline of 
German Wehrmacht soldiery in combat. U.S. and British industrial output 
might statistically outstrip that of the Third Reich, but the technical truth 
was, he sneered, their weapons were inferior, their soldiery less ruthless, 
and the demands of their various theaters of war too global. By contrast, 
now that Italy’s ill-fated campaign in North Africa was over, the Third 
Reich had the advantage: cohesion. A single continent as its battlefield, 
408 
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with Germany at its epicenter—its high command able to furnish rein-
forcements in any direction, especially if Goebbels, Goering, and other 
senior officials could squeeze out still more military personnel from the 
workforce, and more slave labor from the occupied countries—including 
Italy now. 
 With the Japanese reaffirming their pact with Berlin, and drawing an 
ever more significant portion of U.S. and British military effort to the Far 
East and Pacific, the chances of the Western Allies mounting a Western 
Front—at least a successful Second Front—if they were tied down in the 
Mediterranean were, in Hitler’s mind, distinctly dim. 

Goebbels was thus delighted by the führer he’d met at the Wolfschanze. It 
was no mask of confidence Hitler was putting on for his generals, his 
headquarters staff, or his visitors in the high and late summer of 1943, the 
Reich minister judged: it was real. 
 The South Tyrol, annexed by Italy from the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
in 1918, would be occupied by German forces and henceforth become part 
and parcel of the Third Reich. “We just have to keep our nerve and not be 
distracted by the enemy’s panic-machine,” Goebbels noted. “Whatever 
they cook up in Washington and London, they won’t find consuming as 
easy as preparing. It’ll take quite a while for the Italian crisis to sort itself 
out.” The Führer was determined to hold the Alps and Italy as far as the Po, 
but “the rest of Italy is worth nothing,” intrinsically, Goebbels recorded—
adding, though, that “in private and in the greatest secrecy,” Hitler had 
stated he would not only try and arrest Marshal Badoglio, King Emmanuel, 
and “the whole baggage” in Rome, but was planning to “defend the Reich 
as far south in Italy as possible,”178 as he’d confided to Goebbels already in 
June.179 

178 Ibid., 254. 
179 “Er denkt nicht daran, bis zum Po zurückzuziehen” [“He has no intention of retreating 
to the Po”], entry of June 25, 1943, Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The 
diaries of Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 8, 
532.
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 This latter intention would have the gravest implications for the Al-
lies—who could decode high-grade German communications from Hit-
ler’s headquarters, but not read Hitler’s mind. “The fundamental principle 
of our war strategy is to keep the war as far as possible from the borders of 
the homeland,” Goebbels noted on August 10. “It is absolutely the right 
principle,” he reflected. “As long as we can master the war in the air”—
especially with better Flak and new jet fighters—“the German people can 
be trusted to stick it out for a pretty long time.” The harvest in Germany 
looked good, with more that could be brought in from occupied countries. 
Using slave labor, the outlook for the Third Reich was thus far more posi-
tive than the way the foreign press was depicting it. If the Western Allies 
could be lured to commit themselves to all-out war on the Southern Front 
rather than a Second Front, they could be savaged—perhaps even re-
pelled—by the sheer professionalism and ruthless energy of the Wehr-
macht. Certainly the Allies could be held at bay, far from the Reich, and in 
close combat—with London and the British Isles, meantime, under aerial 
bombardment by secret weapons: “our planned measures to be taken in 
the coming months.”180 “With regard to our countermeasures against the 
British,” Goebbels confided, “the Führer thinks they can be launched in 
great numbers by January or February [1944] at the latest. He’s going to set 
upon London with a fury never witnessed before. He’s anticipating great 
things from our missiles. They’ve been fully tested; we just have to acceler-
ate production to the level we need. So we have to be patient.”181 
 As for the Eastern Front, moreover, Hitler seemed confident the Rus-
sians could be held—indeed had been beaten badly, in effect, at Kursk. As 
such they could be thrashed again that winter, if the Western Allies were 
kept at bay in the south.182 “It will take time, and we have to be patient,” 
Goebbels repeated183—Hitler interested in why Stalin had recently with-

180 Entry of 10.8.1943, Goebbels, Die Tagebücher 9, 255. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid., 260. 
183 Ibid. 
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drawn his two ambassadors, Litvinov and Maisky, from Washington and 
London. 
 Puzzled, Hitler and Goebbels wondered if there was an opportunity 
to cleave the Allies apart. Stalin could not defeat the Wehrmacht without 
the Western Allies mounting a Second Front—something that, if the Allies 
still balked at such a mission, might well lead to a breakdown in the Allied 
alliance far more momentous than the looming collapse of the Axis Pact. 
“We have to let our apples ripen. It would be a real irony of world history if 
we were to be courted by both the Soviets and the Anglo-Americans in this 
situation—which is not inconceivable,” Goebbels noted. “It sounds absurd, 
but it is a possibility. In any event we’ve got to do our best to work on the 
current difficulties between them. As long as we don’t have a disaster on 
the Eastern Front, our situation will be secure.”184 
 If Germany’s Eastern and Southern Fronts were held, and the ene-
my’s air offensive was parried, Germany would remain politically and mili-
tarily in the ascendant. “The Führer is very optimistic,” Goebbels de-
scribed, “perhaps too optimistic. But it’s good to see him in such good 
form. Either way we’re going to put everything we can, to the last breath, 
into the struggle.” He hadn’t seen Hitler looking so fresh and on such a 
high for ages—“he told me that as soon as things get dangerous, all his 
aches and pains disappear and he feels healthy as never before.”185 

A renewed German peace with Stalin, as in the Ribbentrop Pact of 1939? It 
didn’t seem likely, as things stood. But over time? 
 Providing the Soviets were willing to leave Germany in control of the 
Ukraine—with its all-import grain harvest, and the Donets Basin, with its 
huge reserves of coal—the Führer seemed willing to parley. In the mean-
time 1943, far from being a verlorene Jahr, a lost year, the Third Reich 
would remain in almost complete military control of the whole of Eu-

184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid., 261. 
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rope—moreover able to deal with Jewish and Resistance problems more 
ruthlessly than ever. 
 This, then, was Hitler’s strategy—one that was far more effective in 
the short term than his enemies or even his own generals admitted, then 
or later.186 Mussolini’s arrest and the probable defection of the Italians as 
his Axis ally were removing the biggest burden from Hitler’s back—not 
increasing it, as so many assumed in their excitement. Winston Churchill 
and his British parliamentary colleagues, especially Anthony Eden, were 
known to be pressing for exploitation in the eastern Mediterranean. This 
was all to the good, as Goebbels had joyfully discussed with Hitler. Dissen-
sion among the Allies would make the Führer’s task the simpler,187 with no 
sign of Stalin willing to confer with his Western counterparts—only ever-
increasing scolding in the Moscow press at the failure of the Western pow-
ers to mount a Second Front. 
 Just one thing could thus imperil the Führer’s warplan: American 
insistence on the mounting of a massive, all-out cross-Channel invasion of 
northern France in 1944, in coordination with the Soviets, that would 
crush Germany between them—Hitler’s age-old nightmare. 

186 See Karl-Heinz Friezer et al., Das Deutsche Reich und der Zweite Weltkrieg (Stuttgart: 
Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 2007) Band 8, 1192–1209. 
187 “die schon erwähnte Spekulation auf wachsende und letztlich bündnisprengde Diver-
genzen innerhalb der Feindkoalition” : ibid., 1194. 



40 
A Cardinal Moment 

Mrs. Churchill had felt unwell, following the turbulent sea voyage from 
Scotland, so Churchill, summoned to stay a few days with the President at 
Hyde Park, arrived by train from Canada at the small railway halt near the 
President’s home around midday on August 12, 1943, without her. He had, 
though, his twenty-year-old daughter, Mary, in tow, a bubbly, charming 
subaltern in the Women’s Auxiliary Territorial (equivalent to National 
Guard) Service. 
 Contrary to General Brooke’s sour mien in Quebec, where he was 
preparing to meet the U.S. chiefs, the Prime Minister was full of joy at the 
latest news of secret negotiations for Italian surrender with Marshal Bado-
glio’s representative. Ever the historian in attempting to set current events 
within the larger picture of the past, he felt the coalition nations had 
reached “one of the cardinal moments” of the war, as he’d put it in a cable 
to the President when calling for a tripartite meeting with Stalin, rather 
than waiting for the President to meet with Stalin one-on-one. In his tele-
gram he’d claimed “our Mediterranean strategy” had already gained all 
that Stalin had “hoped for from a cross-Channel second front” that year—
dooming the German offensive at Kursk—and that a Big Three meeting 
“would be one of the milestones of history.”188 

188 Cable of June 25, 1943, in Foreign Relation of the United States. The Conferences at 
Cairo and Tehran 1943 (hereinafter FRUS III), 10. 
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 The President, for his part, worried that, far from being a milestone of 
history, it would be a millstone, if the Russians learned Churchill and his 
230-man entourage were all for pulling out of Overlord yet again. Worse, in
fact, if the Russians—who were still facing some two hundred Wehrmacht
divisions on the Eastern Front—lost all faith in the Western Allies. Stalin’s
unwillingness to meet before the fall had at least given the President time
to reassert his role as leader of the Western nations. Roosevelt therefore
arrived at Springwood ahead of Churchill on August 12, shortly after break-
fast.

Rather than incurring an immediate contretemps, the President had 
decided to show no outward concern, but to treat Churchill and his daugh-
ter with his usual affable hospitality and respect. He’d therefore instructed 
that Winston’s lovely painting of Marrakesh, which the Prime Minister had 
brought over in person in May, at the time of the Trident Conference, 
should be hung in the main room of the new Library at Hyde Park before 
the Prime Minister’s arrival, as well as Raymond Perry Neilson’s vibrant 
new canvas of the both of them at the Atlantic Charter meeting, on the 
deck of the Prince of Wales, flanked by their chiefs of staff. 

Greeting Churchill and his daughter—who was in uniform—the 
President drove them in person to Hyde Park. Given the oppressive sum-
mer heat, he also arranged, once they were settled in, for swimming at Val-
Kill, Eleanor’s cottage: the President driving Churchill there in his special 
Ford, the swim to be followed by fish chowder from an old Delano family 
recipe, and hot dogs cooked by the First Lady herself. 

The Prime Minister certainly showed no disappointment at the sim-
ple outdoors fare, indeed he entered into the spirit of the country weekend 
as to the manor born—even eating the hot dogs he was served. “Mr. C. ate 
1 & 1/2,” Daisy Suckley recorded with amusement in her diary, “and had a 
special little ice-pail for his scotch.” 

Daisy thought Churchill “a strange little man,” though. “Fat & round, 
his clothes bunched up on him. Practically no hair on his head”—a fact 
that compelled him to seek shelter from the sun’s harsh glare under “a 10-
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gallon hat.”189 When he undressed, Daisy was even more amused. “In a 
pair of [swimming] shorts, he looked exactly like a kewpie,” she described. 
 Returning to her own family mansion at Wilderstein that evening, 
Daisy noted that “Churchill adores the P”—“loves him, as a man, looks up 
to him, defers to him, leans on him. He is older than the P. but the P. is a 
bigger person, and Churchill recognizes it. I saw in Churchill, too, an 
amount of real greatness I did not suspect before. Speaking of South Africa, 
Ch.[urchill] said General Smuts is one of the really great men of the 
world—a prophet—a ‘seer’—his very words—He wants to get him to 
London, for his ‘mind on post war Europe’ …”190 

The President, too, was an admirer of Jan Christiaan Smuts. 
 Smuts’s support for Roosevelt’s vision of the United Nations had cer-
tainly been encouraging. But in terms of military strategy, Smuts’s overop-
timism was as worrying as Churchill’s, the President felt—seemingly una-
ware, despite or perhaps because of his great reputation as a guerilla fight-
er in the Boer War, just how difficult it would be to fight the Wehrmacht 
head on, and thus, like Churchill, now contesting the feasibility of Over-
lord. 
 To add to the British Commonwealth preference for peripheral rather 
than head-to-head combat, also, there was Anthony Eden, the British Bal-
kanist—who would be attending the Quebec Conference and clashing 
horns with Secretary Hull. This would make the President’s task doubly 
difficult. The President gave no hint of anxiety, however, even to Daisy. 
 “The P. was relaxed and seemingly cheerful in the midst of the deep-
est problems,” she described. As the President explained to Churchill, the 
imminent surrender of Italy was a most welcome development—but it 
would not win the war against Germany. Nor could it be counted upon, in 
all likelihood, to keep Russia as an ally in the war against the Axis. Germa-
ny would arguably be more powerful alone than burdened by an ally like 

189 Entry of August 14, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 229. 
190 Ibid. 
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Italy. This could have serious ramifications—not only in the event that 
Stalin sought a separate peace with Hitler or an alternative German gov-
ernment, but in terms of Russian cooperation in the war against Japan, 
slated to follow the defeat of Germany. 
 There was also the question of whether Russia would agree to be a 
participant in a United Nations security system thereafter, if the Western 
Allies failed to carry out Overlord—and instead put their energies into a 
doomed campaign in the Dardanelles, to spite the Russians. As Secretary 
Stimson had put it in the memorandum he’d brought with him to lunch 
with the President two days before, the “Prime Minister and his Chief of 
the Imperial Staff,” General Brooke, were still “frankly at variance with” 
Overlord. “The shadow of Passchendaele and Dunkerque still weigh too 
heavily over the imagination of these leaders of his government. Though 
they have rendered lip service to the operation, their hearts are not in it.” 
Nor were their heads—though it was difficult to understand British rea-
soning that “Germany can be beaten by a series of attritions in northern 
Italy, in the eastern Mediterranean, in Greece, in the Balkans, Rumania 
and other satellite countries, and that the only heavy fighting which needs 
to be done will be done by Russia. To me, in the light of the post-war prob-
lems which we shall face, that attitude towards Russia seems terribly dan-
gerous,” Stimson had written. “None of these methods of pinprick warfare 
can be counted on by us to fool Stalin,” he’d warned. And he’d pointed to 
the year 1864, “when the firm unfaltering tactics of the Virginia campaign 
were endorsed by the people of the United States in spite of the hideous 
losses in the Wilderness, Spottsylvania [sic], and Cold Harbor.”191 Overlord 
was the only way “Germany can be really defeated and the war brought to 
an end.”192 
 Stimson was certainly right to question the Prime Minister’s loyalty 
to the Trident agreement. The day after his first talk with Churchill in Lon-

191 “Dear Mr. President” letter, August 10, 1943, attachment to entry of August 10, 1943, 
Stimson Diary. 
192 Ibid. 
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don, on July 13, the Prime Minister had minuted his chiefs of staff with an 
immortal phrase that would come to personify his irrepressible but often 
unrealistic spirit. In the minute he had scorned the notion of landing 
merely on the toe of Italy, across the narrow Sicilian strait at Messina; “why 
should we,” he’d asked his generals, “crawl up the leg like a harvest bug, 
from the ankle upwards? Let us rather strike at the knee”—an amphibious 
assault north of Naples, “thus cutting off and leaving behind all Axis forces 
in Western Sicily and all ditto in the toe, ball, heel and ankle. It would 
seem that two or three good divisions could take Naples and produce deci-
sive results if not on the political attitude of Italy then upon the capital. 
Tell the planners to throw their hat over the fence,” the Prime Minister had 
declared in July, adding it was “of the utmost urgency.”193 

Two or three whole divisions, to be transported by sea, put ashore by land-
ing craft, and reinforced more than two hundred miles behind the current 
German-Italian frontline? 
 The feasibility of this was something that had not concerned the 
Prime Minister. He’d seemed on the Mediterranean warpath, delighted 
with Smuts’s supportive cable, and responding to it with excitement. “I 
believe the President is with me: Eisenhower in his heart is naturally for it. 
I will in no circumstances allow the powerful British and British-controlled 
forces in the Mediterranean to stand idle.” He would bring a Polish divi-
sion from Persia, he would use Canadians and Indians—all rushed in to 
exploit the imminent “collapse” of Italian forces. “Not only must we take 
Rome and march as far north as possible in Italy but our right hand must 
give succour to the Balkan Patriots.” If the Americans declined to cooper-
ate “we have ample forces to act by ourselves.”194 

193 Personal Minute of July 13, 1943, in Martin Gilbert, Road to Victory: Winston S. Church-
ill, 1941–1945 (London: Heinemann, 1986), 442. 
194 Ibid., Cable T.1043/3, July 16, 1943, 443. 
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Churchill’s claim, in retrospect, was as ridiculous as the President’s remark 
to his chiefs that U.S. troops could mount Overlord on their own, if the 
British reneged on the operation. The two statements were, however, an 
alarming indication as to how much the two Allies were now separating, 
not converging, in their war strategy. It was therefore up to the President 
to stitch them back together—if he could. 
 In the circumstances, the President felt he had no option but to play 
his biggest card: the atom bomb. 



41 
Churchill Is Stunned 

Before leaving Washington, the President had rehearsed over lunch with 
Stimson the latest position over U.S. atomic bomb research—which he’d 
placed under the war secretary’s direction the previous year. 
 When swift development of research had been in danger of stalling 
for lack of sufficient funding, early in January, 1943, Roosevelt had found 
the necessary money. Critical Canadian supplies of the necessary raw ma-
terials, moreover, had been contracted with the cooperation of the Presi-
dent’s friend, Prime Minister Mackenzie King—leaving the British, essen-
tially, with only a cadre of theoretical physicists and no possibility of pro-
ducing such a weapon by themselves. For months Churchill had been 
pressing for a bilateral agreement to pool research and its dividends—the 
U.S. authorities refusing to cooperate, however, on grounds of American 
national security. Only the President had the authority to decide.195 
 If Churchill would not adhere to the American Overlord strategy, as 
per the Trident agreement reached in May, the President thus quietly indi-
cated to the Prime Minister that the United States would have to withhold 
an agreement to share development of the atomic weapon. If, by contrast, 
the British were willing to stand by the agreed Anglo-American Overlord 

195 In London, Secretary Stimson had told Churchill that with regard to the sharing of 
atom bomb development (code-named S-1), “I could only promise to report the matter to 
the President for the final decision”: “Brief Report on Certain Features of Overseas Trip,” 
August 4, 1943, Stimson Diary. 
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strategy, then the President would go ahead and sign an agreement to 
share its atomic research program with the British—and not the Russians. 
This would, in itself, assure the Western Allies of a reserve weapon that 
could, if indeed it worked, stop the Soviets from spilling into western, per-
haps even central, Europe. 

The Prime Minister was shocked by the President’s proposed deal. For 
Churchill personally, it would be a climbdown even more embarrassing 
than at the climax of the Trident Conference. Before leaving for Hyde Park 
on August 10, Churchill had gaily assured Prime Minister Mackenzie King 
in Quebec that the “president is a fine fellow. Very strong in his views, but 
he comes around.”196 This had not only been smug but clearly presumptu-
ous, it seemed. 
 The President’s firmness certainly surprised Winston. How would he 
explain backing off his opposition to Overlord, in Quebec, after bringing 
230 staffers to argue his case? An agreement on the atomic bomb project 
must, of necessity, remain as secret as the research itself; he would thus 
not be able to reveal, let alone explain, the quid pro quo arrangement, save 
to a handful of his British team back in Quebec. It would also be politically 
problematic at home in England. A groundswell of resentment was already 
forming there against the United States, given that America was so clearly 
becoming the dominant partner in the Western Alliance. It might well 
affect the Prime Minister’s support in Parliament, and room for maneuver 
in the War Cabinet. 
 In his heart of hearts, Churchill therefore continued to hope events 
on the ground in Europe would make Overlord unnecessary: that if the 
Allies’ fall and winter operations against the Germans prospered in Italy 
and the Mediterranean, they would find Overlord unnecessary. Or if Ger-
man defense forces in northern France swelled to an even greater extent, 

196 Entry of August 10, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa, 
ON. 
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threatening disaster for Overlord, then he could always request the right to 
cancel the Overlord landings … 
 In any event, after swallowing the bitter pill, Winston Churchill rec-
ognized he would have to agree to the President’s terms—for the moment. 
He thus gave his assent. 
 Overlord would go ahead as the number one Allied operation—the 
decisive Allied operation—with priority over all other commitments. 

Churchill was disappointed, but took his defeat graciously. 

There was one further potion, however, Churchill must take before the two 
men left Hyde Park, the President made clear. 

Churchill waited to hear it. 
 The supreme commander of Overlord must be an American, since 
the largest contingent in the cross-Channel invasion would ultimately be 
from the United States. This decision, too, the Prime Minister would have 
to convey to General Brooke. 

Churchill was shocked—the President’s insistence an understanda-
ble blow to his patriotic British pride. 
 In the circumstances, though, there was nothing he could say, other 
than: Yes, Mr. President. 

The historic deal, then, was struck. 
 Churchill was not happy with the outcome—indeed, he woke in the 
night “unable to sleep and hardly able to breathe.” He got up and “went 
outside to sit on a bluff overlooking the river,” where he “watched the 
dawn,” he later recalled.197 
 The worst, at least, was over, however—leaving the Western Allies 
with a clear, unified timetable and strategy for defeating Hitler’s Third 
Reich. Considering that, at the Oval Office on August 10, Admiral King had 

197 Winston Churchill, The Second World War, vol. 5, Closing the Ring (London: Cassell, 
1952), 73. 
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suggested switching U.S. priority to the Pacific, Churchill had been skating 
on very thin ice—with the gravest consequences for world history. 
 Fortunately the President had gotten the Prime Minister to concur. 
And with their new accord, the brief Hyde Park summit came to a happy 
end—the Western Allies on the same page. 
 Churchill tried to persuade the President they should both now go 
straight to Quebec to meet with the Combined Chiefs—and thus spare 
Winston the humiliation of reporting his change of stance alone. The Pres-
ident said no, however. 
 Mrs. Roosevelt was about to tour American forces, hospitals, and 
installations in the Pacific theater for six weeks, and the President wanted 
to see her off. He wished, in particular, to give her a personal letter for 
General MacArthur in order to facilitate her tour once she arrived in Aus-
tralia. Though they conducted more or less separate lives, Roosevelt was 
more proud of Eleanor as First Lady, and guardian of his social conscience, 
perhaps, than ever. He also wanted to have lunch with Secretary Hull in 
Washington and concert their approach to Italian government after un-
conditional surrender, before they both went to Quebec. 
 Taking Churchill to the station, meantime, the President bade him 
and his daughter farewell. The following evening, August 15, Roosevelt 
himself boarded the Ferdinand Magellan together with Harry Hopkins, 
who did not look at all well—“white, blue around the eyes, with red spots 
on his cheek bones,” Daisy Suckley commented198—and set off, south-
wards. Traveling through the summer night the little presidential party 
made its way back to the White House. It had been quite a weekend. 

198 Entry of August 14, 1943, in Ward, Closest Companion, 228. 
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Quebec 1943 





42 
The German Will to Fight 

In the general narrative of the Second World War, the famous Quebec 
Conference of August 1943 would be seen as the moment when the Al-
lies—the Western Allies—laid down their D-day strategy and timetable—
an Overlord operation scheduled to take place on May 1, 1944. 
 In reality, however, the decision had already been taken in May 1943, 
at the Trident Conference—and in writing. Overruling Churchill—and 
General Hull’s brief planning revolt at the Pentagon—the President had 
thereafter stuck to his guns. There was therefore no reason for Churchill to 
have brought his 230-man team to the Canadian capital, from a military 
point of view—or for them to stay. General Eisenhower was handling the 
secret Italian surrender negotiations with Marshal Badoglio’s representa-
tive, and the decision to appoint an American, not a British, supreme 
commander for Overlord had been agreed by Churchill at Hyde Park, in 
deference to the President’s wishes. Had Churchill simply told his British 
team of the new deal—trading partnership in the atomic bomb’s devel-
opment for British commitment to a clear American D-day strategy—and 
had they returned to their ship, the Queen Mary, the Quebec Conference 
need not have taken place. 
 Instead, of course, it did take place—bringing the British and Ameri-
can military teams almost to blows. At one point the noise of a revolver 
being fired in the conference room— which had been cleared of clerks 
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and junior officers—would be thought to be the start of a gunfight start-
ing.199 
 The British, in short, acted at Quebec with extraordinary ill grace—
loath to accept a policy in the Mediterranean that did not envisage or 
permit exploitation of what they saw as a unique opportunity, after the 
toppling of Mussolini, to strike at the outer pillars supporting the Third 
Reich. In his war memoirs Churchill would title this section of his account 
“Italy Won.” But as the historian of Churchill’s opus magnum would later 
point out, Italy was not won.200 
 Instead, the Allied campaign in Italy would arguably prove the most 
ill-conceived Allied offensive of the war thus far: a sad reflection, in all 
truth, of Churchill’s misconception of modern combat. Far from being a 
victory, it would drag on for almost two years, never putting the Allies an-
ywhere near a breakthrough, and causing the deaths of hundreds of thou-
sands of Italian civilians long after their government had surrendered un-
conditionally. It would incur almost a third of a million Allied casualties—
killed and wounded—for no other gain than could have been made at 
virtually no cost in September 1943. And this largely because Churchill and 
his military team completely underestimated the German will to fight, not 
for their homeland but for every inch of other people’s territory as if it was 
their own: a demonstration of blinkered yet also professional approach to 
battle that had few parallels in the history of war. 

The difference between Germans and Italians in their response to the Al-
lied onslaught would say it all. On July 19, 1943, the largest single bombing 
raid of the war had taken place in Italy. More than five hundred B-17s and 
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B-24s of Major General James Doolittle’s North African Strategic Air Forces
had pounded Rome’s railway marshaling-yards and nearby airfields.

The raid had destroyed the equivalent of two hundred miles of rail-
way track, and—in spite of millions of warning leaflets dropped the previ-
ous day—had resulted in some seven hundred civilian deaths:201 enough, 
when rumors of vast casualties spread among the Italian population, not 
only to frighten the Italian government to end Mussolini’s long reign as 
Duce, but to begin surrender negotiations with the Allies under a different 
leader, Marshal Badoglio, in order to avoid more destruction of their Ital-
ian homeland. 

The Italians had not reckoned on the German response to their im-
minent capitulation, however—not only German forces in Italy, but Ger-
mans at home in the Fatherland, where German cities faced the same, 
indeed far worse, bombing than Rome experienced. Five days after the U.S. 
bombing of the Rome railway network, there had taken place an even big-
ger air raid, or series of raids: this time the combined heavy bombers of the 
RAF and USAAF attacking from airfields in Britain the northern German 
city of Hamburg—Operation Gomorrah. Employing not hundreds but 
thousands of bombers in rolling attacks, night and day for an entire week, 
the Allies created a literal firestorm—with temperatures of 1,000 degrees 
Celsius, hurricane winds of 150 miles per hour, and melting asphalt in the 
streets. By its end, Operation Gomorrah had killed some forty-two thou-
sand people—the majority, civilians—injured thirty-seven thousand 
more, left the center of Hamburg in utter ruin, and had caused a million 
people to evacuate the burning city. Yet the result was the very opposite of 
reaction in Italy. 

Instead of calls for the arrest of their country’s dictator and immedi-
ate unconditional surrender to the Allies, as in Italy, there was reported to 
be an even more relentless determination in Germany to continue to pros-
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ecute war to the death. It was as if any hope of conscience—Gewissen—
had now been incinerated in Germany. Certainly it removed any sense of 
guilt at having been the first to launch such a war of ruthless conquest by 
Blitz and Blitzkrieg. The Allied raid on Hamburg—which would soon be 
replicated on Berlin—merely reinforced German stoicism: a collective will 
that was expressed in yet deeper loyalty to the nation’s leader and calls for 
the Führer, in their fury, to exact German revenge. In particular, for him to 
use, finally, the secret weapons he and Goebbels had publicly alluded to. 
 At his Wolfschanze headquarters near Rastenburg, far from Hamburg 
and Berlin, Hitler thus viewed the Allied bombing raids on those cities as 
more inherently counterproductive than his own earlier raids on London 
and Coventry in 1940 and 1941. Bombing would not bring Germany to its 
knees. The fact was, the Allies could not defeat the Third Reich, Hitler rea-
soned, unless they could defeat his primary weapon, the Wehrmacht. The 
German armies embodied the highest Teutonic virtues of obedience, cour-
age, group loyalty, and self-sacrifice—and as he studied his maps and daily 
Abwehr intelligence reports, he rightly saw no signs whatever of an Allied 
intention to follow up the mass bombing of German cities with a ground 
offensive on Germany via the beaches of northern France—at least not for 
another year. 
 To the extent that, if they did attempt to breach the Atlantic Wall in 
the late summer of 1943, the Allied invasion forces would be crushed by his 
German divisions in France, the delay was disappointing to the Führer—
and to Goebbels. However, if the Allies didn’t dare launch such an assault 
in 1943, as Hitler pointed out to his panicky generals, then there was no 
cause for alarm. The German Volk and the German Wehrmacht were too 
unified and imbued with too much resolve to simply collapse; rather, they 
would hold fast at home, despite the bombing, and fight hard and harshly 
abroad. They would treat every attack on German forces in the occupied 
countries as if it was an assault on the Vaterland—in fact on the very hon-
or and courage of the German nation. Meantime, German scientists and 
engineers would make available the new, secret weapons they had devised 
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that would give Germany the wherewithal, if not to win the war, then to 
negotiate favorable armistices with Germany’s enemies. 
 The war was not over, Hitler thus made clear. There was everything 
to gain by continuing to fight, implacably and fearlessly, to preserve the 
Third Reich they had so heroically created out of the ashes of World War I 
and the stupid Weimar Republic. Once he overcame his fury over Italy’s 
imminent defection, in fact, Hitler was seen to regain his composure—and 
confidence. Fall weather was approaching; it would soon make conditions 
for an Allied cross-Channel assault impossible. For all their superiority in 
the air, at sea, and on land, the Western Allies were, in sum, in no position 
to invade Germany—and without such an invasion there was little chance 
the Russians could, either. In fact, judging by the American and British 
performance against modest numbers of German troops defending Sici-
ly—where only sixty thousand Wehrmacht troops had been committed—
the Allies might not be able to seize control of much of the Italian main-
land, whether or not the post-Mussolini government surrendered uncon-
ditionally. 
 By stamping on the Italians and by using the Italian mainland—with 
its mountain ranges that would provide good defensive positions—as a 
Hindenburg Line of the Third Reich, the Germans had nothing to lose, 
Hitler reckoned. And much to gain scientifically in the meantime. 
 For all his mistakes—holding on in North Africa, despite Rommel’s 
recommendation of evacuation after Alamein and Torch; holding on at 
Stalingrad rather than a calculated withdrawal; launching Operation Cita-
del instead of using his armored forces to entice and then crush a Russian 
offensive—Hitler was about to show that he had, in fact, a better grasp of 
the German war machine he’d built up over the past decade than his own 
generals. He was backed loyally and enthusiastically by the spirit of a 
whole nation, he felt, and was in a position to fight the war to the bitter, 
bitter end. 

That Hitler was not wrong was certainly the view later taken by German 
official historians, in a kind of bemused, retrospective awe. 
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 In fanning the flames of Volksgemeinschaft, involving a profound 
sense of national German community, identity, and destiny, Hitler had 
built upon quite the opposite of what most observers—even the Nazi elite, 
on occasion—assumed. The “belief that under National Socialism the 
Germans were, so to speak, subjected to total communicative and ideolog-
ical brainwashing” by Hitler and his Nazi accomplices was simply not fact, 
the official historians concluded. “The widespread view that systematic 
government propaganda kept the population ready and willing for war, or 
even created a unified ‘national’ feeling among them, ignores reality,” the 
historians pointed out. “Identification with the nation could not be pro-
duced on command, and as a rule propaganda was convincing only to 
those already converted.”202 
 German nationalism, stretching back decades before Hitler, was in 
truth “the precondition for propaganda being successful, not the other way 
around.” Hitler and Goebbels’s propaganda had succeeded so well, in other 
words, because it hinged upon “established nationalist beliefs.” The 
“spreading of racist, xenophobic, or authoritarian stereotypes” had, as in-
stanced in the conquest of Poland and huge swaths of the Soviet Union, 
worked so effectively because such propaganda was directed at “soldiers 
already predisposed to them.”203 In a country like Germany, given the 
country’s warring history since ancient times, Hitler had understood as an 
Austrian outsider that the very concept of democracy was foreign. German 
intellectuals had for centuries sneered at it—and had avoided practical 
politics, preferring philosophy, the arts, and science. With its rich history 
of land warfare at the epicenter of Europe, and its distaste for thinking 
through or dealing with the necessary compromises involved in civilized 
society, Germany’s people could therefore, in the wake of deep economic 
depression and defeat in World War I, be encouraged to focus on a sup-
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posedly egalitarian, simplistic expression of nationalist German identity: 
one that, in order to cohere and remain strong, must see others—whether 
foreigners or Jews, communists or non-Aryans—as enemies: enemies to be 
excluded, disrespected, defeated. And where deemed necessary, simply 
liquidated, without remorse or compunction. 
 Anyone who objected to the nationalistic program in Germany was 
“othered,” while “in foreign affairs” the “seed was planted for the future 
offensive war of extermination,” the German official historians concluded. 
“War, established as a permanent component of German politics as an 
inheritance from the First World War, from then on became the natural 
means of achieving political ends both at home and abroad.”204 Far from 
becoming a nation of warrior-serfs obeying a draconian führer, in other 
words, nationalistic Germans had become loyal and obedient members of 
a community—proud and arrogant citizens of a revived empire: a third 
Reich, a Volksgemeinschaft, a “master race” of individuals each cognizant at 
some level and largely supportive of the genocide being directed against 
Jews in Germany as well as outside Germany on their behalf; supportive, 
too, of barbarous treatment of enemies such as Russian Untermenschen, 
since the denigration of “others” only increased and inflamed this powerful 
sense of national German identity. 

What Hitler had intuited, then, as Italy’s new leaders prepared to defect 
from the Axis Pact, was what many of his own generals did not: namely 
that the war would not be won or lost by cleverness or better tactical strat-
egy in the East, the South or the West, per se—tactics such as the fighting 
withdrawals that these German generals suggested, or the marshaling of 
armored reserves using the latest panzers in German counterstrikes. The 
war could only be won, in the end, by employing Germany’s national spirit: 
the amazing solidarity of its people, bonding in a nationalist saga that Hit-
ler saw as mythic in the noblest, Nibelungen sense: a demonstration of 
national pride and unity by seventy million people at home, but especially 
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so abroad when acting as military overlords—an achievement unmatched, 
in many eyes, since the Romans. 
 This national German unity that the Führer had channeled and di-
rected would never be broken by aerial bombing or by peripheral Allied 
operations, let alone by the cowardly defection of Germany’s partners. It 
was not, in the end, a matter of winning or losing; it was a matter of hunk-
ering down and asserting German moral and military strength, in dark 
days as well as fair ones. German forces had won, in the shortest time, al-
most unimaginable victories and territories. All genuine Germans were 
participants, implicated in its sins and a part of Germany’s new trial by 
fire. No one would be spared. There was thus no talk of the future, the 
postwar world, because the concept no longer existed—only the current 
defend-or-die struggle. 
 By fighting offensively in the Mediterranean in the hopes of German 
collapse, then, the Allies might well, Hitler recognized, play into German 
hands. Wehrmacht forces would be operating closer to home, the Allies 
further away from theirs. Moreover, German forces would have the ad-
vantage of mountainous terrain, easily defensible lines, highly disciplined 
and well-armed troops who would fight even better when shorn of their 
weak, former ally, Italy, once the Italian government capitulated. Moreo-
ver, by continuing—in fact expanding—its massed daylight and nighttime 
bomber attacks that inevitably killed so many German civilians, the Allies 
could truthfully be portrayed as barbarians—giving Hitler not only the 
“right” to use new weapons of mass destruction in reply, but impelling the 
German Volk to demand he use them: Vergeltungswaffen, as the secret 
weapons were soon called—weapons of revenge. Winged but pilotless 
flying bombs, launched from easily constructed concrete ramps and aimed 
to fall indiscriminately on Allied cities. And also ballistic missiles, with 
even greater range—and so high and fast they were impossible to shoot 
down. 
 As Hitler had assured Mussolini at Feltre, there was no need to fear 
the Allies—especially the British: their cities would, the Führer forecast, 
be “razed to the ground,” as they deserved. And unless the Allies dared 
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take the risk of attacking Germany proper with ground troops, the Allies 
could not win. Moreover, if they tried to do so by launching a cross-
Channel invasion, they would be easily repelled. Ergo, the Third Reich was 
bound, the Führer predicted, to prevail. 
 This, then, was the challenge facing the Allies even at the very mo-
ment when they seemed to be winning the war, both in Russia and the 
Mediterranean in the high summer of 1943. By underestimating German 
determination to fight on mercilessly in southern Europe, the Allies were 
heading toward disaster.  
 Only the President could now steer the Allies through these rapids, 
and to his great credit Roosevelt tried. Yet in truth failed—forcing him to 
paper over the true military debacle, which now, as in a Greek tragedy, 
unfolded. 





43 
Near-Homicidal Negotiations 

After a hectic day at the White House on August 16, 1943, the President 
prepared to set off by train to Canada—hoping Churchill had done as he’d 
promised: getting his chiefs of staff to back off proposals for more exten-
sive operations in the Mediterranean, once southern Italy was in Allied 
hands. And to start putting all British efforts into Overlord under an Amer-
ican commander. 
 This was easier said than done. In order to placate the British chiefs 
of staff General Marshall had agreed to an amphibious American landing 
south of Naples, at Salerno, in two or three weeks’ time—in fact the opera-
tion, codenamed Avalanche, had filled Churchill with excitement. If all 
went well, not only would the amphibious assault secure the uncondition-
al surrender of Italy but it would cut off German troops in the foot of Italy 
and open the road not only to Naples but to Rome. The consequences 
seemed irresistible. Once the Italians—who were still occupying positions 
all across southern Europe, from the south of France to Greece and the 
Balkans, on behalf of the Axis Pact—came over to the Allies, the soft un-
derbelly of Europe would, Churchill remained certain, become the gate-
way to central Europe, promising to make a cross-Channel assault either 
unnecessary or pro forma. And a Russian inundation of central and west-
ern Europe impossible. 
 Within weeks Churchill would be proved utterly wrong – though he 
would never go on record admitting it. As the historian of Churchill’s 
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memoirs, David Reynolds, would write, the Prime Minister was not insin-
cere in his faith in a Mediterranean rather than a doomed Normandy 
strategy205 His was a faith based not only upon fear of failure in northern 
France, but also a deep and abiding fear of Russian motives and inten-
tions—and in this respect the President was just as concerned. It was cer-
tainly something that he was taking very, very seriously as on August 16, 
1943, Roosevelt set forth from the secret siding near the White House at 
8:20 p.m. to join the Prime Minister in Quebec. 

By the time the President’s train arrived in Quebec, via Montreal—where 
Fala’s presence on the platform banished any attempts by the Secret Ser-
vice to maintain secrecy206—on the evening of August 17, 1943, the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff of the United States and Britain had been at logger-
heads for three days, and were getting close, he was informed, to homicide. 
 Admiral Leahy was certainly stunned by the extreme acerbity. “The 
British and U.S. Staffs today got into a very frank discussion of a difference 
of opinion as to the value of the Italian campaign to our common war ef-
fort against Germany,” Leahy recorded in his diary that night. He felt Mar-
shall’s willingness to go ahead with occupation of southern Italy to secure 
the Foggia airfields, from which the U.S. Army Air Forces could bomb 
southern Germany and the Ploesti oil fields in Romania, was “very positive 
in his attitude toward the Mediterranean committment [sic],” but Brooke 
seemed ungrateful, and dissatisfied. When Brooke suggested the Com-
bined Chiefs divert Allied forces on their way out to the Far East and the 
Pacific to mount a bigger campaign in Italy, King’s language lit the borealis 
lights. “Admiral King was very undiplomatic to use a mild term for his atti-
tude,” Leahy confided.207 
 Admiral King was once again reaching the end of his tether. If the 
British devoted too much effort to Italy, then the “build up in England 
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would be reduced to that of a small Corps” for Overlord, as Brooke mocked 
King’s approach—in which case King would favor “the whole war [being] 
reoriented towards Japan.”208 
 It was small wonder. Ignoring King, Brooke had argued for an imme-
diate, major Allied campaign in Italy to reach as far north as Turin and 
Milan. Not content with those objectives, Brooke had even pressed to “re-
tain” in the Mediterranean three of the seven battle-hardened divisions 
earmarked for Overlord, and perhaps all seven, if German resistance in 
Italy was fierce …209 
 Marshall was almost apoplectic at this, causing Brooke to grudgingly 
admit, under pressure, that “‘battle experienced’ troops were required for 
Overlord” if it was to succeed.210 Brooke remained furious, however, noting 
that night, “It is not a cheerful thought to feel that I have a continuous 
week of such days ahead of me! This is the sixth of these meetings with the 
American Chiefs that I have run, and I do not feel that I can possibly stand 
any more!”211 

The American chiefs felt the same. 

As the Combined Chiefs of Staff discussions became ever more strident, 
Brooke had descended into the foulest of moods. He later confessed that 
“it took me several months to recover” from what he called the “blow” at 
being passed over for the cross-Channel supreme command212—
something doubly disappointing since he had begun to yearn to get away 
from the Prime Minister, he confessed, and be able to command troops in 
battle once again. 
 The imminent arrival of the President had made it imperative that 
the chiefs come to an accord, however. Though the British team pushed 
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the struggle over strategy to the very brink on August 16, 1943, they finally 
and reluctantly gave in. The decisions made at the Trident Conference in 
May would stand. Overlord would, they confirmed, be top Allied priori-
ty—and the seven battle-hardened divisions the President wanted would 
be transferred from the Mediterranean to Britain by November. Whatever 
could be achieved in Italy in the interim would be undertaken jointly by 
the Allies with remaining forces in the Mediterranean, on an ad hoc basis, 
to keep as many German forces away from France and Russia as possi-
ble—but under no circumstances were operations to be considered in the 
Balkans or elsewhere in the eastern Mediterranean. 

There were, besides, equally important decisions still to be reached con-
cerning Southeast Asia and the Pacific. The difference of opinion over 
strategy in Europe was therefore papered over at the conference. It was 
not a perfect result, but better than an outright split. 
 Meeting the President on his arrival in Quebec and bringing him up 
to speed regarding the recommendations of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, 
Admiral Leahy told him of the long days of contention—and the result. 
 As Lieutenant Elsey later recalled, Leahy was very much the Presi-
dent’s lynchpin. “He was already at Quebec, and Roosevelt looked to him, 
in the summer residence of the governor general, the Citadel, as the top 
dog. Roosevelt looked to him rather than reaching out to King, Arnold, and 
Marshall. Leahy was the channel of communication from the chiefs to 
FDR. He, Leahy, really was the chief of staff to the President, and was dealt 
with as such, and Roosevelt saw relatively little of the Joint Chiefs during 
the Quebec Conference. Things came to him from Leahy, their views.”213 
 The President, after all, had not come to Quebec to do their job. In 
truth he’d come for a very different reason. 
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Prior to the President’s arrival in Canada, a team from his White House 
Map Room had traveled to the Citadel in Quebec to set up a Map Room 
there, as Lieutenant Elsey afterward explained. They were “standing by the 
President’s map room on his arrival at the Citadel to acquaint him with all 
the latest developments of the war. War reports had been radioed to the 
train during our trip up from Washington, but a more complete picture 
was available here for the President. The Prime Minister had his own map 
room in another part of the Citadel.”214 Special telephone communications 
with Washington and the White House had also been set up, “so that the 
President was never out of instantaneous communication with Washing-
ton.” “Direct telegraph wire service,” also, “was available between the Cita-
del and the White House.” 
 Once the President was established in the Citadel, the wires grew hot 
with new cables—for the President was found to be batting drafts of a big 
speech back and forth with Judge Rosenman and Robert Sherwood, his 
speechwriters in Washington. On August 14, before leaving, he’d told them 
he wanted something he could broadcast to the whole world from Ottawa, 
on the eve of what looked like imminent Italian collapse and surrender. As 
he’d explained, he’d set the strategy and the timing of Overlord in stone. 
Though there would be much fighting still to be done, the war was moving 
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into a new gear, political as well as military—and it was time to speak to 
the people of the United Nations: to make sure the moral aims and objec-
tives of the Western Allies were clear and noble, before their first soldiers 
set foot on the mainland of Europe, early in September. 
 Before the President could give his speech, however, his Map Room 
received a very different kind of cable—this time from Moscow. 

The telegram was from Marshal Stalin, dated Kremlin, August 22, 1943. It 
was not friendly. 
 Having refused every invitation to meet with the President for the 
past ten months, the Soviet dictator now declared he was fed up with the 
Soviet Union being treated as “a passive third observer” of agreements 
made by the United States and Britain with liberated countries, as well as 
with others “dissociating themselves” from Hitler. “I have to tell you that 
it is impossible to tolerate such a situation any longer,” the quasi-
emperor cabled. “I propose to establish,” he declared, a three-
power military-political “Commission” to handle such matters, 
immediately, “and to assign Sicily as the place of residence of the 
Commission.”215 
 Stalin’s arrogant new signal from Moscow made the President 
“mad,” Harriman recalled, as it did Mackenzie King.216 When, two days 
later, Stalin sent another cable, yet again turning down the President’s 
invitation to meet at Fairbanks, Alaska, but demanding that a “Soviet 
Representative” be part of Eisenhower’s secret negotiations with the 
Badoglio government for unconditional Italian surrender, the 
President became doubly incensed. 
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Except for his epistolary relationship with Stalin, the President had come 
to feel proud of the way his war strategy since Pearl Harbor had played 
out—thus far.  
 Given the war of words traded by the chiefs of staff at the Château de 
Frontenac, what the chiefs could not understand, therefore, was the ex-
traordinary measure of harmony seemed to persist between the President 
and the Prime Minister—both of them staying in the Citadel, where they 
lunched and dined together every day. 
 What the President, in contrast to his chiefs, recognized was that the 
very unity of the Allies was being tested—not merely by the challenge of 
defeating the forces of Hitler and Hirohito in battle, but by the need to 
deal with Stalin. And that the Western Allies must not fail this test. 
 To the world, the Allied summit at Quebec in the summer of 1943 
thus held a symbolic importance far outweighing any recommendations 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff might make: an alliance that must be seen by 
the world as growing closer and closer, not further apart. Though it could 
not be revealed to the public, possession of an atomic bomb, if nuclear 
fission worked, would give the Western Allies huge authority in ensuring a 
world free of German- or Japanese-style militarism and aggression—or 
Russian. The President had even gotten British acceptance of the draft 
Joint Four-Power Declaration he’d asked Sumner Welles to draw up in 
writing before his meeting with Churchill at Hyde Park, together with a 
suggested United Nations Protocol document.217 All in all, this was a tre-
mendous achievement for such an alliance between the Old World and 
the New: an achievement the President was determined to emphasize in 
the speech he intended to deliver in Ottawa, the capital of Canada. And 
Stalin’s rude new cables only made him the more determined to make it 
strong. 

To outsiders, the President thus appeared in an even more confident frame 
of mind than usual on August 25, as Mr. Roosevelt and the governor-
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general, the Earl of Athlone, were driven to the seat of Canadian govern-
ment, having traveled to Ottawa by train from Quebec. “It was estimated 
that there were a crowd of approximately 30,000 people on hand at Par-
liament Hill and its vicinity to welcome President Roosevelt and to hear 
his address,” the official chronicler of the President’s trip noted. “This was 
said to be the largest crowd ever to welcome a distinguished visitor to Ot-
tawa, even exceeding the welcome accorded to King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth” in 1939.218 
 “The setting of the ceremony was one of the finest if not the finest 
ever provided for a Presidential speech,” the New York Times agreed the 
next day. “Through streets packed with people and lined with sailors, sol-
diers, airmen and uniformed women in all services, the President drove 
from the railroad station into the parliamentary grounds in his open car.” 
As people swarmed over the lawn, the President, “looking down on the 
waving crowd, turned to Prime Minister King and said, ‘I shall never forget 
this sight.’ The crowd in turn looked up at the magnificent Gothic building 
with its tower stretching up into the blue sky, as imposing a monument to 
parliamentary government as exists in the world. Carved over the portal 
are the lines by a Canadian poet descriptive of this great country: ‘The 
wholesome sea is at her gates, her gates both east and west.’”219 
 The President was determined to give no hint of weakness—physical 
or moral. He “stood throughout the ceremony,” Mackenzie King recorded 
in his diary. “Quite an effort as one could see, and shaking a good deal as 
he held on a chair and the stand”—kept upright by his steel leg braces.220 
 Robert Sherwood and Rosenman—“the firm of Sherwood and 
Rosenman, astrologers,” as they signed their first draft—had been tasked 
with helping the President compose an address that would encompass his 
political philosophy, as well as his vision of the war’s purpose—and the 
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future. The two speechwriters had thus done their best and had arranged 
for the first finished draft to be flown to Canada, along with a plea that 
they be invited to Quebec to incorporate the new military decisions being 
made there. “It was signed with a drawing (by Sherwood) of a tall thin 
man—Sherwood; and a short fat man,” Rosenman recalled humorously.221 
 The President had turned down their request, however—for he had 
no intention of announcing the military decisions he’d made, either to the 
Germans or to the Japanese. He liked the “astrologers’” initial draft, how-
ever, which he then worked on “very carefully, making many changes in 
language here and there, which strengthened it,” Rosenman later recalled. 
Most significantly he’d added a whole new section relating to the postwar. 
“The Ottawa speech was not a major policy speech in any sense of the 
word,” Rosenman explained its tenor. “It was, however, important,” for in it 
the President declined to mention the Russians—at all.222 
 What Roosevelt had decided to do, instead of talking about the things 
his military advisers were discussing with their counterparts, was to raise 
instead, at a critical moment in the prosecution of the war, a rallying cry 
for the democracies. A call for the United States and the United Nations to 
put isolationism finally and forever behind them, and embrace his larger, 
moral vision of the future. He therefore “discarded the last few pages of our 
draft,” Rosenman recalled, “and wrote a new conclusion with an optimistic 
note.”223 A note that would follow his grimmer picture of the turmoil that 
Hitler and the Japanese had brought to mankind. “We did not choose this 
war,” the President reminded his audience—“and that ‘we’ includes each 
and every one of the United Nations. War was violently forced upon us by 
criminal aggressors who measure their standards of morality by the extent 
of the death and destruction they can inflict upon their neighbors.” 
 With war forced upon them, the United Nations were now pulling 
harder and harder together, the President emphasized. He mocked the 

221 Samuel I. Rosenman, Working with Roosevelt (New York: Harper, 1952), 387. 
222 Ibid. 
223 Ibid. 
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panickers who, after Pearl Harbor, had “made a great ‘to-do’ about the in-
vasion of the continent of North America”—especially the Aleutian Is-
lands. “I regret to say that some Americans and some Canadians wished 
our Governments to withdraw from the Atlantic and the Mediterranean 
campaigns and divert all our vast supplies and strength to the removal of 
the Japs from a few rocky specks in the North Pacific”—from which the 
Japanese had now wisely retreated, he pointed out. America was, he made 
clear, taking upon itself a much, much larger challenge. “Today, our wiser 
councils have maintained our efforts in the Atlantic area, and the Mediter-
ranean, and the China Seas, and the Southwest Pacific with ever-growing 
contributions.” It was in this context he himself had come to Canada— 
“Great councils are being held here on the free and honored soil of Cana-
da—councils which look to the future conduct of this war and to the years 
of building a new progress for mankind.”  

We have talked constructively of our common purposes in this 
war—of our determination to achieve victory in the shortest pos-
sible time—of our essential cooperation with our great and brave 
fighting allies. 
 And we have arrived, harmoniously, at certain definite conclu-
sions. Of course, I am not at liberty to disclose just what these 
conclusions are. But, in due time, we shall communicate the se-
cret information of the Quebec Conference to Germany, Italy, 
and Japan. (applause) We will (shall) communicate this infor-
mation to our enemies in the only language their twisted minds 
seem capable of understanding. (laughter and applause).224 

As the New York Times reporter described, “Thirty thousand persons had 
gathered on the lawns in front of the building to welcome the President 

224 Text in “The Log of the President’s Trip to Canada.” (President’s own copy. The alter-
native wording gave the President a choice, for extra emphasis, as he spoke.) Also as “Ad-
dress at Ottawa, Canada, August 25, 1943,” in The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, vol. 12, The Tide Turns, comp. Samuel Rosenman (New York: Russell & Rus-
sell, 1950; reissued 1969), 365–69.
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and to hear him speak and their cheers rolled up in a storm when he ut-
tered that warning.”225 

Sometimes I wish that that great master of intuition, the Nazi 
leader, could have been present in spirit at the Quebec Confer-
ence—I am thoroughly glad that he wasn’t there in person. 
(laughter) If he and his generals had known our plans they would 
have realized that discretion is still the better part of valor and 
that surrender would pay them better now than later. 

Hitler and his Volk were, however, unlikely to surrender without a great 
deal more bloodshed. 

The evil characteristic that makes a Nazi a Nazi is his utter inabil-
ity to understand and therefore to respect the qualities or the 
rights of his fellowmen. His only method of dealing with his 
neighbor is first to delude him with lies, then to attack him 
treacherously, then beat him down and step on him, and then ei-
ther kill him or enslave him. And the same thing is true of the fa-
natical militarists of Japan. 
 Because their own instincts and impulses are essentially in-
human, our enemies simply cannot comprehend how it is that 
decent, sensible individual human beings manage to get along 
together and live together as (good) neighbors. 
 That is why our enemies are doing their desperate best to mis-
represent the purposes and the results of this Quebec Confer-
ence. They still seek to divide and conquer allies who refuse to be 
divided just as cheerfully as they refuse to be conquered. (ap-
plause) 

Under the heading “Much Post-War Discussion,” the Times reporter noted 
the President’s speech then addressed a much bigger challenge than mere-
ly winning the war. “There was much talk” in the speech, he added, “of the 
post-war world.” 

225 Philips, “President Is Grim,” New York Times. 
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Every one of the United Nations believes that only a real and last-
ing peace can justify the sacrifices we are making, 

the President claimed, 
and our unanimity gives us confidence in seeking that goal. 
 It is no secret that at Quebec there was much talk of the post-
war world. That discussion was doubtless duplicated simultane-
ously in dozens of nations and hundreds of cities and among mil-
lions of people. 
 There is a longing in the air. It is not a longing to go back to 
what they call ‘the good old days.’ I have distinct reservations as 
to how good ‘the good old days’ were. (laughter) I would rather 
believe that we can achieve new and better days. 
 Absolute victory in this war will give greater opportunities to 
the world, because the winning of the war in itself is certainly 
proving to all of us up here that concerted action can accomplish 
things. Surely we can make strides toward a greater freedom from 
want than the world has yet enjoyed. Surely by unanimous action 
in driving out the outlaws and keeping them under heel forever, 
we can attain a freedom from fear of violence. 
 I am everlastingly angry only at those who assert vociferously 
that the four freedoms and the Atlantic Charter are nonsense be-
cause they are unattainable. If those people had lived a century 
and a half ago they would have sneered and said that the Declara-
tion of Independence was utter piffle. If they had lived nearly a 
thousand years ago they would have laughed uproariously at the 
ideals of Magna Charta. And if they had lived several thousand 
years ago they would have derided Moses when he came from the 
Mountain with the Ten Commandments. 
 We concede that these great teachings are not perfectly lived 
up to today, but I would rather be a builder than a wrecker, hop-
ing always that the structure of life is growing—not dying. 
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 May the destroyers who still persist in our midst decrease. 
They, like some of our enemies, have a long road to travel before 
they accept the ethics of humanity. 

Some day, in the distant future perhaps—but some day, it is 
certain—all of them will remember with the Master, “Thou shalt 
love thy neighbor as thyself.”226 

Mackenzie King, standing behind the President, was deeply moved. “I no-
ticed that he had the speech in a ring binder so as to prevent the leaves 
slipping away. He followed what he was saying by running his little finger 
along the lines as he spoke. He was given a most attentive hearing and a 
fine ovation at the close.”227 

It was small wonder. Rosenman was both right and wrong in writing 
that the Ottawa address was not a “policy speech.” In its deeply personal 
way, using the simplest of language, it was perhaps the most heartfelt 
moral speech the President would ever give, cutting to the essence of what 
he believed: spoken to an audience in the open sunshine and through mi-
crophones and radio to the world, on behalf of a country that was rapidly 
becoming the most powerful nation on the earth: a nation that, with 
enough determination, would be able with its democratic allies to safe-
guard at war’s end the future of humanity. 

226 “Address at Ottawa, Canada, August 25, 1943,” in The Public Papers and Addresses of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
227 Entry of August 25, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary. 





45 
The President Is Upset—with 

 the Russians 

Following the President’s speech, there was lunch at Government 
House, following which Mr. Mackenzie King took FDR on a drive through 
the city, and showed him his two homes, Kingsmere and Laurier House, 
where they had tea. 
 On the drive Roosevelt confided to King how glad he was to have 
gotten from Churchill the now firm, formal British commitment to launch 
“an attack from Britain to the North of France,” and that “he believed he 
could get a million men across [to England] during the remainder of the 
summer and on in the autumn,” that very fall, 1943, ready for D-day on May 
1, 1944. He felt, in retrospect, that the Quebec discussions had been, 
de-spite the fierce arguments, ultimately satisfactory and boded well for 
the successful prosecution of the war. Was that all, though? 
 “The most important of all he told me,” King dictated that night, 
“was in answer to the question which I asked him: how satisfied he was 
with the conclusions of the conference.” 
 Expecting the President, from what he’d shared, to say that he was
—especially in view of his rapturously received speech that day—the 
Canadian prime minister was stunned. “He replied instantly that 
everything was most satisfactory until last night—just after 6. A telegram 
came from Stalin at that time which was most disconcerting; very rude 
and wholly uncalled for. It was the reply to the invitation that had been 
sent him to meet Winston and himself somewhere, the suggestion 
having been made in 
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particular of Nome, Alaska. Stalin had replied that he, himself would ar-
range a conference, and it would be in Sicily”—but not between leaders, 
only “on a lower level.” He, Stalin, had other things to attend to, of “greater 
importance.”228  
 “I asked the President what it meant. He said there were only two 
interpretations. The most charitable one is that [just] like the Russians, 
they are one day with you, and the next day, they are prepared to take a 
very opposite course and be against you. You never feel sure of them. They 
may one day be very cheerful on your side; later, very down against 
you.”229 

And the other? 
 “The other interpretation—which is a very serious one and which is 
quite possible—is that Stalin is trying to work up a record against us”—in 
order to have an excuse “to make a separate peace with Germany. In this 
way, get us out of the war [with Hitler], leaving it to us to bring the war to 
a conclusion. He said that would be a very serious matter as the German 
armies would then be quite free of the Russian attack from the rear and,” 
as King noted with alarm, “could devote all their energies to fighting 
against our forces.”230 

Certainly, the two leaders of North America agreed, the very threat of 
making a separate peace with Germany would give Stalin more leverage in 
making further demands for American aid and for more Allied operations 
in the West—as well as more concessions in terms of the end-of-
war/postwar. Demands, amounting to blackmail, that Stalin “could not 
hope to get out of a peace conference,” as King noted. 
 The President was clearly upset—as was Churchill, who had received 
the same cables. Roosevelt “then said: Winston was terribly annoyed. Was 
all for sending him [Stalin] a sharp answer. That he, the President, had 

228 “Memorandum of conversation Mr. Mackenzie King had with President Franklin D. 
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strongly urged him to do nothing of the kind but to wait a day or two.” 
Instead of responding, he himself would arrange for a message to be sent 
to Stalin by his secretary that he was traveling back to Hyde Park and 
would be in touch again in a few days. “‘In the meantime, Winston and I 
will have a chance to think over what is best to say in reply.’” 
 “We talked a good deal of the conference,” King summarized; “of 
what had been achieved. He was greatly pleased that all had been so har-
monious” with the British, in the end. But the President “made no bones 
about telling me how deeply concerned he was”—about Russia.231 

The President’s concern was palpable—and understandable. Not only was 
Stalin an unreliable ally, constantly refusing to get together to discuss the 
prosecution of the war, but more worryingly still, refusing to get together 
to discuss either the endgame or postgame. 
 Roosevelt found himself amazed not only by the arrogance of the 
Soviet leader, after refusing to attend the summit meetings, but at his 
shameless hypocrisy. Cocooned in secrecy and almost pathological securi-
ty in the Kremlin, Stalin was still forbidding any but the barest information 
about Russian forces and operations to be shared with the United States or 
Britain, his allies, and had declined to meet with the President and Prime 
Minister—yet was now fiercely decrying them for not including him in 
their deliberations. Given that the Soviets would permit virtually no Allied 
access to Russian cities, organizations, or individuals, his sudden demand 
that Soviet politico-military representation be set up in Sicily, an island 
thousands of miles from Moscow and which the Western Allies had only 
captured a few days previously, was significant. Stalin, clearly, was 
flexing his muscles: dictator of a power or quasi-empire now boasting 
two hundred army divisions in the field, on the Eastern Front—and the 
Western Allies still without a single division on the mainland of Europe. 

231 Ibid., “Conversation with Mr. Roosevelt, Ottawa—August 25, 1943.”  
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 It was, in other words, Stalin taking stock of the resolve of the West-
ern Allies—a test that would best be met by a demonstration of Allied 
unity, not irritation. 

Mackenzie King and Harriman—who had few illusions about the nature 
of the Soviet police state—seemed nevertheless surprised by how offend-
ed the President seemed to be over Stalin’s two cables, once they heard 
their content. As Harriman put it, at the time, surely “one can’t be annoyed 
with Stalin for being aloof and then be dismayed with him because he 
rudely joins the party.”232 
 The President was dismayed, however—and not merely at Stalin’s 
gatecrashing with regard to imminent Italian surrender negotiations. 
There was the question of how Stalin would behave, once he arrived at the 
bigger “party,” when German surrender was in sight: a dictator running an 
impenetrable police state at home, yet announcing he wished to be treated 
as a controlling presence in Western councils: even dictating where the 
political-military surrender commission should be located. 
 However dismaying, it was clear that the balance of power within the 
United Nations was changing. In the spring of 1943, nervous about Hitler’s 
impending Kursk offensive, Stalin had felt compelled to make certain con-
cessions to his capitalist allies, such as closing down the egregious Comin-
tern—which he’d finally done in May 1943. As the dictator explained to a 
Reuters correspondent, “the dissolution of the Communist International” 
as the purveyor of world communist revolution since 1919 would, once 
effected, increase the “pressure by all peace-loving nations against the 
common foe, Hitlerism, and expose the lie of the Hitlerites that Moscow 
allegedly intends to interfere in the life of other states and to ‘bolshevize’ 
them.”233 

232 Martin Gilbert, Road to Victory: Winston S. Churchill, 1941–1945 (London: Heinemann, 
1986), 482. 
233 Dmitri Volkogonov, Stalin: Triumph and Tragedy (Rocklin, CA: Prima, 1991), 486. 
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 Now, in late August, 1943, Stalin sounded quite different. With the 
great German offensive at Kursk called off thanks to the Allied invasion of 
Sicily, and with Russian armies pushing the Wehrmacht out of Orel and 
Kharkov—moreover with a huge Russian battle in the offing to move for-
ward their forces from the Dnieper River in the south—Stalin clearly felt 
he could bang the Allied drum without having to leave Russia to meet with 
the President or Prime Minister. 
 Far from intimidating the President, however, let alone hammering a 
wedge between the President and British prime minister, Stalin’s outburst 
now served to bring the leaders of the Western alliance closer to each oth-
er than Stalin could ever have imagined. 

Behind the scenes at Quebec and Ottawa a deep and consequential politi-
cal shift began to take place—a “sort of changed attitude,” as Roosevelt put 
it to Mackenzie King on the way back to Quebec.234 The President and his 
Joint Chiefs of Staff might hold Churchill’s fantasies of defeating the 
Wehrmacht via the Mediterranean—whether through Italy, Yugoslavia or 
Greece, Turkey or the Balkans—to be just that: fantasy. But in terms of 
Soviet intentions, the President was very much on the same page as the 
Prime Minister. Stalin might make outward concessions to the Western 
Allies, such as closing down the Comintern, and even easing Soviet re-
strictions on religion—which the Soviet leader now also did. But the dicta-
tor himself remained a godless Russian psychopath—“Ivan the Terrible,” 
directing two hundred divisions on the field of battle. 
 It was at this point that the President—who still nursed serious 
qualms not only about Churchill’s military judgment but his backward, 
Victorian views on colonial empire and postwar social reconstruction—
paused to reconsider his approach to the Grand Alliance. He still hoped he 
could come to a military understanding with Stalin, since neither he nor 
Stalin could defeat Hitler without the other. Moreover he still hoped he 
could come to a political understanding with the Russians, where the two 

234 “Conversation with Mr. Roosevelt, Ottawa, August 25, 1943,” Mackenzie King Diary. 
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powers—who clearly would be the dominant world powers at the war’s 
end—could agree to disagree in terms of their own ideologies. But he 
needed, he recognized, a Plan B if Stalin did not cooperate in the postwar 
world the President envisioned—or even failed to cooperate in the end-of-
war scenario that would come either in 1944 or 1945. 
 Winston Churchill might be the most infuriating partner in terms of 
his military obsessions, his impetuous whims, and his failure to follow a 
consistent strategy. He was, nevertheless, a political partner of huge and 
possibly historic importance in the world that was fast approaching: a 
democratic partner more important, in terms of dealing with Russia, than 
Harriman, or Hopkins, or former ambassador Davies—all of whom had 
been to Moscow and had firsthand knowledge of Stalin—perhaps realized. 

What, though, was Stalin’s real plan – if indeed he had one? Stalin was 
refusing to meet the President, either one-on-one or with the Prime Minis-
ter. Clearly the dictator wanted to conceal and safeguard Russian inten-
tions behind a wall of paranoid secrecy, using a front of apparatchiks and 
spokesmen who never dared speak with authority, but referred everything 
to Stalin, on pain of dismissal or death. 
 For his part, Churchill didn’t necessarily believe that Stalin would 
conclude a separate peace with Germany, despite the 1939–1941 Ribben-
trop Pact, since “the hatreds between the two races”—the millions 
killed—“have now become a sanitary cordon in themselves,” as Churchill 
told the President, and cabled his deputy prime minister in London that 
night. To Mackenzie King Churchill said the same: that the Russians and 
the Germans had “come to hate each other with an animal hate.” So con-
scious were the Germans of their crimes against humanity in Russia and 
the likely repercussions, in fact, that they would probably “prefer to open 
their Western front to British and American armies and have them con-
quer Germany rather than Stalin,” Churchill thought (and hoped), if “Stalin 
went on winning.”235 But the tone of Stalin’s message boded ill for agree-

235 Ibid., entry of August 22, 1943. 
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ment between the Allies themselves in prosecuting the war. Which raised 
the question: what was Stalin’s version of the endgame? 
 Without a single American or British boot on the mainland of Eu-
rope, the Western Allies were in a weak position, still, to inhibit Stalin. 
Would Stalin use the new power of his many hundreds of Russian divi-
sions—four hundred in total, it was calculated, stationed across the entire 
Soviet Union—to dictate the territorial and political outcome of the war in 
Europe? 
 To both Harriman and Mr. Roosevelt, the Prime Minister said he 
“foresaw ‘bloody consequences in the future’”—“using ‘bloody’ in the lit-
eral sense,” as Harriman noted. “‘Stalin is an unnatural man. There will be 
grave troubles,’” Churchill declared—and openly rebuked Eden, who, like 
Harriman, considered the cable from Stalin “not so bad.” “There is no need 
for you to attempt to smooth it over,” he snapped, “in the Foreign Office 
manner.”236 
 The President felt the same as Churchill—the Soviets a strange yet 
brave people, in the service of another psychopath. 

Some historians would later resent and question Churchill’s anti-Soviet 
stance,237 but there can be little doubt in retrospect that, though Churchill 
would be proven completely wrong about Hitler, the Wehrmacht, and the 
progress of the war in Italy, he was extraordinarily prescient about Stalin 
and the Russians—and that the President was of like mind. Where Roose-
velt and Churchill differed, however, was in how to deal with the Russian 
threat to freedom and democracy, as the Western Allies understood those 
ideals. 
 With no American or British forces yet on the mainland of Europe, 
the Western Allies were hamstrung. By the same token, however, without 
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an Allied Second Front the Russians could not defeat the forces of the 
Third Reich. Ergo, if the Third Reich was to be defeated and the Nazi 
nightmare brought to an end, there would have to be a military agreement 
between the three countries, irrespective of political considerations. It 
would be up to the President and the Prime Minister, if possible, to turn 
that military agreement into a political accord, setting out a road map for 
postwar Europe and the world that both sides could live with. It might not 
prove possible to reach, but it would be worth trying to. The example of 
the disastrous Versailles Peace Conference in 1919, which had been tasked 
with solving end-of-war issues that had not been discussed or agreed in 
advance, was too awful to contemplate. 

Encouraging Russia, then—a country or empire that had not been a party 
to the 1919 peace talks, but which had been the elephant in the room 
there—to take a responisble role in the postwar world was now the big-
gest challenge for Roosevelt and Churchill. 
 Both men had been present at Versailles, and both knew the task of 
an enduring postwar security settlement would be no easier. Also that 
Russia would be, together with the United States, the key player. In spite of 
the terrible losses the Soviets had suffered since Hitler’s invasion in 1941, 
the USSR still comprised more than 170 million people: the largest nation, 
or union of so-called republics, in Europe. It was more than twice the size 
of Nazi Germany in population—and many times its size in territory. Its 
wartime economy might be a disaster, its industry dependent largely on 
slave labor, its military dependent on American Lend-Lease aid, and its 
society ruled by fear, incarceration, deportation, and execution; neverthe-
less, it now boasted the largest number of troops in the world—in excess 
of thirteen million men in 1943. After utter disarray and retreat in the 
summer of 1941, Soviet forces had finally turned the tables on the mighty 
Wehrmacht: by numbers, willingness to take casualties, determination to 
fight for the homeland, fear of what further atrocities the dreaded Nazis 
would commit if they were not repelled; and younger, better, nonpolitical 
professional military leadership on the field of battle. Patriotic pride, 
456 
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moreover, had swelled and grown as the Soviet armies successfully de-
fended Mother Russia—the Communist Party taking a secondary, back-
ground role. Stalin’s Great Terror and his Purges of the 1930s had been set 
aside—for the moment at least. As supreme commander in chief of the 
Soviet Armed Forces, Joseph Stalin was not only the effective, single ruler 
and dictator of the USSR, but he was in a position to begin moving Russia 
toward a less repressive future, if he so chose: something his ambassador to 
Washington, Maxim Litvinov, had begged him to do, before Stalin had 
recalled him from America. 

Would Stalin dare—or want—to take that course, though? 
 It seemed unlikely, as Churchill intuited—especially after reading the 
latest, more detailed investigation of the Katyn massacre.238 Behind Soviet 
propaganda, directed and controlled from Moscow, Marshal Stalin re-
mained an arguably certifiable psychopath: a mass murderer living with 
his own terror, namely that of being assassinated. And of flying. His refusal 
to meet with the President, as well as his recent decision to withdraw his 
highly experienced Soviet ambassadors from Washington and London and 
replace them with apparatchiks, held out little hope of an open, democrat-
ic future for the Russian-dominated world—at least one based on the four 
freedoms to which the President referred in his Ottawa speech. 

Stalin’s latest cables to Quebec were thus dispiriting, at a moment of 
Allied joy and hope, on the eve of Italian surrender. The telegrams con-
vinced both Churchill and the President that the defeat of the Third Reich 
and Japan—which would still entail a vast military effort—would be but 
the first act in a new struggle for control of those occupied nations: nations 
such as Poland, currently ruled by the Germans, whose people innocently 
hoped for independence, self-determination, free elections, and freedom 
from fear. 

238 Gilbert ,  Road to Victory, 384-85; see also Foreign Relations of the United States: The 
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 This was, in actuality, the saddest of prospects, even as the uncondi-
tional surrender of Italy loomed. 

Churchill, too, saw the moment as a watershed. He had earlier favored 
Sumner Welles’s notion of grand regional or hemispheric councils, repre-
senting “spheres of influence” across the postwar world; now, suddenly, it 
became clear to him—as to the President—that there would, essentially, 
be but two such spheres: Anglo-American versus Russian. A rivalry, more-
over, that would not necessarily be confined to central Europe, if Stalin’s 
talk of southern Europe—of Sicily and Italy—was anything to go by. 
 In many ways it was a tragedy: a road not taken. Had Stalin been a 
different leader, a statesman willing to rise to the challenge of advancing 
and protecting a postwar world based upon the four freedoms, the chal-
lenge of the future could, in the aftermath of Hitler and Hirohito’s demise, 
have been that of a secure, spirited, economic, social, and cultural oppor-
tunity for the progress of all nations. Instead, a very different prospect 
arose: a darker world of communist dictatorships and puppet states, mod-
eled on the Soviets, answering to Moscow. 
 Unless Stalin were assassinated, or the Allies could somehow prevail 
upon the Russians to abandon the notion of tyrannous rule by fear, the 
postwar future thus suddenly looked bleak to Churchill and the Presi-
dent—despite the grandeur of a United Nations coalition that had suc-
cessfully turned the tide against two empires, German and Japanese, still 
committing crimes against humanity on a scale of mass murder not seen 
for centuries, if ever. 
 All therefore now seemed to depend on a Russian dictator: a Soviet 
supreme commander in chief who was, as Averell Harriman later re-
marked, “the most inscrutable, enigmatic and contradictory person I have 
ever known.”239 It was a sobering prospect. 

239 Averell Harriman and Elie Abel, Special Envoy to Churchill and Stalin, 1941–1946 (New 
York: Random House, 1975), 536. 
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The Canadian prime minister accompanied the President to the station at 
7:00 p.m. on August 25. “As the last word,” King recorded in his diary, “I 
reached over to the President and said quietly God bless and help you.”240 
 In his pedantic, cautious way the Canadian had come to see, increas-
ingly, just how blessed was the free world in having such titans of humani-
ty as their two great leaders—and how vital it was to create a durable sys-
tem of international security and development while they were still in office. 
Moreover one that would survive them—since, “unhappily, we could not 
rely on having the President and himself at the head of affairs for all time,” 
as King remarked to Churchill. “That any post-war order would have to 
take account of the persons who might take their places, and that each 
nation would want its say.”241 
 Winston Churchill, Mackenzie King reflected, was “not so democratic 
at heart as the President. He still remains a monarchist and a Conserva-
tive,” whereas “Roosevelt is clearly for the people and they know it.” To be 
sure, “Churchill is for his country and its institutions”—including its “great 
Empire,” King allowed. Thinking especially of India, though, King deplored 
continuing colonialist complacency at high levels in England, where “less 
believe in the abilities of people to govern themselves” than was the case 
in the United States and Canada.242 
 The future shape and peace of the world, however, was at stake: lead-
ing inexorably to the question of whether the President would stand for an 
unprecedented fourth term. “We talked,” King had already noted, “of the 
next elections,” which would take place the following year, in November. 
Health was a factor, the President had acknowledged. “He quite clearly has 
it in mind to run again but says he will not travel about; will not do any 
speaking over the radio and not make many speeches. He dislikes 
Willkie”—his Republican opponent in the 1940 presidential election—
“but says he has been encouraging Willkie’s renomination in order to get 

240 Entry of Wednesday, August 25, 1942, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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more or less a split in the Opposition [Republican] party which he believes 
will come if Willkie is nominated. He said that Willkie was all right on for-
eign policy which was important, but it would be dangerous if a Republi-
can isolationist were to get the nomination.”243 
 American participation, even leadership, in the new world order was 
quite clearly the President’s goal—thus redeeming the failure of President 
Woodrow Wilson to get Senate ratification of U.S. membership in the 
League of Nations in 1920. As Churchill pointed out, it was not the League 
of Nations that had failed; rather, it was the nations who had failed the 
League of Nations—something the President was determined would not 
be the case this time. 
 Thus arose, at Quebec in the summer of 1943, the greatest irony of the 
war: that the United States and its Western Allies were, in effect, faced 
with two potentially competing struggles. The first, to pursue the fight 
against the odious, genocidal Axis powers to obtain their unconditional 
surrender; the second, to achieve a global postwar democratic system that 
would not be prejudiced or sundered by the emerging power of a Russian-
directed Soviet Union—a communist quasi-empire ruled by a psychopath 
scarcely less dangerous to humanity than Adolf Hitler. 

243 Ibid. 
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The Endgame 





46 
Close to Disaster 

The President had laid down the strategy and timetable of the war to de-
feat the Third Reich and then Japan, on behalf of the Western Allies; 
Churchill, for all that he feared a bloodbath in northern France, had had to 
comply. Yet to achieve the political results of the war that he wanted—a 
new world order—the President had need of Stalin. And in dealing with 
Stalin, he also had need of Winston Churchill, as a demonstration of unity 
between the U.S. and British governments. Roosevelt therefore asked the 
Prime Minister to come stay with him in Washington after Quebec. They 
would be together when the Italians, as seemed likely, surrendered. Above 
all, though, they would be together in showing Stalin there was no rift in 
the Western Allies: that the U.S.-British coalition was inviolable, and 
would remain so. 
 Early on August 26, 1943, the Ferdinand Magellan pulled into the little 
halt at Highland, north of New York, and the President was driven up to 
his family home. “The P. came from Ottawa, looking well,” Daisy Suckley 
noted in her diary, “but tired. He said he would try to get rested before 
Churchill comes to Wash.[ington] next Wednesday. The Quebec Confer-
ence was a success but Russia is a worry—the P. said a message had come 
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from Stalin which was ‘rude—stupidly rude.’ Churchill wanted to send 
back an answer—even ruder!”244 
 Stalin was not the only problem. There was the question of how Hit-
ler would react, once the Italians surrendered and U.S. and British armies 
landed on the mainland of Europe, as they planned to do in the coming 
days. Though in a sense it was only a diversion in order to keep the Ger-
mans from beating the Russians and away from the eventual beaches of 
Normandy, the Allied assault on Italy would reveal whether Churchill was 
right, or the President: whether the Germans would collapse, or whether 
Italy would turn out to be a hornet’s nest. 

All too soon they would find out. 

In the domestic comfort of his Hyde Park home, Roosevelt meantime took 
things easy—with Admiral Leahy at his side. “Today ends a three day rest-
ful visit with the President at Hyde Park, where there were no demands on 
any of us at any time,” Leahy noted in his diary on August 29, 1943, “and 
where we were completely relaxed after our strenuous Staff Conference in 
Canada.”245 “The P. was very cheerful & seemed relaxed,” Daisy recorded. 
Taking the sun at his cottage he “sent for some eggs & bread & butter—He 
toasted the bread on the electric toaster, sitting by the fire on the sofa,” 
and to unwind “talked about a good many phases of the present situa-
tion.”246 
 The first landings in mainland Italy would begin on September 3, 
1943: a crossing of the Strait of Messina by troops of Montgomery’s British 
Eighth Army, which would hopefully draw Axis forces into close combat—
and away from the primary invasion site: Salerno, where the major Allied 
assault would take place a week later. The Salerno landings would be a 
massive three-division invasion in the Gulf of Salerno, 270 miles north of 

244 Entry of August 26, 1943, in Geoffrey C. Ward, ed., Closest Companion: The Unknown 
Story of the Intimate Friendship Between Franklin Roosevelt and Margaret Suckley (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1995), 231. 
245 Entry of August 29, 1943, Leahy Diary, William D. Leahy Papers, Library of Congress. 
246 Entry of August 28, 1943, Ward, Closest Companion, 231–32. 
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Montgomery’s army; it would plant major Allied forces close to Naples 
under U.S. general Mark Clark, and hopefully cut off German forces facing 
the British. Not content with this sweeping plan, Marshall had urged Ei-
senhower to use his Eighty-Second Airborne Division—not to ensure the 
success of the Salerno landings but to mount a yet more ambitious land-
ing, 200 miles further north still. On Rome, from the air. 
 This operation would be called Giant II—perhaps the most misguid-
ed military undertaking of the war thus far. Churchill thought it a master-
stroke, which would enable the Allies to seize Rome, the Italian capital, by 
coup de main. Were Rome to fall to the Allies, and the Italians turn against 
their former partners, who knew what might then transpire? The Third 
Reich might collapse like a house of cards. 
 The President remained doubtful; taking Rome would be nice in 
terms of morale and publicity, but it led nowhere, strategically, given the 
terrain in northern Italy. And Hitler, he was sure, would not fold his hand 
that easily. He thus left the campaign to Marshall and the chiefs of staff, 
confident that General Eisenhower would not be pressed into doing any-
thing too foolish. 
 As it turned out, however, Eisenhower was so pressed—and the Al-
lies, in the days that followed, came very close to disaster in Italy. 





47 
A Darwinian Struggle 

Hitler, for his part, was contemptuous of Roosevelt’s call for Allied unity in 
Quebec, as was Goebbels. The President’s speech in Ottawa was dismissed 
as rhetoric. “It consisted of dull, stupid scolding and lacked any political 
substance,” Goebbels sniffed in his diary. “It’s not worth bothering about. 
One can see from the speech, and the terrific reception it was given by 
Canadian members of Parliament, though, just how half-witted the public 
is over there. Roosevelt threatens military operations, but refrains from 
being specific, because he probably can’t be. He ends by quoting Jesus, 
which is all-of-a-piece with his bizarre and misbegotten character.”247 
 For both the Reich minister and the Führer, the world was now enter-
ing the vortex of a great Darwinian struggle of survival—a struggle in 
which only the strongest would emerge. Italy was exhibiting weakness, 
would most likely crumble, and would have to be sacrificed on an altar of 
blood; Germany, by contrast, would only grow stronger, more savage—
and more ruthless once unencumbered by allies. 
 Those among the Allies who hoped Germany’s generals or Wehr-
macht soldiers would lose heart in their leader were to be disappointed. 
Hitler and Goebbels’s Weltanschauung, including their Nibelungentreue, 
was to be largely replicated among German civilians across the Third 

247 Entry of 27.8.1943, Joseph Goebbels, Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels [The diaries 
of Joseph Goebbels], ed. Elke Froehlich (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1993), Teil II, Band 9 
(hereinafter Die Tagebücher 9), 369. Quotes from this source have been translated by the 
author. 
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Reich—and among German troops across the occupied countries. Goeb-
bels noted, for example, how contented were German soldiers, returning 
on leave from the frontline to their relatives in the German homeland—
yet how angry, stunned, and surprised they were at the effects of RAF and 
U.S. Air Force bombing on the civilian population. 
 The question, then, arose for Goebbels as the propaganda genius of 
the Third Reich: could the war be prolonged for another six months or a 
year by stubborn German defense of the nations the Wehrmacht had con-
quered in western, southern and eastern Europe—keeping the enemy as 
far as possible from Germany until the Führer’s Vergeltungswaffen, or V-
bombs, were ready to be launched? 
 On his last visit to the Wolf’s Lair, Goebbels had found the Führer 
disinclined to think Kharkov as being in danger—at least, if it was in dan-
ger, there should be no mention of it in public. “Wir kämpfen an allen 
Fronten, im Süden wie im Osten, möglichst weit vom heimatlichen Boden 
entfernt, um den Krieg vom Reichsgebiet fernzuhalten”—“We are fighting 
on all fronts—in the South as well as the East, as far from home ground as 
possible—in order to keep the war as far as we can from the Reich,” Hitler 
had declared—while doing everything in his power as führer to counter 
Allied air power, from expediting German antiaircraft guns to greater pri-
ority for jet-engined Messerschmitt fighters, better radar, and new inter-
ception tactics.248 
 As this was ordered, the question of a political solution had mean-
time become more and more tempting. How could Goebbels and the 
German Foreign Ministry exploit the widely suspected split between the 
Western Allies and the Soviets? Could they persuade either Churchill or 
Stalin to negotiate an armistice with the Third Reich, and thus avoid war 
on two fronts? 
 “I ask the Führer whether he thinks we might be able to make an ac-
commodation with Stalin, over time,” Goebbels noted on his next visit to 
the Wolf’s Lair. “For the moment, however, the Führer thinks not,” he rec-

248 Ibid., entry of 10.8.1943, 260. 
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orded, disappointed. Moreover, the Führer was unwilling to surrender, if 
negotiations could be started, the Ukraine: the breadbasket of Europe and 
crucial for Germany’s food needs. “In general,” Goebbels noted, “he thinks 
it more likely we would have more success in doing something with the 
British rather than the Soviets.” As the British came to realize that fighting 
the Wehrmacht on European soil was very different from war in faraway 
North Africa, they would surely “come to their senses”—especially once 
German V-bombs began to rain down on London. 
 “It’s true Churchill is an absolute anti-Bolshevist,” Goebbels agreed 
with Hitler—a Churchillian stance that might be manipulated to get him 
to abandon his antifascist rhetoric and agenda in favor of anticommunism. 
Given Churchill’s Mansion House speech, in November 1942, warning that 
he would never allow the dissolution of the British Empire, the Prime Min-
ister might well be open to new peace feelers, Hitler intimated, if con-
vinced Britain could not win the war militarily. Churchill was “naturally 
pursuing British imperial objectives in this war, as in the last. Now that he 
has Sicily in his pocket he’s in a good position,” Goebbels recorded their 
conversation. “The Italians will never get Sicily back, for with Calabria and 
Sicily in British hands Churchill will control the whole Mediterranean as 
an English ocean, for all time … So the Führer thinks the English rather 
than the Russians will be more willing to come to an arrangement in the 
end.”249 
 Knowing Churchill, Goebbels was skeptical, however. “I don’t see any 
sign of this happening,” he admitted in the privacy of his diary, whatever 
Hitler might think—though he did not dare say so to the Führer. Besides, 
the matter of an armistice either with the British or the Russians was aca-

249 Ibid., entry of 10.9.1943, 464. Interestingly, addressing reporters’ questions in Washing-
ton, “Churchill said Britain wants no more territory: such as Sicily, Pantelleria, etc,” but 
that “islands of chiefly strategic value probably should be held by the Allies.” However, he 
also made clear the “British did not propose to give up any territory” they considered 
theirs—“this in answer to a question about Hong Kong”: “Churchill Luncheon with Corre-
spondents, September 3, 1943,” in Raymond Clapper Papers, Personal File, 1942–43, Box 
23, Library of Congress. 
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demic, since the split between the Allies had not reached the point where 
they could be prised apart—yet. Nevertheless, the “controversy between 
the Soviets and the Anglo-Americans is really serious,” Goebbels noted 
with satisfaction. “Our information from Quebec is quite clear about that.” 
However, “the Führer doesn’t think the crisis in the enemy camp is ripe 
enough to exploit at the moment. So we have to wait, and make sure we 
get both our fronts back under control. That is a sine qua non: that we 
have to stand firm where we are. A faltering military power can’t be look-
ing for an arrangement.”250 
 September 1943, then, would reveal whether the Allied coalition was 
going to hold together, or could be brought to stalemate on the battlefield 
and either the Western Allies or Russia be persuaded to sue for an armi-
stice with Germany. 

250 Ibid. 



48 
A Talk with Archbishop Spellman 

“I left Quebec by train, and arrived at the White House on September 1,” 
Churchill recorded in his memoirs. “I deliberately prolonged my stay in the 
United States in order to be in close contact with our American friends at 
this critical moment in Italian affairs.”251 
 News had come from General Eisenhower that the post-Mussolini 
government of Italy, under Marshal Badoglio, had secretly agreed to sur-
render, once American and British troops were established on the main-
land of Italy—and two days later, on September 3, Montgomery’s troops 
crossed the Strait of Messina to Reggio, where they encountered negligible 
opposition. Italian forces simply abandoned their posts, in anticipation of 
imminent surrender, while Wehrmacht forces laid mines, detonated 
bridges, and staged a fighting withdrawal from Calabria. 
 Staying in Washington with the President, the Prime Minister 
seemed dangerously overconfident about impending victory in Italy. 
“Churchill does not think,” Mackenzie King had already noted in his diary 
on August 31, as the British prime minister set off from Quebec, that “the 
further fighting in Italy will occasion anything like the loss of life that the 
fighting in Sicily has occasioned.”252 

251 Winston Churchill, The Second World War, vol. 5, Closing the Ring (London: Cassell, 
1952), 109. 
252 Entry of August 31, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary. 
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 The President certainly wished Winston to be by his side when the 
Italian surrender took place. But in truth, there was a more important, 
underlying reason for Churchill to stay at the White House—a purpose 
both men had agreed was vital not only to the winning of the war, but the 
postwar. For whatever happened on the ground in Italy, it was understood 
by the two leaders, the unity of the Western Allies must be further symbol-
ized, beyond the conference in Canada, and an incontrovertible message 
of common purpose be sent not just to Hitler and the world, but to Stalin 
in Moscow. 
 The Western Allies, this message went, would hold together in pursu-
ing the defeat of Germany—and beyond. 

Though he could barely contain his excitement over Montgomery’s cross-
ing at Messina and Clark’s impending invasion at Salerno, Churchill made 
every effort to be patient and good company to the President. Mrs. Roose-
velt was still on her tour of the Pacific, requiring Daisy Suckley to stand in 
for her as White House hostess, and at Hyde Park. In her diary she noted 
the “intensely interesting” conversations at table—the President “full of 
charm, always tactful, even when he has to be ‘painfully’ truthful & per-
haps harsh. He is harsh, but with a smile which tells you you are wrong, 
but there is no ill-feeling toward you because of the wrong—It’s more that 
you are mistaken—in all probability because you don’t know the facts. I’ve 
never known a person who so consistently tries not to hurt people.”253 
 Churchill, by contrast, “snaps out disapproval. They say he fights with 
everyone”—not just Hitler; “jumps all over them. One person alone he 
doesn’t jump on,” Daisy added, however, “& that is the P.! The P. laughs 
about it: he says that if the P.M. ever did jump on him, he would just laugh 
at him! As I have said before, the P.M. loves F.D.R.” Moreover, Daisy had 
had this confirmed, from the highest authority, for “Mrs C[hurchill]. told 
me that, too, out of a clear sky.” 

253 Entry of September 6, 1943, Ward, Closest Companion, 236–37. 
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 “The P.M. recognizes in the P. a man with a greater soul & a broader 
outlook than his own—It is very evident to a person who has had such 
wonderful opportunities to see them as I have. I consider W.S.C. a ‘great 
man,’ also, but he has not yet achieved the spiritual freedom of F.D.R … 
They get along beautifully, and understand each other. The P. is all for the 
Democratic ideal because he loves t & believes in it. The P.M. is working 
for it because he thinks it is inevitable …”254 

Daisy was naturally biased, but she was also perspicacious—and one of 
the only people, other than the President’s White House doctor, who was 
watching Roosevelt’s health. Churchill’s daughter Mary, traveling now 
with her mother, Clementine, found “the pres magnetic & full of charm” as 
she wrote in her own diary; “his sweetness to me is something I shall al-
ways remember—But he is a raconteur,” she noted, and in all honesty, 
aged only twenty, she found his stories “tedious” at times, though “at other 
times it is interesting & fun”—a “cute, cunning old-bird—if ever there was 
one. But I still know who gets my vote,” she added loyally—her father 
probably the most eloquent raconteur alive. “Every evening FDR makes 
extremely violent cocktails in his study. Fala attends—& it is all very 
agreeable & warm. At dinner Mummie is on his right, & several nights no 
other guests being there I’ve been on his left. I am devoted to him & ad-
mire him tremendously—He seems to have fearless courage & an art of 
selecting the warmest moment of the iron.”255 
 Still so young, Mary thought both her father and the President inde-
structible. She did, however, find herself intrigued, as was Daisy Suckley, 
by the “contrast” between their two characters. “To me,” she noted in her 
diary, Roosevelt “seems at once idealistic—cynical—warm hearted & gen-
erous—worldly-wise—naïve—courageous—tough—thoughtful—
charming—tedious—vain—sophisticated—civilised—all these and more 
for ‘by their works ye shall know them’—And what a stout hearted cham-

254 Ibid. 
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pion he has been for the unfortunate & the battling—and what a monu-
ment he will always have in the minds of men. And yet while I admire him 
intensely and could not but be devoted to him after his great personal 
kindness to me—yet, I must confess [he] makes me laugh & he rather 
bores me.”256 

The truth was, the President had had other things on his mind, despite 
doing his best to keep the Churchills and their daughter entertained. He’d 
dined on September 2 with Winston and Averell Harriman—who was to 
be his new ambassador to the Soviet Union— to discuss Russia. Also pre-
sent at the meal was Francis Spellman, the archbishop of New York, who 
was returning after a long inspection tour of American units overseas, as 
the vicar military responsible for all Catholic priests in the United States. 
 The next morning—the day Montgomery’s troops crossed onto the 
mainland of Italy—Spellman came to see the President privately at the 
White House for another hour. The Archbishop was concerned about the 
Allied bombing of Rome—where he’d spent the greater part of his adult 
life. Spellman had shown as little concern about the alleged extermination 
of European Jews as his mentor who had promoted him to the top Ameri-
can see in 1939: the pope, Pius XII. Now that Rome itself was threatened 
with heavy bombing, however, Spellman was deeply worried. Moreover, 
he was becoming concerned over Russian designs on European countries 
yet to be liberated—especially Catholic Poland. 
 As Spellman had found on his tour overseas, American officials in 
Iran (where the majority of U.S. Lend-Lease supplies were now being de-
livered) were disgusted at the way the Russians behaved. It was as if every 
Russian lived in terror of being accused of cooperation with their allies, or 
worse: sharing secrets with a quasi-enemy. Spellman’s “information is that 

256 Ibid, 276–77. 
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two of the four freedoms as we understand them,—freedom of expression 
and freedom of religion,—do not exist in Russia.”257 
 The President was all too aware of this. What to do, though? Spell-
man had hitherto raised no protest over the President’s conduct of the 
war, and at the White House he now found the President extraordinarily 
frank about the chances of American forces being able to stop two hun-
dred Russian divisions from doing whatever Stalin pleased, at a time when 
the United States did not yet have a single boot on mainland Europe. The 
President certainly hoped to “get from Stalin a pledge not to extend Rus-
sian territory beyond a certain line,” but there was little the United States 
could do when Stalin “had the power to get them anyway”—“them” being 
Finland (which had been a Russian duchy from 1809 through 1917), the 
Baltic States (a part of the Russian Empire from the eighteenth century 
until 1917), the eastern half of Poland (partitioned by Russia, Prussia, and 
Austria in the wake of the Russo-Polish war of 1792, and much of it a czar-
dom until 1918), and Bessarabia (a czarist governorate from 1812 until 1917). 
Such countries might want to retain their recent independence, but the 
President was sanguine. “There is no point to oppose these desires of Sta-
lin, because he has the power to get them anyhow. So better give them 
gracefully.”258 

“Give” them? 
 In later years—especially once the United States became a nuclear 
superpower, with global military reach—Roosevelt’s acceptance of the 
inevitable would be seen as shocking, even immoral, especially for a presi-
dent who was so idealistic.259 Right-wing American critics of Roosevelt 
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such as Senators Robert A. Taft and Arthur H. Vandenberg, fired by Ameri-
can exceptionalism, would deplore such a “giveaway,” but the criticism 
reflected their historical ignorance and lack of realism.260 No one at that 
time had any idea how the United States could have approached the mat-
ter differently, given U.S. military weakness, with no soldiers yet in main-
land Europe—and little idea how effective those soldiers would be, once 
they reengaged with Wehrmacht forces on European soil. 
 At a moment when the Third Reich still extended from the shores of 
France to the Ukraine, and when Hitler, Goebbels, and Ribbentrop serious-
ly hoped to split the Allied alliance and compel the British to negotiate an 
armistice in the manner of Munich in 1938, or get Stalin to renew the Rib-
bentrop Pact, the President saw his main priority in avoiding a premature 
collapse of the Grand Alliance before the Western Allies even landed in 
force on the European mainland. As he made clear to Spellman, one had to 
be realistic. Over time, he was sure, the Russians would become more civi-
lized—especially when having to interact and compete with Western 
economies. Unless they somehow remained a closed society, under lock 
and key, they would eventually be forced to adapt to Western cultural in-
fluences. 
 Such a long-term view left open the question of the imminent fate of 
western European nations, however—nations the United States could, 
realistically, hope to save, as long as he could get Churchill and the British 
to throw themselves wholeheartedly into the cross-Channel assault the 
following spring. Once these nations were liberated, however, would the 
American public support tough American peacekeeping, in countering 
Russian influence, after the war? Taking soundings nationwide, Judge 
Rosenman had warned the President that, politically, he would have to be 
more careful in his speechmaking with regard to postwar security, if he or 
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any Democratic nominee wished to prevail in the 1944 election. “People 
are almost twice as much interested in domestic affairs as international 
affairs,” Rosenman passed on to the President the conclusion of a recent 
opinion poll. Two-thirds of those polled did not wish even to provide “aid 
to foreign countries after the war,” let alone have to keep the peace in Eu-
rope.261 
 Such findings did not stop the President from pursuing his vision of a 
United Nations authority, with the Four Policemen acting on the UN’s 
behalf. It did, however, cause him to wonder how far he could single-
handedly change or guide American public opinion to back such a vision. 
What would be the fallout, the President and the Archbishop wondered, if 
the United States did not take the leading role? Would Britain—virtually 
bankrupt and, pace Churchill, far more concerned with avoiding the disso-
lution of its colonial empire than maintaining European peace—be able to 
marshal sufficient will and force of arms to do the job: namely holding the 
Soviets at bay, if and when they began to “Bolshevize” the continent after 
the fall of Hitler? 
 From reports of communist governments in exile in Moscow it was 
evident Stalin intended, if possible, to install communist puppet regimes 
beyond Russia’s borders: in Germany, Austria, and probably other border-
ing states. This would make it unnecessary for the Soviets to keep their 
forces there, beyond establishing bases. Roosevelt “agreed this is to be ex-
pected. Asked further, whether the Allies would not do something from 
their side which might offset this move in giving encouragement to the 
better elements, just as Russia encourages the Communists, he declared 
that no such move was contemplated [by the United States]. It is therefore 
probable that Communist Regimes would expand, but what could we do 
about it?”262 
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Archbishop Spellman was disappointed—but could see the problem: 
namely the American electorate. Although, in the wake of the President’s 
State of the Union speech and his Casablanca summit, there had been a 
growing acceptance in Republican circles of the idea of American in-
volvement in international decision-making once the war was won, there 
was still a deep core of the American public wedded to isolationism. 
 To push through American membership in a United Nations organi-
zation, given President Wilson’s failure in 1920 with respect to the League 
of Nations, would already be a tremendous challenge. To achieve this, 
Roosevelt was ready to stand for a fourth term in 1944. But offering a plat-
form of American intercession in European politics, with the possibility of 
yet another war to be fought there—this time with the Soviet Union, 
which not even Hitler’s two hundred divisions had been able to defeat—
was unlikely to fly. 
 The President sounded, for once, almost defeatist. “France might 
possibly escape” such a puppet fate, if its people elected a sufficiently so-
cialist government, so that “eventually the Communists might eventually 
accept it. On the direct question whether the odds were that Austria, Hun-
gary or Croatia would fall under some sort of Russian protectorate, the 
answer was clearly yes.” Hopefully, with the Soviets industrializing their 
economy, the outlook would not necessarily be so terrible in terms of Eu-
ropean people’s standard of living. “It is natural that the European coun-
tries will have to undergo tremendous changes in order to adapt to Russia, 
but he hopes that in ten or twenty years the European influences would 
bring the Russians to become less barbarian.”263 

The President’s hopes on this score would, in the end, take more than forty 
years to be met—not ten or twenty. Spellman, however, did not contest 
the President’s crystal ball after his own foreign trip, for it seemed too 
grounded. The archbishop was only disappointed that Mr. Roosevelt, nor-
mally such a figure of moral as well as physical courage, should be so lais-
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sez-faire. As the President put it: “The European people will have to endure 
the Russian domination, in the hope that in ten or twenty years they will 
be able to live well with the Russians”—the Russians gradually becoming 
more civilized, while the Europeans became more egalitarian. “Finally he 
hopes, the Russians will get 40% of the Capitalist regime, the capitalists 
will retain only 60% of their system, and so an understanding will be pos-
sible. This is the opinion of Litvinoff,” too, the recent Soviet ambassador to 
Washington, the President averred.264 
 Litvinoff had been recalled to Moscow, however, not simply for talks, 
but to be replaced in October by a “barbarian” apparatchik: Andrei Gro-
myko. 

Spellman, who had spent so many years at the Vatican earlier in his career, 
wondered at the almost dispirited view of the President regarding the fu-
ture of Europe: the very cradle of civilization, and the home of so many 
Christians. Roosevelt had always been against “spheres of influence” in the 
world, but was now talking of “an agreement among the Big Four. Accord-
ingly the world will be divided into spheres of influence: China get the Far 
East; the U.S. the Pacific; Britain and Russia, Europe and Africa. But as 
Britain has predominantly colonial interests it might be assumed that Rus-
sia will predominate.”265 
 It was an unenviable scenario for Europe. “Although Chiang Kai-shek 
will be called in on the great decisions concerning Europe, it is understood 
that he will have no influence on them,” the President explained. “The 
same thing might become true—although to a lesser degree—for the U.S.,” 
in terms of meager American “influence on decisions concerning Europe.” 
The President “hoped, ‘although it might be wishful thinking,’ that the 
Russian intervention in Europe might not be too harsh.”266 

264 Ibid. 
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Stalin “not too harsh”? 
 Was the President serious? American knowledge about the Soviet 
regime, thanks to Russian secrecy, was admittedly minimal, but from the 
head of U.S. foreign intelligence, General Donovan, the President had re-
ceived an all-too-real picture of Stalin’s system of mass deportation, ar-
rests, executions, and rule of fear. The President’s realism concerning Rus-
sia, in fact, went way back to his instructions when sending Ambassador 
Bullitt to Moscow to establish the first U.S. embassy in Soviet Russia: “You 
will be more or less in the position of Commander Byrd—cut off from civi-
lization.”267 
 The President’s view of communist Russians as “barbarians” had not 
changed since then. Tragic though it might be, Stalin the Barbarian had 
survived as dictator of the USSR, though. As had communist Russia itself, 
despite facing the greatest war-assault ever mounted in military history. 
 Was Russian nationalist barbarianism reason enough, though, for the 
United States to hold back and watch while the struggle for Europe was—
as in the 1930s—left to others? Could a near-bankrupt Britain be expected 
to master events in western Europe any better than it had in 1940, let alone 
in central or eastern Europe? Its military forces had been evacuated from 
the continent in Norway and at Dunkirk in 1940, been trounced in North 
Africa and rebuffed with ease at Dieppe in 1942, and even in 1943 its prime 
minister was really only backing a 1944 cross-Channel attack in deference 
to the President’s will—Churchill concerned, still, that it could be a disas-
ter if indeed it took place … 
 Britain, in short, could not be depended upon as a military power in 
Europe in its own right.  
 If Soviet domination of Europe was to be the ultimate price of defeat-
ing the Nazis, then, should American sons be sent to Europe at all? Here 
the President sounded more positive, for he was by no means defeatist 
about the larger, global picture. The League of Nations had been “no suc-
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cess, because the small states were allowed to intervene,” he said—leading 
to a state of anarchy that Hitler had exploited, allowing him to conquer 
most of Europe by force. The lesson was therefore simple. Once Hitler was 
defeated, it had to be assumed postwar peace could only be guaranteed by 
“the four big powers (U.S., Britain, Russia, China).” The United States 
would be supreme in its own hemisphere, and across the Pacific. But did 
that mean that the security of the heartland of modern civilization—a 
civilization built on the foundations laid by the Greeks and the Romans—
should be handed over to the British, who were weak, and the Russians, 
“because they are big, strong and simply impose themselves”? the vicar 
military asked.268 
 The President shrugged—unsure how the future would play out, and 
whether American voters would support a permanent American presence 
in Europe. All that could be said with certainty at this juncture was that, 
after waging two vast and destructive wars in Europe in the space of thirty 
years, Germany was clearly too powerful a nation to be allowed to threaten 
world peace again. It should, he thought, be divided up into numerous 
states—“Bavaria, Rhineland, Saxony, Hesse, Prussia,” and “disarmed for 
forty years,” he asserted. “No air force, no civilian aviation, no German 
would be authorized to learn flying.” Austria, though Catholic, could not 
be saved from a “Russian dominated Communist Regime.” Hungary, by 
contrast, might be saved—“He likes the Hungarians. He wants them to 
come over,” Spellman quoted the President’s view. “He would be ready to 
accept them on the Allied side as they are, if they come over.” The only 
states where self-determination would actually be guaranteed—
presumably by Britain—would be in western Europe: “Plebiscites would 
be held in the following countries: France, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, 
Norway, Greece”—but not even Czechoslovakia, which he doubted could 
be saved in time.269  

Western Poland, on September 3, 1943, went unmentioned. 
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The Allied “side.” 
Hungary coming “over” … 

 It was clear the President foresaw a division of Europe into an Allied 
West and a Russian-dominated East in the not-too-distant future, now that 
British Eighth Army troops, having crossed onto mainland Italy, were be-
ginning to fight their way north. 

Spellman, who had supported Roosevelt against the bitter denuncia-
tions of Father Charles Coughlin in 1936, as well as in confronting the Axis 
powers after Pearl Harbor, was made acutely aware by the President of the 
domestic political challenge: how to get the American public to endorse, 
after the fall of the Third Reich, even the remotest possibility of another 
war to “save” specific nations in central Europe, and push back the Soviets, 
once they established themselves there. 
 Leaving the conundrum up to the President, the Archbishop focused, 
for his part, on pressing for Rome—as well as its environs in a twenty-mile 
safe zone—to be considered an “open city” in order to protect the Vatican 
and Rome’s historic churches: “what to do for Holy See,” as he put it.270 
 Nevertheless, the President’s somewhat dispirited “realism” worried 
him. Was the President ailing? 

270 Ibid., 227. 



49 
The Empires of the Future 

Though not privy to the President’s discussions with the British prime 
minister, young Mary Churchill was aware that, though almost a decade 
younger than her father, Mr. Roosevelt was not one hundred percent well. 
 Decades older than Mary, Daisy Suckley was noticing the same—and 
was concerned. The President had returned from Canada in apparent good 
health, yet sported “dark rings under his eyes”—and was finding it more 
difficult to exhibit the abiding confidence and humor that were his trade-
mark as a leader. 
 For his part Harry Hopkins seemed ill—but that, at least, showed in 
public. In Roosevelt’s case, the President refused to show weakness, let 
alone signs of illness. “This is one noticeable way in which the P. is so out-
standing,” Daisy noted. Others seemed positively “shell-shocked” by the 
pace and demands of government and command in war, whereas the Pres-
ident “is completely normal mentally & spiritually, although he has in a 
way, more responsibility than anyone,” she described.271 Roosevelt would 
not even permit Ross McIntire, his doctor, to accompany him to Hyde 
Park—nor would he allow McIntire to bring in a medical consultant to 
assess his cardiac and circulatory health, lest word leak out he might not 
be up to the trials of a fourth presidential election, were he to stand. 
 Daisy thus worried that Churchill’s extended stay at the White House, 
with his wife, daughter, and immediate staff—military, clerical, private—

271 Entry of September 2, 1943, Ward, Closest Companion, 234. 
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to boot, was simply too demanding at a time when the First Lady was still 
away: leaving the President to have to take care of even the most basic 
aspects of hospitality. 
 What she did not quite understand was that Churchill was now the 
only man in the world who could help the President not only shoulder his 
great burdens, but stop the “barbarians” from occupying too much of east-
ern, central, and western Europe as the war progressed. 

The responsibilities of being a national leader, and on top of that com-
mander in chief in a world war, were almost literally crushing – and Daisy 
was certainly right to be anxious. 
 Hitler, for his part, was unwell, living in isolation, intimate only with 
his mistress, Eva Braun, and his dog, Blondi; Stalin associated only with 
those in literal terror of him—even instructing the NKVD to “investigate” 
his son and daughter by his second wife, Nadezhda Alliluyeva, who had 
allegedly committed suicide in 1932.272 (Of his first wife, Ekatarina, who 
had died of tuberculosis in 1907, a year after their marriage, Stalin had re-
portedly said: “With her died my last warm feelings for humanity.”273) 
 Given that the Quebec Conference was over and that its military de-
cisions would henceforth be carried out by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, 
twelve days of entertaining the Churchills did seem rather long, however, 
to Daisy. It appeared so even more to the press, who wondered why 
Churchill needed to spend so much time in Washington with the Presi-
dent. What was Churchill busy plotting now, if the big decisions had sup-
posedly been made at Quebec? skeptics wondered. 
 It was in this respect that Dr. Goebbels was more insightful than Al-
lied journalists. The fact that Churchill was spending so much time with 
the President in America spoke volumes to him. The Reichsminister and 
Führer might still hope for signs of a split in the Allied coalition, one that 
might help preserve the Third Reich and its armies. The President, howev-
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er, seemed still master of world opinion. Hitler had spent only a few hours 
with Mussolini at Feltre, before the Duce’s arrest. By contrast, hosting 
Churchill for almost two weeks, the President was demonstrating to the 
world the solidarity of the Western Allies—an even more symbolic 
demonstration, in fact, than the Quebec Conference.  
 Taking his cue, Churchill had settled in and talked to the President at 
length about the Russian menace, in front of Cardinal Spellman and oth-
ers. As a result of those conversations, in fact, a new idea of Western unity 
began to emerge in the Prime Minister’s fertile brain. 

At 10:00 p.m. on September 5, Winston Churchill left the President and 
with his wife, Clemmie, and his daughter Mary, departed the White House 
and took the train to Boston. 
 The Prime Minister had cabled Field Marshal Smuts, the South Afri-
can prime minister, writing: “I think it inevitable that Russia will be the 
greatest land power in the world after this war which will have rid her of 
the two military powers, Japan and Germany, who in our lifetime have 
inflicted upon her such heavy defeats. I hope, however, that the ‘fraternal 
association’ of the British Commonwealth and the United States together 
with sea and air power, may put us on good terms and in a friendly balance 
with Russia at least for the period of re-building. Further than that I cannot 
see with mortal eye, and I am not as yet fully informed about celestial tele-
scopes.”274 
 Unrecognized by most historians, however, this was in fact a new 
turning point in the war, as Churchill now sought not only to wed Britain 
to the United States in terms of defeating Hitler, but beyond that in deal-
ing with the Soviet Union. 
 The truth was, without the help of the United States there was little 
hope Britain could, on its own, do much of anything to halt the advance of 
Soviet forces in Europe, or even combat Soviet communist “influence” 
there. In partnership with the United States, however, it could—possibly. It 
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would require girding up the people of the United States to the challenge, 
but it was perhaps for this reason, rather than to perpetuate British coloni-
alism, that he had been put on this earth. Churchill had earned huge re-
spect for his moral courage in confronting Hitler, when Britain stood 
alone; as Prime Minister he now felt he must, as far as possible, use that 
continuing respect and public support to buck up the President; to help 
Americans, not simply Britons, embrace a new, quasi-imperial global role 
as the guarantors, as far as possible, of democracy and the four freedoms. 
 It was a tragedy the present war could not end as the triumph of de-
mocracy over fascism and tyranny, but as the President said, it could take a 
generation or more before the Russians cast off communist dictatorship 
and embraced anything like the four freedoms. 
 Distinct from Western norms of civilization, the Soviet Union re-
mained a tyranny based on fear, paranoid secrecy, incarceration, deporta-
tion, mock justice, xenophobia, and ruthlessly Russian—as opposed to 
international—self-interest. How much better would history have been 
served had Stalin never been born! Stalin had, however—and his tough, 
dictatorial leadership had at least ensured the Soviet armies succeeded in 
halting Hitler’s mad invasion, just as Napoleon’s invasion army had been 
destroyed in the heart of Russia. Somehow, Churchill mused, it would be 
for the United States not only to create a United Nations authority that 
would help preserve the peace after the defeat of Hitler and the Japanese 
but—in partnership with the British—face up to the Russians … 

Fortunately the Prime Minister liked to work long and late. No sooner had 
the train pulled out than “he started to compose his speech,” his secretary, 
Elizabeth Layton, wrote home,275 and together with Churchill’s shorthand 
stenographer, Patrick Kinna, she took down his words over four hours of 
nighttime railroad dictation: his speech to be given at Harvard University 
on September 6, on the acceptance there of an honorary degree. 
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 Churchill had already given some of the most memorable, indeed 
historic, speeches in the annals of rhetoric—rich in metaphor and in the 
sheer magnitude of his historical perspective. His Harvard University ad-
dress, however, was to be special in that, three years before his famous 
“Iron Curtain” speech, Churchill now made an open appeal to the youth of 
America to assume responsibility not only to help win the war against 
current tyranny but to continue to do so thereafter: safeguarding democ-
racy on behalf of those who could not, by virtue of their weakness, do so 
on their own. 
 To the “youth of America, as to the youth of Britain, I say ‘You cannot 
stop,’” Churchill declared the next day in Harvard’s famous Yard. “There is 
no halting-place at this point. We have now reached a stage in the journey 
where there can be no pause. We must go on. It must be world anarchy or 
world order.” As he put it, “We do not war primarily with race as such. Tyr-
anny is our foe, whatever trappings or disguise it wears, whatever language 
it speaks, be it external or internal, we must forever be on our guard, ever 
mobilized, ever vigilant, always ready to spring at its throat. In all this,” he 
emphasized as a British prime minister speaking in America, “we march 
together. Not only do we march and strive shoulder to shoulder at this 
moment under the fire of the enemy on the fields of war or in the air, but 
also in those realms of thought which are consecrated to the rights and 
dignity of man.” The British Commonwealth and the United States were 
now joined at the hip—not only in their common language, but in their 
willingness to fight alongside, even subordinate to, one another. 
 The Combined Chiefs of Staff was the clearest manifestation of this 
development: acting not only as the transatlantic advisory body to the two 
elected leaders, but as the de facto strategic command center of the forces 
of the United Nations. Churchill was therefore unapologetic in claiming it 
would be a “most foolish and improvident act on the part of our two Gov-
ernments, or either of them, to break up this smooth-running and im-
mensely powerful machinery the moment the war is over. For our own 
safety, as well as for the security of the rest of the world, we are bound to 
keep it working and in running order after the war—probably for a good 
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many years, not only until we have set up some world arrangement to 
keep the peace but until we know that it is an arrangement which will 
really give us that protection we must have from danger and aggression”—
a protection “we have,” as Britons, “already had to seek across two vast 
world wars.” 
 In all but name this was a warning not only to Hitler, but to Stalin: 
that the English-speaking democracies of the world should—and would—
hold together to confront and defeat tyranny and the evils of a police state. 
“Various schemes of achieving world security while yet preserving national 
rights, tradition and customs are being studied and probed,” the Prime 
Minister acknowledged: a search to develop a system more durable and 
effective than the League of Nations. “I am here to tell you,” he declared, 
though, “that whatever form your system of world security may take, how-
ever the nations are grouped and ranged, whatever derogations are made 
from national sovereignty for the sake of the large synthesis, nothing will 
work soundly or for long without the united effort of the British and Amer-
ican peoples.” 
 “If we are together,” Churchill declared, “nothing is impossible. If we 
are divided all will fail,” he warned. How proud Americans and Britons 
could be, then, “young and old alike” to live at a time in the story of man 
when “these great trials came upon it”—and had found, he declared, “a 
generation that terror could not conquer and brutal violence could not 
enslave.”276 
 The speech even contained the most stunning suggestion: that not 
only should Britons and Americans continue their military alliance after 
the war, but even resume a “common citizenship.”277 
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While there was little enthusiasm expressed in America for common citi-
zenship—the United States, after all, having waged a revolutionary war to 
achieve independence from the British Empire—Churchill’s remarks, at 
the very moment when cables were being exchanged between the Presi-
dent’s Map Room and the Kremlin regarding the need for high-level U.S., 
British, and Soviet meetings, were welcomed by newspapers in America, 
England, and United Nations countries. An initial meeting of the Big 
Three’s foreign ministers was in the works for October; then a Big Three 
summit to be held hopefully in November or December, 1943 … 
 Beyond the imminent amphibious Allied assault at Salerno and air-
drop on Rome, then, there were larger issues at stake. 
 The United States was at last entering upon its manifest destiny not 
only as a world power, but as the leading power of the free world, Churchill 
accepted—and while no one knew which way France and other occupied 
countries would eventually turn, there was no doubt as to where he, the 
President’s “ardent lieutenant” and “representative of the British War Cab-
inet,” stood. 
 It would not be easy. “The price of greatness is responsibility,” 
Churchill solemnly warned at Harvard. “Let us go forward in malice to 
none and good will to all. Such plans offer far better prizes than taking 
away other people’s provinces or lands or grinding them down in exploita-
tion. The empires of the future,” the once-implacable British imperialist 
maintained, “are the empires of the mind.”278 
 Such a bold assertion of Anglo-American solidarity would not stop 
Stalin from controlling those eastern and central European countries the 
Soviet armies might well overrun, as they combined with the United States 
and Britain to defeat the forces of the Third Reich. It left no doubt, howev-
er—whether in Hitler’s mind, Goebbels’s, or Stalin’s—that the Western 
Allies, led by the United States and Britain, would not rest until the evils of 
the Third Reich were ended, and in the aftermath that they would remain 
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united: intent upon blocking any attempt by Stalin to expand into western 
Europe a Soviet empire of gulag and fear. 



50 
A Tragicomedy of Errors 

While Churchill gave his support to the notion of a new, internationalist 
America, General Eisenhower faced the problem of the military and politi-
cal prosecution of the current war in the Mediterranean. 
 It did not go quite as planned. Indeed, blame for the near-catastrophe 
that befell the Allies in Italy ultimately rested with the two commanders in 
chief in Washington, historians would rightly aver279—for the failure to 
make clear to Eisenhower that his task was merely to occupy southern 
Italy while the Overlord invasion of northern France was prepared permit-
ted the most dangerous optimism and false hopes to spread among the 
senior ranks of U.S. and British forces in the Mediterranean. 

Thus the tragedy unfolded. 
 Churchill, so magnificent in his appreciation of the larger forces of 
history and tyranny, once again demonstrated an impetuous military op-
portunism—an aspect of his character he had never been able to control. 
Without General Brooke at his side in Washington to restrain him, he 
yearned for the Allies to swiftly seize Rome, as in the days of the Caesars—
rightly seeing in it a prize whose capture would electrify both the free and 
the occupied countries of the world. The image across the world evoked by 
Italian unconditional surrender and the Allied occupation of Rome would 
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be the second “crack in the Axis” that the President had spoken of in Otta-
wa. 
 These were understandable political and moral ambitions for the 
Allies—achievements that would impress the Soviets (who were still no-
where near evicting the German armies from the USSR). 
 Unfortunately, neither agenda took account of the Wehrmacht’s like-
ly response. Nor did it account for the invidious dilemma into which it 
placed Badoglio’s Italian government: whether the country was to be de-
stroyed alongside the Germans—or by the Germans. 

As the days of early September passed, then, the various headquarters in 
the Mediterranean suffered a fatal lack of clear strategic direction from the 
President, the Prime Minister, and the Combined Chiefs of Staff. The Pres-
ident favored only a limited Allied military campaign, but was less than 
clear where it should end—whether in the south of Italy, in order to se-
cure the important all-weather Foggia airfields, or as far as Rome. In fact, 
in a moment of levity, having summoned the chiefs to the White House to 
discuss the “strategic situation in light of Italian collapse,” he suggested 
that “a new slogan should be adopted” for the campaign in Italy: “Save the 
Pope”!280 He was not anxious to go further, however, lest the buildup for 
Overlord be compromised. 
 By contrast the Prime Minister wanted to drive right up to the moun-
tains of Tuscany, and there “establish a fortified line to seal off the north of 
Italy; a line prepared in depth which Italian divisions should help us man 
and so strong that it would make it very costly for the Germans to do any-
thing effective against us.” In the meantime, he urged, the Allies should do 
every thing in their power to seize the Dodecanese islands such as Rhodes 
and put pressure on Turkey to enter the war.281 The Allies would then pos-
sess a huge staging post in southern Europe to strike, in the event of a 
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German collapse, toward southern France, the Balkans, Greece, or even 
northern Italy through the so-called Ljubljana Gap and Austria. 
 Behind the rejoicing over the recent conquest of Sicily and the first 
Allied boots on the mainland of Europe, across the Messina Strait—where 
Italian forces simply fled, and British Eighth Army troops had only to fol-
low retreating Wehrmacht survivors of the Sicilian campaign—the real 
situation for the Allies began, in all truth, to border on the farcical. 
 “He is host & hostess & housekeeper all in one,” Daisy reflected of her 
hero, the President—for it seemed really amazing with what ease Roose-
velt had switched from a meeting of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the White 
House to arranging trips of his English guests to Williamsburg, Virginia, or 
from reviewing British Eighth Army progress with General Ismay, at Hyde 
Park, to showing his guests his library before they finally left. Major mili-
tary forces—land, sea, and air—were being committed to battle in the 
Mediterranean, but without clear and realistic strategic objectives passed 
down the Allied chain of command, the situation in the Mediterranean 
became daily more complicated. 

Tasked with obtaining, if possible, the unconditional surrender of all Ital-
ian forces in Italy, southern France, the Balkans, and Greece, General Ei-
senhower had begun parleys with the emissaries of Marshal Badoglio, 
while having to decide what to do about General Patton’s latest scandal (a 
report by the U.S. chief medical officer in the Mediterranean claiming Pat-
ton was psychologically and behaviorally unfit to command U.S. forces 
after striking battle-traumatized soldiers);282 planning and commanding 
an invasion of Italy with limited resources (since Overlord was now to 
have logistical priority) and unclear strategic objectives; and having to 
meld as supreme commander in the Mediterranean the international 
ground, navy, and air force contributions to that uncertain challenge. 
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 In the Torch invasion and campaign, the Allies had made a plethora 
of errors—errors that had taken place in an area occupied only by Vichy 
troops. This had permitted the U.S. and supporting British troops to estab-
lish themselves in overwhelming force before Hitler could react. In Husky, 
again, only two German divisions were on hand to repel boarders—even 
Hitler conceding it would be impossible to hold Sicily for more than a few 
weeks. But now, as the Allies prepared to invade the mainland of southern 
Europe in considerable force and from two different directions, the chal-
lenge changed. Montgomery had already complained on August 19 that his 
“Baytown” landing across the Messina Strait had no strategic objective; 
when pressed, Eisenhower’s land forces commander, General Alexander, 
could only say Montgomery was to “engage enemy forces in the southern 
tip of Italy,” and thus give “more assistance” to “Avalanche”—the four-
division assault on Salerno, three hundred miles away on Italy’s west coast, 
near Naples. 
 Three hundred miles, Monty had whistled! “If Avalanche is a success, 
then we should reinforce that front for there is little point in laboriously 
fighting our way up Southern Italy,” his headquarters staff had protested—
vainly. For his part, Montgomery, having faced the cream of the Afrika 
Corps since the battle of Alamein, was deeply skeptical whether Ava-
lanche, south of Naples, would be the sort of walkover that Eisenhower 
and Alexander’s headquarters assumed. Or Mark Clark—the as-yet-
untested commander of the U.S. Fifth Army, tasked with the amphibious 
assault there. “The Germans had some 15 Divisions in Italy and at least four 
could be concentrated fairly quickly against the 5 American Army,” Mont-
gomery wrote in his diary after listening to Clark’s presentation of the Ava-
lanche plan.283 He vigorously disputed, as the Allies’ most professional if 
slow field commander, any idea of an easy run. So did the swifter Patton, 
when shown the task given to Clark. Given the hills surrounding the beau-
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tiful beaches, the “avalanche” might well come to a halt on the shore with-
out chance of reaching Naples—let alone Rome. 
 As if this was not all, the plan—pressed by General Marshall—to 
land U.S. airborne troops on Rome was even less prudent; indeed Giant II, 
as it was code-named, was arguably one of the most ill-conceived near-
blunders of the entire war. 

General Eisenhower later confided that he “wanted very much to make the 
air drop on Rome,” and was so “anxious to get in there,” at Marshall’s urg-
ing, that he removed the Eighty-Second Airborne Division from Mark 
Clark’s Avalanche invasion force for the purpose. Somewhat surprised, 
General Matt Ridgway was thus ordered by the Allied commander in chief 
Mediterranean to drop his Eighty-Second Airborne Division on the Italian 
capital instead.284 
 Eisenhower’s chief of staff, General Bedell Smith—a brilliant staff 
officer, but wholly ignorant of combat—proved equally naive, not only 
then but even after the event. He considered it would have been a “bold 
move, and it would have caught the Germans off balance”—causing Field 
Marshal Kesselring to retreat “immediately … Caught by the surprise of the 
American airborne landing in Rome and with his communications cut, 
Kesselring would have been compelled to retire to the North, and to aban-
don all southern and central Italy,” Smith later asserted.285 
 At West Point, such boldness might have been lauded—in theory. 
Would the Italians, even if they were ordered to surrender to the Allies by 
Marshall Badoglio, actually lift a finger, however, to challenge let alone 
fight the Germans, who had two armored divisions surrounding Rome, and 
more approaching? Although General Alexander had browbeaten General 
Castellano, Badoglio’s secret representative, into promising four divisions 
of Italian troops to aid Ridgway’s assault from the sky, Montgomery cer-
tainly remained deeply skeptical. The “Italians won’t do anything” he pre-
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dicted—and Ridgway and his artillery director, General Max Taylor, feared 
the same. Indeed—though trashed after the war by both Bedell Smith and 
general Eisenhower’s intelligence chief, Brigadier Kenneth Strong—
Ridgway and Taylor refused to commit thousands of their paratroopers’ 
lives to a wild plan, concocted in an “all night session” in a tent in Sicily, 
without further research.286 General Taylor and a companion—Colonel 
William Gardiner—were therefore authorized to go behind the enemy 
lines, in advance of the airborne drop, to interview the commander of all 
Italian forces in Rome. 
 Once Taylor reached Rome, in disguise, General Carbonari explained 
that there were twelve thousand German paratroopers and twenty-four 
thousand men of the German Third Panzer Grenadier Division, with tanks, 
encircling the city. The American landing area was twenty miles from 
Rome; only two U.S. battalions could be airlifted in the first wave, and the 
Italian divisions had ammunition for only a few hours fighting—if that. 
 Taylor and Gardiner were agog. General Alexander, a Brit, had pre-
dicted Clark’s land forces would reach Rome from Salerno, hundreds of 
miles away, in only three—five, at maximum—days, to relieve them.287 It 
was a prediction near-criminal in its credulity—and cavalierness. Without 
genuine Italian assistance from the four Italian divisions, Taylor foresaw, 
the Eighty-Second’s airdrop would be a bloodbath: an American one. He 
rightly demanded to see Marshal Badoglio—who, when roused from his 
bed, was even more defeatist, Taylor found.288 
 Badoglio had seen no fighting since 1940, and now disavowed the 
very Instrument of Surrender he had authorized by cable—saying he had 
not signed it, and had only given way to temporary telephone agreement 
when General Alexander threatened his emissary to destroy Rome by 
bombing. His representative in the negotiation “did not know all the facts,” 
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he told Taylor; “Italian troops cannot possibly defend Rome.” In fact he 
predicted grave “difficulties” for the Allies if they landed at Salerno, given 
the number of German troops in the area and those streaming down with 
more tanks from the north. When Taylor tried the same tactic as General 
Alexander—threatening to bomb the Eternal City, unless the Italians car-
ried out the proposed surrender—Badoglio merely looked at him. “Why 
would you want to bomb the city of the people who are trying to aid 
you?”289 
 Trying—but not very hard. Certainly not hard enough to save the 
Eighty-Second Airborne Division from extinction. 

There followed a veritable tragicomedy of errors as Taylor’s secret wireless 
signals to Eisenhower’s headquarters and to General Ridgway, in Sicily, 
failed to get through. By the time Eisenhower called off the operation—
sending Alexander’s American deputy, General Lemnitzer, in person to 
Sicily to stop it—more than fifty C-47s with their paratroop companies 
were already in the air, circling the departure airfield. Firing an emergency 
warning flare, Lemnitzer—crammed behind the pilot in a British Beau-
fighter—managed to land with the cancel order, and the planes were in-
structed by radio to return to base. 

It was a near-run thing. 
 But for Mark Clark’s Fifth Army there was no cancellation or reprieve 
as, like the cavalry in the famous Charge of the Light Brigade, they were 
convoyed through the night toward the beaches of Salerno, and a most 
unwelcome welcome. 

289 Rick Atkinson, The Day of Battle, 192. 





51 
Meeting Reality 

Touching down at dawn on September 9, 1943, the Western Allies finally 
met reality. It was to be the most venomously contested amphibious inva-
sion since Dieppe—contested by major Wehrmacht forces. 
 With the assent of the President and the Prime Minister, the “uncon-
ditional surrender” of all Italian forces had finally been announced on Al-
lied radio in Algiers by General Eisenhower at 6:30 p.m. on September 8, in 
order to give the Germans the least possible time to man the beaches at 
Salerno. There was no confirming announcement on Rome radio by Mar-
shal Badoglio, however—and for ten minutes it looked as if the Allies 
would have egg as well as blood on their faces. 
 All Eisenhower could do was continue to bluff—by reading aloud on 
Allied radio in Algiers the text of Marshal Badoglio’s supposed surrender 
proclamation—which the Marshal was still refusing to confirm. This proc-
lamation ordered the Italian military on the mainland and abroad to 
“cease all acts of hostility against the Anglo-American forces wherever they 
may be.”290 
 Badoglio’s hand was thus forced. After much handwringing, the sev-
enty-one-year-old marshal—fearing arrest, even execution, by stalwart 
Italian fascists—felt he had no option but to confirm the surrender on 
Rome radio and seek to save himself. At 7:20 p.m. he did so—and immedi-
ately made himself scarce. Together with the royal family in the capital he 
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fled the city on the only still-open road, in a convoy of carabinieri-
protected vehicles, and bearing boxes of lire to bribe loyal fascists at road-
blocks. 
 It was an ignominious end to the Pact of Steel: the final act of Italy’s 
venal participation in the war—first as Hitler’s partner in world crime, 
then as partner to the approaching Allies, which Badoglio now offered, on 
behalf of the Italian government, to become. 
 Others were skeptical. “The House of Savoy never finished a war on 
the same side it started, unless the war lasted long enough to change sides 
twice,” a Free French newspaper commented sarcastically.291 The inheri-
tors of Rome’s great empire in ancient times, the Italians now merely blew 
with the wind. “If you analyze the matter in cold blood there is no doubt 
the Italians have carried out a really good double-cross; they change sides 
on one day!!!” Montgomery wrote the next day to friends in England. “I 
wouldn’t trust them a yard, and in any case they are quite useless when it 
comes to fighting.”292 
 This was the real issue—for the Germans, by contrast, were very good 
when it came to fighting. And merciless. As Field Marshal Kesselring re-
marked of the Italians, “I loved these people. Now I can only hate 
them”293—hate that was now authorized to be channeled into vengeance 
on an unsparing scale, not only against Italian military units, but women, 
children, and the elderly. “No mercy must be shown to the traitors,” Kes-
selring instructed General von Vietinghoff, his Tenth Army commander. 
Nor was it: the Italian general commanding the Salerno coastal division 
was executed in his headquarters even before the Germans turned on the 
approaching Allies—and the same fate befell tens of thousands of Italian 
troops across the country, as well as partisans, indeed anyone who chal-
lenged German military occupation or was seen to be aiding the Allies.294 
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General Sir Harold Alexander had willfully overestimated Italian assis-
tance while utterly underestimating German resistance—fatally mislead-
ing the Allied commander in chief, General Eisenhower, as well as the 
Fifth Army commander, General Mark Clark.295 
 As the ground-forces commander of the assault, Clark had meantime 
hourly become more anxious. He’d thought the removal of his airborne 
division a terrible mistake, and had not been amused by Eisenhower’s off-
hand dismissal of his doubts. “‘Well, Wayne’—he always called me 
Wayne,” Clark recalled Eisenhower’s words, “When it drops [on Rome], it 
passes to your command!’ And I said, ‘Thanks, Ike, that’s five hundred 
miles away!”296 
 With the belated decision to call off the airdrop on Rome, Clark had 
no airborne division to worry about in Rome—indeed, no airborne divi-
sion at all.297 “As dusk came I was on the bridge. I could see the silhouettes 
of a hundred ships with my men in them. And I had never had such a for-
lorn feeling in my life,” he later recounted. Shorn of the Eighty-Second 
Airborne, the fifty-five thousand men (British and American) of his Fifth 
Army thus sailed into a trap—“spitting right into the lion’s mouth.”298 
 Alerted that an Allied armada of almost a hundred ships was anchor-
ing twelve miles offshore in the Gulf of Salerno, Kesselring had sent out his 
orders. The enemy “must be completely annihilated and in addition 
thrown into the sea. The British and Americans must realize that they are 
hopelessly lost against the concentrated German might.”299 Facing a bar-
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rage of Luftwaffe planes, lethal 88mm guns, and dense machine-gun fire, 
the Allied invasion force went into battle—the scene soon resembling 
something out of Dante’s Inferno as both the clear Italian water and the 
sandy beaches ran with blood. As the veteran AP reporter Don Whitehead 
heard someone remark, “Maybe it would be better for us to fight without 
an [Italian] armistice.”300 

With operations now in the hands of General Eisenhower, there was noth-
ing President Roosevelt, as the U.S. commander in chief in Washington, 
could do but leave the battle to the men in combat. 
 Late in the evening of September 9, once his meeting with the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff was over, the President therefore set off in the Ferdinand 
Magellan for Hyde Park with his British guests, the Prime Minister and his 
family. He had delivered another Fireside Chat the previous night, from 
the Diplomatic Reception Room, to announce the armistice with Italy—
and to warn his listeners against complacency or idle assumptions. He 
welcomed the Italian people, who were “at last coming to the day of libera-
tion from their real enemies, the Nazis.” But “let us not delude ourselves 
that this armistice means the end of the war in the Mediterranean. We still 
have to drive the Germans out of Italy as we have driven them out of Tuni-
sia and Sicily; we must drive them out of France and all other captive 
countries; and we must strike them on their own soil from all directions. 
Our ultimate objectives in this war will continue to be Berlin and Tokyo,” 
he made clear. 
 “I ask you to bear these objectives constantly in mind—and do not 
forget that we still have a long way to go before we attain them,” he’d 
warned. “The great news that you have heard today from General Eisen-
hower does not give you license to settle back in your rocking chairs and 
say, ‘Well, that does it. We’ve got ’em on the run. Now we can start the 
celebration.’ The time for celebration is not yet. And I have a suspicion 
that when this war does end, we shall not be in a very celebrating frame of 
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mind. I think that our main emotion will be one of grim determination 
that this shall not happen again. 
 “During the past weeks,” he continued, “Mr. Churchill and I have 
been in constant conference with the leaders of our combined fighting 
forces. We have been in constant communication with our fighting allies, 
Russian and Chinese, who are prosecuting the war with relentless deter-
mination and with conspicuous success on far distant fronts. And Mr. 
Churchill and I are here together in Washington at this crucial moment. 
We have seen the satisfactory fulfillment of plans that were made in Casa-
blanca last January and here in Washington last May. And lately we have 
made new, extensive plans for the future,” he added—a coded reference to 
Overlord. “But throughout these conferences we have never lost sight of 
the fact that this war will become bigger and tougher, rather than easier, 
during the long months that are to come. 
 “This war does not and must not stop for one single instant. Your 
fighting men know that. Those of them who are moving forward through 
jungles against lurking Japs—those who are landing at this moment, in 
barges moving through the dawn up to strange enemy coasts—those who 
are diving their bombers down on the targets at roof-top level—every one 
of these men knows that this war is a full-time job and that it will continue 
to be that until total victory is won.”301 
 At Hyde Park, once the party arrived, the Prime Minister found him-
self on tenterhooks. Though the President tried as far as possible to keep 
the Churchills, including young Mary, entertained, Winston remained 
anxious. Giant II had been canceled; fearing savage Wehrmacht reprisals, 
Badoglio had reportedly attempted to renege on the Italian surrender. 
 The news that did come through was not good—indeed, with more 
German troops racing toward the battle zone at Salerno in succeeding 
days, Clark not only asked Eisenhower’s authority to use troops of the 
Eighty-Second Airborne Division, but to drop them on the very beaches of 
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Salerno, to bolster the infantry—and even ordered contingency plans be 
made for possible evacuation, á la Dunkirk.302 
 Daisy Suckley, watching the President, was amazed at his sang-froid. 
“Sunday, September 12, 1943,” she wrote in her diary, three days into the 
invasion. “Sitting on his wheelchair, with all the Churchill party standing 
around, he sent for Jennings, and, in two minutes arranged for the visit, 
next week-end,” of his son John Roosevelt and John’s wife, Anne, “with two 
children & a nurse, and 6 Norwegians with a maid.”303  
 The President had spent the morning driving his visitors about the 
estate, “at the wheel, his dog Fala beside him,” and had arranged for lunch 
to be served for them all “at his own cottage (higher up the hillside than 
Mrs R’s Val-Kill).” Following this they’d lain on the veranda—Churchill 
telling his daughter Mary the colors he would use, were he painting the 
scene, and commenting with a smile on “the wisdom of God in having 
made the sky blue & the trees green. ‘It wouldn’t have been nearly so good 
the other way round.’” 
 “To me these moments with Papa are the golden peaks of my life,” 
Mary noted in her diary—aware that, between them, the President and 
the Prime Minister had it in them to protect and preserve civilization as 
they knew it. Then, after dinner, where the President had proposed the 
health of his guests Winston and Clemmie, who were celebrating their 
thirty-fifth wedding anniversary, “FDR drove us down to the train,” the 
subaltern jotted in her diary.304 
 “God Bless You,” Daisy heard Churchill say, leaning into the Presi-
dent’s car. “I’ll be over with you, next spring.” 
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“Next spring” had meant before D-day. There was a long way to go before 
Overlord, however. Behind the bonhomie, the war in Europe was now en-
tering a critical time for the Western Allies. 
 Churchill’s moral and political sturdiness had certainly bucked up the 
President, but his military judgment, once again, was of a different order. 
The campaign in Italy upon which he’d so set his heart would now, inexo-
rably, prove the very quagmire that General Marshall and the U.S. chiefs 
had foretold. 
 Even Churchill’s doctor recorded how anxious, at the White House 
the week before, Winston had become: his thoughts “wandering to the 
coming landing at Salerno. That is where his heart is. As the appointed day 
draws near, the P.M. can think of nothing else. On this landing he has been 
building all his hopes. There are no doubts in his mind; anyway he admits 
none. It must succeed, and then Naples will fall into our hands. Last night, 
when the stream of his conversation was in spate, he talked of meeting 
Alex [General Alexander] in Rome before long—the capture of Rome has 
fired his imagination; more than once he has spoken about Napoleon’s 
Italian campaign.”305 
 At Hyde Park, three days after Clark’s landings, Dr. Wilson had then 
noted the effect on Winston when the troops landed on the Salerno 
beaches and “it did not prove to be a walk-over. On the contrary, the news 
that filtered into Hyde Park, where we had followed the President, was 
disquieting: the Germans had launched a strong counter-attack and the 
situation was very uncertain.”306 
 This was the reverse of what Churchill had so confidently forecast. 
There would be heavy casualties and loss of life, it seemed—American as 
well as British. “These things always seem to happen when I am with the 
President,” the Prime Minister confided to Wilson, thinking of Tobruk the 
previous year—Sir Charles noting: “Poor Winston, he had been so anxious 
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to convince Roosevelt that the invasion of Italy would yield a bountiful 
harvest at no great cost.” Now that the first bill had come in, it was proving 
almost prohibitively expensive—both in human life and in the very vessels 
and logistical backup the U.S. chiefs wanted transferred to Britain for D-
day. “When we left Hyde Park tonight, on the long journey to Halifax,” Wil-
son recorded in his diary, “the situation was still very obscure.”307 
 Churchill was embarrassed—and as his train bore him back to Cana-
da, where he was to embark for Britain, the news from Italy only became 
more forbidding. Instead of seemingly effortless victory initially—the Ital-
ian fleet having sailed south from Taranto to join the Allies, pursued by 
German U-boats and Luftwaffe that sank many of them—Eisenhower’s 
ground campaign turned sour. By September 16, Eisenhower was admit-
ting to his naval aide that, if the Salerno battle ended in disaster,” he him-
self would “probably be out.”308 
 For his part, Churchill saw his once-glorious predictions for an Allied 
campaign in southern Europe exposed as wishful thinking. He’d earlier 
called upon his British chiefs of staff to be much bolder in their plans, and 
to “use all our strength against Italy,” even without American help. He’d 
even recommended making plans for British assault landings as far north 
along the coast of Italy as possible, in order to “cut off” as many Germans 
as they could. Far from throwing their proverbial hats further over the 
fence, as Churchill had urged his military team, the Prime Minister was 
now faced with having to eat his own. Though from his train he cabled 
directly Eisenhower’s field deputy, General Alexander, urging him to go 
ashore in person at Salerno and avoid another Dardanelles fiasco, it could 
not alter the bitter, bitter truth: namely that the Allied campaign in Italy, 
as planned, had been based upon a false premise: not only that the Italians 
would help, but that the Germans would fail to offer a serious defense of 
Italy south of the Po. 
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 The next day, as Churchill’s train bore him to Halifax, where HMS 
Renown would take him across the Atlantic, things sounded “no better,” Sir 
Charles noted. “I have never seen him more on edge during a battle. Three 
‘bloodys’ bespattered his conversation, and twice, while I was with him, he 
lost his temper with his servant, shouting at him in a painful way. He got 
up and walked down the train.” Without information he seemed bereft. 
“‘Has any news come in?’ he kept demanding. In truth, “the reports that are 
reaching him only leave him more anxious,” his doctor noted. “There is a 
dreadful hint, though it is carefully covered up, that we might be driven 
into the sea. It appears, as far as I can tell, that the P.M. is largely responsi-
ble for this operation; if anyone is to blame, he is the man; and, from the 
way things seem to be going, I suppose he is beginning to think that there 
might be a good deal to explain.”309 

Without the President to calm him, Churchill was metaphorically at sea—
and soon was in reality, where he remained “immured in his cabin”310 the 
whole voyage home, firing off telegrams to General Alexander to do more, 
and other wild cables, too, such as to General Maitland Wilson to acceler-
ate a British seizure of the Dodecanese islands in the Aegean—without the 
agreement of the President—and be ready for potentially war-altering 
operations in the Balkans, where the Germans might, following the Italian 
surrender, be forced to withdraw to the Danube … 
 To Sir Charles Wilson this was all of a piece: the Prime Minister a 
bundle of nerves when things did not go in the way he had optimistically 
and impetuously planned. 

At Hyde Park, however, the President neither blamed Winston nor worried 
unduly. He’d gotten to talk at length with young General Mark Clark dur-
ing his stay in Casablanca, and was confident the U.S. troops—many of 
them in their first battle—would acquit themselves well. Moreover that 
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General Eisenhower would recognize the gravity of the crisis and commit 
all he could to rectify the situation. 
 Neither Rome nor even Naples was the point, after all. Even if Clark 
failed to make much headway, the Italians had surrendered—
unconditionally. All the Allies had to do, now, was secure the vital Foggia 
airfields, and bring the Germans to battle in Italy over the next months, 
until D-day was launched. 
 If Clark was forced to evacuate, after all, Allied troops could be sent 
to reinforce Montgomery’s Eighth Army in Calabria. All would be well. 
Most importantly, the United States had demonstrated to the Soviets an 
absolute determination to fight on the mainland of Europe—first in 
southern Italy, then across the Channel. He and Churchill would show 
Stalin they meant business, and would follow through on their promises—
moreover, that it would be best for the Russians to maintain civil discourse 
with the Western Allies in the fight to defeat the Third Reich. 
 The President thus slept a full ten hours after Churchill’s train left the 
Hudson railway halt. He would spend only three days out of the next two 
weeks in Washington. 
 The fact was, he had bigger things on his mind than Salerno: his 
meeting with the Russian dictator, who in a flurry of new cables had finally 
agreed to a meeting of the Big Three—though not outside Russia. His tone 
had been, however, more “civil,” as the principal private secretary to King 
George VI had noted in his diary at Buckingham Palace in London; “he re-
iterates his wish to have a three-party meeting,” Sir Alan Lascelles aptly 
put it, “but he won’t go outside Russia, and I don’t see how the President is 
to be got inside it.”311 

What had changed the Russian dictator’s attitude? 
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 There was much speculation—though few were sure. Certainly, in 
terms of public attention, the Allied conference at Quebec, coming on top 
of the summit at Casablanca, had monopolized the attention of the free 
world. Russia was losing the very respect it was looking for, international-
ly—Stalin conspicuous by his absence at such conferences, a fact that, in 
view of the many invitations to take part, began to suggest an ominous 
Russian agenda rather than genuine commitment to the anti-Axis cause 
and the Atlantic Charter/Declaration of the United Nations. 
 Above all, though, the war had moved into a new phase: the end-
game. American, British, and Canadian troops were now on the mainland 
of Europe, only eight hundred miles from Berlin—while Russians were still 
fighting deep in the Soviet Union, more than a thousand miles from the 
German capital. As a result, Russian media calling for an immediate Sec-
ond Front, instead, sounded silly—however strategically necessary a cross-
Channel assault might be in terms of the military defeat of the Third Reich. 
The President and Mr. Churchill, in short, appeared to be in control of the 
moral and political dimensions of the war, even the military—leaving the 
Russians out on a limb, despite the almost obscene casualties they were 
suffering in their struggle to evict the Germans from their country. 
 In the new cables, Stalin still speciously claimed his presence was 
needed on a daily basis to control the battles raging on the Eastern Front 
(“where more than 500 divisions are engaged in the fighting in all”), but he 
now went out of his way not only to compliment the President on the 
“new brilliant success in Italy” but to acknowledge, for the first time, some-
thing even more significant. As Stalin put it, in his telegram to the Presi-
dent on September 11, “the successful landing at Naples and break between 
Italy and Germany will deal one more blow upon Hitlerite Germany and 
will considerably facilitate the actions of the Soviet armies at the Soviet-
German front.”312 
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 This latter acknowledgment was, for Roosevelt, especially gratifying. 
Not only was the President relieved that his long, patient striving to con-
vene a Big Three summit seemed about to pay off, but for the first time 
since Torch, Stalin had conceded that the President’s strategy of landing in 
Sicily and then the mainland of Italy was having a major military impact 
on the war on Stalin’s own Eastern Front. First at Kursk—where the Ger-
mans had called off the battle early—and now in the helter-skelter Rus-
sian advance in the Ukraine, where the Wehrmacht was being defeated in 
battle largely because Hitler simply had insufficient reserves to put into 
the line. The initiatives taken by the Western Allies had effectively spoiled 
any chance of the Wehrmacht defeating the Soviets that year. 
 “Everything turns on Italy at the moment,” Goebbels had himself 
acknowledged on September 11, while staying with Hitler. Granted, “the 
enemy hasn’t the faintest idea of the real situation in Northern and Central 
Italy. They are still imagining we’ll pull back our divisions over the Brenner 
to the homeland, and they’ll be able to unleash a huge aerial attack on 
Berlin from airfields in southern Italy.” Clearly the Allies hadn’t reckoned 
on the German genius for combat. The ruthless German occupation of 
Rome and other Italian cities was being greeted with applause in the Third 
Reich, evoking shades of 1940 and the German occupation of Paris: the 
German Volk expressing “rage against the Italians,” who had nefariously 
betrayed them313—a people who would now be treated with the same 
remorseless cruelty that the Wehrmacht had shown their former Ribben-
trop Pact partners when launching Barbarossa in 1941. 
 At the Wolf’s Lair, the Reichsminister for Propaganda had even got-
ten Hitler to deliver the speech he’d desperately wanted the Führer to give, 
in order to bolster morale in Germany. It had been recorded at the OKW 
headquarters and relayed by radio in Berlin to the nation on September 10: 
a speech given in measured tones without the usual Hitler histrionics. In-
stead, it had soberly denounced those Italians who had failed their Duce 
and who were now giving an example of cowardice and treachery that 
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would go down in the annals of dishonor. Germany had consistently been 
compelled to bail out its ailing partner, in the Balkans and in North Afri-
ca—“the name of Field Marshal Rommel will forever be attached to this 
German effort”—but the Reich had now been “betrayed” by reactionary 
elements in Italy. “Italy’s defection will have little military impact,” the 
Führer claimed, “since the battle in that country has primarily been carried 
and conducted by German forces. We’ll now be freed of all restrictions and 
constraints.”314 
 Hitler’s calm, measured tone would be balm to those in Germany 
wondering at the massive Allied air raids, the arrest of Mussolini, and then 
the unconditional surrender of the Italian government—his speech worth 
“seven divisions,” as Goebbels put it. Hitler even made open mention of his 
secret weapons program. With Germany’s enemies a thousand kilometers 
from the Reich, only their bombers could seek to “terrorize” the German 
population—and in that connection “there are,” the Führer announced, 
“technical and organizational measures now being developed not simply 
to completely stop the terror bombing attacks, but to repay them with 
other, more effective measures”—his Vergeltungswaffen, or V-1 and V-2 
weapons.315 

The Führer’s speech worked “like a refreshing thunderstorm,” Goebbels 
noted—“one of the best,” he reflected, “he has delivered in the whole 
war.”316 
 Still and all, Goebbels acknowledged, the Allied invasion of the Euro-
pean continent was now a game changer. Though the Führer was confi-
dent the Wehrmacht could hold back the Allied armies south of Rome if 
they were fortunate, the divisions required for such a campaign would 
make it impossible to restrain the gathering Soviet tide on the Eastern 
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Front: thus starving the German line of the reserves they desperately 
needed, especially on the line of the Dnieper, where little had been done 
to prepare solid defensive positions. 
 As Goebbels dictated in his diary, not only was the Allied invasion of 
Italy a lance in the German flank, but the situation in the East was “abso-
lutely critical,”317 with German troops pulling further and further back. 
“We see here what the unexampled betrayal of the Italians has caused us. 
If we’d had at hand the divisions we’ve had to send to Italy since the fall of 
Mussolini available to go into action on the Eastern Front, the current cri-
sis would never have arisen. The superiority the Russians have over us is 
not that big—you can see that in the way we’ve slowed their advance.”318 
 It was, for the Reich, a tragedy, he wrote. “We have about eight divi-
sions in northern Italy and in southern Italy another eight, so about six-
teen divisions, fitted out with first-class personnel and equipment. The 
Führer is convinced that with these sixteen divisions we’ll be able to deal 
with the crisis in Italy,” with a further fifty thousand troops in Sardinia and 
four thousand in Corsica who could be switched to Italy—battle terrain 
that would be “tabula rasa,” with no concern about civilian casualties or 
destruction.319 Yet the absence of those very divisions from the Eastern 
Front was now galling. “If we only had fifteen or twenty intact first-class 
divisions to put into battle, we’d be able to throw back the Soviets without 
any doubt whatsoever. But we’re having to send those fifteen, twenty divi-
sions south to the Italian theater,” Goebbels wailed.320 
 For German leaders accustomed to seize whatever they wished from 
weakly defended European neighbors, the arrest of Mussolini, the defec-
tion of Italy as an ally, and the arrival of the Western Allies on the main-
land of Europe now threatened, in other words, to stretch and bring down 
the whole Axis edifice—with the Allies possessing the upper hand. 
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If only the Western Allies would have launched a Second Front that year, 
Goebbels mused. A cross-Channel invasion by the Anglo-Americans would 
have given the Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe a real chance to defeat the Allies 
using the forces the Germans had in France, while retaining sufficient first-
class divisions to deal with Stalin’s forces on the Eastern Front. “But that 
would be too good to be true,” Goebbels lamented.321 Instead, the Western 
Allies had brought the war to the mainland of Italy: not only obtaining the 
unconditional surrender of its government at very little cost to themselves, 
but opening the floodgates, in the east, to Stalin’s armies, against whom 
the Wehrmacht would now have insufficient reserves. And with the Führer 
too anxious about a fall invasion of France or even the Netherlands by the 
Allies to dare withdraw German divisions from the Atlantic Wall. 
 It would be up to valiant German troops both on the Eastern Front 
and the Southern Front, then, to show the Soviets and the Anglo-
Americans the true mettle of the Wehrmacht. In Italy, Goebbels noted 
with a kind of sneering satisfaction, Allied troops would now face a ruth-
less German military machine unencumbered by Italians—and with more 
German divisions streaming down from the north, they would demon-
strate their prowess in killing, without question or remorse. Italians who 
did not lay down their arms, or who sought to impede the German military 
occupation of Italy in any way, would simply be shot or slaughtered—as 
would civilians who aided partisans. Ruthlessness had gotten the Third 
Reich to its hitherto unimaginable string of imperial conquests—and 
would now be applied as mercilessly as in Russia. Totaler Krieg. 
 “The main purpose of my visit to the High Command Headquarters is 
fulfilled,” Goebbels thus noted with satisfaction, on September 12. “I think 
Göring was right when he said to me that we have thereby won a battle. 
The Führer’s speech will be worth whole divisions on the Eastern Front 
and in Italy. I spend a little time chatting with the Führer. He himself 
seems pleased he’s gotten the speech out of the way. He wishes me all the 

321 Ibid., entry of 7.9.1943, 438. 
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best in my work and for my health … He promises to give another speech 
in the Sportpalast [in Berlin], to start the Winter Assistance Program. I’ll 
make sure he’ll get to taste once more just what it’s like to be in touch with 
the Volk. Our farewell is very warm. I wish the Führer all the best.”322 
 At 8:00 p.m. the Reich minister heard the latest news on the radio of 
“our operations in Italy, which are going very well,” at Salerno, on top of 
the Führer’s recorded speech—which the Russians had failed to jam. “A 
little more work, a little more talk. Then I fall into bed, dead tired. There’ll 
be a mountain of work waiting for me in Berlin.”323 

322 Ibid., entry of 12.9.1943, 486–87. 
323 Ibid., 486–87. 
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Goebbels was, however, misinformed about the Italian campaign. Though 
the Allied assault landings at Salerno came close to the very “brink of 
obliteration,” as the American campaign historian Rick Atkinson recorded 
six decades later, the line held.324

 It was touch-and-go, however. According to Rommel’s son, Manfred, 
Hitler—buoyed by early reports of Wehrmacht victory at Salerno
— “discussed with my father the possibility of launching a counter-
offensive to retake southern Italy and possibly Sicily.” Ordered in panic 
by General Alexander to cease dawdling and save Clark, however, 
General Montgomery—who feared just such a Rommel riposte, as the 
Desert Fox had attempted at Medenine—finally renewed his advance. 
As Clark himself related, years later, “we had a hard time … Monty was 
sending me messages: ‘Hang on, we’re coming!’ And I’d send back: ‘Hurry 
up—I’m not proud, come and get me.’ So it was really something.”325 
 In truth it was Clark himself who saved Fifth Army, since his U.S. VI 
Corps commander, Major General Ernest Dawley—another protégé 
of General Marshall’s—proved a broken reed. Clark himself went 
ashore to take personal command, in a magnificent display of courage 
and leadership in battle. He persuaded General Ridgway to drop 
airborne troops on
324 Atkinson, The Day of Battle, 195. 
325 Hamilton, Monty: Master of the Battlefield, 1942-1944, 403 and 405. 
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the beaches, and with U.S. and Royal Navy vessels firing almost as many 
shells as at Iwo Jima and Okinawa, later,326 Clark’s men fought off the 
German counterassault. 
 Eisenhower had meantime warned the chiefs of staff of the possible 
need to evacuate the landings—a message passed on to the President and 
to Churchill—but the crisis eventually passed. Necessity—the need to 
fight harder or die at Salerno—had proven the ultimate mother of virtue. 
 Hitler was furious, as was Goebbels, but the President was relieved. 
“You know from the news of the past few days,” the President began his 
Message to Congress on September 17, 1943, as the Allied situation at Sa-
lerno seemed to stabilize, “that every military operation entails a legiti-
mate military risk and that occasionally we have checks to our military 
plans—checks which necessarily involve severe losses of men and materi-
als. 
 “The Allied forces are now engaged in a very hard battle south of Na-
ples,” he admitted. “Casualties are heavy. The desperation with which the 
Germans are fighting reveals that they are well aware of the consequences 
to them of our occupation of Italy. The Congress and the American people 
can rest assured that the landing on Italy is not the only landing we have in 
mind. That landing was planned at Casablanca,” he claimed—bending the 
truth somewhat, since post-Husky operations had not actually been dis-
cussed in more than principle. Still and all, such planning had certainly 
taken place during the early summer. At Quebec, he explained, “the lead-
ers and the military staffs of Great Britain and the United States made spe-
cific and precise plans to bring to bear further blows of equal or greater 
importance against Germany and Japan—with definite times and places 
for other landings on the continent of Europe and elsewhere.” 
 Congress should be aware, then, that even though reverses lay ahead, 
the story of the Allied prosecution of the war was proceeding according to 
a genuine timetable and a larger, overall strategy—a strategy that was 

326 Atkinson, The Day of Battle, 207. 
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American, not British, but one calculated to succeed on behalf of the Unit-
ed Nations. 
 The President also pointed to the difference between Allied libera-
tion and Nazi occupation—the “food, clothing, cattle, medicines, and 
household goods” systematically stolen by the Germans in “satellite and 
occupied Nations,” whereas the Allies had a “carefully planned organiza-
tion, trained and equipped to give physical care to the local population—
food, clothing, medicine.” He lauded the advance of the Allied armies from 
Sicily to the mainland of Italy on September 3—stating: “History will al-
ways remember this day as the beginning of the answer to the prayer of 
the millions of liberty-loving human beings not only in these conquered 
lands but all over the world.” However, “there is one thing I want to make 
perfectly clear. When Hitler and the Nazis go out, the Prussian military 
clique must go with them.” 
 Unconditional surrender—without negotiation. “The war-breeding 
gangs of militarists must be rooted out of Germany—and Japan—if we are 
to have any real assurance of future peace,” he asserted. Surrender negotia-
tions with the Italian government, of necessity, had had to be conducted in 
secret, in order that the Nazis not be able to seize Marshal Badoglio or his 
associates in Rome, but he wanted Americans and Congress to know “that 
the policy which we follow is an expression of the basic democratic tradi-
tion and ideals of this Republic. We shall not be able to claim that we have 
gained total victory in this war if any vestige of Fascism in any of its malig-
nant forms is permitted to survive anywhere in the world.” 
 Bearing a banner of American democracy, the United States was, in 
other words, on the move—producing planes, tanks, and matériel on a 
scale that beggared description: fifty-two thousand airplanes, twenty-three 
thousand tanks, forty thousand artillery guns in the first six months of 1943 
alone, he reported. American shipyards were launching “almost five ships 
a day.” 
 The war had become “essentially a great war of production. The best 
way to avoid heavy casualty lists is to provide our troops with the best 
equipment possible—and plenty of it,” the President asserted. Although 
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the nation had come a long way since his State of the Union address just 
before the Casablanca Conference, he now cautioned that “we are still a 
long, long way from ultimate victory in any major theater of the war.” It 
would entail “a hard and costly fight up through Italy—and a major job of 
organizing our positions before we can take advantage of them. 
 “Likewise,” in the British Isles “we must be sure we have assembled 
the strength to strike not just in one direction but in many directions—by 
land and sea and in the air—with overwhelming forces and equipment.” 
Moreover, to “break through” the Japanese defensive ring stretching from 
the “mandated islands to the Solomons and through the Netherlands East 
Indies to Malaysia and China” would be a challenge. “In all of history, there 
has never been a task so tremendous as that which we now face,” he stated 
candidly. And warned: “Nothing we can do will be more costly in lives than 
to adopt the attitude that the war has been won—or nearly won. That 
would mean a letdown in the great tempo of production which we have 
reached, and would mean that our men who are now fighting all over the 
world will not have that overwhelming superiority of power which has 
dealt so much death and destruction to the enemy and at the same time 
has saved so many lives.”327 

“Overwhelming superiority of power”—directed at the right time and at 
the right place—to produce the necessary outcome: the unconditional 
surrender of the Third Reich and the Empire of Japan. Their total dis-
armament. And a “national cooperation with other Nations” in order that 
“world aggression be ended and that fair international relationships be 
established on a permanent basis”328: these were the military and political 
objectives the President was pursuing on behalf of the United States—on a 
global scale. 

327 “Message to the Congress on the Progress of the War, September 17, 1943,” in The Pub-
lic Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt, comp. Samuel I. Rosenman, vol. 12, 388–
406. 
328 Ibid. 
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 Aware there were those who resented him in his role as U.S. com-
mander in chief as much as they had resented him as president in tackling 
the Great Depression and New Deal, Roosevelt dismissed the narrow-
minded critics who, “when a doughnut is placed in front of them, claim 
they can only see the hole in it”—people who lacked “war-winning ideals.” 
“Obviously,” he added, “we could not have produced and shipped as much 
as we have, we could not now be in the position we now occupy in the 
Mediterranean, in Italy, or in the Southwest Pacific or on the Atlantic con-
voy routes or in the air over Germany and France, if conditions in Wash-
ington and throughout the Nation were as confused and chaotic as some 
people try to paint them”—paintings “eagerly sought by Axis propagan-
dists in their evil work.” For himself he remained proud of the “amazing” 
job that “the American people and their Government” were doing “in car-
rying out a vast program which two years ago was said to be impossible of 
fulfillment.”329 
 Nothing, the President claimed, could now halt the Allies, whatever 
the Germans and Japanese threw at them. 

329 Ibid. 
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In Berlin, the master of Axis propaganda read the text of the President’s 
latest Message to Congress carefully. 
 “The American struggle isn’t just against Nazism,” Dr. Goebbels not-
ed, “it’s also against militarism. We know these words. The British and the 
Americans have always used them to try to carve the Reich into little piec-
es,” he sneered. “More significant was what he says about American out-
put. The numbers are way behind their needs; nevertheless,” he confessed, 
“as far as airplane production goes, the U.S. has achieved wonders.” 
 In proof of what he saw as his own analytic intelligence, however, the 
Mephistopheles of public relations and propaganda thought he could dis-
cern Roosevelt’s deeper motive behind his Message to Congress—and the 
free world. “It’s quite clear,” Goebbels noted, “that the whole enemy press 
is being brought to bear to distract attention from Soviet successes on the 
Eastern Front—and make sure their own public isn’t made uneasy.”330 
 At a time of unease in Washington political circles over ultimate So-
viet intentions, there was considerable truth in this. The President was 
certainly banging a proud American drum to remind the American public 
of the war’s global dimensions—the manner in which control of the Medi-
terranean would release naval vessels for the Far East, closing the gap be-
tween Northwest Australia and Ceylon, thereby forcing “General Tojo and 
his murderous gang” to “look to the north, to the south, to the east, or to 

330 Entry of 19.9.43, in Goebbels, Die Tagebücher 9, 533. 
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the west,” where he would only see “closing in on them, from all directions, 
the forces of retribution under Generalissimo Chiang-Kai-shek, General 
MacArthur, Admiral Nimitz, and Admiral Lord Mountbatten,”331 the new 
supreme commander of Allied forces in the Indian Ocean. But the Presi-
dent’s target audience went beyond American or even English shores. Pub-
lished not only in nearly every newspaper in America and abroad, the 
President’s long congressional address was once again directed at Moscow. 
 Whether at Hyde Park, Quebec, Ottawa, or the White House, the 
President had taken great pains to demonstrate over recent weeks just 
how solid was the U.S.-British alliance. Now he wished to back that image, 
in writing, with quotable numbers: statistical proof of new, global Ameri-
can power that would not be content with Hitler’s fall, but was to be har-
nessed to a postwar democratic agenda. 
 His conversation with Archbishop Spellman had reflected his unusu-
ally despondent mood; two weeks later, though, with American and British 
troops having established a hard-won lodgment on the mainland of Italy, 
and U.S. air forces already beginning to bomb factories in southern Ger-
many, he seemed to have recovered his confidence: a confidence he would 
certainly need if he was to bring the American electorate, via his own ef-
forts and the Congress, to ditch isolationism for good and take responsibil-
ity for the survival and development of a democratic postwar world. 
 Churchill’s stay, in other words, had acted as a tonic, despite the crisis 
at Salerno—and the President was fired up. 
 Ranked seventeenth in the table of world military strengths in 1939, 
the United States was now primus inter pares, with an all-American mili-
tary, economic, and political agenda, based on the clear goals of the four 
freedoms, that the President was determined to fulfill come hell or high 
water—with or without Soviet participation. 

331 “Message to the Congress on the Progress of the War, September 17, 1943,” 
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Exactly what would happen if the Soviets did not participate in an end-
game agreement—indeed, what exactly such a political agreement should 
comprise—was still to be decided. 
 As Churchill had said to Mackenzie King before leaving Quebec to 
join the President in Washington, it was impossible to predict whether the 
“Germans will give up this autumn.” It was, as Winston put it with charac-
teristic wit, “like trying to bet on the Derby. No one could tell exactly what 
would happen. He spoke of the small numbers the British and Americans 
have in armies compared with the Germans”—and with the Russians.332 
 The President had been “very mad” at Stalin at the time, and had de-
liberately refrained from responding to the Russian’s rude cables—
ignoring him and working with Churchill to show the strength of the 
Western, Anglo-American coalition. Somehow, though, in the interests of 
postwar peace, agreement would nevertheless have to be obtained on the 
“post-war order,” however powerful the Russian land armies. Compromise 
would be necessary, involving sad concessions—ones that would hopeful-
ly preserve, at least, the western nations of Europe within an Allied, demo-
cratic embrace: the “Allied side.” While meantime encouraging the Soviets 
to join an international security system, not stand outside it. 
 Could such a system of postwar security be negotiated with the in-
scrutable Russians? Would it be effective? Would the American public 
even support security guarantees of foreign countries on another conti-
nent, in another hemisphere, at the risk of a further war? It was small 
wonder that, in relation to the “post-war order,” Churchill had given to 
Mackenzie King a “desultory sort of account of the scheme that he, him-
self, had in mind, and what the President had talked of, but there was 
nothing very definite about it. Nothing is to be published at present as 
coming out of the [Quebec] Conference. Some months will be needed to 
consider the matter.”333 

332 Entry of August 31, 1943, Mackenzie King Diary. 
333Ibid. 
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 With Stalin’s sudden willingness to tackle “the matter”—first through 
a preliminary meeting of foreign ministers, then a summit of the Allied 
leaders, perhaps—planning for the future of the world was, however, be-
coming hot: red hot. 
 In the hopes therefore of obtaining formal Russian participation—
participation in a four-power postwar security structure; participation in a 
global United Nations authority; and formal international agreements to 
be made on the future of Germany and the countries that had aided Hitler 
militarily, from Austria to Bulgaria and Rumania—the President thus au-
thorized Secretary Hull to attend the preliminary Moscow Conference of 
foreign ministers of the Big Three, plus a representative from China. 

The President had wanted Sumner Welles to attend, despite his recent 
resignation as undersecretary of state, but Hull was insistent that he 
should represent the United States as secretary of state, and the Presi-
dent—needing congressional support for the mission and its outcome—
had acquiesced. The war was moving toward a climax, as even the Rus-
sians were aware. After almost a year of pressure to get together and get 
with a formally agreed Allied program, the Russian dictator had, it ap-
peared, finally seen the light. The foreign ministers’ conference would 
begin in only four weeks’ time—on October 11, 1943—and might last as 
long as a month. 
 There in Moscow, the President hoped, the secretary would pave the 
way for the leaders of the Four Policemen to sit down together and discuss 
postwar security—and how to avoid the fate of the League of Nations. The 
President, Churchill, Stalin, and Chiang Kai-shek would also have to de-
cide the war’s endgame: how, exactly, Nazi Germany was to be finally de-
feated and its military disarmed. Following which, the Empire of Japan. 
 With that vast challenge looming, the President wheeled himself 
from the Oval Office to the mansion, stopping by the Map Room to check 
on messages from London, Moscow, and Chungking. Where the national 
leaders would meet, when exactly, how he would travel—by air or sea—

524 
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and how they would get along, Roosevelt had little idea, but he was sud-
denly supremely confident. 
 “Of course he knew better than anyone else what was good for the 
United States,” Lieutenant George Elsey remembered the spirit the Presi-
dent conveyed. “That was the attitude at that point. He was supreme in 
every respect!”—the Map Room off-limits to all but five people in the 
world, not only to safeguard the most sensitive and secret military infor-
mation, including Ultra, but because it enabled the President to be the 
only person with a complete picture of the war’s progress—and perils. 
“‘I’m in control; this is the way it’s going to be—it’s going to be the way I 
want it’—this was the sense I had of his perception of himself as the war 
went on,” Elsey recalled.334 

Franklin Roosevelt had every reason to feel supreme. As president he had 
not only brought America out of the Great Depression without resorting to 
the kind of tyranny that had been occasioned in Germany and elsewhere, 
but he had subsequently become—in the least dictatorial yet most domi-
nating manner—a most successful U.S. commander in chief in war. A 
global “war for civilization,” as he rightly called it. 
 The President’s generals and admirals had “no reason to challenge or 
contradict his leadership,”335 Elsey pointed out, since in setting the ongo-
ing strategy of the war—at times against their dissenting voices—he had 
so ably brought the United States now within sight of eventual victory. 
 Many great battles still lay ahead, as well as further disagreements 
with Churchill and the British over military operations and policy. Church-
ill’s obsession with war in the Mediterranean would continue, despite dis-
astrous expeditions in the Greek islands that would drive his own generals 
as mad as it did the American military in the next weeks336—Churchill 

334 George Elsey, interview with the author, September 12, 2011. 
335 Ibid. 
336 Andrew Roberts, Masters and Commanders: How Four Titans Won the War in the West, 
1941–1945 (New York: Harper, 2009), 412–13. 
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resisting to the bitter end the British commitment to the mounting of 
Overlord the following spring.337 
 For all his faults as quasi-commander in chief of British Empire forc-
es, however, Winston Churchill’s loyalty to the President, as the de facto 
commander in chief of the forces of the Western Allies, had never 
snapped; nor had Churchill’s acumen in terms of Stalin and the Russians, 
and his moral courage. This would be of inestimable value in the coming 
months. 
 There would be dire problems of agreement with the Soviet Union, 
the President was all too aware—Russians who would have no gratitude to 
the United States for having helped save them, nor genuine interest in the 
Four Freedoms in a postwar world. There was also the matter of a fourth 
presidential election, and the President’s always-precarious health. More-
over, what exactly should be done with Nazi Germany in the aftermath of 
victory—disarmament or dismemberment. How best to help the Chinese, 
and plan the defeat of Japan. And how best to then turn Japan from ag-
gression to peaceful coexistence … 
 These were but some of the politico-military challenges remaining, as 
the President began planning his second trip to North Africa later that 
fall—hopefully there to meet with Chiang Kai-shek, Churchill, and Stalin. 
 The road from Torch had certainly been rocky, over the past year, but 
what a year of achievement it had been! 

337 Brooke was equally to blame, plotting with Churchill to postpone Overlord yet again 
beyond its planned spring 1944 target date, and to demand “another full-scale Combined 
Chiefs of Staff conference in early November,” 1943, “to try to sell” the alternative Mediter-
ranean-exploitation strategy to Roosevelt and Marshall: Roberts, Masters and Command-
ers, 418. “We should have been in a position to force the Dardanelles by the capture of 
Crete and Rhodes, we should have the whole Balkans ablaze by now, and the war might 
have been finished in 1943!!” Brooke lamented in one of his wildest diary entries of the 
war: November 1, 1943, in War Diaries, 1939–1945: Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, ed. Alex 
Danchev and Daniel Todman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 465. Even 
Roberts, who admired Brooke, was moved to harsh judgment regarding Overlord. “It had 
probably been the correct decision not to appoint him as its supreme commander after 
all,” he considered—Roberts, Masters and Commanders, 419. 
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 His secretary of war and Joint Chiefs of Staff were now finally on the 
same page—his page. So was Churchill—if he could be kept there. From 
faltering first offensive combat in Tunisia, the United States had in less 
than one year moved to the brink of what would become the greatest 
global military performance in its history: a massive American-led inva-
sion and campaign in 1944 that would hopefully win the Second World 
War in Europe. And after that, Japan. 

With that, the President left the Map Room and went up to bed. 
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Commander in Chief 
Genesis, Process, Outcome 

Introduction 

Every book has its history; biographies have, too. 
 Save for coded references in Acknowledgements and brief Introduc-
tions, however, biographers rarely provide much information about the 
genesis, development or history of the books they write. To discover more, 
we are forced to consult postpublication talks or interviews the biographer 
may have given.1 

1 One recent example may stand for many: Jonathan Bate’s full-length, 622-page 
biography of Ted Hughes, the English poet laureate who died in 1998. Bates’s 
biography had initially been “supported” by Hughes’s widow, Carol, who inherited 
all copyrights in both Hughes’s work and, more controversially, that of Hughes’s first 
wife, the poet Sylvia Plath. On publication in 2015, however, the biography bore the 
subtitle The Unauthorized Life, and showed signs that, in fear of copyright 
infringement, only limited quotation from the writings of the poet had been 
possible, with extensive paraphrasing employed instead. In a long, 21-page 
prologue, however, Professor Bate would give as explanation of his subtitle only a 
single line: “His was an unauthorized life and so is this”: Jonathan Bate, Ted 
Hughes, The Unauthorized Life (HarperColins, 2015), 21. No further reference was 
made in the Acknowledgements, either, beyond mention of “difficult 
moments” in the publication process, and gratitude for advice and “legal expertise” 
from the “legal profession,” as well as thanks expressed to publishing 
individuals who “stepped into the breach with courage and passion.”: ibid, 637. It 
was thus left to listeners in America to National Public Radio’s Weekend Edition to 
learn, in an interview with the author conducted by the program’s courtly host Scott 
Simon, that Hughes’ widow 
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 Even after death, a biographer’s papers may not be deposited in a 
library or archive, and are lost. 
 Our knowledge of this aspect of biography is thus inevitably thin, and 
at best fragmentary. As a society we are for the most part left ignorant of 
what went into most major biographical endeavors of our time. We know 
biographies are instrumental in shaping how we view significant individu-
als, past and present; we are condemned, however, not to know how this 
was or is achieved. 

Just how revealing can be the study of the genesis, development, and out-
come of a major biography or autobiography was illustrated in 2005, when 
David Reynolds, a professor of history at Cambridge University, published 

had, at a late stage when the manuscript was almost ready, declared “that she was with-
drawing support from the project. The reason for that was she said I'd not shown suffi-
cient draft material for her to have the assurance that I wasn't trespassing too 
much from the literary into the purely biographical,” Bate revealed. “But in a way, I 
think what she was worried about was she would've known that [I'd] discovered in the 
archive that so much of his work does take the form of veiled autobiography, closet 
confession. And so inevitably that distinction between a purely literary life and a more 
no-holds-barred, more comprehensive biography, that that distinction was breaking 
down. And so I sus-pect a falling out with the estate was probably going to happen 
anyway”: Scott Simon, interview with Jonathan Bate, October 12, 2015: 
http://www.npr.org/2015/10/10/447156705/sylvia-plaths-husband-ted-hughes-lived-a-
life-of-poetry-and-tragedy. Several days later the Guardian reported that Sir Jonathan 
Bate, “who is a professor of English literature at Oxford University,” and his publishers 
had received a letter from a lawyer for the Hughes estate, saying that “Hughes’ widow, 
Carol, found the mistakes” in Ted Hughes “offensive and disrespectful to her 
husband’s memory,” and was demanding “an apology”: “Ted Hughes’ widow criticizes 
‘offensive’ biography,” The Guardian, October 14, 2015. Clearly, in the 23 years since 
publication of Ian Hamilton’s Keepers of the Flame: Literary Estates and the Rise of 
Biography (London: Hutchinson, 1992), little on the widow’s front had changed. “Rarely 
does a month pass without some new biographical ‘controversy’ making the 
headlines,” Hamilton had written. “The agents of reticence have no truck with the 
agents of disclosure”: ibid, vii. 
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In Command of History: Churchill Fighting and Writing The Second World 
War.2 
 Churchill’s memoirs, recounting his role as a political and military 
leader in World War II, had extended to six long volumes, and had helped 
him win the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1953. Like many readers and his-
torians, Professor Reynolds was intrigued by the question how exactly 
Churchill had fashioned his magisterial version of the conflict and his part 
in the war. 
 Reynolds himself had spent three decades examining the history of 
Anglo-American relations, especially in the twentieth century. As far as 
World War II studies were concerned he was deeply aware “how much our 
understanding had been shaped by Churchill’s memoirs.”3 Urged by his 
fellow historians Henry Pelling and David Cannadine, he therefore decided 
to apply his historian’s lens to examine in detail the writing of Churchill’s 
magnum opus. As he wrote in his own Acknowledgements, this was not 
possible until Churchill’s papers were finally deposited as “The Churchill 
Archives” at Churchill College, Cambridge, England, half a century after 
publication of the masterwork.4 

Reynolds’s 632-page analysis was a tour de force. Not only did he reveal 
how much of Churchill’s work was researched, drafted and even written by 
members of “the Syndicate” – Churchill’s paid team of historians and for-
mer military and government staff personnel – but he was able to recount 
the challenges, structural and literary decisions made in writing the vol-
umes. He even gave their financial, publishing and reception history in the 
U.K., the U.S., and globally, including their serialization in newspapers and
journals.

In Command of History demonstrated, in short, the fascination, even 
importance, that can attach to the creation and reception of a work of 

2 David Reynolds, In Command of History: Churchill Fighting and Writing The Second World 
War (New York: Random House, 2005). 

3 Reynolds, In Command of History, xi. 
4 Ibid. 
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biography or autobiography - especially one that “shapes” our understand-
ing and evaluation of a particular individual in the collective memory of 
our society. Who does not put down a work of biography and wonder how 
it came to be written, the challenges the author may have experienced in 
bringing it into existence, and its veracity, as well as its reception at the 
time? 
 How, though, might we gather such information and insight, on a 
wider scale than the occasional analysis, carried out half a century later by 
a historian such as Reynolds? Clearly it would be wrong to burden the text 
of a biography itself with the author’s own “story of the book,” any more 
than we expect it of an historian. As readers we don’t want to spend too 
much time being told the purpose or genesis of a work – we want to dive 
into it, and make up our own minds as to its effectiveness. This is no less 
true of reading a novel, or looking in a gallery at a work of contemporary 
art (and, beyond its adherence to research and truth, every biography is, to 
a certain degree, a work of attempted contemporary art: the craft of writ-
ing about a real life, or portraiture in prose). 
 Curiosity about such a work, and its genesis, however, may build in 
the wake of a book’s publication, just as it may do in the years after a novel 
is published, or a painting executed – especially if the work achieves a 
certain significance as an example of a school or period, or changes our 
society’s view of a certain subject. 
 Take for instance Professor Ian Kershaw’s two-volume biography of 
Hitler, published in 1998 and 2000: Hitler: Hubris, 1889-1936 and Hitler: 
Nemesis, 1936-1945. This work certainly changed the views of many readers 
– and in a 12-page essay in 2008 Kershaw sought, a decade later, to explain
exactly what had made him switch from history to biography: namely dis-
satisfaction with the portrait painted by decades of German and British
historians and biographers.

“[C]oming from a social history background,” Kershaw explained, he 
himself felt biographers of Hitler had hitherto painted an inauthentic por-
trait of Hitler; that they “had been so fascinated – if in a negative fashion – 
by his bizarre personality that they had often blended out the forces that 
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made him so effective.”5 Kershaw thus decided to counter this by writing a 
“new biography” that would use his hard-won knowledge of the German 
social context between 1889 and 1945, and “integrate” this into a fresh 
study of Hitler as an individual, despite his reservations about “biography 
as a genre.”6 

Kershaw’s posthoc personal account, as well Reynolds’s detailed dissection 
of Churchill’s masterpiece, illustrate how much would be gained if biog-
raphers were to be encouraged to give an accounting of their works before 
they move on to other lives. Though largely unacknowledged by historians, 
our society’s view of the past – certainly of significant past individuals – is 
molded by the biographies we read (as well as, more superficially, the 
drama films and documentaries we see). Would it not be a significant con-
tribution to our understanding of how the lives of past (even present) in-
dividuals has been shaped by the serious investigative work of biographers 
of our time if biographers were to deposit in an accessible library or insti-
tution some better idea of the genesis, initial intent, structural scaffolding, 
sources, methodology, and ultimate intentions of the opus than is the usu-
al fare of Acknowledgments? 
 To be sure, such an apologia would necessarily be subjective. But 
who better to record, as a start, the creation of a work that seeks to “shape” 
public knowledge and insight? If published as a separate deposition, 
would it not meet the curiosity, even skeptical concerns, of readers with-
out detracting from the impact of the biography itself as a crafted, narra-
tive work of interpretation and portraiture-in-print? More importantly, 
would it not offer an additional contribution to public knowledge – which 
is to say, the very basis of our culture as a society? 
 In that spirit, then, I offer here a brief account of the genesis and 
evolution of Commander in Chief: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943: a work I have 

5 Ian Kershaw, “Biography and the Historian: Opportunities and Constraints,” in Volker 
R. Berghahn and Simone Lässig, eds., Biography Between Structure and Agency: Central

European Lives in International History (New York: Berghahn Books, 2008), 33. 
6 Ibid., 34. 
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submitted via the Biography Institute to the Faculty of Arts of the Univer-
sity of Groningen as part of my doctoral program. 

Origins 
In 2010 I published a book entitled American Caesars: Lives of the Presi-
dents, From Franklin D. Roosevelt to George W. Bush, modeled on a famous 
work of group biography, De Vita Caesarum (The Twelve Caesars) by the 
Roman biographer and historian Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus. 
 Because of time constraints and the sheer compass of the project – 
twelve presidents, twelve administrations, seventy years of world history - 
it did not involve original (which is to say primary, archival) research. Us-
ing as its sources the main biographies of the twelve subjects and their 
times it was, inevitably, a distillation of other men’s flowers, to which I 
added my own judgments. 
 To write the first chapter of the book, recounting the life and “Cae-
sarship” of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, I consulted several dozen biog-
raphies of FDR. To my surprise, I was unable to find any dedicated account 
of FDR in arguably his most important role, as U.S. Commander in Chief in 
World War II – probably the biggest and most violent war in human histo-
ry, pursued on a global scale. Since it was FDR who created and guided 
into reality the American “empire” during that war this seemed somewhat 
strange. Although, after spending an exhausting decade as a military histo-
rian and biographer of Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery,7 I had sworn I 
would not return to military history, I felt increasingly curious: the well-
spring of biographical endeavor. 

Why had there never been such an account of FDR’s role as U.S. Com-
mander in Chief? And to the limited extent that historians and biog-

7 Monty: The Making of a General, 1887-1942 (New York: McGraw Hill, 1981); Master of the 
Battlefield: Monty’s War Years, 1942-1944 (New York: McGraw Hill, 1984); and Monty: Fi-
nal Years of the Field-Marshal, 1944-1976 (New York: McGraw Hill, 1987) 
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raphers had recorded and judged President Roosevelt’s relationship to the 
military, what was the prevalent view of his performance as a commander 
in chief, like Churchill? 
 The only book-length work that had purportedly addressed FDR’s 
direction of the Allied military effort in World War II, rather than Church-
ill’s, turned out to have been written by a distinguished journalist, Eric 
Larrabee. Published in 1988 the book was titled Commander in Chief. Its 
explanatory subtitle, however, was Franklin Delano Roosevelt, His Lieuten-
ants & Their War, which suggested a group biography rather than a biog-
raphy of the commander in chief himself. This indeed proved to be the 
case. Of ten chapters comprising the book there was only one, the first, 
devoted to Roosevelt. More disappointingly still, this chapter ended on 
December 7, 1941 – before the war really began for America. The remaining 
chapters were then devoted to U.S. generals and admirals who had held 
high command in the conflict: Marshall, King, Arnold, Vandegrift, MacAr-
thur, Nimitz, Eisenhower, Stilwell, and LeMay. Aside from Larrabee’s work 
the consensus of scholarly opinion, I found, was best encapsulated by the 
great American naval and maritime historian, S.E. Morison, the Trumbull 
of Professor of History at Harvard, who had known President Roosevelt (a 
fellow Harvard alumnus) personally. 
 Morison had even persuaded the President to let him become a com-
bat historian in World War II: serving in the Atlantic Convoys, Operation 
Torch, and in the Pacific campaigns, during which he earned seven battle 
stars. Morison had thereafter published a fifteen-volume History of the 
United States Naval Operations in World War II. “Above all these sailors,” he 
concluded in his one-volume condensation in 1963, “was the Commander 
in Chief, Franklin D. Roosevelt – a remarkable leader indeed. Unlike Win-
ston Churchill, Roosevelt never imagined himself to be a strategist. In gen-
eral he followed the advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff” - including Admiral 
King, General Marshall and “wise old Admiral Leahy.”8 

8 Samuel. E. Morison, The Two-Ocean War: A short History of the United States Navy in the 
Second World War (Boston: Little Brown, 1963), 583. 
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 Morison’s sobriquet was echoed not only by dozens of American and 
British historians, but even by the U.S. and British Chiefs of Staff them-
selves. General Marshall claimed he often did not see the President “for a 
month or six weeks.”9 “Vinegar Joe” Stilwell, Chief of Staff to Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek, sniffed in his diary that Roosevelt was a “rank amateur in 
all military matters,”10 and “completely hypnotized by the British,” who 
had “his ear, while we have the hind tit.”11 Senior British officers, too, 
thought the President beholden to his own generals - Churchill’s right-
hand military man, Field Marshal Sir Alan Brooke, reflecting in later years 
that, in contrast to his own master, the “President had no military 
knowledge and was aware of this fact and consequently relied on Marshall 
and listened to Marshall’s advice.”12  
 What exactly had been the truth, though? According to the most in-
fluential postwar account of President Roosevelt in the wartime White 
House, written by FDR’s speechwriter, Robert Sherwood, there were not 
more than “two occasions in the entire war where he overruled his Chiefs 
of Staff.”13 The official historian of British grand strategy, Sir John Ehrman, 
claimed that it was General George Marshall who “more than any one man 
conceived the American strategy” of the war.14 Roosevelt’s Secretary of 
War, Henry Stimson, thought likewise – claiming that General Marshall’s 
“views guided Mr. Roosevelt throughout.”15 Even the U.S. official historian 
of the D-Day invasion, Gordon Harrison, claimed that Roosevelt “tended to 
make only the large decisions as between fully developed alternative 
courses of action,” and “generally appeared at the Allied conferences as 

9 Alan Brooke, War Diaries, 1939-1945: Field Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, ed. Alex Danchev 
and Daniel Todman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 247 

10 Barbara Tuchman, Stilwell and the American Experience in China, 241. 
11 Mark Stoler, The Politics of the Second Front: American Military Planning and Diplomacy 

in Coalition Warfare, 1941-1943, 26. 
12 Brooke, War Diaries, 1939-1945, 273 
13 Robert Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History (New York: Harper, 1948), 

446. 
14 John Ehrman, Grand Strategy, (London: HMSO, 1956), 343.  
15 Ibid; also Henry Stimson and McGeorge Bundy, On Active Service (Harper, 1947) 662. 
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defender of the strategy worked out by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.” Even in 
this respect the President was a wavering reed, since he “was still in the 
position of a man who having accepted persuasion from one quarter was 
psychologically prepared to listen to advice from another” - thus failing to 
create “a unified American front comparable to the British front molded 
and inspired by the Prime Minister.”16 The U.S. Army’s official “Greenback” 
histories of the strategic planning in World War II “have taken a like view,” 
complained Kent R. Greenfield, the general editor of The U.S. Army in 
World War II – who, in a small university publication in 1963,17 took issue 
with such a dismissive judgment, yet sadly Greenfield had never followed 
it up in a military biography of the President. 
 Completing a preliminary bibliographical survey of works actually 
addressing FDR in his military role I thus came up empty-handed. Almost 
everything that did address FDR in the role of commander in chief was 
patronizing or disdainful – with Roosevelt unable to defend his reputation 
owing to his early death at age 63, in April 1945. Every notable World War 
II general had written his war memoirs after the conflict, or had contribut-
ed to an authorized biography of himself; only President Roosevelt had 
not. And since the victor tends to write the accepted history of a war, the 
laurels for winning it from a military perspective had naturally gone to its 
victors. The reputations of the war’s generals and admirals, from those of 
Marshall to Eisenhower, MacArthur to Nimitz, Leahy to Arnold, Patton to 
Bradley, had soared. They had continued to attract biography after biog-
raphy in a seemingly unending succession – with none, however, devoted 
to the war’s American commander in chief.  
 Was this because the President had truly played but a small military 
role, like his predecessor in World War I, President Woodrow Wilson? Or 
were military biographers drawn more to commanders in uniform, and 
uncomfortable with the political aspects of war-direction, while diplomat-

16 Gordon Harrison, Cross-Channel Attack (Washington D.C: Office of Chief of Military 
History, U.S. Army, 1951), 92. 

17 Kent Roberts Greenfield, American Strategy in World War II: A Reconsideration (Balti-
more: John Hopkins, 1963). 
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ic and political biographers were uncomfortable handling military affairs? 
To add to the puzzle it was clear that military historians did tend to be 
aware of President Roosevelt’s central role in decision-making at the high-
est levels of warmaking (the Combined Chiefs of Staff and Chiefs of Staff, 
as well as the offices of the Secretaries of War and the Navy), but were 
committed as historians to painting the entire canvas of events and per-
sonalities involved to focus their research on FDR. They thus failed to ex-
amine the role of the President other than as a member of a larger cast - 
while for their part military biographers continued to steer their lenses, 
like paparazzi, toward the “brass hats,” not the President. 

For a would-be biographer of FDR in his wartime military role this raised 
the age-old question of agency. What exactly had been FDR’s role as U.S. 
Commander in Chief, and how involved had he been in the military strate-
gy and direction of World War II? 
 Adding still further to this puzzling situation (for me, at least, when 
researching American Caesars) was that the opposite was true in relation 
to FDR’s opposite number in Britain, Winston Spencer Churchill. Churchill 
had been the quasi-commander in chief of all British Empire forces in 
World War II, having immediately made himself Minister of Defense (a 
new position in British government history) upon being appointed Prime 
Minister of Great Britain in May, 1940. Not only had Churchill survived the 
war and then written The Second World War, recording his years as strate-
gist and director of military operations in World War II (first as First Lord 
of the Admiralty, then as Prime Minister); he had subsequently attracted 
the attention of one distinguished military biographer after another, most 
notably Martin Gilbert, Carlo D’Este, and Max Hastings.18 

18 Martin Gilbert, Road To Victory: Winston S. Churchill, 1941-1945 (London: Heinemann, 
1986); Carlo D’Este, Warlord: A life of Winston Churchill at War, 1874-1945 (New York: 
HarperCollins, 2008); and Max Hastings, Winston’s War: Churchill 1940-1945 (New York: 
Knopf, 2010). 
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Churchill’s well-documented career as quasi-commander in chief of British 
forces in the war raised a number of red flags. His own account of Presi-
dent Roosevelt, as his Washington counterpart, had been unfailingly loyal 
in his memoirs – and yet, in the military sphere, somewhat condescending. 
Writing when the President was no longer alive, Churchill was able to pre-
sent himself to the reading public in the role of grand architect of Allied 
victory. He gave his six volumes, for example, not only symbolic subtitles 
but “morals” and “themes.” Thus Volume V of the six-volume Second World 
War opus was subtitled Closing the Ring; it carried the morals “In War: 
Resolution, In Defeat: Defiance: In Victory: Magnanimity, In Peace: Good-
will,” and, as its special “Theme of the Volume,” “How Germany Was Iso-
lated And Assailed on All Sides,” along with two constituent part titles, 
namely “Book I: Italy Won,” and Book II: Teheran to Rome.”19 When the last 
volume was finished Churchill had been given the Nobel Prize for Litera-
ture. 
 Churchill had had, of course, every right to tell his war story as he 
himself had seen and lived it; all his life he had done so, from The River 
War to his account of World War I, The World Crisis. It was difficult, in 
sum, for historians to contest the record of a prime minister who had tak-
en with him virtually all the government papers concerning the conduct of 
the war when his Conservative party lost the 1945 election, and who had 
cast his account in such magnificent prose. 
 Churchill’s account of his relationship with President Roosevelt, 
when I re-read Volume  IV and Volume V, however, made me suspicious. 
Italy was not won, as Book 1 of The Hinge of Fate had it – and in telling the 
story of D-Day, Churchill had made fast and loose with the truth, accord-
ing to my own researches in the 1980s, when writing a three-volume biog-
raphy of Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery, the highest British field 
commander both in Italy and the D-Day landings. I had gotten to know 
Montgomery in person, as a student in the 1960s, and Montgomery had 

19 Winston Churchill, The Second World War, Vol IV (London: Cassell, 1951), v, vii, xi and 
xiii.
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even taken me to stay at Chartwell with the former prime minister in 
1964.20 Montgomery had, it was true, a pretty black-or-white view of his 
superiors in World War II. What had fascinated me, however, was his rela-
tively all-round view of Churchill. He almost literally venerated the former 
Prime Minister as Britain’s national leader and figurehead in World War II, 
especially in the darkest days of 1940, after the evacuation at Dunkirk and 
the fall of France. However he was derisive of Churchill as a military lead-
er, viewing him as a meddlesome, impetuous commander in chief, with a 
Victorian approach to modern war, and a near-fatal misunderstanding of 
the Wehrmacht. 
 I had quoted Montgomery’s views of Churchill in my full (i.e. cradle-
to-grave) biography of the Field Marshal in the 1980s; two decades later, 
however, I was curious to know Franklin Roosevelt’s view of Churchill, 
among other things, once I set about writing a proposal for what would be 
only a partial-biography of FDR, namely as U.S. Commander in Chief in 
World War II. 

Bibliographical Survey: Diaries and Papers 
Book proposals are, in some respects, like company prospectuses: they 
often fail to deliver, in retrospect, what they had projected. They offer, in 
truth, a gamble - for in truth the serious non-fiction author has really no 
way of knowing in advance what will “turn up” during the research for a 
biography, once commissioned. 
 The first thing I discovered when commencing the project was that, 
although there was almost nothing consciously autobiographical written 
by Roosevelt beyond a fragmentary memoir of his “Atlantic Charter” meet-
ing with Churchill in the summer of 1941, there was a vast amount of mate-
rial he had written during the war, from correspondence to memoranda to 
instructions, drafts for speeches and recorded speech in press conferences, 

20 Mary Soames, Clementine Churchill: By Her Daughter, Mary Soames (London: Cassell, 
1979), 691. 
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as well as minutes kept by the secretaries of meetings held in the 
White House, or with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and also with the 
Combined Chiefs of Staff. 
 Many of these records were held by the recipients of the orders, 
memos and correspondence, and were subsequently filed with their pa-
pers wherever these were lodged. Much of it had been published in one 
form or another, but copies and ancillary matter of unpublished writings 
were fortunately to be found in the depository of the sender, and thus 
were to be found in the FDR Presidential Library in Hyde Park. The bulk of 
those papers, moreover, had been microfilmed, and was accessible 
(though contained in many hundreds of microfilm reels) in libraries else-
where – a boon to researchers like myself. 
 There were also the papers of those who had served in the White 
House in World War II, held in a multitude of archives from the FDR Li-
brary to the Library of Congress, the National Archives, the Marshall Ar-
chives, the Naval Historical Archives, Eisenhower Library, George C. Mar-
shall Research Library, MacArthur Memorial Museum and various univer-
sity libraries. Among these were a number of diaries and memoranda kept 
by FDR’s White House staff and military subordinates, quoting the Presi-
dent, that had either never been published, or not in such a way as to form 
a consistent account of the President’s military direction of the war. 
 Thus, for example, his naval aide, Captain McCrea, had kept both a 
diary (lodged in the Library of Congress) and manuscript chapters for an 
unpublished memoir of his years in the White House, 1942-1943, filed in 
the Library of Congress and FDR Presidential Library at Hyde Park (but not 
microfilmed). There were also the papers of the man whom the President 
appointed to be his first White House Chief of Staff in 1942 (thus initiating 
that formal role in presidential history): Admiral William Leahy, a former 
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) who had served as FDR’s ambassador to 
the Vichy Government from 1940 to 1942, and who, having been recalled 
from France in the spring of 1942, the President also made Chairman of the 
U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Combined Chiefs of Staff of the United 
States and Great Britain. Leahy thus served the President as Chief of Staff – 
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and was thus his representative on the highest councils of military com-
mand in Washington: a chain-of-command that even FDR historians 
seemed largely unaware of. Leahy, mercifully for me, had kept an un-
published diary, held in the Library of Congress. 
 The Canadian Prime Minister, who was a member of the Pacific War 
Council which met in Washington D.C., had also kept a war diary, deposit-
ed in the Library and Archives Canada; he recorded in great detail his stays 
at the White House and his conversations with the President during the 
war. The British Ambassador to Washington, Lord Halifax, who saw the 
President almost weekly, sometimes daily, had also kept a secret war diary, 
held now at the University of York, England. FDR’s cousin Daisy Suckley, 
too, had kept a daily diary, at Hyde Park, Washington, and on tour with the 
President, recently selectively published; the original diary is held at the 
Roosevelt Presidential Library. So, too, had the President’s Private Secre-
tary, Bill Hassett, selectively published but also held in extenso at the FDR 
Library. The hitherto unpublished portions of the diary of the U.S. Secre-
tary of War, Henry Stimson, held at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manu-
script Library of Yale University (though fortunately available on micro-
film, as were Leahy and Halifax’s diaries), proved of crucial significance, as 
did the unpublished diary of the Commander in Chief of U.S. Naval Forces 
in Southeast Pacific, headquartered in the Philippines at the time of Pearl 
Harbor, and then in the Dutch East Indies in the disastrous months that 
followed the Japanese rampage: Admiral Tommy Hart. The handwritten 
manuscript was held at the Naval Historical Archives in Washington D.C., 
as were the papers of senior U.S. naval officers such as Admiral Royal 
Ingersoll, while the papers relating to Hart’s army/air nemesis while in the 
Philippines (and subsequently in Australia and the Pacific), General Doug-
las MacArthur were held at the MacArthur Memorial, Virginia. 
 These and many more such documents began, collectively, to give a 
more intimate insight into the President in his role as U.S. Commander in 
Chief than the references to the President in the course of other men’s 
published memoirs and biographies. Moreover I made it my mission, too, 
to interview, if I could, the last surviving member of the President’s Map 
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Room, Commander George Elsey, who had begun working at the White 
House from the time the Map Room was set up in early 1942 on the ground 
floor of the White House mansion in the weeks after Pearl Harbor, to the 
end of the war, as well as with the President’s granddaughter who stayed at 
the White House in the war, and the President’s step-grandson, whose 
stepmother was FDR’s only daughter, Anna – a daughter who was very 
close to the President, especially in the last months of the war, as he ailed.  
 My point here is that these kinds of sources brought the 
President’s direction of the war at the White House to life – at least to me 
– in a wholly fresh way. They certainly dispelled the notion that FDR
was a hands-off commander in chief, as President Wilson had been in
World War I. Moreover they pointed to a very different version of
events and decisions than those Churchill had recounted in his six-
volume masterpiece, The Second World War.
 Above all, though, they suggested how difficult it would be to con-
dense all this new material and investigative insight into one volume, as 
my British and American publishers had contracted me to do. Churchill, 
after all, had written six – and according to Professor Reynolds had wanted 
to write seven! 
 I was thus eager to start writing – but wary whether the book could 
be done in one volume, even as a partial biography. 

Partial Biography as Experiment 
“Partial biography” is an area of biography that has hitherto attracted scant 
attention among historians and biographers, yet which is becoming more 
popular, since it avoids the flaws of le grand récit, yet allows us to see 
whole-lives in a fresh way. “Biographers in their narratives always have 
focused on an essential part in the life of the biographee, but in recent 
years a striking amount of books have been published as ‘partial biog-
raphy’,” in which one period or even one event by which someone has 
become famous emphatically is presented as the torso of the biography,” 
one panelist noted, at a conference on biography in 2013. As the panelist 
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put it, partial biography “serves not only to improve the understanding of 
this person’s life, but also to improve the understanding of the history be-
yond this life. In this case biography does not function merely as an illus-
tration of a well-known history, but as a multiplier of interpretations of 
historical events and structures.”21 
 In my own case the only way to find out if a partial biography of FDR 
would confirm or alter our society’s view of the president as military 
commander in chief was, of course, to try writing it. In her 2009 tour 
d’horizon or introduction to biography, the biographer and scholar Hermi-
one Lee discussed some of the many metaphors for biography, including 
one that likens the biographer’s approach to an autopsy: a “process of 
posthumous scrutiny.”22 In tackling the military life of Franklin Roosevelt I 
certainly found myself thinking of it as a sort of forensic examination or 
postmortem – tasking myself with discovering the truth behind FDR’s poor 
military reputation: an experiment to verify or refute conventional “wis-
dom.” Was FDR really the hands-off, non-strategist commander in chief of 
postwar history, as historians claimed: an American national leader who, 
to the frustration of his own generals, deferred to Churchill’s superior stra-
tegic understanding of military matters and plans? 
 Originally trained as an historian I duly conducted my “partial biog-
raphy” experiment in the manner of a professional scientist, inasmuch as I 
followed the conventions of historical scholarship in research and verifica-
tion of sources. But like many a scientist, I suspect, I also found myself 
following my instincts more than a set path – for it is in acting upon ones 
instincts as a historical biographer that the most promising research path 
often suggests itself. My instincts, at any rate, strongly suggested that there 
was more to FDR’s military performance than had met the eye of his con-
temporaries, or subsequent chroniclers. 

21 Hans Renders, “The Art of the Partial Biography,” Panel presentation, Biographers Inter-
national Organization Conference, New York, May 17, 2013, 4. 

22 Hermione Lee, Biography: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford, U.K.: Oxford University 
Press, 2009), 1. 
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 Such skepticism is, I think, a natural reaction to the remit of full-life 
biography, since the need to present the ebb and flow of a whole life often 
leads to a sort of “received opinion,” or uncritical, unquestioning perspec-
tive.23 Such was certainly my dissatisfaction with existing full-life biog-
raphies of FDR. The more I began to map out the results of my research 
into FDR’s World War II career, the more problems I encountered. Not 
only did my research suggest a major correction was necessary in our un-
derstanding of FDR in his role as military commander in chief, but it began 
to suggest military historians would have to revise their understanding of 
World War II itself – prompting a number of fresh “interpretations of his-
torical events and structures.”24 
 It was the very gravity of this implication, however, that caused me to 
be concerned. If I was to reinterpret FDR’s performance as a military 
commander in sufficient detail to reinterpret the course and conduct of 
World War II and keep my experiment between two covers, I would have 
to limit its scope. I therefore decided not to write my account as a chroni-
cle, but to be more selective and choose specific certain events or deci-
sions where I could closely re-examine Roosevelt’s participation. Moreover 
in order to ensure reasonable balance of perspective I decided to include 
the literal points of view of others, such as Churchill and Hitler, by switch-
ing the focus to their command headquarters and thus be able to compare 
and contrast the difference between the highest military leaders, if any. 
 The result was The Mantle of Command: FDR at War, 1941-1942, in the 
course of which I was able to show the President’s role as U.S. Commander 
in Chief had not only been profoundly misrepresented in military histori-
ography after the war by virtue not only of Winston Churchill’s magisterial 
accounting, but by Roosevelt’s own military advisers. Churchill had want-

23 “In most biographies a more in depth analysis of specific events which interact with the 
life as a whole is not performed, which provides these biographies with a rather arbi-
trary and sequential character. Although turning points receive much attention, they 
are hardly ever employed as an instrument to construct a question driven, problem 
based, thesis producing perspective”: Renders, “The Art of Partial Biography,” 4. 

24 Renders, “The Art of the Partial Biography,” 4. 
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ed to paint himself as the arch-architect of the war; the American Secre-
tary of War and the most senior American generals had, for understanda-
ble reasons, not wished to be reminded of the huge pressure on the Presi-
dent to mount a suicidal cross-Channel invasion of France in 1942, before 
American troops had fired a single shot in anger. Fortunately the President 
had resisted them, opting instead for what his Secretary of War sneeringly 
called Roosevelt’s “great pet scheme”: Torch, the U.S.-led invasion of 
Northwest Africa, where the Allies could build up substantial armies in 
relative safety, and together with British forces advancing from Egypt, 
could crush Field Marshal Rommel’s Panzerarmee Afrika between them. 
 In his six-volume masterpiece, Churchill had claimed paternity of the 
Torch operation – but Churchill was, in effect, lying, as I was able to 
show.25 Which made it almost imperative to research and write a sequel, 
since Churchill’s misrepresentation put into question the very history of 
World War II as it was conducted thereafter: the genesis, therefore, of 
Commander in Chief: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943. 

Conundrum 

The wheels of historiographical revision, like those of proverbial justice, 
grind slowly. Although The Mantle of Command was published in the U.S. 
in the spring of 2014, and - according to the Christian Science Monitor – 
“will undoubtedly change the way we see Franklin Roosevelt,”26 change 
takes time.  In Great Britain the contracted publisher refused even to pub-
lish The Mantle of Command let alone undertake another partial biography 
- citing insufficiency of public interest in FDR in Britain or British territo-

25 Nigel Hamilton, The Mantle of Command: FDR at War, 1941-1942 (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt, 2014), 108-111. 

26 Terry Hartle, “ ‘Mantle of Command’ examines FDR’s role as commander in chief: Nigel 
Hamilton studies FDR’s relatively overlooked role as military leader during World War 
II,” Christian Science Monitor, May 15, 2014. 
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ries across the world.27 Though Longlisted for the National Book Award as 
one of the best ten non-fiction works of 2014 in the United States, moreo-
ver, the new interpretation of FDR in The Mantle of Command did not con-
vince diehard Churchillians to change their view. Nor could it immediately 
cause historians to revise “received opinion” overnight, for the tendency to 
take established views for granted – and repeat them – runs deeper than 
even many excellent historians admit. Thus, for example, the American 
author of “the first history of the entire Pacific War to be published in at 
least twenty-five years, and the first multi-volume chronicle of the naval 
war since Samuel Eliot Morison’s fifteen-volume series, published in the 
late 1940s and 1950s” simply declined to question existing accounts of 
Churchill’s responsibility for Roosevelt’s “great pet scheme,” and could in 
2015 airily write that the great Torch “proposal originated with Churchill,” 
and that the President not only “listened to him” but “agreed to it.”28 
 My point here is not to complain but to explain: for in challenging 
received opinions in a partial biography authors must inevitably 
accept they may simply be ignored by other biographers and 
historians, at least for a time. More importantly they will have to accept 
that, in order to challenge or correct the way in which the past has 
hitherto been depicted, they must make their own case for revision 
more credible than the existing research of full-life biographers 
and historians – historians who, having to research and employ 
macrohistory rather than biographies, are unable to focus on the 
smaller picture, and tend often to parrot each other with regard to 
individuals in history.29 

27 “Two volumes – crikey!... I wonder whether the market here will support two hefty 
volumes,” since “it’s of course the Churchill angle that will sell the book in the UK”: Jorg 
Hensgen, Editor, The Bodley Head, to the author, April 26, 2013. Five months later, on 
September 17, 2013, Hensgen wrote, sadly, that the market couldn’t.  

28 Ian Toll, The Conquering Tide: War in the Pacific Islands, 1942-1944 (New York: Norton, 
2015), xiv and 97. 

29 The first theorist of modern biography, Dr. Samuel Johnson, wrote of this inevitability. 
The chronicler of the “Histories of the downfall of kingdoms, and revolutions of em-
pires” could not provide the same insight as a biographer, since he was faced with hav-
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My intention had been to address the rest of FDR’s career as U.S. Com-
mander in chief in this second partial biography: in other words to cover 
the period from November 1942 to April 12, 1945, when FDR died. 
 Even that intention proved too ambitious, however – for the chal-
lenge, once I explored it more closely, was now different from that of The 
Mantle of Command. Whereas the previous work had questioned the con-
ception of FDR as a hands-off commander in chief who had left the mili-
tary running of the war to his Chiefs of Staff and to Winston Churchill, the 
next stage of the autopsy would have to address a quite new experiment: 
namely how to bring clarity to the agency of FDR in the Allied conduct of 
the war in the Mediterranean in 1943: the “soft underbelly” of the Axis 
Powers, as Churchill called it; and the increasing fear, in the West, of the 
ramifications of Russian victory. 
 The year 1943 was, in the historiography of World War II, something 
of a mess: military historians, seven decades later, still in continuing dis-
sension as to the “progress” of the war that fateful year. Not only did many 
historians feel that war on the Russian front – raging at Stalingrad, then 
at Kursk and in the crossing of the Dnieper – to have been the 
determining factor in the eventual fall of the Third Reich, but they still 
argued over Churchill’s strategy of “closing the ring” – especially with 
regard to the Sovietization of central Europe if Stalin’s armies beat the 
western Allies to Berlin and Vienna.30 

ing to narrate not one, but “a thousand fortunes in the business of a day”: Samuel John-
son, in The Rambler, Number 60, October 13, 1750. 

30 See for example, Chris Bellamy, Absolute War: Soviet Russian in the Second World War: a 
Modern History (London: Macmillan, 2007). Also, inter alia: Mark Stoler, Allies in War: 
Britain and America Against the Axis Powers 1940-1945 (London: Hodder Headline, 
2015); Frank Costigliola, Roosevelt’s Lost Alliances: How Personal Politics Helped Start 
the Cold War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012); Jonathan Fenby, Alliance: 
The Inside Story of How Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill Won One War and Began Another 
(London: Simon & Schuster UK, 2006); and Simon Berthon and Joanna Potts, Warlords: 
An Extraordinary Re-Creation of World War II Through the Eyes and Minds of Hitler, Roo-
sevelt, Churchill and Stalin (New York: Da Capo Press, 2006). 
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 The challenge, as I therefore saw it, was to spotlight President Roose-
velt and try to determine his individual agency in that determining year, 
before moving on to 1944 and 1945. What did he – rather than his Joint 
Chiefs of Staff – decide, in terms of strategy? What lay behind the 
decisions he made – or declined to make? Was he beholden to 
Churchill, his major western ally, as so many American generals, 
admirals and officials complained? And was the Prime Minister or the 
President thus responsible for what many historians consider the great 
mistake of the western Allies in 1943, namely the decision to make Italy, 
not northern France, the quasi-Second Front – a front that, given 
the mountains of northern Italy, could never have offered a route to 
Berlin, unless the Third Reich, like Mussolini’s Empire of Italy, collapsed? 
 Certainly those historians who interpret history as a pattern of forces 
and events that make the intercession of individuals almost irrelevant – as 
Ian Kershaw derided in his essay on Hitler31 – have over the years almost 
erased the agency of the U.S. Commander in Chief, focusing instead on the 
tremendous arguments that took place in 1943 between the British and 
American Chiefs of Staff, during the Combined Chiefs of Staff meetings. 
The British Army Chief of Staff [CIGS], General Sir Alan Brooke, in particu-
lar, had kept a diary which, in its frankness and personal vituperation, was 
unmatched in either world war at that senior level. Selections of his en-
tries, with postwar commentaries by Brooke himself, had been published 
by the British historian Sir Arthur Bryant in the 1950s, and republished in 
extenso in 2000. Their picture of Churchill in 1943 was not flattering, and 
was reprised by Churchill’s doctor, Sir Charles Wilson (later Lord Moran), 
who also published his war diary, along with later commentaries, after 
Churchill’s death.32 Even the head of the Churchill Archives in England 
found it difficult to explain Churchill’s preferred strategy in 1943 when 
discussing it in New York in 2014.33 The truth was, as Alan Brooke had al-

31 Kershaw, “Biography and the Historian: Opportunities and Constraints,” 29 and 31-32. 
32 Lord Moran, Churchill: The Struggle for Survival 1940/65 (London: Constable, 1966). 
33 “The Tina Santi Flaherty-Winston Churchill Literary Series: Commemorating the 70th 

Anniversary of D-Day,” June 2, 2014, video: http://www.roosevelthouse. 
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ready noted in his diary during the Trident Conference in May 1943, seven-
ty years earlier, Churchill tended to want to “carry out all [possible] opera-
tions simultaneously,” regardless of feasibility or logistics.34 

What, then, was the truth?
 I must concede, after writing The Mantle of Command, I could 
not pretend to be unbiased – indeed I felt somewhat like Schrödinger’s 
Cat: the so-called observer’s paradox in which the observation of an 
experiment affects its outcome. I could not efface what I had learned 
about Churchill in writing The Mantle of Command, and could not 
therefore be impartial in interpreting his actions in 1943, under the 
microscope. Like any scientist I could only do my best to remain as 
open-minded as possible, even if I could no longer be truly objective. 
This was made even more of a challenge when I became aware Churchill 
had quite openly told others, during the war, that he would if necessary 
misrepresent history to suit himself, after the war. In the Eisenhower 
Presidential Library at Abilene, Kansas, I found a telling entry in the 
diary kept by General Eisenhower’s naval aide, Lt-Commander Harry 
Butcher, who had attended a dinner given for the Prime Minister in 
Algiers, not long after the Casablanca Conference of January 1943. 
Churchill was known to drink heavily, and to speak grandly on multiple 
subjects when inebriated or “refreshed.” On this occasion, after 
imbibing a number of whiskies, he declared that he deplored the 
keeping of diaries. The publication of diary entries could easily backfire, he 
said, quoting a widow’s publication of a prominent World War I general’s 
diaries. “For his part,” Eisenhower’s aide noted, “the Prime Minister said, 
he would much prefer to wait until the war is over and then to write his 
impressions so that, if necessary, he could correct or bury his mistakes.”35 
“Bury his mistakes.” It was an interesting confession. Or warning. 

  hunter.cuny.edu/events/tina-santi-flaherty-winston-churchill-literary-series-
commemorating-70th-anniversary-d-day/ 

34 Arthur Bryant, The Turn of the Tide,: A History of the War Years Based on the Diaries of 
Field-Marshal Lord Alanbrooke, Chief of the Imperial General Staff (New York: Double-
day, 1957), 513. 

35 See Part Eight: “The Riot Act,” in Commander in Chief: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943. 
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Composition 
It would be redundant, in this brief essay, to list the fruits of my research, 
which are presented in Commander in Chief: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 
1943. What I would rather do here is to address another aspect of partial 
biography, namely the difference between partial biography and what is 
today called “Narrative Non-fiction.” 
 I hit this difference immediately. Few writers, of course, like to admit 
to their mistakes or false starts, for it is often too painful a retrospection. 
However in the case of Commander in Chief the “mistake” I made when 
writing my first draft goes to the heart of the biographical challenge, and 
deserves to be analyzed. Even full-life biographers no longer begin with 
the subject’s birth any more, as they seek more modern techniques to se-
duce the reader to their cause. In partial biography the lure of composi-
tional innovation is, if anything, still stronger. Perhaps swayed – certainly 
impressed – by recent non-fiction narratives that have dramatized epi-
sodes in human history, I decided I would begin Commander in Chief with 
President Roosevelt’s historic trip to Casablanca in January, 1943 - the first 
time a U.S. president had flown while in office, and the first time a serving 
U.S. president, as Commander in Chief, had inspected his troops abroad in 
war. As such this trip offered a dramatic opening to the new biography. 
Why was he going? What were the dangers? What happened when he ar-
rived? 
 I duly researched the background to the famous journey, and drafted 
the chapter, or Part One, of Commander in Chief. (Like E.H. Carr, who once 
wrote he could not continue to conduct research for a book for very long 
without writing,36 I find it hard to leave the writing of a book to the end of 
my research, since the very act of drafting, I find, helps steer the avenue of 
research.) I then moved on to the next chapter, or Part Two. 
 At that point I stopped – unable to proceed because I was dissatisfied 
by the opening part, which I then re-wrote, again and again. As “narrative 

36 E.H. Carr, What is History? (New York: Vintage, 1961), 33. 
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non-fiction” it was, I was told by those who looked at it, perfectly fine – 
and if my object had been just to write a brief narrative non-fiction ac-
count of the Casablanca Conference, attended by both the President and 
the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, it would doubtless have passed 
muster. But biography, I would argue, is different. The aim of a biographer 
is not simply to dramatize a well-known or less-well-known event, in order 
to tease out its inherent human, dramatic interest. A biographer wishes to 
deconstruct a human life and its agency in history, in relation to the indi-
vidual’s environment. It is not the event that thus counts in the end, but 
the individual under observation. 
 FDR’s trip to Casablanca was certainly dramatic, and his two weeks in 
North Africa in January 1943 momentous. He announced to the world a 
policy of “Unconditional Surrender.” – i.e. with no possibility of a negotiat-
ed armistice with the Axis Powers. He met with his generals in the field of 
recent battle in Morocco – Eisenhower, Patton, Clark – and inspected 
whole U.S. army infantry and armored divisions about to go into combat. 
He was very much the Commander in Chief, setting Allied strategy with 
his Chiefs of Staff - and even visiting the fabled city of Marrakesh on his 
way home. German Intelligence had assumed Casablanca to be Casa Blan-
ca - another rendering of the White House, Washington; Hitler and Goeb-
bels were thus astonished that the President of the United States could 
have held a major military summit on Europe’s doorstep for two weeks 
without German knowledge – and with grave implications for the conduct 
of the war. And yet… 
 It took almost a year to realize what was missing from this “narrative 
non-fiction.” It was not necessarily agency, at least on the surface, since the 
chapter made clear the President’s commanding presence and authority in 
making decisions that profoundly determined the course of World War II 
that month. It was something else. 

The sources for Commander in Chief continued to largely be of the same I 
had accessed and used for The Mantle of Command: diaries, archival doc-
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uments, and secondary materials. For a twentieth time I went through 
them in relation to Casablanca – and in the run-up to the conference. 
 Among them stood out the diary of the Canadian Prime Minister, 
Mackenzie King, which had proved a godsend in The Mantle of Command. 
King had not traveled to Casablanca, however, and he did not see Presi-
dent Roosevelt until the Trident Conference in May, 1943, when he stayed 
at the White House. He had, however, stayed at the White House in early 
December, 1942 - six weeks prior to the Casablanca summit. And had kept 
detailed diary notes on his visit, during which he had had long conversa-
tions with President Roosevelt. These conversations were historically sig-
nificant, since they completely contradicted Churchill’s and many histori-
ans’ accounts of the Roosevelt’s “Unconditional Surrender” announcement 
as an off-the-cuff, impetuous notion. Indeed to Mackenzie King in Wash-
ington the President had not only revealed his intention and reasoning for 
announcing the policy, but his intended military strategy in conducting 
the war, and for establishing postwar global security. 
 This insight into the President’s mind and thinking had never, to my 
knowledge, been used by historians of World War II, yet in retrospect it 
explained why the President then overrode his own Chiefs of Staff at Casa-
blanca – who wanted the President to authorize a cross-Channel invasion 
of France as soon as possible in 1943. 
 American participants and subsequent American historians had 
largely ascribed the President’s “no” to his generals to his deference to 
Churchill’s “soft underbelly” strategy - and the vast number of staff officers 
Churchill took with him to Casablanca, who were assumed to have “won 
over” the small U.S. contingent. It was, however, clear from what the Presi-
dent told Mackenzie King at the White House, six weeks before the Casa-
blanca summit, that he never had any intention of mounting cross-
Channel D-Day landings in 1943, before U.S. forces had had a chance to 
learn how to defeat Wehrmacht forces in combat. American forces were 
only beginning to meet Wehrmacht troops in the field of battle, in North 
Africa; what chance was there, then, that a contested cross-Channel inva-
sion of northern France, where Hitler had stationed more than 25 divi-
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sions, would miraculously succeed? Pursuing the Mediterranean campaign 
that his “great pet scheme” had inaugurated in Northwest Africa would 
provide American commanders and troops with the necessary battle 
learning-experience, in a region where even failure or local defeat would 
not endanger the campaign. And this, more than two months before Kas-
serine, where Field Marshal Rommel administered a severe drubbing to 
American forces in Tunisia…. 

More and more I realized, as I revisited my opening Casablanca chapter, 
that I had done justice to the “narrative non-fiction” drama of the Presi-
dent’s historic trip – but not to his deeper mission in flying to North Africa. 
 No historian had ever explored or explained Roosevelt’s quiet deter-
mination to use North Africa and the Allied campaign in the Mediterrane-
an as an essential learning experience in the creation of a modern Ameri-
can combat military capable of defeating the Wehrmacht – and thus bring-
ing to an end the Third Reich. Together with Winston Churchill, historians 
had focused almost entirely on the pros-and-cons of Mediterranean strate-
gy in the conduct and course of World War II – not in terms of the Presi-
dent’s true intentions. 
 In the introduction to this book I have written about “Biography as 
Corrective.” The discovery of the President’s confidential talk with Mac-
kenzie King and its implications for a better understanding of the war in 
1943 were very much an example of the corrective nature of biography, 
especially partial biography: an example of how the serious biographer 
seeks by forensic examination to dispel historical myths and to rewrite 
history, as well as performing the traditional tasks of a biographer in de-
picting and interpreting the character and life course of a selected individ-
ual. 
 It certainly knocked out of joint my plan to start Commander in Chief 
with the drama of Casablanca – demonstrating, in retrospect, the crucial 
importance of discovery not only in the legal sense, but the biographical. 
Rewriting Part One after a year of false starts I eventually began the draft 
manuscript with preparations for the historic trip. Here I was able to use 
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the unpublished memoir of the President’s naval attaché at the White 
House, Captain McCrea, who recalled the details of how the Casablanca 
trip were planned - but then, in terms of narrative, I went back to the visit 
of Mackenzie King the month before. The drama of “narrative non-fiction” 
in re-chronicling the famous Casablanca Conference was thus re-
placed by a fresh biographical examination of the biographee: President 
Roosevelt. The purpose of my biography, I reminded myself, was not to 
dramatize Casablanca, but to explore President Roosevelt’s true role and 
agency as U.S. Commander in Chief in World War II. In looking at the 
weeks before the President even went out to Casablanca, it became 
clear decades of biographical misunderstanding would have to be revised 
–with ramifications that would affect our whole concept of the war in the
Mediterranean. It would, in short, multiply our “interpretations of
historical events and structures” way beyond just the President’s life.

Process – and Outcome 

Once the underlying theme or thread became clear, the scaffolding of the 
rest of the partial biography fell into place. It became, in the end, a series 
of twelve chapters or parts, each one shining a light on the development 
of FDR’s military and political strategy for the war’s prosecution – and 
the trials he underwent in trying to enact it, for good or ill. Especially in 
relation to his arch-ally, Winston Churchill. 
 Churchill’s repeated visits to North America to plead with the Presi-
dent not to mount, once they had the necessary combat and command 
experience, a cross-Channel invasion in 1944, or 1945, formed the core or 
current running through the book, since “British” (actually U.K., Canadian, 
Polish and other national forces) troops would be required to furnish half 
the men necessary for a successful landing on D-Day. Churchill, however, 
was deeply skeptical after the fiasco of Dieppe, in August 1942, when al-
most a thousand Canadians were killed on the shores of the French sea-
port in a few hours, and none got off the shingle beaches. 
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 In the event Churchill’s hopes of an easy campaign in Italy that would 
put the Allies in possession of Rome had proved illusory, however – and I 
was thus able to highlight in the manuscript how the President’s steady, 
implacable insistence on withdrawing forces from the Mediterranean and 
ordering Overlord, the cross-Channel invasion of France, to be mounted in 
the spring of 1944, saved the Allies from what, in retrospect, might well 
have become stalemate in Europe: the western Allies bogged down in Italy 
and Balkans, the Russians unable to prevail over the Germans on the East-
ern Front – and American voters (and senior military officers) pressing for 
U.S. priority to be given to the war against Japan, in the Pacific. 
 This was, in historiographical import, a serious revision in our under-
standing both of President Roosevelt’s agency – and Churchill’s 
counter-agency, as it were, since deference to Churchill’s strategy might 
well have lost the war for the Allies. 
 Adding to the gravity of the subject – since the lives of more than a 
million Allied, German and Italian troops and civilians would be ended or 
become casualties in Italy, without the Allies ever reaching much further 
than the Po – was another issue, or thematic current: FDR’s determination 
to meet with his Soviet counterpart, Marshal Stalin, and to attempt to get 
the Russians to sign up to a better system of postwar security than the ill-
fated League of Nations. This proved in 1943 a long, tortuous effort – made 
all the more tortuous because the President had to conceal the fact that 
Churchill was doing everything possible to sabotage plans for a Second 
Front that the Russians so desperately wanted. 

Great matters, affecting millions of lives, were thus at stake in 1943 – and 
the importance of researching and presenting the truth about the key fig-
ures in that story, seventy years later, is not to be underestimated. 
 It is in the complex interplay between history (the way we see the 
past) and individual lives that biography, I would argue, makes its most 
distinctive contribution to history. Modern fiction and drama – whether 
on the page, the screen or the stage – continues to engage, illumine and 
entertain us, offering insights into humanity that help us to understand 
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and feel touched by fictional lives as if they were real; but in modern biog-
raphy we have an opportunity to examine and focus upon actual lives that 
were lived – a pursuit that has its own powerful effect on our sense of jus-
tice in telling, or retelling, the truth about our world and its past. 

Perspective 

Looking back, there is one other insight that came to me in the writing of 
Commander in Chief that I had not, in all frankness, anticipated: namely 
the manner in which perspective can alter a biographer’s understanding of 
the significance of an event. 
 Let me explain how this stunned me – namely in recounting Opera-
tion Husky, the Allied invasion of Sicily in July, 1943. I had already recount-
ed that episode as Montgomery’s military biographer in the 1980s, 
charting Montgomery’s role not only in the planning for the invasion but 
the campaign itself – which ended in what can only be described as 
fiasco, when disconnection between the higher Allied air, naval and army 
headquarters allowed the entire German army in Sicily – though 
beaten in battle – to evacuate the island with impunity. That 
outcome, which Montgomery railed against in his diary and in 
confidential letters at the time, had fascinated me, since it revealed 
why Montgomery came so to distrust “higher authority” in conducting 
war: distrust that often ruined his reputation and standing with his 
superiors such as Eisenhower, but also threw light on his near-manic 
attempt to have sole charge of the battles he fought thereafter, from 
D-Day to the crossing of the Rhine. Sicily, for Montgomery, was a 
missed opportunity, a wasted victory. What I had not then 
understood, however, was how strategically decisive it was in the 
higher conduct of the war in Europe.
 In writing Montgomery’s biography I had portrayed him in his role as 
a field commander, not a higher commander or political leader. 
Researching and writing the Sicily chapter for Commander in Chief, 
however, I came to realize how historians – myself included – had 
underestimated or even ignored the link between “Citadel,” the German 
offensive on the Eastern 
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front that summer, and “Husky,” the Allied invasion of Sicily, in the Medi-
terranean. Within three days of the Allied landings in Sicily Hitler felt 
compelled to call off his “last throw of the dice,” as it was called: a sort of 
third version of Operation Barbarossa, this time beginning on July 5, 1943, 
when he ordered almost a million German soldiers and thousands of tanks 
and artillery weapons back into battle at Kursk to destroy the Russian ar-
mies. Being able to read Dr. Goebbels’s diary entries for 1943 (published in 
German in the 1990s in German) I was now able to see the Sicily campaign 
completely afresh. As Propaganda Reichsminister Dr. Goebbels had to 
handle the media consequences of Hitler terminating the battle on the 
Eastern Front, and his decision to send his reserve armored divisions in-
stead to Italy – in fact to wage finally a “two-front war,” which Germany 
would be hard put to win, as Goebbels noted. Moreover, after discussing 
the situation with the Führer, Goebbels had confided to his diary what 
Allied intelligence, especially Ultra intelligence, was unable to infer or 
report: namely that Hitler intended to crush his Italian allies, if they dared 
surrender to the Allies. Hitler, Goebbels noted, was going to hold on in 
southern Italy and elsewhere in the southern Mediterranean: intent upon 
defending every inch of Italian or Greek territory as if it were the German 
homeland. 
 The ramifications of this decision for the western Allies were historic. 
Whereas the Italians literally walked away from combat and the Pact of 
Steel, the Germans did the opposite. The tragic climax of Commander in 
Chief thus came in the high summer of 1943, at the very moment when the 
Allies appeared to be triumphant. The President’s decision, at Casablanca, 
to invade Sicily had halted Hitler’s “last throw of the dice” on the Eastern 
Front - and thereby taken crucial pressure off Stalin’s armies. Yet it also led 
to a veritable crossroads in terms of the Allied prosecution of the war, since 
it fueled Churchill’s visions of a triumphant entry into Rome, in the manner of 
a Roman Caesar. 
 Churchill’s pressure on Roosevelt to abandon the notion of a 1944 
cross-Channel invasion had been relentless – and the prospect of victory 
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in Italy caused Churchill to insist, once again, he must meet with the Pres-
ident in North America, to persuade him finally to “back off” D-Day. 
 The ramifications of such a decision would have been, in retrospect, 
horrendous. Had not Roosevelt insisted, to Churchill’s chagrin, upon mov-
ing experienced U.S. and British divisions from the Mediterranean to Brit-
ain and moving ahead with Operation Overlord, planned for May, 1944, the 
British Prime Minister’s attempt to pursue “further,” opportunistic victory 
in the Mediterranean might well have ended in stalemate for the Allies. 
Hitler would have been left in control of almost all Europe. Neither side 
would have been able to overcome the other in 1944, and there would have 
been increasing pressure from the American public as well as high officials 
to focus on defeating Japan, not the Third Reich. 
 These were weighty outcomes for a partial biography, covering a sin-
gle year in FDR’s life. It was the story of Churchill’s hubris and his tragic 
misreading of Hitler’s intentions, as well as the diehard resistance by the 
Wehrmacht in Italy in the late summer of 1943 - and how near the Allied 
thereby came to losing the war - that ultimately caused me to choose a 
new subtitle for Commander in Chief, which I had simply assumed would 
be FDR at War. Instead, I chose FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943 - for it had 
become clear to me that this was, ultimately, one of the most important 
revelations of my partial biographical study. 

Biography as Portraiture in Prose 

Biography, to be sure, is more than microhistory. No-one demands that a 
work of history be well-written (though many are): what is important to 
the reader is the historian’s record of the past, and his or her interpreta-
tion. 
 The biographer, by contrast, is charged not only with a microhistori-
an’s task, as we might call it, but with producing a strong, narrative con-
struct: one that will bring a past (sometimes also present) individual to life 
upon the page, as an illustration of individuality-in-the-making (and un-
making). In order to credit and follow the individual’s life course, for good 
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or ill, the reader wishes to be able to identify to some degree at least with 
the subject. There is thus an expectation of narrative skill and craftsman-
ship in the telling. 
 It was thus necessary, in writing Commander in Chief, to narrate Pres-
ident Roosevelt’s story in a readable and if possible humanly engaging 
way. By the use of personal diaries, oral histories and the 
reminiscences of witnesses, as well as minutes of meetings and 
Roosevelt’s own correspondence, memos and jottings, I attempted to 
paint a reasonably vivid portrait, at least, of the President in action as 
commander in chief that year. Yet I was aware that the very intimacy of 
a portrait I was composing bore the danger of too great an 
identification with the sitter: a problem that has pervaded biography 
since it was first practiced in Greek and Roman times. Schrödinger’s cat, 
again – but a cat too fond of its master. 
 Did I heroise FDR – focusing on his hitherto unacknowledged domi-
nant authority as de facto commander in chief of all the Western Allies, 
but minimizing or ignoring the frustrations felt by many of his 
subordinates, from Generals Stilwell to Wedemeyer, MacArthur to 
Marshall, and officials from War Secretary Stimson (who thought the 
President the most administratively dysfunctional chief executive he 
had ever met) to Churchill himself, who imagined FDR was overriding 
his American Chiefs of Staff because he agreed with him, and was 
shocked when he realized he, Churchill, was having to march in 
lockstep with the President’s strategy? 
 I must plead guilty, for a biographer can not only never be 
definitive, but should not, I believe, attempt to be the final judge of the 
chosen individual under review. Biography is, in this sense, an extended 
plaidoyer. By recording Churchill’s standpoint and by switching 
occasionally to the headquarters of FDR’s primary opponent, Adolf 
Hitler, I did try to avoid too close an identification with the President 
– which will always be the bane or disadvantage of biography, in
contrast to history – but I cannot pretend that my version of FDR’s
role as U.S. commander in chief is wholly impartial or objective. The
biographer may in some ways be said to resemble a lawyer, an
attorney, presenting the best case for his client, the subject of the
biography – in fact biographies might be likened to a form of justice for
564
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the dead, and the field of biographies a sort of courtroom. Each biographer 
presents his or her case, and the reader, as judge, ultimately decides. 
 The serious biographer’s task, then, is one that requires considerable 
skills not only of discovery and research, but of “courtroom” presentation – 
indeed as readers we are often drawn to see what a biographer makes of a 
chosen subject, rather than being particularly anxious to know more about 
the individual under the lens. Readers of David McCullough’s recent biog-
raphy of the Wright brothers, for instance, may not be interested in flight, 
or in the Wrights: but they are interested in how McCullough, a first-class 
biographer of Presidents Truman and John Adams, will plead, in the man-
ner of an attorney, the case of the Brothers Wright37 – with the added ben-
efit of learning more about the origins of human flight in doing so. 
 Commander in Chief must certainly be judged in this painterly, as well 
as historiographical, light. My training as a student of history in the 1960s 
and my subsequent years as military and presidential historian explained 
my choice of subject, or sitter - but the portrait I have painted in prose 
must be read, in the end, as biography rather than history: a portrait in 
which my admiration and affection for the sitter cannot be concealed.  

Conclusions 
I have tried, in the course of this essay, to show how tentatively a serious 
biographer works; how the outcome of a biography cannot be predicted in 
advance; and how the eventual portrait emerges by a process of trial and 
error as the biographer investigates the partial life of a past individual. 
 How, then, can Commander in Chief be summarized? What does it 
potentially contribute to what we call, however vaguely, our understand-
ing of the past? How does it seek not only to “correct history,” but to 
change our view of President Roosevelt himself? 

37 David McCullough, The Wright Brothers (Simon & Schuster, 2015). 
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First, Commander in Chief seeks to establish a fresh perspective on FDR as 
U.S. Commander in Chief in war: placing the reader by his side as he di-
rects his forces in 1943. 
 Second, Commander in Chief elaborates for the first time FDR’s moral 
and political vision in the run-up to 1943 – in particular the way in which 
his military strategy that year was designed to win, not lose the war, by 
undertaking only what could reasonably be achieved by American soldiers 
who had until then never fired a shot in anger against a Wehrmacht sol-
dier. Moreover to ensure that his postwar vision of a U.N. Authority and 
Security Council could hopefully be fulfilled by the ultimate unconditional 
surrender of America’s enemies. 
 Third, Commander in Chief depicts how, at the battle of Kasserine, it 
was FDR’s cautious strategy, not the professional advice of his generals, 
that was proved prescient. 
 Fourth, Commander in Chief depicts how the well-known disagree-
ments between the U.S. and British Chiefs over strategy at Casablanca and 
in Washington and Quebec in 1943 formed a backcloth to the most im-
portant disagreement of all: namely that between FDR and Churchill’s 
military strategies for the prosecution of World War II. Churchill’s strategy 
of “closing the ring” around the Third Reich was not how FDR wished ulti-
mately to prosecute the war, once his troops were “blooded,” since by itself 
such a strategy could not defeat Germany. 
 Fifth, Commander in Chief details for the first time how FDR suborned 
his primary ally, Winston Churchill, in the course of 1943: culminating in 
his threat to withhold shared development of the atomic bomb with Brit-
ain unless Churchill – before the Quebec Conference – backed off his 
campaign to abandon the President’s plans for a spring 1944 cross-
Channel operation (Overlord). 
 Sixth, Commander in Chief analyzes how FDR’s strategic vision came 
near to grief, nevertheless, in the late summer of 1943, when Churchill be-
came convinced the Third Reich was near to collapse, and that the Allies 
should throw all their effort into invading southern Europe and expelling 
German forces from Italy and the Greek islands. This proved a profound 
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and grievous misunderstanding of German (not simply Hitler’s) determi-
nation to fight on; moreover one that would result in near catastrophe at 
Salerno (as well as huge Allied casualties over the succeeding months), to 
little real purpose. Mercifully, however, it did not result in defeat or stale-
mate for the Allies – thanks to FDR’s dogged insistence on holding to 
his overall D-Day strategy. 
 Seventh, Commander in Chief clarifies for the first time the reasoning 
behind FDR’s courtship of Stalin – dictator and generalissimo of a nation 
facing more than two thirds of the German armies. To keep them so facing, 
FDR had to conceal Churchill’s attempts to sabotage his plans to mount D-
Day in 1944 – without which the Allies could not defeat the Wehrmacht 
and win the war. 

These “corrective” contributions to our understanding of FDR and World 
War II will, I hope, bring greater clarity to what is often a fog of contested 
accounts of Allied strategy and military operations in 1943. However, I 
hope that Commander in Chief will also contribute to the modern trend in 
partial biography: namely to shine a portraitist’s light not only on the 
character of an individual in history, but by intensive forensic research to 
focus upon the true role or agency of that individual in history – some-
thing military historians have singularly failed to do in the case of FDR.  

Reflections and Acknowledgements 
Partial biography may not only be a good term to describe a discrete as-
pect or period (or both) of a subject’s life; it may also be appropriate in 
another way. As acknowledged above, I have tried to be truthful, but have 
failed to be impartial. Biography is a constant struggle between objectivity 
and subjectivity – with the reader having to act as judge as to how well the 
author has managed this “encounter battle,” as it might be called. 

That said, the challenge of such a partial biography, in terms of com-
position and approach – the relating of the local to the wider perspective – 
is unlikely to be straightforward. For the reasons I’ve given it certainly did 
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not prove easy, in my own case, to get right, entailing many false steps and 
considerable revision. 

In this regard I would wish that there were more widespread opportu-
nities for education, training, and critical, shared discussion among biog-
raphers and students of biography, as there is among historians – and as 
there is today in relation to memoir/life-writing/creative non-
fiction/narrative-non-fiction, at so many university Language and Media 
Studies departments. 

The Biography Institute at the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen offers, in 
this respect, a much-needed center for such shared scholarship. Thanks 
to the Institute I was able, in undertaking Commander in Chief, to work 
with two distinguished professors: Hans Renders and Doeko Bosscher. 
Whether Commander in Chief will be successful in correcting the 
widespread misconception of Franklin Delano Roosevelt as commander 
in chief of the armed forces of the United States in what was the most 
violent global conflict in human history will be interesting to see. In the 
meantime, though, let me end this brief apologia by expressing my sincere 
gratitude to Professors Renders and Bosscher for their help in ensuring 
that Commander in Chief measures up, at least, to the university’s 
standards of good scholarship, good history, and good biography, in a 
nation that has such a welcome respect for portraiture not just in paint, 
but in print. 

And last, but not least: my especial thanks to Dr. Binne de Haan of 
the Biography Institute, Groningen, for his unstinting assistance in the 
production of this volume.



Summary 

Commander in Chief: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943 
Commander in Chief is a partial biography of President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, examining his role as commander in chief of the armed forces 
of the United States in World War II. It focuses on the year 1943: a year 
that has hitherto largely been passed over by biographers of President 
Roosevelt, and a military role that has been seriously underestimated by 
historians. 
 The thesis begins with Roosevelt’s journey by air from Miami to 
North Africa in January 1943 – the first U.S. president ever to fly while in 
office. New dating of Roosevelt’s preparation for the trip permits a re-
examination of the President’s purpose not only in inspecting his forces on 
the battlefield as American commander in chief, but in laying down the 
new military goal of all the western Allies at the Casablanca Conference: 
the “unconditional surrender” of the Axis powers, without possibility of 
negotiation. 
 Roosevelt’s decision to overrule his own joint U.S. chiefs of staff 
(George Marshall, Ernest King, Henry Arnold) and follow a Mediterranean 
campaign in 1943, instead of switching U.S. forces to Britain for a cross-
Channel invasion as they recommended, is also reviewed. Counter to con-
temporary and later assertions that Roosevelt “gave way” to Churchill’s 
strategy at Casablanca, Commander in Chief makes clear Roosevelt had a 
clear and unshakeable American aim: to ensure that U.S. forces could, in a 
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“safe” area, learn how to defeat the Wehrmacht in battle before attempting 
anything such as ambitious as a cross-Channel landing that year.  
 U.S. defeat in the Battle of Kasserine, three weeks after the confer-
ence, demonstrated the wisdom of Roosevelt’s military step-by-step strate-
gy – following which U.S. forces were able to spring back and take the un-
conditional surrender of more than a quarter million Axis troops in North 
Africa in May. 
 “Husky,” the invasion of Sicily, took place two months later, on July 
10, 1943, in accordance with the President’s timetable: a colossal amphibi-
ous operation by coalition forces that forced Hitler to abandon “Citadel,” 
Germany’s 2-million man offensive against the Soviets on the Eastern 
front, in order to defend his Southern front. By then the western Allies had 
won control of the Mediterranean seaway, however, and had gained in 
combat the commanders (Patton, Bradley, Montgomery) and battle-
hardened forces (air, naval and ground) necessary to carry out a successful 
invasion (“Overlord”) of northern France in the spring of 1944: landings 
that would, Hitler himself stated, decide the outcome of the war. 
 In agreeing to the President’s military strategy, the British prime min-
ister, Winston Churchill, publicly referred to himself as President 
Roosevelt’s “ardent lieutenant.” Behind the scenes, however, Commander 
in Chief  sheds new light on how Churchill - backed  a small army of 
advisers - attempted all year to reverse Roosevelt’s military decisions: 
traveling twice by sea to North America in 1943 - in May and yet again in 
August - to press Roosevelt to abandon Overlord, or delay the landings 
until 1945 or 1946, in order to pursue to a further Mediterranean strategy. 
 This fundamental difference in military strategy between the two 
primary Western war leaders, Churchill and Roosevelt, explains the subti-
tle of the thesis: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943. Had President Roosevelt 
not overruled his junior British partner, the war in Europe might well have 
been lost by the Allies – as the unfortunate Allied invasion of southern 
Italy and the Ionian Islands was to show, in the fall of 1943. 
 Through the use of new material, especially diaries, journals and oth-
er ego documents, Commander in Chief offers a radically new perspective 
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on the military performances both of Roosevelt and Churchill, at the stra-
tegic crossroads of World War II. This military re-examination is 
framed within the larger political dimension of Western war aims, which 
Roosevelt, together with Churchill, intended to address directly with 
Stalin in Tehran at the year’s end. 
 The concept of a “turning point” as an argument for partial biography 
(the examination of a moment or event in a person’s life that influences 
that person’s subsequent deeds or actions) serves here as an important 
biographical-methodological aid. The introduction and epilogue (Biog-
raphy As Corrective and Commander in Chief: Genesis, Process, Outcome) 
analyze and illustrate how this concept, coined by Hans Renders, is help-
ing provide a theoretical justification for the importance of partial biog-
raphy. 





Samenvatting 

Commander in Chief: FDR’s strijd met Churchill, 1943 
Commander in Chief is een deelbiografie van president Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt waarin Roosevelts rol als opperbevelhebber van de gewapende 
strijdkrachten van de Verenigde Staten in de Tweede Wereldoorlog het 
hoofdthema is. Het boek concentreert zich op het jaar 1943: een jaar waar-
aan biografen van president Roosevelt tot nu toe weinig aandacht schon-
ken, en waarin Roosevelt een militaire taak vervulde die door historici 
ernstig is onderschat. 
 Het proefschrift begint in januari 1943 met de vliegreis van Roosevelt 
van Miami naar Noord-Afrika – daarmee was Roosevelt de eerste president 
van de Verenigde Staten die in functie vloog. Een nieuwe datering van 
Roosevelts voorbereiding voor de reis stelt ons in staat het doel dat de pre-
sident met deze reis had opnieuw te onderzoeken, niet alleen in het als 
Amerikaans opperbevelhebber inspecteren van zijn troepen in het strijd-
perk, maar ook in het uitrollen van een nieuw militair doel voor alle weste-
lijke geallieerden op de Conferentie van Casablanca: de ‘onvoorwaardelij-
ke overgave’ van de asmogendheden, zonder mogelijkheid tot onderhan-
deling. 
 Roosevelts beslissing om zijn eigen gezamenlijke Amerikaanse leger-
bevelhebbers (George Marshall, Ernest King, Henry Arnold) te overrulen 
en een Mediterrane veldtocht in 1943 uit te voeren, in plaats van een ver-
plaatsing in gang te zetten van Amerikaanse strijdkrachten naar Groot-
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Brittannië voor een invasie door een oversteek van het Kanaal, zoals zij 
aanbevalen, wordt ook nader bekeken. In tegenstelling tot 
contemporaine en ook latere beweringen dat Roosevelt in Casablanca 
‘toegaf’ aan Churchills strategie, maakt Commander in Chief duidelijk 
dat Roosevelt een duidelijk en onwrikbaar Amerikaans doel voor ogen 
had: dat de Amerikaanse strijdkrachten eerst in een ‘veilige’ omgeving de 
mogelijkheid zouden krijgen om te leren hoe ze de Wehrmacht in een 
oorlog konden verslaan, voordat zoiets ambitieus als een invasie door 
een oversteek van het Kanaal dat jaar ondernomen kon worden. 
 De nederlaag van het Amerikaanse leger in de Slag om de 
Kasserinepas, drie weken na de Conferentie, toonde de wijsheid van 
Roosevelts militaire stap-voor-stap-strategie aan – de Amerikaanse 
strijdkrachten konden daarop in mei terugslaan en de onvoor-
waardelijke overgave afdwingen van meer dan een kwart miljoen 
manschappen van de asmogendheden in Noord-Afrika. 
 ‘Husky’, de Landing op Sicilië, vond twee maanden later plaats, op 10 
juli 1943, in overeenstemming met het tijdschema van de president: een 
reusachtige amfibische operatie door de geallieerde legers waardoor Hitler 
gedwongen werd Operatie Citadel, Duitslands twee miljoen man sterke 
offensief tegen de Sovjets aan het oostelijk front, af te breken, om zo het 
zuidelijk front te kunnen verdedigen. Op dat moment hadden de gealli-
eerden echter al de Middellandse Zee in hun macht, en de strijd leverde 
bevelhebbers (Patton, Bradley, Montgomery) en door strijd geharde legers 
(luchtmacht, marine, grondtroepen) op die noodzakelijk waren om in de 
lente van 1944 een succesvolle invasie (Overlord) op Noord-Frankrijk uit te 
voeren: met landingen die, zoals Hitler zelf verklaarde, de uitkomst van de 
oorlog zouden bepalen. 
 Door in te stemmen met de militaire strategie van de president ver-
wees de Britse premier Winston Churchill publiekelijk naar zichzelf als 
president Roosevelts ‘vurige luitenant’. Commander in Chief werpt echter 
nieuw licht op hoe Churchill achter de schermen – gesteund door een 
klein leger van adviseurs – het hele jaar door probeerde Roosevelts mili-
tair-strategische beslissingen tegen te werken: hij reisde in 1943 tweemaal 
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over zee naar Noord-Amerika – in mei en in augustus – om Roosevelt er-
van te overtuigen Overlord af te blazen, of de landingen uit te stellen tot 
1945 of 1946, om zo de operatie in het Middellandse Zee-gebied voort te 
kunnen zetten. 
 Dit fundamentele verschil in militaire strategie tussen de twee be-
langrijkste westelijke oorlogsleiders, Churchill en Roosevelt, verklaart de 
ondertitel van het proefschrift: FDR’s Battle With Churchill, 1943 (FDR’s 
strijd met Churchill, 1943). Wanneer president Roosevelt niet zijn jongere 
Britse collega had teruggefloten, dan zouden de geallieerden de oorlog in 
Europa heel goed verloren kunnen hebben – zoals de ongelukkige gealli-
eerde invasie van Zuid-Italië en de Ionische Eilanden in de herfst van 1943 
ook lieten zien. 
 Door het gebruik van nieuwe bronnen, vooral dagboeken, persoonlij-
ke aantekeningen en andere egodocumenten, biedt Commander in 
Chief een radicaal nieuw perspectief op de militaire prestaties van zowel 
Roosevelt als Churchill tijdens strategische momenten in de Tweede 
Wereldoorlog. Deze militaire reconstructie is ingebed in het grotere 
politieke kader van de door het Westen beoogde einddoelen van de 
oorlog, die Roosevelt, samen met Churchill, rechtstreeks met Stalin aan 
het einde van het jaar in Teheran wilde gaan bespreken. 
 Het begrip ‘turning point’ als argument voor een deelbiografie (de 
bestudering van een moment of gebeurtenis in het leven van een persoon 
waardoor de daaropvolgende daden en handelingen van die persoon ver-
regaand worden beïnvloed) fungeert hier als een belangrijk biografisch-
methodologisch hulpmiddel. De introductie en epiloog (Biography As Cor-
rective (Biografie als correctie) en Commander in Chief: Genesis, Process, 
Outcome  (Commander in Chief: ontstaan, proces, resultaat)) analyseren en 
illustreren hoe dit begrip, gemunt door Hans Renders, een theoretische 
rechtvaardiging levert voor het belang van de deelbiografie. 
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Drea, Edward J.  264
Dykes, Vivian (brigadier)  245

Eade, Charles  117, 488  
Echternkamp, Jörg  430 
Eddy, Manton (general)  160, 358 
Eden, Anthony  370, 398, 412, 415 
Ehrman, Sir John 540 
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Einstein, Albert  11-12 
Eisenhower, Dwight (general)  27, 
37, 92-93, 109, 111, 114, 118-119, 139, 142-
149, 154, 162, 167-168, 175, 178, 186, 
210-211, 216, 219-222, 231, 247-250,
260, 274, 283, 289, 297, 332-333, 349-
350, 355-358, 369-370, 372, 417, 425,
440, 465, 471, 491, 493-497, 499, 501-
503, 506, 508, 516, 539, 541, 545, 554,
556, 561
Elizabeth, Queen  442
Ellis, John  17
Elsey, George (lieutenant)  26-27, 33,
112, 375-376, 438-439, 524, 547
Embick, Stanley (general)  89-91, 93
Emmanuel, King (of Italy)  409
Evans, Richard  7-8

Farley, James  244 
Fenby, Jonathan  552 
Ferguson, Niall  12 
Ferrell, Robert  210, 246 
Fest, Joachim  9 
Fitzgerald (family)  9-10 
Flaherty, Tina Santi  553-554 
Franklin, Benjamin  11-12 
Fredendall, Lloyd (general)  211-212, 
215, 219, 221-222, 248  
Fredriksen, John C.  277 
Freedland, Jonathan  8 
Friezer, Karl-Heinz  412 
Froehlich, Elke  117, 199, 213, 360, 
363, 406, 409, 467 

Gandhi, Mahatma  338 
Gannon, Robert I.  475, 478 

Gardiner, William (colonel)  496  
George VI (King)  26-27, 198, 442, 
508 
Gilbert, Martin  67, 123, 125, 158, 338, 
363, 405, 417, 452, 455, 457, 485, 542 
Giraud, Henri (general)  139, 145-146, 
163, 165-166, 168, 173, 175-176, 179-180, 
183, 186-189, 192, 230-232, 355 
Glines, Carroll V.  268 
Goebbels, Joseph  26, 112, 117-118, 199-
206, 212-213, 217-218, 224, 316, 360, 
363-365, 384, 406-407, 409-412, 428,
430, 467-470, 476, 484, 489, 510-513,
515-516, 521, 556, 562
Goering, Herman (field marshal)
357, 409
Goodwin, Doris Kearns  9-10
Grant, Ulysses  63, 196, 384
Greenfield, Kent Robert  541
Gromyko, Andrei  479
Groves, Leslie (lieutenant colonel)
64
Gustafson, Melanie  159, 475-476

Haan, Binne de  3, 531, 568 
Halifax, Lord  37, 67, 87, 237-240, 
243, 286, 338, 391, 546 
Hall, John L. (admiral)  116 
Halsey, William (admiral)  267-268, 
272-273
Halsted, Tom  547
Hamilton, Sir Denis (lieutenant 
colonel)  531
Hamilton, Ian  6, 19, 534
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Hamilton, Nigel  4, 14-15, 19-20, 22, 
51, 92, 216, 438, 494, 496, 500-501, 
504, 515, 531, 550, 589 
Handy, Thomas T. (general)  137, 
372-374, 395-396
Harmon, E. N. (general)  159 
Harriman, Averell  129-130, 243, 245, 
440, 452, 454-455, 458, 474 
Harrison, Gordon  540-541
Hart, Thomas (admiral)  546
Hart-Davis, Duff  27, 508
Hartle, Terry  550
Hassett, Bill  546
Hastings, Max  542
Henreid, Paul  113
Hensgen, Jorg  551
Higgins, Trumbull  367 
Hildebrand, Klaus  9
Hillgruber, Andreas  9
Himmler, Heinrich  205, 256 
Hirohito (Emperor Shōwa)  52, 120, 
132, 264, 283, 441, 458
Hitler, Adolf  6-9, 12-13, 26, 29, 52-53, 
55-56, 58-59, 65-66, 72-75, 83, 102-
103, 117-120, 131-132, 140, 142, 145, 147, 
176, 178, 180-181, 194, 199-206, 209, 
213, 217, 223-224, 231, 234-235, 250, 
256, 281-283, 286, 300, 302-303, 310, 
316-319, 321, 323, 325, 327, 330, 346, 
349, 351, 357-368, 370, 376-377, 382-
385, 403, 405-412, 416, 421, 428-433, 
440-441, 443, 445, 450, 452-453, 455-
456, 458, 460, 464-465, 467-470, 472, 
476-478, 481, 484-486, 488-489, 494, 
500, 509-511, 513-517, 522, 524, 536-

537, 549, 552-553, 556-557, 562-564, 
567, 570, 574 
Holmes, Sherlock  335 
Homberger, Eric  1-3, 5-6 
Hoover, Herbert  225, 237-238  
Hopkins, Harry  34, 40-42, 44-45, 47, 
61-62, 73-74, 76, 81, 83, 111, 116-117, 130,
148, 159, 161-162, 171-172, 175, 182, 188-
189, 288-289, 306-310, 339, 345, 356,
376, 379, 391, 422, 454, 483, 540
Hopkins, Louise (Macy)  34, 41-42,
61, 288, 356
Hughes, Ted  22, 533-534
Hull, Cordell  167, 175, 232, 257, 377,
391, 393-394, 422, 524
Hull, John E. (general)  91, 93, 137,
372-373, 376, 425
Huston, John W.  130-131

Ingersoll, Royal E. (admiral)  546 
Inonu, Ismet  233-235 
Irving, David  7, 8, 205-206 
Isaacson, Walter  11-12 
Ismay, Hastings (general)  148, 293, 
345, 493 

Jacob, Ian (brigadier)  114-116, 123-
126, 129, 137, 144, 341 
Jackson, Stonewall (general)  308 
James, Clayton  10 
Jebb, Gladwyn  55 
Jennings  504 
Jesus  467 
Jobs, Steve  12 
Johnson, Hiram  237 
Johnson, Lyndon B.  9-11, 14 
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Johnson, Samuel  551-552 

Kahn, David  263 
Kaiser, David  73 
Kakutani, Michiko  5, 19, 21 
Keegan, John  7 
Kennan, George  227 
Kennedy (family)  9-10, 18, 21 
Kennedy, Edward M.  22 
Kennedy, John F.  11, 18-19, 21, 589 
Kennedy, Joseph P., Sr.  18-19, 237 
Kennedy, Ted  18 
Kennedy Lawford, Patricia  22 
Kennedy Shriver, Eunice  22 
Kennedy Smith, Jean  22 
Kenney, George (general)  259-262 
Kersaudy, François  186-189 
Kershaw, Ian  9, 12, 17, 203, 209, 365, 
536-537, 553
Kesselring, Albert (field marshal) 211,
357, 495, 500-501
Keyes, Geoffrey  358
Keynes, John Maynard  1
Kimball, Warren  235, 247, 303
King, Ernest (admiral)  47, 102, 130-
131, 148, 154, 219-220, 266, 271-275,
285-286, 292, 300, 321, 323, 344, 373,
398, 421, 436-438, 539, 569, 573
King, Mackenzie (prime minister)
57-68, 71-80, 89, 104, 133, 138, 224,
285, 325-330, 335-341, 346, 348, 419-
420, 440, 442, 447, 449-454, 459, 471,
523, 546, 557-559
King, Martin Luther, Jr.  14
Kinna, Patrick  486
Kissinger, Henry  11-12

Kluge, Günther von (field marshal)  
366 
Knox, Frank  88, 220-221, 225, 266-
267  
Koga, Mineichi (admiral)  276  
Krock, Arthur  393 

LaFollette, Robert  237 
Lanphier, Thomas  268  
Larrabee, Eric  539  
Lässig, Simone  537 
Lascelles, Sir Alan  26, 198, 316-317, 
349, 508 
Laski, Harold  67 
Layton, Elizabeth  486  
Lavery, Brian  125 
Leahy, William (admiral)  34, 42, 45-
46, 95, 97, 101, 219-220, 233, 273, 276-
277, 285-286, 291-292, 296, 298-300, 
321, 323, 325, 331, 335, 344-345, 348, 
356, 378-380, 394, 436, 438, 464, 539, 
541, 545-546 
Lee, Robert E. (general)  63, 308 
Lee, Hermione  4, 548 
LeMay, Curtis (general)  539 
Lemnitzer, Lyman (general)  497 
Lewin, Ronald  263, 266 
Lichtman, Allan J.  303 
Lincoln, Abraham  9, 10, 159, 194 
Lindbergh, Charles  237 
Lippmann, Walter  240 
Lipstadt, Deborah  7-8 
Litvinov, Maxim  239, 315, 411, 457, 
479 
Luce, Claire  240 
Luce, Henry  240 
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MacArthur, Douglas (general)  10-11, 
126, 236, 256-257, 259, 267, 277, 323, 
422, 522, 539, 541, 545-546, 564 
MacGregor, Morris J.  93 
Macintyre, Ben  358  
MacLean, Elizabeth  320 
Macmillan, Harold  162, 182, 186 
Maisky, Ivan  411 
Malcolm, Janet  19, 21-22 
Manchester, William  10 
Mann, Thomas  13-15, 589 
Mann, Heinrich  13-15, 589 
Manstein, Erich von (field marshal)  
359-360
Marshall, George C. (general)  67, 
88-89, 92-103, 125, 130, 136, 138-142, 
145-146, 148-149, 153-157, 171, 210-211, 
217-221, 277, 285-286, 292, 299-301, 
305, 309-310, 321-323, 331-332, 344, 
346, 348, 350-351, 369-370, 372-373, 
391, 395, 397-398, 401, 435-438, 465, 
495, 505, 515, 526, 539, 540-541, 545, 
564, 569, 573
Martha, of Norway (crown princess, 
also princess Martha of Sweden) 
335
Matloff, Maurice  372, 395, 400 
McCarthy, L.  326
McCloy, John  89
McCormick, Robert  62
McCrea, John (captain)  34-40, 45, 
47, 81, 109, 111, 116, 129, 141, 159, 166, 
168-171, 173, 176-178, 192, 197, 255, 545, 
559
McCullough, David  11, 565

McIntire, Ross (admiral)  34, 38, 46-
47, 111, 245, 247, 378, 483  
McLaughlin, John  103 
McNarney, Joseph (general)  153, 292 
Mikaberidze, Alexander  500-501 
Mitchell, John (major)  267-269, 272 
Mitscher, Peter (admiral)  267-268, 
272 
Mockler-Ferryman, Eric (brigadier)  
248  
Mohammed (Islamic prophet)  364 
Molotov, Vyacheslav  66, 223 
Montgomery, Bernard (general)  14-
17, 27, 92, 118, 210, 216, 222, 248, 283, 
357-358, 362, 464-465, 472, 474, 494-
495, 500-501, 504, 508, 515, 538, 543-
544, 561, 570, 574, 589
Moran, Lord, see Sir Charles Wilson
Morison, Samuel Eliot  112, 237, 260,
274, 539-540, 551
Morocco, Sultan of  168-170, 173
Morris, Edmund  4
Moses  446
Moses, Robert  11
Mountbatten, Louis (admiral)  130,
139, 148, 156, 297, 426, 522
Mueller, Sven Oliver  430
Murphy, Robert  168, 170-171, 182,
186,
Mussolini, Benito  52, 120, 132, 138,
250, 281, 322, 358, 360, 362, 364-365,
376, 382, 390-391, 405-406, 412, 426-
427, 429, 432, 471, 485, 510-512, 553

Nájero, Francisco Castilia  255 
Napoleon, Bonaparte  231, 505 
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Neilson, Raymond Perry  414
Nesbitt, Mrs. Henrietta (Eleanor 
Roosevelt’s cook)  255 
Nimitz, Chester (admiral)  126, 
265-267, 272-273, 277, 522, 539, 541 
Nixon, Richard  11 
Noguès, Charles (general)  170 Nolte, 
Ernst  9 
Novarr, David  6 
Oppenheimer, Robert  11, 64 
Oldendorf, Jesse B. (admiral)  45 
Orchard, Carol  533, 534 
Orwell, George  205 
O’Sullivan, Christopher D.  52-54 

Parkinson, Roger  17 
Patton, George S. (general)  90, 93, 
145, 159, 161, 171-173, 211, 216-217, 219, 
248, 282-283, 357-358, 362, 493, 541, 
556, 570, 574 
Paulus, Friedrich von (general)  200-
201, 282 
Pelling, Henry  535 
Pendar, Kenneth  167, 170 
Perotta, Tom  6 
Pétain, Philippe (marshal)  110, 180 
Philips, P. J.  442, 445 
Pius XII (pope)  474, 492 
Plath, Sylvia  19, 22, 533 
Plutarch (Lucius Mestrius Plutar-
chus)  23 
Pompey (Gnaeus Pompeius Mag-
nus)  198 
Porch, Douglas  367, 491 

Portal, Charles (air marshal)  130, 
155-156, 303, 305
Potts, Joanna  552
Pound, Dudley (admiral)  130, 148,
155-156
Prados, John  264, 269
Prettyman, Arthur (chief petty of-
ficer)  34

Rayburn, Sam  87 
Reagan, Ronald  4 
Reeves, Richard  11 
Reich, Walter  317  
Reilly, Mike  113, 115 
Rembrandt (Rembrandt Harmens-
zoon van Rijn)  132 
Renders, Hans  3, 531, 548-549, 568, 
571, 575 
Reuth, Ralf Georg  206 
Reynolds, David  27, 55, 104, 383, 
426, 436, 534-537, 547 
Reynolds, Maurice (colonel)  391 
Rhiel, Mary  3 
Ribbentrop, Joachim von  223, 281, 
318, 411, 476  
Ridgway, Matthew (general)  495-
497, 515 
Rigdon, William  262-263, 439, 442 
Ritchie, Neil (general)  256 
Roberts, Andrew  137, 426, 525-526 
Robinett, Paul (colonel)  215  
Rommel, Erwin (field marshal)  16, 
75, 92, 143, 211-213, 216-217, 219, 221-
222, 248, 308, 365, 377, 429, 511, 515, 
550, 558 
Rommel, Manfred  515 
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Roosevelt, Anna (Boettiger)  287, 
547 
Roosevelt, Eleanor  9, 10, 34, 41-42, 
44, 48, 71, 169, 246, 253, 255, 287, 306, 
414, 422, 484, 504,   
Roosevelt, Eleanor Seagraves (Ellie)  
547    
Roosevelt, Elliott (colonel)  48, 56, 
113-116, 129-135, 146-149, 161-162, 169-
171, 174, 182-186, 191
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano (only for
p. 1-23, and 533-568)  9-10, 19-20, 537,
538, 539, 540-560, 562-568
Roosevelt, Franklin, Jr. (lieutenant)
116, 148
Roosevelt, John Aspinwall 504
Roosevelt, Sara  47
Roosevelt, Theodore  4, 9-10, 171
Rosenman, Samuel  63, 83, 85, 196-
197, 376, 439, 442-447, 476-477, 518
Rowan, Leslie  288

Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de  5 
Salinger, J.D.  6 
Sauckel, Fritz  404  
Sawyers, Frank  124 
Schiff, Stacey  5, 15-16 
Schlender, Brent  12 
Schrödinger, Erwin  554, 564 
Seagraves, Ellie, see Roosevelt, Elea-
nor Seagraves (Ellie) 
Sebag-Montefiore, Simon  484 
Shapin, Steven  23 
Sherwin, Martin  11 

Sherwood, Robert  41-42, 44, 83, 117, 
130, 175, 189, 306, 376, 439, 442-443, 
540 
Sikorksi, Wladyslaw (general)  363 
Simon, Scott  533-534  
Skidelsky, Robert  1-5, 10, 13, 17, 20, 
23 
Smith, Jean Edward  244 
Smith, Philip A.  427 
Smith, Walter Bedell (general)  114, 
124, 147, 495-496 
Smuts, Jan (field marshal)  56-57, 
370, 415, 417, 485  
Somervell, Brehon (general)  64 
Soong, T. V.  337  
Speer, Albert  203, 408  
Spellman, Francis (cardinal)  471, 
474-476, 478-479, 481-482, 485, 522
Stafford, David  112, 263
Stalin, Joseph  29, 42, 55-56, 58-62,
65-66, 72, 78-81, 103-104, 163, 166, 176,
194, 200, 219, 222, 225-229, 232, 235-
236 243, 250, 281, 300, 310-312, 315-
320, 325, 329-330, 336, 340, 348, 361-
362, 367-369, 375, 378-379, 381, 383,
389-390, 393, 410-414, 416, 440-441,
449-455, 457-458, 463-464, 468, 472,
475-477, 480, 484, 486, 488-490, 508-
510, 513, 523-524, 526, 552, 560, 562,
567, 571, 575
Stalin, Vasily  484
Starling, Edmund (colonel)  37, 38
Stilwell, Joseph (“Vinegar Joe”) (gen-
eral)  539-540, 564
Stimson, Henry  76, 88-91, 93-95, 100,
102, 141, 145, 153, 210, 215-218, 220-221,
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256, 274, 277, 288, 290, 309-310, 312, 
318, 323, 347, 348, 370-372, 394, 397, 
399-401, 416, 419, 540, 546, 550, 564
Stoler, Mark  159, 367, 475, 540, 552
Strachey, Lytton  2, 10, 17, 23
Strong, Kenneth (brigadier)  496
Stürmer, Michael  9
Suchoff, David  3
Suckley, Margaret (“Daisy”)  42-43,
45-47, 110-111, 113-114, 133, 160, 166,
187, 244-247, 253-257, 262, 355-356,
361, 378-379, 391-392, 414-415, 422,
463-464, 472-473, 483-484, 493, 504,
546
Suetonius (Gaius Suetonius Tran-
quillus)  23, 538, 589
Svanidze, Ekaterina  484

Taft, Robert A.  476  
Taft, William Howard  9-10 
Taylor, A.J.P.  7 
Taylor, Maxwell (general)  496-497 
Tedder, Arthur (air marshal)  148  
Tetzeli, Rick  12 
Thompson, Charles Ralfe (“Tom-
my”) (commander)  288 
Thorne, Christopher  53, 55 
Todman, Daniel  154, 287, 526, 540 
Tojo, Hideki (general)  120, 377, 521 
Toll, Ian  551 
Trevor-Roper, Hugh  7 
Truman, Harry S.  11, 565 
Tuchman, Barbara  540 
Tully, Grace  34, 43-44, 276, 379  

Ugaki, Matome (admiral)  266 

Valentine, Alan  239 
Vandegrift, Alexander (general)  539 
Vandenberg, Arthur H.  237, 476 
Vietinghoff, Heinrich von (general)  
500  
Vogel, Steve  93 
Volkogonov, Dmitri  452  

Wall, Don  271  
Wallace, Henry  172 
Ward, Geoffrey C.  42, 45, 48, 110, 
160, 166, 244-245, 253, 355-356, 361, 
379, 392, 394, 415, 422, 464, 472, 483, 
504 
Warner, Philip  17 
Warren, Austin  1-3 
Washington, George  249 
Watson, Edwin (“Pa”) (general)  38-
39, 41, 246, 306, 378 
Watson, James Eli (senator)  66 
Wavell, Sir Archibald (general)  158 
Wedemeyer, Albert (general)  97, 
103, 136-138, 141, 219, 373-374, 564 
Weeks, Albert  390 
Wellek, René  1-3 
Welles, Sumner  51-54, 104, 232, 255, 
377-378, 394, 441, 458, 524
Wheeler, Burton K.  237
Whitehead, Don  502
Whittier, Greenleaf  308
Wilbur, William (brigadier general)
179
Wilhelmina (queen of the Nether-
lands)  55
William the Conqueror  76
Willkie, Wendell  239-240, 459, 460
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Wilson, A.N.  12 
Wilson, Sir Charles (later Lord Mo-
ran)  28, 307-309, 345-347, 473, 505-
507, 553 
Wilson, Henry Braid (admiral)  90 
Wilson, Sir Henry (field marshal)  
349-350
Wilson, Maitland (general)  507
Wilson, Woodrow  37, 238, 460, 478,
541, 547
Winant, John  81
Woolf, Virginia  4, 17
Wright, Orville  565
Wright, Wilbur  565

Yamamoto, Isoroku (admiral)  28, 
251, 259-260, 263-269, 271-273, 275-
276 
Yamamoto, widow  276 

Zhukov, Georgy (marshal)  390 
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